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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

From the 1950's until 1968, the theory of finite groups underwent an
intense period of growth, including the first major classification theorems
concerning simple groups as well as the construction of the first new
sporadic simple group in a hundred years. In writing this book, my aim was
to describe that development in sufficient detail for the interested reader to
reach the frontiers of the subject and thereby participate in the excitement
that then surrounded the study of simple groups.

In the intervening ten years, an equally dramatic change has occurred:
what was then only a far-off dream-a complete classification of the finite
simple groups-has now almost approached a reality. Literally thousands
of journal pages have been devoted to their study and powerful new
techniques have been developed, on the basis of which finite group
theorists have been able to carry out systematic classifications of wider and
wider classes of simple groups and a total of twenty-one sporadic groups
have been discovered beyond the original five of Mathieu (the existence of
two of these new simple groups is still an open question).

In most instances, these developments constitute a continuation rather
than a replacement of the material in this book. Moreover, any attempt to
take them into account in a revision would undoubtedly extend its length
beyond a manageable size and would also distort its original structural
framework, which was based upon those major early classification
theorems. It therefore seems preferable to leave this book intact as a
record of the state of the art in 1968 and to leave the more recent
developments to other books and monographs.

Hence, in making this revision I have focused solely on the task of
removing the very large number of errors of one sort or another that

xi



xii Preface

existed in the first edition. I have been enormously helped in this endeavor
by detailed comments of Morton Harris and Steven Smith, who in the
course of their systematic readings of the entire text, kept careful notes of
the typographical and mathematical errors which they encountered. I am
deeply grateful to both of them for the assistance they have given me in
improving the text of this edition.

Only in Chapters 16 and 17 have I deviated at all from this
single-minded purpose. I have entirely deleted §8 of Chapter 16 and §2 of
Chapter 17, the contents of which are misleading from the perspective of
1978. The first of these contained a list of then unsolved problems, closely
related to the contents of the book, most of which have now been settled.
The second consisted of some personal reflections on the possible direction
of future research on simple groups; although that discussion did touch
upon several of the main issues of later developments, it does not present a
clear enough picture of the subsequent evolution of simple group
theory.

In addition, I have altered some of the notation in these two chapters to
conform to what has now become standard usage. I also felt that it would
be more useful to the reader to have a list of all the presently known simple
groups rather than the now outdated list of 1968. Thus the table in
Chapter 17 includes the orders of the twenty-six presently known sporadic
simple groups.

D.G.



PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

In the past ten years there has been a tremendous surge of activity in
finite group theory. The period has witnessed the first serious classifica
tion theorems concerning simple groups and the discovery of several new
families of simple groups; and, above all, the fundamental question of the
solvability of groups of odd order has been answered. Dramatic applica
tions have been made of Philip Hall's earlier basic results on solvable and
nilpotent groups and of Brauer's long and continued contributions to the
theory of group characters. Out of the work of Feit and Thompson on
groups of odd order, of subsequent work of Thompson on the minimal
simple groups, and of Suzuki's numerous classification theorems, there is
gradually emerging a body of techniques and a series of general methods for
studying simple groups. Although the entire field is presently in an excited
state of ferment and fluidity, as recent basic work of Glauberman and
Alperin clearly indicates, a degree of stability appears to be settling over
certain aspects of the subject.

Our primary object will be to present a systematic development of most
of these techniques and to illustrate their applicability through the analysis
of several classification problems. For reasons of exposition, clarity, and
emphasis, we have divided the book into three parts. In Part I we study the
total body of material required for the classification problems we shall
consider later. Although each of the chapters on representation theory,
character theory, p-groups, solvable groups, and transfer includes a con
siderable number of results which can presently be found only in the
literature, it is Chapter 8 on p-constrained and p-stable groups and Chap
ter 9 on groups of even order that present the new methods in their most
developed form.

xiii



xiv Preface

In selecting or rejecting material for Part I, we have held steadfast to a
single-minded purpose: to present only those results deemed essential for
application to the study of simple groups. Thus, for example, most of the
beautiful and well-worked-out theory of solvable groups has been omitted,
and, in particular, the important subclass of supersolvable groups has not
even been mentioned. Only by such uncompromising restraint did we feel
that we could give the reader a sense of the underlying continuity and
interrelationship that exists among the various methods that are used in
these classification problems.

There are two omissions that have been caused rather by limitations of
space. The first, and for our purposes the more serious, is the theory of
modular characters, which is an essential tool for studying simple groups.
Fortunately (and also by design) the particular classification problems we
have chosen for analysis in Part I I require only results of ordinary character
theory for their solutions; yet, they are sufficiently complex to illustrate the
use of the various methods developed in Part I. Secondly, we have not given
a systematic treatment of the known simple groups, apart from a brief
outline without proofs in Chapter 17 of Part Ill. This is another area that
has been the subject recently of a great deal of investigation. As a
result of the work of Chevalley, Tits, Steinberg, and others on algebraic
groups and Lie algebras, the finite simple groups of Lie type are now well
understood. However, a precise knowledge of these groups is actually not
required for the classification problems that have so far been undertaken
(with the exception of certain groups of low rank that can be studied with
out reference to the general theory). It is quite evident, however, that as the
classification problems under consideration become more and more
general in the future, this situation will change.

Part I is written on the assumption that the reader has had the equivalent
of a standard first-year-graduate algebra course. Thus we assume a
familiarity with basic group-theoretic concepts and an understanding of
linear algebra, elementary properties of modules and tensor products, and
the theory of fields, including Galois theory. In Chapter I we list explicitly
a number of elementary results about groups without proof. Apart from
these specific theorems and the general knowledge we have presupposed,
the book is entirely self-contained. All proofs are complete and, with a
few trivial exceptions, do not rely on earlier, unproved exercises.

We note also that the development of character theory is confined to
Section 6 of Chapter 3, all of Chapter 4, and Section 4 of Chapter 9, and is
used elsewhere in Part I only for Burnside's theorem on groups of order
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pOqb and Frobenius' theorem on transitive permutation groups. Hence if
one is willing to accept the last two theorems, it is possible to present the
entire non-character-theoretic portion of Part I as an independent unit in
approximately one semester or two quarters. To facilitate the development
of the material in this way, we have deliberately included certain results in
Chapter 3 (excluding Section 6) even though there exist shorter proofs for
them using character theory. On the other hand, all the material of Part I,
together with a few of the applications of Part ll, can easily be covered in
a year's course.

The recent advances in our knowledge of simple groups have not been
accomplished without great effort, for the papers embodying them are
among the longest in all of mathematics, the Odd Order paper alone
running to 255 journal pages. Any writer attempting to present this work
is thus faced with a very serious problem: Given the limitations of space
and energy, how is he to present a body of theorems the complete proofs of
which, no matter how efficiently organized, would require perhaps a
thousand pages for complete exposition? The compromise we have decided
upon is this: On the one hand, to present complete proofs of special cases
of these various theorems, which are sufficiently significant to provide
meaningful application of the techniques developed in Part I and to give
some indication of the nature of the general problems themselves; and, on
the other hand, using these special cases as a starting point, to outline in
some detail the complete proofs of the general theorems.

Thus in Part Il we establish the solvability of CN-groups of odd order
(groups in which the centralizer of every nonidentity element is nilpotent)
and also determine all simple CN-groups of even order which have abelian
Sylow 2-subgroups. The latter argument depends in part on the classifica
tion of certain Zassenhaus groups (doubly transitive permutation groups
in which only the identity fixes three letters). Our results on Zassenhaus
groups also enable us to present a complete analysis of a particular case of
the general dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup problem: that of groups which
possess a self-centralizing Sylow 2-subgroup of order 4. In addition, we
derive a basic structural property of groups which have a generalized
quaternion Sylow 2-subgroup of order at least 16. We also establish the
solvability of groups which admit fixed-point-free automorphisms of
several specified types (our results here are essentially complete inasmuch
as they include the only general cases in which solvability has at present
been established). Finally, we have included a complete proof of P. Hall
and G. Higman's fundamental theorem on p-solvable linear groups. Even
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though this result is not strictly the solution of a classification problem, it
has had a great impact on the study of simple groups and, in addition, pro
vides a number of lovely applications of our earlier results.

In Chapter 16 of Part III we discuss in outline the bulk of the recent
general results on the classification of simple groups. In a preparatory
section we have tried to indicate the over-all nature of these theorems, the
conceptual organization of their proofs, and the way in which the three
basic methods of finite group theory-the local group-theoretic, the
character-theoretic, and the generator-relation methods-enter into the
arguments. This section attempts to bring together within a single unified
framework the diverse techniques and procedures developed in Part I. In
Section 8 of Chapter 16 we list a number of related unsolved problems.

Chapter 17 contains some highly personal and speculative views of the
direction we feel the future study of simple groups may take. In it we have
tried to point out some of the difficulties, and at the same time to show how
many of the concepts that have played so important a part in recent work
have fairly natural extensions that should be useful for investigating other
classes of simple groups. In addition, we also present in Section 1 a
complete list of the known simple groups together with a summary of some
of their properties.

The non-character-theoretic portions of Chapters 1 to 7, 10, 11, and 14
and parts of Chapters 8 and 9 are based on lecture notes of a course in
group theory which I have twice given and whose purpose was in a modest
way the same as that of this book. A great stimulus for much of this
material was a magnificent set of lecture notes by Philip Hall that were
presented in a course by John Thompson at the University of Chicago in
the fall of 1960. The reader familiar with these notes will realize the extent
of their influence on Chapters 2, 3, 5, and 6. For the development of the
character theory, I have been fortunate indeed to have had available an
outstanding set of notes by Waiter Feit, which have been indispensable.
My general views on the classification of simple groups have been very
greatly influenced by Thompson's forthcoming paper on N-groups, a
preliminary version of which I have been studying over the past three
years. Together with the Odd Order paper, it has been the underlying
inspiration for this attempt to write a book which would make these
fundamental works accessible to a wider audience.

I owe special thanks to both J. L. Alperin and George Glauberman, each
of whom spent a great many hours on the over-all text, as well as on
several specific theorems and points of difficulty, and whose continued
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interest throughout its preparation has significantly affected its final form.
I am also indebted to Paul Fong and Michio Suzuki, who read portions of
the manuscript and made a number of helpful suggestions. I should also
like to acknowledge my gratitude to 1. N. Herstein, who began my educa
tion in group theory, to J. H. WaIter for a long collaboration which
deepened my understanding of the entire subject, and to the University of
Chicago and Dean A. A. Albert, in particular, for making possible my
participation in the Group Theory Year 1960-1961, which was a mile
stone in my mathematical development. Finally I wish to express my
thanks to the publishers, Harper & Row, and especially to Mrs. Amy
Kramer, for their intelligent professional help and guidance; their con
tinued advice and assistance throughout the entire publication of the book
considerably simplified my own tasks.

A word about the notation: Theorem 3.4.2 will, as customary, denote
the second result of Section 4 of Chapter 3; however, for simplicity, all
references to this result within Chapter 3 itselfwill be designated as Theorem
4.2. Furthermore, we emphasize that all groups considered in the book are
finite.

D.G.
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------~------------ CH A PT ER 1
PRELIMINARIES

In this chapter we list explicitly those basic results of finite group theory
which will be assumed without proof. Proofs of the various theorems can
be found in any standard text on the subject. Apart from these particular
results, we also presuppose a familiarity with various elementary group
theoretic terms and concepts: abelian, order, coset, conjugacy, normal and
characteristic subgroups, factor groups, homomorphism, isomorphism,
direct products, center, commutator, centralizer and normalizer, permuta
tion, cycle, symmetric group, and so on. In addition, we assume an
elementary knowledge of the theory of linear transformations and the
theory of fields. In particular, we require an understanding of the definitions
and basic properties of tensor products of vector spaces, of modules, of
characteristic roots and similarity of linear transformations, on the one
hand; and of algebraic field extensions, Galois theory, and finite fields on
the other. Thus, in effect, we shall assume a knowledge of most of the
material that is customarily covered in a first-year-graduate course in
algebra.

Following the listing of the basic theorems, we shall establish a number
of additional closely related elementary results with which the reader may
perhaps not be fully acquainted.

3



4

1. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY

Preliminaries [Chap. I]

It is important to establish at the outset various notational conventions
that we shall use throughout the book.

We use the symbol 1 for both the identity element and identity subgroup
of a group G. The set of nonidentity elements of G will be denoted by G lf

•

If X, Yare subsets of the group G, we write X s Y if X is a subset of Y

and Xc Y if X is a proper subset of Y. X n Y is given its customary
meaning. If X s Y, Y - X denotes as usual the set of elements of Y not
contained in X.

If X is a subset of G, (X) will denote the subgroup of G generated by X.
Equivalently (X) is the intersection of all subgroups containing X. We
extend this symbol in the obvious way to the subgroup generated by a
collection of subsets of G. It will often also be convenient to write
<x Ix E X) for the subgroup of G generated by the elements of the
subset X.

The subset of G consisting of the elements Xl' Xl' ... , X n is denoted by
{Xl' Xl' ... , X n} or {Xi 11 ~ i ~ n}. Similarly, if X is a subset of G,
X={xlxEX}.

If X, Y are subsets of G, we write X Y for the subset consisting of
all products x)' with X EX, Y E Y. Thus XY = {xy Ix EX, yEn. If
Xi' 1~ i ~ n, are subsets of G, we define the subset Xl Xl ... Xn anal
ogously. Similarly, if H is a subset of G and x, y E G, we write
Hx = {hx IhE H} and yHx = {yhx Ih EH}. In particular, X-I Hx is the
image of H under the inner automorphism of G induced by conjuga
tion by x.

If X is a subset of G, IX I will denote the order of X. For a single element
x, we shall use the same symbol Ixl for the order of x, that is, the order of
the cyclic subgroup X = (x). Furthermore, for any prime p, we denote by
IGl p the highest power of the prime p that divides IGI.

If 71 is a set of prime numbers, we say that the element X of G is a
n-element if Ixl is divisible only by primes in 71. In particular, we have the
notion of a p-element, p a prime. Similarly, a group G is called an-group
if IGI is divisible only by primes in 71. In addition, n(G) will designate the
set of primes dividing IGI. Clearly G is a 71(G)-group; moreover, if G is a
n-group, then 71(G) s n. Finally, the least common multiple of the orders
of the elements of G is called the exponent of G.

The complementary set of primes to 71 will be denoted by 71'. Thus we
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also have the notion ofrr'- andp'-elements as well as rr'- andp'-groups. For
example, a 2'-element is simply an element of odd order.

If X is a subset of G, CG(X) and NdX) will denote the centralizer and
normalizer of X in G. respectively.

We write H <J G if H is a normal subgroup of G and H char G if H is a
characteristic subgroup of G.

1he center of G will be denoted Z(G). We have Z(G) char G.
If x, .1' E G, we write [.\", .1'] for the commutator x-Iy~ I xy. If X, Y are

subsets of G, then rX, Y] = <[x, y] Ix EX, .1' E Y), so that [X, Y] is always
a subgroup of G. In particular, [G. G] is the commutator subgroup of G.
We have [G, G] char G. As is customary, we also frequently write G'
for [G, G].

We shall usually write our operators on the right. Sometimes we shall
use the exponential notation Ha for the image of H under the mapping x.

In particular, if H is a subset of the group G and x is an element of G, we
shall write HX for the subset X-I Hx and HG for the subgroup generated by
the sets HX with x in G. Clearly H G is a normal subgroup of G, which we
call the normal closure of H in G.

It is also convenient to introduce the following term: We say that a
group K is involved in G provided K is isomorphic to a homomorphic image
of a subgroup H of G. (Such a homomorphic image is called a section of
G; however, we shall not need this term.)

2. ASSUMED RESULTS

Theorem 2.1 (LaGrange)
The order of a subgroup H o[ a group G is a divisor of the order of G.

Thus IGI/IHI is an integer, which we designate IG : HI and call the
index of H in G. IG : HI is the number of right (or left) cosets of H in G.

Theorem 2.2
1[ X, YaresubgroupsofG, then IXYI = IYXI = IXIIYI/IX n YI. More

over, X Y is a subgroup of G (f and only if YX is a subgroup.

Theorem 2.3
Let K;. I ~ i ~ r, del/ote the distinct classes of conjugate elements of G

and let x; be an arbitrary elemellf of K;. Then lI'e hare
(i) IK;i = IG : Cc;(x;)i, I ~ i ~ r.

r

(ii) IGI = I IG : Cdx;)[.
j ~ 1
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(iii) If X is a subset of G, then IG : NG(X)! is the number of distinct
conjugates of X ill G.

Equation (ii) is sometimes called the class equation of G.
We list next the three standard isomorphism theorems.

Theorem 2.4
Let cjJ be a homomorphism of the group G onto the group G' with kernel K.

Then we have
(i) G' is isomorphic to the factor group G/ K.

(ii) There exists a one-to-one correspondence between the subgroups of
G containing K and the subgroups of G'. Such a subgroup H of G
corresponds to its image H' = HcjJ in G'. Furthermore, H <J G ifand
only if H' <J G'.

Theorem 2.5
Let K, H be normal subgroups of G with K £: H. Then G/ H is isomorphic

to (G/ K)/(H/ K).

Theorem 2.6
Let K, H be subgroups of G with K <l G. Then we have

(i) KH is a subgroup of G.
(ii) KH/ K is isomorphic to H / K (l H.

A chain of subgroups G = Go ;;> GI ;;> G2 ;;> ... ;;> Gn = 1 is called a
normal series of G provided each G i <l Gi-I, I:::;; i:::;; n. The factor groups
Gj-I/G i are called the factors of the normal series and the integer n IS

called its length. If each G i is a maximal proper normal subgroup of
Gi- b the normal series is called a composition series and the factors
Gi-I/G i are called its composition factors. In this case it follows at once
from Theorem 2.4 that Gi-I/G i has no proper normal subgroups except
the identity and hence is a simple group.

We have the following two basic results concerning normal and com
position series.

Theorem 2.7 (Schreier)
Any normal series of G no two of li'hose members are equal can be refined

to a composition series of G.

Theorem 2.8 (Jordan-Holder)
Any two composition series of G have the same length and, with respect to

a suitable ordering of the composition factors, the corresponding factors are
isomorphic.

Thus the composition factors of any group G are completely determined
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up to isomorphism (and ordering) by anyone composition series. It is
therefore meaningful to speak of the set of composition factors of G.

Theorem 2.9 (Sylow)
Let G be a group and p a prime. Then we have

(i) G possesses a subgroup of order IGl p and every p-subgroup of G is
contained in a subgroup of order IGl p •

(ii) Any two subgroups of order IGl p are conjugate in G.
(iii) The number ofdistinct subgroups of G of order IGl p is of the form

1 + kp for some nonnegative integer k.

A subgroup of Gof order IGl p is called a Sylow p-subgroup or, briefly, an
Sp-subgroup of G. As an immediate corollary of Sylow's theorem we have

Theorem 2.10
(i) G is a n-group if and only if each element of G* is an-element.

(ii) A normal p-subgroup of G is contained in every Sp-subgroup of G.
(iii) G possesses a unique Sp-subgroup if and only if an Sp-subgroup of

G is normal in G.

We also have the following related results:

Theorem 2.11
A p-group G has the following properties:

(i) Z(G) -# 1.
(ii) If H is a proper subgroup of G, then NG(H) =:> H.

(iii) If H is a maximal subgroup of G, then IG : HI = p.
(iv) Any group oforder p2 is abelian.

If G1, G2 , ..• , Gn are groups, the set of elements (XI' X2, ••• , x,,) with
Xi E Gi form a group G* under the operation (x l' X2 , •.. , X,,)(X~, X; , ... , X~)

= (Xl X;, X2X;, ... , x" x~), where also x; E G, and x i :< denotes the product
in Gi . G* is called the (external) direct product of the Gi and we write
G*= G1 x G2 X •.• x G".

Theorem 2.12
Let G i be normal subgroups of G, I ~ i ~ n, which satisfy the following

conditions:
(a) C = G,G2 " ·G".
(b) C i n Cl C2 ..• Gi-I Gi + 1 ... Gn = 1, 1~ i ~ n.

Then we lzal'e
(i) Each x in C has a unique representation of the form x = X 1X2'" XII

with Xi in C i , 1 ~ i~ n.
(ii) The mapping (x)ep = (Xl' X2, ... , X,,) of C into Cl x G2 X .,. x G"

is an isomorphism.
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In view of this result we say under these circumstances that G is the
(internal) direct product of its normal subgroups G i , I ~ i ~ n, and with
slight abuse of terminology we write G = Gl X Gz x ... x Gn • Of par
ticular importance is the case n = 2, in which the conditions reduce to
G l • Gz <J G, G = GIGZ , and G l n Gz = 1. Then we have GlGZ isomorphic
toGlxGZ '

Theorem 2.13
Let G be an abelian group and let n(G) = {Pl, Pz, ... , Pn}. Then we have

(i) The set ofPi-elements of G forms a subgroup Pi which is the unique
Spi-subgroup of G, 1 ~ i ~ 1/.

(ii) G is isomorphic to the direct product PI x Pz X ... X Pn. In par
ticular, IGI = IPII . IPzl '" IPnl.

Theorem 2.14
An abelian p-group G is the direct product of cyclic subgroups

Hi, I ~ i ~ n. Moreover, the integer n and the orders IHd are uniquely
determined (up to ordering).

We shall denote this uniquely determined integer n by m(G). If
IHil = pe" we say that G is of type (pe!, pe" ... , pe,,). In particular, if G is of
type (p, p, ... , p), G is called elementary abelian, while if G is of type
(pe, pe, ... , pe), G is called homocyclic. If Hi = <X), then the Xi, 1 ~ i ~ n,
are called a basis of G. We can then write each element X of G uniquely in
the form

where 0 ~ ai < pe' = Ixd, 1 ~ i ~ n. We see from this that the elements of
G of order p together with 1 form an elementary abelian subgroup of order
pn with basis xri~!, 1 ~ i~ n.

In dealing with abelian p-groups, it is often more convenient to use
additive than multiplicative notation, in which case we write mx instead
of x"'. Hence if Xi' 1 ~ i ~ n, is a basis of G, each x in G can then be
uniquely written in the form

with O~ a i < Ix;!, 1 ~ i~ n.
We note also·the obvious consequence of these results-that an abelian

group is simple if and only if it has prime order.
Another basic property of abelian groups that we shall need is the

following:
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Theorem 2.15
The set E of endomorphisms of an abelian group G form a ring under the

operations 1> + t/J and 1>t/J, with 1>, t/J in E, defined by

x(1) + t/J) = x1> + xt/J and x(1)t/J) = (x1»t/J for x in G.

We conclude with the statements of two other basic results of a different
nature.

Theorem 2.16 (Cayley)
Every group oforder n is isomorphic to a subgroup of the symmetric group

of degree n.

Theorem 2.17
The alternating group of degree n is simple or all n ~ 5.

3. RELATED ELEMENTARY RESULTS

We present here with proof a number of additional basic results that we
shall need. Our first results concern abelian groups.

Theorem 3.1
(i) If G is cyclic of order n and m diL'ides n, then G possesses a unique

subgroup oforder m and it is cyclic. In particular, every subgroup of
G is characteristic.

(ii) An abelian group is cyclic if and only if all its Sylow subgroups
are cyclic.

(iii) If x is an element of the group G find n((x» = {Pb P2 , ... , Pr},
then x can be written uniquely in the form x = X,X2 ... x r , where
Xi is a pi-element and each Xi' Xj commute, 1::::; i,j::::; r.

Proof
If G = <x) is cyclic of order n and m In, then the m elements xiII/m,

1 ::::; i::::; Ill, are distinct and form a cyclic subgroup with generator x"/m.

Since this subgroup clearly consists of all elements of G whose orders divide
m, it is the unique subgroup of order m and (i) holds. In particular, the
Sylow subgroups of G are all cyclic. Conversely, if G is an abelian group
with cyclic Sylow subgroups Pi = (x), 1 < i::::; r, it is immediate that the

r

element x = .\"'.\"2··· X r hasordern = n [PJ Butn = IGlby Theorem 2.3(ii),
i;;= 1

so G is cyclic. Thus (ii) holds.
Now let the assumptions be as in (iii) and set Go = <x). The final argu

ment of the preceding paragraph shows that there are pi-elements x; in
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Go such that x' = X'IX~ ... x; generates Go. But then x = x" for some t and
so x = X I X2 .•. X r , where Xi = X;' is a pi-element, 1::;; i ::;; r. Furthermore,
since each Xi is in Go, these elements commute pairwise.

Assume finally that X = U I U2 ... Un with Ui a pi-element and U i , uj

commuting, 1::;; i, j::;; r. Write Ixl = prq i for suitable integers e i , q i with
(Pi' qi) = 1. Then clearly Xi' Ui have order pr' and x j , u j have orders
dividing q, for j *" i. Hence x q, = (X I X 2 ... xr)q, = x'lix~i ... X~i = Xii.

Similarly, x
qi = u;' and so xi' = Uti. Choosing k so that qik == l(modp"), it

follows that Xi = X;i
k = U;i

k = lI i and hence the Xi are uniquely determined,
thus proving (iii).

Theorem 3.2
An elementary abelian p-group G oforder pn is isomorphic to a vector space

of dimension n over the field Zp with p elements.

Proof
We use additive notation for G and let Xi, 1 ::;; i::;; n, be a basis for G, so

that every element X of G has a unique representation in the form
n n

x=Iaixi , where O::;;ai<p, l::;;i::;;n. If y=Ibix;, with O~bi<P,
i~ I i~ I

1 ::;; i::;; n, is another element of G, then the product law in G gives
n

X+ Y = I Ci Xi, where 0::;; Ci < P and C i == a i + bi (mod p), 1::;; i ~ n. Hence
i~ I

if we regard the coefficients ai' bi , ci as elements ofZp, we have Ci = ai + hi
and it follows that the mapping (x)cj> = (ai, a2 , ••• , an) is an isomorphism
of G onto the abelian group of the space V of n-tuples over Zp. Further-

n

more, G is a Zp-module in a natural way and (ax)cj> = ( I (aa;)xi)cj> =
i~ 1

(aa l , ••• , aan) = a(at. a2 , ••• , an) = a(xcj». Thus cj> also preserves the opera
tion of Zp on G and so maps G isomorphically onto the vector space V
over Zp.

Lemma 3.3
If A is a cyclic subgroup ofmaximal order of the abelian group G, then A

is a direct factor of G (that is, G = A x B for some subgroup B of G).

Proof
If G is cyclic, then G = A by the maximality of A and the lemma holds

trivially with B = 1; so we may assume that G is noncyclic. Then some
Sp-subgroup of G is noncyclic by Theorem 3.1(ii) and hence G possesses a
noncyclic elementary abelian p-subgroup. But then some subgroup H of G
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of order p is not contained in A, whence A n H = I. Setting G= C / H, it
follows that the image A of A in G has the same order as A and so is
cyclic of maximal order in G. But then using induction on ICI, it follows
that G = AB with A n B = I for some subgroup B of G. If B is the inverse
image of B in C, then C = AB and A n B ~ H, whence A n B = 1. Thus
C = A x B, as required.

Lemma 3.4
IfC/Z(C) is cyclic, then C = Z(C) and C is abelian.

Proof
If y is an element of C whose image generates C/Z(C), then every

element of C is of the form zyi for some z in Z(C) and some integer i. But
then it is immediate that any two elements of C commute and so C = Z(C)
is abelian.

Lemma 3.5
A group of exponent 2 is abelian.

Proof
Let C be of exponent 2. If x, y E C, then (xy)2 = x 2 = y2 = I, whence

xyxy = xxyy and so xy = yx. Thus C is abelian.
We shall need the following condition for a group to be a direct product:

Theorem 3.6 .
If every Sylow subgroup of C is normal, then C is the direct product of its

Sylow subgroups.

Proof
Let n(C) = {PI' P2' ... , Pr}. By assumption an Sp-subgroup Pi of C is

normal in C, I ::s;; i ::s;; r. Thus Pi is the unique Sp,-subgroup of C by Sylow's
theorem and so contains every Pi-element of C. But now if x E C,
n(<x») ~ n(C) and hence x = X1X2 ... x" where Xi is a pi-element, 1< i < r,
by Theorem 3.I(iii). Therefore Xi E Pi and x E P1P2 ... Pr. We conclude
that C = P1P2 ... Pr.

Furthermore, by repeated application of Theorem 2.2 any product of the
P;'s is a subgroup and Qi = P1P2 ... Pi-1Pi + 1 .,. Pr is ap;-group, I < i < r.
But then Qi n Pi = I, I < i < r, and now the desired conclusion follows
from Theorem 2.12.

Our next theorem is a simple consequence ofSylow's theorem, sometimes
called the Frattini argument. Despite its simplicity, the result is of funda
mental importance.
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Theorem 3.7
If H <J G and P is an Sp-subgroup of H, then G = NG(P)H.

Proof
For x in G, we have r s; H' = x-IHx = Has H<J G. Since IP'I = IPI,

r is also an Sp-subgroup of H and so is conjugate to P by an element y
of H by Sylow's theorem. Thus P' = pY and so p,y-I = P, whence
xy-I E N(j(P), Since x = (xy-I)y and x is arbitrary, the theorem follows.

A related useful result is

Theorem 3.8
If H <J G and P is an Sp-subgroup of G, then H n P is an Sp-subgroup

of H.

Proof
We have 1P1=IHlpIGIHlp. By the second isomorphism theorem,

IPHIHI = IPIP n HI. But PHIH is obviously an Sp-subgroup of GIH. We
conclude at once that IP n HI = IHl p and consequently P n H is an
Sp-subgroup of H.

Theorem 3.9
If G is a group of order pq, where p and q are primes with p > q, then an

Sp-subgroup of G is normal in G.

Proof
Let P be an Sp-subgroup of G. By Sylow's theorem, the number of

Sp-subgroups of G is of the form 1 + kp and is also equal to IG : NG(P)I.
Since the latter number is 1 or q and q < p, we must have k = 0 and
so p<J G.

For any group G, we shall denote by Aut G the group of automorphisms
of G. The following elementary result is useful.

Theorem 3.10
(i) rr G is cyclic, then Aut G is abelian.

(ii) If G is cyclic ofpriJne order p, then Aut G is cyclic of order p - 1.

Proof
Let G = <x) be of order n. If cP E Aut G, then (x)cP also has order nand

so (x)cP = xkwith (k, n) = 1. We put cPk = cP. Conversely, for each integer k
prime to n the mapping Xi ---> X

ik is an automorphism of G. Furthermore, if
cPh and cPk are in Aut G, we have (X)cPh cPk = (xhl = x ilk = xhk, where hk
denotes the residue of hk (mod n). Thus cPh cPk = cPhk and it follows that
Aut G is isomorph~c to the multiplicative group of residue classes (mod n).
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Since the latter group is obviously abelian, so is Aut G. Moreover, if
11 = p, the latter group is isomorphic to the multiplicative group of the field
with p elements and so is cyclic of order p - 1, whence (ii) also holds.

EXERCISES

1. Let H, K be subgroups. For u in G, the set of elements

HuK= {xuyjxEH,YEK}

is called a double eosel with respect to H, K. Prove
(i) HuK is the union of IK: K n HUI distinct left cosets of H and also

IH x
: K n HXI distinct right cosets of K.

(ii) If two double cosets with respect to H, K have an element in com
mon, they are identical.

2. If H, K are subgroups of G, show that the number of conjugates of H by
elements of K is IK : NG(H) n KI.

3. If P is an Sp-subgroup of G and H is a subgroup of G containing NG(P),
prove that NG(H) = H.

4. A subgroup H of G is called pronormal in G if for any x in G, H is conjugate
to H X in (H, H X

). Prove
(i) An Sp-subgroup of G is pronormal in G.

(ii) A p-subgroup H of G is pronormal in G if and only if each Sp-sub
group of G contains exactly one conjugate of H.

(iii) If H s; Q S; P are subgroups of G with H pronormal in G and P an
Sp-subgroup of G, then NdQ) S; NG(H). In particular, H<J P.

(iv) If H j and H2 are pronormal p-subgroups of G such that (H j , H 2>
is a p-group, then H j H 2 is pronormal in G.

(v) If P is an Sp-subgroup of G and K <J G, then K n P is pronormal
in G.

5. A subgroup H of G is called subnormal if H is a member of some normal
series of G. Prove

(i) If H is subnormal in G and H s; K, K a subgroup of G, then His
subnormal in K.

(ii) If H is subnormal in K and K is subnormal in L, where H, K, L are
subgroups of G, then H is subnormal in L.

(iii) If H is subnormal in the subgroup K of G and L is an arbitrary sub
group of G, then H n L is subnormal in K n L.

(iv) The intersection of subnormal subgroups of G is subnormal in G.
(v) If H is subnormal in G and P is an Sp.subgroup of G, then H n P

is an Sp-subgroup of H.
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6. A subgroup H of G is normal in G if and only if it is both subnormal and
pronormal in G.

7. Show that a group of order 5 . 7 . 13 is necessarily cyclic.
8. Let G = G1 X G2 X •.. x Gn with G j , Gj of relatively prime orders for

i -# j and let H be a subgroup of G. Prove that H is the direct product of its
subgroups H (\ G j , 1~ i ~ n.

9. Let G = G1 X G2 and let H be a normal subgroup ofG such that H (\ G j = 1,
I ~ i ~ 2. Prove that His abelian.

10. LetG = G1 x G2 X ••. x Gn andlet8 j be the coordinate mapping ofGonG i ,

1 ~ i ~ n. A subgroup H of G is called a residual product if 8;(H) = G j for
all i. Prove the following result: If K j are normal subgroups of a group G,

n

1 ~ i ~ n, and K = nK j , then the"group G = G/K1 X G/K2 X .•• x G/Kn
i~ 1

has H = G/ K as a residual product. (Here H is identified with a subgroup of
G by means of the map: xK --+ (xKl' xK2 , ••• , xKn).)

11. If G is abelian, then G is the direct product of nontrivial cyclic subgroups
G i of orders n1j, 1 ~ i ~ n, with nl i + 1 dividing n1 j , 1~ i ~ n - 1. Moreover,
the integers n1" rn2 , ••. , rnn are uniquely determined by G and are called
the elementary divisors of G.

12. We say that G is semisimple if G is the direct product of nonabelian simple
groups or if G = I. (In Chapter 17 we shall extend this definition to cover a
wider class of groups.) Prove

(i) Every subnormal subgroup of a semisimple group G is normal and
is a semisimple direct factor of G.

(ii) If Hand K are semisimple normal subgroups of G, then HK is semi
simple and

HK = (H (\ K) x CHK(H (\ K).



------------------- CH A PT ER 2
SOME BASIC TOPICS

In this chapter we consider several primarily unrelated basic topics of
finite group theory that we shall need in varying degree throughout the
book. These include characteristic subgroups, higher commutators, nil
potent and solvable groups, semidirect and central products of groups, the
relationship between groups of automorphisms and groups of linear trans
formations, and transitive and doubly transitive permutation groups. In
the final section we shall discuss the groups of all nonsingular 2 x 2
matrices over finite fields and an important related class of doubly transi
tive groups. Later chapters will treat various aspects of these subjects in
greater detail and depth. Here we shall be interested only in deriving
elementary properties, in introducing various auxiliary concepts, and in
developipg some important notational conventions.

1. CHARACTERISTIC SUBGROUPS

The following easily verified properties of automorphisms are left as an
exercIse.

Theorem 1.1
Let A be a subgroup ofAut G and let H be an A-invariant subgroup of G.

Then we have

15
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(i) NG(H) and CG(H) are A-invariant.
(ii) For each 4> in A, the restriction 4> IH oJ 4> to H is an automorphism

oJ H and the mapping 4> to 4>IH is a homomorphism oJ A into
Aut H.

(iii) If H <l G, the mapping 4>* oJ GI H into GI H defined by
(Hx)4>* = H(x4» Jor x in G is an automorphism and the mapping 4>
to 4>* is a homomorphism oJ A into Aut (GI H).

We call 4> IH the restriction of 4> to H and call 4>* the automorphism of
GI H induced by 4>. If B is the kernel of the homomorphism of A into
Aut H, then AIB is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut H. For simplicity of
exposition we often refer to A as a group of automorphisms of H, even
though it is not strictly correct. Likewise, if H <l G, we speak of A as a
group of automorphisms of GIH.

The next result concerning characteristic subgroups follows directly from
the definitions and is also left as an exercise.

Theorem 1.2
(i) IJ H char K and K char G, then H char G.

(ii) If H char K and K <l G, then H <l G.
(iii) If H <l G, then (H)4> <l GJor any automorphism 4> oJ G.
(iv) IJ H £ K are subgroups oJ G such that H char G and

KIH char GIH, then K char G.

The next theorem is of a similar nature:

Theorem 1.3
If H is a normal subgroup oJG whose order and index are relatively prime,

then H char G.

Proof
Let IHI = m and IG:HI = n, so that (m, n) = I and IGI = mn. If

4> E Aut G, then H' = (H)4> also has order m and HH' is a subgroup of G
by Theorem 1.2.6. Setting d = iH !l H'I, we have that dl m, IHH'I = m 2 Id,
and (m 2 Id) Imn. Since (m, n) = 1, this forces m = d and H = H'. Thus
H char G, as asserted.

A group with no nontrivial proper characteristic subgroups is called
characteristically simple. Our next result describes the structure of such
groups:

Theorem 1.4
A characteristically simple group is the direct product oJ isomorphic

simple groups.
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Proof
Let G be characteristically simple and let Gl be a nontrivial normal sub

group of G of least possible order (possibly Gl = G). Now let H be a
subgroup of G of maximal order of the form H = Gl X G2 X •• , x Gr ,

where Gi<l G and G; is isomorphic to G l , 1~ i ~ r. Clearly, H<l G. We
shall argue that H = G.

If cP E Aut G, we have Gt <l G and Gf isomorphic to G; and hence to
Gl • Suppose that for some i and some cP, we have Gt </:. H. Then
Gt (\ He Gt, whence IGt (\ HI < Idll. But Gt (\ H <l G, whence
Gt (\ H = 1 by our minimal choice of Gl . Hence HGt =H x Gt satisfies
the same conditions as H, but has larger order, contrary to the definition
of H. It follows that Gt £; H for all i, 1~ i ~ r, and all cP E Aut G, whence
H'" = H for all cP in Aut G. Thus H char G and, as G is characteristically
simple, we conclude that G = H = Gl X G2 X ••• x Gr •

But now we see that any normal subgroup of Gl is, in fact, normal in
G, so that G1 must be simple by our minimal choice of Gl • Thus G is the
direct product of isomorphic simple groups, as asserted.

As an immediate corollary, we have

Theorem 1.5
If H is a minimal normal subgroup of G, then either H is an elementary

abelian p-group for some prime p or H is the direct product of isomorphic
nonabelian simple groups.

Proof
By definition, H =1= I, H <l G, and no nontrivial proper subgroup of H

is normal in G. But then H has no nontrivial proper characteristic sub
groups by Theorem l.l(ii) and so is characteristically simple. Thus
H = HI X H 2 X ... x Hr, where the Hi are isomorphic simple groups. If
HI is abelian, then HI has prime order p and H is clearly an elementary
abelian p-group. The theorem follows.

Finally we wish to introduce certain important characteristic subgroups
of a p-group. If G is a p-group, we shall denote by Qi(G) the subgroup of G
generated by its elements of order dividing pi. In general, Q;(G) may con
tain elements of order exceeding pi. However, if G is abelian, the exponent
of Q;(G) is at most pi, as follows immediately from Theorem 1.2.14. In
particular, Ql(G) is elementary abelian in this case.

Similarly, we use the symbol (j;(G) to denote the subgroup of G
generated by the elements xP; with x in G.

As a direct consequence of the definitions, we have
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Theorem 1.6
If G is a p-group, then !li(G) and Ui(G) are characteristic in G for all i.

2. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF COMMUTATORS

The following omnibus result gives a number of basic properties of
commutators:

Theorem 2.1
Let x, y, z be elements ofG and H, K, L be subgroups of G. Then we have

(i) [xy, z] = [x, zY[y, z].
(ii) [x, yz] = [x, z][x, yy.

(iii) [H, K] is a normal subgroup of (H, K).
(iv) [H, K] = [K, H].
(v) H normalizes K if and only if [H, K] £; K.

(vi) K <J G and GI K abelian if and only if [G, G] £; K.
(vii) If K sHare each normal in G, then HIK £; Z(GIK) if and only

if[H, G] s K.
(viii) If H, K, L are normal in G, then [HK, L] = [H, L][K, L].

(ix) If cP is an endomorphism of G, then [H, K]4> = [H4>, K4>].
In particular, [H, K] is normal in G if both Hand K are.

Proof
First, (i) and (ii) follow at once by direct computation using the defini

tions. To prove (iii), we must show that for each x in [H, K], both xh and
xk are in [H, K] for each h in Hand k in K. Since x is a product of com
mutators, it will suffice to prove that both [y, Z]h and [y, zy are in [H, K]
for each y, h in Hand z, k in K. But by (i), [y, Z]h = [yh, z][h, zr 1E
[H, K]; while by (ii), [y, Z]k = [y, kr1[y, zk] E [H, K]. Thus (iii) holds.

Now rh, k] = h-1k-1hk = (k-1h-1kh)-1 = [k, hr 1. Since [K, H] is a
subgroup, it follows from this that rh, kJ E [K, HJ for all hE H, k E K,
whence [H, KJ s [K, HJ. By symmetry [K, H] s [H, KJ and (iv) holds.
Next H normalizes K if and only if h-1k-1h E K for all h in H, k in K and
hence ifand only if h-1k-1hk = rh, k] E K for all h in H, kin K. Since this
last equality holds if and only if [H, K] s K, (v) follows.

Since GI [G, G J is abelian, any subgroup K of G containing [G, G] is
normal in G and satisfies GIK abelian by the first and second isomorphism
theorems. The converse is obvious, so (vi) also holds. As for (vii),
HIK s Z(GIK) if and only if [Kh, KxJ = K for each h in H, x in G, or
equivalently if and only if rh, x] E K for all h in H, x in G, and (vii) follows.
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Furthermore, (viii) follows easily from (i), while the first assertion of (ix)
is an immediate consequence of the relation [h, k]4> = fh4>, k4>] which holds
for all h in H, k in K. Taking for 1J the inner automorphisms induced by the
elements x of G, the second statement of (ix) follows also as a corollary.

The next lemma will be useful for studying p-groups of class 2.

Lemma 2.2
Let x, y E G and suppose z = [x, y] commutes with both x and y. Then we

have
(i) [Xi, yj] = zij for all i, j.

(ii) (YX)i = Z(I/2)i(i-l l/ Xi for all i.

Proof
Since x-Iy-Ixy=z, we have y-Ixy = xz, whence y-Ixiy = (y-IxyY

= (XZ)i = XiZ i as x and z commute. Conjugating by y gives y- l x iy 2 =
y-Ixiziy = y-Ixiyzi = (XiZi)Zi = XiZ2i as y and z commute. Repeating this
argument j times, we conclude that y-jxiJ,j = xizij, whence [Xi, yj] =zij,

proving (i).
Clearly (ii) holds for i = 1. Assuming the result for i-I, we have

(YX)i = (YX)i-l(yX) = ZI/2(i-l)(i-2 l/-1 Xi-lyX. Since xi-1y = Zi-lyxi-l by

(i), (ii) follows at once.
We now extend the definition of the commutators [x, y] and [X, Y] to

arbitrary numbers of elements or subsets of a group G:
If Xi E G, 1:( i:( n, n ~ 2, we define [Xl> x2, ... , x n] recursively to be

[[Xl' Xl' ... , x n - d, x n]. Similarly, if Xi, I :( i :( n, n ~ 2, are subsets of G,
we define [Xl' X 2 , ... , Xn] to be [[XI' X2 , ... , Xn-d, Xn].

The following result, due to P. Hall, will be important for our later work:

Theorem 2.3 (Three-Subgroup Lemma)
Let x, y, z be elements of G and H, K, L subgroups of G. Then we have

(i) [x,y-t,zy[y,z-l,x"y[z,x-t,Yr= 1.
(ii) If[H, K,L] = 1 and [K,L, H] = 1, then also [L, H, K] = 1.

Proof

[x, y-t, z)y = y-I[X-Iyxy-l, z]y = y-l(yx-Iy-IX)Z-l(X-Iyxy-l)zy

= x-Iy-Ixz-Ix-Iyxy-Izy.

Set a = xzx-Iyx, b = yxy-l zy, and c = zyz-I xz, and note that band care
obtained from a by cyclic permutation of the elements, x, y, z. Further
more, we see that
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But now it follows by cyclic permutation of x, y, z that also

and

Since (a-Ib)(b-Ic)(c-Ia) = 1, we conclude that (i) holds.
Suppose now that [H, K, L] = [K, L, H] = 1. Then for all x E H, yE K,

and zEL, we have [x, y-I, z] = [y, z-1, x] = 1. Hence, by (i) ,we also have
[z, X-I, y] = 1. But [L, H, K] is generated by the set of all such com
mutators [z, X-I, y], whence [L, H, K] = 1.

We also have the following useful identities whose proof we leave as an
exercise.

Lemma 2.4
If x, y, z are elements of G, we have

(i) [xy, z] = [x, z][x, z, y][y, z].
(ii) [x, yz] = [x, z][x, y][x, y, z].

(iii) [x, yt l = [y, x].

We conclude with a more specialized result that we shall need in
Chapter 8.

Lemma 2.5
Let x, y, z E G. Then we have

(i) Ify commutes with z and if [x, G] is abelian, then [x, y, z] = [x, z, y].
(ii) If [x, y] commutes with both x and y, then

[x, yt l = [X-I, y] = [x, y-I].

Proof
First, [x, y, z] = [[x, y], z] = [x, y]-IZ-I[X, y]z = y-Ix-Iyxz-Ix-Iy-Ixyz

= X-I(xy-Ix-Iy)(XZ-IX-IZ)Z-I},-lxyZ. Furthermore, xy-Ix-Iy = [X-I, y]

= [x"', y] for some positive integer m; and we conclude easily by in
duction on m, using Lemma 2.4(i), that [Xm,Y]E [x, G]. Thus xy-Ix-I y ,

and likewise xz- IX-I z, lies in [x, G]. Hence by hypothesis these two
elements commute. It follows therefore that

[x, y, z] = X-I(XZ-IX-IZ)(xy-Ix-IY)Z-ly-lxyZ.

Since y and z commute by assumption, this reduces to

[x, y, z] = Z-Ix-Izxy-Ix-Iz-Ixzy = [x, z,y],

proving (i).
We could derive (ii) from Lemma 2.2 provided we first extend that

lemma to negative i and}; but it is as easy to apply Lemma 2.4. Indeed, by
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Lemma 2.4(i), we have

1 = [XX-I, y] = [x, Ynx, Y, [I][X- I, y].

But [x, Y, X-I] = [[x, Y], X-I] and [x, y] commutes with x by hypothesis;
whence [x, Y, X-I] = 1. Hence 1 = [x, y][[I, y] and consequently [x, yr l

= [[I,y]. Similarly, using Lemma 2.4(ii), we obtain [x,Yr l = [X,y-I].
Thus (ii) also holds.

3. NILPOTENT GROUPS

Using the higher commutators, we now define a sequence of subgroups
of a group G, which we call the lower central series of G, by the rules

LI(G) = G L 2(G) = [G, G] Li(G) = [Li-I(G), G] fori> 2.

The following properties are immediate:

Theorem 3.1
(i) Lj(G) char G for all i.

(ii) Li+I(G) S;;; LlG) and Li(G)/Li+I(G) is contained in the center of
G/Li+I(G).

Proof
First, (i) follows by induction on i from Theorem 2.1(ix). This in turn

implies that L'+I(G) s;;; L,(G). But now (ii) is a consequence of Theorem
2.1 (vii).

In view of this result, it is natural to consider a second sequence of
characteristic subgroups of G, called the upper central series of G, defined
by the rules

Zo(G) = 1, Zl(G) = Z(G), and, for i > 1, Zj(G) is the inverse image in
G of Z(G/Zi_I(G)).

That each Zi(G) is characteristic in G follows at once from Theorem
1.2(iv) by induction on i.

A group G is called ni/potent if Lm(G) = 1 for some m. If n + 1 is the
least value of m satisfying this condition, then n is called the class of G. For
brevity we write c1(G) = n.

The following theorem expresses a basic relation between the upper and
lower central series of a nilpotent group.

Theorem 3.2
G is ni/potent if and only if Zm(G) = G for some m. Moreover, if G has

class n, then n is the least integer such that Zn(G) = G.
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Proof
Let G be of class n and set L; = Lj(G), Z; = Z;(G). We first argue that

L n+ 1 - r £ Zr for all r. We have 1 = L n+ 1 = Zo. Assume by induction that
Ln+1-j £Zi' By Theorem 3.1, Ln-jLn+1-; £Z(GjLn+1-J But under the
present assumptions GjZj is a homomorphic image of G j L n + 1-;, whence
Ln-iZjZ; £ Z(GjZJ Hence Ln_jZj £ Zj+l by definition of Zi+1' Since
Zi £ Zi+l, we have Ln- i £ Zi+1> proving the assertion. In particular, it
follows that G = L 1 £ Zn and consequently Zn(G) = G.

Conversely, suppose Zm(G) = G for some m. We argue that Lr+1 £ Zm-r'
We have L 1 = G =Zm; so assume L i £Zm+l-i' Since L i+1 = [L;, G], we
have L j + 1 £ [Zm+l-i, G]. On the other hand, by Theorem 2. 1(vii),
[Zm+l-i> G] £Zm-i as Zm+l-jZm-i £Z(GjZm-J But then L i +1 £Zm-i>
proving the assertion. In particular, we have L m +1 £ Zo = 1 and hence
m ~ n. Thus n is the least integer such that Zn(G) = G and the theorem is
proved.

We have the following general results:

Theorem 3.3
(i) Subgroups and homomorphic images of ni/potent groups are ni/

potent.
(ii) The direct product of ni/potent groups is ni/potent.

(iii) Every p-group is ni/potent.

Proof
If H <] G, it follows trivially by induction that Z;(G) maps into Zi(Gj H),

whence Z.(GjH) = GjH for some n and so GjH is nilpotent. If H is any
subgroup of G, Lj(H) £ L;(G), so Ln+ I(H) = 1 for some nand H is
nilpotent. Thus (i) holds. Moreover, (ii) follows at once by induction and
the fact that the center of a direct product is the direct product of the
centers of the individual factors. Finally, (iii) follows also by induction
together with the fact that the center of every p-group is nontrivial.

The following properties of ni1potent groups are basic:

Theorem 3.4
If G is ni/potent and He G, then NG(H) ::J H.

Proof
Let i be the largest integer such that Zi = Z;(G) £ H. Then Zi c G and,

as G is ni1potent, we have Z; cZi+1' But [Zi+l' G] £Zi by Theorem
2.1(vii), which implies that [Zj+1> H]£H. Theorem 2.1(v) now yields
Zj+! £ NG(H). However, Zj+l 't H by our maximal choice of i and we
conclude that NG(H) ::J H.
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Theorem 3.5
A group G is ni/potent if and only if it is the direct product of its Sylow

subgroups.

Proof
If G is the direct product of its Sylow subgroups, then G is nilpotent by

parts (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.3. Conversely if G is nilpotent, we argue
that its Sylow subgroups are normal in G. Indeed, if P is an Sp-subgroup of
G and H = NG(P) c G, then N = NG(H) =.J Hby the preceding theorem. But
P is an Sp-subgroup of Hand H <J N, so that N = HNN(P) = HH = H by
Theorem 1.3.7, a contradiction. This proves the assertion. But now G is
the direct product of its Sylow subgroups by Theorem 1.3.6.

4. SOLVABLE GROUPS

The class of solvable groups which includes that of nilpotent group will
be of central importance throughout the entire book.

A group is said to be solvable if its composition factors are all of prime
order.

We have

Theorem 4.1
(i) Subgroups and homomorphic images of solvable groups are

solvable.
(ii) If H <J G and both Hand Gj H are solvable, then G is solvable.

(iii) Direct products of solvable groups are solvable.
(iv) Ni/potent groups are solvable.
(v) A minimal normal subgroup of a solvable group is an elementary

abelian p-group for some prime p.
(vi) If G is solvable, then [G, G] c G.

Proof
Let G be solvable and let H be a nontrivial proper normal subgroup of G.

Then by the Schreier refinement theorem the normal series G =.J H =.J I can
be refined to a composition series G i , 1 ~ i ~ n, with say Gr = H. But then
GJH, I ~ i ~ r, is a composition series of GjH. Since (Gi-1jH)j(GJH) is
isomorphic to G i - dG i , the solvability of G implies at once the solvability
of Gj H. Likewise the Gi, r ~ i ~ n, form a composition series of H, so also
H is solvable. Conversely, if H is a solvable normal subgroup of the group
G such that Gj H is solvable, and if Gi, 1~ i ~ n, is a composition series
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of C which includes H, then Cj_]/C j is either isomorphic to a composition
factor of H or of C / H and so has prime order. Thus C is solvable.

If C is the direct product of the solvable groups C j , I ~ i ~ m, then
C] <J C and C/C] is isomorphic to C' = Cz X C 3 X ... x Cm' By induction
on 11/, C' is solvable and so C is solvable by the preceding paragraph.

Assume next that C is nilpotent. Now Zl = Z](C) is abelian and it is
immediate from the decQmposition theorems for abelian groups that every
abelian group is solvable. Hence Z] is solvable. Since C/Z] is nilpotent and
has lower order than C, it is solvable by induction and it follows that C
is solvable.

Now the direct product of isomorphic nonabelian simple groups clearly
has composition factors that are not of prime order and so is nonsolvable.
Hence by Theorem 1.5 a minimal normal subgroup of a solvable group is
an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p.

If C is solvable, the second term Cz of a composition series C j, I ~ i ~ n,
of C is normal in C and Cl/Cz is of prime order, whence abelian. But then
[C, C] <;: Cz C Cl = C.

Thus to complete the proof, it remains only to show that any subgroup
K of a solvable group C is solvable. Let H be a minimal normal subgroup
of C. Then H (\ K is abelian and so is solvable. Furthermore,
KH/H = K/H (\ K is solvable by induction on ICI. But then K is solvable
by the first paragraph of the proof.

We can obtain a slight extension of (v) above. To do so requires the
following definition: A normal series C j, I ~ i ~ 11, of a group C is called
a chief series provided each C j is a proper subgroup of C j _] chosen
maximal subject to being normal in C. The factor groups Ci-l/C jare called
the chieffactors of the series.

Theorem 4.2
In a solvable group the factors oferery chiefseries are elementary obelion

ofprime power order.

Proof
Let C be solvable and let C i, I ~ i ~ n, be a chief series of C. Then

Cn - l is a nontrivial normal subgroup of C and contains no nontrivial
proper subgroup that is normal in C. Hence Cn -] is a minimal normal
subgroup of C and so by Theorem 4.I(v) the factor Cn- l = Cn-l/Cnhas the
required form. Since the groups CjCn-] form a chief series for C/Cn- b

which is also solvable, the theorem follows at once by induction.
We want to give one other characterization of a solvable group in terms
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of the derived series of a group G, which is defined recursively by the rule

Do(G) = G D,(G) = [G, G] Dj(G) = [Dj_,(G), Dj-J(G)] for i > 1.

It is immediate that each D;(G) char G, that Di(G) <:; Dj_,(G), and that
Dj(G)/Dj_I(G) is abelian.

Theorem 4.3
G is solvable if and only if Dn(G) = 1 for some n.

Proof
Set Dj = D;(G). If G is solvable, then so is each Dj by Theorem 4.1(i).

But then D j + , C Dj by Theorem 4.1(vi). Hence D n = 1 for some n. Con
versely, if Dn = 1 for some n with D n- I =1= 1, we have D n- I abelian and so
Dn- I is solvable. But it is immediate that DjDn- , is the derived series of
G/ D n - I • Hence G/ D n - , is solvable by induction on the length of the
derived series and so G is solvable by Theorem 4.1(ii).

If G is solvable, the least integer Jl such that Dn( G) = 1 is called the
derived length of G.

5. SEMIDIRECT AND CENTRAL PRODUCTS

If H <I G and if cPx denotes conjugation of H by the element x of G, we
know that the mapping xt/J = cPx is a homomorphism of G into Aut H
whose kernel is CG(H). Conversely, if K is a group and t/J is a homomor
phism of K into Aut H, there exists a fairly natural way of constructing a
group G of the form G = H*K* with H* isomorphic to H, H*<l G, and
G/ H * isomorphic to both K * and K such that the automorphism kt/J of H
corresponds on H* to the automorphism induced by conjugation by
the corresponding element of K*.

Indeed, we define G to be the set of ordered pairs (k, h), hE Hand
k E K. On G, we introduce the operation

for k j E K, h j E H, 1 ~ i ~ 2.

One verifies that for k j in K and h j in H, 1 ~ i ~ 3,

(k I, h,)«k2 , h2)(k3, h3)) = (k ,k2 k 3 , h~k2k3)I/J(h~31/J)h3)

and

«k" h l )(k2, h2))(k3, h3) = (k l k 2k 3, (h~2Ifrh2)k3I/Jh3)'

Since k 3t/J is a homomorphism of Hand t/J is a homomorphism of K into
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Aut H, we have
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which proves that the associative law holds in G. Clearly (1,1) =(1K, IH) is
the identity of G and one verifies directly that (k- 1

, (h- 1t- It/J) is a left and
right inverse of (k, h). Thus G is a group under the given operation.

If we set H* = {(1, h) IhE H} and K* = {(k, 1) Ik E K} it is immediate
that H* and K* are subgroups of G isomorphic to Hand K, respectively,
that G = H*K* and that H* ('\ K* = (1,1), so that also G/H* is iso
morphic to both K* and K. Furthermore, we compute that

(5.1) (k- 1
, 1)(1, h)(k, 1) = (1, hkt/J) E H*

for all k in K, h in H. Thus H* is normalized by K* as well as H* and so
is normal in G.

Finally, (5.1) shows that the element (1, h) of H* is transformed into
(1, hkt/J) by conjugation by the element (k, 1) of K*. Thus G has all the
required properties.

It is natural to identify Hand K with their images H*, K* in G. When
this is done we obtain the following conclusions:

Theorem 5.1
Let H, K be groups and let l/t be a homomorphism ofK into Aut H. Then

there exists a group G of the form G = H K with H <:J G and H ('\ K = 1 such
that for h in H, k in K, we have k-1hk = hkt/J.

The group G of Theorem 5.1 is called the semidirect product of H by K
(with respect to l/t). It is also known as the split extension of H by K. In
the special case that K = Aut Hand l/t is the identity, G is called the
holomorph of H.

The notion of semidirect product is a generalization of that of direct
product. In fact, as a corollary of the preceding analysis we have

Corollary 5.2
The semidirect product G of H by K with respect to l/t is isomorphic to the

direct product of Hand K ifand only if l/t maps K onto the identity subgroup
ofAutH.

Proof
G = H x K if and only if K <:J G, which will hold if and only if

h-1k-1hk = h-1hk = h-1hkt/J lies in K as well as H for all h in H, k in K.
Since H ('\ K = 1, this is equivalent to hkt/J = h for all h in H, k in K, thus
proving the corollary.
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This construction can frequently be used to prove the existence of groups
of a particular form. For example, let H be cyclic of order nand K = (k) be
cyclic order m and suppose r is an integer such that rm == 1 (mod n). Then it
is trivial to verify that the mappings hk'l/J = hr' for h in H, 1 :s; i :s; m, are
automorphisms of H and that if; is a homomorphism from K to Aut H.
Hence the semidirect product G of H by K (with respect to if;) exists and
if h now denotes a generator of H, G is given by the defining relations:

(5.2) hn = 1 k-1hk = hr with rm == 1 (mod n).

Here every element of G is uniquely represented in theformhik i
, 0 (; i (; n- 1,

0(; j :::; m-I, and the multiplication table of G is completely specified
by (5.2).

In this case G contains a cyclic normal subgroup H such that the factor
group G/ H is also cyclic. Such a group is said to be metacyc!ic. A case of
particular importance is that of a dihedral group, corresponding to the case
IKI = m = 2 and r = - 1.

Consider once again the situation of a normal subgroup H of a group G.
Then there mayor may not exist a complement for H in G-that is, a
subgroup K such that G = HK and H (\ K = 1. When such a complement
K exists, G will be isomorphic to a semidirect product of H by K (for the
appropriate if;). In the contrary case, G will not be a semidirect product.
Thus our construction corresponds only to a particular case of the general
situation.

More generally, if H isa normal subgroup of G, we say that K is a partial
complement of H in G provided G = HK and K is a proper subgroup of G.
The subgroup M = H (I K is normal in K, but is not necessarily the identity.

If cPk denotes conjugation of H by k in K, once again we have that
kif; = cPk is a homomorphism of K into Aut H. Furthermore, if we consider
M as a subgroup of Hand M8 as a subgroup of K, where 8 is the identity
automorphism of M\ then it is obvious that the following two relations
hold for all h, k, m in H, K, M, respectively:

(5.3)

(5.4)

Conversely, let H, K, M be groups with M ~ H and suppose that there
exist mappings if; and 8 with if; a homomorphism of K into Aut Hand 8 an
isomorphism ofMinto KwithM8<J K which satisfy (5.3) and (5.4). We shall
construct a group Gof the form G = HKwith H<J G, H (I K = M<J Kand
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H, K, M isomorphic to H, R, M, respectively, such that the action of
K on H corresponds to the action of Kif; on H.

To do this. we first consider the semidirect product G = HK with respect
to 1jJ, so that in G we have hktjl

= hk, h in H, k in K. Set D = {(m8)m- 1 Im EM}.
We argue that D<:J G. Indeed, if 111 1, m2 EM. then (mjl)m28 = (mi l )m 2 by
(5.3), whence

Thus D is a group. Furthermore, if h EH and m E M, we have, using
(5.3), that

Hence H centralizes D. Finally, let k E K and m E M. Then, using (5.4), we
have k ~ I «(1110)111 ~ l)k = (1I10)k(lII- l)k = (mk)O(nl) -I E D. Hence D is in-

variant under K as well as H and so D is normal in G.
Observe next that as H n K = I and Mc:;: H, (1I10)m- 1 EH only if

1110 = 1. Since 0 is an isomorphism. 111 = 1 and so H n D = 1. Similarly,
(1110)111- 1 E K implies 111 = 1 and so also K n D = I. Hence if we set
G = G/ D and let H, K M be the respective images of K, K, M in G, it
it follows that R is isomorphic to Hand R to K. Moreover, G = HR
with H <:l G. By definition of D, m, and m8 lie in the same coset of D for
each 1/1 in M and consequently NI c:;: H n K. On the other hand, IDI = IMI,
whence IG/ DI = IH IIKI/IMI = IH IKI/IM I. forcing IM I = IH n RI. Thus
M = H n K Finally, if .\' denotes the image in G of the element x of G,
we have

jji< = (hk) = (hktjl)

for all h in H, k in K. Thus G exists with the required properties.
As usual, we identify H. K, M with their isomorphic images in G and

drop the superscript on G. Thus G = HK, H <:J G, M = H n K, and for h
in H, k in K. we have k~ I hk = hk"'. We call G the partial semidirect product
of H by K with respect to {M, 0, 1jJ}.

As an illustration, let H = <h> be cyclic of order 2a
, a ?: 2. set /11 = h2o

-',

and M = (111), so that \M \ = 2. Let K = <k> be cyclic of order 4 and let 0 be
the isomorphism of M into K determined by setting mO = k 2

• Also let kif;
be the automorphism of H which inverts all its elements. Then if; determines
a homomorphism of K into Aut H and one verifies directly that (5.3) and
(5.4) are satisfied. Thus the partial semidirect product G exists and is given
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by the defining relations:

G = <h, k Ihza - 1 = k Z = m, m Z = 1, k-1hk = h- 1).

29

A group G given by such defining relations is called a generalized
quaterniol1 group. In the special case a = 2 (IGI = 8), it is called a quaternion
group.

We remark that a generalized quaternion group of order 20 + 1 and a
dihedral group of the same order are never isomorphic, as the first possesses
a unique element of order 2 (namely, m), while the second always possesses
more than one such element.

There is a particular case of a partial semidirect product which is of
special interest. This is the case in which M <:; Z(H), MO <:; Z(K), and l/J
maps K onto the identity element of Aut H. Under these conditions, (5.3)
and (5.4) are always satisfied, so the partial semidirect product of H by K
with respect to {M, e, l/J} always exists. Hence we have the following
result:

Theorem 5.3
Let H, K, M be groups with M <:; Z(H) and suppose there is an isomor

phism e of M into Z(K). Then if we identify M with its image MO, there
exists a group G of the form G = HK with M = H n K <:; Z(G) such that
H centralizes K.

Any group G satisfying the conditions of the theorem is said to be the
central product of Hand K (with respect to M). If M = I, the central
product reduces, of course, to a direct product.

6. AUTOMORPHISMS AS LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS

Let H be a subgroup of G and set N = Nc(H) and C = CG(H). For each
x in N, the mapping (h)cPx = x-1hx, hE H, is an automorphism of H, the
automorphism of H induced by conjugation by x. Furthermore, it is
immediate that cPx cP y = cPXy for x, y in N. Hence the mapping IJ. of N into
Aut H given by (x)1J. = cPx is a homomorphism. Now x is in the kernel of et

if and only if (h)cPx = h for all h in H; hence, if and only if x E C. We see
then that N/C is isomorphic in a natural way to a subgroup of Aut H.

Of particular importance in what is to follow is the special case that H
is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p. In this case H can be
regarded as a vector space over the field Z p with p elements by Theorem
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1.3.2. When this is done, the elements of Aut H act on H as linear trans
formations. Indeed, we have

Theorem 6.1
rr the elementary abelian p-group H is regarded as a vector space over

Z p' then Aut H is isomorphic to the group ofnonsingular linear transforma
tions of H.

Proof
The elements of Aut H, by definition, preserve the additive structure of

H. That they also preserve scalar multiplication follows from the multi
plicative relation (x")rjJ = (xrjJ )", which holds for any rjJ in Aut H and any
integer a and which in additive notation becomes (ax)rjJ = a(xrjJ). Thus
Aut H is isomorphic to a group of nonsingular linear transformations of H.
Since any nonsingular linear transformation on H is certainly an auto
morphism of the additive group of H, the theorem follows.

The preceding argument applies as well to endomorphisms as to
automorphisms of H, so that when H is regarded as a vector space over
Zp, any ring of endomorphisms of H becomes a ring of linear transfor
mations.

Theorem 6.1 allows us to rephrase many group-theoretic problems as
questions about linear transformations. We shall illustrate this idea in a
moment by deriving a result about p-groups as a consequence of a property
of p-groups of linear transformations. But first we introduce some con
venient general notation.

If G is a group of linear transformations of a vector space V, we set
Cv(G) = {v E V Ivx = v for all x in G}. We speak of Cv(G) as the centralizer
of G on V. Clearly, Cv(G) is a subspace of V. Similarly, if G is any group
and H, K are subgroups of G, we write CH(K) = {h E HI hk

= h for all k
in K} and speak of the centralizer of K in H. Clearly CH(K) is a subgroup.

In the particular case that H is an elementary abelian p-group and
K ~ Nc(H), we know that K = K/C is isomorphic to a group of linear
transformations of H, regarded as a vector space over Z p' where
C = CK(H). Thus, on the one hand, we can speak of the centralizer of the
group K on H; and, on the other hand, of the centralizer of the group of
linear transformations K on H. Moreover, it follows directly from the
definitions that

CH(K) = CH(K).

This notational device will be extremely useful in passing between the
group-theoretic and linear transformation points of view.
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Our result on p-groups of linear transformations requires the following
simple lemma:

Lemma 6.2
If G is a group of linear transformations acting on a vector space V over

a field F and H is a normal subgroup of G, then Cv(H) is G-inl'Qriant.

Proof
Set W = Cv(H) and let WE W, hE H, and x E G. As H <J G, we have

hX
-

1

EH and so (w)h X
- ' = 11'. Thus (w)xhx- I = 11' and consequently h fixes

(IV)X for all h in H. Hence (w)x E Wand the lemma follows.

Lemma 6.3
Let G be a p-group of linear transformations acting on a vector space V

over a field F of characteristic p. Then some nonzero cector of V is fixed by
every element of G.

Proof

We proceed by induction on IGI. Let M be a maximal subgroup of G.
Then we have M <J G and IG: M 1= p. Setting W = Cv(M), it follows by
induction that W -:f- O. Furthermore, W is G-invariant by the preceding
lemma.

Choosing y in G - M, we have yP E M and so the order of y on W is 1
or p. Hence the minimal polynomial of y on W divides XP - I. But
X P- 1 = (X - I)P as F is of characteristic p and so 1 is the unique
characteristic root of y on W. Hence there exists a nonzero vector IVI in W
which is fixed by y. Since 11'1 is fixed by <M, y) = G, the lemma is proved.

On the basis of this result, we now prove

Theorem 6.4
IfK is a non trivial normal subgroup of the p-group G, then K n Z(G) -:f- 1.

Proof

SinceZ(K) -:f- 1, so also H = QI(Z(K)) -:f- I. Now H char Z(K) char K<J G
and so H <J G. Furthermore, H is elementary abelian. But by definition
H n Z(G) = CH(G) and consequently H n Z(G) = CH(G), where G = GjC
and C = CG(H). Since G is a p-group of linear transformations of H
regarded as a vector space over Z p' CH(G) is nontrivial by the preceding
lemma. Thus 1 -:f- H n Z(G) <;; K n Z(G), as asserted.

Since every nilpotent group is the direct product of its Sylow subgroups,
we obtain at once as a corollary:
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Corollary 6.5
If K is a nontririal normal subgroup of a ni/potent group G, then

K (\ Z(C) *" 1.

Once again let H be an elementary abelian p-subgroup of C and let K be
a subgroup of NdH). For :r in K, consider the mapping l/J x of H into H
defined by (h)l/Jx = [h, x] = h-1hx for all h in H. Since His abelian, it is
immediate that (hh')l/Jx = (h)l/Jx(h')l/Jx, h, h' in H. Thus l/Jx is an endo
morphism of H and so is a linear transformation of H regarded as a vector
space over Zp.ln fact, we see that l/Jx = 4>x - I, where 4>x denotes the linear
transformation induced by conjugation of H by the element x and I
denotes the identity transformation of H.

Inductively it follows that the mappings (h)l/J~") = [h, x, x, ... , x], h in H,
~

n

are endomorphisms of H and, as a linear transformation of H,

l/J~"J = (4)x - 1)".

This dual interpretation of the higher commutators is especially impor
tant when the element x is a p-element, for then l4>xl = pm as a linear
transformation and so 4>x satisfies the polynomial XP'" - I = (X - I)P"'.
Hence the minimal polynomial of 4>x on H is (X - Iy for 30me r. Clearly r
is the least integer such that (h)( 4> x - IY = 0 for all h in H; equivalently it is
the least integer such that [h, x, x, ... , x] = I for all h in H. We have thus

d · ~prove . r

Theorem 6.6
Let H be an elementary abelian p-subgroup of G and let x be a p-element

of NG( H). If 4>x denotes the linear transformation of H regarded as vector
space over Zp, then the minimal polynomial of 4>x is (X - IY for some rand r
is the least integer such that

rh, x, x, ... , x] = I
~

r

for all h ill H.

We have seen above that it is useful to have an enlarged concept of
centralizer. The same will be true for the concept of commutator which v..e
shall now extend to [h, 4>], where h is an element of the group Hand 4>
is an automorphism of H. Indeed, let H be a group and A a subgroup of
Aut H. Then we can form the semidirect product G = HA of H by A and
with appropriate identifications the image h'" of h under 4> is represented
in C by the element 4> - 1h4>, hE H, 4> EA. Hence in G the commutator rh, 4>]
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is the same element of H as h -1 h"'. Thus it is natural to define h -1 h'"
directly to be the commutator of hand q; (without passing to the semidirect
product G) and to denote it by rh, q;]. Similarly, we write [H, A] for the
subgroup of H generated by all h- 1h'" with h in H, q; in A. This is the
same subgroup of H designated by this symbol in G = HA. Since
[H, A] <J <H, A) = G by Theorem 2.l(iii), we see that [H, A] is a normal
subgroup of H invariant under the group of automorphisms A. Thus A
can be considered as a group of automorphisms of [H, A] and so the sub
group [[H, A], A] of [H, A] is defined. As usual, we write this group as
[H, A, A] and introduce corresponding notation for higher commutators.

We also use the notation CH(A) for the subgroup of H left elementwise
fixed by the elements of A. Clearly CH(A) is A-invariant. Furthermore, this
use of the centralizer notation is consistent with that introduced before.

7. TRANSITIVE AND DOUBLY TRANSITIVE PERMUTATION
GROUPS

A permutation group G acting on a set S is said to be transitive on S
provided for s, s' in S, there exists an x in G such that (s)x = Sf and is said
to be doubly transitive on S provided for each set of pairs {SI, S2} and
{s~, s;} with Si' s; E S, I ~ i ~ 2, and SI =f. S2 , s~ =f. s; , there exists an element
x in G such that (s;)x = s;, 1 ~ i ~ 2. Triple and, more generally, m-fold
transitivity is defined similarly. The integer ISI is called the degree of G.

In any permutation group G acting on a set S, the subset of Gleaving
any subset T of S invariant (either as a set or elementwise) is clearly a sub
group of G.

Let H be a subgroup of G and let Hx i , Xi E G, 1~ i ~ n, be a complete
set of cosets of H in G. Denote the set of these cosets by S. Then for x in
G, the mapping 1!x defined by

(HxJ1!x = H(XiX), 1 ~ i ~ n,

is a permutation of S since H(xix) E Sand H(x, x) =f. H(xjx) if i =f. j.
Furthermore, it is immediate that 1!x 1!y = 1!xy for x, y in G. Hence the
mapping 1!H of x to 1!x is a homomorphism of G into the symmetric group
Sn on the set S. The kernel K of 1!H is the set of x in G fixing each Hxi .
Equivalently x E K if and only if x E Xi- IHXi for all i, I ~ i ~ n. Thus
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We have that G/ K, the image ofnH' is isomorphic to a group of permuta
tions of S. Moreover, G/ K acts transitively on S, for if Hx;, HXj are two
elements of S and we set x = Xi- 1x j , then nx transforms HX j into Hxj . If
we assume, as we may, that XI = 1, we verify direCtly that (H)nH is
the subgroup fixing the letter HX I and more generally that (HXi)nH is the
subgroup fixing the letter HXj of S.

We call nH the transitive permutation representation of G on the right
cosets of H. Clearly nH is determined entirely by H and is independent of
the choice of the coset representatives x j of H in G.

More generally, any homomorphism n of G into the symmetric group on
a set S is called a permutation representation of G on S. The integer ISI is
called the degree of n. We say n is (doubly) transitive if Gn acts (doubly)
transitively on S. If e is a one-to-one mapping of S onto a set S', then
obviously the composition n' = e-Ine gives a representation of G on S'.
Clearly the action of Gn' on S' is determined from that of Gn on S
(together with e) and'vice versa. Under these circumstances we shall say
that nand n' are equivalent or isomorphic permutation representation of G.

One has the following basic result:

Theorem 7.1
Every transitive permutation representation of G is equivalent to one on

the right easets of a subgroup of G.

Proof
Let n be a transitive permutation representation of G on S, where we

identify S with {l, 2, ... , n}. As above, we denote the image of x by nx • Let
H be the subgroup of G fixing the letter 1. We shall argue that nand nH are
equivalent.

Since n is transitive, there exist elements X j in G such that (l)n Xi = i,
1::::; i ::::; n. Then as n is a homomorphism, (l)nhXi = i for every h in H.
Conversely if (l)n x = i, then (l)n XXi - t = 1 and so X E HXj. Thus HX j is
the complete set of elements transforming 1 into i. In particular, HX i # HXj
if i # j. Moreover, since an element of G transforms 1 into i for some i,
every element of G lies in HXj for some i, 1::::; i ::::; n. Thus the set
S' = {Hxj 11::::; i ::::; n} is a complete set of coset representatives of H in G.

Now set (i)e = Hx i , 1::::; i ::::; n, and n' = a-lne. Then n' is a permutation
representation of G on S' which is equivalent to n. Furthermore, let x E G
and i E S, and suppose H(XiX) = HXj, in which case (l)n XiX = j and con
sequently (i)n x = j. Applying e, we obtain (Hx;)n~ = HXj = H(xjx). Thus
n' = nH and the theorem is proved.
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The case H = 1 is of particular importance. Certainly the kernel of lrH is
1 in this case and so p = lrH is an isomorphism of G into the symmetric
group of degree IGI, which is precisely the contents of Cayley's theorem
(1.2.16). We refer to this representation p as the (right) regular representa
tion of G.

The following property of the regular representation follows at once from
its definition:

Theorem 7.2
In the regular representation oJG only the identity elementjixes more than

one letter.

A transitive permutation group G is said to be primitive if the correspond
ing subgroup H of G is a maximal subgroup.

Our next result gives simple, but important, criteria for a transitive
permutation group to be doubly transitive.

Theorem 7.3
Let G be a transitive permutation group acting on a set S and let H be the

subgroup oJ G jixing a letter. Then we have
(i) G is doubly transitive if and only if H acts transitively on the

remaining letters.
(ii) G is doubly transitive If and only if

G=HTH,

where T is a subgroup oJ G of order 2 not contained in H.
(iii) IJ G is doubly transitive and IG : HI = n, then

IGI = d(n - l)n,

where d is the order oJthe subgroupjixing two letters. Furthermore,
H is a maximal subgroup oJ G and G is a primitive group.

Proof
Let S = {l, 2, ... , n} and assume H fixes 1. Suppose H acts transitively

on {2, ... , n}. Let {i,}}, {i',j'} be two pairs from S with i =f. j, i' =f. j'. Then
(i)x = i' for some x in G. Set k = (j)x. Then k =f. i' as i =f. j. Now the
subgroup fixing i' is conjugate to H and hence by our assumptions there
exists an element y of G fixing i' and transforming k into j' (as k and)
are distinct from n. The element z = xy then transforms i into i' and} into
j'. So G is doubly transitive. Moreover, if M denotes the subgroup of H
fixing 2, it follows from Theorem 7.1 that IH: MI = n - 1 and for the same
reason that IG: HI = n. Hence IGI = d(n - l)n, where d = IMI. On the
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other hand, the converse of (i) is clear. Hence (i) and the first assertion of
(iii) hold.

To prove (ii), choose Xi in G such that (I)Xi = i, I ~ i ~ n, so that the
Hx i are a complete set of cosets of H in G and our permutation representa
tion of G is equivalent to that of G on the cosets of H. Then by (i), G
is doubly transitive if and only if there exist elements hi in H, 2 ~ i ~ n,
with h2 = I such that HX2 hi = Hx j • But the cosets Hxi , 2 ~ i ~ n, contain
every element of G not in H. Thus G is doubly transitive if and only

n

if G - H = UHX2hi for suitable hi in H or equivalently if and only if
i= 2

G - H = Hx2H; that is, G = H U HX2H. Clearly this argument applies
equally well for any x j , 2 ~j ~ 11. Thus G is doubly transitive if and only if
G = H u HxH for any element x of G - H. In particular, if this holds, any
subgroup of G containing H properly necessarily contains X and so is G.
Thus H is a maximal subgroup of G, whence G is a primitive group and
the final assertion of (iii) is also proved.

Moreover, if G = HTH with T = <t) of order 2, and t ~ H, then certainly
G = H u HtH, so G is doubly transitive by the preceding arguments.
Conversely if G is doubly transitive, it has even order by (iii) and so
contains an element u of order 2. Since u does not fix all the letters, some
conjugate t of u does not fix I and so t ~ H. Hence G = H u HtH. Setting
T = <t), we conclude that G = HTH, proving (ii).

The following general property of transitive and doubly transitive groups
is useful as well as interesting.

Theorem 7.4

Let G be a transitive permutation group acting on a set S and let o:(x) denote
the number oJ letters oJ S fixed by the element x oJ G. Then we have

(i) L o:(x) = IGI.
XEG

(ii) G is doubly transitil'e if and only if
L 0:(X)2 = 21GI.

XEG

Proof
Let S = {l, 2, ... , n} and denote by f3(i) the number of elements of G

fixing i, I ~ i ~ n. Clearly we have

(7.1)
n

L o:(x) = L f3(i).
XEG i= 1

But f3(i) is simply the order of the subgroup Hi fixing i. As G is transitive,
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" "
we have IHd = IHII for all i and IGI = niHil. Thus I P(i) = I IHil =

i= I i= I

niHil = IGI and now (i) follows from (7.1). We note that this argument
applies equally well if G does not act faithfully on S, but instead some
nontrivial normal subgroup of G fixes every element of S.

Consider the action of HI on S. We can clearly decompose S into the
disjoint union of subsets SI' S2' ... , SI with SI = {I}, on each of which
HI acts transitively (but not necessarily faithfully). Observe, first of all, that
by Theorem 7.30) G is doubly transitive if and only if HI acts transitively
on S - {I} and hence if and only if t = 2. Now let ai(x) denote the number

I

of letters of Si fixed by x in HI> 1 ::;; i ::;; t; then obviously a(x) = I a;(.x).
i= I

On the other hand, by (i), I alx) = IHII for each i, whence I a(x) = tIHII.
xeH 1 xeHt

Since G is transitive, this holds for each Hi and so

(7.2) I a(x) = tlHil
X€Hi

1 :( i :( n.

Summing (7.2) over i, we get

(7.3) " "I I a(x) = I tlH;! = tnlHII = tlGI.
i= 1 :ceHt i::::: 1

But on the left we have counted a(x) once for every Hi which contains x.
However, x fixes a(x) letters and so is contained in exactly a(x) distinct
H;'s. This means that each x of the left side of (7.3) gives a contribution of
a(x)2 to the sum. On the other hand, any element x of G not in one of the
H;'s moves all the letters of S and so a(x) = 0 for any such x. Thus the sum
in (7.3) is unaffected if taken over all elements of G, and now (ii) follows.

The regular representation of a group G has the property that only the
identity element fixes more than one letter. In this case, of course, the
subgroup fixing a letter is the identity. The class of transitive permutation
groups in which only the identity fixes more than one letter, but the sub
group fixing a letter is nontrivial, is offundamental importance in the theory
of finite groups, and several basic problems that we shall later investigate
stem from this class of groups. Such a permutation group G will be called
a Frobenius group, after the person who first studied them.

Frobenius discovered a basic property of this class of groups which we
shall establish in Chapter 4 with the aid of some results involving group
characters. We state it here without proof and then go on to discuss a few
elementary properties of Frobenius groups.
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Theorem 7.5 (Frobenius)
Let G be a Frobenius group and let H be the subgroup fixing a letter. Then

the subset of G consisting of the identity together with those elements which
fix no letters forms a normal subgroup K of Gof order IG :HI.

We shall refer to this normal subgroup K as the Frobenius kernel of
G. Moreover, the subgroup fixing a letter will be called a Frobenius
complement.

As an immediate consequence of Frobenius' theorem we have:

Theorem 7.6
Let G be a Frobenius group with complement H and kernel K. Then

(i) G = HK with H (J K = I, so that G is the semidirect product of
KbyH.

(ii) IHI divides IKI - 1.
(iii) Every element ofH # induces by conjugation an automorphism ofK

which fixes only the identity element of K.
(iv) CG(y) S Kfor every y in K#.

Proof
Since the elements of K# fix no letters, H (J K = 1. But IKI = IG: HI by

Frobenius' theorem and consequently IGI = IHKI. Thus G= HK and (i)
holds.

Now as G is transitive and H is the subgroup fixing a letter, our represen
tation is equivalent to that on the cosets of H. In the present case we can
take the elements of K themselves as coset representatives of H in G.
Suppose then that k h = k for some h in H # and k in K #. Then it is
immediate that h fixes the coset Hk as well as the coset H. But by definition
of a Frobenius group, only the identity fixes more than one letter. Thus
k h of k for any h in H # and k in K #. In particular, (iii) holds. Moreover, for
a fixed k of 1, the set r k = {kh Ih E H} must consist of m = IHI distinct
elements of K. But clearly for k, k' in K #, we have either r k = r k , or
r k (J r k , = 0, the empty set. Hence IK# 1is a multiple of m and (ii) follows.

Finally, by (iii), no element of K # centralizes any element of a conjugate
of H #. But the conjugates of H are simply the subgroups fixing a letter, and
consequently by Theorem 7.5 K consists precisely of the elements of G
which lie in no conjugate of H #. We conclude that CG(y) s K for y in
K #, proving (iv).

Condition (iii) of the theorem suggests the importance of studying groups
of automorphisms with this special property. We thus are led to make the
following definition:
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A nontrivial group of automorphisms A of a group G is said to be a
regular group of automorphisms provided each element of A" leaves only
the identity element G fixed.

If A is a regular group of automorphisms of a group G, we leave to the
reader the fact that the semidirect product GA of G by A is a Frobenius
group with kernel G and complement A.

Later we shall derive fairly complete results concerning the structure of
both G and A; equivalently, of both the kernel and complement of a
Frobenius group.

Finally we give a simpl~ condition for a group G to be a Frobenius group
with complement H which is independent of Frobenius' theorem. Here a
subset A of a group G is said to be disjoint from its conjugates if A (l AX = A
or A (l AX s:; {l} for all x E G.

Theorem 7.7
Let H be a nontrivial subgroup of G. Then G is a Frobenius group with

complement H if and only if H is disjoint from its conjugates and is its own
normalizer in G.

Proof
Let Hx j , X j E G, Xl = 1, 1 ~ i ~ n, be a complete set of right cosets of

H in G. If some element of G fixes two cosetsof H, then by transitivity some
element of H" fixes one of the cosets H X j with i > 1. Hence G is a
Frobenius group with complement H if and only if no element of H"
fixes any HXi with i> 1. But for h in H", HX i = HXj h if and only if
Xihxi-l EH or equivalently, hE H (l H X'. Thus G and H have the given
properties if and only if

(7.4) H (l HX' = 1 2~ i ~ n.

We argue that (7.4) is equivalent to the two conditions of the theorem.
Indeed, assume (7.4). If NG(H) ~ H, we can take Xz in NG(H) to obtain
H (l HXz = H, a contradiction; so NG(H) = H. Furthermore, if x E G - H,
then x E HX i for some i > 1, whence H (l HX = H (l H X' = 1. Conversely, if
NG(H) = Hand H is disjoint from its conjugates, then H (l HX = 1 for any
x in G - H and so (7.4) holds.

8. THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL LINEAR AND PROJECTIVE GROUPS

The group GL(2, q) of all 2 x 2 nonsingular matrices with entries in the
finite field GF(q) of q elements together with certain closely related groups
will play an important role at various points throughout the book. As a
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a, b, c, dE GF(q), ad - bc =f. 0,(8.1)

result, we shall require a number of properties of these groups, which we
shall establish in this section.

GL(2, q) is known as the general linear group (in dimension 2); its sub
group consisting of matrices of determinant 1 is called the special linear
group and is denoted by SL(2, q). The center of GL(2. q) consists of the
scalar matrices and the corresponding factor group PGL(2, q) is called
the projective linear group. Finally, the image PSL(2, q) of SL(2, q) in
PGL(2, q) is called the projective special linear group. For simplicity of
notation we shall usually denote this last group by L 2(q). It is properties of
SL(2, q) and L 2(q) in which we are primarily interested.

First of all, we have

Theorem 8.1
The orders of GL(2, q), SL(2, q), PGL(2, q) and L 2(q) are, respectively,

(q2 _ 1)(q2 _ q), (q2 - l)q, (q2 - l)q. and e(q2 - l)q. where e = I if q is even
and e = t if q is odd.

Proof
We regard G = GL(2, q) as a group of linear transformations of a vector

space V of dimension 2 over GF(q). If v10 ['2 is a basis of V, an element x
of G is uniquely determined by its effect on this basis and, moreover,
vlx, U2 x must also be a basis of V as x is nonsingular. Thus vlx can be
anyone of the q2 - 1 nonzero vectors in V, while ['2 x can then be any
one of the q2 - q vectors in V which are not a multiple of ['lX. Hence
IGI = (q2 _ 1)(q2 - q).

Since G contains elements of arbitrary nonzero determinant,
H = SL(2, q) has index q - I in G, so IHI = (q2 - l)q. Furthermore, the
center Z(G) consists of the scalar matrices and so has order q - 1. Hence
PGL(2, q) = G /Z(G) also has order (q2 - 1)q. Finally, the only scalar
matrices of determinant 1 are ±I, where I is the identity matrix; and these
areidenticalifand only if q = 2". Since H/Z(G) il H = L 2(q), it follows that
L 2(q) has the given order.

The group PGL(2, q) can be identified in a natural way with the group of
projective transformations

, az + b
(;('7 = __

.- cz+d

of the projective line !£ of q + I points coordinatized by the elements of
GF(q) and the symbol w. In this form the element (;( lies in L 2(q) precisely
when ad - bc is a square in GF(q). Since each element of PGL(2, q) thus
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induces permutations of the elements of fLY as a set, PGL(2, q), and hence
also Liq), is represented on fLY as a permutation group of degree q + 1.
Concerning this representation, we have

Theorem 8.2
L 2(q) is doubly transitive on fLY and only the identity fixes three letters.

Moreover,
(i) For q > 3, the subgroup N fixing a letter is a Frobenius group with

cyclic complement H oforder e(q - 1) and elementary abelian kernel
K of order q which is disjoint from its conjugates.

(ii) H is the subgroup fixing two letters and H is inverted by an element
of order 2 in L 2(q).

Proof
Let N be the subgroup of L 2(q) fixing 00. Since rx takes 00 into ajc, rx

fixes 00 if and only if c = O. Thus N consists of the affine transformations
z' = az + b with a#-O a square in GF(q). Clearly N acts transitively on the
points of fLY other than 00 and so L 2(q) is doubly transitive on fLY by
Theorem 7.3(i). Furthermore, the subgroup H of Nfixing 0 and 00 consists
of the transformations z' = az. But no transformation of this form except
z' = z fixes any other letter. Hence only the identity fixes three letters.

Now N = HK, where K consists of the translations z' = z + b. Thus if
q = pr, K is an elementary abelian p-group of order pr. Morever, no
elements of K # fixes any letter other than 00. Since KX fixes the letter
(oo)x for x in Liq), the assumption K (\ KX #- 1 thus implies that (oo)x = 00

and hence that x EN, whence KX = K. Therefore K is disjoint from its
conjugates.

Furthermore, by the first paragraph of the proof, H is cyclic of order
q - 1 if p = 2 and Hq - 1) ifp is odd. Now N acts transitively on fLY - {oo}
and only the identity fixes two letters of fLY - {oo}. But then if H #- 1, or
equivalently if q > 3, it follows from the definition that N is a Frobenius
group with complement H and kernel K. Finally, the transformation
z' = 1jz has order 2, lies in Liq), and conjugates z' = az into its inverse
z' = (l j a)z. Thus (i) and (ii) also hold.

The class of doubly transitive groups in which only the identity fixes
three letters is a very important and interesting one, which we shall study
in detail in Chapter 13. We call such a group a Zassenhaus group, after the
person who began their systematic investigation. As in the case of Frobenius
groups, we restrict the definition to those doubly transitive groups in which
only the identity fixes three letters, but the subgroup fixing two letters is
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nontriviaI. Thus in a Zassenhaus group, the subgroup fixing a letter is
always a Frobenius group in its action on the remaining letters.

We next derive some properties of SL(2, q).

Theorem 8.3
The following conditions hold:

(i) SL(2, q) contains cyclic subgroups of order q - 1 and q + 1.
(ii) An Srsubgroup of SL(2, q) is elementary abelian ifq is even and is

generalized quaternion if q is odd.
(iii) SL(2, p) is nonsolvable, p a prime, p;?: 5.

Proof (A 0 )
The matrices 0 ri' A#-O in GF(q), form a group A isomorphic to

the multiplicative group of GF(q). Hence A is cyclic of order q - 1. Since
the elements of A have determinant 1, A 5; SL(2, q).

Now consider GL(2, q) in its natural action on a two-dimensional vector
space V over GF(q). We can identify V with the additive group of GF(q2).
But then if w is a primitive element in GF(q2), right multiplication by w

effects a linear transformation of V of order q2 - 1. This means that
GL(2, q) contains a cyclic subgroup L of order q2 - 1. Consider the map
x -+ det x for x in L, which is a homomorphism ofL into the multiplicative
group of GF(q) which has order q - 1. The kernel of this homomorphism is
cyclic of order a multiple of q + 1 and so contains a cyclic subgroup B of
order q + 1. Since det x = 1 for x in B, B 5; SL(2, q) and so (i) holds.

The set of matrices P = {G ~) IAE GF(q)} forms an elementaryabelian

subgroup of SL(2, q) of order q = pr. Since ISL(2, q)1 = q(q2 - 1), P is an
Sp-subgroup and so (ii) holds if q is even. Consider next the case
q == 1 (mod 4) and let 2a be the highest power of 2 dividing q - 1. In this
case q + 1 is divisible by 2, but not 4, and so an S2-subgroup of SL(2, q)
has order 2a + I. Let ex be an element of GF(q) of order 2a and set

( ex 0 ) ( 0 1) aX = 0 ex-I and y = -1 O' Then x, y E SL(2, q), Ixl = 2, Iyl = 4,

y-l xy = X-I, and y 2 = X 2
"-1 = (-6_~), as can be directly checked. Thus

(x, y) is generalized quaternion of order 2a+ I and is an S2-subgroup of
SL(2, q).

To treat the case q == -1 (mod 4), we use the fact that SL(2, q) is a sub
group of SL(2, q2), which is clear from the definition since GF(q) 5; GF(q2).
Since q2 == 1 (mod 4), it follows from the preceding case that an S2-subgroup
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S of SL(2, q2) is generalized quaternion. Now an S2-subgroup T of SL(2, q)
is isomorphic to a subgroup of S. But one can easily check from the
defining relations for S that its subgroups are either cyclic or generalized
quaternion (compare Theorem 5.4.3). Thus Tis either cyclic or generalized
quaternion.

We argue that T is not cyclic, from which (ii) will follow. So assume
T = <z) is cyclic. Then Izl = 2b + 1, where 2b is the largest power of 2
dividing q + 1. To derive a contradiction, it will suffice to show that Izl
divides q - I or q + I, whence Izl ~ 2b

• Now the characteristic polynomial
I(X) of z has degree 2 over GF(q). Hence its characteristic roots /3, /3' lie in
GF(q2). Since det z = I, we have /3' = p-i. Since Z2 "# I, p-i "# /3 and so z is
diagonalizable over GF(q2), which implies at once that Izl = 1/31. If
/3 E GF(q), then 1/31 divides q - 1. In the contrary case, I(X) must be
irreducible over GF(q) and so p- 1 must be algebraically conjugate to /3 under
the automorphism y -+ yq of GF(q2). Thus p- 1 = /3q, whence 1/31 divides
q + I. In either case, we obtain the desired contradiction, thus completing
the proof of (ii).

Suppose SL(2, p) were solvable, p ~ 5. Then also G = L 2(p) is solvable.
Let H be a minimal normal subgroup of G, so that by Theorem 4.I(v), H
is an elementary abelian I-group for some prime I. If I = p, we can identify
H with the group P of translations z' = z + b, bE GF(p). But then
Px n P = P =1= I for all x E G, contrary to Theorem 8.2(i). Thus I "# p.

Consider the case I odd. Since ISL(2, p)1 = pep - I)(p + 1) it follows from
(i) that the SI-subgroups of SL(2, p) are cyclic. Hence the same is true of G
and so H is cyclic, whence IHI = I. But then IAut HI = I - I by Theorem
1.3.1O(ii). However, I < P as I divides p ± I and I is odd. Therefore IAut HI
is prime to p and consequently P centralizes H. In particular, H consists of
affine transformations. But clearly the only such transformations which
centralize P lie in P. Thus I = 2.

Now an S2-subgroup of SL(2, p) is generalized quaternion by (ii) and
SIZ(S) is an S2-subgroup of G. It follows at once that SIZ(S) is a dihedral
group and hence contains no elementary abelian subgroup of order 8. Thus
IHI ~ 4. Since H can be regarded as a vector space of dimension 1 or 2 over
GF(2), Theorem 8.1 implies that IAut HI = 1 or 6 and so is prime to p. In
either case P centralizes H, giving the same contradiction. Thus SL(2, p) is
nonsolvable, as asserted.

Actually the groups Liq) are simple for all q > 3, as is not difficult to
show with the aid of a few general, but elementary, results to be proved
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later, together with the easily established fact that L 2(q) is generated by its
p-elements for q = pr. In Chapter 15 we shall prove this theorem for odd
p, basing our argument on the following stronger result concerning the
generation of SL(2, pr) by p-elements which we shall need in Chapter 3. The
brilliant proof of this latter result which we shall now present appears
without essential change in Dickson's book on linear groups; it fore
shadows a number of general counting techniques which have been
successfully used in the study of groups. We note also that in the form
stated, the theorem is false for p = 2, as two elements of order 2 always
generate a dihedral group (see Theorem 9.1.1).

Theorem 8.4 (Dickson)
Let). be a generator of GF(pr) over the prime field oforder p, p odd, and

set L = ((l ~), (~ D). Then we have either

(i) L = SL(2, pr), or
(ii) pr = 9, IZ(L)I = 2, L/Z(L) is isomorphic to As,

and L contains a subgroup isomorphic to SL(2, 3).

Remark In the exceptional case, L is actually isomorphic to SL(2, 5),
but we shall not need this result. Since SL(2, p) ~ SL(2, pr), L contains a
subgroup isomorphic to SL(2,p) in all cases. It is this fact that we shall
use in our primary application of Dickson's theorem (see Theorem 3.8.1).

Proof
Set G = SL(2, pr). Consider a conjugate LX of L by an element x of G

of the form (~ n, yE GF(pr). It will suffice to show that either

(A) F = SL(2, pm) for some m::;; r, or
(B) p = 3, IZ(F)j = 2, F /Z(L X

) is isomorphic to As, and F contains
a subgroup isomorphic to SL(2, 3).

Indeed, assume first that case A holds. Then if

yE LX, and consequently AE GF(pm). But Z/A) = GF(pr) and so r::;; m.
Hence r = m and L = F = G. Thus the theorem will follow in case A.

Now assume case B holds, whence p = 3, IZ(L)! = 2, and L/Z(L) is

isomorphic to As· The images of y = (l ~) and z = (~ Din As are

elements of order 3 which generate As. Hence by considering an auto-
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morphism of As, if necessary, we can assume without loss that these
images are (123) and (345), respectively. Now the product (123)(345)(123)-1

(345) = (25)(34), and so has order 2. Since (-b _~) is the unique

element of order 2 in G, we conclude that

-I (I-A, 2-A,)
u=yzy Z= _A,2 I+},-A,2

is an element of L whose square is (-6 _~). But as we shall show in

general in Lemma 8.5(iii) below in a moment, this implies that u has trace°and hence that (1 - A,) + (1 + A, - A,2) = 0, whence A,2 = 2 = -1 as p = 3.
Thus IZi}.)! = 9. Moreover, our assumption implies that L contains a
subgroup isomorphic to SL(2, 3). Hence the theorem will hold in case B
as well.

We shall now determine a conjugate LX of L so as to satisfy a suitable
normalization condition. Let K be the subgroup of upper triangular

matrices in G, so that K = AQ, where Q = {(6 nIex E GF(pr)} and

A = {(g ~_I) If3 EGF(pr), f3 =I o} is cyclic of order pr - 1. Since G/Z(G) is

L 2(pr), Theorem 8.2 implies that Q is disjoint from its conjugates and that
K/Z(G) is a Frobenius group with complement A/Z(G). This latter fact
implies at once that every subgroup of K of order dividing pr - I lies in a
conjugate of A by an element of Q.

Since (6 DEL (\ Q and Q is disjoint from its conjugates, L (\ Q is an

Sp.subgroup of L. For the same reason NL(L (\ Q) s; K, and so by the
preceding paragraph NL(L (\ Q) = (L (\ AZ)(L (\ Q) for some z in Q. We
now choose the element x to be Z-I and set M = U. Since Q is abelian,

M (\ Q is an Sp·subgroup of M and contains (6 D. Moreover, by our

choice of x, we have

(8.2) NM(M (\ Q) = (M (\ A)(M (\ Q).

Note also that L, and hence M, has more than one Sp-subgroup and is
generated by its p-elements.

Now there may exist more than one element x in Q such that M = U
satisfies (8.2). Clearly for our purposes any such x is permissible. Hence to
establish the theorem it will suffice to prove that if M is any subgroup of G
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containing (6 :) which is generated by its p-elements, possesses more than

one Sp-subgroup, and satisfies (8.2), then for some conjugate M* of M
by an element of Q, also satisfying (8.2), we have either M* = SL(2, pm) for
some m ~ r or p = 3, IZ(M *)1 = 2, M */Z(M *) is isomorphic to As, and
M *containsa subgroup isomorphic to SL(2, 3). In fact, M *will turn out to be
M except possibly in thecasepm= 3. We shall carry this out in a long sequence of
lemmas. Set H =M (J A, P=M (J Q, N = NM(P), d = IHI, andpm = IPI. Thus

H = {(6 ~-l)}' where f3 ranges over the elements of the unique subgroup

Dofthe multiplicative group GF(p') of order d. We also have P = {(6 n),
where IX ranges over a subgroup E of order pm of the additive group of
GF(p'). We preserve this notation throughout.

We begin with some elementary facts concerning the elements of M.

Lemma 8.5

Let x = (~~) E M, a, b, e, dE GF(p').

Then we have
(i) If e = 0, then x E N.

(ii) If Ixl = p, then a + d = 2.

(iii) If X
Z = ( - 6 _~), then dther a + d = °or b = e = 0.

Proof
If e = 0, then d = a- 1 as det x = 1. Hence x E K and so x E M (J K. But

M (J K normalizes M (J Q = P, whence M (J K = N, proving (i).
Next let Ixl = p. Since the entries of x lie in a field of characteristic p,

each of its characteristic roots must be 1 and (ii) follows at once.

F · 11 Z (a
Z + be b(a + d)) B h 'f Z ( - 1 0) . .

ma y x = e(a + d) dZ + be' ut t en 1 x = 0 _ 1 ' It IS

immediate that either b = e = °or a + d = 0.

Lemma 8.6
For some integer f? 1, we have

Proof
LetPll Pz , ••• , Ps be the Sp-subgroups of M other than P. Then P induces

by conjugation a permutation of the Pi' Now each Pi is an Sp-subgroup of
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N,APJ Moreover, P n Pi = 1 since Q is disjoint from its conjugates in
G. It follows that no element of p* fixes any Pi' Thus P permutes the Pi in
cycles consisting of pm = iPl elements, and so the number of Sp-subgroups
of M is of the form 1 +Jpm. Since P is not the unique Sp·subgroup of
M,J ~ 1.

Now the number of conjugates ofP in M is IM : NI by Theorem 1.2.3(iii)
and IM: NI = 1 -1- J:l)m by Sylow's theorem. Since 1Nl = dpm, the lemma
follows.

Lemma 8.7
We have d = e(pm - 1), where e = 1 or 2.

Proof
Let h be the number of elements of order p in M. We compute h in two

ways. First of all, as P has 1 + .rpm conjugates which are disjoint from each
other, we get

On the other hand, we can estimate the number of elements of order p

in each coset Ny of N in M with y E M-N. Indeed, if v= (tu),. vw

(8 3) N 1=/(/3 0 ) (1 a) (t u) = (/3t + /3av /3u + /3aw) /3 D E}
. l \ 0 /3-1 0 1 /3-1 /3-1 ,E, a E .. v w v w

By Lemma 8.5(ii), if an element of Ny has order p, then

(8.4) /3t + /3av + r 1w = 2.

Furthermore, v i= 0 by Lemma 8.5(i) since y if N. Hence for each /3 in D,
there is at most one value a in E satisfying (8.4), and so Ny contains at
most d elements of order p. Since the number of cosets of N in M - N is

.rpm and since N contains exactly pm - 1 elements of order p, it follows that

(8.5)

Comparing (8.5) with the above equality for h, we obtain

(8.6)

But every element of H not in Z(G) induces a regular automorphism of P,
which means that the elements of p* are permuted in orbits of size
,H: H n Z(G)/ under the action of H/H n Z(G). Hence either d or d/2
must divide pm - 1 according as IH n Z(G)I = 1 or 2. Combined with (8.6),
\\ e obtain the conclusion of the lemma.
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Since D is cyclic. it thus possesses a cyclic subgroup B = <y) of order
pm - 1.

Lemma 8.8
We have m dil'ides rand B, E are, respectively, the multiplicative and addi

tive subgroups of GF(pm).

Proof
The field Zh) contains pm distinct roots of the polynomial Xpm

- X:
namely. 0 and i, I ~ i ~ pm - 1. Hence Zp(}') is a splitting field of this
polynomial and so Z/y) = GF(pm), In particular. B is the multiplicative
subgroup of GF(pm). Moreover, since Ziy) s GF(pr), we also have m I r.

Finally we have

(~ ~-1)(~ ~)(~-1 ~) = (~ ~2)

for all fi in D. But /32 EB as ID: BI ~ 2. Hence the dj2 elements (~ ~2)

all lie in 5L(2, p",). Moreover, the subgroup Po of P that they generate is
H-invariant. But P~ is a union of orbits under the action of H and each
such orbit contains dj2 ~ -Hpm - I) elements. Thus lPol ~ Hp'" + 1). Since
lPol divides IPI = pm. this forces Po == P and so Es. GF(pm). Since lE I = pm,
we conclude that E is the additive group of GF(pm),

We shall treat the cases e = 1 and e = 2 separately.

Lemma 8.9
If B = I and pm> 3, then M = SL(2, pm).

Proof
In this case B == D and so H, P. N lie in SL(2. p",), Moreover, (8.5)

becomes an equality and the argument preceding it shows that each caset
of N 'in M - N must contain exactly d "" pm - I elements of order p. In

particular, if Ny is such a coset, we may assume that the element y = G~)

has order p, in which case t + w = 2 by Lemma 8.5(ii). Now (8.4), which
must be satisfied for an element of Ny of order p, reduces upon substituting
w = 2 - t to

(8.7)

We know in the present case that to each fi in D there is determined a
unique element rx of E satisfying (8.7). Taking /3 = - I, we obtain - o:v = 4.
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Since p is odd, 4 #- 0, so !Y. #- 0 and consequently v E GF(pm). We note that
this part of the argument applies for all values of pm including pm = 3.

Since pm > 3 by assumption, d > 2 and so we can choose f3 in D so that
f3 - p-l #- 0, in which case (8.7) implies that also t E GF(pm). Since
w = 2 - t, also WE GF(pm). Moreover, tw - uv = 1 as det y = 1 and v#-O
as y ~ N. Hence also u E GF(pm). Thus yE SL(2, pm). Since N s SL(2, pm)
and y is arbitrary in M - N, we conclude that M s SL(2, pm). But now a
comparison of orders forces the desired conclusion M = SL(2, pm).

If e = 1 and pm = 3, then H = Z(G) and so every conjugate of M by an
element of Q will satisfy (8.2). Hence to dispose of this case, it will suffice
to prove

Lemma 8.10
IJ e = 1 and pm = 3, then a conjugate oJ M by an element oJ Q i5 equal to

SL(2,3).

Proof
First of all, the argument of the preceding lemma shows that v E GF(3)

and v #- 0, so v = ±1. Hence by (8.3) every element of Ny has the entry of
its second row, first column in GF(3). Since Ny is an arbitrary coset of
M - N, and since the corresponding entry is 0 for elements of N, we con
clude that every element of M satisfies this same condition.

. (t - v(1 + t + t2
))Nowasdety=landt+w=2=-I,wecanwntey= v -I-t .

We set z = (~ ~)y, so that z is also a coset representative of Ny and we have

z= (vt + v 1 + t - t
2
).

1 -vt - v

Setting 5 = vt + v, we obtain

(8.9) z = (5 -1 - 52)
I -5

5 E GF(3 r
).

Thus each coset of N in M - N contains such an element z, which corre
spondingly depends on an element 5 of GF(3').

If x = (6 n, a direct computation shows that ZX = (~ -6)' Since

x E Q, it is enough to prove the lemma for M X. Since MX satisfies the same
conditions as M, we may assume without loss that M = M x and hence that

the element Zo = (~ -~) lies in M.
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Consider once again the element z representing an arbitrary coset of N
in M - N. We have

(8.10) (
-1

zoz = s s )-1 - S2 •

But by the first paragraph of the proof, the entry s of the second row, first
column of Zo z lies in GF(3). Thus each s E GF(3) and we conclude at once
that M = SL(2, 3).

We turn now to the case e = 2. Since p is odd, d is divisible by 4 and so D

contains an element <5 of order 4. The element a = (~ ~ _ I) is thus an

element of order 4 in H. In this case we shall count elements of order 4 in
M in roughly the same fashion as we counted p-elements in the case e = 1.

Note that ( - 6 _~) is the unique element of order 2 in G, so an element of

G has order 4 if and only if its square is ( - 6 _~). We first prove

Lemma 8.11
Assume e = 2. Then we have

(i) a is inverted by an element of M.
(ii) The conjugate class ofa in M contains pm(1 + fpm) elements.

(iii) f is odd.

Proof
It is immediate that CG(a) = A, the set of diagonal matrices of deter

minant 1. Hence CM(a) = H and consequently the conjugate class of a con
tains pm(1 + fpm) elements. Likewise the conjugate class of a-I contains the
same number of elements. If a and a-I are in the same class, (i) and (ii)
hold. In the contrary case, our argument shows that there are at least
2pm(1 +fpm) elements of order 4 in M. We shall show that this is not true.

Once again consider the coset Ny, yE M - N. Since [rIV =1= 0 for any
element x of Ny, Lemma 8.5(iii) shows that Ixl = 4 only if

(8.11 ) [3t + [3rxv+ [rIW = O.

Moreover, for each [3 in D, there is at most one rx in E for which (8.11)
holds. Thus each coset of N in M - N contains at most d elements of order
4. One verifies directly that N contains 2pm elements of order 4. Hence if
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k denotes the number of elements of order 4 in M, we have
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(8.12) k ~ 2pm+ d(1 +Jpm) = 2pm+ 2(pm - 1)(1 +Jpm).

But by assumption k? 2pm( I +Jpm) = 2pm+ 2pm(Jpm), which contradicts
(8.12) and establishes (i) and (ii).

Finally if b is in the conjugate class of a, so is b -1 and b -1 "* b. Hence
pm( 1 +Jpm) must be even. Since p is odd, this forcesJto be odd, proving (iii).

Lemma 8.12
Assume e = 2. Then either J = 1 or J = 3, pm = 3, IMI = 120.

Proof
If the coset Ny contains an element of order 4, we can choose y to be

of order 4, in which case t + IV = °and (8.11) reduces to

(8.13)

To exploit this relation, we need a preliminary fact: If Ny' is a second

coset of N in M - N with y' = (t', u:) of order 4, then t'/v'"* t/v.v -t
Indeed,

yy' = (~ u) (t'
-t v'

u') (tt' + uv' tu' - ut')
-t' = vt' - tv' vu' - tt' .

(8.14)

But yy' 1: N, since otherwise yE Ny'-1 = Ny'. It follows that the entry vt' - tv'

of yy' is nonzero. Hence t / v "* t' / v', as asserted.
Observe next that ly- 1 1= 4 and y-l E Ny. Hence a coset of N in M - N

contains either 0, 2, or s > 2 elements of order 4. Let I be the set of cosets
containing exactly 2 elements of order 4 and J the set containing more
than 2 elements. If Ny E J, then there must be a solution x, 13 of (8.13) with
13 "* ±1. For such a choice of rx, f3 we obtain

-f3rx _f32 rx
v f3 - 13 1 = f32 - 1 .

However, 132 E B, as ID: BI = 2 in this case. Hence both f32 and rx lie in
GF(pm) and so the ratio t/v is an element of GF(pm). But by the preceding
paragraph, the corresponding ratios for any two elements in different cosets
of the set J are distinct. We conclude that

(8.15)
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We already know that any coset of N in M - N contains at most d
elements of order 4. Moreover, the number of such \:Osets is fpm, so we
also have

(8.16)

Since N contains 2p m elements of order 4, it follows from these relations
that

(8.17) k ~ 2pm+ 2//1 + Illd ~ 2pm+ 2fpm+ III(d - 2)
~ 2pm+ 2fpm+ pm(2pm- 4).

On the other hand, k ~ pm + f p2m by Lemma 8.11 (ii). Combined with
(8.17), this leads to the inequality

(8.18) pm(2pm- 3) ~ fpm(pm - 2).

Since f is odd, the only solutions of (8.18) are f = 1 and f = 3, pm = 3. In
the latter case d = 4 and it follows from Lemma 8.6 that IMI = 120.

Lemma 8.13
The case f = 1 does not occur.

Proof
Assume f = 1. We shall show that M possesses a normal subgroup Mo

of index 2. Then all p-elements of M will lie in Mo and so will generate a
subgroup of Mo. But by assumption, M is generated by its p-elements,
a contradiction.

First of all, one checks directly that the elements of G inverting

a= (~~-l) are all of the form (~ -~-l (JEGF(p'). But a is inverted

by an element of M by Lemma 8.11(i) and so M contains an element

b = (~ -~-l rE GF(p'), r =f. O. If x = (6 nis an arbitrary element of P,

then

(8.19)

Now each bX is an element of M of order 4 and is not in N as r =f. O. Further
more, these elements lie in distinct eosets. Indeed, suppose for some f3 in
D, IJ in E, and x in P,

(~ ~~ L)bx = (-~~~r+ fJIJr /3- ~ar)

were equal to bX
' for some x' in P. Then f3- 1r = r, so fJ = 1. Since bX

'
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has trace 0, this in turn forces '7 = 0, whence bX
' = bX

• This proves the
assertion.

On the other hand, the number of cosets of N in M - N is/pm = pm. We
conclude that each coset of N in M - N contains exactly one of the
elements bX, which we may therefore take as coset representatives. In
particular, each coset of N in M - N contains an element of order 4.

Now if Xl t= X2' then bX1 ~ Nb x2 = N(b X2 )-1, so bX1 bx2 ~ N. Hence for
some X 3 and suitable f3 in D, '7 in E, we have

(8.20)

Let Xi = (6 ~i), 1 ~ i ~ 2, so that al t= (X2' Then computing the entry of

the second row, first column of each side of (8.20), we obtain the equation

(8.21)

This yields T= f3-
l

/ al - a2 and consequently T2 E GF(pm). Thus ITI divides d
and we conclude that T E D.

Finally, a coset Nbx consists of the dpm elements

(f3 f3'7) ( - aTo p-l T

with f3 E D and '7, a E E. Hence such an element lies in SL(2, pm) if and only
if f3T E B. Since T E D and ID : BI = 2, it follows that exactly half the
elements of each coset lie in SL(2, pm). Since also half the elements of N
lie in SL(2, pm), we conclude that Mo = M n SL(2, pm) consists of half the
elements of M. Thus IM: Mol = 2. Since M - Mo consists of one right
and one left coset, these must be identical and so Mo <:J M, and the lemma
is proved.

The next lemma will thus complete the proof of Theorem 8.4.

Lemma 8.14
If E = 2, then pm = 3, IZ(M)I = 2, M /Z(M) is isomorphic to As, and M

contains SL(2, 3).

Proof
By Lemmas 8.12 and 8.13 we havef = pm = 3. In this case (8.18) becomes

an equality and hence so also do (8.15) and (8.16). Thus III = 3 and
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III = 6. Moreover, for the same reason each element of J contains d = 4
elements of order 4. Since N contains 2pm = 6 elements of order 4, it fol
lows that M contains exactly 6 + 2·6 + 4· 3 = 30 elements of order 4. Since
ICM(a) I = d = 4and IMI = 120, these all lie in the conjugate class of a. Since
an element of order 4 and its inverse map to the same element of order 2
in M = M /Z(C), we conclude that M contains exactly 15 elements of

(
0 -1)order 2 and they are all conjugate. Furthermore, the element b = r -~

inverts a. Since lal = 4, every odd power of b inverts a and so a is inverted
by a 2-element of M. Hence without loss we may assume b is a 2-element, in
which case S = (a, b) is a nonabelian 2-group. But an Sl-subgroup of M
has order 8 as IM/ = 120, whence Ibl = 4, S is a quaternion group, and S
is an Sl-subgroup of M. The image 5 of S in M is thus an Sl-subgroup of
M and is abelian of type (2, 2).

We claim next that 5 is disjoint from its conjugates in M. Suppose
5 n T # 1 for some Sl-subgroup T of M. Since M has only one class of
elements of order 2, we may assume without loss that ii E 5 n T, where ii is
the image of a in 5. Since T is abelian, T centralizes ii and so the inverse
image T of T in M consists of elements which either centralize or invert a.
But S is the set of all such elements of M, whence T = Sand f = 5, proving
the assertion.

Since M contains exactly 15 elements of order 2, and since each
Srsubgroup of M contains 3 of them, it follows from the preceding para
graph that M contains precisely 5 Sl-subgroups. Since these are all
conjugate, this yields that IM: N M(5)1 = 5. Since IMI is 60, we conclude
that R = N M(5) has order 12.

We now consider the permutation representation n of M on the right
cosets of R, which maps M homomorphically into the symmetric group Ss .
It will suffice to show that n is an isomorphism, for then M will be iso
morphic to a subgroup of order 60. Since the only such subgroup of Ss is
As, we shall then have M isomorphic to As. This in turn will imply that
Z(C) = Z(M), and this will prove all but the final assertion of the lemma.

Now the kernel 0 of n is a subgroup of R and is normal in M. Since 5
contains all elements of order 2 in R, we have 5 n 0 <J M. Since 5 is
disjoint from its conjugates, we have either 5 n 0 = 5 or 1. However, in
the first case M would contain only 3 elements of order 2. Thus 5 n 0 = T
and so 10/ = 1 or 3. But in the latter case, the 3-elements of M generate a
proper subgroup and hence the same is true of the 3-elements of M, con
trary to assumption. Therefore 0 = Tand n is an isomorphism.
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Finally, since the the 5 2-subgroup 5 of ill is quaternion, one verifies
directly that the inverse image of R in M is isomorphic to SL(2,3).

This completes the proof of Dickson's theorem.

EXERCISES

1. Prove Theorem 1.1.
2. Prove Theorem 1.2.
3. Prove Lemma 2.4.
4. Let H, K, L be subgroups of G. Show that any normal subgroup of G con

taining two of the groups [H, K, L], [K, L, H], and [L, H, K] necessarily
contains the third.

5. If every maximal proper subgroup of G is normal in G, show that G is
nilpotent.

6. If for each prime p in n(G), the set of p'-elements of G forms a normal
subgroup, prove that G is nilpotent.

7. G is called supersolvable if G possesses a normal series with cyclic factors
such that each term is normal in G. Prove

(i) If G is supersolvable, G possesses a chief series whose factors have
prime order.

(ii) Show that the derived group of a supersolvable group is nilpotent.
8. Show that either of the following two conditions implies that G is nilpotent.

(i) Any two conjugate elements of G commute.
(ii) For x, y in G, (xy)i = [x, y] 1/2ifi-1)Xi/.

9. If G possesses a normal series with abelian factors, prove that G is solvable.
10. Let A be a subgroup of Aut G.

(i) If A acts transitively on G#, show that G is an elementary abelian
p-group for some prime p.

(ii) If A acts doubly transitively on G#, show that either p = 2 or IGI = 3.
11. If G possesses a subgroup of index at most 4 and G is not of prime order,

show that G is not simple.
12. Let H X

' be the distinct conjugates of the subgroup H of G, Xi E G, I ::::; i ::::; 11.
For X in G, define 8(x) to be the permutation of this set of conjugates by the
rule H X'8(x) = HX'X, I ~ i ~ 11. Prove

(i) The mapping 8 is a transitive permutation representation of G of
degree n.
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(ii) The representation 0 is equivalent to the permutation representation
on the right cosets of NG(H).

13. Let P be an Sp-subgroup of C and let n be the permutation representation
of C on the right cosets of NG(P). Prove

(i) n(P) fixes exactly one letter.
(ii) If IPI = p, then n(x) is a product of one I-cycle and a certain number

of p cycles for any x in P*.
(iii) If IPI = p and Y E NG(P) - CG(P), then n(y) fixes at most r letters,

where r denotes the number of orbits under the action of n(P).
14. If a permutation group C contains an odd permutation, show that C

possesses a normal subgroup of index 2.
15. Use Exercises 13 and 14 to prove that a group of order 264 is not simple.
16. Let C be a transitive permutation group of prime degree p and let P be an

Sp-subgroup of C. Prove that IPI = p and that NG(P) is a Frobenius group
with kernel P.

17. If A is a regular group of automorphisms of C, prove that the semidirect
product AC is a Frobenius group with kernel C and complement A.

18. Let C be the group of semilinear transformations x' = ax" + b, where
a, b E CF(pn), a i= 0, and (J is an element of the Galois group of CF(pn).
Prove

(i) C is solvable of order pn(pn - I)n.
(ii) Let T be the translation subgroup of C consisting of all x' = x + b.

If C acts triply transitively on T*, then p" = 4.
(iii) Let H be the affine subgroup of C consisting of all x' = ax + b.

Then H is a Frobenius group with kernel T and cyclic complement
A consisting of all x' = ax.

(iv) If B = <f3) is the subgroup generated by x' = - x + 1, then the set
ABA = H. Moreover, every element of H - A has a uJ'ique repre
sentation of the form Y. l f3Y. 2 with Y. l , Y. 2 EA.

19. Let A, B be subgroups of C with C = ABA and assume that every element
of C - A has a unique representation of the form a l ba2 with aI' a 2 E A and
bE B. Prove that C is a Frobcnius group with complement A.

20. (i) Using the methods of semidirect products construct two groups Cl'
C2 , each of order 73 ·3 with nonabelian commutator subgroups of
order 73

, such that Cl' but not C2 , is a Frobenius group.
(ii) Show that SL(3, 7) contains a subgroup isomorphic to Cl'

21. (i) Determine the conjugate classes in L 2(p).
(ii) Determine the conjugate classes of p-elements in SL(3, p).

22. Suppose that C = [C, Cl, IZ(C)I = 2, and C/Z(C) is isomorphic to L 2(5)
(equivalently, to A 5)' Show that C is isomorphic to SL(2,5).

23. If ILiq) I is divisible by 60, prove that Liq) possesses a subgroup isomorphic
to As.
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24. Let P be an Sp-subgroup of G. Assume that Z = Q1(Z(P)) has order p and
that N p(B) :=J Cp(B) for any elementary abelian subgroup of B of order p2
containing Z. Prove that if ZX ~ P - Z for some x in G, then NG«ZX, Z»)
involves SL(2, p).

25. Give a direct proof without appeal to Dickson's theorem that SL(2, pn) is
generated by all its p-elements.



CHAPTER 3
REPRESENTATIONS OF
GROUPS

In this chapter we establish those results concerning representations of
groups that we shall need, but which do not depend upon the methods
of character theory. After introducing a large number of basic concepts of
representation theory, we discuss in succession representations of abelian
groups, conditions for complete reducibility, and the important theorem
of Clifford. We then study G-homomorphisms and apply our results to
obtain descriptions of irreducible G-modules, conditions for absolute
irreducibility of representations, and to determine the structure of the
group algebra of G over suitable fields. Some of these results are also
applied to give a description of the irreducible representations of direct
and central products of groups. Finally, we treat the basic topic of p-stable
representations which will play a crucial role in the analysis of many later
problems.

1. BASIC CONCEPTS

If n is a permutation representation of a group G on a set S, we can
regard the elements of S as a basis of a vector space V over an arbitrary
field F and can then consider the elements of (G)n as linear transformations

58
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of V represented with respect to the given basis by the appropriate permuta
tion matrices. Thus n induces a homomorphism of G into the group of
nonsingular linear transformations of VIF or equivalently of nonsingular
matrices with coefficients in F. Likewise, if H is an elementary abelian
p-subgroup of the group G, we haye seen that there is a homomorphism of
NG(H) into the group of nonsingular linear transformations on H regarded
as a vector space over Zp. Clearly these are' special cases of the general
concept of a homomorphism of a group into the group of nonsingular
linear transformations of a vector space V over a field F. In this chapter
we shall study some of the properties of such homomorphisms.

If V is a vector space of dimension n over a field F, we denote by GL( V, F)
the group of all nonsingular linear transformations on V and by GL(n, F)
the group of all n x n matrices with coefficients in F. As usual, for each
basis (v) ={v" Vz, .•• , vn} of V/F, we associate to each Tin GL(V, F)
the matrix T(v) of T with respect to the given basis. Then the mapping
a(v) : T -+ T(v) is an isomorphism of GL( V, F) onto GL(n, F).

A homomorphism <jJ of a group G into the group GL( V, F) of non
singular transformations of a vector space V over a field F is called a
representation of G. V is called a representation space or representation
module for G. We also say that <jJ is represented on V/F or that <jJ is a repre
sentation of G over F. The kernel K of <jJ is called the kernel of the repre
sentation. If <jJ is one-to-one, so that G is mapped isomorphically into
GL( V, F) and K = 1, we say that <jJ is a fait~rul representation. At the
other extreme, we say that <jJ is trivial if K = G, in which case (G)<jJ consists
only of the identity transformation of V. In general the dimension of V
over F (denoted dim f V) is called the degree of <jJ. Representations of
degree 1 are called linear representations. In this book we shall restrict
ourselves entirely to finite-dimensional representations.

The representation <jJ above induces in a natural way a homomorphism
<jJ* of GIK into GL( V, F), which is one-to-one. Thus every representation
of G induces a faithful representation of G modulo the kernel of <jJ on the
same vector space.

Now the image (G)<jJ of G under <jJ is a group of linear transformations
of Vand so we have the basic relations:

(1.1) (xy)<jJ = (x<jJ)(y<jJ) for x, y in G.

(1.2) (av+a'v')(x<jJ)=a(v(x<jJ))+a'(v'(x<jJ)) for a, a' in F and v, v' in V.

By choosing a fixed basis (v) of V/F, the composition mapping <jJa(v) is
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a homomorphism of C into CL(n, F) which we refer to as a matrix repre
sentation of C. For x in C, we write for brevity (x</J )(v) for the matrix
(x)</JCt.(v)' It may happen that for a particular basis (v) of V, the entries of the
matrices </JCt.(V) all lie in a subfield L of F. If this is the case, we shall say
that </J can be written in L.

Given any subfield K of F, </J can always be written in a subfield L of F
which is finitely generated over K, for if (u) is·any basis of V/F, then there
are only a finite number of entries in the matrices (x</J )(V) and the subfield
they generate over K has the required properties.

If W is a subspace of V invariant under (C)</J, then </J induces a homomor
phism of C into CL( W, F) which we call the restriction of </J to Wand
denote by </Jlw' Such a representation is also said to be a subrepresentation
of </J. At the same time if l/J denotes the natural homomorphism of V onto
V/ W, the composition </Jl/J is a homomorphism of C into CL( V/ W, F),
which we call the factor orquotient representation of C on V/ W induced by </J.

There are two very important types of representations: the irreducible
and indecomposable. A representation </J of Con V/F is called irreducible
if 0 and V are the only (C)</J-invariant subspaces of V. In the contrary
case, we say that </J is reducible. We say that </J is indecomposable if it is
not possible to write Vas the direct sum of two nontrivial (C)</J-invariant
subspaces. In the contrary case, we say that </J is decomposable. Clearly
irreducibility implies indecomposability, but the converse is not necessarily
true. In fact, in Section 3 we shall give a sufficient condition for an in
decomposable representation to be irreducible. This question is closely
related to another important concept-that of complete reducibility. We
say that a representation </J of C on V/F is completely reducible provided
V = V1 ffi V1 ••• ffi Vr , where Vi is a nonzero (C)</J-invariant subspace of V
and </Jlv, is irreducible, I ~ i ~ r.

We have seen in Chapter 2 the usefulness of the concept of equivalent
or isomorphic permutation representations. This notion has a natural
extension to general representations which is equally important and which
we shall now describe. Let </J be a representation of C on V/F and let
(v), (v') be two bases of V/F. Then for x in C, we have

(1.3)

where P denotes the matrix of the change of basis from (v) to (v'). Thus a
given representation of </J determines a number of matrix representations
of C, which we obviously wish to consider as being equivalent.

A similar situation occurs if </J, </J' are representations of C on V, V' over
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F, respectively, of the same dimension, (v), (v') are bases of Vand V', P is
the matrix of an isomorphism l/J of V on V' mapping the elements of (v)
on the corresponding elements of (l"), and for each x in G we have

(lA)

Again we clearly wish to consider cjJ and cjJ' as equivalent representations.
Expressed in terms of linear transformations condition (lA) reads

xcjJ'= l/J-I(XcjJ)l/J; that is,

(1.5) ul/J(xcjJ') = u(xcjJ)l/J for all x in G, u in V.

Thus we shall say that two representations cjJ, cjJ' of G on vector spaces V
and V' over F, respectively, are equivalent or isomorphic provided there
exists an isomorphism l/J of Von V' for which (1.5) holds.

It follows immediately from the definition that this notion of equivalence
is an equivalence relation on the category of all representations of a group
G on vector spaces over a given field F. We should like also to illustrate
this concept with a simple general example which we incorporate into a
lemma:

Lemma 1.1
Let cjJ be a representation of G on VIF and let U and W be two

(G)cjJ-invariant subspaces of V such that U (\ W = O. Let (f be the quotient
representation of G on P = VIW and let 0 be the image of U in P. Then
ois(G)(f-invariant and cjJlu is equivalent to (flu.

Proof
Let ,if be the natural homomorphism of V onto P = VI W. Then by

definition of (f, we have for v in P and x in G,

(1.6) v(x(f) = (1'(xcjJ))l/J,

where v is an element of V which maps on v. Since v(xcjJ) E U if v E U, it
follows at once from (1.6) that 0 is (G)(f-invariant.

Set cjJI = cjJlu and (fl = (flu. Then for u in U, and x in G, (1.6) reduces to

(1.7) Ul/J(X(fI) = U(XcjJI)l/J.

But l/J is an isomorphism of U onto 0 as U (\ W = O. We conclude at
once from the definition that the representations cjJI, (fl of G on U, 0,
respectively, are equivalent.

Given a representation cjJ of G on VIF, it is very often convenient to
make V into a right G-module (that is, a right FG-module) by setting

ux = u(xcjJ) for all u in V.
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When this is done, each element of G becomes itself a linear transformation
of V. Note that elements lying in the same coset of the kernel of cjJ determine
the same linear transformation. Once V is made into a G-module, we can
carry over to the language of modules the various concepts that have
just been introduced. Thus a (G)cjJ-invariant subspace of V becomes a
G-submodule of V, V is an irreducible G-module if 0 and V are the only
G-submodules of V, V is a faithful G-module if only the identity element
of G determines the identity transformation on V, Vand V' are isomorphic
G-modules over F if and only if there exists an isomorphism tjJ of V on
V' which commutes with the elements of G; that is,

(1.8) u(tjJx) = u(xtjJ) for x in G, u in V;

with similar interpretations of the remaining terms and concepts of repre
sentation theory.

Conversely, if VIF is a G-module, each element x of G determines a
linear transformation Tx of V by setting vTx = vx for v in V; and the
mapping cjJ given by (x)cjJ = Tx is easily seen to be a representation of G
on V. Thus the notions of a representation of G and of a G-module
(over a field) are equivalent and so can be used interchangeably. In a
given context we shall use whichever of the two is the more convenient.

Statement~ concerning groups of linear transformations can invariably
be rephrased as results about representations (equally well about modules).
For example, Lemma 2.6.3 becomes the following statement:

Theorem 1.2
Every irreducible representation of a p-group on a vector space over a

field of characteristic p is trivial. Equivalently a nontrivial p-group does not
possess a faithful irreducible representation on a vector space over a field
of characteristic p.

The argument c::m be extended to give the following generalization:

Theorem 1.3
If G possesses a faithful irreducible representation on a vector space over

a field of characteristic p, 1hen G has no liontrivial normal p-subgroups.

Proof
Let cjJ be a faithful irreducible representation of G on VIF, where F is

of characteristic p and let P be a normal p-subgroup of G. By Lemma 2.6.3,
(P)cjJ fixes some nonzero vector of V, so W = Cv«P)cjJ) =f. O. But W is
(G)cjJ-invariant by Lemma 2.6.2; and as cjJ is irreducible, the only possi-
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bility is W = V. Thus (P)cP acts trivially on V. Since cP is also faithful, this
implies that P = 1, proving the theorem.

To motivate the next concept, that of extending the base field, consider
a G-module V/F and set 111 = IGI. Then each element x of G determines
a linear transformation Tx of V of order dividing 111, so that Tx satisfies
the polynomial x m

- 1. Thus for each x in G, the characteristic roots of Tx

are mth roots of unity over F. These roots of unity can all be taken to lie
in an extension field F(w), where w is a primitive I11th root of unity. We
shall speak of these as the characteristic roots of x on V. In many cir
cumstances the analysis turns out to be considerably easier if the field F
itself contains a primitive mth root of unity or is even algebraically closed.
When F does not satisfy one or the other of these conditions, it is necessary
to replace V by a suitable vector space over an extension field L of F.

To describe this process, let V be a vector space over F, let L be an
extension field of F, and form the tensor product VL = V ®FL, which is
then a vector space over L. Indeed, if (v) = {L'i 11 ~ i ~ 11} is a basis of V
over F and 1 = l L denotes the unity element of L, then the elements
{Vi ® 111 ~ i ~ 11} form a basis of VL/L. We can identify the element

" "
u = I G i Vi of V, G i E Fwith its image I Gi(V i ® 1) in VL • When this is done,

i= 1 i= 1

V becomes a subset of VL and also each element of VL then has a unique
n

representation of the form I bi Vi with bi EL. Thus, in effect, in passing
i= 1

from V to VL we are extending the field of operators from F to L. Note,
however, that V is not a subspace of VL (unless F = L), as VL is a vector
space over L.

If T is a linear transformation of V/F, then T(v) can be regarded as a
matrix over L as well as over F and, in view of the preceding identification,
as the matrix of a linear transformation TL of VL with respect to the basis
(v) of VL • If follows from this that the mapping T --+ TL gives an isomor
phism of GL( V, F) into GL( VL , L). We note also that the characteristic
and minimal polynomials of TL on VL are identical with those of Ton V.

But now we see that if cP is a representation of G on V/F, the elements
(XcP)L for x in G are linear transformations of VL and that the mapping cPL
of G into GL(VL , L) given by

for x in G

is a representation of G on VL • Likewise if V/ F is a G-module, then VL / L
is also a G-module.
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If rP is irreducible, the representation rPL above mayor may not be
irreducible. This leads to the important notion of an absolutely irreducible
representation or G-module. A representation rP of G on VjF is said to be
absolutely irreducible provided the extended representation rPL of G on
VLjL is irreducible for every extension field L of F. Moreover, a field F
with the property that every irreducible representation rP of G on a vector
space VjF is absolutely irreducible is called a splitting field for G.

2. REPRESENTATIONS OF ABELIAN GROUPS

In this section we establish some basic properties of the representations
of abelian groups. Our first result will follow as a corollary of a general
necessary condition for a group to possess a faithful irreducible representa
tion. We need the following lemma:

Lemma 2.1
Let V/F be an irreducible G-module. If an element z ofZ(G) has a charac

teristic root A in F, then L'Z = I.V for all L' in V. In particular, if V is a faithful
G-module, either Z = 1 or le i= 1.

Proof
Let W = {w E VI wz = }.w}, so that by assumption W i= O. Clearly W is

a subspace of V. Moreover, if x E G and WE W, we have

(wx):: = w(xz) = w(zx) = (wz)x = UII')x = 1.(lI'x)

as:: E Z(G). Thus Il'X E Wand consequently W is G-invariant. But now the
irreducibility of G on V forces W = V, whence vz = AL' for all v in V.
Furthermore, if G acts faithfully on V and Z i= 1, then z does not induce
the identity linear transformation on V, so }. i= 1.

We can now prove

Theorem 2.2
If G possesses a faithful irreducible representation, then Z(G) is cyclic.

Proof
Suppose G has a faithful irreducible representation cP on VjF. We

regard V as a G-module. Set m = IGI and consider first the case that F
contains a primitive mth root of unity, so that the characteristic roots of the
elements of G lie in F. In particular, each z in Z(G) has a characteristic
root A(Z) in F and hence by the preceding lemma z acts on V like the scalar
transformation A(Z)!. As V is a faithful G-module, the preceding lemma
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also implies that the homomorphism: z -> )"(z), is one-to-one. Thus Z(G) is
isomorphic to a subgroup of F. But it is well known that a finite subgroup
of the multiplicative group of a field is cyclic. Hence Z(G) is cyclic in this
case.

For the general case, we set L = F(w), where w is a primitive mth root
of unity and consider the extended G-module VL = V ® FL. Let W be a
minimal nonzero G-submodule of VL and let K be the kernel of the repre
sentation of G on W, so that G = G/K acts faithfully and irreducibly on
W. Since L contains a primitive IGI-th root of unity, it follows from the
preceding case that Z(G) is cyclic. But obviously the image of Z(G) in
G lies in Z(G), and hence Z(G)/Z(G) n K is cyclic. Thus to complete the
proof it will suffice to show that Z(G) n K = I.

Indeed, if z E Z(G) n K, then z has I as a characteristic root on Wand
hence on VL . But as z has the same characteristic polynomial on V as it
does on VL , I is a characteristic root of z on V. But then z must induce
the identity transformation on V by the preceding lemma, Since V is a
faithful G-module, this forces z = 1. Thus Z(G) n K = I, as required.

As a corollary we have:

Theorem 2.3
If q; is an irreducible representation of an abelian group G with kernel K,

then G/K is cyclic. In particular, a noncyclic abelian group does not possess
a faithful irreducible representation.

Proof
By definition of K, q; induces a faithful irreducible representation of

G/K. But Z(G/K) = G/K as G is abelian and so G!K is cyclic by the theorem.
As an additional corollary, we have:

Theorem 2.4
Let G be an abelian group oforder 71 and F a field which contains a primi

tive nth root of unity. Then every irreducible representation of G over F is
linear.

Proof
Let V/F be an irreducible G-module and let K be the kernel of G on

V, so that GIK is cyclic by Theorem 2.3. Choose x in G so that Kx generates
GIK. As F contains a primitive nth root of unity, x possesses a nonzero
characteristic vector VI in V. Since the elements of K induce the identity
transformation on V, it follows that the subspace VI generated by t\ is
G-invariant. But now the irreducibility of G forces VI = V, whence
dimF V = I and the representation of G on V is linear.
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Finally as a partial converse of this result, we prove:

Theorem 2.5
If 4> is a linear representation of G, then GIK is cyclic, where K is the

kernel of 4>. In particular, a noncyclic group does not possess a faithful
representation of degree 1.

Proof
Suppose VIF is a G-module determined by the representation 4> with

dimF V = 1. Then if v is a basis element of V, we have vx = A(X)V with
),(x) E F for any x in G. It follows that the mapping rJ. : x -+ ),(x) is a
homomorphism of G into the multiplicative group of F, whence GIK is
cyclic, where K is the kernel of rJ.. But clearly K is precisely the set of
elements of G which induce the identity transformation on V and so K is
also the kernel of 4>.

3. COMPLETE REDUCIBILITY

We shall now establish a fundamental sufficient criterion for a representa
tion to be completely reducible.

Theorem 3.1 (Maschke)
Let 4> be a representation of G on VIF and assume that either F is of

characteristic 0 or of characteristic relatively prime to IGI. Then 4> is com
pletely reducible.

Proof
The proof depends upon a certain" averaging" argument which we

shall have several further occasions to employ. Set n = IGI and p = charac
teristic of F. We may assume that F contains the rational numbers if p = 0
and contains Zp if p #- O. Since (n, p) = 1 by assumption if p #- 0, it follows
in either case that lln is a well-defined element of F. This means that for
v in V, (lln)v is a well-specified element of V; and, moreover,

(3.1) n((l/n)v) = (lln)(nv) = v.

We regard V as a G-module and let VI be a minimal nonzero G-sub
module of V. Since G acts irreducibly on Vb the theorem follows if
VI = V, so we may assume VI C V. Let U j , I:::; i :::; r, be a basis of VI,
which we extend to a basis u j , I:::; i :::; m, of V. Setting Wequal to the
subspace spanned by the Uj, r + I:::; i :::; m, we have V = VI EB Wand
W #- O. Thus W is a complement of VI in V, but of course W need not be
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G-invariant. Our aim will be to show that, in fact, a G-invariant comple
ment of VI exists.

For v in V, we can write v = VI + w uniquely, where VI E VI and WE W.
We set vO = W, so that 0 is the projection map of Von W. Since wO = Wfor
W in W, we have 02 = 0, so that 0 is idempotent. Furthermore, 0 is clearly
a linear map and also v - vO = VI E VI' We now define for V in V,

(3.2) vljJ = 1/ n I ((vx)O)x- l .
XEG

Since l/n is a well-determined element of F, IjJ is a well-defined map of V
into V. Since 0 is linear and V is a G-module, it is immediate that IjJ is a
linear transformation.

We argue first that V2 = (V)1jJ is G-invariant. Indeed, for y in G, set
z = y-1 X. Then

(3.3) (vljJ)y = l/n I (vxOx- 1)y= l/n I V(YZ)eZ-1.
XEG XEG

Since z ranges over G as x does, (3.3) and (3.2) yield

(3.4) (vljJ)y = l/n I (vY)ZOZ-l = (vy)1jJ E V2,
ZEG

which implies that V2 is G-invariant.
We shall now show that V = VI 8j V2. First of all, if v E V, write

v = VI + 1'2, where 1'2 = vljJ, and L'I = v - V2' Then V2 E V2 by definition of
V2. On the other hand, as vxx- I = v, we can write

(3.5) VI = V - vljJ = l/n I (vx - vxO)x- l .
XEG

But vx - vxO E VI for each x in G and now (3.5) yields that VI E VI' Thus
V = VI + V2 and so it remains to show that VI n V2 = O.

To establish this, we derive two preliminary results: 1'11jJ = 0 for all VI
in VI and 1jJ2 = 1jJ. Indeed, if VI E Vb then so does vlx for x in G and con
sequently (vlx)O = 0 for all x in G. Clearly this implies that VlljJ = O.
Furthermore, as we have shown in the preceding paragraph, v - vljJ E VI
for all V in V2 and hence (v - vljJ)1jJ = O. This yields vljJ = vljJ2 as IjJ is
linear, whence also 1jJ2 = 1jJ.

But now if v E VI n V2, then, on the one hand, we have vljJ = 0; and
on the other, v = uljJ for some u in Vas V2 = (V)IjJ. Thus

o= vljJ = uljJ2 = uljJ = v,

whence VI n V2 = 0, giving the desired conclusion V = VI 8j V2.
Since V2 is a G-module of lower dimension then V, it follows now by
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induction on dimF V that V2 is the direct sum of irreducible G-submodules.
Hence the same is true of V and we conclude that the given representation
<P of G is completely reducible.

Remark With respect to the basis (u) = {Uj 11 ~ i ~ m} of V = V1 ffi W,
the matrix x(U) of the transformation of V determined by x has the form

(3.6) (
A(X) 0)

x(u) = C(x) B(x) ,

where A(x) is r x rand B(x) is (m - r) x (m - r). If j7 denotes the factor
module V/V1 and uj the image of Uj in V, r + 1 ~ i ~ m, then (u) =

{u i Ir + 1~ i ~ m} is a basis of j7 and relative to this basis the matrix of the
transformation determined by x is X(Ul = B(x). On the other hand, since
V = V1 ffi V2 and V2 is G-invariant, V2 and V are isomorphic G-modules
by Lemma I. I. This means that with respect to a suitable basis of V2 , the
matrix of x on V2 is B(x). Combining this basis with the given basis of V1 ,

we obtain a basis (v) of Vand the matrix of x relative to (v) is

(3.7) (
A(x) 0)

x(v) = 0 B(x)'

Thus in terms of matrices the preceding argument proves the existence
of an m x m nonsingular matrix P of the form

(3.8) P= (Ir 0)
Q I m - r '

where Q is a suitable (m - r) x r matrix over F, with the property that
for all x in G,

(3.9) p-1{A(x) 0 )p=(A(X) 0)
\ C(x) B(x) 0 B(x)'

An alternative proof of this result under the specified hypotheses on F
and IGI can be given directly in terms of matrices.

Theorem 3.1 applies, in particular, to the case that V is an elementary
abelian p-group and G is a group of automorphisms of V of order n with
(n,p) = 1. In actuality the proof does not require V to be elementary; in
fact, the argument holds equally well for any abelian p-group V (written
additively) which possesses a G-invariant direct summand V1 • The only
change required for the proof is to replace the term" linear" by "homo
morphism" throughout. Even though V is no longer a vector space over
Zp, (I /n)v is still a well-defined element of V satisfying (3.1). Indeed, as
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(p, n) = 1, there exists an integer a (depending upon Ivl) such that an == 1
(modp) and we define (l/n)v to be av. Moreover, the endomorphisms of
an abelian group form a ring, and consequently the mapping t/J above
is a well-defined endomorphism of V. Hence as a corollary of the proof,
we have

Theorem 3.2
Let G be a p'_group ofautomorphisms ofan abelian p-group V and suppose

V1 is a G-invariant direct factor of V. Then G = V1 X Vz , where Vz is also
G-invariant.

We should like now to give a simple, but extremely important, group
theoretic application of Theorems 2.3 and 3.1 to illustrate some of the
ideas so far developed.

Theorem 3.3
Let P be an elementary abelian p-group and let Q be a noncyclic abelian

q-subgroup of Aut P, q a prime distinct from p. Then

P = I1 Cp(x).
xeQ~

In particular, P is generated by its subgroups Cp(x) with x in Q#.

Proof
We consider P to be a vector space over Zp and then we regard P as a

Q-module. As p # q, Theorem 3.1 gives that P is a completely reducible
Q-module. Hence

P = Pi ffiPz ffi· .. (f;Pn ,

where Pi is an irreducible Q-submodule of P, 1::;; i ::;; n. Since Q is abelian,
Theorem 2.3 implies that Q/ Q i is cyclic, where Qi denotes the kernel of
the representation of Q on Pi' But as Q is noncyclic, this forces Qi # 1,
1 ::;; i ::;; n. Choosing x i in Qt', we have Pi£; Cp(x i)' whence

n

P = I Cp(X;) <;; I Cp(X).
i~ 1 XEQ~

Reverting to multiplicative notation, the theorem follows.
As a further corollary, we have

Theorem 3.4
Let cP be a representation of G on V/ F and assume that either F is of

characteristic 0 or characteristic prime to IGI. Suppose

V = Vi ::l Vz ::l ••• ::l Vn +1 = 0
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is a sequence of (G)rjJ-invariant subspaces such that (G)rjJ acts trivially
on each VJVi+ l • Then rjJ is the trivial representation on V.

Proof
By Theorem 3.1, V = Vn EB W, where W is (G)rjJ-invariant. By Lemma

1.1, rjJlw is equivalent to the quotient representation (f) of G on VI Vn . But
then by induction on dim F V we have that rjJlw is trivial. Since rjJlv

n
is also

trivial, the theorem follows.

4. CLIFFORD'S THEOREM

If G is represented irreducibly on VIF and H is a normal subgroup of G,
it is important to know how the space V decomposes under the action of
H. This question is answered in the following fundamental theorem:

Theorem 4.1 (Clifford)
Let VIF be an irreducible G-module and let H be a normal subgroup of G.

Then V is the direct sum of H-invariant subspaces Vi' I:s; i :s; r, which
satisfy the following conditions:

(i) Vi = Xii EB X i2 EB' .. EB Xi" where each Xij is an irreducible
H-submodule, I:s; i :s; r, t is independent of i, and Xij, Xi'j' are
isomorphic H-submodules if and only if i = t.

(ii) For any H-submodule Vof V, we have V = VI EB V 2 EB' .. EB V r ,

where Vi = V 11 Vi' I:s; i :s; r. In particular, any irreducible
H-submodule of V lies in one of the Vi'

(iii) For x in G, the mapping (x)n: Vi -> Vix, I :s; i:S; r, is a permutation
of the set S = {VI' V2, ... , Vr } and n induces a transitive permu
tation representation ofG on S. Furthermore, HCG(H) is contained
in the kernel of n.

Proof
First of all, consider any H-submodule W of V. For x in G, set W X =

{wx IWE W}. Clearly WX isa subspace of V. Moreover, if wx E Wx, WE W,
and if hEH, we have (wx)h=(whX-l)X=I~'lXEW X as hx-'EH by the
normality of H. Thus WX is also an H-submodule of V. However, Wand
WX need not be isomorphic H-modules. On the other hand, the mapping
V -> VX sets up a one-to-one correspondence between the H-submodules
of Wand those of W X

, as follows easily from the fact that (Wxy-' = W.
In particular, WX is irreducible if and only if W is. Moreover, if Y is
an H-submodule of V isomorphic to W under an H-isomorphism e, one
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verifies at once that WX and yx are isomorphic H-modules with respect
to the H-isomorphism [lex.

Now let W = WI ffi W2 ffi··· ffi Ws be a direct sum of irreducible H
submodules Wj of V, I ~ i ~ s, where s is chosen to be maximal. Suppose
W~ i W for some i and some x in G. Then W n Wt is a proper H-sub
module of Wt. But Wt is irreducible and hence W n Wt = O. Thus
W + Wt = W ffi Wt and we see that our maximal choice of s is contra
dicted. Thus Wt s; W for all i and x, whence W is G-invariant. Since V is
an irreducible G-module, we conclude that W = V. Hence V is the direct
sum of irreducible H-submodules.

We now relabel the Wi as Xij in such a way that Xij and Xi'j' are iso
morphic H-modules if and only if i = i', and we set Vi = Xi! ffi X i2 ffi
... ffi X it " I ~ i ~ r. By the preceding argument, V = VI ffi V2 ffi· .. ffi Vr •

However, note that we do not yet know that t; is independent of i.
Next let U be any H-submodule of V. By the irreducibility of the W j ,

the assumption that some Wit i U implies that Un Wjt = 0 and hence
that U + Wjt = U ffi Wit. Repeating this argument as many times as possible,
we find that there exist A, I ~ k ~ e, such that

V* = U ffi Wit ffi Wj, ffi··· ffi Wj •

is a direct sum and that Wj s; V* for all}, l~} ~ s. But as Vis the direct
sum of the Wj , this forces V = V*. Setting V' equal to the direct sum of
the Wj , I ~ k ~ e, and V" to the direct sum of the remaining Wj , we thus

• k
obtam

and V=V"ffiV'.

But then by Lemma 1.1 both U and V" are isomorphic to V/V' as H
modules and consequently U is isomorphic to V" as an H-module. It
follows that any H-submodule U of V is itself the direct sum of irreducible
H-submodules. If (ii) holds for each of these irreducible submodules, then
it will follow at once for U. Thus it suffices to prove (ii) when U is an
irreducible H-submodule.

Set W;, = W I ffi W2 ffi' .. ffi Wm and choose m maximal so that U i W;,.
Clearly I ~ m < s as W,' = V. Furthermore, Us; W;'+l = W;, ffi Wm + l .

Since U is irreducible, Un W;, = 0, so W,~ + U = W;, ffi U S; W;, ffi Wm +l'

But then U is i)iomorphic to a nontrivial irreducible H-submodule of
W;'+I/W;', which in turn is isomorphic to Wm +1 • We conclude that U and
Wm + 1 are isomorphic H-modules. Suppose Wm + I s; Vi' We shall argue that
Us; Vi and this will establish (ii).
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If U et Vi' then U maps isomorphically onto an irreducible submodule
of VI Vi' But VI Vi is isomorphic to the direct sum of those W/s which are
not isomorphic to Wm + I and hence which are not isomorphic to U. On
the other hand, the argument of the preceding paragraph can be repeated
in VI Vi for the image of U to yield that this image, and hence U itself, is
isomorphic to one of these remaining W/s, a contradiction. Thus Us Vi
and (ii) holds.

Now let x E G. We have shown that Xi} is an irreducible H-submodule
and hence by (ii) is isomorphic to Xi'j' for suitable i',l'. We also know that
Xi} and Xi~ are isomorphic H-modules for all j, k, 1~ j, k ~ t i' Hence i'
depends only upon i and not upon the choice of j. It follows therefore that
Vi

x s Vi" Furthermore, as V is an irreducible G-module, we must have
V = <V/ \x E G) for all i, 1 ~ i ~ r. This means that for each choice of
i, i', 1~ i, i' ~ r, there exists an element Xii' in G such that V/U' s Vi" In
particular, dim F Vi ~ dimF Vi' for all i, i', whence dimF Vi' = dimFVi' for all
i, i'. But for any i and any x in G, V/ has the same dimension as Vi and
V/ <:; Vi' for some i'. It follows therefore that V/ = Vi" We have thus
shown that the mapping (x)n: Vi ~ V/ = Vi X is a permutation of the set
S = {VI, Vz , ... , Vr }. Since V/Y = ( vixy for x, y in G, it is immediate that
11 is a homomorphism and so is a permutation representation of G on S.
Furthermore, as the elements Xli" 1~ i ~ r, map VI into Vi', 11 is transi
tive. In addition, Xlj and Xi'J" have the same dimension for allj, 1 ~ j ~ (I'

Since VI and Vi' also have the same dimension, we must have t l = ti' for
all i'. Hence t i is determined independently of i.

Thus to complete the proof of the theorem, it remains only to show that
HCG(H) is contained in the kernel of 11. Since each Vi is an H-module,
obviously H is contained in the kernel of n. Hence we need only show that
CG(H) is, or equivalently that V/ = Vi for all i, 1~ i ~ r, and all x in
CG(H). By the preceding argument, this will follow if we can prove that
Xij and Xi} are isomorphic H-modules whenever x E CG(H). Let!/Jx denote
the isomorphism of Xij on Xi} given by v!/Jx = vx for v in Xij' Since hx = xh
for all h in H, we have

L'!/Jx h = vh!/Jx

for v in Xij, h in H, and x in CG(H); and now it follows at once from the
definition that X ij and Xij are isomorphic H-modules for all x in CdH).
Thus all parts of the theorem are proved.

The subspaces Vi' 1~ i ~ r, are often referred to as the Wedderburn
components of V with respect to H.
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The argument which established the second statement of (ii) can easily
be adapted to yield the following corollary:

Corollary 4.2
Let H be a group and let V/ F be an H-module. If V is the direct sum of

isomorphic irreducible H-submodules Xi' 1~ i ~ t, then any irreducible
H-submodule of V is isomorphic to XI'

There is a case of some importance in which we can assert a little more:

Theorem 4.3
Let G = HA be a Frobenius group whose kernel H is an elementary

abelian q-group for some prime q and whose complement A is cyclic. Assume
that G is faithfully and irreducibly represented on V/ F, where F contains a
primitive qth root ofunity. Then the number of Wedderburn components of V
with respect to H is exactly lA I.

Proof
By Theorem 2.7.6(iii) and the remark following it, the condition that G

be a Frobenius group with kernel H and complement A is equivalent to
the fact that CH(U) = 1 for every u in A # •

Let Vi' 1~ i ~ r, be the Wedderburn components of V with respect to
H and assume by way of contradiction that r < lA I. Since H leaves each
Vi invariant, Clifford's theorem implies that A permutes the Vi transitively.
Since the number of Vi is less than IAI, the subgroup Al of A fixing VI is
thus nontrivial. Set GI = HA I and let NI be the kernel of the representation
ofGI on VI' If Xi' I ~ i ~ r, are elements of A such that VIX i = V;, then
clearly Nt i is the kernel of the representation of Gt' on Vi' Since A is
abelian, Al 1\ NI ~ NIX, for all i. But as the representation of G on V is
faithful, it follows that Al 1\ NI = 1. The same is true for any conjugate of
Al in GI. However, as G is a Frobenius group, any element of GI not in a
conjugate of A I lies in H. Hence NI ~ H. Since HXi = H, we conclude simi
larly that NI C H.

Now set Cl = GI/NI =HAI , so that Cl is faithfully represented on VI
and VI is the direct sum of isomorphic H-submodules Xi' 1~ i ~ t. Since
H is abelian and F contains a primitive qth root of unity, Theorems 2.3
and 2.4 imply that H = <y) is cyclic that y acts on each Xi' which has
dimension lover F, like a scalar transformation. Since the Xi are iso
morphic Q-modules, y thus acts on VI like a scalar transformation and so
y commutes with the action of Al on VI' Since the representation of Cl
on VI is faithful, we conclude that H ~ Z(CI).
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Thus Al centralizes H = H / NI and consequently any element u of A ~

has 1 as a characteristic root on H regarded as a vector space over Zq.
Hence CH(u) i= 1, contrary to the fact that G is a Frobenius group.

We conclude with a simple application of this last result which will be
useful in the study of regular groups of automorphisms.

Theorem 4.4
Let G = QP, where Q is an elementary abelian normal q-subgroup of G

and IPI = p, where p and q are distinct prime. Assumefurther that CG(Q) = Q
and that Q is a minimal normal subgroup of G. Then if V/ F is a faithful
G-module in which F is not of characteristic q or p, we have Cv(P) i= O.

Proof
If P = <x), we need only show that 1 is a characteristic root of x on V.

Hence it will be enough to prove this in VL , where L is any extension field
of F. Since such a VL will also be a faithful G-module, it will thus suffice to
consider the case that F contains a primitive qth root of unity.

Now V is a completely reducible G-module by Theorem 3.1 as F is not
of characteristic q or p. Since Q is faithfully represented on V, there must
therefore exist some irreducible G-submodule U of V on which Q acts
nontrivially. Let K be the kernel of the representation of G on U. Since
K n Q <:J G and Q is a minimal normal subgroup of G, we must have
K n Q = 1, which implies that K is a p-group. But then if K i= 1, K = P is a
normal Sp-subgroup ofGas IFI = p. However, in this case [Q, P] s; Q nP = I
by Theorem 2.2.1(vi). Hence P centralizes Q and so CG(Q) = G, contrary
to hypothesis. Thus K = 1 and U is a faithful G-module. If U c V, then x
has 1 as a characteristic root Ofl U by induction on dimF V and the theorem
follows. Thus we may assume G acts irreducibly on V.

Now CQ(x) = 1; otherwise x would centralize Q as Q is a minimal
normal subgroup of G. Hence each element of P* induces by conjugation
an automorphism of Q which fixes only the identity element. Thus G is a
Frobenius group with kernel Q and complement P. Hence by the preced
ing theorem, V has p = IPI Wedderburn components Vi' I:%; i :%; p, with
respect to Q.

But then if VI is a nonzero vector of VI' the vectors VIX
i

-
1 lie in Vi'

1 :%; i :%; p, and so are linearly independent as V is the direct sum of the Vi'

Thus the vector
v = VI + VIX + ... + vlxrl i= O.

On the other hand, it is immediate that vx = v as x P = 1. Hence 1 IS a
characteristic root of x on V and the theorem is proved.
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5. G-HOMOMORPHISMS
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If V/ F and W / F are isomorphic G-modules, then by definition there
exists an isomorphism 1/1 of V on W such that

(5.1) v(t/Jx) = v(xt/J)

for all v in Vand x in G. More generally if t/J is simply a homomorphism
of V into W (that is, a linear transformation of V/ F into W/ F) which
satisfies (5.1), we shall call t/J a G-homomorphism. The set of all G-homo
morphisms of V into W will be denoted by HomG (V, W).

A number of questions about representations and modules are inti
mately related to the study of HomG (V, W) for various modules Vand W.
For example, its study will enable us to give a precise description of the
irreducible H-submodules of the Wedderburn components Vi of Clifford's
theorem (Theorem 4.1) and, in particular, to determine the number of such
irreducible submodules in the case that F is finite. Furthermore, it will
enable us to decide questions about absolute irreducibility. Finally, using
it we shall be able to determine the structure of the group algebra of G
over F and the number of irreducible representations of G over F for
suitable fields F.

The set Horn (V, W) of all linear transformations of V into W itself
forms a vector space over F provided we define <j; + t/J and a<j; for <j;, t/J in
Horn (V, W) and a E F by the rules

(5.2) v(<j; + t/J) = v<j; + vt/J and v(a<j;) = (av)<j;

for all v in V, as can be verified directly. If <j; and t/J are in HomG (V, W),
it also follows immediately from these definitions and from the fact that
V/ F and W/ Fare G-modules that <j; + t/J and a<j; are in Home; (V, W).
Hence HomG (V, W) is a subspace of Horn (V, W) and, in particular, has
finite dimension over F.

The particular case V = W is of special interest, for then if
<j;, t/J E HomG (V, V), one also verifies that the mapping <j;t/J given by

(5.3) v(<j;t/J) = (v<j;)t/J

for all v in V is a G-homomorphism, and with respect to this product
operation together with the operations of addition and scalar multiplica
tion HomG (V, V) forms an associative algebra over F. As is customary, we
regard F as a subfield of HomG (V, V) by identifying the element a of F
with the scalar linear transformation alof V on itself.
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We leave the verification of these results as an exercise, but summarize
them here in the following theorem:

Theorem 5.1
If VjF and WjF are G-modules, then HomG (V, W) is a subspace of

Horn (V, W) and HomG (V, V) is a finite-dimensional algebra over F.

We recall that a division algebra D is a ring in which the nonzero elements
form a group under multiplication-that is, possess multiplicative ir,verses
in D.

We first prove

Theorem 5.2
If VjF is an irreducible G-module, then HomG (V, V) is a division algebra

with F in its center. In particular, every nonzero element ofHomG (V, V) is
a G-isomorphism.

Proof
Set D = HomG (V, V) and suppose tf; E D, tf; # O. Since tf;x = xtf; for all

x in G, the image W = (V)tf; of Vunder tf; is a G-submodule of Vand W # 0
as tf; # O. Since V is an irreducible G-module, this forces V = W, whence tf; is
an epimorphism and consequently is a nonsingular linear transformation
of V. Thus, in fact, tf; is a G-isomorphism. Moreover, the linear transfor
mation tf; -1 exists and it is immediate that it commutes with all x in G.
Hence lj; -1 E D and so D is a division algebra. Since the tran~formations

(aI)lj; and lj;(aI) are each equal to the transformation GIp for all a in F
and all tf; in Horn (V, V), we also see that F is in the center of D.

Our next result is known as Schur's lemma:

Theorem 5.3 (Schur)
~f V/ F is an irreducible G-module, where F is algebraically closed, then

HomG (V, V) = F.

In particular, every element of HomG (V, V) determines a scalar linear
transformation of V.

Proof
Let tf; E D = HomG (V, V). Then as D is finite-dimensional over F, the

elements, I, lp, lj;2, . .. are not all linearly independent over F, and so
there exists a nontrivial monic polynomialf(X) over F such that f(lj;) = O.
SinceFisalgebraicallyclosed, wehavef(X) = (X - a1) (X - a2) " ·(X - an)
for suitable a i in F, 1:0:;; i :0:;; n = degf(X). But lj; commutes with the
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elements a i = aJ of D and consequently
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On the other hand, D is a division algebra by the preceding theorem,
whence if; - aj = 0 for some j. Thus D = F and the theorem is proved.

The following theorem gives a description of Horn for the direct sum
of isomorphic irreducible G-modules:

Theorem 5.4
Let V be the direct sum of the isomorphic G-modules VjF, 1::::; i ::::; t.

Then we have
(i) HomG(Vb VI) and HomG(Vi' V) are G-isomorphic for all i, j.

(ii) HomG(Vi' V) and
HomG(V;, VI) EEl HomG(Vi' V2 ) EEl ... EEl HomG(Vi' Vt) are G-iso
morphic for all i.

(iii) If HomG(VI' VI) = F, then HomG(V, V) is isomorphic to the
algebra of all t x t matrices over F.

Proof
Set Dij = HomG(Vi, Vj), 1::::; i,j::::; t, and D = HomG(V, V). Let if;i be

a fixed G-isomorphism of VI on Vi' 1 ::::; i ::::; t. Then it is immediate that
for O€ Du the mapping O-.if;i-JOif;j is a G-isomorphism of Du on Dij ,
so (i) holds.

Let Pi be the injection map of Vi into V and let 7r i be the pro
jection map of V onto Vi' 1::::; i ::::; t. Clearly Pi E HomG(Vi' V) and
7r i E HomG (V, V;), and, moreover, the following relations hold:

(5.4) Pi7ri = 1;,

(5.5) Pj 7rj = Oi, i :f j,

t

(5.6) L 7r iPi = 1,
i; I

where 1;, 0i are the identity and zero element of D'i and 1 is the identity
element of D.

Using these, we next prove (ii) for i = 1. Set D I = HomG(VI' V) and for
cP in DJ define et by the rule

(5.7)

Since cP7ri E Du, it is immediate that et is a G-homomorphism of DJ
into Dll x DJ2 x .. , X D It = DT. Furthermore, (5.6) shows that each
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cPTr i = 0 i only if </> = 0, so 0: is one-to-one. On the other hand, if </>* =
t

(cPl' cPz, ••• , cPt) E Di, then the element </> = I cPiPi E D 1 and (5.4) and
i:;;;;; 1

(5.5) imply that cPTri = cPi' whence </>(1. = </>*. Thus 0: is a G-isomorphism
of D 1 on Dj proving (ii).

Now assume D Z1 = F, in which case Dij = F for all i, j, I ::;; i, j ::;; t.
Let E denote the ring of all t x t matrices over F. We define a mapping
fJ of D into E by the rule

(5.8)

for cP in D. The element cPij = PicPTrj E HomG (Vi' Vj) and so lies in F.
Thus cPfJ is, in fact, a t x t matrix over F.

Since Pi and Trj are linear transformations, it follows for cP, ljJ in D and
° in F that

(5.9) and

which together imply that fJ is a homomorphism of the vector space
structure of D into that of E. Furthermore, we have, using (5.6), that

(5.10) ( t) t t
(cPljJ)ij = PicPljJTrj = PicP JITrkPk ljJTrj = Jl(Pi cPTrk)(PkljJTr j) =JlcPikljJkj.

But now (5.10) yields that (cPljJ)fJ = (</>f3)(ljJfJ). Hence f3 is an algebra
homomorphism of D into E.

Now let (oij) be an arbitrary element of E with oij E F and set

(5.11)
t

cP = I 'TrhOhkPk'
h,k = 1

Using (5.4) and (5.5), we see at once that </>ij = Pi</>Trj = oij, whence
cPfJ = (oij) and so fJ is an epimorphism.

Suppose finally that cPfJ = 0 for cP in D. By (5.6), we have

(5.12) cP = (.± 'Tr;Pi)cP( t 'TrjPj) = .t n;(p;4m)pj = 0
.=1 )-1 1.)=1

since cPij = PicPTrj = 0 for all i, j by our assumption cPfJ = O. Thus </> is
one-to-one and we conclude that cP is an algebra isomorphism of D on E.

In applying part (ii) of Theorem 5.4, it is convenient to identify
HomG (Vi' V;) with its image in HomG (Vi' V) under the injection map Pi'
When this is done, (ii) becomes an equality rather than an isomorphism
and we obtain the following corollary:
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Theorem 5.5
Let V be the direct sum of isomorphic irreducible G-modules VJF,

1:::; i:::; t, and assume that Home (VI' VI) = F. Let l/!j be a fixed G-isomor
phism of VI into Vi' 1 :::; i :::; t. Then any irreducible G-submodule Wof V
is ofform (VI)cP, where

t

cP = I ail/!i,
j::= 1

and the elements ai are suitable elements of F, uniquely determined by W
up to a nonzero scalar multiple. In particular, the hypothesis is satisfied if
F is algebraically closed.

Proof
By Corollary 4.2 there exists a G-isomorphism cP of VI onto W. Since

W ~ V, cP E HomG (VI' V) and consequently by our identification and
t

Theorem 5.4(ii), cP = I cP;, where cPj E HomdVll VJ But then ai = cPil/!i- 1 E
i= 1

t

HomG (VI' VI) = F. Hence cP i = ail/! i and cP = I ail/! i' Furthermore, if
i = I

e is any other G-isomorphism of VI into W, then ecP -I E HomG (Vb VI),
whence ecP -1 = a E F. Thus e = acP and we see that the a i are uniquely
determined by W up to a nonzero multiple. The final assertion of the
theof'''1l1 follows at once from Schur's lemma.

If VIF is an irreducible G-module over a finite field F, then D =

HomG (V, V) is a finite division ring with F in its center. In particular,
D is a vector space over F, and consequently IDJ = pe for some e, where p
is the characteristic of F. (Actually D is a field by Wedderburn's well
known theorem, but we do not require this result.) With this preliminary
observation, we can now prove the following result of J. A. Green:

Theorem 5.6
Let V be the direct sum of the isomorphic irreducible G-modules VJF,

1:::; i :::; t, where F is a finite field. Then the number of distinct irreducible
G-submodules of V is exactly (qt - l)j(q - 1), where q = IHome (VI' VI)j.

Proof
Set D = HomG (Vb VI) and q = IDj. If W is any irreducible G-sub

module of V, we can repeat the proof of the preceding theorem verbatim
t

with D in place of F to obtain that W = (VI)cP, where cP = I ail/! i,l/! j are
i= J

fixed G-isomorphisms of VI onto Vi and ai E D, with ai uniquely deter
mined up to a nonzero element of D. On the other hand, for any choice
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of ai' 1 ~ i ~ t, not all 0, and corresponding element 4>, (V1)4> is an irre
ducible G-submodule of V. We conclude at once from this that the number
of distinct irreducible G-submodules of V is precisely (ql - l)/(q - 1).

The structure of HomG (V, V) also provides a simple criterion for the
absolute irreducibility of the irreducible G-module V/F.

Theorem 5.7
Let V/ F be an irreducible G-module and assume that the characteristic

of F is either °or relatively prime to IGI. Then V is absolutely irreducible
If and only if

F = HomG (V, V).

In particular, V is absolutely irreducible if F is algebraically closed.

Proof
Again the proof utilizes a simple averaging argument. Let L be

an arbitrary extension field of F and set DL = HomG (VL, VL), D =
Hom G (V, V), and 11 = IGI. Also put EL = Horn (VL , VL) and E =
Horn (V, V). Let m = dimF V, so that m2 = dimF E = dim L EL' We first
derive a particular representation of the elements of DL. If 0 E EL' set

(5.13) Ot/! '= l/n I X-IOX.
XEG

Then t/! is a mapping from EL into EL, and as 0 and each x in G is linear,
t/! is a linear transformation. Furthermore, if yE G and we set z = xy,
we have

(5.14) y- 18t/!y = l/n I y-lx~18xy = 1/11 I z-IOz =8t/!,
xeG zeG

using the fact that z runs over G as x does. Thus Ot/! commutes with each
y in G and so 8t/! E DL. It follows that (EL)t/! ~ DL •

We argue next that (EL)t/! = DL. Indeed, if 4> E DL, then

(5.15) 4>t/! = 1/11 I x- l 4>x = l/n I 4> = l/n(n4» = 4>,
xeG :r:eG

as 4> commutes with each x in G. Hence t/! is the identity on DL and so
(EL)t/! = DL, as asserted.

Now let (v) = {Vi [I ~ i ~ m} be a basis of V/F, so that (v) can also be
considered as a basis of VdL. Let {} ij be the linear transformations of E
given by

(5.16) (v k )8ij=O if k#-i and (v;)Oij=v j l-.::;i,j,k-.::;m.

These m2 transformations clearly form a basis for EdL as well as for E/F.
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But then the elements Oijl{!, 1~ i,j ~ n, span DdL. Since the mapping l{!
is defined, in particular, if L =F, the O;jl{! also span D/F.

On the basis of the preceding discussion, we shall now show that DL = L
if D = F. Indeed, suppose D = F, but that DL contains an element 0 which
is not a scalar transformation of VL • By the preceding paragraph

(5.17)
m

0= L aJOijl{!)
j.j~ 1

with aij EL, 1~ i,j ~ m.

If each 0ijl{! were a scalar transformation bij I with bij E L, then we would
m

have 0 = bI, where b = L aijb jj , contrary to our choice of O. Hence Oijl{!
i.j~ 1

is not a scalar transformation for some i and j. But Oijl{! E D = F, a
contradiction.

With this information, we can now establish the theorem. Suppose VL

is not an irreducible G-module for some extension field L of F. Since L
has the same characteristic as F, VL is a completely reducible G-module
by Theorem 3.1, whence VL = U tfJ W for suitable nonzero G-submodules
U and W. But then if 0 denotes the element of EL which is the identity on
U and the zero transformation on W, it is immediate that xO = Ox for all
x in G, so that 0 E DL . Since 0 and 1 are each characteristic roots of 0 on
VL , 0 is not a scalar transformation. Hence DL i= L and consequently D i= F.
We have thus shown that if D = F, then VL must be an irreducible G
module for every extension field L of F and so that V is absolutely irre
ducible. Since D = F when F is algebraically closed by Schur's lemma, the
final assertion of the theorem holds.

Suppose finally that D i= F and choose 0 in D - F. Take as L an exten
sion field of F containing a characteristic root J. of 0 and let W be the sub
space of VL consisting of all characteristic vectors of 0 belonging to J.. If
W = VL , then 0 is the scalar transformation }.f on VL and, in particular,
~'i 0 = AV;, 1 ~ i ~ n. Since the Vi form a basis of V/ F and 0 is a linear trans
formation of V, it follows that AE F and that 0 = AE F, contrary to our
choice of O. Thus 0 eWe VL • On the other hand, it is immediate that W
is a G-submodule of VL • We conclude that VL is not an irreducible G
module and hence that V is not absolutely irreducible.

In particular, the theorem asserts that any algebraically closed field of
characteristic 0 or characteristic prime to IGI is a splitting field for G.
(Actually the theorem can be proved without any assumption on
the characteristic of F [cf. Curtis-Reiner, Theorem 29.11].) More
over, the argument of the final paragraph of the proof was indepen
dent of the hypotheses on F. Hence as a corollary, we have
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Corollary 5.8
If F is a splitting field for G, then HomG (V, V) = F for every irreducible

G-module V/F.

The following easy result is also useful:

Theorem 5.9
If F is a splitting field for G and if every irreducible representation oJ G

over F can be written in the subfield L of F, then L is a splitting field for G.

Proof
Let 4> be an irreducible representation of G on V/ F which is written

in L and assume that for some extension field K of L, the extended repre
sentation 4>K of 4> on VKis not irreducible. Since any representation of G
over K can be written in a subfield of K that is finitely generated over L,
we can assume without loss that K is finitely generated over L. But then
one can readily construct a finitely generated extension F* of F which
possesses a subfield K* isomorphic to K under an isomorphism IX which is
the identity transformation on L. Applying IX to the matrices representing
4> K, we obtain a representation 4> K* on the vector space VK* = V Q9 LK*
which is reducible and which is also an extension of the given representa
tion 4>. But then the corresponding extension 4>F* of 4>K*, and hence of 4>,
on VF* is reducible. Since F ~ F*, this contradicts the fact that F is a
splitting field of G.

6. IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS AND GROUP ALGEBRAS

We shall now develop some deeper properties of the representations of
finite groups, which depend upon certain structure theorems for simple
and semisimple finite-dimensional algebras.

To motivate the discussion, we denote by A(V, F) the algebra of all
linear transformations of the vector space V/F. Suppose now that V/ F
is a faithful G-module, so that we can regard G itself as a group of linear
transformations of V/F. Thus G ~ A( V, F). We can then consider the
smallest subalgebra E(G) of A(V, F) containing G. Clearly E(G) consists

n

simply of the set of all transformations of the form L a i Xi with Xi E G and
i= 1

a i E F, I ~ i ~ n. We call E(G) the enveloping algebra of G (with respect
to the faithful G-module V). We see then that our representation of G
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induces in a natural way a representation of a suitable finite-dimensional
algebra over F.

To extend this idea to arbitrary G-modules, it is best to introduce first
the notion of the group algebra A(G, F) of G over the field F. Let
X;, 1~ i ~ m, be the distinct elements of G. Then by definition A(G, F)

m

consists of all formal linear combinations X = L aj x j with a j in F, 1~ i ~ m.
j= 1

Addition and scalar multiplication in A(G, F) are defined component
wise in the obvious way. Furthermore, multiplication of two elements

m

X and y = L bjx i , b j E F, 1~ i ~ m, of A(G, F) is defined by the rule
i = 1

(6.1)
m

xy = L a j b/x i Xj),
i,j= 1

m

the sum on the right being expressible in the form L CkXk, C i E F, 1~ i ~ m.
k = 1

It is an easy exercise that under these operations A(G, F) is, in fact, an
algebra over F with basis Xi, 1~ i ~ m. Since m = IGI, we note, in
particular, that

(6.2) dimFA(G, F) = IGI.

Furthermore, if we identify the identity element of G with the unity element
of F, we can regard F as a subset of A(G, F).

Now if VIF is any G-module, the operation of G on V induces an
operation of A = A(G, F) on V by the rule

(6.3) VC~lajx j) = j~l a/vx;)

for v in V. In this way VIF becomes an A-module. Furthermore, we can
consider the kernel B of A, which by definition is

(6.4) B = {x E A Ivx = 0 for all v in V}.

It is immediate that B is closed under addition, scalar multiplication, and
multiplication on the right and left by arbitrary elements of A. Thus B is
a two-sided ideal of A and so we can consider the factor algebra AIB.
Just as in the case of G, we can make VIF into an A I B-module. When
we do this, V becomes a faithful AIB-module and so AIB can be regarded
as an algebra of linear transformations of V.

On the other hand, we can consider the kernel K of G on V, so that VIF
is also a faithful GI K-module. But then we also have the enveloping
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algebra E = E(GIK) acting on V. There is a natural homomorphism t/J of
A onto E given by

(6.5)

and it is a direct consequence of the various definitions that the kernel of
t/J is precisely B. Thus AIBand E are isomorphic.

Furthermore, we note the obvious but important fact, that any G-sub
module of V is also an A-submodule and conversely. In particular, V is an
irreducible G-module if and only if it is an irreducible A-module. In
addition, we see that any G-homomorphism <jJ of V into V extends by
linearity to an A-homomorphism <jJ*-that is, a linear transformation of
V such that (vx)<jJ* = (v<jJ*)x for all v in V and x in A. Since conversely
any A-homomorphism of V, when restricted to G, is a G-homomorphism,
it follows directly that

(6.6) HomG (V, V) = Hom A (V, V) = HomE (V, V),

where A = A(G, F) and E = E(GIK), K the kernel of G on V.
The preceding discussion shows that there is a direct relation between

the representation theory of G and that of its group algebra. To examine
this relationship, we shall establish some general results concerning the
representations and structure of arbitrary algebras. By an algebra AIF we
shall mean an associative algebra of finite dimension over F. We regard F
as embedded in A, so that, in particular, A has a unity element 1. We also
use 0 for both the zero element and O-ideal of A.

A representation of AIF is by definition an algebra homomorphism of
A into the algebra A(V, F) of linear transformations of the vector space
VIF. The various concepts that were introduced in Section 1 concerning
representations of groups and group modules carry over with obvious
modifications to algebras and we shall use them whenever it is appropriate.

If VIF is a (right) A-module for the algebra AIF, we introduce the
concept of the (right) annihilator N( V) of the A-submodule V of V:

N(V) = {x E A, Vx = O}.

If x, y E N(V) and a E A, we have

V(x + y) ~ Vx + Vy = 0 V(xa) = (Vx)a = 0 V(ax) = (Va)x ~ Vx = O.

Thus x + y, xa, and ax are all in N (V) and so N(V) is a two-sided ideal
of A. Similarly, we can define the left annihilator of left A-modules.
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The ideal structure of AIFwill be very important to us. It is an immediate
consequence of the definition that every ideal of A (left, right, or two-sided),
being closed under addition and multiplication by elements of F, is a sub
space of A as a vector space over F. Since A is finite-dimensional over F,
A thus satisfies both the ascending and descending chain conditions for
left, right, or two-sided ideals.

If X and Yare subsets of A, we denote by XY the set of all finite sums
n

I XiYi with Xi E X and Yi E Y, l:s; i :s; n. If Y is a right ideal of A, it is
j;;;;: 1

immediate that XY is as well, with a similar conclusion holding if X is a
left ideal. In particular, for any ideal R of A, there is defined an ideal
R2 = RR. Inductively, we can define the ideals Ri = Ri- 1R for all i with
RI = Rand RO = A. Each Ri is then a right, left, or two-sided ideal
according as R itself is; moreover, Ri+I ~ Ri for all i and, because of
linearity, RiRj = Ri+j for all i,j.

The algebra AIF can be regarded in a natural way as a right A-module
with the operation 7!x, X E A, of x on A given by

(6.7)

for all a in A. The corresponding representation of A is called the right
regular representation of A. Similarly, A possesses a left regular repre
sentation.

As a right A-module, only the vector-space structure of A is considered
(together, of course, with the operation of A on this vector space). Thus
for example, when considering HomA (A, A), it is to be understood that
the terms in parentheses refer to A as a module, while the subscript refers
to A as an algebra. Furthermore, we note that the submodules of A as an
A-module are precisely the right ideals of A. In particular, then, the notion
of the (right) annihilator N(R) of a right ideal R of A is well-defined and
is a two-sided ideal of A. Similar remarks hold for A as a left-module.

In the case that A = A(G, F) for some group G, it follows at once from
the definitions that the (right) regular representation of A is induced from
that of G by extending the operations from G to A by linearity.

Finally, there are three concepts from group theory that it will be useful
to carry over to algebras. First, the center Z (A) = {x E A Ixa = ax for all
a in A}. Clearly the center of A contains F and is a subalgebra of A.

Second, we have the notion of the internal and external direct product
of algebras over the same field F. Theorem 1.2.12 holds without change
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for algebras provided the term" normal subgroup" is replaced by "two
sided ideal." Thus, for example, AIF is the internal direct sum of the two
sided ideals AI' A 2 provided the vector space A is the direct sum of Al and
A 2 and also all products X2XI = X IX 2 = 0, XI E AI' X2 E A 2 ; equivalently,
A 2A I = A IA 2 = O. When this is the case, we shall write A = Al EBA 2 , with
similar notation for the direct sum of any number of ideals.

Third, because of the analogy between normal subgroup and two-sided
ideal, we call an algebra A simple provided 0 and A are its only two-sided
ideals.

Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 extend without change to algebras. Thus we have

Theorem 6.1
Let VIF be an irreducible A-module for the algebra AIF. Then we have

(i) HomA (V, V) is a division algebra with F in its center.
(ii) If F is algebraically closed, then HomA (V, V) = F.

Our first major result, which is a particular case of the Jacobson density
theorem, gives the structure of algebras which possess a faithful irreducible
representation.

Theorem 6.2
Let AIF be faithfully and irreducibly represented on VIF. If

HomA (V, V) = F, then A is isomorphic to the algebra A( V, F) of all linear
transformations on V.

Proof
Because of the faithful action of A on V, we can regard A as an algebra

of linear transformations on V. Thus A s:; A( V, F) and we must prove that
equality holds.

Let W be any proper subspace of V and u any element of V - W.
Suppose, under these conditions, we can always find an element x of A
such that

(6.8) WX=O and ux =1= O.

Then uxA = {uxz IZ E A} =1= O. But uxA is clearly an A-invariant subspace
of Vand so uxA = V by the irreducibility of A on V. This means that for
any vector v in V, there exists an element a in A such that uxa = v. Setting
y = xa, we then have

(6.9) Wy=O and uy = v.

Now let Vi, I ~ i ~ n, be a basis of VIF and let wi, I ~ i ~ n, be arbitrary
vectors of V. Setting W i = <Vj 11 ~} ~ n,} =1= i), we have that Vi E V - Wj,
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1~ i~ n. Hence by (6.9) with W i , V j , W j in the roles of W, u, v, respectively,
there exists Yi in A such that

(6.10) WjYj=O and ViYi=Wi I:::;i:::;n.

Setting Y =)'1 + Yz + ... + Yn, it follows from (6.10) that ViY =ViYI +
ViYZ + ... + ViY" = ViYj = Wi , I ~ i ~ n. Thus every linear transformation
of V can be realized in A. Hence to prove that A =A (V, F), we see that it
will suffice to establish (6.8).

We proceed to do this by induction on dimF W. First of all, if W = 0,
we can take x = 1. Assume then that W # 0 and write W = U + wF, where
dimF U = dimF W - I and WE W - U. Then (6.8) holds by induction for U
in place of W. This means that if N( U) is the annihilator of U in A, any
element of V - U can be moved to an arbitrary element of V by a suitable
element of N( U). In particular, if v E Vand vN(U) = 0, then, in fact, v E U.
Since w~ U, we have }vN(U) # O. But wN(U) is an A-submodule of Vas
N( U) is a right ideal and consequently

(6.11 ) wN(U) = V

by the irreducibility of A on V.
Now let U E V - W and suppos~, by way of contradiction, that ux = 0

whenever Wx = 0, X EA. We define a mapping T of V into V by the rule:
for v in V, vT = uy, where Y E N(U) is determined from (6.11) by the con
dition w)' = v. Although y is not uniquely determined, T is well defined.
Indeed, if also wz = v, Z E N(U), then 0 = w(y - z), whence W(y - z) =

U(y - z) + w(y - z) = O. By our present assumption this implies that
u(y - z) = 0 and so vT = uy = uz. Clearly (v! + vz)T = vlT + vzT and
Uv)T = l.(vT) for le E F. Furthermore, if v = w)' and x E A, then vx = w(yx).
Since yx is in the right ideal N( U), we thus have

(vx)T = u(yx) = (uy)x = (vT)x.

We conclude that TE HomA (V, V).
Hence by the hypothesis of the theorem T = AI for some le in F. In other

words, for y in N( U), uy = (wy)T = Uw)y, whence (u - lew)y = O. Thus
(u - },w)N(U) = O. But as we have argued above, this forces u - AW to lie
in U, whence u E V + wF = W, contrary to the fact that u E V - W. Thus
(6.8) holds and the theorem is proved.

Theorem 6.2 has two corollaries, the first giving an important property
of a faithful irreducible representation of a group.
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Theorem 6.3
Let F be a splitting field of G of characteristic 0 or characteristic prime to

IGI. If G is faithfully and irreducibly represented on V/F, then E(G) is
isomorphic to A( V, F).

Proof
We regard G as a group of linear transformations of V. Since G

acts irreducibly on V, so does ECG). Now, by Theorem 5.7, we have
HomG (V, V) = F and consequently HomE(Gl (V, V) = F by (6.6). Hence
E(G) in its action on V satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 6.2 and we
conclude that E(G) = A(V, F).

We can also obtain Wedderburn's basic result on the structure of simple
rings:

Theorem 6.4 (Wedderburn)
Let A/F be a simple algebra, where F is algebraically closed. Then A is

isomorphic to the algebra Fn of all n x n matrices over F for some integer n.

Proof
Let V be a minimal right ideal of A. Then V is a right A-module and

any submodule of V is a right ideal of A. Hence by the minimality of V,
we have that Vis an irreducible A-module. Since N(V) is a two-sided ideal
of A and 1~ N(V), we have N(V) = 0 by the simplicity of A or, equiva
ently, A acts faithfully on V. Since F is algebraically closed, we also have
Hom A (V, V) = F by Theorem 6.1. We conclude therefore from Theorem
6.2 that A = A( V, F). Since A( V, F) is isomorphic to Fn , where n = dimF V,
the theorem follows.

A second, more classical, proof ofWedderburn's theorem will be available
to us once we establish that every right ideal R of a simple algebra A con
sists of all multiples of an idempotent e (that is, a nonzero element e of R
such that e2 = e) (see Theorems 6.10 and 6.11 below). Indeed, on the basis
of this result it is not difficult to show that as a vector space A is the
direct sum of minimal right ideals Vi' 1~ i ~ 111, which are isomorphic as
A-modules. But then Theorem 5.4(iii), which extends directly to algebras,
will yield that HomA (A, A) = Fm. On the other hand, it is also not diffi
cult to show, using the simplicity of A, that HomA (A, A) is isomorphic
to A. Thus A itself is isomorphic to F,II' It is trivial to check that Fm and
F" are not isomorphic for n =1= m. Hence the integer n of Theorem 6.4 and
the integer m must be identical. We shall include the various parts of
this proof among the exercises.

An element x of A is called nilpotent if x" = 0 for some integer 11. An
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ijx#l
ijx=l.

ideal R of A (right, left, or two-sided) is called nilpotent if Rn = 0 for some
integer n. Clearly then, every element of R is nilpotent. For finite-dimen
sional algebras, the converse is also true, although we shall not need this
fact.

We say that AIF is semisimple provided 0 is the only nilpotent two-sided
ideal of A. Clearly a simple ring is semisimple.

The importance for us of the concept of semisimplicity rests upon the
fact that the group algebra A(G, F) is semisimple whenever F has charac
teristic 0 or characteristic prime to IGI.

The proof of this result depends upon properties of the trace of a
matrix. We therefore first list without proof the standard elementary facts
concerning traces (some of which will not be needed until the next chapter).
First of all, if Y, = (y ij) E Fn , then, by definition,

n

tr Y = L Yii'
i = 1

We have

Lemma 6.5
Let X, YE Fn, let Z E Fm' and let A, U E F. Then

(i) tr X is the sum of the characteristic roots of X.
(ii) If X is nilpotent, tr X = O.

(iii) tr XY = tr YX.
(iv) tr OX +pY) =A tr X + P tr Y
(v) If X and Yare similar matrices, then tr X = tr Y.

(vi) tr (X ® Z) = (tr X)(tr Z)
(vii) tr (X t

) = tr X, where X t is the transpose of X.

Because of (v), we can define the trace of a linear transformation T of a
vector space VIF by setting tr T = tr (Tv) for any basis (v) of VIF. Since
the matrices of T with respect to any two bases of V are similar, tr T is
independent of the choice of (v).

If A = A(G, F), then for each x in A, right multiplication 1rx of A by x
is a linear transformation of AIF and so has a trace. For the elements of
G, we have

Lemma 6.6

If x E G, then tr 1rx = {~GI

Proof
We know that dimF A = 11, where 11 = IGI. Obviously then the trace of

the identity matrix is 11 and consequently tr 1r! = 11. Furthermore, the
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elements Xi> 1~ i ~ n, of G form a basis of A and, for any x in G, X j 1Cx =

Xi X = Xj for some j. Thus the matrix of 1Cx with respect to this basis is a
permutation matrix. Moreover, if x#-l, XiX is never Xi and so the diagonal
entries of this matrix are all O. Hence tr tr x = 0 if X#- 1.

We can now prove

Theorem 6.7
For any group G, A(G, F) is semisimple ifand only ifF has characteristic 0

or characteristic prime to IG I.

Proof
Let p be the characteristic of F, let n = IGI. Let Xl = 1, X2,' •• , X n be

the elements of G and set A = A(G, F). Consider first the case that either
p = 0 or (p, n) = 1 and assume by way of contradiction that A contains a

n

nonzero nilpotent ideal R. Let z = L fljX i ER, flj E F, 1~ i ~ n, with z #- O.
j = 1

Then some flj #- 0 and, as R is an ideal, also y = J1 j 1 zXj 1 E R. But for y
we have

(6.12)
n

y= LAjX i
i= 1

with

We compute tr 1C y • First of all, by the definition of 1Cx , for x in A, we
have

(6.13)

whence

(6.14)

n

1Cy =LA i 1Cxi ,

i = 1

n

tr 1C y = L Aj tr 1CXi
i = 1

by Lemma 6.5(iv). But tr 1CX1 = nand tr 7r Xi = 0 for i > I by Lemma 6.6.
Hence (6.14) reduces to tr 1C y = n. On the other hand, y is nilpotent as yE R
and R is nilpotent, which implies that 1C y is a nilpotent linear transforma
tion of A IF. But then tr 1Cy = 0 by Lemma 6.5(ii). This is a contradiction,
since n#-O in F by our assumption on p. Thus A is semisimple in this case.

n

Conversely, suppose pin. Set x = L Xj. Since by definition of A the Xi
;= 1

are linearly independent over F, x #- O. Since x j Xi and Xi X j run over the
elements of G as Xj does, it follows at once that Xj x = XXj = x for all
j, 1~j ~ n. But then by linearity ax = xa for all a in A. Thus x E Z(A) and
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R = xA is a nonzero two-sided ideal of A.

On the other hand,

91

(6.15)

since for each k there are clearly exactly n solutions (x i, Xj) of the equation,
XiXj=Xk ; namely, the pairs (Xi,Xi-1Xk), 1";;i";;n. Butn=OinFaspln
and consequently x 2 = O. Since x E Z(A), it follows that R 2 = 0 and hence
that R is a nonzero nilpotent two-sided ideal of A. We conclude that A
is not semi-simple.

In the semisimple case (F algebraically closed), we can completely deter
mine the structure of A(G, F) and in terms of it can describe all the
irreducible representations of G over F. We shall obtain these results as a
particular case of a general structure theorem for semisimple algebras.

To carry this out, we require a sharper characterization of semisimplicity,
which depends upon some properties of the so-called Jacobson radical of
an algebra:

Lemma 6.8
Let R be the intersection of all maximal right (left) ideals of the algebra

A IF. Then we have
(i) R is the intersection of the annihilators of all irreducible right

(left) A-modules. In particular, R is a two-sided ideal of A.
(ii) If B is a two-sided ideal of A, then (R + B)IB is contained in the

intersection of the maximal right ideals ofAIB.

Proof
Let N be the intersection of the annihilators of all irreducible right

A-modules. Since each of these annihilators is a two-sided ideal of A, so
also is N. Hence (i) will follow once we show that R = N.

Let M be a maximal right ideal of A. Regarding A as a right A-module
and M as a submodule, we can consider the factor A-module V = AIM.
If W is an A-submodule of V, the inverse image of W in A is an A-sub
module and hence is a right ideal of A. But by the maximality of M, this
ideal is either M or A. Hence W = 0 or V and we conclude that V is an
irreducible A-module. But then if x E N, x E N(V) and so Vx = O. By
definition of the operation of A on V, this is equivalent to the relation
Ax ~ M. In particular, x = 1 . X E M. Since M and x are arbitrary, it
follows at once that N ~ R.
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On the other hand, suppose yEA - N. Then by definition of N, there
exists an irreducible right A-module VIF such that Vy #- O. Choose v in V
so that vy #- O. Then vA = {vx I x E A} is a nonzero submodule of V, so
vA = V by the irreducibility of V. Consider the mapping 0 of A into V
defined by xO = vx for x in A. It is immediate that 0 is an A -homomorphism.
Let M be the kernel of 0, that is, M = {z E A I vz = O}. Then clearly M is
a right ideal of A. Furthermore, if S is a right-ideal of A containing M,
we see that SO is a submodule of V, whence SO = 0 or V. If SO = 0, then
S = M. If SO = V, then for any x in A, there is an element z in S such that
vx = vz, whence x - Z E M. Since Ms; S, X E S and so S = A. Hence M is
a maximal ideal of A. But y ~ M as vy #- O. Thus y ~ R. It follows that
R s; N and we conclude that R = N.

To prove (ii), set A = AIB and let P., R have analogous meanings as
R, N. Then ft. = R by (i) and so we need only show that (N + B)IB s; R.
But if VIF is an irreducible A-module, we can regard it as an irreducible
A-module on which B acts trivially. Then Vy = 0 for any y in N by defini
tion of N. Equivalently Vji = 0, where ji is the image in A. Thus ji E Rand
so (N + B)IB s; R, proving (ii).

With the aid of this result, we can now prove

Theorem 6.9
If AIF is semisimple, then A contains no nonzero nilpotent left or right

ideals.

Proof
Let R be the intersection of all maximal right (left) ideals of A. We argue,

on the one hand, that R = 0 and, on the other, that R contains all nilpotent
right (left) ideals of A, which together will establish the theorem.

First of all, R is a two-sided ideal by Lemma 6.8. Now the descending
chain of two-sided ideals Ri, i > I, stabilizes at some point n, so that
Rn = Rn+ 1 = .. '. We shall argue that R 2n = 0, which will force R = 0 by
the semisimplicity of A.

Consider the left annihilator L of Rn which by definition is the set of x
in A such that xRn = O. Then LRn = 0 and also L is a two-sided ideal of A.
If L ;2 Rn, then 0 = RnRn = R 2n; so we may assume that Rn't L. Set
A = AIL and let ft.n be the image of Rn in A, so that ft.n is nonzero by our
assumption. Now if x E A and xRn = 0, then xRns; L, x a representative
of x in A. But then xR2n= 0 and consequently xRn = 0 as Rn = R 2n. By
definition of L, this yields x E L, whence x =0. We conclude, in particular,
that if NI is a minimal right ideal of A contained in ft.n, then NI ft.n #- O. On
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the other hand, as Rn <:; R, Rn is contained in the intersection of the maxi
mal right ideals of A by the preceding lemma. But then by the same lemma,
applied to A, Rn must be contained in the annihilator of M, whence
Ni Rn = 0, a contradiction. Thus R = 0, as asserted.

Finally, let B be a nilpotent right ideal of A. We shall argue that
B <:; N( V) for any irreducible right A-module V, whence B <:; R. Suppose,
by way of contradiction, that VB =I- O. Then u B =I- 0 for some u =I- 0 in V.
Since uB is an A-submodule of V, it follows that uB = V. In particular,
there exists y in B such that

(6.16) uy = -u.

On the other hand,.l = 0 for some k as B is nilpotent. Hence (1 + y) -1 =

1 - y + y2 - .•. ±/ - 1 EA. Setting z = - y( 1 + y) - 1, we see that Z E A and
that

(6.17) y + Z + yz = O.

Now combining (6.16) and (6.17), we have 0 = uO = u(y + z + yz) =

-u + uz - uz = - u, contrary to the fact that u =I- O.
Similarly, every nilpotent left ideal of A is O.
This property of semisimple algebras enables us to establish the following

basic fact:

Theorem 6.10
Let AIF be a semisimple algebra and B a right ideal of A. Then we have

(i) There exists an idempotent e in B such that x = ex for all x in B.
(ii) rf B is a tll'o-sided ideal, then e E Z(A).

Proof
Let M be a minimal right ideal of A contained in B. Since A is semisimple,

M 2 =I- 0 by Theorem 6.9. Hence there exists u in M such that uM =I- O.
Since uM is also a right ideal of A, the minimality of M implies that
uM = M. Hence ue = u for some e =I- 0 in M, whence

(6.18) u(e2
- e) = O.

On the other hand, the annihilator NM(u) of u in M, defined by

NM(u) = {y E MI uy = O},

is also a right ideal of A contained in M. However, N M(U) C M as uM =I- O.
Hence NM(u) = 0 by the minimality of M. But e2

- e E NM(u) by (6.18).
Thus e2 = e and we conclude that M, and therefore also B, contains an
idempotent.
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For each idempotent e =f. 0 of B, we consider the annihilator N 8(e) of e
in B and among all such idempotents, we choose e so that N = NnCe) is
minimal. This is possible as each NnCe) is a right ideal of A. We shall show
that (i) holds for such a choice of e. It will suffice to establish that N = 0,
for then we shall have e(x - ex) = ex - ex = 0 for any x in B, whence
x - ex E N = 0 and the desired conclusion x = ex will follow.

Suppose then that N =f. O. By the first paragraph of the proof, N pos
sesses an idempotent f Set g = e +J - Je. Then e2 = e, J2 = J, and eJ = O.
A direct calculation now yields

(6.19) g2=g eg=e gJ=f

In particular, g is a nonzero idempotent of B. Furthermore, if x E NnCg),
then gx = 0, whence ex = (eg)x = 0 and so x EN. Thus N 8 (g) ~ N. On the
other hand, J EN, but J ~ NnCg) inasmuch as gJ = J =f. O. Hence N 8 (g) eN
= NnCe), contrary to our choice of e. Thus N = 0 and (i) is proved.

Suppose now that B is two-sided. Then L = {x - xe Ix E B} is a left
ideal of A. Moreover, Le = O. Hence L 2 ~ LB = LeB = 0 as B = eB. Since
A contains no nilpotent left ideals by Theorem 6.9, this yields L = 0,
whence also x = xe for all x in B. But now for y in A, ye and ey are each
in B, whence ye = e(ye) and ey = (ey)e. Thus ye = ey for all y in A and so
e E Z(A), proving (ii).

We can now easily establish our desired structure theorem:

Theorem 6.11 (Wedderburn)
A semisimple algebra A / F is the direct sum oJits minimal two-sided ideals,

each oJwhich is a simple ring.

Proof
Let Al be a minimal two-sided ideal of A. By the preceding theorem,

Al =Ae for some idempotent e in Z(A). Set B = (l - e)A. Since e E Z(A),
it follows at once that B is also a two-sided ideal of A. Now AIB ~

Ae(l - e)A = O. Similarly, B,A = O. Furthermore, if x E A, we have
x = ex + (l - e)x, so x E A I + B. Thus A = Al ffi B is the direct sum of its
subalgebras Al and B. Clearly any ideal of B is an ideal of A inasmuch as
B Al = AIB = O. As A is semisimple, B thus contains no nilpotent two-sided
ideals and so is also semisimple. Since dimF B < dimF A, B is the direct sum
of its minimal two-sided ideals Ai' 2~ i::::; n. Hence

(6.20)

As in the preceding paragraph, any two-sided ideal Ri of A i is a two-
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sided ideal of A. Hence Ri = 0 or Ai by the minimality of Ai and so each
A i is a simple ring. Thus to complete the proof, it remains only to show
that the Ai' 1 ::::; i::::; n, include all the minimal two-sided ideals of A. Let R
be a minimal two-sided ideal of A. By (6.20), we have

AR = AIR GJA z R GJ··· GJA n R.

Furthermore, AiR is an ideal of A and is contained in Ai n R. Hence
either AiR = 0 or Ai' However, if AI R = 0 for all i, I::::; i ::::; n, then AR = 0,
whence R Z = 0, contrary to the semisimplicity of A. Thus Ai R = Ai for
some i. But then Ai s;; R and now the minimality of R yields R = Ai' as
required.

Combined with Theorem 6.4, we obtain as a corollary

Theorem 6.12
A semisimple algebra AIF with F algebraically closed is isomorphic to

Fn1 GJ Fn, GJ· .. GJ Fn,

for suitable integers rand ni' 1::::; i ::::; r.

The minimal right ideals of an algebra A / F are all irreducible A-sub
modules and so determine irreducible representations of A. In the semi
simple case, we can show conversely that every irreducible representation
of A arises in this way.

Theorem 6.13
If AIF is semisimple, then every irreducible representation of A is equiva

lent to one determined by a minimal right ideal of A.

Proof
Let VIF be the representation space of an irreducible representation of

A. We regard Vas an A-module. We let v E V, v =f. O. Since vI = v, it follows
as in the proof of Lemma 6.8 that vA = V and that the mapping x8 = ux
for x irt A is an A-homomorphism of A onto V whose kernel M is a
maximal right ideal of A. But then 0 induces an A-isomorphism of the
factor A-module AIM and the A-module V. Hence it will suffice to show
that AIM is A-isomorphic to the module determined by some minimal
right ideal of A.

Since A is semisimple, M contains an idempotent e such that ex = x for all
x in MbyTheorem 6.1O(i). Set B = (l - e)A. Then y = ev + (l - e)y EM + B
for any y in A. On the other hand, if yE M nB, y = ey and
y = (l - e)z, z E A. But then ey = e(l - e)z = 0, so y = O. Thus A = M GJ B.
But by Lemma 1.1, extended to algebras, the A-modules AIM and Bare
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A-isomorphic. Since AIM is irreducible, so also is B and consequently B
is a minimal right ideal of A, proving the theorem.

With this information we can now determine all the irreducible repre
sentations of a group G over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic
oor prime to IGI. If cP is any representation of Gover F, with representation
space VIF, we know by Theorem 3.1 that cP is completely reducible; that
is, V is the direct sum of (G )cP-invariant subspaces on each of which (G)cP
acts irreducibly. Thus we can write cP as the sum of certain irreducible
representations of G, which we call the constituents of cP. It is convenient
to identify equivalent constituents. When we do this, we can then write

cP = m1cPl + m2cP2 + ... + mh cPh ,

where the cP j are the distinct inequivalent constituents of cP and m j is the
number of constituents of cP equivalent to cPi' 1 ::; i ::; h. We call mj the
multiplicity of cP j in cP. It is an immediate consequence of the definition that

(6.21 )

Our main result is as follows:

Theorem 6.14
Let G be a group and F an algebraica//y closed field of characteristic 0

or prime to IGI Then the following holds:
(i) A = A(G, F) is isomorphic to Fnl 8j Fn2 8j' .. 8j Fnr for suitable

integers rand ni' I :::; i :::; r.
(ii) The irreducible representations of A and G determined by minimal

right ideals ofFni and Fnj are equil'alent ifand only if i = j. Further
more, if cP i denotes such a representation determined by Fni , then
deg cPi = ni' 1 :::; i:::; r.

(iii) Every irreducible representation of G ocer F is equivalent to some
cPj,1 :::; i:::; r.

(iv) If n denotes the regular representation of A, then

n = fl1cPI + fl2cP2 + ... + flrcPr'

(v) IGI =ni +n~ + ... +fl;.
(vi) The integer r is equal to both the number of conjugate classes ofG

and the dimension of Z (A) over F.

Proof
Since A is semisimple by Theorem 6.7, (i) follows from Theorem 6.12,

as F is algebraically closed. We may identify A with Fnl Fn2 8j' .. 8j Fnr ,

in which case Ai = Fni , 1 :::; i :::; r, are all the minimal two-sided ideals of A.
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If B is a minimal right ideal of A, BA i = B or 0 for each i. Since BA "# 0,
we must have BA; = B for some i, whence B ~ A j' Thus every minimal
right ideal of A is contained in one of the A;. Therefore by the preceding
theorem every irreducible representation of A, and hence also of G, is
equivalent to one determined by a minimal right ideal of one of the A j'

Thus (iii) will follow from (ii).
r

Now for x in A we can write x uniquely in the form x = L Xi' Xi E Ai'
i ~ 1

But then if 11 denotes the regular representation of A and if we set
(x)ni = (xi)n for x in A, we see at once that each n; is a representation of A
and that
(6.22) 11 = 11 1 + 11 2 + ... + 11 r •

But for i "# j, (X;)11 j is the zero transformation of A, while (x;)n: i is not, for
all Xi "# 0 in Ai' We conclude at once from the definition that 11 i and 11j

are inequivalent for i "# j. This also shows that the action of (A)11 j on A j is
the same as the action of (A;)11i on Ai; consequently 11 j can be identified
with the regular representation of Ai'

We shall argue that ni = lljePi, where eP; is an irreducible representation
of A j , that deg ePj = //;, and that the representation of A; determined by
any of its minimal right ideals is equivalent to eP;, 1 ~ i ~ r. Since 11 i

and 1!j are inequivalent for i"# j, this will clearly imply that ePi and ePj are
inequivalent for i "# j. Thus (ii) will follow. Furthermore, in view of (6.22),
(iv) will also follow.

These assertions are properties of Fni , so for simplicity we drop the
subscript i. Let eij be the matrix with I in the {i,j}th place and 0 elsewhere,
and let Vj be the subspace spanned by e jh en, ... , e jn • Thus Vi consists
of the matrices whose ith row is arbitrary, but all other entries are O. One
verifies directly that dimF Vi = //, that
(6.23) Fn = VI (£J V 2 (£J ... (£J Vn ,

and that each Vj is a minimal right ideal of Fn • If Pij denotes the
permutation matrix in Fn which interchanges rows i and j, then left
multiplication by Pij is a vector space isomorphism of Vi onto l0. Since for
any x E Fn , Pij( ViX) = Pij ( l0X), it follows that Vi and l0 are equivalent
representations. Thus the Vi determine equivalent irreducible representa
tions of degree n. Denoting one of these by cP, it follows from
(6.23) that the regular representation of F n is equal to I1cP. Finally, since
Fnis the direct sum of isomorphic irreducible Fn-modules, every irreducible
submodule of Fn , and so every minimal right ideal of Fn , is isomorphic to
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VI (compare Corollary 4.2). (Actually in the present case it is easy to see
that the Vi are the only minimal right ideals of Fn .) This completes the
proof of (ii) and (iv).

r

It follows now from (ii) and (iv) together with (6.21) that deg IT = I nf.
i= I

On the other hand, deg IT = dimF A, which is IGI by definition of the group
algebra. Hence (v) also holds.

r

To prove (vi), observe first that if x E Z (A) and x = I Xi with Xi E Ai,
i= I

then for a in A,

r r

xa = ax = I aX i = I xia.
i = 1 i =' 1

But aXi and xia are in Ai and, as the decomposition of A is direct, we must
have aX i = xia, whence each Xi E Z(A). However, Ai = Fni andhenceZ(A;)
consists precisely of the scalar matrices of Ai' Hence dimFZ(A i) = I,
1:::; i :::; r, and we conclude that dimF Z(A) = r.

Finally, let Kj , I :::;j :::; s, be the conjugate classes of G and let
Yjk, I:::; k :::; rn; = IKjl be the elements of K j • Consider the s elements Yj

of A defined by

(6.24)
nlj

Yj = I )'jk
k=1

I :::;j :::; s.

We shall argue that )'1 , Y2, ... ,Y. is a basis of Z (A) over F, which will
prove that s = dimFZ(A) = r. .

First of all, for X in G,

(6.25)
mj

-I L-IX V .X = X V ·k X = )' .. ) . ) ) ,
k=1

since X-1Yjk x runs over the elements of the conjugate class K j as )'jk does.
Thus Yj centralizes each element of G and so by linearity is in the center of
A. Furthermore, the elements of G, as elements of A, are linearly inde
pendent over F. Since each element of G is a summand of exactly one Yj,

it follows that the Yj are linearly independent over F.
Finally, let Z = L AjkYjk, )'jk E F, 1:::; j :::; s, 1 :::; k :::; II1 j , be an arbitrary

element of Z (A). Denote by x jk an element of G such that .Xjk 1 Yj1Xjk = )'jk'

Then using the fact that xjk I zXjk = Z and also the linear independence of
,

the Yjk, it follows at once that )'jk = ).jl' I :s: k :s: rnj. Thus Z = I ).jlYj and
j=1
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we see that the Yj span Z (A) over F. Hence the Yj are indeed a basis of
Z (A) over F and (vi) is proved.

As a corollary, we obtain the following theorem on the existence of
splitting fields:

Theorem 6.15
Let G be a group, let K be either the field of rational numbers or the field

Zp with p prime to 101, and let F be an algebraic closure of K. Then there
exists a subfield L of F offinite degree over K such that

(i) Every irreducible representation of G over F can be written in L.
(ii) L is a splitting field for G.

Proof
In viewofTheorems 5.7and5.9, it will suffice to prove (i). By Theorem6.l4,

G has only a finite number r of inequivalent irreducible representations 4>i'
1 ~ i ~ r. Let Vi' 1 ~ i ~ r, be the corresponding representation spaces of
degree m i and let (Vi) be a basis of Vi' Then for each x in G, we have

(6.26)

where aW(x) is a suitable element of F, 1~ j, k ~ 111 i, 1~ i ~ r. We let L
be the subfield of F obtained from K by adjoining all the elements aW(x),
which are clearly finite in number. Since F is an algebraic closure of K, each
of these elements is algebraic over K and consequently L is of finite degree
over K.

Now obviously by our choice of L, each of the representations 4>i can
be written in L, 1 ~ i ~ r. But then it is immediate from the definition that
any representation of G over F equivalent to one of the 4>i can be written
in L. Since every irreducible representation of G is equivalent to one of
the 4> i , (i) follows.

7. REPRESENTATIONS OF DIRECT AND CENTRAL PRODUCTS

On the basis of the results of Sections 5 and 6 we shall now determine
the irreducible representations of the direct and central products of groups
in terms of those of the individual factors.

If G = H x K and VIF, WIF are H- and K-modules, respectively, there
is a natural way of turning U = V ® F W into a G-module. Indeed, let
(v) = {Vi 11 ~ i ~ 111} and (It') = {wj 11 ~j ~ n} be bases of VIF and WIF,
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respectively, and let (u) = {uij = Vi ® W j [I ~ i ~ rn, 1 ~j ~ n} be the corre
sponding basis of U. Then if x = (h, k) is any element of G with hE H,
k E K, we define

(7.1) uijx = (L')I) ® (wjk) for all i,j,

and extend the operation of x to all of V by linearity. Using the basic
properties of tensor products together with the facts that V and Ware
H- and K-modules, one checks easily that V becomes a G-module under
this definition.

We call VjF a product module and the corresponding representation a
product representation.

Our principal result is the following:

Theorem 7.1
Let G = H x K and let F be a splitting field for both Hand K. If V/ F and

W / F are irreducible H- and K-modules, respectiuely, then the product
module V ® F W is an irreducible G-rnodule. Conversely, every irreducible
G-module orer F is equivalent to a product module of this form.

Proof
We regard G as the internal direct product of Hand K. so that each x E G

can be uniquely written in the form x = hk, h E H, k E K, and hk = kh.
We first establish the converse and let V / F be an irreducible G-module.
Apply Clifford's theorem with respect to the normal subgroup H, letting
Vi' I ~ i ~ r, be the corresponding Wedderburn components. Since
K r;; CG(H), Theorem 4.1(iii) implies that both Hand K, and hence also
G, leaves each Vi invariant. But then V = VI by the irreducibility of Vas
a G-module.

Hence V = VI 1::8 V2 CB' .. 6:') Vn , where the Vi are isomorphic irreducible
H-modules. Let l/!j be a fixed H-isomorphism of VI onto Vj , 1 ~j ~ 11.

Now for each k in K, VJ = (Vt)l/!jk is an irreducible H-submodule of V

isomorphic to VI' Furthermore, we have HomH (Vi, Vi) = F by Corollary
5.8, as F is a splitting field of H. It follows therefore from Theorem 5.5 that

(7.2)
n

l/!jk = I aj,(k)l/!"
s:: 1

where ajs(k) are suitable elements of F which are uniquely determined by j
and the element k, up to a nonzero scalar multiple.

Next let I'i' 1 ~ i ~ m, be a basis of Vt. Then the elements Vi l/!j'
1 ~ i ~ m, I ~j ~ n, form a basis of U. Hence the action of G on V is
determined by its effect on the elements u i l/!j' Now let x E G and set x = hk,
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h in H, k in K. Using (7.2) together with linearity and the fact that h
commutes with each t/Jj' we deduce that

(7.3) for all i,j.

On the other hand, let W be the vector space over F with basis
(t/J) = {t/Jj 11 :(j:( 1I}. We make Winto a K-module by using (7.2) to define
the action of k in K on W. But then the tensor product T = VI ® F W is
a product G-module and we have

(7.4) (Vi ® t/Jj)x = (V)1) ® (t/Jjk)

for all i, j and all x = hk in G by definition of the product module.
But now if () denotes the linear transformation of U onto T which maps

the basis elements v;t/Jj of U on the corresponding basis element Vi ® t/Jj'
(7.3) and (7.4) imply that for all x in G, we have

(7.5) (Vit/JJx:() = (Vit/JJ()X for all i,j.

Hence by linearity () is a G-isomorphism of U on T and so the G-modules
U/ F and T/F are equivalent.

Finally VI is an irreducible H-module. If W contained a proper K-sub
module W I *- 0, then VI ® W I would be a nontrivial proper G-submodule
of T, whence T would not be an irreducible G-module. But then U, being
G-isomorphic to T, would also not be irreducible, a contradiction. Thus
W is an irreducible K-module and the converse is completely proved.

To establish the first statement, let U = V ® F W be the product G-module
of the irreducible H- and K-modules V and W. Let dimF V = m and
dimF W = n, so that dimF U = mn. Let UI be a nonzero irreducible G-sub
module of U. Then by the converse part of the theorem, UI is equivalent
to a product representation VI ® F W I , where V" WI are irreducible H
and K-modules, respectively. Let fI1 1 = dim f VI and n l = dimF W I , so that
dimF UI = mini' It will suffice to show that m l ;?; m and n l ;?; n, for then
dimF UI ;?; dimF U, forcing UI = U, and the irreducibility of U will follow.
By symmetry, we need only show that 11 1 ;?; n.

As U I is equivalent to VI ® f W I , it possesses an irreducible K-submodule
T which is isomorphic to W I , and we have dimF T = nl' Now let
(v) = {Vi 11:( i :( m} be a basis for V. Since T <;; U = V ® FW, we can
express any element u *- °of T in the form

(7.6)
r

U = I V ij ® W j ,
j=1

where ij *- ij', if j *- j', and each Wj is a nonzero element of W. But now
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by definition of the action of G on U, we have for k in K,

(7.7)
r

uk=L:v;®wjk.
j = 1 J

On the other hand, as K acts irreducibly on W, there exist elements
k" 1~ s ~ n, such that the n elements w1ks are linearly independent in
W / F, where W1 is as in (7.6) and (7.7). However, it follows at once now
from (7.7) that the elements uks , 1~ s ~ n, are linearly independent in
T/F. Hence nl ~ n, and the theorem is proved.

Consider next the case that G = HK is a central product. The discussion
of Section 2.5, shows that G is, in fact, a homomorphic image of the direct
product G* = H x K. But, in general, if G and G* are groups with
G = G*/ N* for some normal subgroup N* of G *, then any G-module
U/ F can be considered to be a G *-module, in which the elements of N *
induce the identity transformation of U. Thus the category of all G
modules coincides with the category of all G *-modules in which N* is in
the kernel. We thus have

Theorem 7.1
A central product G = HK of Hand K can be identified with G*/N*,

where G * = H x K and N * is a suitable normal subgroup of G *. Then any
G-module over a field F is a G*-module in which N* is in the kernel, and
conversely.

In view of this result, Theorem 7.1 provides equally well a description
of the irreducible G-modules for a central product G = llK over a splitting
field F of Hand K.

Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 are stated for the direct and central products of
two factors. Clearly one can prove easily by induction corresponding
results for the direct and central products of any finite number of groups.

8. p-STABLE REPRESENTAnONS

If V/ F is a faithful irreducible G-module, where F is a field of charac
teristic p, we can ask whether any p-element of G has a quadratic minimal
polynomial. The answer to this question turns out to be of fundamental
importance in a variety of problems, especially in the study of simple
groups. Ifp = 2, then obviously any element x of G of order 2 sati?fies the
polynomial X 2

- I = (X - 1)2 of degree 2 and, as V is faithful, this must
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be its minimal polynomial. We see then that the question is meaningful
only when p is odd.

If G = SL(2, p) acting on a two-dimensional vector space V over Zp,
then every element of G has a quadratic characteristic polynomial and so
a nontrivial p-element certainly has a quadratic minimal polynomial in
this case. Thus there do exist groups G and faithful irreducible G-modules
Vover fields of characteristic p, p odd, in which a p-element of G does have
a quadratic minimal polynomial.

In treating this question systematically, it is convenient to drop the
assumption of irreducibility. However, we note that by Theorem 1.3 a
group G possesses a faithful irreducible module VIF, F of characteristic
p, only if G has no nontrivial normal p-subgroups. In generalizing the
situation, we must preserve this basic condition. Furthermore, for the
applications, it is enough to restrict oneself to finite fields. We are thus led
to introduce the following concept:

Let G be a group with no nontrivial normal p-subgroups, p odd. A
faithful representation rP of G on a vector space V over GF(p") will be
called p-stable provided no p-element of (G)rP has a quadratic minimal
polynomial on V. Moreover, we say that G is p-stable if all such faithful
representations of G are p-stable.

Our analysis of p-stability depends on the following result:

Theorem 8.1
Let G be a group oflinear transformations acting faithfully and irreducibly

on a vector space V over an algebraic closure F ofZp and assume that G is
generated by two p-elements \vhich have a quadratic minimal polynomial Oil

V. Then G contains a subgroup isomorphic to SL(2, p).

Proof
Let Xll X 2 be the two given generators of G. Set Cv(x i) = Vi' 1~ i ~ 2.

Since Xi is a p-element and F is of characteristic p, the minimal poly
nomial of Xi must be (X - 1)2 and consequently V(x i - I? = 0; 1~ i ~ 2,
where I denotes the identity transformation of V. Setting W i = Vex i - 1),
it follows that W;(x i - I) = 0, whence Wi s;: Vi> I ~ i~ 2, Thus Xi - 1
is a linear transformation of V into Vi whose kernel is precisely Vi' But
dimF V - dimF ker (Xi - 1) = dimF V(Xi - 1), and it follows that d ~ 2di>
where d = dimF V and d i = dimF V j , I ~ i ~ 2.

Suppose dl or d2 exceeds d12, in 'which case W = VI n V2 i= 0. But
Xl and X 2 each act trivially on Wand so G = <XI, x2) also does. Since G
acts irreducibly on V, this forces V = W, contrary to the fact that G acts
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faithfully on V. Hence d = 2m is even, d l = dz = m, and W = 0. In partic
ular, we have

(8.1)

Now XI - 1 maps Vz into VI' Since VI n Vz = °and Vb Vz have the
same dimensions, it follows that XI - 1 is an isomorphism of Vz on VI'
Similarly Xz - 1 is an isomorphism of VI on Vz . Let Vi' 1 ~ i ~ m, be a
basis of Vz , and set Vm+i = vb'l - 1), I ~ i ~ m. Then the Vm+i form a
basis of VI and the Vi, 1 ~ i ~ 2m, form a basis of V. Relative to this basis,
XI and X z are represented, respectively, by the matrices

(8.2) and

where R is the matrix of the isomorphism of VI on Vz determined by
Xz - 1. Thus R is nonsingular.

Since F is algebraically closed, there exists a nonsingular m x m matrix
Q such that

(8.3)

is in Jordan canonical form. Hence if we conjugate AI, A z by the matrix

(8.4)

which corresponds to a suitable change of basis of V, the matrices of
X\> Xz with respect to the new basis are

(8.5) and

Since S is a nonsingular matrix in Jordan canonical form, its diagonal
entries are nonzero and S is a lower triangular matrix. Let A be the entry
of S in the upper left corner. Finally, let P be the 2m x 2m permutation
matrix obtained by interchanging rows 2 and m + I of the identity matrix
and conjugate B h Bz by P. With respect to the corresponding new basis
Ui' 1~ i ~ 2m, of V the matrices Cl. Cz of XI' X z have the form

(8.6) and
(

1). 0)
Cz = ~I *'

But now we see that x\> X z each leave invariant the subspace U of V
spanned by Ul> U z . Since G = (XI' Xz), G thus leaves U invariant and there-
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fore U = V by the irreducibility of G on V. Hence dimF V = 2 and G is

isomorphic to the group generated by the matrices G~) and (~ ~).
Since Zi).) is a finite field, we conclude therefore from Dickson's theorem
that G contains a subgroup isomorphic to SL(2, p).

To exploit Theorem 8.1, we need a result of independent interest which
is a particular case of a general theorem of Baer. The present proof is due
to Suzuki and depends upon an ordering technique first used by Thompson.
As with Dickson's theorem of Chapter 2, it foreshadows some general
group-theoretic methods.

Theorem 8.2
Let K be a conjugate class of p-elements of the group G. If every pair of

elements of K generates a p-group, then K lies in a normal p-subgroup ofG.

Proof
Since the product of two normal p-subgroups of a group G is a p-group,

any group G possesses a unique maximal normal p-subgroup, which is
customarily denoted by OiG). We shall adopt this terminology, which
will be more fully developed in Section 6.3.

We shall establish the theorem by induction on IGI. If H is a proper
subgroup of G, K n H is clearly a union of conjugate classes Kj, K 2 , ••• , Kr

of H. Since every pair of elements of K i generates a p-group, each
K; s Op(H) by induction and so K n H s Op(H). Similarly, if G is a
proper homomorphic image of G, the image R of K in G is a conjugate
class ofp-elements of G, which satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem. Hence
K s Op(G) by induction. In particular, if 0iG) i= 1, we can take G =

GjOp(G)land conclude that R s OiG). But the inverse image L of Op(C)
in G is certainly a normal p-subgroup of G, whence L s OpeG). Since
K s L, we have K s Op(G) and the theorem follows in this case. Hence
without loss we may assume that 0 i G) = 1. Obviously we may also assume
that K i= 1.

We introduce two families of p-groups:

Yt' = {HI H i= I, H is not an Sp-subgroup of G, and H = 0iNG(H»}.
Yt'o = {HI H i= 1, Op(NcCH» is not an Sp-subgroup of NG(H)}.

If HE Yt', He p for some Sp-subgroup P of G and P n NG(H) :J H by
Theorem 1.2.lI(ii). Hence H is not an Sp-subgroup of NG(H). Thus
Yt' s .n"0 •
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For the proof we need two properties of the sets £ and £0:
(A) If Ho E £0' then there exists an element H in £ containing Ho

such that NG(Ho) £ NG(H).
(B) If HE £ and L is a subgroup of G containing NG(H), then

OiL) ~ H.
To prove (A), choose H =2 Ho of maximal order such that

No = NG(Ho) £ N = NG(H). Obviously H <J N, whence H.~ H* = DiN)
and No ~ NG(H*). Maximality of H thus forces H = H*, so H = OpeN).
Suppose H were an Sp-subgroup of G. Then H would be an Sp-subgroup
of L = HNo and L/H would be a p'-group, whence No/ H (\ No would be
a p'-group by the third isomorphism theorem. Since H (\ No <J No, this is
possible only if H (\ No = Op(No) and 0iNo) is an Sp-subgroup of No,
contrary to the fact that Ho E £0. Thus H is not an Sp-subgroup of G
and consequently HE £, proving (A).

Next let HE £ and suppose that L =2 N = NG(H). By Sylow's theorem
Op(L) is the intersection of all the Sp-subgroups of L. Hence to prove (B),
it will suffice to show that H is the intersection of certain of the Sp-sub
groups of L, for then the conclusion OiL) ~ H will follow. Now as with
L, DiN) is the intersection of the Sp-subgroups of N, which we denote
by Pi' 1 ~ i ~ n. We also have H = OpeN) since HE £. Let Qi be an

n

Sp-subgroup of L containing Pi and set D = nQi' Clearly H ~ D and
i = 1

n n

ND(H) ~ n (Qi (\ N) = nPi = H. But then H = D by Theorem 1.2.lI(ii)
i= 1 i= 1

and so H is the intersection of the Sp-subgroups Q i of L, I ~ i ~ n, as
required.

With the aid of these results we can now prove the theorem. First of all,
there must exist an Sp-subgroup of G not containing the conjugate class K,
otherwise K would lie in O/G), the intersectio'n of all Sp-subgroups of G.
But DiG) = I by assumption, whence K = 1, which is not the case.

It will suffice to establish the following assertion:
(C) If P and Q are any two Sp-subgroups of G such that K (\ P (\ Q to 0,

then K (\ P ~ Q.
Indeed, suppose (C) holds and choose P to be an Sp-subgroup of G not

containing K. Let x E K, xrt P. By Sylow's theorem we have K (\ P to 0
and so there also exists an element y in K (\ P. By hypothesis <x, y) is a
p-group and hence lies in an Sp-subgroup Q of G. Then yE K (\ P (\ Q
and therefore K (\ P ~ Q by (C). But again by Sylow's theorem IK (\ PI =

IK (\ QI, whence K (\ P = K (\ Q. However, x E K (\ Q, while x rt K (\ P,
a contradiction.
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Suppose then that (C) is false. We choose P, Q to violate (C) in such a
way that H = P (I Q has maximal order. Clearly then P =I- Q, whence
H c P and H c Q. Set N = NG(H) and let R, S be Sp-subgroups of G
such that R (I N, S (I N are Sp-subgroups of N with R (I N;2 Np(H)
and S(lN;2NQ(H). Again by Theorem 1.2.11(ii) we have NP(H):::::JH
and NQ(H):::::J H, whence P (I R :::::J Hand Q (I S:::::J H. Furthermore,
K (I P (I R =I- 0 and K (I Q (I S =I- 0 since each contains K (I P (I Q =

K (I H, which is nontrivial by assumption. Hence by our choice of P, Q,
(C) holds for the pairs P, Rand S, Q, whence K (I P s Rand K (I S <:; Q.
But then (C) must be false for the pair R, S; otherwise K (I R <:; S and the
conclusion K (I P <:; Q would follow. However, R (I S;2 DiN) ;2 H as
R (I Nand S (I N are Sp-subgroups of N. Moreover, K (I R (I S ;2
K (I H =I- 0. Since (C) is false for R, S, our maximal choice of P, Q thus
forces R (I S = OpeN) = H. We conclude that HE Yf. Since IR (I SI is
also maximal subject to (C) being false for R, S, we can replace P, Q by
R, S, if necessary, and so we can also assume without loss that P (I N,
Q (I N are Sp-subgroups of N.

We have thus produced an element H of Yf and an Sp-subgroup P of G
such that K (I H =I- 0, K (I P rJ= H, and P (I NG(H) is an Sp-subgroup of
NG(H). Among all such pairs (H, P), we now choose (H*, P*) so that
IP* (I NG(H*)I is maximal. To obtain a contradiction and thus establish
(C), we need only prove:

(D) P * <:; NG(H *).

Indeed, set N* = NG(H*) and suppose (D) holds. Since H* = 0iN*)
and OiG) = 1, we have N* c G. But then the theorem holds by induction
for N*. Since P* <:; N* by (D), it follows that K (I P* <:; H*, contrary to
our choice of (H*, P*).

Suppose then that p* rJ= N*, set Ho = (K (I H*), and No = NG(Ho).
Clearly the elements of K (I H* are permuted among themselves by con
jugation by the elements of N* and so Ho <J N*. Thus N* <:; No. Further
more, as in the preceding paragraph, the theorem holds by induction for
N* and consequently K (I P* (I N* = K (I H*. This implies that also
Np.(P* (I N*) permutes the elements of K (I H* and hence normalizes
Ho. Since p* '(I N * c P*, it follows that P* (I No :::::J P * (I N*. On the
other hand, since H* E Yf and N* <:; No, (B) implies that 0iNo) <:; H*.
Therefore, 0iNo) <:; p* (I N* c P* (I No, whence 0iNo) is not an Sp-sub
group of No. We conclude that Ho E Yf 0 •

Finally we apply (A). There thus exists an element HI of Yf with Ho <:; H1

such that No <:; Nb where NI = NG(H1). Let P1 be an Sp-subgroup of G
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such that PI n NI is an Sp-subgroup of NI' Then IPI n Nil ~ IP* n Nol >
IP* n N*I and K n HI ;2 K n H* "# 0. It follows therefore from our
maximal choice of (H*, P*) that K n PI ~ HI' On the other hand, since
N* ~ NI, another application of (B) yields that HI = DiNI) ~ H*. Thus
KnPI ~H*. Since H* ~P*, it follows that KnPI ~KnP*. But
IK n PII = IK n P*I and consequently K n p* = K n PI ~ H*, contrary
to our choice of (H*, P*). This completes the proof of (D) and the
theorem.

We can now establish our main result on p-stability.

Theorem 8.3
Let G be a group It'ith no nontrivial normal p-subgroups, p odd. If G is not

p-stable, then G involves SL (2, p).

Proof
We must show that a homomorphic image of some subgroup of G is

isomorphic to SL(2, p). By assumption G possesses a faithful representation
on a vector space V over GF(p") for some n in which some p-element x of
G has a quadratic minimal polynomial. We regard Vas a vector space over
an algebraic closure F of GF(p") and V / F as a G-module.

If K denotes the conjugate class containing x, then obviously every
element of K has a quadratic minimal polynomial on V. Furthermore,
since G has no nontrivial normal p-subgroups, Theorem 8.2 implies that
for some y in K, the group H = (x, y) is not a p-group.

Let V = VI => V2 => ••• => Vm + I = 0 be a sequence of H-invariant sub
spaces of V such that H acts irreducibly on each Vi = VJ V i + 1, I ~ i ~ m,
and let Ni be the kernel of the representation of H on Vi' We argue that
Ni c H for some i; so assume the contrary. Since H is not a p-group,
it possesses a nontrivial pr-subgroup Q. Our assumption implies that Q
induces the identity transformation on each Vi' But then Q induces the
identity on V by Theorem 3.4, contrary to the fact that V is a faithful
G-module.

Thus Ni c H for some i. For such a choice of i, set fl = H/N i and let
x, y be the images of x, y in fl, so that fl = (x, y). Clearly the minimal
polynomial of x on Vi is (X - W or (X - I). However, in the latter case
x acts trivially on Vi' whence x = I and fl = (y) is a p-group. Since fl
acts faithfully and irreducibly on Vi' Theorem 1,2 then yields fl = I,
whence Ni = H, contrary to our choice of i. Thus xhas a quadratic minimal
polynomial on Vi' Similarly, y does also.
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Now H can be regarded as a group of linear transformations acting
faithfully and irreducibly on P;/F and F is an algebraic closure ofZp. Thus
the hypotheses of Theorem 8.1 are satisfied and we conclude that H con
tains a subgroup isomorphic to SL (2, p). Hence G involves SL(2, p) and
the theorem is proved.

As a corollary we have the following basic result:

Theorem 8.4
Let G be a group with no non trivial normal p-subgroups, p odd, which

satisfies one of the following conditions:
(a) G is of odd order.
(b) A Sylow 2-subgroup of G is abelian.
(c) A Sylow 2-subgroup of G is dihedral.
(d) G is isomorphic to L 2(q).
(e) G is solvable and either p ~ 5 or p = 3 and SL(2, 3) is not involved

in G.
Then G is p-stable.

Proof
Let S be an Srsubgroup of G. If G is not p-stable, then Theorems 8.3

and 2.8.3(ii) together imply that there exist subgroups Q, R of S with
Q <J R and RI Q a quaternion group. Obviously then S is nonabelian.
Furthermore, one verifies directly from the definition that a dihedral
2-group involves only cyclic and dihedral groups, so also S is not dihedr~l.
On the other hand, if G is isomorphic to Llq), then an 5 2-subgroup of G
is either abelian or dihedral by Theorem 2.8.3(ii). Thus the theorem holds
if G satisfies (a), (b), (c), or (d). Finally 5L(2, p) is nonsolvable by Theorem
2.8.3(iii) for p ~ 5. Since a solvable group involves no nonsolvable sub
groups by Theorem 2.4.1(i), the theorem also follows if G satisfies (e)

EXERCISES

1. Let M be a C-module and let :x be a C-automorphism of M. If N is a sub
module of M, show that N" = {x"1 x E N} is a submodule of M. Show also
that the mapping N ---> N' is one-to-one on both the set of all submodules
and the set of all irreducible submodules of M.

2. Let C be an abelian group of exponent nand w a primitive complex nth root
of unity. Prove that Q(w) is a splitting field for C, where Q denotes the
field of rational numbers.
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3. Let G be a dihedral group of order 2n. Construct a complete set of in
equivalent representations of G over the complex numbers.

4. Suppose VIF has dimension 2, where F = Z p' p a prime. If P is a non
trivial p-group of linear transformations of V, show that IPI = p and that
V is an indecomposable, but not irreducible, P-module.

5. Let VIF be an irreducible G-module. Prove
(i) There exists an extension field L of F such that if WL is a minimal

G-submodule of VL , then WL is an absolutely irreducible G-module.
(ii) If W L (\ V '# 0, then WL = VL .

(iii) If G contains an element which possesses dimF V distinct charac
teristic roots on V in F, then V is absolutely irreducible. [Use (ii).]

6. Prove Corollary 4.2.
7. Show that Theorem 4.4 also holds under the assumption that F has charac

teristic p. Moreover, prove in this case that any element of p* has (X - l)P
as its minimal polynomial on V.

8. Let VIF, WIF be G-modules of dimension m and n, respectively. Prove
(i) Horn (V, W) is a vector space over F of dimension mn.

(ii) Horn (V, V) is an associative algebra over F.
(iii) Home (V, W) is a subspace of Horn (V, W) and Home (V, V) is a

subalgebra of Horn (V, V).
9. Let A = A(G, F) be the group algebra of G over F, let VIF be an A-module,

let B = {x E A Ivx = 0 for all v in V}, and let K = {y E G Ivy = v for all
v in V}. Prove

(i) B is a two-sided ideal of A.
(ii) AIB is isomorphic to the enveloping algebra E(GIK).

10. Prove Theorem 6.1.
11. Use Theorems 6.10 and 6.11 to give an alternative proof of Wedderburn's

theorem (Theorem 6.4).
12. Let AIF be an algebra over F and let e j , I :( i :( n, be idempotents of Z(A)

such that 1= el + e2 + ... + en and eje j = 0 for i ,#j.
(i) Show that A = Ae t EB Ae2 EB ... EB Aen, where each At' j is an ideal

of A.
(ii) Prove that Ae j is a simple algebra if and only if each e j is primitive

that is, it is not possible to write e j = fj + gj, where/; , g i are nonzero
idempotents of Z (A) such thatfj gj = O.

(iii) If AIF is semisimple, show that I can be expressed uniquely as a
sum of primitive idempotents of Z (A).

13. For any algebra AIF, we denote the Jacobson radical of A by rad A. Thus
rad A is the intersection of all maximal right ideals of A (compare Lemma
6.8). Prove

(i) rad (rad A) = rad A.
(ii) rad A is a two-sided ideal of A.
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(iii) If B is a two-sided ideal of A, then B (\ rad A = rad B.
(iv) rad (A/rad A) = O.

14. An element x of an algebra AIF is called quasi-right-regular if x + xy + Y '== 0
for some y in A. Prove

(i) Every element of rad A is quasi-right-regular.
(ii) Any right ideal of A consisting entirely of quasi-right-regular ele

ments lies in rad A.
15. Let A = A(G, F) and B = A(H, F), where H <J G and the characteristic of

F divides IG I. Show that B (\ rad A = rad B.
16. Let A be the algebra of all n x n lower triangular matrices over F. Determine

rad A.
17. Prove that LJCq) is p-stable if q is not a power of p.
18. Prove that An is p-stable for all odd p.



CHAPTER 4
CHARACTER THEORY

Group characters are a powerful tool for the study of finite groups.
This long chapter includes all the results we need for our later applications.
After introducing the basic concepts and developing the standard ortho
gonality relations, we present several classical applications, including the
well-known theorems of Burnside and Frobenius. We then take up in detail
the theory of induced characters with special emphasis on the case in which
the subgroup is disjoint from its conjugates. In particular, we study the
characters of Frobenius groups and of groups which contain Frobenius
groups as subgroups. This investigation leads to the important notion of
coherence which we study in Section 6, culminating in a criterion of Feit
for coherence. In the final section we develop Brauer's fundamental
characterization of characters, which we then use to obtain a result on
irreducible characters of a group C whose degrees are divisible by suitable
factors of ICI.

1. BASIC PROPERTIES

Throughout this chapter F will denote the field of complex numbers.
Then for any group C, the irreducible representations of Cover Fare
determined from the group algebra A(C, F) in accordance with Theorem
3.6.14. In particular, C has only a finite number r of inequivalent irreducible

112
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representations over F, where r is the number of conjugate classes of G.
For any representation eP of G over F with representation space V/ F, we

define the character X of eP by setting, for y in G,

x(y) = tr (yeP).

Here tr (YeP) denotes the trace of the linear transformation YeP of V. Thus
X is a function from G to F. We refer to X as a character of G.

We have already had occasion in Section 2.7 to consider a particular
character in our study of permutation groups, for if n is the matrix repre
sentation determined by a permutation group G acting on a set S, then the
function 'X(Y), which denotes the number of elements of S fixed by y, is
precisely the number of diagonal entries of the matrix y whose value is I
and consequently 'X(y) is just the character of n. In particular, the character
PG of the regular representation of G is 0 for y in G II and has value IGI on 1.

The principal or trivial character of G is the character of the trivial repre
sentation of G, which by definition maps each element of G onto the I
element of F. Obviously this representation is of degree I. The standard
notation for the principal character will be I G •

As a first basic result, we have

Theorem 1.1
(i) Equivalent representations of G over F have the same character.

(ii) If X is a character of G, then the value of X is constant on all
elements of a conjugate class of G.

Proof
If eP and tf; are equivalent matrix representations, of degree d, then by

formula (3.1.4) there exists a nonsingular d x d matrix P over F such that
ytf; = P- \veP)P for all y in G. Thus ytf; and YeP are similar and so tr (ytf;) =
tr (YeP) by Lemma 3.6.5(v). We conclude that eP and tf; have the same
characters.

Similarly, if X denotes the character of the matrix representation eP and
x, y are conjugate in G, then y = Z-I X2 for some =in G, whence YeP =
(Z-IXZ)eP =(zeP)-I(:np)(2eP) as eP is a homomorphism. Thus YeP and xeP are
similar matrices and so have the same traces. Henre x(y) = x(x).

Because of (ii), we say that a character X is a class function on G.
A second elementary property of characters is the following:

Theorem 1.2
If X is a character of G, then x(y) is a sum of IGlth roots of unity for any y

in G. In particular, xCr) is an algebraic integer.
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Proof
We have ym = 1, where m'= IGI. Hence if e/> is a matrix representation

with character X, then (Ye/»m is an n x n identity matrix where n = deg e/>.
But by Lemma 3.6.5(i), x(y) = tr (ye/» is the sum of the characteristic roots
Gi, 1,,:;; i ,,:;; n, of ye/>. However, the characteristic roots of (ye/>)i are Gf and
consequently G';' = I, 1,,:;; i ,,:;; n. Thus G; is a IGlth root of unity. Since G;

satisfies the monic polynomial xm - 1 with integer coefficients, it is an
algebraic integer. Since the algebraic integers form a ring, it follows that
x(y) is an algebraic integer.

We also have the following basic result:

Theorem 1.3
Let X be the character ofa representation e/> of G ofdegree n and let y E G.

Then
(i) [x(y)1 ,,:;; n.

(ii) Ix(y)1 = n if and only if ye/> is a scalar transformation.
(iii) x(y) = n if and only if ye/> is the identity transformation.

Proof

"We know that x(y) = I G;, where each G; is a root of unity and also a
i= 1

characteristic root of ye/>. Hence

(1.1)

proving (i).
If G; = G for all i, then x(y) = ne and so Ix(y) I = n. Conversely, if Ix(y)1 = n,

"then the complex number I G; must lie on the circle of radius n with center
i= 1

at the origin in the complex plane. Since each G; has unit length, it is clear
geometrically that this is possible only if all G; are equal. Thus (ii) is
reduced to showing that ye/> is a scalar transformation whenever its charac
teristic roots are all equal.

If this common value is G, then the characteristic polynomial of ye/> is
(X - G)". On the other hand, ye/> also satisfies the polynomial xm - 1, where
m = IGI. Since the latter has distinct roots, the greatest common divisor
of it and (X - G)" must be X - G. Hence ye/> satisfies the polynomial X - G

and so ye/> is, in fact, the scalar transformation Gl.
Finally, ifx(y) = n, then Ix(y)[ = n, so ye/> = eI by (ii), whence x(y) = ne.

But then G = 1 and ye/> is the identity. Thus (iii) also holds.
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Theorem 1.4
Let X be a character of G and set

H = {y E G Ix(y) = X( I)}.

115

Then H is a normal subgroup of G.

Proof
Let 4> be a representation of G with character X and let n = deg 4>.

Since (1)4> is the identity transformation tr (1)4> = deg 4> and so x(1) = n.
Thus y EH if and only if x(y) = n. Hence by the preceding theorem, yE H
if and only if y4> is the identity. Thus H is precisely the kernel of 4> and
so is a normal subgroup of G.

If X is the character of a representation 4> of G, we define ker X = ker 4>
and deg X = deg 4>. Then ker X= {y EG Ix(y) = x(1)} by Theorem 1.4.
Moreover, we have

(1.2) deg X = x(l).

We also call X irreducible, reducible,faithful, or linear according as 4> is
irreducible, reducible, faithful, or linear. Since equivalent representations
have the same character, it follows, in particular, that the number of
distinct irreducible characters of G is k ~ r, where r denotes the number of
irreducible representations and hence of conjugate classes of G. In Section
2 we shall show that k = r.

A linear character has degree 1 and is irreducible. Moreover, Theorems
3.2.4 and 3.2.5 show that an irreducible character X of G is linear if and
only if its kernel contains G'.

Suppose that for suitable integers 111; and representations 4>; of
G, 1 ~ i ~ h, we have

(1.3) 4> = 11114>1 + 11124>2 + ... + mh4>h'
Then if X; denotes the character of 4>;, we shall write

X = 1111X1 + 1112X2 + ... + 111hXh'

In particular, any representation 4> of G is completely reducible by Theorem
3.3.1 and so can be expressed in the form (1.3) with each 4>; irreducible.
It follows therefore that every character of G can be expressed as a linear
combination with nonnegative integer coefficients of the irreducible
characters of G.

Conversely we note that for any representations 4>; of G and any non
negative integers m i' 1~ i ~ h, we can always construct a representation
4> of the form (1.3): namely, we consider the direct sum V of h vector
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spaces VJF, where each Vi is the direct sum of mi copies of the represen
tation space of cP i' 1 ::::; i ::::; h, and then define ycP on J' in accordance with
the action of YcPi on Vi' This means that any linear combination of
characters with nonnegative integer coefficients is itself a character of G.

There is also a natural definition for the product of two characters,
related to that of the tensor product of two representations. Indeed, if cP i

are representations of G with representation spaces VJF, 1 ::::; i ::::; 2, then
the mapping ~l ® cPl defined by setting ,

(Y)cPl ® cPl = (YcPl) ® (YcPl)

for y in G is immediately verified to be a representation of G with repre
sentation space VI ®F Vl . In fact, it should be clear that this representation
is nothing else but the restriction of the product representation cPI ® cPl of
G x G on VI ® F Vl to the diagonal {(y, y) lyE G} of G x G. Moreover,
if cP i is considered to be a matrix representation with respect to a suitable
basis of Vi' 1::::; i ::::; 2, then the matrix (Y)cPl ® cPl will be the tensor product
of the matrices YcPl and YcPl' But then by Lemma 3.6.5(vi), we have

(1.4)

for all y in G. Thus the character of cPl ® cPl is the product of the characters
Xi of cPi' 1 ::::; i::::; 2. We shall denote this character by XIXl' It follows at
once from (l.4) that XIXl = XlXI'

Because of the associative and distributive properties of tensor products
of vector spaces, which carry over to the representations of G, one can
show directly that this definition of multiplication is associative and is
distributive over addition.

It is convenient, as well as useful, to extend the definition of character
to allow for negative integer coefficients, to obtain a ring structure for the
set of all characters of G. To do this, we define a generalized character of G
to be the difference of any two ordinary characters of G. We then extend
the definitions of addition and multiplication to generalized characters in
the obvious way. The set of all generalized characters becomes thena module
over the integers under addition, while multiplication remains associative
and distributive. Hence the set of all generalized characters of G forms a
commutative ring, called the character ring of G which we denote by ch (G).
Clearly the irreducible characters of G span ch (G) over the integers.

We extend the definition of degree to generalized characters by setting
deg X = deg Xl - deg Xl if X = Xl - Xl with Xl' Xl ordinary characters of
G. Then clearly (1.2) holds also for generalized characters and so deg X
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is independent of the particular representation of X as a difference of two
characters.

Occasionally we shall need to consider the larger ring of all complex
valued class functions on G, which we denote by cf (G). Since cf (G) con
tains functions taking the value 1 on anyone conjugate class and 0 on the
remaining r - 1 classes, it is clearly an r-dimensional vector space over F.

The ring ch (G) is endowed with a natural involution. Indeed, if cjJ is
any matrix representation of G, there is defined the contragredient repre
sentation cjJ' of cjJ by the relation

(1.5)

yE G, where t denotes transpose. Since the operations of transpose and
inverse are each anti-isomorphisms of the group of nonsingular matrices
of Fn , cjJ' is a homomorphism and so is a representation of G. Clearly
equivalent representations give rise to equivalent contragredient represen
tations. If X is the character of cjJ, we denote by X' the character of cjJ'.

It follows at once from (1.5) that (cjJ')' = cjJ and consequently (l), = x.
Thus the mapping X -> X' is involutory. Furthermore, it is immediate that
for any characters XI' Xz of G, we have

( )
" IXI + Xz = Xz + X2 and

Hence if we extend I to generalized characters, and hence to ch (G), we
conclude that the resulting mapping is, in fact, an automorphism of ch (G)
of order 2.

The following theorem lists the basic properties of this mapping. Here
Xdenotes the complex conjugate of the complex number A of F.

Theorem 1.5
For any character X of G, we have

(i) x'(y) = x(y) = x(y-I)for all y in G.
(ii) deg X' = deg X and ker X' = ker X.

(iii) X' is irreducible if and only if X is irreducible.

Proof
Let cjJ be a representation with character x. By (1.5) and Lemma 3.6.5(vii),

we have

(1.6) x'(y) = tr ycjJ' = tr ((ycjJ)-ly = tr (ycjJ)-I.

On the other hand, by Theorem 1.2 and Lemma 3.6.5(i),

(1.7) x(y) = tr ycjJ = GI + G2 + ... + Gn ,
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where the Ei are roots of unity and also are the characteristic roots of
y, 1 :::; i:::; n, and n = deg cjJ. But then the characteristic roots of (ycjJ)-l
are Ell, 1 < i <n. However, as Er = 1 for some rn, lE;! = 1 and so Ei- 1 = Ei •

Hence,

(1.8) tr (ycjJ)-l = El +E z + ... + En = El + Ez + '" + En = X(y).

Furthermore, since cjJ is a homomorphism, 'x(y - 1) = tr (y - 1cjJ) = tr (ycjJ)-l
and now (i) follows from (1.6) and (1.8).

It is immediate from definition (1.5) that deg cjJ' = deg cjJ. Hence deg X' =

deg X. Furthermore, for y in G, ycjJ is a scalar matrix if and only if «ycjJ) -1y
is. Hence x' and X have the same kernels, proving (ii).

Finally if the matrix ycjJ can be decomposed into blocks which are 0 off
the diagonal, then so also can the matrix (ycjJ-1)'. This shows that X' is
irreducible if and only if X is and thus establishes (iii).

The character x' can be constructed in an alternative manner. If cjJ is a
matrix representation of G having X as its character, we can construct a
new representation (fj of G by setting y(fj equal to the matrix whose entries
are the complex conjugates of those ycjJ. Since conjugation is an automor
phism of F, it is trivial to verify that (fj is also a representation of G. If X
denotes the character of (fj, then x(y) = x(y) for yE G and so X = X' by
Theorem 1.5(i). (As we shall see in Section 2, the representations cjJ' and (fj,
having the same character, must be equivalent.)

The preceding construction is a particular case of a more general way
of obtaining other characters of G from a given character x. By Theorem
3.6.15 the representation cjJ is equivalent to one whose matrix entries lie in
a subfield Fo of F of finite degree over the rational subfield Q of F. Since
equivalent representations have the same character, we may assume with
out loss that cjJ itself can be written in Fo . Since Fo is contained in a subfield
of F which is a finite normal extension of Q, we may suppose without loss
that Fo itself is normal over Q. Then for each Cl in the Galois group
G (Fo , Q) of Fo over Q, we construct a new representation cjJu by setting,
for y in G,

(1.9) ycjJU = (ycjJy,

where (ycjJY is the matrix obtained from ycjJ by replacing each entry by its
image under the automorphism Cl. Since (yz)cjJu = «yz)cjJY = «ycjJ)(zcjJ)Y =

(ycjJY(zcjJY = (ycjJu)(zcjJa) for all y, z in G, we see that cjJa is, in fact, a represen
tation of G. We denote by xa the character of cjJa. Thus for all y in G
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(1.10)

The representation </JCf and its character XCf are said to be algebraic conjugates
of </J and X.

It is clear that, as with x', xCf and X have the same degrees and the same
kernels and that / is irreducible if and only if X is.

By Theorem 1.5(i) the character X is real (that is, real-valued) if and
only if x' = X. Similarly X is rational (that is, has values in Q) if and only if
xCf = X for every element (J of G (Fo , Q).

There is yet another, somewhat analogous, way of obtaining characters
from x. If If. is an automorphism of G, define a new mapping </J' by setting

(1.11) y</J' = (Y~)</J yE G.

Since (rz)</J' = «yzY)</J = (y'z~)</J = (y')</J(::')</J = (y</J~)(z</J~) for all y, :: in G,
we see that </J' is a representation of G. Clearly </J' has the same degree as </J
and is irreducible if and only if </J is. We denote the character of </J' by X',

so that

(1.12) yEG.

We call </J\ X· the conjugate representation and character induced by the
automorphism IX.

2. THE ORTHOGONALITY RELATIONS

We now seek to derive various relations among the irreducible charac
ters of G and to obtain some important consequences of these relations.
Throughout we denote by </J i a complete set of inequivalent representations
of G and by Xi the character of </Ji' I ~ i ~ r, with Xl being the principal
character IG of G. We also set n i = deg Xi' 1 ~ i ~ r, and preserve this
notation as well.

First of all, the results of Section 3.6, yield:

Theorem 2.1
The following relations hold:

r

(i) 'Inf = IGI.
i:;;::: 1

( oo)~. ( .) _ ( 0
II i~lniXi} -llGI

(iii) '" () - f 0y';;;Xi Y - \lGI

ifyE G#
ify=1.

if i > 1
ifi=l.
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Proof
First, (i) follows from Theorem 3.6. 14(v) and the definition of the degree

of a character. Furthermore, (ii) follows immediately from Theorem
3.6.14(iv) and Lemma 3.6.6 together with the additivity of the trace. Since
Xl(Y) = 1 for all y in C, (iii) clearly holds for i = l.

Thus it remains to prove (iii) for i > l. Let u = I y in the group algebra
yEG

A = A(C, F). Then

(2.1) tr (wp;) = I tr (y1J;) = I xly),
)'EG yEG

so we need only show that tr (u1J;) = O. By its definition, UE ZeAl and
consequently U1Ji = )J for some scalar A and suitable identity transforma
tion I. On the other hand, since 1Ji is not a trivial representation, there
exists x in C such that X1Ji is not I. But it is immediate that xu = u. Hence
u1Jj = (XU)cPi = (X1J;)(U<Pi)' Since u1Jj = AI, this yields

(2.2) l(I - x<p;) = O.

Since X1Ji #- I by assumption, we must have ), = 0, whence U<Pi = 0 and so
tr (u1J;) = 0, as desired.

Since all the irreducible characters of an abelian group C are linear,
Theorem 2.I(i) shows that the number of irreducible characters of such a
group is [Cl. Since the linear characters of an arbitrary group C correspond
in one-ta-one fashion to linear characters of CIC', it follows that ICIC'I
is the number of distinct linear characters of C.

On ch (C) we introduce an inner product by the formula

(2.3) (8, X) = _1 I8(y)/(y)
ICI yEG

for 8, X in ch (C). The ring properties of ch (C) together with the fact that
the mapping' is an automorphism of ch (C) imply that this inner product
is bilinear. Furthermore, by Theorem 1.5(i), it can also be defined by the
relation

(2.4)
I -

(8, X) = ICI I O(y)x(y).
)'EG

However, it is immediate from (2.4) that (x, 0) = (0, x). We see then that
this inner product is Hermitian symmetric and positive definite.

More generally we can use (2.4) as the definition of the inner product
of any two complex-valued class functions 0, X on C. Thus cf(C) is also
endowed with the same Hermitian symmetric positive definite inner product.
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As is customary, we say that () and X are orthogonal if (e, X) = 0 and we
define the no/m Ilxll of X to be

(2.5) Ilxll = j(x, x)·
The fundamental importance of this product rests on the fact that under

it the irreducible characters of G are mutually orthogonal of length 1.

Theorem 2.2
The characters Xi of G, 1 ~ i ~ r, form a normal orthogonal basis of

ch (G) over the integers:

_ fO
(Xi' Xj) - \1

We shall derive Theorem 2.2 while
following additional property of ch (G):

Theorem 2.3

ifi#j
if i = j.

simultaneously establishing the

r

IfXiXj = L nl ijk Xk with m ijk nonnegative integers, so that mij1 is the
k= 1

number of times the trivial character Xl appears as a constituent of XiXj, then

10 if x· # i111 .. = ,).1

I) 1 \ 1 if Xj = xi .

Proof
Let VJ F be the representation space of cPi, 1~ i ~ r. Without loss we

can assume

(2.6)
r

cPi (8) cPj = L mjjkcPk'
k= 1

Suppose that for some i and} ,we have m ij1 # O. For simplicity of notation,
set cP = cP i' l/J = cP j' U = Vj , V = Vj , and W = U (8) F V. Our assumption
implies that there is a nonzero vector w in W such that

(2.7)

for all y in G. We can write

(2.8)

w(y(cP (8) l/J)) = w

s

W = I Uk (8) Vk ,
k=l

where the Uk are linearly independent over F and each Vk # O. Let U1 be
the subspace of U spanned by the Uk • By (2.7) and (2.8) we have, for J' in G,

(2.9)
s s

I Ilk(YcP) (8) Vk(yl/J) = L Ilk (8) Vk .
k=l k=l
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Since the Uk are linearly independent and the Vk of. 0, it follows from (2.9)
and the definition of tensor product that each Uk(YcP) E UI (cL Exercise
9). Hence UI is invariant under YcP for all Y in G and so VI = V by the
irreducibility of cP. Thus (u) = {Uk 11 ~ k ~ s} is a basis of U.

Similarly the subspace VI of V spanned by the L\ is invariant under l{t
and so VI = V by the irreducibility of l{t. Hence dimFV ~ s = dimF U.
However, the argument is clearly symmetric in V and V, whence
also dimFV ;::: dimFU. Thus equality holds and consequently also
(v) = {Vk 11 ~ k ~ s} is a basis of V.

Now for a given Y in G, let

(2.10)

Then

(2.11 )
s

Uk(YcP) = I akh Uh
h= I

and

and
s

Vk(yl{t) = I bkh vh·
h=1

Substituting (2.11) in (2.9) and expanding, we obtain the relations

(2.12) 10I akhbkg =\ I
k= I

if 9 of. h
if 9 = h.

But (2.12) asserts simply that the matrix yl{t(V) is the inverse transpose of
YcP(U). Since this holds for all y in G, we conclude that l{t(V) = cP;U) and
hence that l{t = cP'.

We have therefore shown that if m ijl of. 0, then necessarily Xj = X;. With
the aid of this result, we can now argue that (x i , xJ = °if i of. j. Indeed,
we write

(2.13)
r

Xixi = I t ijk Xk
k=1

for. suitable nonnegative integers t ijk . Since xi = Xj of. Xi, it follows from
the preceding result that t ijl = 0. But then evaluating (2.13) for each Y in
G, and summing over G, we obtain

(2.14) I x;(y)xi(Y) = ±fijk(Ixk(Y))
YEG k = 2 yEG

But I Xk(Y) = °by Theorem 2.l(iii) as k> 1. Hence the right side of
YEG

(2.14) is °and the desired conclusion (Xi' X j ) = °follows from (2.3).
A formal calculation will now yield the remaining parts of our theorems.

Multiplying the relation of Theorem 2.1(ii) for Y in G# by xj(y) and sum-
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ming over G*, we obtain

123

(2.15)
r

0= L ni L xlv)xj(y).
i~ 1 J'EG

Since (Xi' Xj) = 0 for i #- j and since X;(I)xj(l) = ninj, for all i,j including
i = j, we can rewrite (2.15) as

(2.16)
r

0= nj L xiy)xj(y) - L njnf,
J'EG i~ 1

But then dividing by nj and using Theorem 2. 1(i), it follows that

(2.17) L xiy)x)(y) = IGI.
J'EG

Now (2.17) and (2.3) give (Xj, xJ = 1, completing the proof of Theorem
2.2.

r

Suppose finally that 'Xj = X;· Evaluate the relation XiX) = L mijkXk for
k ~ 1

each y in G and sum over G. Since L Xk(Y) = 0 or IGI according as k> 1
J'EG

or k = 1, this yields

(2.18) LXi(y)xj(y) = mijl IGI.
J'EG

It follows at once that mijl = (Xi' xJ Thus m ij1 = 1 by the preceding
paragraph and so Theorem 2.3 is also proved.

The orthogonality relations of Theorem 2.2 together with the linearity
of the inner product give the following corollary:

Theorem 2.4
r

Ifx = LaiXi, ai integers, then
i =: 1

(i) (X'Xi)=a i , 1 ~i~r.
r

(ii) IIxI1 2
= (X, X) = L af .

i ~ 1

In particular, then, (X, x;) is the multiplicity of Xi in X. Moreover, X is
irreducible if and only if (x, x) = 1. In addition, these formulas extend by
linearity to generalized characters.

As a further corollary we have

Theorem 2.5
Two representations of G have the same character if and onlv if they are

equivalent.
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Proof
By Theorem 1.1, equivalent representations have the same character.

Conversely, let cP, t/J be two representations of G with the same character X.
r r

Without loss we may assume cP = L Gi cPi and t/J = I bicPi' Gi , bi integers.
i= 1 i= 1

r r

But then X = LaiXi and X = L biXi' whence (x, Xi) = ai = bi' 1 ~ i ~ r,
i = 1 i= 1

by the preceding theorem. Hence cP = t/J and the theorem is proved.
Still another corollary which extends Theorem 2.3 is

Theorem 2.6
The multiplicity of lk ill Xi xj is equal to the multiplicity of Xi in Xk Xj'

Proof
This follows at once from the fact that each of these multiplicities is

equal to

The following properties of the character PG of the regular representation
of G are also useful:

Theorem 2.7

(i) (PG, PG) = IGI.
(ii) If X is a character of G which is 0 on all elements of G lf

, then X
is a multiple of PG'

Proof
Since PG is 0 on G lf and has the value IGI on 1, (i) follows at once from

the definition of the inner product. As for (ii), set d = deg X. Since X is 0
on G lf

, (2.3) gives (x, Id= (l/IGl)d. But (x, 1G ) is an integer and hence
d = elGI for some integer e. But then X = epG'

We note also that Theorem 2.2 implies that the Xi' being normal orthog
onal, are linearly independent over F a!1d so form a basis over F of the
ring cf (G) of all complex-valued class fU!1ctions on G. Thus any element

r

e ofcf(G) is of the form: e= I bixi with bi in F. As in Theorem 2.4, the
i= I

orthogonality relations imply that b i = (e, xJ, 1 ~ i ~ r. In particular, we
see that a complex-valued class function is a generalized cilaracter of G
if and only if (e, xJ is an integer for each i, 1 ~ i ~ r.

Since XI(Y) = 1 for all y in G, the relations of Theorem 2.I(iii) become
in terms of our inner product simply (Xi' XI) = 0 or 1 according as i> 1 or
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i = 1. Thus Theorem 2.2 can be regarded as a generalization of this result.
We should like also to establish certain orthogonality relations which
generalize Theorem 2.1(i) and (ii). These are given by

Theorem 2.8
For an)' )', z in G, we have

ifY, z are not conjugate in G
IfY, z are conjugate in G.

Proof
First of all, Theorem 2.2, together with (2.3), gives

(2.19) I xly)xj(y) = IGlbij'
YEG

where bij = 0 or 1 according as i"# j or i = j. Let Kk be the distinct conjugate
classes of G with hk = IKkl, 1 ~ k ~ r and let Yk E Kk. Since characters are
constant on the elements of each K k , we can rewrite (2.19) as

(2.20)
r

I hkXbk)Xj(h) = IGlbij.
k= 1

Let X, Y be the r x r complex matrices whose (i,j)th entries are xbJ
and hixj(Yi) respectively. Then (2.20) implies the matrix equation

(2.21) XY= IGI/,

where I is the r x r identity matrix. But now we see that X and Y are non
singular and that y- 1 = (l/IGI)X. Since yy-l = I, it follows that also

(2.22) YX= IGI/.

Reverting to summations, this yields

(2.23)
r

I hj X;(Yj)XlYk) = IGlbjk .
i= 1

But IGI/hj = IGI/IKjl = ICG(Yj) I by Theorem 1.2.3(i). Hence dividing by
hj and using Theorem 1.5(i), we conclude that

(2.24)
r __

LxJVjk(Yk) = ICG(Yj)!bjk .
i = 1

Since J'j, Yk are arbitrary elements of G, we can take Yj = z and Yk = Y in
(2.24) and the theorem follows.

Setting Y = z = 1 in Theorem 2.8 gives Theorem 2.1 (i), while setting
z = 1 with Y "# 1 gives Theorem 2.1(ii).
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By analogy with Theorem 2.5, we have the following corollary of
Theorem 2.8:

Theorem 2.9
The elements y, z of G are conjugate in G if and only if

xb) = X;(z) 1 ~ i ~ r.

Proof
If Y and z are conjugate, the conclusion is clear. Suppose conversely

that xlv) = X;(z), 1 ~ i ~ r, but that y and ~ are not conjugate. Then the
first relation of Theorem 2.8 holds and, in this case, gives

(2.25)
r

Lxb)xb) = o.
; ~ 1

But xb)x;(y) is a nonnegative real number for all i and has the value 1 for
i = I. Hence (2.25) is impossible and so y and z must be conjugate in G.

The orthogonality relations imply the basic fact that the degrees n;

of the irreducible characters Xi of G divide [GI. The proof requires a pre
liminary result which we shall also need later.

Theorem 2.10
If K is a conjugate class of G and yE K, then IK [xly)/n i is an algebraic

integer, 1 ~ i ~ r.

Proof
We shall make use of our knowledge of A = A(G, F). Let Kj , 1 ~j ~ r,

be the conjugate classes of G with Kj = {Yjk 1I ~ k ~ hj}, hj = [Kjl, and set

(2.26) 1 ~j ~ r.

Then Yj E A and the proof of Theorem 3.6.14(vi) shows that the
Yj, 1 ~j ~ r, form a basis for Z(A) over F. Since Z(A) is a subalgebra
of A, J'iYj E Z(A) for all i,j. Hence we have

(2.27)
r

YiJ'j = I AijkJ'k
k ~ 1

The A;jk are, in fact, nonnegative integers. To see this, expand the product
J';Yj' We obtain the sum of all products x;xj with Xi E K i and x j E K j .
If x;xj = X E Kk , then x~ xj = (x;xJu = X

U is also in Kk for u in G. This
implies that )';jk is precisely the number of times the product of an element
of K; and an element of Kj is a given element x of Kk and thus proves the
assertion.
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Once again let Vi I F be the representation space of cPi' 1 ~ i ~ r. We
regard each cPj also as a representation of A. Then (A)cPi is an irreducible
algebra of linear transformations of Vi' Since F is algebraically closed,
Theorems 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 imply that (A)cPi is the full algebra A( V j , F) of
such linear transformations. Since (Z (A))cPi 5;: Z (A)4>i' it follows that
(Z(A))cP; consists of scalar transformations of Vi' 1 ~ i ~ r. In particular,

(2.28) YjcPi = w;(y;)I; 1 ~ i,j ~ r

for suitable OJi(yJ in F, where I; is the identity transformation of Vi' Hence
if we apply the representations cPI' cP2' ... , cP, to (2.27), we obtain

(2.29)
,

wm(y;)wm(yJ = I )'ijk Wm(Yk)
k ~ I

1 ~ i,j, m ~ r.

Keeping 111 and i fixed, the resulting r linear relations in Yj' when written
homogeneously, have as matrix of coefficients:

(2.30) ~mi =

};II - wm(y;)
}i21

}il2

}i22 - Wm(Yi)

Since the Wm(Yi) represent a nontrivial solution of the corresponding system
of homogeneous linear equations, we must have

(2.31 ) det ~m; = 0 1 ~ i, 111 ~ r.

Since each )'ijk is an integer, the polynomial equation obtained from
(2.30) and (2.31) for wm(y i) has integer coefficients and its leading co
efficient is ± 1. Hence each wm(y;) satisfies a monic polynomial with integer
coefficients and so is an algebraic integer.

We can now easily complete the proof. By (2.26), (2.28), and the fact

that dimF Vi = deg cPi = 11;, we have

(2.32)
h,

I tr (Yik cPm) = tr (y; cPm) = tr (wm(y;)Im) = Wm(Yi)nm.
k ~ I

But Xm is constant on the elements Yik' so (2.32) reduces to

(2.33)

for all i, k, 111.

Since wm(y;) is an algebraic integer, we conclude that hi XmCVik)/llm is as
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well. Since hi is the order of the conjugate class of Yik and Yjk is arbitrary
in G, the theorem follows.

We now prove

Theorem 2.11
The degree II j of Xi dieides IGI, I ::s; i::S; r.

Proof
Let K j , Yjk, and hj have the same meanings as in the preceding theorem.

Now by Theorem 2.2, we have

(2.34) I x/yk(y) = IGI.
YEG

Since Xi is constant on the elements of each K j , this reduces to

(2.35)
r __

Ih j xlYjl)X;(Yjl) = IGI,
j= 1

whence dividing by 11 j we have

(2.36)

Now l.;()'J\) is an algebraic integer by Theorem 1.2 and hence so is
dYjl)' But then by the preceding theorem and the fact that the set of
algebraic integers is a ring, it follows that the left side of (2.36) is an alge
braic integer. Thus IGlln; is both a rational number and an algebraic
integer, which is possible only if it is an ordinary integer. Hence n; must
divide IGI, 1 ::s; i::S; r.

As we have seen in the proof of Theorem 2.10, the integers J. jjk of (2.27)
which determine the multiplication table of the center of A( G, F) have an
alternative interpretation in terms of the conjugate classes of G. We show
now that they can also be expressed in terms of the irreducible characters
of G, which together will yield the following result:

Theorem 2.12
Denote the conjugate classes of G by Ki and let )'1 be all element of

K j , 1 ::s; i ::s; r. Thell if I.jjk is the number of times a gieell element of K k can
be expressed as an ordered product ofan element ofK i and an element ofKj ,

lI'e haee

for I ::s; i,j, k::s; r.
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Proof
As in Theorem 2.10, set hi = IKil, 1 ~ i ~ r, and apply (2.29) and (2.33)

to obtain

(2.37)
r

hihjXm(Y;)Xm(l'j) = nmI )'ijshsXm(Ys)
s~ I

for all i,j, m. Now multiply (2.37) by (l/nm)Xm(Yk) and sum over m. Re
versing the order of summation on the right side and using Theorem 2.9,
it follows that

(2.38)

But IGI = hk ICG(Yk)! by Theorem 1.2.3(i) and the desired expression for
J. ijk follows.

Finally, we should like to mention the character table of G. Denote
once again by K i the distinct conjugate classes of G, let hi = IKil, and let
Yi E Ki , 1 ~ i ~ r. Then the r x r complex matrix

(2.39)

is called a character table of G. Clearly it is independent of the choice of
the representatives Yj of Kj . Furthermore, any character table of G can
be transformed into any other by a permutation of the rows and columns.

Set Y = DX, where D = diag (hI' h2 , "', hr ) and let bij be the {i,j}th
entry of YY', so that

(2.40)

Since Xi is a class function, it follows from (2.40) together with the orthog
onality relations that

(2.41 ) l~i,j~r,

where ()ij = 0 if i #j and 6u = 1. Thus

(2.42) yy' = IGII,

where I is the r x r unit matrix. In particular, Y, and hence X, is non
singular.

A knowledge of the character table gives considerable information
about G; on the other hand, it does not determine G up to isomorphism,
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as there exist nonisomorphic groups with identical character tables (see
exercises).

3. SOME APPLICAnONS

We shall now present some basic applications of the preceding results
which we shall need for our later work. We begin with Burnside's famous
theorem on the solvability of groups of order pal, p, q primes, which we
derive as a consequence of two lemmas of independent interest.

Lemma 3.1
Let X be an irreducible character oJ G oJ degree n and let y be an element

oJ G whose conjugate class has order relatively prime to n. Then either
xCv) = 0 or Ix(y)1 = n.

Proof
Let K be the conjugate class of y and let h = IK I. By Theorems 1.2 and

2.10, both a = x(y) and [3 = hx(y)/n are algebraic integers. Suppose a =f. 0 .
and let

(3.1 )

be its irreducible polynomial, ai integers, I '!( i '!( m. Since h/n is a rational
number, the irreducible polynomial for [3 is also of degree m and so must
be

(3.2)
h (h,m

g(X) = xm + a1- X m- 1 + ... + am -)
n n

as g([3) = (/z/n)mJ(a) = O. Now the coefficients of g(X) are also integers,
since [3 is an algebraic integer. But (h, n) = 1 by hypothesis and con
sequently n i divides a i for all i, 1 '!( i '!( m. Thus

(3.3)
a a

heX) = x m + -.!:. X m
-

1 + ... +~
n nm

also has integer coefficients. But l' = a/n satisfies heX) and so also is an
algebraic integer. Furthermore, as with [3, heX) is the irreducible poly
nomial for 1'. •

Now by Theorem 1.3(i), 11'1 = Ix(y)/nl '!( 1. However, the m roots
l' = )'ll 1'2, ... , fm of heX) are algebraic conjugates of 1', since heX) is
irreducible; and so [1';[ '!( I, I '!( i '!( m. But the product of the )'j is the
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constant term bm= amlnmof heX). Since bm is an integer, the only possi
bility is bm = ± 1 and Iy;! = 1 for all i. We conclude that Ix(y) I = n.

Lemma 3.2
Let G be a group of composite order in which the number of elements in

some conjugate class is ofprime power order. Then G is not simple.

Proof
Suppose, by way of contradiction, that G is simple. Let Xi be the irre

ducible characters of G, let 1Ji be an irreducible representation of G with
character Xi' set n i = deg Xi, 1 ~ i ~ r, and let X1 be the principal character
of G. Since G is simple, 1Ji is faithful for i > 1. Let Hi = {y E GI (Y)1Ji is a
scalar transformation}, 2 ~ i ~ r. Then it is immediate that (Hj)1Jj is an
abelian normal subgroup of (G)1J i and hence that Hi is an abelian nor
mal subgroup of G. Since G is simple of composite order, this forces
Hi = 1, 2 ~ i ~ r. But now Theorem 1.3(ii) yields IXj(Y)1 #- ni for any Y
in G*, 2 ~ i ~ r.

Now let Y be an element of G whose conjugate class consists of h = pa
elements. Then certainly Y #- 1. Now either p divides n j or (h, ni) = 1. Since
Ix;(}')I #- ni for i> 1, Lemma 3.1 implies in the latter case that Xj(Y) = O.
Hence for i> 1, either p divides n j or xly) = O. Since n1 = Xl(Y) = 1, it
follows therefore from Theorem 2.1 (ii) that

(3.4) 1 + L'njXj(Y) = 0,

where the summation runs over those indices i > 1 for which p divides n j'

Setting nj = miP and fJ = L'mjx;(}'), we get

(3.5) 1 + pfJ = o.
But each xlY), and hence also fJ, is an algebraic integer. Since fJ = -lip
is also rational, it must be an ordinary integer, which is clearly impossible.

As a corollary of Lemma 3.2, we have our main result:

Theorem 3.3 (Burnside)
Every group of order paqb, p and q primes, is solvable.

Proof
Let IGI = paqb. We proceed by induction on IGI. Since any subgroup or

homomorphic image of G satisfies the same conditions, the theorem
follows at once by induction if G is not simple. So we may assume G is
simple. Since the theorem is obvious if G has prime order, we may also
assume G has composite order. Since every group of prime power order is
solvable, it follows, in particular, that p #- q.
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Now let Q be an Sq-subgroup of G and let y be an element of Z (Q)*.
If K denotes the conjugate class containing y, then by Theorem 1.2.3(i)
IKI = IG: Cl, where C = CG(y). But Q S Cas yE Z(Q) and consequently
IG : Cl = pd for some d:::; a. Furthermore, d of 0, since otherwise C = G
and yE Z (G), contrary to the simplicity of G. Thus K has prime power
order and so G is not simple by the preceding lemma. This contradiction
completes the proof.

When Theorem 2.7.4 is interpreted in the light of orthogonality relations,
it yields the following result on transitive permutation groups.

Theorem 3.4
Let G be a transitive permutation group and let X be the character of the

corresponding permutation representation of G. Then
(i) The principal character IG ofG is a constituent ofx ofmultiplicity 1.

(ii) G is doubly transitive if and only If

X = le + e,
where 0 is an irreducible character of G.

Proof
As we have noted in Section I, x(y) is just the number of letters fixed

by the element y of G. Hence by Theorem 2.2 and the definition of the
inner product, Theorem 2.7.4(i) is equivalent to the assertion (x, Id = 1,
whence le is a constituent of 1. of multiplicity 1.

Since X is integral-valued, iCy) = x(y) = xCv) for all y in G. Hence
applying Theorem 2.2 again we see that Theorem 2.7.4(ii) is equivalent to
the assertion: G is doubly transitive if and only if

(3.6) (x, x) = 2.
r

On the other hand, if X = I aifi' where Xi are the irreducible characters
jo::: 1

of G, I :::; i :::; r, Theorem 2.4(i) implies that

(3.7)
r

(x, X) = I a;.
i= 1

But since the a j are integers, obviously the only solution of (3.6) and (3.7)
is a j = I for two values of i and a j = °for the remaining, so that X is a sum
of two irreducible characters. By (i) and Theorem 2.4(i), one of these is
le and so (ii) follows.

We shall need a slight extension of Theorem 2.4(i). If G is a permutation
group on S = {1, 2, ... , n}, we can clearly decompose S uniquely into the
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disjoint union of subsets Sk, 1 ~ k ~ t, so that two elements i, j of S are
in the same Sk if and only if there exists a y in G such that (i)y = j. This
condition implies that G acts transitively on each Sk. We call the Sk the
transitive constituents of G. Expressed in other terms, the Sk are simply
the orbits of the elements of S under the action of G.

Theorem 3.5
If X is the character oJ a permutation representation oJ G, then (X, IG) is

the number oJ transitive constituents oJ (G )n.

ProoJ
Let Sk, 1 ~ k ~ t, be the transitive constituents of (G)n and let

nk = n restricted to Sk' 1 ~ k ~ t.
t

Regarding n and each nk as matrix representations, we have n = I nk'
k= I

Hence if Xk is the character of nk, we need only show thatl (Xk' 1G) = 1, for
then (X, IG) = t will follow by linearity. Thus it suffices to prove the
theorem in the case that (G)n acts transitively on S.

Let K be the kernel of n, let ir be the quotient representation induced
on G= G/ K and let Xhe its character. Since Gis isomorphic to the permu
tation group (G)ir, we have (X, Id = 1 by Theorem 3.4(i). Hence

(3.8) I xCy) = IGI.
}'EG

But clearly XCy) = x(y) for any y in the coset y, since yir and yn fix t1}.e same
number of letters of S. It follows therefore from (3.8) that

(3.9) I xCv) = IGIIKI = [GI,
YEG

whence (X, IG) = 1, completing the proof.
We conclude with an important property of the characters of a group

of odd order.

Theorem 3.6 (Burnside)
Let G be a group oJ odd order. Then we have

(i) IJ X is a nonprincipal irreducible character oJ G, then X is nonreal
and X' # X·

(ii) IJ y is a nonidentity element oJ G, then there exists an irreducible
character X oJ G such that X(y) is nonreal.

Proof
Let y, Z E G and suppose y= = y-I. Then y=' = (y-I), = (yZ)-1 = y, so

Z2 centralizes y. Since Iz[ is odd, it follows that z centralizes y. But then
y = y-I, so y2 = 1 and hence y = 1, as IYI is also odd. Thus in a group of
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odd order, no nonidentity element is conjugate to its inverse. We need this
preliminary result for the proof.

First of all, because of it, Theorems 1.5 and 2.8 yield

(3.10)

where the Xi are the irreducible characters of G and XI = 1G' Since XI (y) = 1,
(3.10) implies that xlv) is nonreal for some i > 1. Hence (ii) holds.

Next let X be a real irreducible character of G with X =f. IG and let
n = deg x. By Theorem 2.11 and 2.1 (iii), n is odd and

(3.11) n+ I x(y) =0.
yeG#

Denote the second term of (3.11) by rx. Now y =f. y-I for y in G#. Moreover,

X(y-I) = x(y) = x(y) by Theorem 1.5 and the fact that X is real. Hence we
can write rx = 2{3, where {3 is the sum of xCv) over half the elements of G#,
each pair (y, y-I) contributing one term to the sum. Thus we have both
{3 = - n/2 and {3 an algebraic integer. This forces {3 to be an ordinary integer,
contrary to the oddness of n. Therefore any nonprincipal irreducible
character X of G is nonreal. Thus X' =f. X and (i) also holds.

4. INDUCED CHARACTERS AND TRIVIAL INTERSECTION SETS

The relationship between the characters of a group G and those of its
subgroups H is of fundamental importance for the study of the structure
of G. In this section we shall develop the general facts concerning this
relationship. We shall then specialize to the case in which the subgroup H
is disjoint from its conjugates, where considerably more precise statements
can be made than in general.

First of all, if H is a subgroup of G, a representation 1> of G over F
induces by restriction a representation 1>IH of H. If X is the character of 1>,
we den.ote by XIH the character of 1>IH and call it the restriction of X to H.
By its definition XIH and X take the same value on elements of H. Clearly
the restriction map is linear and preserves products of characters. Thus it
induces a natural homomorphism of ch (G) into ch (H).

What is not so obvious is that there is also induced in a natural way a
map from ch (H) to ch (G). This depends upon the notion of induced
representations. Let xii ~ i ~ rn, be a complete set of coset representatives
of H in G. Let l/J be a matrix representation of H and let its degree be d.
We extend the definition of l/J to all of G by setting yljJ equal to the d x d
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o matrix for all y in G - H. We now define a map !/J* on G to Fmd by the
rule

(4.1) yE G.

Thus y!/J* is an m x m matrix of blocks whose (i,j)th entry is the d x d
matrix (xi)'x; I)!/J. We now prove

Theorem 4.1
Let H be a subgroup of G and !/J a representation of H. Then the mapping

!/J* defined in (4.1) is a representation of G of degree IG : HI deg !/J.

Proof
Let x,)' E G and consider the product (x!/J*)(Y!/J*). The (i,j)th block of

this product is

(4.2)
m

Bij(:>':, .1') = L (X j XXk-
1)!/J(XkYX; I )!/J.

k~ 1

Now for a given i, there is a unique coset Hx, such that XiXE H.x, and
hence such that Xi XX,-l EH. But then if k f= t, (Xi.Uk-1)!/J is the 0 matrix.
Thus (4.2) reduces to

(4.3) Bij(x, y) = (XiXX,-l)!/J(X,yx;l)!/J.

On the other hand, xix.1'x;l E H if and only if XiXX,-1 E Hxjy-Ix,-I.
Since XjXX,-1 EH, this will be the case if and only if xlyx; lE H. Thus

(4.4) B.(x y)= fO ifxjx.1'x;lrtH
I)" l(XjXX,-I)!/J(Xtyx;I)!/J if xixyx;1 EH.

However, as !/J is a representation of H, it follows in the second case that
(XiXXt-1)!/J(x,.1'x; I)!/J = (X;);)'x; I)!/J. Together with (4.4), this yields

(4.5) (xy)!/J* = (Bij(x, y».
Since (Bij(x. y» = (x!/J*)(Y!/J*), we conclude that (xy)!/J* = (x!/J*)(Y!/J*).

Finally, it is immediate that (l)!/J* is the identity matrix. Since
(x!/J*)(x-I!/J*) = (xx-I)!/J* = (l)!/J*, it follows that x!/J* is nonsingular.
Thus !/J* is a homomorphism of G into GL(md, F) and so is a representa
tion of G of the given degree.

As an illustration, we have

Theorem 4.2
Let H be a subgroup of G and let !/J be the trivial representation of H.

Then !/J* is the permutation representation on the right eosets of H. In par
ticular, (( H <J G, then !/J* is the regular representation of G/ H.
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Proof
With the notation, as above, we have for y in G and a given Xi that

x iy.Yj 1 E H if and only if Xi Y E Hx j • Hence j is uniquely determined by Xi
and y and so (x i yx; l)ljJ = 1 or 0 according as k is or is not j. We see then
that yljJ* is simply the permutation matrix determined by the mapping
H'(i -> H'(iY = Hx j , thus proving the first assertion. If H <.J G, the permu
tation representation of G on the right cosets of H has H in its kernel and
induces the regular representation on G/ H, as is trivially verified.

In general we call ljJ* the representation of G induced by the representa
tion ljJ of H. If ljJ has character x, we denote the character of ljJ* by 1.*

and refer to it as the character of G induced by X. If ljJ is written in a finite
normal extension Fo of the rationals Q with Fo s; F, then so also is ljJ*.
Moreover, if (J is an element of the Galois group G (Fo, Q), it is clear from
the definition that (J commutes with the induction map. Thus

(4.6) (ljJ*)" = (ljJ<T)*.

Frequently we shall be considering various subgroups of G and various
induced characters from one subgroup to another. In such situations X*
will always denote the character induced on G by a character X of a sub
group.

Theorem 4.3
Let H be a subgroup of G alld X a character of H. Set xC\') = 0 for Y ill

G - H. Then )re have
(i) x*(y) = (I /IH I) I x(uyu- 1

) for all y ill G.
lIEG

(ii) X*(y) = 0 (f y does not lie in a conjugate of H.
(iii) If ker X<.J G, then ker X s; ker x*.
(iv) If H<.J G, thell ker x* s; ker x.
(v) Equimlent representations of H induce the same character of G.

Proof
Let X be the character of the representation ljJ of H and let the notation

be as in Theorem 4.1. Then
In m

(4.7) x*(y) = tr (yljJ*) = I tr (Xjyxi-l)ljJ = I X(XiYXj-I).
i:::: 1 i = 1

Now for z in H, zXiYXj-l Z-1 EH if and only if xiyx;- 1 EH. Since X is con
stant on the conjugate classes of H and is 0 off of H, it follows that
x(zxiyx,:-IZ-l) = X(X,y-"j-1) for all z in H. Hence we can write (4.7) as

(4.8)
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But since Xi is a complete set of coset representatives of H in G, u = ZX i

runs over G as ::: runs over Hand i goes from 1 to 111, thus proving (i).
If Y does not lie in a conjugate of H, then uyu- 1 rj H for all u in G,

whence x(uyu- 1
) = 0 and (ii) follows from (i). Moreover, if y E ker X and

ker X<l G, then uyu- 1
E ker X for all u in G, so x(uyu- 1

) = x(l). But then
X*(y) = (I/IHI)IGlx(l) = deg X*· Thus .v E ker X*, proving (iii). Finally, if
lj; 1 is a representation of H, equivalent to lj;, then it has the same character
X. But then, again by (i), the character xi of lj;i is given by the same formula
as x~, so xi = X*, proving (v). (We leave (iv) as an exercise.)

The induction map X -> x* extends to a map of ch (H) into ch (G).
Theorem 4.3(i) implies that this map is linear. So Theorem 4.3(i) and (ii)
holds also for generalized characters. In particular, if X is a generalized
character of degree 0, these results together with Theorem 4.1 show that
x* also has degree O.

If H s K s G, we can induce a character from H to K and then to G or
directly from H to G. Our next theorem shows that the result is the same.

Theorem 4.4
Let H, K be subgroups of G with H s K. Let X be a character of Hand

X the character of K induced by x. Then

x* = W*.
Proof

Set xCv) = 0 for y in G - H. Then by Theorem 4.3(i),

(4.9)
1

x(:::) = - I X(I'ZI'-l)
IHI "cK

ZE K.

Now let x(x) = 0 for X E G - K. Then for y in G, we have

(4.10) X*(y) = /;1 u~ x(uyu-
1
).

But if z rj K, then certainly 1':::1'-1 rj H s K for any v in K, so (4.9) holds
also for z in G - K. Hence by (4.9) and (4.10), we obtain

(4.11 )

However, every element of G can be written exactly IKI times in the form
lIV, u E G, v E K and so (4.11) reduces to
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1
X*(y) = - I x(wyw-') = x*(y),

IHI WEG

(4.13)

(4.14)

proving the theorem.
If H is a subgroup of G, we have inner products in both ch (H) and

ch (G). To distinguish these, we shall write ( , )H and ( , )G for the
respective inner products. Now if X E ch (G) and aE ch (H), we can consider
X restricted to H and then compute (a, XIH)H' on the one hand, and can
consider 8 induced to G and then compute (8*, X)G, on the other. What
relationship exists between these multiplicities? This is answered by the
fundamental Frobenius reciprocity theorem:

Theorem 4.5 (Frobenius)
Let H be a subgroup of G, 8 a generalized character of H and X a

generalized character of G. Then

Proof
By the definitions and the fact that X' is a class function on G, we have

(8*, X)G = I~I y~ 8*(y)x'(y)

= I~I I~I U,~Ga(uyu-I)x'(y)

1 1 '\' ( -I) '( - ,
= iGI THi u,feG 8 uyu X uyu ),

where 8 is defined to be 0 on G - H. Since uyu- I runs over G for a fixed
u as y does, we can write (4.13) as

(8* ) - _1 _1 '\' 8( ) '( ')
, X G - IGI IHI u:1eG y X Y

= _1 I 8(y)x'(Y).
IHI yEG

But 8(y) = 0 if y E G -H, while on H, x'(y) = x'lllCV) = (XIH)'(y), so (4.14)
reduces to

proving the theorem.
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There is an important special case in which stronger conclusions about
the relation between X and x* can be asserted. This is the case in which
the subgroup H is the normalizer in G of a subset A of H which is disjoint
from its conjugates in G and the character X is 0 on H - A. For example,
Theorem 2.7.7 shows that these conditions hold if G is a Frobenius group
with H = A a Frobenius complement, in which case X may be any character
of H. The basic result is the following:

Theorem 4.6 (Brauer-Suzuki)
Let A be a subset ofG which is disjointfrom its conjugates. Set N = NG(A)

and let X,8 be generalized characters of N ~vhich are 0 on N - A. Then
we have

(i) x*(y) = xCv) for y in A # •

(ii) If deg X = 0, then (X, 8)N = (x*, 8*)G .

Proof
Set xCv) = 0 for y in G - N. Then for any y in G#, Theorem 4.3(i) gives

I
(4.16) x*(y) = - I x(uyu- I).

INluEG

Since x(y) = 0 by hypothesis if yEN - A, we have X(uyu- I) = 0 unless
uyu- I EA. In particular, X*(Y) = 0 unless y lies in a conjugate of A.
Furthermore, for y in A #, we see that either x(uyu- I) = 0 or yEA n Au- I

•

However, in the latter case, A = Au-
I and UE N as A is disjoint from its

conjugates. But x(uyu- I) = x(y) for u in N as X is a class function on N.
Hence for y in A #,

(4.1 7)
1 . 1

x*(y) = 1Nl u~/(uYU-I) = 1NI1N/x(}-) = x(y),

proving (i).
Now assume deg X = 0, so that also deg x* = O. By (2.4) we have

1 -
(4.18) (x*, D*)c = -'GI I x*(y)O*(y).

rEG

But by the preceding paragraph, x*(y) = 0 for y not in a conjugate of A,
while x*(y) = xCv) and 8*(y) = 8(y) for y in a conjugate of A #. Furthermore,
A # has exactly IG :NI conjugates and no two have an element in common.
Since x(l) = x*(l) = 0, (4.18) therefore reduces to

1 -
(4.19) (X*, 8*)G = -1Nl I xCr)D(y).

YEA
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(4.20)

Since xCv) = 0 for y in N - A by assumption, this gives finally

1 -
(x*, 8*)G = 1Nl y~/(y)8(y) = (X, 8)JI/'

proving (ii).

For any group G we denote by cho (G) the subset of generalized charac
ters of G of degree O. Clearly cho (G) is a module over the integers. In
effect, Theorem 4.6(ii) asserts that the induction map * is an isometry of
the submodule of cho (N) consisting of those elements that are 0 on N - A
into the module cho (G); that is, * preserves inner products or equivalently
preserves norms.

In the special case that A is a subgroup of N, denote by If the element
of ch (N) induced by the element t/J of ch (A). Then If is 0 on N - A by
Theorem 4.3(ii) and If Echo (N) if deg t/J = O. When A is a subgroup, it is
usually this induction map which is used to construct elements of cho (N)
which have their support on A-that is, are 0 on N - A.

5. FROBENIUS GROUPS

As our first application of the results on induced characters, we shall
now establish the fundamental property of Frobenius groups which was
stated without proof in Theorem 2.7.5. We repeat its statement here.

Theorem 5.1
If G is a Frobenius group with H the subgroup fixing a letter, then the

identity together with the elements of G which fix no letters form a normal
subgroup of G of order IG : HI.

Proof
Let G act on S = {l, 2, ... , n}, let H fix 1, and let h = IH I. Since G is

transitive on S, IGI = hn by Theorem 2.7.1. Furthermore, by Theorem
2.7.7, H is disjoint from its conjugates, H = NdH), and H -# 1. Hence
Theorem 4.6 is applicable with H in the role of both A and N.

Let 8i, I ~ i ~ t, be the irreducible characters of H with 81 = I H • Also
let d i = deg 8i , 1 ~ i ~ t. Since H -# 1, t > 1. We set

(5.1) 2 ~ i ~ t,

so that deg t/J i = O. Then by Theorem 4.6(ii) and the orthogonality rela
tions, we have
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(5.2) (ljJi, ljJnG = (d; 01 - Oil d101 - 0JH

= d;(OI, 01)H - 2d1(01o 0;)1I + (0;, 0i)H

=d i
2 + 1.

On the other hand, by the Frobenius reciprocity theorem and Theorem
2.4(i),

(5.3) (ljJi, IG)G = (ljJi' 01)H = di

inasmuch as 81 = IH is the restriction of IG to H. Thus IG is a constituent
of ljJi of multip~icity di . In view of Theorem 2.4(ii), it follows now from
(5.2) that ljJi = d; IG + SiXi, where Xi is an irreducible character of G and
Si = ± 1. However, deg l/Ji = 0 by Theorem 4.1 since deg ljJ i = O. This
forces Si = -I and consequently we have

(5.4) and deg Xi = d i 2:::; i:::; t.

With this information we shall now construct the required normal sub
group. We set Xl = IG , d1 = I, and put

(5.5)
I

X=LdiXi'
i; 1

t

By (5.4) and Theorem 2.1(i), we have x(l) = L d; = IHI. Furthermore, if
i; 1

yE G and y is not in a conjugate of H, then ljJiCy) = 0 by Theorem 4.3(ii)
t

and so x;(y) = di by (5.4), 2:::; i:::; t. But then also x(y) = L d; = x(1).
i; 1

It follows therefore from Theorem 1.4 that the kernel K of X contains
every element of G not in a conjugate of H.

On the other hand, if yE H", then ljJi(y) = ljJ;(y) by Theorem 4.6(i),
whence xly) = 8;(y), 2:::; i:::; t, by (5.1) and (5.4). But then x(y) =

t

L di x;(y) = 0 by Theorem 2.I(ii). Hence H n K = I and x(y) = 0 if y lies
i; 1

in a conjugate of H. Thus K * consists precisely of the elements contained
in no conjugate of H. But the conjugates of H are the subgroups that fix
a letter of S. We conclude that K * consists of the elements of G which
fix no letter of S. Finally we have

(5.6)

Since xCv) = 0 unless yE K, in which case xCv) = IHI, it follows from (5.6)
that (X, IG) = IKIIHI/IGI. But KH is a subgroup of G of order IKIIHI as
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K <l Gand K (\ H = 1. Since (X, Id is an integer, this forces IKIIHI = IGI
and KH = G, so IKI = IG: HI and the theorem is proved.

As a consequence, a Frobenius group has the properties listed in
Theorem 2.7.6, since that result was proved on the basis of the validity
of Theorem 2.7.5. A further fundamental property of Frobenius groups,
proved by Thompson, is that the Frobenius kernel is necessarily nilpotent.
We shall establish this basic result in Chapter 10.

In a Frobenius group G there exists a precise relationship between the
irreducible characters of G and those of its kernel, which we should like
now to establish. We shall base our argument on a general, very useful,
lemma of Brauer.

Let G be a group and let X = (x/Yj)) be a character table of G, where
Xi' I ~ i ~ r, are the irreducible characters of G and Yj, I ~ j ~ r, are
representatives of the r conjugate classes Kj of G. If:x is an automorphism
of G, then certainly rJ. induces a permutation of the Kj and so induces a
permutation of the columns of X. On the other hand, we have seen in
Section I that with each character X of G there is defined a character X' of
G and that X' is irreducible whenever X is. Hence rJ. also induces a permu
tation of the rows of X. Moreover, by (1.12) x'(Yj) = xCvi) and consequently
the matrices obtained from X by these two permutations are identical.
It is this crucial fact which enables us to prove:

Lemma 5.2 (Brauer)
Let A be a group of automorphisms of G. Then the number of orbits

of A as a group of permutations of the irreducible characters of G is the
same as that of A as a group ofpermutations of the conjugate classes of G.

Proof
We preserve the above notation. As shown in Section 2, the character

table X of G is nonsingular. Moreover, by the preceding discussion, if X'
denotes the permutation induced on the rows or columns of X by the
element rJ. of A, then

(5.7) P(:x)X = X' = XQ(ex)

for suitable permutation matrices P(ex) and Q(ex). The nonsingularity of X
implies that P(rJ.) and Q(ex) are uniquely determined by ex.

Now clearly X,p = (X')P for ex, f3 in A. It follows therefore from (5.7)
that

(5.8) P(f3)P(:x) = P(ex(3) and Q( rJ.) Q(f3) = Q(ex(3).
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This in turn implies that the mappings nI, n2 of A given by cm l = P(Cl.Y
and Cl.n 2 = Q(CI.), Cl. E A, are permutation representations of A. Let 0i be the
character of ni' 1 ~ i ~ 2. Since X-1P(CI.)X = Q(CI.) by (5.7), P(Cl.Y and
Q(CI.) have the same traces for each Cl. in A and consequently 01 = O2.

On the other hand, the number d l of orbits of A as a group of permuta
tions of the irreducible characters of G is the same as the number as a
group of permutations of the rows of X and consequently also is the same
as the number of orbits of (A)n l in its action as a group of permutations.
Similarly, the number d2 of orbits of A as a group of permutations of the
set of conjugate classes of G is the same as that of (A)n 2 • Thus the desired
conclusion dl = d2 will follow, since 01 = °2 , provided we show that the
number of orbits of (A)n i as a group of permutations is (0;, lA), 1 ~ i ~ 2.
Since this number of orbits is the same as the number of transitive con
stituents of (A)n i' the desired conclusion holds by Theorem 3.5 and the
proof is complete.

We remark that obviously the lemma holds more generally for any non
singular matrix X and any group A which induces the same group of per
mutations of the rows and columns of X.

We can now prove

Theorem 5.3
Let G be a Frobenius group with kernel K and complement H. Then we have

(i) If lj; is a nonprincipal irreducible character of K, then lj;* is an
irreducible character of G.

(ii) If X is an irreducible character of G whose kernel does not contain
K, then X = lj;* for some irreducible character lj; of K.

(iii) If X and lj; are as in (ii), then for y in H

ijy#-l
ijy= 1.

Proof
Now H induces by conjugation a group of automorphisms of K and

hence also a permutation of the irreducible characters of K. If lj; is an
irreducible character of K, we denote its image under u in H by lj;u. Thus
lj;U(y) = lj;(yU) for y in K. We shall now apply the preceding lemma to
show that lj; #- lj;" for all u in H# provided lj; #- 1K'

Let Kj , 1 ~ j ~ t, be the conjugate classes of K #. Suppose Kj = Kj for
some u in H # and some j. Then if y E Kj , there exists x in K such that
y" = yx, whence ux- 1 centralizes y. But then ux- 1

E K by Theorem 2.7.6(iv)
and so u E K as well as H, forcing u = 1, a contradiction. Hence K'J #- Kj
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(5.10)

for any j and any u in H# and consequently the t + I conjugate classes of
K are distributed into (t / 11) + I orbits under the action of H, where
11 = [H[. It follows therefore from Lemma 5.2 that the t + I irreducible
characters of K are also distributed into (t / 11) + I orbits under the action
of H. The t nonprincipal irreducible characters of K are thus distributed
into t / h orbits under the action of H, which clearly implies that if;u =f. if; if
u E H# and if; is a nonprincipal irreducible character of K.

With this information, we can now establish the theorem. First of all,
let if; be a nonprincipal irreducible character of K. To prove that if;* is
irreducible is equivalent to showing that (if;*, if;*)G = 1. Since if;*(y) = 0
for y in G - K by Theorem 4.3(ii), we have

(5.9) (if;*, if;*)G = [~[ ~K if;*(y) if;*(y) = :~i (if;*IK' if;*IK)K'

On the other hand, by Theorem 4.3(i) we have for y in K

I
if;*(y) = - I if;(u-1yu),

[K[ UEG

since u- 1 runs over G as u does. If u E G, we can write u = I'X with 1', x
uniquely determined in H, K, respectively, since G = HK and H (I K = I.
But then if;(v-1yl') = if;(X-1u-1yuX) = if;(u-1yu) as if; is a class function on
K and K <J G. Hence (5.10) reduces to

if;*(y) = I if;(u-1yu) = I if;U(y)
ueH ueH

and consequently

yEK,

(5.11 ) if;* IK = I if;U.
UEH

Since if;u =f. if;l' for u, l' in Hand u =f. v by the first part of the proof, the
orthogonality relations in K and the irreducibility of each if;u imply that

(5.12) (I if;U, I if;") = I (if;U, if;Uh = I 1= JHI.
ueH ('ell K uell ueJl

But now (5.9), (5.11), and (5.12) together yield that (if;*,. if;*)G =
([KI/IG[) [HI = I and so if;* is irreducible. Thus (i) holds.

Since IG: K[ = !HI, we note that deg if;* = IHI deg if; by Theorem 4.1.
Furthermore, K is not in the kernel of if; * ; for if it were. then (if;* IK , 1K)K =

JHI deg if;. But this inner product is 0 by (5.12) and the fact that no
if;u = I K' We use these facts in proving (ii).
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Set t/ h = m, so that m is the number of orbits of nonprincipal irreducible
characters of K under the action of H. Let t/J;, I ~ i ~ m, be representatives
of each of these orbits and set d; = deg t/J;. Then d i is also the degree of
t/J7 for each u in H and consequently we have by Theorem 1.6(i),

(5.13)
m

IHI I dr = IKI - 1.
i = 1

On the other hand, by (i) and the preceding paragraph, t/Jt is an irre
ducible character of G of degree IHld; and does not have K in its kernel,
I ~ i ~ m. Moreover, these characters are distinct, for t/J:' f= t/J'J for u, v in
Hand i f= j, so t/Ji IK and t/J7 IK have no common irreducible constituents,
which implies that t/Ji f= t/J7 when i f= j. Now by (5.13), the sum of the
squares of the degrees of these m irreducible characters of G is IHI(IKI - I)
= IG I - IHI. But the sum of the squares of the degrees of the irreducible

characters Xk' I ~ k ~ s, of G having K in their kernels is the same as that
for all irreducible characters of G/ K and this latter sum is IG/ K I = IHI by
Theorem 2.1(i). Hence the sum of the squares of the degrees of the t/J'(
and Xk is IGI, and so by another application of Theorem 2.I(i), these are
all the irreducible characters of G. We conclude that the t/Ji are the only
irreducible characters of G not having K in their kernel and this proves (ii).

Since t/J*(y) = 0 for y in G - K and deg t/J* = IHI deg t/J, (iii) also holds.
In several important applications one encounters the following interest

ing situation: a group G and a nonnormal subgroup K of G disjoint from
its conjugates in G such that N = NG(K) is a Frobenius group with kernel
K. For example, the groups L 2 (q) satisfy these conditions with N the sub
group fixing a letter. Furthermore, they are always satisfied by an Sp-sub
group of a permutation group of prime degree p, as is easily verified.

These conditions on K are a very particular case of the general notion of
tame/v embedded subset as defined by Feit and Thompson.

Under this set of hypotheses, we are in a position to apply both
Theorems 4.6 and 5.3. In discussing this situation, it will be convenient to
denote by I(K) the submodule of ch (N) generated by the characters of
N induced from the nonprincipal irreducible characters of K. By Theorem
5.3. I (K) has a basis consisting of the irreducible characters of N which
do not have K in their kernel. Moreover, every element of I(K) is 0 on
N - K. We also set lo(K) = I(K) (I cho (N) and denote by Cd = CiK) the
set of all nonprlncipal irreducible characters of K of degree d Furthermore,
we let t be the number of orbits of the elements of Cd under the action of
a Frobenius complement H in N.
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We shall assume t ): 2, for the ensuing discussion is not applicable in
the contrary case. Let ei' 1 :':; i :':; t, be representatives of the distinct orbits
of Cd under H. Then by Theorem 5.3(i), the characters 0i induced on N
from the ei are distinct and irreducible, 1 :':; i :':; t. Moreover, each 0i has
degree diN: K I and is 0 on N - K by Theorems 4.1 and 4.3(ii). Set

(5.14) 1 :':; i,j :':; t.

Then deg (ij = 0 and ej is 0 on N - K, so each (;j E loCK). Let l/J ij = (i:,

1 :':; i,j:':; t. Because of our assumptions, we can apply Theorem 4.6 and
obtain

(5.15)

But each 0i is an irreducible character of N and consequently (iJn Os) = b",
where brs = 0 or 1 according as r #- s or r = s. Hence expanding (5.15), we
conclude that

(5.16) 1 :':; i, j, h, k :':; t.

We have thus constructed a set of t2 generalized characters of G of degree
osatisfying (5.16). These relations have an important implication:

Theorem 5.4 (Brauer-Suzuki)
Let l/J ij' 1 :':; i, j:':; t, t): 2, be elements of cho (G) ~vhich satisfy condition

(5.16). Then there exists a sign e = ± I and uniquely determined distinct
irreducible characters Xi' 1 ~ i :':; t, ofG such that

I :':; i, j :':; t.

Moreover, e is arbitrary if t = 2, while e is uniquely determined if t > 2.

Proof
First of all, (5.16) implies that (l/J ij' l/J i)G = 0 or 2 according as i = j or

i #- j. But then by Theorem 2.4(ii), l/J ii must be the 0 character and l/J if

must have exactly two irreducible constituents, each of multiplicity ±1.
However, since l/JuC1) = 0, these occur with opposite multiplicities.
Furthermore, (5.16) yields (l/J ij' l/J ji)G = - 2 for i #- j. By Theorem 2.4(i),
this is possible only if the two irreducible constituents of l/Jji are the same
as those of t/!ij' but occur with opposite signs. Thus l/Jji = -l/Jij' Now
write

(5.17)
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where Xl' X2 are the corresponding irreducible characters of G and e = ±1.
By Theorem 2.4(i), Xl' X2 are uniquely determined.

If t = 2, we can also write 1/112 = (-e)(X2 - Xl)' Since 1/121 = -1/112 and
1/1 ii = 0, the theorem follows in this case. Hence we may assume that t > 2.

Again by (5.16), (1/112, 1/I13)G = 1 and so 1/112,1/113 have exactly one con
stituent in common and it occurs in each with the same multiplicity. Since
we can interchange Xl and X2 if we replace e by -e, we can assume without
loss that

(5.18)

where X3 is an irreducible character of G distinct from Xl and X2' Since
X2' X3 are distinct, there do not exist expressions of the form (5.17) and
(5.18) with -e in place of e, and so e is uniquely determined.

We argue next that I/Ilk has the same form for all k, 2 ~ k ~ t, as for
k = 2 and 3. Indeed, suppose k> 3 and assume Xl is not a constituent of
I/Ilj' Since (I/Ilj' I/Ilk)G = 1, 2 ~j ~ 3, by (5.16), it follows therefore from
(5.17) and (5.18) that (-eXj, I/Ilk)G = I, whence (Xj, I/Ilk)G = -e, 2 ~j ~ 3. But
I/Ilk is the sum of two irreducible characters of multiplicities ±1 and con
sequently I/Ilk = -e(X2 + X3) by Theorem 2.4(i). However, this is impossible,
as deg I/Ilk = O. Hence Xl is a constituent of I/Ilk' Since (1/112, t/!lk)G = 1, Xl
is the only common constituent and it occurs with the same multiplicity
in 1/112 and I/Ilk' We thus have

(5.19) 2 ~ k ~ t,

where the Xk are suitable irreducible characters of G. Since (1/1 lj' 1/1 Ik)G = 1
for j #- k, 2 ~j, k ~ t, Xj #- Xk, for otherwise (1/111' I/Ilk)G = 2 by Theorem
2.4(i). Since (1/I1k' t/!lk)G = 2, we conclude similarly that Xk #- Xl for k > 1.

Finally, we consider I/Ijk with 2 ~j, k ~ t and j #- k. Again by
(5.16), we have (I/Ijk' I/I'k -1/I1JG = 2. But I/Ilk - I/Il j = e(Xj - Xk) and so
(I/Ijk' e(x; - xJ)G = 2. By Theorem 2.4(i) and the form of I/Ijk' the only
possibility is that Xj, Xk are constituents of 1/1 jk of multiplicities e, - e,
respectively, whence

(5.20) 2 ~j, k ~ t.

But now (5.19) and (5.20) together with I/Ijj = 0 yield the theorem.
Irreducible characters Xi of G constructed from the tamely embedded

subgroup K of G in the above fashion are called exceptional characters of
G (for K). As our final result, we derive an elementary property of excep
tional characters which we shall need.
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Theorem 5.5
If X is an exceptional character of G for the subgroup K, then X(y) is

integral for any element y of G not contained in a conjugate of K.

Proof
We preserve the notation preceding Theorem 5.4, so that t = ICdl and

by assumption, t ~ 2. Moreover, there are t distinct uniquely determined
irreducible characters Xi of G, 1 :::; i:::; t, satisfying the conclusion of
Theorem 5.4 and X = Xi for some i. By Theorem 3.6.15, there exists a
finite normal extension Fo of the rationals Q with Fo £ F such that every
irreducible representation of G, K, and N = NG(K) can be written in Fo .

Then xb) E Fo for all i and all y in G. We shall argue that if y is not in a
conjugate of K, then xy(y) = Xi(Y) for all (j in the Galois group G(F(), Q),
which will imply that Xi(Y) E Q. Since xly) is an algebraic integer, the
theorem will follow.

Setting lXi = e;, Theorem 5.4 can be written

(5.20) 1 :::; i,j :::; t.

Let (j E G (Fo , Q). Then each aY has the same degree as ai' does not have
K in its kernel, and is 0 whenever ai is O. Hence IXf E loCK) for all (j and all i.
Applying (j to (5.20) yields

(5.21) s(xj - xf) = (IX;)'" - (ana = (aj)* - (1Xf)*.

If aY = :J.k and IXj = IXm , the uniqueness of the Xi together with the irreduci
bility of xf, xj imply that xY = Xk , xj = Xm' Since m runs from 1 to t as j
does, it follows, in particular, that

(5.22) 1 :::; i :::; t.

But by Theorem 4.3(ii), both a( and (:xf)* are 0 on)' if Y is not in a con
jugate of K, whence xy(y) = xly) for all (j in G(Fo , Q), as required.

6. COHERENCE

In this section we shall obtain an important generalization of Theorem
5.4 due to Feit. Once again let K be a subgroup of G disjoint from its
conjugates such that N = NeCK) is a Frobenius group with kernel K; and,
as in (5.14), let Oi' I ~ i ~ t, be the set of irreducible characters on N
induced from the set of all nonprincipal irreducible characters (), of a given
degree d of K. Put 77i = 0" I ~ i ~ t, and n = IN:K I. In view of Theorem 5.3
and the definition of I(K), as given in the preceding section, the 77i can also
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be described as the set of all irreducible characters of I(K) of degree dn.
They thus form a basis of a submodule of I(K) which we shall denote by
Id(K). We also set Ig(K) = Id(K) lo(K), so that each Si) = TJi - TJj is in
Ig(K) and the generalized characters Slj = TJI - TJj' 2 ~ j ~ t, form a basis
of Ig(K).

Theorem 4.6 asserts that the induction map * from N to G is an isometry
of lo(K) into cho (G) and, in particular, of I~(K) into cho (G). Now the
conclusion of Theorem 5.4 can be expressed in the following way: When
t? 2, the isometry of Ig(K) into cho (G) can be extended to an isometry r
of Id(K) into ch (G). Indeed, if a and Xi, 1 ~ i ~ t, are as in Theorem 5.4,
then the mapping

(6.1) l~i~t

gives the required isometry. Since the aXi are distinct generalized characters
t

of G of norm 1, Theorem 2.4(i) implies that L ailJi and Lai(aXi) have the
i= 1 i= 1

same norms for any integers ai' 1 ~ i ~ t. Since the IJ i form a basis of
Id(K), r is thus an isometry of Id(K) into ch (G). That r extends the
isometry of Ig(K) into cho (G) is clear since the elements 1J1 -lJj are a basis
of Ig(K) and

(6.2) 2 ~ j ~ t.

We may now ask the more general question: When can the isometry *
from lo(K) into cho (G) be extended to an isometry r of I (K) into ch (G)?
Whenever this is true, we shall say that I (K) is coherent. More generally
if I is a submodule of I(K) we shall call I coherent if the isometry of
1(\ lo(K) into cho (G) can be extended to one from I into ch (G). This
concept of coherence is a very particular case of the general notion of a
coherent set of characters defined by Feit and Thompson in their proof
of the solvability of groups of odd order.

Using the language of coherence, we have the fullowing corollary of
Theorem 5.4:

Theorem 6.1
Let K be an abelian subgroup of G disjoint from its conjugates such that

N = NG(K) is a Frobenius group with kernel K. Then one of the following
holds:

(i) I(K) is coherent.
(ii) K is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p,

IN: KI = [KI - 1, and lo(K) = O.
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Proof
Since K is abelian, CI(K) contains all nonprincipal irreducible characters

of K and so II(K) = I(K). Hence by the preceding disc,ussion, either I(K)
is coherent or t = 1, where t = dim I(K). But by Lemma 5.2 and the proof
of Theorem 5.3, t = (k - 1)/n, where k = IKI and n = IN: KI. Hence
n = k - 1 when t = I. Let H be a Frobenius complement in N and let x
be an element of pnme order p in K. Since H induces a regular group of
automorphisms of K, the orbit of x under H contains n = 1Nl distinct
elements. But then if n = k - 1, we have n = IK'" I, in which case the orbit
of x contains all elements of K '" and so K is an elementary abelian p-group.
Moreover, I (K) is generated by a single irreducible character and so
lo(K) = O.

Feit's results give an extension of Theorem 6.1 to the case that K is
nilpotent. [In view of Thompson's theorem, the assumption that NG(K)
is a Frobenius group with kernel K will actually imply the nilpotency of K.]
We preserve the notation K, Nand n throughout, so that, in particular,
every element of I(K) has degree dn for some integer d. The argument is
based upon the following crucial theorem, which can be regarded as a
generalization of Theorem 5.4.

Theorem 6.2
Suppose I is the direct sum of submodules 11, I z , of I (K), where 11, I z are

generated by irreducible characters of N, I 1 is coherent, and 11(K) ~ 11, Let
(Ij, I ~j~ t l , be the distinct irreducible characters of 11 and assume the
following:

(a) t l ~ 2.
(b) If I z contains an irreducible character of degree dn, then

"I deg «(lj)Z > 2dn Z
•

j~ I

Then I = I 1 (fJ!z is coherent and, except in the case 1=11 = 11(K) and t l = 2,
the isometry r is uniquely determined.

Proof
Since K is nilpotent, K' c K and consequently ICI(K)1 = IK/K'I - 1 > I.

Hence 1 1(K) -:f- O. Since I I (K) ~ 11> we can choose the notation so that
(11 E II(K) in which case deg (11 = (11(1) = n. Next let d i , 2 ~ i ~ m, be
the set of distinct integers for which 12 possesses an irreducible character
of degree din, let (ij, 1 ~ j ~ t i, be the irreducible characters of 12 of degree
d in and let Ji be the submodule of Id'(K) generated by 'ij' I ~ j ~ t i' The
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(6.3)

discussion at the beginning of the section tells us that I i is coherent when
ever t i ? 2, 2 <::; i <::; m.

Now set J r = 11 U 12
.•• u r, 1 <::; r <::; m. Suppose we know that Jr is

coherent. We shall argue that the isometry r is uniquely determined on Jr

except when J r = II(K) and t l = 2. Since Jm = I, the final statement of the
theorem will then follow. IfJr = 1 1(K), then the isometry r ofJr into ch (G)
is uniquely determined by Theorem 5.4 if t I ? 3. Since t I ? 2 by assump
tion, either the desired conclusion follows or I I(K) C Jr. In the latter case
let (Ij, Ck be arbitrary irreducible characters of Jr with deg (Ij = nand
deg Ck = din, di > I. Then d; (lj - Ck E Io(K). Since r extends *, we have

((~j, (d;(lj - Ck)*)G = ((Ij, (!;(Ij - Ck)N = db

Wk, (d; (Ij - (ik)*)G = (Ck' d i (Ij - CdN = -1.

Since (L has norm 1, the first equation together with Theorem 2.4(i)
implies that di(ij - (;~ has an irreducible constituent Xlj of multiplicity
± d i • But by the same theorem,

(6.4) (d "* "* d"* 1'*) d 2 I; I" Ij - I"ik , il" lj - ;,ik G = i + .
Since di (i j - (~ has degree 0, we conclude at once from (6.4) that

(6.5) di(i j - ([k = s(diXlj - Xik),

for suitable irreducible characters Xik of G, where C = ±1. Moreover, since
XIj' Xik occur with distinct multiplicities, each is uniquely determined.
But now (6.3) forces (~j = CXlj and (ik =cXik . Thus r is uniquely determined
on all irreducible character of Jr and so on Jr.

Hence to prove the theorem, we need only show that each J r is, in fact,
coherent, for then 1= Jm will be coherent. We proceed by induction on r.
If r = 1, then J 1 = 11 is coherent by hypothesis; so we may assume Jr - 1

is coherent for some r ? 2 and verify that Jr is coherent. Then by assumption
there exist irreducible characters Xij of G and signs cij = ±1, 1 <::; i <::; r - 1,
1 <::;j <::; t i , such that the mapping Gj = cijXij is an isometry of Jr - 1 into
ch (G) which extends that of Jr - I n loCK) determined by *. However, since
Ci1)(1l - (l1(1)Cj has degree 0, we have 0 = Ci1)(~I(1) - (l1(l)Cil)
=Cil)cIIXll(1)-(l1(1)CijXij(1), whence cij=cll for all i,j. We put
C= Cll' We also set dlj = (1/n) deg (Ij, 1 <::;) <::; t l , so that each dlj is an
integer and dl1 = I.

Now set Ok = (dr(11 - (rd*, 1 <::; k <::; t" and note that each Ok has degree
O. We shall now argue that Xli appears in Ok with multiplicity cdr. We set

(6.6)
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and proceed to argue that the integer a is 0. Then for j > 1, the linearity
of the inner product obviously implies

(6.7) (Xij, Ok)G = (dljXlb Ok)G -- (dljxll - Xlj, Ok)G'

The first term can be computed from (6.6), while the second is equal to

c(dlj'll - 'Ij, dr'll - 'rk)N as dljxII - Xlj has degree 0. Thus

(6.8)

Suppose Ok has no constituents other than Xij, I ~ i ~ r - I, 1 ~ j ~ t i'
Since deg Ok = °and since r extends the induction map on Jr- b it follows
from this that Ok is induced from an element Cf.k ofJr - I of degree 0. But then
f3: = 0, where f3k = dr '11 ~ (rk -'l.k and consequently f3k is orthogonal to
every element of J r by Theorem 4.6, forcing fik = 0. But then Ck E Jr - I,
which is not the case. We conclude that each Ok possesses an irreducible
constituent Xrk with Xrk f= Xij' 1 ~ i ~ r - 1, 1 ~ j ~ t i •

On the other hand, as deg Ok = 0, Theorem 4.6 also implies that

(6.9)

But now (6.6), (6.8), and (6.9) together with Theorem 2.4(ii) yield

(6.10) "(dr - a)2 + I dLa2 + (Ok, Xrk)6 ~ d; + I.
j= 2

Since d ll = 1 and (Ok' Xrk)G ;:: 1, this gives

(6.11 ) "- 2adr + a2 I dL ~ 0.
j = I

However, since deg (Ij = d1j l1, condition (b) of the theorem with dr as d
implies that

(6.12) "I d J
2
j > 2dr •

j = I

Since a is an integer, (6.11) and (6.12) together force a = 0.
Thus XII is a constituent of Ok of multiplicity cdr' Since deg 8k = 0, it

follows now from (6.9) that

(6.13)

Moreover, Ok f= Oh for k f= h since Ck f= (rh and consequently Xrk f= Xrh' We
now extend the definition of r to J r by setting

(6.14) vr
Sr./< = cXrk
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Clearly then T is an isometry of J, into ch (G). But the Ok together with
J'-l n loCK) obviously generate J, n lo(K). Since T agrees with * on
J,_ I n loCK) by induction and on each Ok by construction, T is an extension
of * on J, n loCK), completing the proof of the theorem.

To relate condition (b) to properties of K, we require the following
lemma, which is of some independent interest.

Lemma 6.3
If q; is an irreducible representation over F of a nilpotent group G, then

(degq;)2 divides IG:Z(G)I.

Proof
We proceed by induction on IGI. We write G as the direct product of

its Sylow subgroups P j , 1 ~ i ~ m. By Theorem 3.7.1, q; is the tensor
product of irreducible representations q; j of P j • If 111 > 1, then (deg q;Y
divides IPi : Z(Pj)1 by induction, 1 ~ i ~ m. Since Z(G) is the direct
product of the Z(PJ and deg q; is the product of the deg q;i' the lemma
follows. Hence we may assume that m = 1, in which case C is a p-group.
Next let R be the kernel of q; and let 2 be the image of Z (G) in G = G/ R,
so that 2 ~ Z (G). Now q; induces a faithful irreducible representation ({>
of G of the same degree as q;. If R -=I 1, then (deg ({»2 divides IG: Z (G)I by
induction and so divides IG:21 as2~Z(G). Since IG:21~IG:Z(G)I,

the lemma follows. Hence we may also assume that q; is faithful. In par
ticular, Z(G) is cyclic by Theorem 3.2.2. Finally, if G is abelian, deg q; = 1,
in which case the lemma is obvious; so we may also assume that G is
nonabelian, whence Z(G) c G.

Since G is a p-group, there exists a normal subgroup L of G with
Z(G) c L ~ ZiG) and IL :Z(G)I = p. But then L/Z(G) is cyclic and so L
is abelian by Lemma 1.3.4. Let V be the representation space of ({>. We
regard Vas a faithful G-module and apply Clifford's theorem to the normal
subgroup L. Let Vj, 1 ~ i ~ r, be the corresponding Wedderburn com
ponents. Since F is the complex field and L is abe1ian, Theorem 3.2.4
implies that Vi is the direct sum of one-dimensional isomorphic L-sub
modules. Hence L acts on Vj as a group of scalar transformations. But
then if r = 1, this action must be faithful and so L ~ Z (G), which is not the
case. Thus r> 1.

Now set C = CG(L). Since L ~ ZiG), we have for y in L - Z(G) and x
in G that [x, y] E Z (G). Moreover, one verifies directly that the mapping
(x)~ = [x, y] is a homomorphism of G into Z (G) and, since yP E Z (G),
that the image ofG is Q1(Z(G». But Cis the kernel of 0: and IQ1(Z(P»1 = p,
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whence IG: Cl = p. By Clifford's theorem, C leaves each Vi invariant and
G/ C induces a transitive permutation group of the Vi' Thus r = p. Further
more, the irreducibility of cjJ on V implies that VI is an irreducible
C-module.

Finally, if D denotes the kernel of the representation I/J determined by C
on VI' we have LD/D ~ Z(C/ D), since L induces scalar transformations
on VI' Hence by induction (deg 1/J)2 divides IC :LI. But deg cjJ = p deg I/J,
while IG :Z(G)I = p2[C:LI. We conclude that (deg cjJ)2 divides IG:Z(G)I,
completing the proof.

We shall now derive a consequence of Theorem 6.2. Once this is done,
it will be easy to obtain Feit's main result. Here the square-free part of a
positive integer x denotes, as usual, the smallest integer of the form
x /y2, Y an integer.

Theorem 6.4
Let a be the square-free part of IK :Kl If IK: K'I > [4(n 2 - I)/a] + 2,

then I(K) is coherent.

Proof
If L is a subgroup of K' normal in N, we denote by I (L) the submodule

of I(K) generated by those characters of I(K) whose kernels contain L.
Thus 1(1) = I(K) and so to prove the theorem we must show that 1(1) is
coherent. Note that I(M) =2 I(L) whenever M ~ L. Furthermore, if' is
an irreducible character of N not having K in its kernel, then we know that
deg , = dn and that' is induced from an irreducible character cjJ of K of
degree d. Moreover, by Theorem 4.3(iv), ker t~ ker tjJ. Conversely, if 1> is a
nonprincipal irreducible character of K such that ker 1> =2 L, then by the
proof of Theorem 5.3(iii), ker s=2 L (since L <J N). Hence by Theorem 5.3
the set of irreducible characters of N induced by all nonprincipal
irreducible characters of K having L in their kernels is a basis of I(L). In
particular, then, I(K') is the subset II(K) generated by the irreducible
characters of I(K) of degree n. We shall use these facts in the proof.

We claim, first of all, that I(K') is coherent. Since I(K') = [I(K), this
will follow at once from Theorem 5.4 if dim I(K') > I, so assume that
dim I(K') = 1. Then if H is a Frobenius complement in N, the nonidentity
elements of K/ K' must all lie in a single orbit under the action of H. Thus
IK: K'I = n + I since n = IHI. But then certainly a ~ n + 1, whence

(6.15)
4(n 2

- 1)
--- + 2?: 4(n- I) +2> n + 1 = [K:K'I,

a
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as n > 1, contrary to assumption.
There thus exists a subgroup L of K' with L <l N of least order such that

I(L) is coherent. Suppose by way of contradiction that Loll. Let M be
a maximal subgroup of L such that M <l N. Then I(M) is not coherent.
Set II = I(L) and let 12 be the submodule of I(K) generated by the irre
ducible characters of N induced from characters of K having M, but not
L, in their kernels. Then I(M) = I I (fJ12 • Furthermore, II(K) = I(K') £;

II = I(L). Hence by the preceding paragraph I I = dim II ;;:. dim II(K) ;;:. 2.
Since II and 12 are generated by irreducible characters, we see then that
condition (b) of Theorem 6.2 must be violated. Letting (Ij, 1 ~ j ~ It> and
d;, 2 ~ i ~ rn, have the same meaning as in that theorem, we conclude
that

(6.16)
I[

L (deg (IY ~ 2di n
2

j~ I

for some i, 2 ~ i ~ rn. But as I1 = I(L), the (Ij include all irreducible
characters of N which have L, but not K, in their kernels. It follows at
once from this, using Theorem 3.6. 14(iv) and (v), that the left side of (6.16)
is simply IN:LI- IN:KI, whence

(6.17)

We shall next argue that

(6.18) d/[[K:LI.

By definition, di n is the degree of an irreducible character ( of N having M,
but not L, in its kernel and consequently ( is induced from an irreducible
character IJ of K of degree d; which has M in its kernel. Since K = K/M
is nilpotent, it will suffice to show that L = L/M£; Z (K), for then it will
follow from the preceding lemma that d/IIK:LI. Since IK:LI = IK:LI,
this will yield (6.18). But by our choice of M, L is clearly a minimal normal
subgroup of N = N / M. However, since K is nilpotent and normal in N,
Theorem 2.6.4 implies that L n Z (K) is a nontrivial normal subgroup of K,
whence L = L n Z(K) and L £; Z(K), as required.

Next let b be the square-free part of IX' : LI and set c = (a, b). Then it
is immediate that the square-free part of IK:LI is e = ab/c2

• Hence, by

(6.18), d; ~ ~(l/e)IK:LI. Since IN: KI = n, it follows therefore upon
dividing (6.17) by n that

(6.19) IK:LI - 1 ~ 2n J~ IK:LI.
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Squaring and dividing by IK: LI yields

4n 2 1
(6.20) IK:LI - 2:s; e - IK:LI'

However, as e divides IK: L I, (6.20) implies the stronger inequality

4 2 1422 2
(6.21) IK:LI-2:s; n - = nc -c

e ab

Finally, sincebisthe square-free part of IK ' :LI,certainly IK: K'I b :s; IK: LI.
Hence by (6.21) and the fact that c :S; b, we obtain

4n2c2
- c2 4n2

- 1
(6.22) IK:K'1-2:s; b2 :S; .

a a

But then IK: K'I :S; (4n 2
- l/a) + 2, contrary to hypothesis. Thus L = 1

and I(K) is coherent.
We can now readily establish Feit's main result:

Theorem 6.5 (Feit)
Let K be a ni/potent subgroup oJ G disjoint from its conjugates such that

N = NG(K) is a Frobenius group with kernel K. Then one oJ the Jollowing
holds:

(i) I(K) is coherent.
(ii) K is an elementary abelian p-group Jor some prime p,

IN: KI = IKI - 1, and loCK) = O.
(iii) K is a nonabelian p-group and IK: K'I :S; 41N: KI 2 + 1.

Proof
We may assume K is nonabelian, otherwise the theorem follows from

Theorem 6.1. As usual, let H be a Frobenius complement in N, so that
n = IHI. If n were even, then H would contain an element x of order 2
and x would induce by conjugation an automorphism of K of order 2
fixing only the identity. It is an easy argument (which we shall give in
Chapter 10) that K must be abelian in this case. Hence n is odd.

Let a be the square-free part of IK: Kl Then we may also assume that

4(n2
- 1)

(6.23) IK: K'I :S; + 2 :S; 4n 2 + 1;
a

otherwise I(K) is coherent by Theorem 6.4 and (i) holds. Hence to com
plete the proof, we need only show that (6.23) forces K to be a p-group,
for then (iii) will hold.

Let Pi' 1 :S; i:S; m, be the distinct Sylow subgroups of K and assume by
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way of contradiction that m > 1. Since K is nilpotent, we have
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(6.24)
m

IK:K'I = n[Pi:p;l.
i= 1

Now H leaves each Pi invariant as Pi char K and so each IP i :P;[ == 1
(mod n). Suppose [Pjl is odd. Since n is odd, it follows that, in fact,
IPi :P:I == 1 (mod 2n), whence IPi :P; I ?o 2n + 1. But then if IP;! were odd
for at least two values of i, (6.24) would imply that IK : K'[ ?o (2n + I)Z,
contrary to (6.23). Hence we must have m = 2 and [Pi' even for i = 1 or 2,
say i = 1.

Thus PI is a 2-group and Pz is a p-group, p odd. Let IP I :P~I = 2S and
[Pz :P;[ = pt. Then

(6.25) and

for suitable integers eh ez . Since IK: K'I = 2sp t = (l + e1n)(1 + 2ez n),
(6.23) forces e l = ez = 1. In particular, i = 2s + I - 1== -1 (mod 4), which
implies that t is odd. But then p divides a, the square-free part of IK: K'I.
However, since n ?o 3, one checks directly that

4(n Z
- 1) 4(nZ

- 1)
IK: K'I = (n + 1)(2n + 1) > + 2 ?o + 2,

p a

contrary to (6.23). This completes the proof.
The significance of the coherence of I (K) rests on the fact that when it

holds we can obtain fairly precise information concerning the values of
the irreducible characters of G on K #. Indeed, we have

Theorem 6.6
Let K be a nilpotent subgroup of G disjoint from its conjugates such that

N = NG(K) is a Frobenius group with kernel K. Assume that I(K) is coherent
and let T be an isometry of I(K) into ch (G) which extends the induction map
of lo(K) into cho (G). Then there exists an integer c such that for any irre
ducible character ( of I (K) and any element y of K #,

C(y) = (y) + I~~1., c.

Moreover, if X is an irreducible character of G not contained in I(Ky, then
X has a constant integral value on K #.

Proof
Let C, 1 ~ i ~ t, be the irreducible characters of I (K) with

deg(l =n = IN:KI.
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We can write

(6.26)
t

nlN= IaijC+ 11 j
j= 1

1 ~ i ~ t,

where the aij are nonnegative integers and 11i is a character of N having K
in its kernel. Using the Frobenius reciprocity theorem and Theorem 2.4(i)
together with the coherence of I(K), we have

deg C (r deg C )(6.27) --ail-a jj = (jIN'--(l-C
n n N

= (n ,(de~ C(1 - CfL = ((i, de~ en -cL
= deg C15.

1
_ b ..

n I I)'

where bij has the usual meaning. Solving for aij and substituting in (6.26),
we obtain

(6.28)

The first sum reduces to (i' Since the Care all the irreducible characters
of N not having K in their kernel, it follows from Theorem 3.6.14(iv) and (v)
that the second sum is simply P N - P NI K , where P N , P NI K denote the charac
ters of the regular representation of Nand N / K, respectively. Thus

(6.29) 1 ~ i ~ t.

But on K't, PN, PNIK, and 11i have the respective values 0, n, and 11 i(1).
Hence there exists an integer Ci such that

(6.30) my) = (;(y) + C i

(6.31)

On the other hand, by the coherence ef I (K) and Theorem 4.6,

deg (; (I(y) - my) = deg (; (l(y) - (/y)
n n

1 ~ i ~ t.(6.32)

Combining (6.30) and (6.31), we conclude at once that

deg (;
c j =-n- C1
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Setting Cl = c, the first assertion of the theorem now follows from (6.30)
and (6.32).

Suppose that next X is an irreducible character of G not contained in
I(KY. We have

(6.33)
t

xlN = I bj (j + IT,
j= 1

where the b j are nonnegative integers and IT is a character of N with K in
its kernel. Proceeding as in (6.27), we obtain

(6.34) deg Cb _ b. = (X deg (j (' - (') = 0
n 1 J "n 1 lG '

(6.35)

since X =I ±G for any k. This yields

b l ~ y bl
xlN = - L. (deg ~j)C + IT = - (PN - PNK) + IT.

n j= 1 n

Hence for y in K"', we have xCv) = -b l + IT(I), whence X has constant
integral value on K "', thus completing the proof.

To determine the parameter c, and hence the exact values of the excep
tional characters on K", requires additional information. By its definition
I (K) is limited to the characters of N with support on K no constituent of
which has K in its kernel. There is, however, a character of N with support
on K, whose constituents do have K in their kernels: TK = PN;K' If we
know the decomposition of I~ = Tk, then the exact value of c can be
determined as well as the values of the nonexceptional characters on K".

If we set I'(K) = </(K), TK > and IMK) = I'(K) () cho (G), then
dim I'(K) = dim I(K) + 1 and dim I~(K) = dim lo(K) + 1. Furthermore,
we know that the induction map is actually an isometry of I~(K) into
cho (G). An important special case of the above considerations occurs when
this isometry can be extended to one of I'(K) into ch (G). This is a stronger
requirement than coherence. Examples of these situations will be discussed
in detail in Chapters 9 and 13.

In the Frobenius case we have just considered, the module I (K) pos
sessed a basis consisting of irreducible characters. When N = Ne(K) is not
a Frobenius group, this need no longer be true. Under these more general
circumstances, the conditions required for the coherence of I (K) are con
siderably more complicated. This problem is studied by Feit and Thompson
in Section 10 of the Odd Order paper. In Section 9.4 we shall consider a
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very particular case of this situation, in which the coherence of I(K) can
easily be established.

7. BRAVER'S CHARACTERIZATION OF CHARACTERS

A generalized character X of G is a complex-valued class function on G.
It is natural to ask for criteria which will guarantee that a particular
complex-valued class function eon G is necessarily a generalized character.
Since X is the difference of two characters of G, so also is XlfI for any
subgroup H of G and hence XlfI is a generalized character of H. Clearly
then it is necessary that XlfI be a generalized character of any subgroup H
of G. Brauer's theorem asserts conversely that X must be a generalized
character of G if its restriction to every so-called elementary subgroup E
of G is a generalized character of E.

A group E is called elementary if it is the direct product of a p-group
and a cyclic p'-group. Obviously every subgroup of an elementary group
is elementary. If we wish to specify the prime p, we shall say that E is
p-elementary.

Brauer's characterization theorem is a direct consequence of another
fundamental result of his which will reveal vividly the importance of ele
mentary subgroups for the study of the characters of G. The proof of this
latter theorem which we shall give is the celebrated simplified one due to
Brauer and Tate.

Theorem 7.1 (Brauer-Tate)
Eeery character of G is an integral linear combination of characters of G

induced from linear characters of elementary subgroups of G.

We shall first prove the weaker statement that the characters of G are
integral linear combinations of characters induced from arbitrary irre
ducible characters of elementary subgroups of G and shall then prove the
independent assertion that the set of linear characters of elementary sub
groups induces the same module as does the set of all their irrreduciblt
characters.

We break up the proof into a sequence of lemmas, but first we introduce
some convenient terminology.

Let <3 be the set of all elementary subgroups of G and <3 p the subset of
p-elementary subgroups. Define v(G) to be the submodule of ch (G)
generated by the set of all characters of G induced from elements of o.
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Equivalently we have
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(7.1) v(G) = I ch (E)*
EEC

Our aim will be to show that v(G) = ch (G).
Let Z be the ring of integers, let w be a primitive complex IGlth root of

unity, and denote by R the ring Z [w]. We know that the irreducible
polynomial f(X) for w over Z is monic. This implies that R has a basis
as a Z-module consisting of the elements 1, w, w2

, ••• , w" -I, where
n = deg feZ). We shall need this property of R.

In the proof we shall make use of the extended modules chR (G) and
VR(G) consisting of all linear combinations with coefficients in R of the
characters of ch (G) and v(G), respectively. Clearly

(7.2) and ch (G) s;; chR (G).

r

If H is a subgroup of G and IjJ E chR (H), then IjJ = I a i IjJ i for suitable
i= I

characters i/J i of H and elements a j of R, I ~ i ~ t. We extend the induction
r

map from ch (H) to chR (H) by setting 1jJ* = I a i i/J'i. This extended map
i= I

carries ch R(H) into VR(G). Moreover, * is given in terms of i/J by the usual
formula.

Furthermore, if x E G and p is prime, it follows from Theorem 1.3.1 (iii)
that x can be written uniquely in the form x = X I X2, where XI is a p-element,
X 2 is a p'-element, and Xl' X2 commute. We shalI calI XI the p-part of X

and X 2 the p'-part of x. In particular, (XI> x (X2) is a p-elementary sub
group and so each element of G lies in an element of g p for each prime p.

Finally two elements x, y of G will be said to be p-conjugate if their
p'-parts are conjugate in the ordinary sense. Since the p'-part of an element
X is a power of X, conjugate elements are also p-conjugate. However, the
converse is not necessarily true. Moreover, it is easy to see that the rela
tion of p-conjugacy is an equivalence relation. We can thus speak of the
p-c1a3ses of G.

We now begin the proof. A key point is the folIowing general property
of induced characters.

Lemma 7.2
Let H be a subgroup of G, let 4J E ch (H), and let 8 be a complex-mlued

class function of G such that 0111 E ch (H). Then

(4J(8111))* = 4J*8.
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Proof
Set ( = cjJ(BIH) and define (y) = cjJ(y) = 0 for y in G - H. Then for all x

in G, we have

(7.3) (x) = cjJ(x)B(x).

Hence by Theorem 4.3(i), we have for y in G:

(7.4)
1 1

(*(y) = IHI1 (uyu- 1
) = IHl1cjJ(uyu-

1
)B(uyu- 1

).

But B(uyu- 1
) = B(y) as B is a class function on G. Thus (7.4) reduces to

(7.,5)
1

(*(y) = B(y) - I cjJ(uyu- 1
) = B(y)cjJ*(y),

IHI ueG

which proves the lemma.
This result enables us to prove:

Lemma 7.3
v(G) is an ideal afch (G).

Proof
Let t/J E v(G) and XE ch (G). We must show that IjJx E v(G). Now t/J is

an integral linear combination of characters IjJ i induced from elementary
subgroups of G, 1 ~ i ~ r. The desired result will follow from the distribu
tive law if each t/J i XE v(G). Hence it suffices to treat the case that IjJ = cjJ*,
where cjJ is a character of E E Iff. Similarly we may assume that X is a
character of G. But now by Lemma 7.2, we have

which proves the result.
In view of Lemma 7.3, the conclusion v(G) = ch (G) will follow if we

can show that IG E v(G), for then v(G) will be the unit ideal of ch (G).
The next result reduces our task to showing that 1G E VR(G).

Lemma 7.4
Ifml GE VR(G), mE Z, then mlG E v(G). In particular, if IG E vR(G), then

v(G) = ch (G).

Proof
We first argue that 1, w, w2

, ••• , wn
-

1 are linearly independent over
ch (G). Indeed let Xi, 1 ~ i ~ r, be the distinct irreducible characters of G
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and suppose that for suitable integers C;j, we have
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(7.6)
r n-l

L LCijXiWj=O.
1~1 j~O

n-l r

Setting d; = L cijwj
, we have d; E Rand L d;x; = O. But the Xi are linearly

j~ 0 i ~ 1

independent over F and therefore each di = O. Since the wj
, 0 ~ j ~ n - 1,

are linearly independent over Z, we conclude that each cij = 0, which proves
the assertion.

As an immediate consequence, we obtain that
n-l

viG) = L v(G)w j
,

j~O

where the sum is direct. This in turn implies that

(7.7) ch (G) n VR(G) = v(G).

But now if ml G E vR(G), (7.7) implies that ml G E v(G). The final assertion
now follows from the statement preceding the lemma.

We next prove

Lemma 7.5
If X is an element of chR (G) which takes integral values on G, then the

value of X (mod p) is constant on each p-class of G.

Proof
If yE G, write y = uv, where u is the p'-part and v is the p-part of y. Since

X is constant on each conjugate class of G and since p-conjugate elements
have conjugate p'-parts, it will suffice to prove that

(7.8)

If Y = (y), we have

(7.9)

X(y) == x(u) (mod p).

I

xlr = L ailjJ;,
;~ 1

where the ljJj are irreducible characters of Yand a; ER, I ~ i ~ t. Now as
Y is abelian, each ljJ i is a homomorphism of Y into the multiplicative
group of complex numbers. Hence if Ivl = pm, we have ljJ;(y)pm = ljJ;(uv)pm =

ljJ ;(uymljJ i(Vy'" = ljJ ;(u)pm. But then if we raise (7.9) to the pmth power and
use the binomial theorem we conclude that

(7.10) x(y)pm == x(u)pm (mod pR),

where pR denotes the principal ideal of R generated by p.
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We now make use of the identity

ZnpR=pZ,

which follows at once from the fact that 1, w, ... ,wn
-

1 is a basis of R
over Z. Since x(y) and x(u) are integers, by hypothesis, the difference of the
two sides of (7.10) lies in Z n pR and we conclude that

(7.11) X(y)pmO:=X(uym(modpZ).

But X(y)pn. 0:= x(y) (mod p) and X(u)pm == x(u) (mod p), so (7.8) follows at once
from (7.11).

We now bring the elementary subgroups of G explicitly into the argu
ment.

Lemma 7.6
Let V = <u), where u is a p'-element and let P be an Sp-subgroup ofCG(V).

Then there exists an element l/J in chR (V X P) such that
(i) l/J*(y) E Z for all y in G.

(ii) l/J*(y) = 0 if y is not in the p-c1ass ofu.
(iii) l/J*(u) = ICG(u):PI ~O(modp).

Proof
Since P centralizes Vand V is a p'-group, we have, in fact, VP = V x P.

Let l/J;, 1 :::;; i :::;; t, be the irreducible characters of V x P havine P in their
kernel, so that each l/J i is linear. Define

(7.12)

Since l/J i is constant on the cosets of P, we conclude at once from the
orthogonality relations in VP/ P that

(7.13) l/J(uv) = l/J(u) = IVI

l/J(x) = 0

for v E P, and

for x E VP - uP.

We shall argue that l/J* has the required properties. First of all, each

l/J;(u) is a IGlth root of unity and so is a power of w. Thus l/J E chR (VP)
and so l/J* E VR(G). Moreover, we have for y in G,

(7.14)

where l/J(zyz-I) = 0 if zyz-I rt VP. Because of (7.13), this reduces to

(7.15)
I

l/J*(;') = IP Io-(y),
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where er(y) denotes the number of elements z of G such that zyz-l E uP.
Now if zyz-l E uP, so does vzyz- 1v- 1 for every v in P. Hence er(y) is
divisible by !PI and consequently l/J*(y) is an integer for all y in G.

Furthermore, it follows from (7.15) that l/J*(Y) = 0 unless zyz-l = uv for
some v in P. But in the latter case, the p'-part of y is conjugate to u and so
y lies in the same p-class as u. Finally if zuz -1 = UV, VE P, then v = I since
u and uv must have the same orders. Thus er(u) = ICG(u) I and therefore
l/J*(u) = ICG(u) :PI. Since P is an Sp-subgroup of CG(u), we conclude that
l/J*(u) is prime to p, completing the proof.

With the aid of Lemma 7.6, we can now prove that certain class functions
on G are, in fact, elements of VR(G).

Lemma 7.7
If e is an integral-valued class function on G such that e(y) ;s d;vis;ble by

IGI for all y in G, then e E VR(G).

Proof
Choose p prime to IGI, in which case every element of G is a p'-element

and p-conjugacy is the same as conjugacy. Let Kj , 1 :( j ~ r, be the distinct
conjugacy classes of G. By the preceding lemma there exists for each j an
integral-valued element Xj of vR ( G) which is 0 on K j for i ¥ j and which
has a value mj dividing IGI on Kj . But then if e(y) = djlGI for Yj in Kj , it
follows that

(7.16)
r d.IGI

e(y) = I _J- x/;)
j~ 1 mj

for all y in G. Since the coefficients are integers, we conclude that eE VR(G).

Lemma 7.8
For any pr/'me p, there ex;sts an ;ntegral-valued element X of VR(G) such

that xCv) == 1 (modp)for all y;n G.

Proof
Applying Lemma 7.6 again, we can find for each p-class Lj of G an

integral-valued element (j of VR(G) which is 0 on L; for i i= j and which has
a value prime to p on L j , I ~ j ~ t. But then for a suitable integer aj , we
have aj C(Yj) == 1 (mod p) for Yj E Kj , 1 ~j ~ t. It follows at once that the

t

function X = I aj Cis in vR(G) and has the required property.
j ~ 1

Lemma 7.9
Let p be a prime and let IGI = mpa, where (m, p) = 1. Then mlG E v(G).
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Proof
By Lemma 7.4, it will suffice to prove that m IGE VR( G). Choose X as in

the preceding lemma and set ( = xP
". Since v(G) is an ideal of ch (G) by

Lemma 7.3, so also is vR(G) an ideal of chR(G). Hence' E VR(G). Since
x(y) == 1 (mod p), we have (y) == 1 (mod pO) for all y in G. Now

(7.17) m1G= m(lG - 0 + m(.

Since 1G(y) = 1 for all y in G, it follows that the values of m(1G - 0 are
integers divisible by mp" = IGI. But then m(1G - () E UR(G) by Lemma 7.7
and we conclude from (7.17) that mlG E VR(G).

Finally we obtain our objective:

Lemma 7.10
u(G) = ch (G).

Proof
Write IGI = p~l p~2 ... p~", where the Pi are distinct primes and set

mi = IGI/pfi, 1 ~ i ~ k. Then the mi are relatively prime as a set and so
k

1 = L Cimi for suitable integers Ci . But by the preceding lemma m i1G E v(G)
i~ 1

k

for each i, I ~ i ~ k. Therefore I G= L cimil GE u(G). Since v(G) is an
i = 1

ideal of ch (G), we conclude that v(G) = ch (G).
To complete the proof of the Brauer-Tate theorem, we shall prove

Theorem 7.11 (Brauer)
If E is an elementary group and 8 is an irreducible character of E, then ()

is induced from a linear character of some subgroup of E.

Let us first prove Theorem 7.1 on the basis of this result. We know that
u(G) is spanned by the characters 8*, where e ranges over the irreducible
characters of E and E ranges over the set g of elementary subgroups of G.
By the theorem, each () = $, where ep is a linear character of a subgroup
E) of E and ({> denotes the character of E induced by ep. But then by the
transitivity of induction, 8* = $* = ep*. Since E) E 8, we see that v(G) is
spanned by the set of ep*, where ep is a linear character of an elementary
subgroup of G, which establishes Theorem 7.1.

We turn now to the proof of Theorem 7.1 1. We write E = A x P. By
Theorems 3.2.4 and 2.1 I, the irreducible representations of A over F are of
degree 1 and those of P are of degree pi for some i. Moreover, by Theorem
3.7. I any irreducible representation of E is the tensor product of irreducible
representations of A and P, respectively. Hence deg e= pn for some n.
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We argue by induction on 11. If cjJ is a character of a subgroup H of E,
we shall as usual denote by cjJ* the character induced on E by cjJ. Now if
11 = 0, then cjJ itself is linear and we may take H = E and cjJ = e to obtain
e= cjJ*. Thus we may assume 11 > O.

Let Abe a linear character of E. By Theorem 2.6 we have

(7.18) (A, eeh = (e, ).8h.

But e is irreducible and deg Ae = (deg I.)(deg e) = deg e, whence either
() = ;.8 or edoes not appear in ).8. Hence by (7.18), we have that U, ee)E = 0
or 1 and it equals 1 if and only if () = ;.0. Let A be the set of all linear charac
ters ), of E such that e= ).e. Then our argument shows that

(7.19) ee = L)' + 1/t,
i,EA

where 1/t is a character of E, all of whose constituents are nonlinear. Hence
by the first paragraph of the proof, the degree of each of these constituents
is a positive power of p. Thus deg 1/t is divisible by p. Furthermore,
deg ee = p2n and 11 > O. We conclude therefore from (7.19) that

(7.20) p divides IAI.

On the other hand, it is immediate from its definition that A is a group
under multiplication. But now (7.20) and Sylow's theorem imply that A
contains an element I] of order p. Let K be the kernel of 1]. Now as I] is
linear, it maps E homomorphically onto the multiplicative group T of the
pth roots of unity, which implies that ElK is isomorphic to T. We conclude
at once that lE: KI = p and that A £: K. Thus K = A x Q, where Qc P
and IP : QI = p.

Now by its definition, I]IK = 1K' Since 1E E A, it follows from (7.19) that
lK occurs in eel K with multiplicity at least 2. Since eelK= (eIK)(eI K),
Theorem 2.6 now yields that (elK, elKh ~ 2, whence elK is a reducible
character. Hence if cjJ is an irreducible constituent of elK, we conclude
that deg cjJ < deg e.

On the other hand, the Frobenius reciprocity theorem gives

(7.21)

Thus e is a constituent of cjJ*, and so deg e< deg cjJ*. But deg cjJ* =

lE: KI deg cjJ = p deg cjJ. Moreover, as K = A x Q is p-elementary, it fol
lows from the first paragraph of the proof that also deg cjJ is a power of
p. The only possibility for our inequalities is that deg cjJ = pn-l and
deg cjJ* = pn = deg e. Since e is a constituent of cjJ*, this yields e= cjJ*.
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Finally, by ind.uction there exists a subgroup L of K and a linear charac
ter ( of L such that cjJ = e, where' is the character of K induced by (. But
then 8 = cjJ* = t* = (* by the transitivity of induction and Theorem 7.11
is proved.

On the basis of Theorem 7.1, we can now easily derive Brauer's charac
terization of characters. We note that the proof requires only Lemma 7.10,
but does not use Theorem 7.11.

Theorem 7.12 ( Brauer)
A complex-valued class function 8 on G is a generalized character of G if

and only if 81 E is a generalized character ofE for every elementary subgroup
EofG.

Proof
Obviously if 8 E ch (G), then 81E E ch (E) for all E in tff. Conversely,

define u(G) to be the set of all class functions 8 of G such that 81E E ch (E)
for each E in tff. Since each ch (E) is a ring, so also is u(G). To prove the
theorem, we must show that ch (G) = u(G). In any case, we have

ch (G) s u(G).

Now IG is the unit element of u(G). Since I G E v(G) = ch (G) by Lemma
7.1 0, it will suffice to prove that v(G) is an ideal of u(G), for this will imply
the desired conclusion v(G) = ch (G) = u(G).

As in the proof of Lemma 7.3, we need only show that 1j18 E 1'(G), where
IjI = cjJ*, cjJ a character of E E 8, and 8 E u(G). Since 81E E ch (E), we have
1j18 = (cjJ(8IE))* by Lemma 7.2 and the proof is complete.

We conclude this section with an application of Brauer's characterization
theorem which we shall need in Chapter 15.

Theorem 7.13 (Brauer)
Let p" be the highest power of the prime p dividing the order of the group

G. If X is an irreducible character of G whose degree is a multiple o{p", then

x(y) = °
for any element y of G whose order is a multiple ofp.

8(v) = (x(y)
. \0(7.22)

Proof
Define the complex-valued class function 8 on G by setting

if Iyl is prime to p
if y is divisible by p.

To prove the theorem, we must show that 8 = x. It will suffice to show that
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8 is a generalized character of G. Indeed, assume this to be the case. By
(7.22) and the definition of the inner product, we have (8, O)G ::::;; (x, X)G,
with equality holding if and only if X = O. But (0, O)G > 0 as O(l) = x(l) -# 0,
while (x, X)G = 1 as X is irreducible. However, (0, O)G is an integer since 0
is assumed to be a generalized character. Hence (0, O)G = (x, X)G and 0 = x.
Thus X(y) = 8(y) = 0 if y is divisible by p.

By Theorem 7.12 we need only show that OIE is a generalized character
of E for every elementary subgroup E of G. If lE I is prime to p, then by
(7.22), OIE = xlE and the result is clear. So we may assume IEI is divisible
by p. Now E = A x B, where B has prime power order and A is cyclic of
order prime to IBI. If IAI is divisible by p, we can write A = P X AI' where
P is an Sp-subgroup of A and Al is a p'-subgroup of A, by Theorem
1.2.13. Hence E = P x Q, where Q = Al X B is a p'-group. On the other
hand, we reach the same conclusion if B is a p-group by setting P = Band
Q=A.

Now as we have observed in Section 2, a complex-valued class function
<P on E is a generalized character if and only if (<p, ')E is an integer for each
irreducible character' of E. We proceed to verify this for the function
<P = Olf'

By (7.22), O(y) = 0 for y in E - Q and B(y) = x(y) for y in Q. Hence

(7.23)

It will suffice to show that (l/IPI)x(y) is an algebraic integer for all y in Q,
for then

will also be an algebraic integer. But if a, 13 are integers such that
1 IQI 1 .

1 = alQI + 13IPI, theniPI = aiPI + 13 and so iPI (xIQ' S-IQ)Q IS an

algebraic integer. However, the latter number is rational as X IQ and si Q are

characters of Q. Hence _1_ (X IQ' S-IQ)Q will be a rational integer and
IPI

(7.23) will give the desired conclusion that (8 lE, S-h is a rational
integer.

Finally by Theorem 2.10 we know that
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is an algebraic integer for all y in Q. Since p" divides deg X by hypothesis,
it follows that (llp")X(y) IG : CG(y) I is an algebraic integer. On the other

hand, Pc:; CG(y) as yE Q, so IG : CG(Y)l p ~ p"IIPj. Since x(y) is an algebraic
integer, we conclude at once that (I liP Ih(y) is an algebraic integer and
the theorem is proved.

EXERCISES

Throughout these exercises F will denote the field of complex numbers.

1. Show that the quaternion group and the dihedral group of order 8 have
isomorphic character tables.

2. Determine the character table of A 5 .

3. Let G = Gl X G2 , where G j has r j conjugate classes, I ~ i ~ 2. Prove
(i) The number of conjugate classes in G is rl r2 •

(ii) Let cl>j, !f; j be irreducible representations of G j with respective
characters Xi' OJ. I ~ i ~ 2, and let /.,8 be the characters of the
corresponding product representations cl>l ® cl>2 and !f;l ® !f;2' Then

(X, 8)G = (Xl' 8l )GJI.2, 02)G2'

(iii) Use (i) and (ii) to show that every irreducible representation of G
over F is equivalent to a product representation.

4. The product of a nonsingular diagonal matrix and a permutation matrix is
called a monomiaf matrix. A matrix representation cl> of G is called monomiaf
if (x)cI> is a monomial matrix for all x in G. Prove

(i) Let cl> be a monomial representation of G over F. If (x)cI> = D, Px '

where Dx is diagonal and Px is a permutation matrix, then the map
ping (x)n = Px is a permutation representation of G. (One says that
cl> is transitive if n is transitive.)

(ii) Every transitive monomial representation of G over F is equivalent
to one induced from a linear representation of some subgroup of G.

5. If G is supersolvable, show that every representation of G over F is
monomial.

6. If every representation of G over F is monomial, show that G is solvable.
7. Let G = SL(2, 3). Prove

(i) G is solvable, but not supersolvable.
(ii) G possesses a faithful two-dimensional representation over F which

is not equivalent to a monomial representation.
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8. A group G is metabelian if it possesses a normal abelian subgroup K with
G!K abelian. Prove that every representation over F of a metabelian group
is monomial.

9. Let Gbe a cyclic group and define the map e on Gby the rule: e(y) = IGI
if y generates G and e(y) = 0 if y does Dot generate G. Show by induction
on IGI that eis an integral linear combination of characters of permutation
representations of G.

10. If G has an irreducible character X of degree p, p a prime, and G is simple,
prove that an Sp-subgroup of G has order p.

11. Let H <J G and let X be an irreducible character of G not having H in its
kernel. Prove that X(y) = 0 for any y in G such that CH(y) = 1.

12. If X is a nonlinear irreducible character ot G, prove that X(y) = 0 for some
y in G.

13. Let X be a faithful character of G which assumes exactly r distinct values on
G. Show that every irreducible character of G occurs as a constituent of one
of the characters le = Xo, X = Xl, /, ... , X '-1.

14. Prove that p-conjugacy is an equivalence relation.
15. Let ebe a class function on G. Show that e is an irreducible character of G

if and only if the following three conditions hold:
(a) elE E ch (E) for every elementary subgroup E of G.
(b) (e, e)c = 1.
(c) e(1) > O.

16. Let A = A(G, F) = Fn, ffiFn, ffi ... ffiFnr be the decomposition of the
group algebra A of the group G as the direct sum of simple ideals and let
Xi be the character of the irreducible representation of G determined by a
minimal right ideal of Fn" I ~ i ~ r. Also let ei be the primitive idempotent
of Z( A) with the property Aei = Fn" I ~ i ~ r (compare Exercise 3.12).
Derive the following expression for ei :

Xi(l) _.-
e j = IGI y~x;(y)y 1 ~ i ~ r.



CHAPTER 5
GROUPS OF PRIME POWER
ORDER

This chapter treats a variety of topics concerning groups of prime
power order, primarily related to their automorphisms and to the structure
of certain very special classes of p-groups. We develop the basic properties
of the Frattini subgroup, which is of central importance for the study of
automorphisms of p-groups and in the final section we introduce the
associated Lie ring of a p-group, which is also a useful tool for certain
questions concerning automorphisms. In particular, we obtain results about
regular groups of automorphisms and also determine conditions under
which a nontrivial autom~rphism of a p-group remains non trivial when
restricted to various characteristic subgroups.

As for the second topic, we determine all p-groups which possess no
noncyclic characteristic abelian, normal abelian, or abelian subgroups.
In the process of this investigation we give various characterizations of all
2-groups of maximal class. Both topics are closely related to the study of
special and extra-special p-groups, and in Section 5 we determine the
structure of all extra-special p-groups and, in addition, obtain information
about their representations.
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[5.1] The Frattini Subgroup

1. THE FRATTINI SUBGROUP

173

Another important characteristic subgroup of a group G is the so-called
Frattini subgroup, which by definition is the intersection of all the maximal
subgroups of G. We denote it by <I>(G); we also speak of G/<I>(G) as the
Frattini factor group of G. We develop some of its properties in the present
section.

Theorem 1.1
(i) G = (Xi IXi E G, I :::;; i :::;; n) if and only if

G = (<I>(G), Xi IXi E G, 1:::;; i:::;; n).

In particular, if G = <1>(G) H for some subgroup H ofG, then G = H.
(ii) If H <J G, then H possesses a partial complement in G if and only if

H,*, <I>(G).

Proof
Suppose G = (<I>(G), Xi IXi E G, 1 :::;; i:::;; n), but Go = (xiiI:::;; i:::;; n) c G.

Then Go c M for some maximal subgroup M of G. However, <I>(G) s; M
by definition of the Frattini subgroup, so G = (<I>(G), Go> s; M, a contra
diction. Thus G = Go. The converse implication is obvious. As for the final
assertion of (i), if G = <I>(G)H, we have G = <<I>(G), hi 11 :::;; i:::;; m>, where
the hi are the distinct elements of H. But then G = (hi /1 :::;; i :::;; m) = H.

Assume next that H <J G with H '*' <1>(G). Then there exists a maximal
subgroup M of G with H '*' M. But HM is a group as H <J G and HM :J M
as H '*' M. Maximality of M forces G = HM and M is a partial comple
ment of H. Conversely suppose H ~ <I>(G) and H has a partial complement
K. Then G = HK s; <I>(G)K, whence G = K by (i), contrary to the defi
nition of a partial complement. Thus (ii) also holds.

As a corollary, we have

Corollary 1.2
IfG/<I>(G) is cyclic, then G is cyclic.

Proof
Choose X ill G so that <1>(G)x generates G/<1>(G). Then obviously

G = (<I>(G), x), so G = (x> by the theorem.
In Chapter 6 we shall derive other general properties of the Frattini

subgroup, but here we shall limit ourselves to establishing two important
properties of it in connection with p-groups.

.1'1
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Theorem 1.3
The Frattini factor group PjQ>(P) of a p-group P is elementary abelian.

Furthermore, Q>(P) = 1 if and only if P is elementary abelian.

Proof
If Mis maximal inP, then M <l Pand IP: MI = p. HenceP' = rp, P] <;; M

as Pj M is abelian and xP E M for all x in P as IP j MI = p. Since these
hold for each maximal subgroup M of P, it follows that P' <;; Q>(P) and
xP E Q>(P) for each x in P. Hence PjQ>(P) is abelian and the image of each
x in P - Q>(P) has order p, which implies that PjQ>(P) is elementary abelian.

In particular, if Q>(P) = 1, then P is elementary abelian. Conversely, if
P is elementary abelian, then any Xl in P" can be included in a basis
Xi' 1 ::::; i ::::; n, of P. But then <Xi 12::::; i::::; n) is a maximal subgroup of P,
not containing Xl' Since Xl was arbitrary in p .. , we conclude at once
that Q>(P) = 1.

As with elements of groups, we say that an automorphism t/J of a group
G is a n-automorphism if its order is divisible only by primes in the set n
and is a n'-automorphism if its order is divisible by no prime in n.

Theorem 1.4 (Burnside)
Let t/J be a p'-automorphism of the p-group P v.'lu'ch induces the identity on

PjQ>(P). Then t/J is the identity automorphism ofP.

Proof
Set H = Q>(P), P = Pj H, IP I = pr, and IHI = pm, so that IPI = pm+r.

For any subset Y = tr; 11 ::::; i ::::;n} of P, we know that P = <H, Y) if and
only if P = <Y). Hence Y generates P if and only if the image of Y in P
generates P. But P, being elementary abelian of order pr, can be generated
by r, but no fewer than r, elements and we conclude that the same is
true of P.

Let then Xi' 1 ::::; i ::::; r, be a minimal generating system of P. Then for
each hi in H the elements x; = hixi , 1 ::::; i ::::; r, also form a minimal gener
ating system of P. Conversely any minimal generating system of P whose
images are the elements '~i clearly has this form. Hence there are exactly
pmr minimal generating systems of P whose images in P are the ordered set
{x i' 1 ::::; i ::::; r}. We denote by vlt the set of all such minimal generating
systems of P.

Now let t/J be a p'-automorphism of P which induces the identity on P
and let {x; 11 ::::; i::::; r} E vlt. Then t/J fixes each coset Hx; = Hx; and con
sequently x;t/J = h;xi for suitable h; in H. Thus {x;t/J 11 ::::; i ::::; r} is also an
element of ..lit. In other words, t/J induces a permutation of the elements of
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.tt. Clearly the number of elements in a cycle of this permutation is a
divisor of t = Iljtl. Suppose some cycle had degree s < t. Then ljtl =ljts
fixes each element of this cycle and so fixes the elements of some minimal
generating system {x;II ~ i ~ r} of P. But every element of P can be ex
pressed as a product of the x; as they generate P. Since ljt 1 is an auto
morphism of P fixing each x; , it follows that ljt 1 fixes every element of P,
whence ljtl = ljts is the identity on P, contrary to the fact that Iljtl = t > s.

Thus the permutation of vI{ determined by ljt decomposes as a product of
disjoint cycles each of length t. Hence t must divide Ij{ I = pmr. Since
(I, p) = I, this forces t = I, whence ljt is the identity on P.

The preceding theorem is one of a great number of results that we shall
establish in succeeding sections about p'-automorphisms of p-groups.

2. p'-AUTOMORPHISMS OF ABELIAN p-GROUPS

In Theorem 3.3.2 we have shown that if A is a p'-group of automorphisms
of the abelian p-group P and if R is an A-invariant direct factor of P, then
P = R x S, where S is also A-invariant. We can repeat this process on R
and S if either possesses an A-invariant direct factor. Hence by continuing
the process sufficiently, we can express P as

where each Pi is A-invariant and no Pi can be decomposed further as the
direct product of nontrivial A-invariant subgroups, 1 ~ i ~ r. We say that
A acts indecomposably on Pi or that the A-module Pi is indecomposable.
The well-known Krull-Schmidt theorem (which we do not require)
asserts the essential uniqueness up to isomorphism of the indecomposable
factors of P in any such factorization.

We wish, however, to determine the possible structure of an indecom
posable factor. We first prove the following lemma:

Lemma 2.1
Let A be a p'-group of automorphisms of the abelian p-group P and

assume that P is not homocyclic. Let P have exponent p. and set X = U·-I(P).
Then

(i) P possesses a nontrivial A-invariant subgroup Tsuch that T 11 X = 1.
(ii) If T is any A-invariant subgroup of P such that T 11 X = 1, then

PIT has exponent p. andu·-1(PIT) is the image of X in PIT.
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Proof
Let {X,. 11 ::::;i::::;m}beabasisofPwithlxil =pn'andni~ni+j,1 ::::;i::::;m.

Then III = n by definition of the exponent and l1m < n as P is not homo
cyclic. Let r be the largest integer such that nr = n. Also set Yi = xf"'-',
I::::;i::::;m. It is immediate that {YiII::::;;::::;r} is a basis of X=Un-t(P),
while {y ill::::; i::::; m} is a basis of Q 1(P). In particular, X c Q I (P). Since X and
Q 1(P) are characteristic in P, they are A-invariant. But X is a direct factor
of Q t (P) as Q t (P) is elementary abelian and now Theorem 3.3.2 yields
that Qt(P) = X x T, where T is A-invariant. Then T i= 1 and X (\ T = 1,
proving (i).

Next let T be any A-invariant subgroup of P satisfying (i), set P = PIT,
and let X, Xi' }',. be the respective images of X, x,., and y,. in P. Now the Xi
generate P and, as I.\' il < pn for i > r, it follows that un - 1(P) is generated
by}',., 1 ::::; ;::::; r, whence X = Un-t(P). On the other hand, as X (\ T = 1,
IXI = IXI = pr and so U\ 11 ::::; i ::::; r) is, in fact, a basis of X. In particular,
this implies that Ixtl = pn and hence that P is of exponent pn. Thus (ii)
also holds.

We can now prove

Theorem 2.2
Let A be a p'-group of automorphisms acting indecomposably 011 the

abelian p-group P. Then P is homocyclic.

Proof
Assume false and let the notation be as in the lemma. Choose T now to

be a maximal A-invariant subgroup of P disjoint from X. Then T i= 1 by
the lemma. Set P = PIT and let X be the image of X in P. Then X =
Un-t(P) and P has exponent pn. If P is not homocyclic, then a further
application of the lemma yields that P possesses a nontrivial A-invariant
subgroup Tt with X (\ Tt = T. But then the inverse image T I of Tt in P is
A-invariant, T c Tt, and X (\ Tt <:; X (\ T = 1, contrary to our maximal
choice of T. Thus j5 is homocyclic of type (pn, pn, ... , pn) and order p'" for
some S ::::; Ill.

Since the elements .\\, 1 ::::; i::::; 111, generate P and [.\';[ < pn for i> r, we
necessarily have s::::; r. On the other hand. as IXI = IXI = pr, the number
of basis elements of P is at least r. Thus r = s.

Now set Q = <Xi 11 ::::; i::::; r), so that IQI = pYl' = rPI. Hence either Qmaps
onto P or else Q (\ T i= I. However, X = Un-J(Q) and hence the assump
tion Q (\ T i= I would force X (\ T i= 1, which is not the case. Thus Q maps
on P and Q (\ T = 1, which together imply that P = T x Q. But now T is
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an A-invariant direct factor of P and so P = T x R, where R # 1 is A
invariant by Theorem 3.3.2, contrary to the fact that A acts indecompos
ably on P.

We next prove

Theorem 2.3
Let A be a p'-group ofautomorphisms ofthe abe/iall group P. Then we haL'e

P = Cp(A) x [P, A].

Proof
If IAI = n, we consider the endomorphism e = l/n I cjJ of P, which we

<pEA

assume to be written additively. Since cjJif; and if;cjJ run over A as cjJ does,
for if; in A, it follows at once that

(2.1) Oif; = if;0 = 0

for all if; in A. This in turn yields

(2.2) 02 = 0 (1/11 I cjJ) = I/n I OcjJ = 1/n(1I8) = 0;
<pEA <pEA

so also 0 is idempotent.
Now set C = Cp(A) and C = (P)fJ. If x E P, we have (xO)cjJ = xe for all

cjJ in A by (2.1), so Cl £ C. Conversely, if x E C, then

(2.3) xe = I/n I xcjJ = I/n I x = I/n(nx) = x,
<pEA <pEA

so X E C. We conclude that Cl = C.
Next set H = [P, A] and HI = {x - xO Ix E P}. As e is an endomorphism

and P is abelian, HI is a subgroup of P. Moreover, x = xe + (x - xe) for
x in P, so P = C + HI' On the other hand, if x E C (l H Io we have x = xe
by the preceding paragraph and x = y - ye for some y in P, whence
x = xO = (y - yO)O = 0, as 0 is idempotent. It follows that P = C Et> HI' In
addition, our calculation shows that HI is the kernel of O.

Finally, by definition, H is generated by the elements -x + xcjJ, X E P,
cjJ E A [x- 1(xcjJ) in multiplicative notation]. But (- x + xcjJ)O = - xO +
xcjJO = -xO + xO = 0, which implies that H ~ HI' Conversely, for x in P,
we have x-xO= 1/11 [I (x-xcjJ)]EH as each X-XcjJEH. Thus

<PE 4

HI ~ H, whence HI = H and the desired conclusion P = C Et> H is estab-
lished.
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Theorem 2.4
If A is a p'-group of automorphisms of the abelian p-group P which acts

trivially on 0.1(P), then A = 1.

Proof
By the preceding theorem, P = C x H, where C = CpeA) and H = rp, A].

By hypothesis Q 1(P) s Cp(A) = C, so Q 1(P) S Q 1(C). On the other hand,
obviously Q 1(P) = Q 1(C) x Q 1(H), whence Q 1(H) = 1. We conclude that
H = 1 and P = C. Thus A acts trivially on P and, as A is a group of auto
morphisms of P, we have A = 1, as asserted.

3. p'-AUTOMORPHISMS OF p-GROUPS

We shall be primarily interested in relating the actions of p'-auto
morphisms of a p-group P to their induced actions on certain subgroups
and factor groups of P. In particular, we shall determine conditions under
which these induced automorphisms remain nontrivial.

We begin with a definition which generalizes the situation considered in
Theorem 3.3.4. Let A be a subgroup of Aut G and let

G = Go 2. G1 2. ... 2. Gn = 1

be a normal series of G. We say that A stabilizes the given series if each
G i is A-invariant and A acts trivially on each factor Gi-dG;, 1 ~ i ~ n.

As an almost immediate consequence of the definition, we have

Lemma 3.1
A subgroup A of Aut G stabilizes the normal series

G = Go 2. G1 2. ... 2. Gn = 1

of G if and on~v if A normalizes each G i and [G i , A] s G i + 1 , 0 ~ i ~ n - 1.

Proof
Set G; = GjGi + 1 and let.\' be the image in Gi of the element x of G j •

Then A stabilizes the given series if A normalizes each G i and x</> = x for
all .\' in Gi , </> in A, 0 ~ i ~ n - 1. This last equality is equivalent to the
assertion x-l(x</» = T or [x, </>] E G j + 1, from which the lemma follows at
once.

We now prove

Theorem 3.2
Let A be a p'-group of automorphisms of the p-group P which stabilizes

some normal series ofP. Then A = 1.
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Proof
Let P = Po ;2 P l ;2 •.. ;2 Pn = 1 be a normal series of P stabilized by A.

We argue by induction on n. Now A induces a group of automorphisms
of Pl and stabilizes the normal series Pi' 1 :::; i:::; n, of Pll and so A acts
trivially on P l by induction. Furthermore, A acts trivially on P / P l by
assumption. Hence [x, <p] E P l for x in P, <p in A, by the lemma, whence
x<p = XZ, Z E Pl' Since <p acts trivially on Pl' this yields x<p 2 = (xz)<p =

(x<p)(z<p) = (xz)z = xz 2
, and we conclude readily by induction that x<p i = xz i

for all i. In particular, this holds for i = m, where m = 1<p1, and yields
x = x<pm= xzm, whence zm = 1. But (m, p) = 1, as A is a pi_group. Since z
is a p-element, it follows that z = 1. Thus x<p = x for all x in P and all
<p in A, giving the desired conclusion A = 1.

This last result is often phrased in the following form, which we state
as a corollary:

Corollary 3.3
If a subgroup A of Aut P, Pap-group, stabilizes a normal series of P,

then A is a p-group.

Proof
By the theorem, A possesses no nontrivial p'-automorphisms and so is

a p-group.
With the aid of the preceding theorem and with our first application ofthe

three-subgroup lemma, we now prove the following result of Thompson:

Theorem 3.4
Let A x B be a group of automorphisms of the p-group P with A a

pi_group and Bap-group. If A acts trivially on CAB), then A = 1.

Proof
Now Cp(B) is invariant under A as well as B, since A centralizes B.

Assume A acts trivially on Cp(B) and let Q be an (A x B)-invariant sub
group of P containing Cp(B) of maximal order such that A acts trivially
on Q. If Q = P, then A = I; so we may assume that Qc P. Then
R = Np(Q) :::J Q by Theorem 1.2.l1(ii), and R is (A x B)-invariant by
Theorem 2.1.1 (i).

Let 5 be a minimal (A x B)-invariant subgroup of R which contains Q
properly and set S = 5/Q. Since cI>(S) char S, our minimal choice of 5
implies that cI>(S) = I and so S is elementary abelian. It follows therefore
from Lemma 2.6.3 that Cs(B) # 1. But Cs(B) is (A x B)-invariant and con
sequently S = Cs(B), again by our minimal choice of 5. Thus [5, B] ~ Q.
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But [Q, A] = I, as A acts trivially on Q, and hence

[S, B, A] = 1.

On the other hand, [B, A] = I as B centralizes A, and so

[B, A, S] = 1.

But now the three-subgroup lemma yields

[A, S, B] = 1.

Thus [A, S] ~ Cs(B) ~ Cp(B) ~ Q. But now Lemma 3.1 implies that A
stabilizes the normal series S ~ Q 2 I of S. Since A is a p'-group, it follows
therefore from Theorem 3.2 that A acts trivially on S, contrary to our
maximal choice of Q.

We shall next extend some of the results of the preceding section to
arbitrary p-groups.

Theorem 3.5
IJ A is a p'-group oJ automorphisms oJ the p-group P, then P = CH,

where C = Cp(A) and H = rp, A]. In particular, if H ~ <I>(P), then A = 1.

Proof
C~nsider first the case H ~ Z(P); and for cjJ in A, define the mapping IY.",

of Pinto P by setting XIY.", = x-l(xcjJ) for x in P. For x, y in P, we have
(X.1')IY.,p = (xy)-l(xy)cjJ = y-IX-I(XcjJ)ycjJ = x-1(XcjJ)y-l(ycjJ), as x-1(xcjJ) EH
~ Z(P). Thus (xY)IY.,p = (XIY.",)(yIY.,p) and so IY.,p is an endomorphism of P for
each cjJ in A. Clearly the kernel of IY.,p is precisely Cp(cjJ), while its image is
contained in H. Since H ~ Z(P), IY.", thus maps P into an abelian group and
so P' = [P, P] is contained in the kernel of !X,p. Hence P' ~ Cp(cjJ) for all cjJ
in A and we conclude that P' ~ C.

Now set P = PIP', E = Cp(A), and H = [P, A]. Since P is abelian,
P = E x R by Theorem 2.3. It is also clear that R is the image of H in P.
Hence P = CH, where Cl denotes the inverse image of E in P. But A acts
trivially on both P' and E, whence A stabilizes the normal series Cl 2
P' 2 I and now Theorem 3.2 yields that A acts trivially on Cl' Thus
C I ~ C and P = CH.

Assume next that Het Z(P), whence certainly H =j; 1. Now H <J P by
Theorem 2.2.I(iii) and the discussion of Chapter 2, Section 6, and con
sequently K = H n Z(P) =j; 1 by Theorem 2.6.4. In addition, K is A
invariant. We now define D = (x E P 1[x, A] ~ K). Clearly C ~ D. Set
P = PIK and again put E = Cp(A), H = rp, A]. Ifx E P and [x, A] ~ K, then
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A centralizes the image of x in P. It follows therefore from the definition
of D that D maps into E. Conversely, if i E E, [i, A] = Tand [x, A] s:::: K
for any representative x of i in P. Thus x E D and we conclude that Eis
the image of D in P. Furthermore, we also have that H is the image of
H in P.

Since K # 1, IPr < IPI and hence by induction on IPI we have P = EH.
But then P = DH by the preceding paragraph. If [x, A] s:::: K for all x in
P, then H s:::: K s:::: Z(P), contrary to assumption; so Dc: P. Now D is A
invariant, as both K and E are. Hence by induction and the fact that
Cs:::: D, we obtain D = C[1\ A]. Since [D, A] s:::: Hand P = DH, the desired
conclusion P = CH follows in this case as well.

Finally if H s:::: <l>(P), we have P = C<l>(P), whence P = C by Theorem 1.1,
which implies that A = 1.

This last result has the following important consequence:

Theorem 3.6
If A is a p'_group of automorphisms of the p-group P, then

[P, A, A] = [P, A].

In particular, if [P, A, A] = 1, then A = 1.

Proof
Set H = [P, A], Ht = [H, A] = [P, A, A], and C = Cp(A). Then H, HI>

and C are each A-invariant. We apply the preceding theorem to both P
and H to obtain P = CH and H = (H n C)Hl> whence P = CHt. Hence
for x in P, we can write x = ),Z, where )' E C and Z E Ht, so that
x-1(x</»=Z-ly-t(y</»(z</»=Z-l(::</» for any </> inA. Butz-t(z</»EHt as
Z E Ht and Ht is A-invariant. We conclude that Ht ;2 H. On the other
hand, clearly Ht -= [H, A] s:::: [P, A] = H, whence Ht = H.

Finally, if Ht = 1, then H = I and A acts trivially on P, forcing A = 1.
Several reduction-type arguments that we shall later encounter lead to

a p-group P and a p'-automorphism </> of P with the property that </> acts
trivially on every proper </>-invariant subgroup of P. Our next result, which
covers a slight generalization of this situation, shows that the existence of
such a p'-automorphism imposes a considerable restriction on P.

Theorem 3.7
Let A be a p'-group of automorphisms of the p-group P and assume that

for some nonidentity element t/J of A, t/J acts trivially on every proper A
invariant normal subgroup ofP. Then the following conditions hold:

(i) P' = [P, P] s:::: Z(P).
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(ii) PIP' is elementary abelian, A acts irreducibly on PIP', and ljJ acts
nontrivially on PIP'.

(iii) Either P is elementary abelian or P has class 2, P' = Z(P) = <I>(P)
is elementary abelian, and ljJ acts trivially on P'.

Proof
First, ljJ acts trivially on P' as P' is a proper A-invariant normal sub

group of P. Hence ljJ does not act trivially on P = PIP'; otherwise ljJ would
stabilize the normal series P => P' ;:> I of P and"it would follow that ljJ = I,
which is not the case. Suppose we can write P = PI X P2, where Pi =I I
and Pi is A-invariant. Then P = P 1P2 and Pi is a proper A-invariant
normal subgroup of P, where Pi is the inverse image of Pi in P, I::::; i::::; 2.
But then ljJ is the identity on each Pi and so also on P, a contradiction.
Thus A acts indecomposably on P (which is therefore homocyclic by
Theorem 2.2). If Q 1(P) c P, then ljJ acts trivially on the inverse image of
Q1(P) in P, which is then a proper A-invariant normal subgroup of P, and
so ljJ acts trivially on Q1(P). But then ljJ acts trivially on P by Theorem 2.4,
a contradiction. Thus P = Q1(P) is elementary abelian. Since A acts
indecomposably on P, we conclude now from Maschke's theorem that
A acts irreducibly on P. Thus (ii) holds.

Now let B = (ljJA) be the normal closure of ljJ in A. Since ljJ acts trivially
on P' and P' is A-invariant, it follows that B acts trivially on P'. Set
H = [P, B]. If H c:; P', we have I = [H, B] = [P, B, B], whence B = 1
by Theorem 3.6, a contradiction. Thus HiP'. Moreover, since Band P
are each A-invariant, Theorem 2.2.I(iii) and (ix) implies that H <J P and
that H is A-invariant. If He P, then ljJ acts trivially on H and so also on
the image El of H in P. But El is a nontrivial A-invariant subgroup of
P, whence El = P by the irreducible action of A on P. This contradicts the
fact that ljJ acts nontrivially on P. Hence we must have H = P.

Since B centralizes P' and P' <1. P, we have [P', P, B] = 1 and [B, P', P] = 1,
whence rp, B, P'] = 1 by the three-subgroup lemma. Since [P, B] = P, it
follows that P' centralizes P and hence that P' c:; Z(P), proving (i).

Assume finally that P is not elementary abelian. Since P = PIP' is
elementary abelian, we have P' =I I and consequently P' c:; Z(P) cP. But
then the image Z of Z(P) in P is a proper A-invariant subgroup of P,
whence Z = I by the irreducibility of A on P. Hence Z(P) = P' and P is
of class 2. Since P' c:; <I>(P), it follows similarly that P' = <I>(P). Furthermore,
if x, y E P, then [x, y] = Z E P' = Z(P) and so [x, yP] = zP by Lemma
2.2.2(i). But yP E Z(P) as P is elementary, which implies that zP = 1. Thus
[x, y]P = 1 for all x, y in P. Since P' is abe1ian and is generated by the set
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of all such [x, Y], it follows that P' is elementary abelian. Thus (iii) also
holds and the proof is complete.

The preceding theorem suggests the introduction of the following term:
A p-group P is called special if either P is elementary abelian or P is of
class 2 and P' = Z(P) = cD(P) is elementary abelian. Note that as P' = cD(P)
in either case, our conditions imply that P/ P' is elementary abelian. As
we shall see, the particular case that P has class 2 and IP'I = p is of great
importance. Such a p-group is said to be extra-special.

As a corollary of the theorem, we have

Theorem 3.8
Let A be a p'-group of automorphisms of the p-group P and let t/J be an

element of A #. Then P possesses an A-invariant special subgroup Q such
that A acts irreducibly on Q/cD(Q), t/J acts nontrivially on Q/cD(Q), and t/J
acts trivially on cD( Q).

Proof
Choose Q to be a minimal A-invariant subgroup of P on which t/J acts

nontrivially. Then certainly t/J acts trivially on every proper A-invariant
normal subgroup of Q and so Q has the required properties by Theor~m

3.7 and the definition of a special p-group.
As an application of Theorem 3.7 we shall next derive an extension

of Theorem 2.4 to nonabelian p-groups. However, the following exam
ple shows that the desired generalization is not universally valid. If
P = (x,Ylx4 = y4 = I andy-lx)' = x-l)isaquaterniongroup, the mapping
<jJ of Pinto P defined by (xiyj)<jJ = i(xy)< I ::::; i, j ::::; 4, is easily checked to
be an automorphism of P of order 3 fixing the element x 2 = / But x 2 is
the unique element of order 2 in P and so QI(P) = (x 2

). Thus <jJ is a
nontrivial 2'-automorphism of P which acts trivially on QI(P).

However, no such counterexample exists when p is odd. Furthermore,
in Section 6, using different methods, we shall show that the desired
generalization holds for p = 2 for certain special values of the order of the
p'-automorphisms involved.

Our results for odd p depend on the following general lemma on
p-groups of class at most 2 (part (i) is false for a dihedral group of order 2n

,

n ~ 3, and part (ii) is false for the quaternion group.)

Lemma 3.9
Let P be a p-group of class at most 2 with p odd. Then

(i) QI(P) is of exponent p.
(ii) If P/Z(P) is elementary abelian, then (X)')P = xPyP for all x, y in P.
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Proof
Let x,y E P and set z = [y,x]. Since cl(P) ~ 2,:: E Z(P) and so z commutes

with both x and y. But then by Lemma 2.2.2, we have

(3.1) and

for all i.
If x and y have order p, then by (3.1) we have 1 = [I, x] = [yP, x] = zP

and (xy)P = Z1 / 2 p(p-I )xPyP = Zl/2 PIP-I). Since p is odd and zP = 1, it follows

that (xy)P = 1. Thus the product of two elements of P of order p has order
1 or p, which implies that 0 1(P) is of exponent p.

Now assume that P/Z(P) is elementary abelian, in which case

1 = [yP, x] = zp.

But now (3.1) yields (xy)P = xPyp.

Theorem 3.10
If A is a p'-group of automorphisms of the p-group P with p odd ll'hich

acts trivially on 0 1(P), then A = 1.

Proof
We proceed by induction on IPI. Certainly O,(Q) s; 01(P) for any sub

group Q of P. Hence if Q is any proper A-invariant subgroup of P, A acts
trivially on 0 1(Q) and so acts trivially on Q by induction. But now it
follows from Theorem 3.7 (with t/J any element of A'*) that P is a special
p-group, that A acts trivially on P', and irreducibly on P / P'. IT' particular,
cl (P) ~ 2.

Hence if x E P and 1> E A, Lemma 3.9 implies that (x- l (x1>W =

(x -I )P(x1»P = (xP) - I (xP1». But xPE P', as P / P' is elementary abelian, and
so 1> fixes x p

• It follows therefore that (x- 1(x1>W = l. Since [P, A] is
generated by the set of all such elements x- J(x1», we conclude that
[P, A] s; 0 1(P). Since A acts trivially on 0, (P) by assumption, we see that
A stabilizes the normal series P2 01(P)2 1 of P, whence A = 1 by
Theorem 3.2.

If Q is the special A-invariant subgroup of P of Theorem 3.8, it may
very well happen that some element of A'* acts trivially on Q. It is there
fore natural to ask whether there exists an A-invariant subgroup of P
of class at most 2 on which no element of A'* acts trivially. The following
theorem, which answers the question affirmatively, is due to Thompson
and appears in the Odd-Order paper.
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Theorem 3.11 (Thompson)

A p-group P possesses a characteristic subgroup C with the following
properties:

(i) cl (C) ,,;; 2 and C/Z(C) is elementary abelian.
(ii) [P, C] s Z(C).

(iii) Cp(C) = Z(C).
(iv) Every nontriuial p'-automorphism of P induces a 110ntrivial auto

morphism of C.

Remark We note that C need not be special; in particular, Z(C) need
not be elementary abelian.

Proof

Suppose first that a characteristic subgroup C of P exists satisfying
condition (iii). Let t/J be a p'-automorphism of P which acts trivially on C
and set A = (t/J). Then [C, A] = l, so [C, A, P] = 1. Since [P, C] s C as
C char P, we also have [P, C, A] = 1, whence [A, P, C] = 1 by the three
subgroup lemma. Thus [A, P] s CP(C) and so [A, P] s C by (iii). But then
A stabilizes the normal series P =2 C =2 1 of P and so A = 1. Thus t/J = 1 and
it follows that (iii) implies (iv). Hence it will suffice to prove that C exists
satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii).

We separate the next point of the proof as an independent lemma:

Lemma 3.12

If M is a normal subgroup of the p-group P maximal subject to being
abelian, then Cp(M) = M.

Proof

We have M s H = Cp(M) as M is abelian. Suppose H ~ M. Set P = P/ M
and let R be the image of H in P. We have H <J P, whence R <J P and
R 1= I, so R (') Z(P) 1= 1. If X is a subgroup of R (') Z(P) of order p, then
X<J P, the inverse image X of X in P is normal in P, and X 5; H. Since H
centralizes M, we have M 5; Z(X). But X/M, being of order p, is cyclic
and consequently X is abelian by Lemma 1.3.4. Since X <J P, our maximal
choice of M is contradicted.

We return now to the proo(of Theorem 3.11 and let M be a normal
subgroup of P maximal subject to being abelian, so that Cp(M) = M by
the preceding lemma. Consider the case M char P. We shall argue that
C = M satisfies the required conditions. We have Cp ( C) = C, so (iii) holds.
Also C = Z(C) is of class l, C/Z( C) is trivial, and [P, Cl 5; C = Z(C),
whence also (i) and (ii) hold. Hence it remains to treat the case that no
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characteristic abelian subgroup of P is a maximal abelian normal sub
group of P.

Let D be a maximal characteristic abelian subgroup of P and let M be
a maximal abelian normal subgroup of P containing D, so that D c M.
Since M is abelian, we have M ~ H = CP(D) , whence D c H. Furthermore,
H char P. Set P = P j D and let H be the image of H in P. Then H "# 1 and
so C = H () 0.1(Z(P)) "# 1. If C denotes the inverse image of C in P, we
argue now that C has the required properties.

First of all, the inverse image K of o. 1(Z(P)) is characteristic in P by
Theorem 2.1.2(iv) and consequently C = H () K char P. Since C ~ H =

Cp(D), we have D ~ Z(C). But Z(C) is a characteristic abelian subgroup
of P as C char P. Hence Z(C) = D by our maximal choice of D. But then
CjZ(C) = C is elementary abelian and cl (C) = 2. Furthermore, since
C ~ Z(P), rp, C] = T, whence rp, Cl ~ D = Z(C). Thus Csatisfiesconditions
(i) and (ii).

Finally, set Q = CAC) and suppose Q't C. Since Z(C) = D = Cc(C),
we have Q () C = D. Also Q ~ Has Q centralizes D. Hence if Qdenotes
the image of Q in P, we have Q ~ H, Q () C = T, Q<l P, and Q"# T. But
then by Theorem 2.6.4, we have T "# Q() 0.1(Z(P)) ~H () 0.1(Z(P)) = C,
which implies that Q() C"# T, a contradiction. We conclude that Q ~ C
and hence that Q = Z(C). Thus (iii) also holds and the theorem is
proved.

A characteristic subgroup C of a p-group P which satisfies the conditions
of Theorem 3.11 will be called a critical subgroup of P.

When p is odd, we have the following corollary:

Theorem 3.13
For odd p, a p-group P possesses a characteristic subgroup D of class at

most 2 and of exponent p such that every nontrivial p'-automorphism of P
induces a nontrivial automorphism of D.

Proof
Let C be a critical subgroup of P and set D = 0.1(C). Then D is of

exponent p by Lemma 3.9(i). Clearly also cl (D) < 2. Since D char C char P,
we have D char P. Furthermore, since p is odd, a nontrivial p'-auto
morphism of C induces a nontrivial automorphism of D by Theorem 3.10
and now the theorem follows from Theorem 3.11(iv).

We remark that our conditions imply that ZeD) and DjZ(D) are each
elementary abelian. However, D need not be special since we may very
well have D' c ZeD).
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Our last sequence of theorems shows that for many questions a study of
p'-automorphisms of p-groups can be reduced to the study of p'-auto
morphisms of p-groups having class at most 2.

We conclude this section with some properties of a regular group of
automorphisms (compare Section 2.7) of a p-group and with a generaliza
tion of Theorem 3.3.3 to arbitrary p-groups.

Theorem 3.14
Let A be a regular group of automorphisms of a p-group P. Then we have

(i) A is a p'-group.
(ii) A possesses no noncyclic abelian subgroups.

(iii) A subgroup of A of order qr, q and r primes, is cyclic.

Proof
Let B be an Sp-subgroup of A. Then B acts on V = Qj(Z(P)), which is

elementary abelian and so Cy(B) #- 1 by Lemma 2.6.3. Since the elements
of A * fix only the element 1 of P and since B fixes the elements of Cy(B),
this forces B = 1. Thus A is a p'-group.

Suppose next that C is a noncyclic abelian subgroup of A. Then
some Sq-subgroup Q of C is noncyclic by Theorem 1.3.1 (ii). But then
V = <Cy(cfJ)lcfJ E Q*) by Theorem 3.3.3. Since V = Qj(Z(P)) #- 1, this forces
Cv(cfJ) #- I for some <P in Q*, again contradicting the regularity of A.

Finally, let D be a subgroup of A of order qr, q and r primes. If q = r,
then IDI = q2, so D is an abelian q-group, whence D is cyclic by the pre
ceding paragraph. Thus we may assume that q> r. If Q, R denote Sq- and
S,-subgroups of D, then D = QR and, by Theorem 1.3.8, we have Q<J D.
If CD(Q) ::::J Q, then CD(Q) = D and D is abelian, whence cyclic. Hence we
may also assume CD(Q) = Q. But now Theorem 3.4.4 is applicable to the
action of D on V and yields that Cv(R) #-1, giving the same contradiction
as above. All parts of the theorem are proved.

Theorem 3.15

Let A be a p'-group of automorphisms of a p-group P and let H be an A
invariant normal subgroup ofP. Then CPH(A) is the image of Cp(A) in P/H.
In particular, if A is a regular group of automorphisms ofP or if Cp(A) = I,
then A is a regular group of automorphisms of P / H or Cp / II (A) = I,
respectively.

Proof

Set j5 = P / H, let K = Cp(A), and let K be the inverse image of K in
P. Clearly Cp(A) maps into K and so Cp(A) f:= K. Hence to prove the
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first assertion, it will suffice to show that K = HCK(A). But since A cen
tralizes K, it follows that K is A-invariant and [K, A] £: H. However,
K = [K, A]CK(A) by Theorem 3.5, whence K = HCK(A), as required.

In particular, if Cp(A) = 1, our argument shows that Cp(A) = 1.
Finally, if A is a regular group of automorphisms of P, then Cp(B) = 1
for any nontrivial subgroup B of A, whence Cp(B) = Tand consequently
A is a regular group of automorphisms of P.

Theorem 3.16
Let P be a p-group and let Q be a noncyclic abelian q-group of auto

morphisms of P, q a prime distinct from p. Then

P = n Cp(x).
xeQ#

In particular, P is generated by its subgroups Cp(x) for x in Q*.

Proof
It is understood, of course, that the above product is to be taken for

some fixed ordering Xi' 1 ~ i ~ n, of the elements of Q*. We proceed by
induction on IPI. Setting Z = 0.\(Z(P», it follows from Theorem 3.3.3 that
Zj = Cz(xj ) et 1 for some j. But then the theorem holds in P = PjZj by
induction. Since Cp(x;) maps onto Cp(x;) for each i, 1 ~ i ~ n, by the

n

preceding theorem, we conclude at once that P = Zj nCp(xJ But Zj is
i ~ 1

n

contained in Cp(xj ) and lies in the center of P, whence P = n Cp(x j ), as
j = 1

asserted.

4. p-GROUPS OF SMALL DEPTH

As we have just seen, a p-group P which is itself a regular group of
automorphisms of a group of prime power order possesses no noncyclic
abelian subgroups. Clearly then it is of interest to determine the structure
of all p-groups with this property. We shall carry this out in the present
section and at the same time shall determine all p-groups which have
respectively no noncyclic normal or noncyclic characteristic subgroups. It
turns out that the structure of this last class of groups is intimately con
nected with that of extra-special groups, which were defined in the pre
ceding section.

It will be convenient to introduce the terms depth, normal depth, and
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characteristic depth of a p-group P to denote the maximum of meA),
where A ranges respectively over all abelian, all normal abelian, and all
characteristic abelian subgroups ofP. We write d(P), dn(P), deeP) for the depth,
normal depth, and characteristic depth of P, respectively. (We have used
"depth" rather than the more customary term" rank" because the latter
term will be needed for our later discussion of simple groups.)

We are thus interested in determining all p-groups in which d(P) = 1,
dn(P) = I, or dJP) = 1. We shall also study the case d(P) = 2 and dn(P) = 2
when p is odd.

We begin with the following result:

Lemma 4.1
Let P = <x) be a cyclic p-group of order pn, n ~ 2, and set A = Aut P.

Then we have
0) Ifp = 2 and n = 2, then A = <:X), where x:x = X-I and IAI = 2.

Oi) If p = 2 and n > 2, then A is an abelian 2-group of type (2n-2, 2)
and order 2n- I with basis :x, {3, where x:x = x 5 and x{3 = X-I.

(iii) If P is odd, A is abelian of order pn-I(p - 1) and an Sp-subgroup
of A is cyclic with generator et, where XrJ. = Xl +p.

Proof
By Theorem 1.3.100), A is abelian in all C8.ses. Furthermore, any ele

ment et of A is determined by its effect on x; also Xet = Xi, where (pn, i) = 1.
Conversely for each such i there is an element of A taking x into Xi.

Thus IAI = 14>(pn)l, where 4> is Euler's 4>-function, and consequently
IAI = pn-I(p - 1).

Suppose p = 2, in which case lA I = 2n
-

l
• If n = 2, lA I = 2 and the only

nontrivial automorphism of P is given by XiX = x 3 = X-I, so (i) holds. To
prove (ii), observe that

(4.1)

and

(4.2) if j < n - 2.

Let et be the automorphism of P determined by Xet = x 5• Then inductively
we obtain .n i = x 5

'. Since Ixl = 2n
, (4.1) and (4.2) together imply that

Xet
2i i= x if 1 ~ j< n - 2 and that x:x 2

,,-2 = x. Thus letl = 2n
-

2• On the
other hand, we also have

(4.3) for all j,
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whence ctJ #- fJ for any j, where fJ E A and xfJ = X-I. Since lA I = 2"-1, it
follows that a, fJ is a basis of A, so (ii) holds.

Suppose finally that p is odd. Then the order of an Sp-subgroup Ap of
A is p"-l. Observe now that

(4.4)

and

(4.5)

as p is odd. But then, as in the preceding paragraph, the element a E A
given by xC( = Xl + P is of order p" -1. Hence Ap = <a) is cyclic and (iii) also
holds.

Corollary 4.2
The following conditions hold:

(i) Ifp = 2 and n > 2, set y = C(2
n

- 3. Then 0.1(A) is abelian of type (2, 2)
with basis y, fJ and

5 1"-
3 1+211 - 1 ( 1 2 11 I 1+2 Ixy = x = x x yfJ) = x- - - = x- n-

Furthermore, y is the only element of A # which acts trivially on
U 1(P) = <x2

).

(ii) If p is odd, set y = a
pn

-
2

• Then 0. 1(A p) = <y), where Ap is the
Sp-subgroup of A and

Furthermore, <y) is the only nonidentity subgroup of A p which acts
trivially on U 1(P) = <xp

).

The various statements of the corollary follow at once from the des
cription of A giver, the lemma.

With the aid of the corollary, using the methods of semidirect products
as described in Section 2.5, we now construct a number of particular p
groups. If p = 2, assume below that m > 3, while if p is odd, assume m > 2.
We define

The existence of such a group Mm(p) of order pm follows from our general
construction procedure provided we set m = n + I in the preceding
corollary and use the automorphism y to determine the action of y on <x).
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Similarly, using yf3 when p = 2, there exists a group Sm for m > 3 defined
by

The group Sm of order r is called a semidihedral group. We also intro
duce the notation Dm, Qm for the dihedral and generalized quaternion
groups of order 2m (defined in Section 2.5). Here m ? 2 for Dm and m ? 3
for Qm' For brevity, we also set D = DJ and Q = QJ'

Finally, in each case (including Dmand Qm), we set H = <x> and refer
to H as a maximal cyclic generator of the given group.

The following omnibus theorem gives a large number of properties of
these various groups:

Theorem 4.3
The following holds:

(i) Set P = M",(p). Then
(a) cl (P) = 2 and IP'I = p.
(b) <D(P) = Z(P) is cyclic of order pm-Z.
(c) QlP) is abelian of type (pi, p), 1 ~ i ~ m - 2.

(ii) Set P = DOl, m? 3, Qm, or Sm' Then
(a) cl (P) = m-I.
(b) <D(P) = P' is cyclic oforder 2m- z.
(c) IZ(P)I = 2 and P/Z(P) is isomorphic to Dm- I.
(d) P possesses no noncyclic abelian subgroups oforder 8.
(e) If P = Dm, then QI(P) = P, d(P) = 2, diP) = I, and do(P) = 2

or 1 according as m = 3 or m > 3. Furthermore, the maximal
subgroups ofP are cyclic or dihedral.

(f) If P = Qm, then QI(P) = Z(P) and d(P) = 1. Furthermore, the
maximal subgroups ofP are cyclic or generali~ed quatemion.

(g) If P = Sm, then QI(P) is isomorphic to Dm-I> d(P) = 2, and
diP) = 1. Furthermore, the maximal subgroups of P are cyclic,
generalized quaternion, or dihedral.

(iii) No two ofthe groups Mm(p), Dm, Qm, or Sm are isomorphic.

Proof
Set P = Mm(p), DOl, Qm, or Sm as the case may be and let P = <x, y>

with x, y satisfying the appropriate relations. In the first case,

(xP)Y = (xY)P = (."\"I +pm-2)p = x P,

so x P commutes with y as well as x and hence x P E Z(P). On the other hand,
it is immediate that neither x nor .<v is in Z(P). Thus Z(P) = <xP> is
cyclic of order pm-Z. Since P/<D(P) is elementary abelian, x P E <D(P), whence
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Z(P) s cD(P). If cD(P) :::J Z(P), then IP/cD(P) I = P and P would be cyclic by
Corollary 1.2. Thus Z(P) = cD(P) and cl (P) = 2.

Furthermore, [x, y] = X p
",'2 = Z, so that z is of order p. But then

(4.6) and

by Lemma 2.2.2. If p is odd, it follows that (yxj)P = x jp, whence yxj has
order dividing pi if and only if pm- i-Ill. We conclude from this that
ni(p) = <Xp»>+I,y) is elementary abelian of type (pi,p), 1 :s; i:s; m - 2.
On the other hand, if p = 2, (4.6) gives

(4.7)

Since m> 3 in the definition of M m(2), it again follows that yx j has order
dividing pi if and only if pm-i-1Ij, and we reach the same conclusion as
when p is odd. Thus all parts of (i) hold.

Now consider (ii), in which case p = 2 and either xl' = X-I or xl' =

X- I + 2»>'2 and m> 3. But then correspondingly [x,y] = x- 2 or X-2+2»>'2

and we conclude in either case that x 2
E P', whence IP/P' I :S; 4. Since

P' s cD(P), it follows as in the proof of (i) that IP/cD(P) I = 4 and hence that
P' = cD(P). Furthermore, [Xi, y] = X- 2i or X(-2+2",'2)i and so y commutes

with Xi if and only if 2m- 21 i. Since yx j does not centralize x for any j, we
conclude that <X2""2) = Z(P), whence IZ(P)I = 2.

Set P = P/Z(P) = (.\', ]i). Then 1.\'1 = 2m
-

2 and so .\,Y = T 1 in all cases.
Since either y2 = 1 or y2 = x2"" 2, we also have ),2 = 1. Thus P is iso
morphic to D m - I • If m-I;;" 3, then cl (15) = m - 2 by induction, while if
m-I = 2, cl (15) = 1 = m - 2, as then P is abelian. We conclude in either
case that cl (P) = m-I.

Observe next that in Dm, (xy)2 = x(yxy) = XX-I = 1, so that both xy
and y have order 2. But then nl(Dm) 2 <xy, y) = <x, y) = Dm. In Qm we
have similarly (:<V)2 = X2»>'2 for all i, so .\<r is never of order 2. Hence
A (Q) <.2""2 Z(Q) F' II . S h (i)2 .i2,,,'2 hHI m =.\ ) = m' lOa y, m mwe ave x y =.\ , so t at
xiy isof order2if and only if i iseven. But then 01(Sm) = <x2y,y) = <x2,y).
Setting x I = x 2

, we obtain Ix11 = 2m
-I and

v _ ( 2)l' _ ( 2)-1+2»>,2 _ -2 _ .-1
XI-X -X -x -'\1'

and we see that 01(Sm) is isomorphic to Dm- I .
The remaining parts of (ii) are proved by similar calculations which we

omit.
Finally 01(Dm), nl(Qm), and 01(Sm) have distinct orders, so none of the
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groups Dm, Qm, or Sm are isomorphic. Since 0 1(Mm(2» is abelian of type
(2,2), it follows likewise that M m(2) is isomorphic to none of the other
three groups of order 2m

, and so (iii) also holds.
Each of the groups Mm(p), Dm, m ~ 3, Qm, and Srn possesses a maximal

cyclic subgroup of order pm-I. The next theorem shows that these groups
are characterized among all nonabelian p-groups by this property.

Theorem 4.4
Let P be a nonabelian p-group of order pm which contains a cyclic sub-

group H of order pm - 1. Then
(i) IfP is odd, P is isomorphic to Mm(p).

(ii) If P = 2 and m = 3, then P is isomorphic to D or Q.
(iii) IfP = 2 and m > 3, then P is isomorphic to Mm(2), Dm, Qm, or Srn'

Furthermore, in each case H is a maximal cyclic generator ofP.

Proof
Since P is nonabelian, we have m ~ 3. We also have H <l P and P / His

cyclic order p. Furthermore, H et Z(P); otherwise P would be abelian by
Lemma 1.3.4. Hence H = Cp(H). Thus P/ H is isomorphic to a sub
group of Aut H of order p. We set H = <x), so that Ixl = p" with
n = m-I ~ 2.

Consider first the case p odd. Then by Corollary 4.2, there must exist an
element u in P - H such that x" = X I +

pm
-

2
• Then P = <x, u) and (xP)" =

(x"Y = x P
, whence x P centralizes both x and u and so lies in Z(P). Since

IP: <xP)1 = p2, Lemma 1.3.4 implies that <xP) = Z(P) and thatZ(P) = <D(P).
In particular, cl (P) = 2. Now uP EH, but uP does not generate H, since
otherwise P would be cyclic. It follows that uP = xap for some a. Set
y = ux- a

• Since p is odd and P/Z(P) is elementary abelian, we have
yP= (ux-a)P =upx-ap = I by Lemma 3.9(ii). But xY =x"=XI + p

",-2 and
P = <x, y), which proves that P is isomorphic to Mm(p). Thus (i) holds.

Next assume p = 2 and m = 3, so that Ixl = 4. Then H possesses a
unique nontrivial automorphism and so for any y in P - H we have
P = <x, y) and xY = X-I. Since P is nonabelian, we again have y2 = x 2a

for some a. If a is even, y2 = 1 and P is isomorphic to D; while if a is odd,
y2 = x 2 and P is isomorphic to Q.

Suppose finally that p = 2 and m > 3. In this case if u E P - H, there are
three possibilities for the action of y on x:

(4.8)

Moreover, in each case, we again have u2 = x2a
• If the first possibility
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holds, we choose c to satisfy the congruence

(4.9)

which we can do, as m > 3. But then if we set y = UX
C we obtain

(4.10)

Now (4.9) and (4.10) give y2 = 1 as Ixl = 2m
-

l
• Since x Y = x", we conclude

that P is isomorphic to Mm(2).
In the remaining two cases of (4.8), we compute easily that Z(P) =

<x2
"' -') is of order 2. On the other hand, u2 E H, so u2 centralizes x as well

as u. Thus u2
E Z(P) and so u2 = x a2

"'-' for some a. If a is even, then
u2 = 1 and it follows that P is isomorphic to D m or SOl according as the
second or third case of (4.8) holds. On the other hand, if a is odd, we have
u2 = ,,2"'-', so that P is isomorphic to Qm if x" = X-I.

There remains the case u2 = x 2"'-' and x" = x- 1 +2"'-'. We set y = UX so
that

2 _ ( )2 _ 2 u" _ 2 m - 2 -1+2 tJl
-

2 - Iy - ux - u X .\ - X X X - ,

and we conclude at once that P is isomorphic to Sol' which establishes (iii).
Furthermore, the proof of the theorem shows that H can be taken as a

maximal cyclic generator of P in each case.
The groups Dm, Qm, and Sm each have class m-I and have commutator

factor groups of order 4. Our next result shows that they are characterized
among all 2-groups by either of these properties.

Theorem 4.5
Let P be a nonabelian 2-group oforder 2m in which either cl (P) = In - I or

IP / P'I = 4. Then P is isomorphic to Dm, Qm, or Sm'

Proof
Suppose cl (P) = 111- 1. Once again Lemma 1.3.4 implies that IP/<I>(P) I ~ 4,

whence also IP / P' I ~ 4. If the inequality were strict, the lower central
series of P would necessarily terminate in less than m-I steps, whence
cl (P) < m-I. Thus IP/ P' I = 4; and so it will suffice to show that this last
condition implies that P has the required structure.

Suppose m = 3. Since P is nonabelian, P is not of exponent 2 by Lemma
1.3.5 and so contains a cyclic subgroup of order 4. But then P is isomorphic
to D or Q by the preceding theorem. Hence we may also assume m > 3.

Since P' <J P and P' # I, we can choose Z of order 2 in P' n Z(P).
Setting F = P/Z, it follows that F' is the image of P', whence also IF/F' I = 4.
Since m > 3, F is nonabelian and consequently by induction F is iso-
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morphic to Dm- I, Qm-I, or Sm-I' Let R be a maximal cyclic generator of
P and let H be its inverse image in P. If H is cyclic, then P is isomorphic to
M m(2), Dm, Qm, or Sm by the preceding theorem. However, the case Mm(2)
cannot arise, for then by Theorem 4.3(i), IPIP' I = 2m

-
1 > 4. Thus the

theorem holds in this case.
Consider the case that H is noncyclic. Since Z £ Z(H) and HIZ is

cyclic, H is abelian by Lemma 1.3.4. Since IZ I = 2 and IHI = 2m
-

1
, the

only possibility is that H = <x, z) with Ixl = 2m
-

2
, Izl = 2, and <z) = Z.

Since m> 3, U 1(H) = <x2) and X = U1(H) n QI(H) = <X2"'-3) is of order
2 and X char H <l P. Hence X £ Z (P) and so X £ Z (p), where X is the
image of X in P. Since X =I- 1, it follows from Theorem 4.3(ii) that X =

Z (P) £ p' whence X £ P'. But then we can apply induction to P = PI X
as we did to PIZ to obtain that P is isomorphic to Dm- I, Qm-I' or Srn-I'

On the other hand, as x, Z is a basis ofH, the image if of H in Pis abelian of
type (2m

- 3, 2). Since Pcontains no noncyclic abelian subgroups of order 8,
by Theorem 4.3(ii) the only possibility is III = 4.

But in this case we have IP/XZI =4 and XZ£P' nZ(P). Since P is
nonabelian, this forces XZ = Z(P) and PIZ(P) elementary, whence
P = <Z (P), )'j, )'2) for suitable elements )'1')'2' It follows at once from
this that [YI' )'2] generates P', which is therefore cyclic, contrary to the fact
that XZ £ P' and XZ is elementary abelian of type (2, 2). This completes
the proof.

Since IPIP'I ~ p2 in any nonabelian p-group, consideration of the lower
central series of P shows that cl (P) ~ 111 - 1 if IPI = pm. For this reason a
p-group of class exactly 111 - 1 is said to be of maximal class. The preceding
theorem is therefore a classification of all 2-groups of maximal class.
BIackburn has studied p-groups of maximal class in great detail and, in
particular, has classified them in the case p = 3.

With these specialized results at our disposal we turn now to an analysis
of p-groups P in which deeP) = 1. We require the following three lemmas:

Lemma 4.6
Let C be an extra-special subgroup of the p-group P such that

rp, C] £Z(C). Then P = CCp(C).

Proof
Given x in P, it will suffice to show that there exists y in C such that

xy- I centralizes C, for then x = yu, U E Cp(C) and the desired conclusion
follows. If cPx, cP y denote the automorphisms induced by conjugation by
x, y, respectively, we must thus produce)' in C such that cPx = cP y on C.
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But cPx acts trivially on C/Z(C) in as much as [P, C] s:: Z(C). Hence we
are reduced to establishing the following result: If if; is an automorphism
of C which acts trivially on C/Z (C), then if; is an inner automorphism of C.

Let Xi' 1 ~ i ~ n, be elements of C whose images in C/Z(C) form a
basis for C/Z(C) and let Z(C) = <z), so that Izl =p and ICI =p"+I.
We have xiif; = xizG

, for suitable ai' 0 ~ a i < p, 1 ~ i ~ n. Thus there are
at most p" distinct automorphisms of C which act trivially on C/Z(C).

On the other hand, if uj , 1 ~ j ~ pO, are a set of coset representatives of
Z (C) in C, then for each j the corresponding inner automorphism cPUj of C
leaves each coset ofZ (C) invariant as cl (C) = 2, and hence acts trivially
on C/Z (C). Moreover, cPUj i= cPUk if j i= k, otherwise Uj ui: I acts trivially on
C, whence UjU;1 EZ(C) and Uj, Uk determine the same coset of Z(C), a
contradiction. Thus the inner automorphisms of C give p" distinct auto
morphisms of C which act trivially on C/Z(C). Hence by the preceding
paragraph every automorphism with this property is inner, as required.

Lemma 4.7
Let P be a p-group in which deeP) = 1 and let C be a critical subgroup ofP.

Then
(i) Z(C) is cyclic and C is the central product ofZ(C) and a subgroup

E, where either E is extra-special or E = 1.
(ii) If R = Cp(E), then P = ER and CR(Z(C)) = Z(C). In particular,

P is the central product of E and R.

Proof
Since C char P, we must have dc(C) = 1, so that, in particular, Z = Z(C)

is cyclic. We have CP(C) = Z, as C is a critical subgroup of P (compare
Theorem 3.11). Hence if Z = C, the lemma follows with R = P and E = 1.
Thus we may assume C ::J Z, in which case C is nonabelian. Furthermore,
if C is extra-special, then P = CCp(C) = C by the preceding lemma since a
critical subgroup C satisfies the condition [P, C] s:: Z. In this case the
lemma follows with E = P and R = Z. Thus we may also assume that C
is not extra-special. Since C/Z is elementary abelian and C is nonabelian,
this forces IZI > p.

If x, y E C, then xP E Z and consequently [x, y]p = [xP, y] = 1 by
Lemma 2.2.2. Since C' s:: Z and C' is generated by all such [x, Y], it follows
that C' = Q1(Z) is of order p. Set E = C/C', let Z be the image of Z in E,
and let A be a maximal cyclic subgroup of E containing Z. Since C/Z is
elementary abelian, A is clearly a cyclic subgroup of maximal order in E
and consequently E = A x E by Lemma 1.3.3. Our conditions imply that
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E is elementary abelian and lA: ZI = p or 1. In the first case, ZE =

(ll(C)Qj(C) char Cand, in the second case, obviously ZE char C. Henceif E
denotes the inverse image of E in C and if we set D =EZ; then D char C,
whence D char P. But then also deeD) = I, so that Z (D) is also cyclic. But
clearly Z c:; ZeD), while Z is a maximal cyclic subgroup of the image ZE
of D in C, and so we must have Z = Z (D). On the other hand, as D = EZ,
we have Z(E) c:; Z (D) = Z. Since E (\ Z = C, this implies that Z(E) = C.
Moreover, E:=> Z(E), as otherwise C would be cyclic. Hence E' ¥ I,
forcing E' = C and also ElE' = EIC = E to be elementary abelian. Thus
<1>(E) = E' = Z(E) and we conclude that E is extra-special.

Since [P, Cl c:; Z, certainly [P, E] c:; Z. But (lj(E) c:; Z(E) = Qj(Z) and
it follows easily that, in fact, [P, E] c:; Qj(Z) = Z(E). Hence by the pre
ceding lemma, P = ER, where R = Cp(E).

In particular, as E c:; C, we have C = E(C (\ R), Z c:; R, and R (\ E =
Qj(Z). This implies that ClC = C = jj x E, where jj is the image of C (\ R
in C. But C = A x E with A cyclic and hence jj is cyclic. Furthermore,
B ;2 Z and Z ¥ 1 as IZ I > p. Since C = Qj(Z), it follows therefore that
C (\ R is cyclic. Since C (\ R centralizes E, this yields C (\ R c:; Z(C),
whence C (\ R = Z. We conclude that C = D = EZ is the central product
of the extra-special group E and the cyclic group Z.

Finally, CR(Z) centralizes both E and Z and consequently
CR(Z) c:; Cp(C) = Z and all parts of the lemma are proved.

The effect of the preceding lemma is to reduce the classification of
p-groups P with deeP) = 1 to the study of extra-special p-groups and
of p-groups which contain a self-centralizing cyclic normal subgroup H.
In Theorem 4.4 we have already considered the particular case that H is
a maximal subgroup. For the general case we do not need a complete
analysis, but simply the following lemma:

Lemma 4.8
Let P be a nonabelian p-group which contains a cyclic normal subgroup H

oforder pn such that Cp(H) = H. Then
(i) n ~ 2 and ifn = 2, then P is isomorphic to Mlp), p odd, D, or Q.

(ii) If n > 2, one of the following two statements holds:
(a) P is isomorphic to Dn+l> Qn+j, or Sn+1> or
(b) M = Cp«(lI(H)) is isomorphic to Mn+j(p) and Q 1(M) char P.

Proof
If IP: HI = p, then H is maximal in P and the lemma follows from

Theorem 4.4. Hence we may assume IP: HI > p. Since Cp(H) = H,
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P = P/ H is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut H. Since IP I > p, Lemma 4.1
implies that n > 2. Let M be the subgroup of J5 whose elements induce the
trivial automorphism on UI(H) and let M be its inverse image in P, so that
M = Cp(UI(H». By Corollary 4.2, IMI = p and if H = <x), then we can
choose y in M - H so that x Y = Xl + p" ~ 1. Since H is a maximal subgroup of
M, Theorem 4.4 now yields that M is isomorphic to Mn+l(p). Thus to
complete the proof, we need only show that QI(M) char P.

If P is cyclic, then M = Q1(P). Since Q1(P) maps into Q I (P), it follows
that Q1(P) s; Q1(M), whence Q1(M) = Q1(P) char P. On the other hand, if
P is noncyclic, Lemma 4.1 forces p = 2 and P must contain an element u
such that x" = X-I. But then UI(H) =<x2

) s; P'. But P' s::: H as P is
abelian by Lemma 4.1, whence P' is cyclic. Hence UI(H) char P' char P
and consequently also M = Cp(Uj(H» char P. But then Qj(M) char Pin
this case as well.

We can now easily establish the following result of Philip Hall:

Theorem 4.9 (P. Hall)
Let P be a p-group which contains no noncyclic characteristic abelian

subgroups. Then P is the central product of subgroups E and R, where
either E = 1 or E is extra-special and either R is cyclic or p = 2 and R is
isomorphic to Drn , Qm, or Srn, m): 4.

Proof
Let C be a critical subgroup of P and set 2 = 2(C). By Lemma 4.7, 2 is

cyclic and P is the central product of two subgroups E and R, where either
E = 1 or E is extra-special, 2 <l Rand CR(2) = Z. If R is 'cyclic or is
isomorphic to Drn , Qrn, or Srn, m): 4, the theorem follows; so we may
assume that R is of none of these forms. Furthermore, if R is isomorphic to
M 3(p), D, or Q, then R/Q j (2) is elementary abelian and consequently
P/Q 1(2) = ER/Q 1(2) is also elementary abelian. Thus Q I (2) = P' = <D(P)
and P is extra-special. Again the theorem follows. So we may also assume
that R is not of one of these forms.

But now Lemma 4.8 implies that 121 = pn, 11 > 2, that M = CR(U I (2»
is isomorphic to M n + I(P), and that QI(M) char R. Since P = ER, it follows
that Cp(U I (2)) = EM. But U I (2) char 2 char C char P, whence EM char P.
Since any characteristic subgroup of EM is thus characteristic in P, it
will suffice to show that deCEM) > 1, for then deeP) > 1, contrary to
hypothesis.

Set F = Q I (EM). We shall argue that 2 (F) is noncyclic, which will
prove that deCEM) > 1. Since M centralizes E and E n M = E' is of
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order 1 or p, an element of F of order p is the product of elements of E and
M, each of order at most pZ. This implies that Fe;;, BJ.z(M). But Qz(M) is
abelian of type (pZ, p) by Theorem 4.3(i) as IMI = pn+l ~ p4. Hence
F n Me;;, Z(F). But Q1(M) e;;, F n M and Q1(M) is abelian of type (p, p),
giving the desired conclusion Z (F) noncyclic.

As a corollary of the theorem, we have

Theorem 4.10
(i) rr P is a p-group with no noncyclic abelian normal subgroups, then

either P is cyclic or p = 2 and P is isomorphic to Dm, m ~ 4, Qm,
III ~ 3, or Sm, m ~ 4.

(ii) If P is a p-group with 110 noncyclic abelian subgroups, then either P
is cyclic or p = 2 and P is isomorphic to Qm , m ~ 3.

Proof
Suppose dn(P) = 1. Then certainly deeP) = 1; so by the preceding

theorem, P = ER, where E, R satisfy the conditions of the theorem. In
particular, (i) follows if E = 1; so we may assume E =1= 1.

Now any abelian subgroup of E of type (p, p) containing E' is normal
in E and hence is normal in P. Since dn(P) = 1, E' = Z(E) is forced to be
the unique subgroup of order pin E, whence d(E) = 1. Now let x E E - E'
and set H = <x>, K = CE(H). Since x P E E' and Ixl > p, we must have
<xP>= E' and Ixl = pZ. We claim K = H. If not, then we can choose y in
K - H, so certainly yE E - E'. But then also <yP> = E' and Iyl = pZ.
Replacing y by an appropriate power, we can assume without loss that
yP = x p

• Since y and x commute and y ~ H, it follows that u = yx- 1 is of
order p and u ~ E', a contradiction. Thus H = K = CECH) and now
Theorem 4.8 yields that E is isomorphic to M 3(p), D, or Q. But Mlp) and
D each contain noncyclic abelian subgroups by Theorem 4.3, so E must be
isomorphic to Q. In particular, p = 2.

If IRI ~ 2, then Re;;, E and P = E is quaternion. Hence we may assume
IRj > 2, in which case R contains a cyclic normal subgroup L of order 4
by the structure of R. But then L <:J P. If H is any subgroup of order 4 of
E, H is also cyclic and H <J P. Since E and R commute elementwise, HL is
thus an abelian normal subgroup of P of exponent 4. Since lE n RI = 2,
IHLI = 8 and consequently HL is noncyclic, contrary to dn(P) = 1. Thus
(i) holds.

Finally, Theorem 4.3 shows that among the groups satisfying (i), only the
cyclic groups and Qm possess no noncyclic abelian subgroups; so (ii)
follows at once from (i).
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Theorem 4.10 in turn has· the following important consequence:

Theorem 4.11
Let A be a regular group of automorphisms of a p-group P. Then the

Sq-subgroups ofA are cyclic for odd q and are cyclic or generalized quaternion
for q = 2.

Proof
This follows at once from Theorem 4.1O(ii) together with Theorem

3.14(ii).

To complete the classification of p-groups P for which dc(P) = I, it still
remains to determine the structure of all extra-special p-groups. We
prefer to carry this out in the next section along with the determination of
other properties of extra-special groups.

We shall instead conclude the present section with a discussion of
p-groups P in which dn(P) ,:;; 2, p odd. Our principal result will be that in
such a group, necessarily also d(P) ,:;; 2. Using this fact, Blackburn has
completely classified all such groups (for p = 2, the classification is still
open), but we shall not present his full results here. However, with the aid
of the above property, we shall also derive a result on the automorphisms
of such groups which we shall later need.

Our results depend upon a preliminary lemma, but first we establish
two elementary facts.

Lemma 4.12
Ijx,yare elements ofa p-group with <x, y) noncyclic, then (l', yX) c <x, y).

Proof
Set Q = (1', yX) and P = <x, y). Clearly Q <;; P. Suppose Q = P. Since

[y, x] E P', we have [y, x] E Q'. But [y, x] = y-l)'"' and consequently the
coset Q'y generates Q/ Q'. Hence Q /<1>( Q) is cyclic and therefore Q = P is
cyclic by Corollary 1.2, contrary to hypothesis. Thus Q c P, as asserted.

Lemma 4.13
Let G be an arbitrary group and let A be a subgroup of Aut G which

stabili::es a normal series of G of the form G ;2 H ;2 1 with H abelian. Then
A is abelian.

Proof
Let 1>, ijJ.E A and let x E G. Then x1> = yx and xijJ = ::x with y, :: in H.

Furthermore, 1> and ijJ act trivially on H. But then a direct calculation
gives

(4.1 I)
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Since His abelian, it follows that (x)[~, l/J] = x and, as x is arbitrary, we
conclude that [~, l/J] acts trivially on G. Thus [~, l/J] = I for all ~,l/J in A
and so A is abelian.

Lemma 4.14
Let P be a p-group, p odd, and let A be a maximal abelian normal subgroup

ofP with meA) = dn(P). Then .o1(Cp(.oI(A))) = .o1(A).

Proof
By definition of diP), there exists a normal abelian subgroup A of P

with meA) = dn(P) and so we can always choose A to satisfy the conditions
of the lemma. We must show that whenever an element x of P of order p
centralizes .01(A), then x E .01(A).

Let x E Cp(.oI(A)) with x P = I and set BI = <.0 1(A), x). Let
B I c B2 C .•• c Bn = <A, x) be an ascending chain of subgroups, each of
index p in its successor, so that Bi<J B i + l , 1 ::::;; i::::;; n - 1. We shall argue
that Bl <J Bn = <A, x). Indeed, suppose B l <J Bm for some m::::;; n - I
Clearly Bm = B I (A n Bm)' Since A <J P, A n Bm <J Bm and consequently
[B l , A n Bm] s; B I n (A n Bm)' Since B l and A n Bm are each abelian,
[B l , A n Bm] thus centralizes each of them and so lies in Z(Bm). But also
BI(A n Bm) I [B l , A n Bm] is abelian and therefore Bm has class at most 2.
Now let z be an element of order p in Bm. Since Bm = (A n Bm)<x), we have
z = yxk for some integer k and some y in A. Since z and x k have order I or
p, it follows from Lemma 3.9(i) that y = zx- k has order 1 or p inasmuch as
cl (Bm) ::::;; 2. Thus y E .0 1(A) and so z E B1 • We conclude therefore that
Bl=.oI(Bm). But then Bl char Bm<JBm+1 and so B1 <1Bm+ l • Thus
B l <1 Bn = <A, x), as asserted.

Since .o1(A) and B I = <.01(A), x) are each normal in <A, x) and x is
of order p, it follows that BI/.oI(A) s; Z(Bn/.oI(A)). Thus x centralizes
A/.oI(A) as well as .o1(A) and so stabilizes the normal series A 2 .o1(A) ~ I
of A. This assertion holds for every x of order p which centralizes .01(A).

We use this result to show that D = .o1(Cp(.oI(A))) has exponent p;
equivalently, that the set of elements of order 1 or pin D form a subgroup.
If false, then there must exist x, y of order p in D such that (xy)P #- I.
Among all such choices of x, y, choose x, y so that <x, y) has minimal
order. Lemma 3.9(i) implies that <x, y) has class at least 3. Hence by
Lemma 4.12, <y, yX) c <x, y). Since y and yX are each of order p, it follows
therefore from our minimal choice of <x, y) that y-lyX = [y, x] has order
I or p. On the other hand, y and x each stabilize the normal series
A 2 DI(A) ~ I of A and so [y, x] centralizes A by Lemma 4.13. However,
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Cp(A) = A by Lemma 3.12 as A is a maximal abelian normal subgroup of
P. Since [y, x]p = 1, we conclude that [y, x] E OleA). But then [y, x]
centralizes x and y which lie in the centralizer of O[ (A). This implies that
[y, x] is in the center of (x, y) and hence that (x, y) has class at most 2,
which is not the case. This contradiction shows that D has exponent p, as
asserted.

Finally, O[ (A) ~ D as A is abelian. If O[ (A) c D, choose E <J P with
Ol(A) c E ~ D and lE: O[(A)I = p. By Lemma 1.3.4, Eis abelian. Since D
is of exponent p, E must be elementary abelian and consequently
m(E) = m(A) + 1 > dn(P). Since E <J P, this is impossible and so
OI(A) = D, completing the proof.

We remark that Lemma 4.14 is false in general for p = 2, the dihedral
group of order 16 being a counterexample.

We can now prove

Theorem 4.15
Let P be a p-group in which dn(P) ~ 2, p odd. Then the Jollowing conditions

hold:
(i) d(P) ~ 2.

(ii) If t/J is an automorphism oJ P oJ prime order q #- p, then q divides
p2 _ 1. In particular, q < p.

Proof
Choose A in accordance with the preceding lemma, so tnat meA) ~ 2,

whence O[ (A) is elementary abelian of order p or p2. Suppose that P
contains an elementary abelian subgroup E of type (p, p, p) and set El =

CE(Ol(A». Then E[ ~ O[(A) by the preceding lemma. On the other hand,
as E/E[ induces a group of linear transformations of O[ (A) as a vector
space over Zp, IE/E[I ~p by Theorem 2.8.1 and consequently m(E[);;;' 2.
Since m(O[(A» ~ 2, it follows that E[ = O[(A) and that meEt) = 2. But E
centralizes E[ = O[ (A), whence E = E[. However, this is impossible since
m(E) = 3. Thus (i) holds.

To prove (ii), let D be a t/J-invariant subgroup of P of minimal order on
which t/J acts nontrivially. Then D is a special p-group of exponent p by
Theorems 3.7 and 3.10. Furthermore, d(D) ~ 2 by (i). If D is abeIian, then
t/J induces a linear transformation of D as a vector space over Zp of order
q and Theorem 2.8.1 implies that q divides p2 - 1 = (p - 1)(p + 1). Since
p is odd, certainly q < p.

If D is nonabelian, then m(Z(D» = 1 since otherwise m(Z(D» = 2
and any subgroup N of D of order p3 containing Z(D) would be elementary
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abelian by Lemma 1.3.4 and the fact that D is of exponent p. Thus D is
extra-special. Let E be a normal subgroup of D of order p2 and set
C = CD(E). Since E 5; Z(C), we reach the same contradiction ifC :::J E. Hence
C = E and now Theorem 2.8.1 yields that ID/ El = p. Thus IDI = p3 and so
[) = D/$(D) is elementary abelian of order p2. But IjJ induces an auto
morphism of [) of order q by Theorem 1.4 and the desired conclusions
follow as in the preceding paragraph. Thus (ii) also holds.

5. EXTRA-SPECIAL p-GROUPS

We shall now analyze the structure of extra-special p-groups and shall
also derive some properties of their representations.

We begin with the definition of an additional group of order p3 in the
case that p is odd. We set

M(p) = <x,y, zlxP=yP = zP = I, [x, z] = [y, z] = 1, and [x, y] = z).

Then M(p) is the semidirect product of the elementary abelian group
H = <x, z) of type (p, p) by the group <y) of order p, where y is determined
by the automorphism cl> of H of order p given by xci> = xz and zcl> = z.
Thus M(p) has order p3 and class 2. Moreover, by definition, Q 1(M(p» =

M(p) and, as p is odd, it follows also that M(p) is of exponent p. In
particular, M(p) is not isomorphic to Mip) , which is also of order p3.

We first prove

Theorem 5.1
A nonabelian p-group P of order p3 is extra-special and is isomorphic to

one of the groups M 3(p), M(p), D, or Q.

Proof
IfP contains a cyclic subgroup of order p2, then P is isomorphic to M lp),

D, or Q by the results of the preceding section, so we may assume P
possesses no such subgroup. But then P must be of exponent p. Since P
is nonabelian, this forces p to be odd. Let H be a maximal subgroup of P,
so that IHI = p2 and hence H is elementary abelian of type (p, p). We have
IZ(P)I = p, since otherwise P would be abelian by Lemma 1.3.4. Since
H <J P, H !l Z(P) -# I and hence Z(P) c H. By the same lemma, P/Z(P) is
elementary abelian of order p2. In particular, this implies that Z(P) =

P' = $(P) and P is extra-special. Moreover, if we choose y in P - Hand
x in H - Z(P), it follows that [x, y] = Z E Z(P). Since P = <Z(P), x, y)
and P is nonabelian, z -# 1, whence P = <x, y, z) is isomorphic to M(p).
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For simplicity of notation, we set M = M(p) and N = M 3(p). Further
more, for any extra-special p-group E, we shall denote by E k the central
product of k copies of E. Then Z(E) = Z(Ek) and Ek/Z(E) is elementary
abelian, so that E k is also an extra-special group. For completeness, set
EO = 1. Finally if E and F are extra-special groups, it will be understood
in the balance of the section that EF is to denote their central product.

With these conventions, we can now establish our main result:

Theorem 5.2
An extra-special p-group P is the central product of r ~ I nonabelian

subgroups of order p3. Moreover, we have
(i) If p is odd, P is isomorphic to NkMr-\ while if p = 2, P is iso

morphic to DkQr-k for some k. In either case, IPI = p2r+1.
(ii) Ifp is odd and k ~ 1, NkMr- k is isomorphic to NMr-\ the groups

M r and NMr-1 are not isomorphic, Mr is of exponent p, and
dcCNMr- 1) > 1.

(iii) If p = 2, then DkQr-k is isomorphic to DQr-1 if k is odd and to
Qr ifk is even, and the groups Qr and DQr-1 are not isomorphic.

Proof
For x in P - Z(P), there exists y in P such that [x, y] = z "* 1. Then

<z) = Z(P) as P' = Z(P) is of order p. Furthermore, xP and yP lie in Z(P)
as P/Z(P) is elementary abelian, and so P1 = <x, y, z) is a nonabelian
group of order p3. By Theorem 5.1 P1 is extra-special. Since [P, P] ~
Z(P) = Z(P1), certainly [P, P1] ~ Z(P1). But now Lemma 4.6 implies that
P = P1R, where R = Cp(P1). Since R centralizes Ph Z(R) ~ Z(P) and so
Z(R) = Z(P). Hence either R = Z(R) ~ Ph in which case P = Ph or else
R is nonabelian. In the latter case R' = P' = Z(P) and R/Z(P) ~ P/Z(P)
is elementary abelian, so that R is extra-special. But now it follows by
induction that R is the central product of nonabelian subgroups Pi'
2 ~ i ~ r, of order p3 and that IRI = p2r-1. Thus P is the central product of
Pi' 1 ~ i ~ r, and as P1 (I R = Z(R), IPI = p2r+ 1. Furthermore, Theorem
5.1 yields that Pi is isomorphic to M or N if p is odd and to D or Q if
p = 2. Since the factors Pi commute elementwise, they can be written in
any order and we conclude that all parts of (i) hold.

Assume now that p is odd. Since M has exponent p and since the distinct
components of M r commute elementwise, it follows that M r is of exponent
p. For the same reason 0.1(NMr-1) = 0.1(N)Mr- 1. But 0.1(N) is abelian of
type (p,p)and so0.1(N) char 0.1(NMr- 1) char NMr- 1.Thus dc(NMr-1) ~ 2.
Since NMr-1 has exponent p2, it is not isomorphic to Mr. Thus to
complete the proof of (ii), we need only show that NkMr-k and NM,-l
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are isomorphic for all k ~ 1. This will follow immediately if we prove that
N 2 and NM are isomorphic.

Now P = N 2 has generators <Xl' YI> X2' Y2) with <XI> )'1) centrali
zing <X2' .h) and Ix;! = p2, Iy;! = p, xi' = xl +P, 1 ~ i ~ 2. Furthermore,
<xD = <xD = Z(P). Replacing X2 by an appropriate power, we can
suppose that xf = x~. Setting U2 = X2X l 1, we then have u~ = (X2XI 1y =

X~(xf)-1 = 1. Furthermore, Y2 does not centralize U2 and consequently
<Y2, U2) = PI must be isomorphic to M. But now as in the proof of (i), we
have P = P 1P2, where P2 is also extra-special of order p3. If P2 were
isomorphic to M, then P would be isomorphic to M 2 and so would be of
exponent p, which is not the case. Thus P2 is isomorphic to Nand P = N 2

is isomorphic to MN, completing the proof of (ii).
Finally, assume that p = 2. We first argue that D2 and Q2 are isomorphic.

If P = Q2, then P = <Xl' Yl' X2 , Y2) with <x[, Yl) centralizing <X2, )'2),
X[' = X;-I, X~ = y? = =, and =2 = 1, I ~ i ~ 2. Set PI = <Xl' }'1X2) and
P2 = <X2')'2 Xl)' Then )'IX2 and Y2 Xl are each of order 2 and conjugate
Xl' X2, respectively, into their inverses. Thus P[, P2 are both isomorphic
to D. But Xl centralizes X2, }'2' and XI and so centralizes P2 . Similarly,
YIX2 centralizes X2 . Finally,

Thus Y2 Xl and YIX2 also commute, whence PI centralizes P2 . We conclude
that Q2 and D 2 are isomorphic. This in turn implies that DkQr-k is
ismorphic to D Qr -1 or Qr according as k is odd or even.

To complete the proof of (iii), it remains to show that DQr-l and Qr
are not isomorphic, which we shall accomplish by proving that they have
distinct numbers of cyclic subgroups of order 4. Consider Qr, which we
write as Q = Ql Q2 ... Qr' Set <z) = Z( Qr). Let <x) be a cyclic subgroup
of order 4 and write X = X1X2 ... Xr with Xi E Qi' 1 ~ i ~ r. Then we have

(5.1)

and a = 0 or 1. If a = 1, then ZX i, = Xi~ 1 and Xi~ 1 E Qil - <z). Con
versely if Xi} E Qi} - <z), 1 ~ j ~ h, with ij #- h if j #- k, then Xi} and Xi.

commute for all j, k. Hence if we set x = Xi,Xi, ... Xi., we obtain x 2 = Zh
and consequently x has order 4 if and only if h is odd. Furthermore, if h
is odd, X-I = xi; 1Xi~ 1 •• , Xi~ 1 = Xi~ 1Xi, ... Xi.' Similarly, if Xi. is replaced
by Xi~ 1, then x is replaced by x- 1, I ~ k ~ h. Finally we note that X and
X-I generate the same cyclic subgroup of order 4.
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Since there are exactly six elements in Qi - <z), the preceding analysis
shows that for a given choice of the indices i 1 , i z , ••• , ih , h odd, the
number of distinct cyclic subgroups of order 4 obtained is precisely 3h

•

But clearly distinct sets of indices determine disjoint sets ofcyclic subgroups
of order 4. We conclude that the total number m of cyclic subgroups of
order 4 in Qr is given by

(5.2)

where h runs over all odd integers from I to r. But now using the binomial
formula, we can rewrite (5.2) as

(5.3) m = Ij2{(1 + 3)' - (1 - 3)'} = Ij2{2Zr
- (-2)').

An entirely similar calculation, which we leave as an exercise, yields that
the number n of cyclic subgroups of order 4 in DQr-l is given by

(5.4) n = Ij2{2Zr + (- 2)').

Together (5.3) and (5.4) yield the desired conclusion m #- n, completing
the proof of the theorem.

As a corollary we have the following sharpening of Philip Hall's theorem
for odd p:

Theorem 5.3
For odd p, a p-group P in which deeP) = 1 is isomorphic to the central

product of a cyclic group and Mr for some r.

We shall next analyze the representations of extra-special p-groups. For
a group of order p3, we have

Theorem 5.4
Let P be an extra-special p-group of order p3 and let F be a field of

characteristic 0 or prime to p, which contains a primitive pZ-root of unity.
Then

(i) F is a splitting field ofP.
(ii) P has exactly pZ + P - I inequivalent irreducible representations

over F, pZ of degree 1 and p - I of degree p. Those of degree pare
faithful and represent a generator of Z(P) by distinct scalar matrices.

Proof
If x E P - Z(P), then ICp(x) I = pZ, so x has exactly p conjugates. Thus

P - Z(P) consists of (p3 - p)jp = pZ - 1 conjugate classes. Since each
element of Z(P) is conjugate only to itself, there are precisely pZ + P - 1
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conjugate classes in G. Hence by Theorem 3.6.14 this is the number of
irreducible representations of G over an algebraic closure L of F. Since
IP/Z(P) I = p2, p2 of these are of degree 1 by Theorem 3.2.4, and so there
are p - 1 nonlinear representations. Since P/ N is abelian for any nontrivial
normal subgroup of P, the nonlinear representations must all be faithful.

Suppose p = 2, in which case P is isomorphic to D or Q by Theorem 5.1.

But if i is a primitive fourth root of unity in F, the matrices (~ _~) and

C~) generate a group isomorphic to D if e = 1 and to Q if e = -1,

which is clearly irreducible. Thus the one nonlinear irreducible representa
tion of P can be written in F. Since clearly the linear representations of P
can also be written in F, F is a splitting field of P by Theorem 3.5.9.

Suppose then that p is odd, in which case P is isomorphic to Mip) or
M(p) by Theorem 5.1. In the first case, let P = (x, y Ix P2 = yP = 1 and
x y = x l + P). Let w be a primitive p2_root of unity in F, and consider the
mappings 1>i' 1 ~ i ~ P - I, of Pinto GL(p, F) determined by

(5.5)

(

0 1 0 .. · 0)o 0 1 .. · 0
y1>i= :.

1 0 0 .. · 0

One verifies easily that each 1>i is an isomorphism of P onto an irreducible
group of matrices, so that each 1>; is an irreducible matrix representation
of P over L. Since (XP)1>i is the scalar matrix w ip/ and since (xP) = Z(P),
1> i and 1>j are inequivalent for i i= j. Thus the p - 1 nonlinear irreducible
representations of P are all of degree p and can be written in F. Since the
linear representations of P can also be written in F, F is again a splitting
field of P.

If P = (x, y, z IxP= yP = zP = 1, [x, z] = [y, z] = 1, [x, y] = z) is isomor
phic to M(p) and if '1 = wP, the same argument applies provided we define
1> i, 1 ~ i ~ P - 1, on the generators x, y of P by

y~, ~(:
1 0 0)

(5.6) 1> - d' (i(p-I) i 1) 0 1 ." 0
X i - lag '1 , ... , '1 , . .

0 0 0
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By Theorem 5.2, every extra-special p-group P is the central product of
extra-special groups of order p3. Hence by Theorems 2.7.1 and 2.7.2 the
irreducible representations of P are all obtained as tensor products of
irreducible representations of the individual factors of P and so can be
determined from the preceding theorem. We shall not attempt to give a
complete statement, but shall content ourselves with the following result,
which we shall need later.

Theorem 5.5
Let P be an extra-special p-group of order p2r+ 1 and let F be a field of

characteristic 0 or prime to p which contains a primitive p2_root of unity.
Then the faithful irreducible representations ofP OlW F are all ofdegree pr.

Proof.
Since the dimension over F of the tensor product of vector spaces is

the product of their individual dimensions, the conclusion follows at once
from the preceding theorem together with the fact that P, being of order
p2r+ 1, is the central product of r extra-special groups of order p3.

6. THE ASSOCIATED LIE RING

Many problems concerning p-groups, particularly questions about their
automorphisms, can be transformed into questions concerning the corre
sponding associated Lie ring that are often easier to treat. We shall now
describe this ring and shall then give a few applications of the technique.

First of all, a Lie ring is a set R together with two binary operations,
addition and Lie multiplication, denoted, respectively, by x + y and [x, y]
for x, y in R which satisfy the following conditions:

R is an abelian group under addition,

[x, x] =0,

[[x,y],z] + [[y, =], x] + [[z, x],y] = 0,

(6.1)

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)

[x + y, z] = [x, z] + [y, z] and [x,y + z] = [x,y] + [x, =],

for all x, y, z in R. Here 0 is the identity for addition and, as usual, -x will
denote the additive inverse of x. Formula (6.4) is known as the Jacobi
identity.
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Any associative ring R can be made into a Lie ring by defining the Lie
mUltiplication by the rule

[x,y] = xy - yx,

as is easily verified.
A Lie ring R is called a Lie algebra over a field F if F operates on R in

such a way that R is a vector space over F with respect to addition and

(6.5) a[x, y] = [ax, y] = [x, ay]

for all x, y in R and a in F.
Given any group, there is a natural way of associating a Lie ring with

it, which is primarily of value for the study of p-groups (and nilpotent
groups). For this reason we shall define it only in the case of a p-group P.
Let P = PI ::> Pz ::> •• , ::> Pn + I = I be the lower central series of P, so that
Pi = L;(P) = [Pi-bP] = rp, P, ... , P] (i factors). The construction depends
upon the following lemma, where we are using the notation x == y (mod H)
for xy-I EH:

Lemma 6.1
Let x, x' E Pi, y, y' EPj , and Z E Pk • Then we have

(i) [X,y]EP i+j .
(ii) /f x == x' (mod P i+I) and y == y' (mod Pj +1), then

[x,y] == [x', y'](mod P j + j + I ).

(iii) [xx',y] == [x,y][x', y](mod Pi+j+l)and
[x, yy'] == [x, y][x, y'](mod P j +j +1)'

(iv) [x, y, z][y, Z, x][z, x, y] == 0 (mod P i+j +k+l)'
(v) For any nonnegative integer a,

[x, y]a == [xa, y] == [x, ya] (mod P i+j+ I)'

Proof
We shall prove by induction on j that [Pi, Pj] s;; P i+j' and this will

establish (i). For.i = I, this is immediate from the definition, so assume
.i> I. Set H = [PI' Pi' Pj - I HPi , Pj _I, PI]' It follows directly from our in
duction assumption that H s;; P i+j' so we need only show that [Pi, Pj] S;; H.
But H <J P by Theorem 2.2. I(ix) and so we can apply the three-sub
group lemma in P/ H to conclude that [Pj _ l , PI' P;] s;; H. However,
[Pj-I' PI' P;] = [[Pj - I , PI], P;] = [Pj , Pi] = [Pi, Pj], giving the desired con
clusion [Pi' Pj] S;; H.

Now we prove (ii). Let x' = XU, U E Pi+I, Then [x', y] = [xu, y] =
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[x, y][x, y, u][u, y] by Lemma 2.2.4(i). But by (i), both [x, y, u] and [u, y]
lie in P i+j + l , so [x', y] == [x, y] (mod P i+j +I ). Similarly, [x', y'] == [x', y]
(mod P j + j + l ) and (ii) follows.

Again by Lemma 2.2.4(i) and (i), we have [xx', y] = [x, y][x, y, x']
[x',y] == [x,y][x',y](modP i+j +1). The second relation of (iii) follows
similarly. Furthermore, (v) follows at once from (iii) by induction on a.

To prove (iv), we use the identity

(6.6) [ - 1 ]Y[ - 1 ]Z [ -I ]X 1x, Y ,z y, z , x z, x ,y = .

Set w = [x, y-I, z]. Then WE P j+j+k by (i). Since wY = w[w, y], another
application of (i) yields that w)' == w (mod P j+j+k+ I)' Furthermore, since
Pj+iPi+j+1 is abelian, the elements [x,Yr l and [X,y-I] have the same
images in this factor group, so wY == [[x, Yr 1

, z] (mod Pi+j+k+l)' Repeating
this argument, we conclude finally that wY == [x, y, zr 1 (mod P j+j+k+ I)'
By symmetry, the corresponding result holds for the other two terms of
(6.6) and consequently

(6.7) [x,y,zrl[y,z,xrl[z,x,Yr 1 == I (modPj+j+k+,)'

Finally, taking inverses in (6.7), we obtain (iv).

Now set L j = PjPi + I, I ~ i ~ n. Then each L j is an abelian group which
we consider to be written additively. We let L be the direct sum of the
groups L j , 1 ~ i ~ n, so that L is an abelian group. We make L into a Lie
ring by introducing a Lie product on L. We first define [i, }.] for i in L j

and y in L j as the image of [x, y] in L i +j' where x, y are representatives of
i, }' in P j , P j , respectively. By parts (i) and (ii) of the lemma, [.X', YJ is, in
fact, a well-defined element of L j + j, determined independently of the
choice of the coset representatives x, y. (It is, of course, to be understood
that L k = 0 if k > n.) For i in L i , Y in L j , and i in L k , the linearity con
ditions (6.2) follow from part (iii) and the Jacobi identity (6.4) from part
(iv) of the lemma. Since [x, x] = I, we also have ri, i] = I for any i in L j •

We now extend the definition of the Lie product to all of L by means of
linearity. When we do this, conditions (6.2), (6.3), and (6.4) are seen to
hold when i, y, i are arbitrary elements of L. Thus L is a Lie ring.

L is called the associated Lie ring of P. We denote it by L(P). If each L j

is of exponent p, then L(P) will actually be a Lie algebra over Zp. Indeed,
in this case L is a vector space over Zp. Furthermore, condition (6.5)
follows from part (v) of the lemma.

A Lie ring L of the form L = L , EEl L z EEl' .. EEl L n with [L j , L j ] S L i + j and
each L j a p-group is called a homogeneous Lie ring of characteristic p. It
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is not difficult to show that there exist such Lie rings which are not of the
form L(P) for some p-group P. This is due to the fact the power structure in
a p-group imposes, in general, some limitations on the possible homo
geneous Lie rings of characteristic p that can arise as associated Lie rings.

Now let <jJ be an automorphism of P. Since each Pi char P, <jJ induces
an automorphism of each L i and hence of L(P) as an abelian group (which
we denote by the same letter). If L(P) is a Lie algebra over Zp, this induced
automorphism will also be a linear transformation of L(P) as a vector
space over Zp. Since [x, y]<jJ = [x<jJ, y<jJ] for all x, y in P, it follows at once
from the definition of L(P) that

[x, y]<jJ = [x<jJ, y<jJ].

Thus <jJ also preserves the Lie multiplication of L(?) and so by definition,
<jJ is an automorphism ofL(?) as a Lie ring or Lie algebra over Zp. Further
more, if <jJ is a p'-automorphism of P and if <jJh induces the identity auto
morphism of L(P), then <jJh acts trivially on each L j = PjPi+ 1 and so <jJh
stabilizes the lower central series of P. But then <jJh is the identity on P
by Theorem 3.2. Thus <jJ has the same order on L(P) as it has on P. We
have thus proved:

Theorem 6.2
Let <jJ be an automorphism of the p-group P. Then <jJ induces an auto

morphism of the associated Lie ring or Lie algebra L(P) of P. If m = 1<jJ1 is
prime to p, the induced automorphism of L(P) is also of order m.

It is because of Theorem 6.2 that we are able to translate questions about
automorphisms of P into those of automorphisms of L(P). The advantage
of working in L = L(P), particularly when L is a Lie algebra over Zp, is
that we can pass to the extended Lie algebra LF = L (8) zpF for any extension
field F of Zp. Thus if <jJ has order m, we can take F to be Ziw), where w is a
primitive mth root of unity, in which case the characteristic roots of <jJ as
a linear transformation of L F lie in F.

That L F is, in fact, a Lie algebra is clear, for if Vj, I ~ i ~ t, is a basis of
Lover Zp, the products [Vj, Vj] are well-defined elements of L and hence
also of L F • Since the Vi are also a basis of L F over F, we can extend the
Lie product to all of L F by linearity. When we do this, L F becomes a Lie
algebra over F. Furthermore, an automorphism <jJ of L induces in a natural
way an automorphism of L F •

To exploit this situation, we need the following general lemma :
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Lemma 6.3
Let T be an irreducible linear transformation of V/Zp and let m = ITI,

n = dim zp V. Then
(i) ml(pn - 1).

(ii) For some primitive mth root of unity over Zp, the characteristic
roots of T on V are wPi

, 0 ~ i ~ n - 1, and they are all distinct.

Proof
Since T acts irreducibly on V/Zp , the characteristic polynomialj(X) of

T is irreducible over Zp. Adjoin a root w of j(X) to Zp and set F = Zp(w).
Then [F: Zp] = n as f(X) is of degree n = dim zp V. Thus F = GF(pn).
Furthermore, we know that the Galois group of F over Zp is cyclic of
order n and is generated by an automorphism (J taking a into aP for all a
in F. Since w is a root off(X) over Zp, so also are wa

' = wP', 0 ~ i ~ n - 1.
If 0 ~ i,j ~ n - 1 and i ¥- j, then wai ¥- waj

, since otherwise (Ji and (Ji would
determine the same automorphism of F. Thus w Pi

, 0 ~ i ~ n - 1, are the
characteristic roots of T and they are all distinct.

Finally since f(X) I(xm - 1), we have wm= 1. On the other hand, since
the characteristic roots ofTj are thejth power of those ofTand as ITI = m,
it follows that w i ¥- 1 for 1 ~ j < m. Thus w is a primitive mth root of
unity. Since the multiplicative group of GF(pn) is cyclic of order pn - 1, m
must divide pn - 1 and the lemma is proved.

The lemma shows that pn - 1 is an upper bound for the order of T. That
this upper bound can actually be achieved can be seen by identifying V
with the additive group of GF(pn) and defining T by the rule vT = v( for
all u in V = GF(pn), where ( is a generator of the multiplicative group of
GF(pn). Then it is immediate that T is an irreducible linear transformation
of V (If order pn - 1. Thus as an elementary consequence of the lemma,
we have

Corollary 6.4
Let P be an elementary abelian p-group of order pn. Any automorphism

ofP which acts irreducibly on P has order dividing pn - land P possesses
such an automorphism of order pn - I.

We shall now use the associated Lie ring to determine an upper bound for
the order of a p'-automorphism of an extra-special p-group P which acts
trivially on P' and irreducibly on 15 = P / P'. Although 15 admits an irre
ducible automorphism of order 1151 - I by the preceding corollary, we
shall see that a bound for et> is considerably smaller. Our argument applies
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equally well for any nonabelian special p-group, so we consider this more
general case.

Theorem 6.5
Let </J be a p'-automorphism oJ the nonabelian special p-group P and

assume that </J acts trivially on P' and irreducibly on P/ P'. If I</J I = m and
lP/P'I = pn, then m divides pr + I Jar some integer r ::::; n/2.

Proof
Consider L = L(P). In this case L = Lt ffiL 2 , L, is elementary abe1ian,

L 2 is elementary abelian, L is a Lie algebra over Zp, and </J determines an
automorphism (also denoted by </J) of L of order m which acts trivially on
L 2 and irreducibly on L,. By Lemma 6.3, m divides pn - I and the
characteristic roots of </J on Lt are of', 0 ::::; i::::; 11 - 1, for some primitive
mth root of unity wover Zp and they are distinct. We set F = Zp(w) and
M j = L j Q9z

p
F, 1 ::::; i::::; 2, so that L F = M 1 ffi M 2 • Then </J can be con

sidered as an automorphism of L F leaving the subspaces M j invariant.
Moreover, M 1 possesses a basis Vi' 0 ~ i ::::; 11 - I, consisting of charac
teristic vectors of c/J :

(6.8)

In additio!1, </J acts trivially on M 2 •

We claim [Vi' Vj ] =I 0 for some i,j. If not, then [M t , M 1 ] = O. But then
[M" M 2 ] = [M2 , M 1 ] = [M2 , M 2 ] = 0 by definition of Land L F , whence
[LF , LF ] = O. But L is a subset of LF and the Lie product in LF agrees with
that of L on L, so [L, L] = 0, which is not the case.

Choose i,j, 0 ::::; i,j::::; n - 1, so that [Vi' Vj] = v =I O. Then certainly i =I j;
so we may assume i < j. Since v E M 2 and </J preserves the Lie product, we
obtain, using (6.8),

1'= v</J = [Vj, Vj]</J = [Vi </J, Uj</J] = [wPiVj, WPJvj] = wPi+pJv.

Since v =I 0, this yields

(6.9) wP'+pJ = I for some i,j, 0 ::::; i < j::::; n - 1.

But as w is a primitive mth root of unity and (m, p) = I, it follows from
(6.9) that

m I(p' + 1) where t = j - i.

Since m also divides pn - 1, it thus divides (p' + 1) + (pn - 1) = pn + pt =

p'(pn-t + 1), whence also

m I(pn-t + 1).
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Since r = min (t, n - t) ~ n12, the theorem follows.
In the case that P is extra-special and p is odd, it can be shown that the

bound p"/2 + 1 can always be achieved.
As a corollary of the theorem we obtain the following extension of

Theorem 3.10:

Theorem 6.6
Let ifJ be an automorphism of the 2-group P and assume 1<,&1 is a Mersenne

prime greater than 3. Then <,& acts nontrivially on n I (P).

Proof
If the theorem is false, we reduce by induction as in the proof of Theorem

3.10 to the case that P is a nonabelian special 2-group and that ifJ acts
trivially on P' and irreducibly on F = PIp'. Set IF I = 2". By assumption
1<,&1 = 2m

- I for some m > 2. But now 2m
- 1 divides 2' + 1 for suitable

r ~ nl2 by Theorem 6.5. Writing r = am + b with 0 ~ b < m, we obtain
by successive division by 2m

- 1 that 2m
- 1 must divide 2b + 1. But

2b + 1 < 2m
- 1 since m ~ 3 and 0 ~ b < m, and we reach a contradiction.

A variety of results of this general nature can be derived by these tech
niques; we shall list some as exercises. For example, using the associated
Lie ring G. Higman has studied regular automorphisms of prime order q

of p-groups P and has shown that the class of P is bounded by a suitable
function of q, independent of p.

EXERCISES

1. Let A be a subgroup of Aut G which stabilizes the normal series
G = Go;:> G I ;:> ... ;:> G" = 1. Prove

(i) n(A) ~ n(G).
(ii) If G is nilpotent, then A is nilpotent.

(iii) If each G j <l G, then A is nil potent.
2. Let P be a 2-group of order 64 in which Z(P) = P' and Z(P) is elementary

abelian of order 4. If P possesses an automorphism of order 5, show that P
is special and is uniquely determined up to isomorphism.

3. If P is a p-group of class at least /11 ~ 3, show that L m - l (P) is abelian and
hence show that P possesses a characteristic abelian subgroup which is not
contained in Z(P).

4. Let P be a 2-group and let A be a subgroup of Aut P of odd order. Assume
that A acts trivially on every characteristic abelian subgroup of P and that
rp, A] = P. Prove that P is a nonabelian special group. (Use Exercise 3.)
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5. Let P be a 2-group of class 2 in which P' is elementary abelian. Prove
(i) QiP) has exponent 4.

(ii) If a is an automorphism of P of odd order which acts trivially on
Q2(P), then a = I.

6. Complete the proof of all parts of Theorem 4.3.
7. (i) If G is dihedral of order 8, prove that Aut G is isomorphic to G.

(ii) If G is a quaternion group, prove that Aut G is isomorphic to the
symmetric group S.j..

8. Give a direct proof of Theorem 4.10(i) utilizing Theorem 4.4.
9. Let P be a p-group and let Q be a normal subgroup of P which con

tains no normal elementary abelian subgroup of P of order p2. Show that
either Q is cyclic or p = 2 and Q is dihedral, semidihedral, or generalized
quaternion.

10. Let P be a 2-group in which Z(P) is cyclic and let Q be an elementary
abelian subgroup of P of order 4 such that IP: Cp(Q)1 ~ 2. Prove that
Q<3P.

11. Let P be a 2-group of class 2 such that Z(P) is cyclic and p/Z(P) is elemen
tary abelian. If A is a subgroup of Aut P of odd order, show that rp, A] is
extra-special.

12. Let P be an extra-special p-group and let F be a field of characteristic not p
which contains a p2_root of unity. Show that P has exactly p - I inequivalent
nonlinear irreducible representations over F.

13. Let P be a p-group and let A be an elementary abelian subgroup of Aut P
of order q2, q a prime, q -# p. Assume that A possesses exactly two distinct
subgroups A i of order q such that CpeA J -# I, I ~ i ~ 2. Prove that

14. Construct a 3-group of maximal class of order 35
.

15. Prove that there are precisely 1[22r + (- 2)'] distinct cyclic subgroups of
order 4 in DQr-l.

16. Let R be an associative ring and define a new product by the rule
[x, y] = xy - yx for x, y in R. Show that with respect to this operation of
multiplication and the original operation of addition R is a Lie ring.

17. If P is a p-group such that Pip' is elementary abelian, show that the asso
ciated Lie ring of P is a Lie algebra over Zp.

18. Let P be an extra-special p-group of order p2r+ 1 and exponent p, p odd.
Construct an automorphism of P of order pr + 1 which acts irreducibly on
P P' and trivially on P'.

19. Let P be a special p-group in which IP'I = IP P'I = p" and assume that P
possesses an automorphism a which acts irreducibly on both P/P' and P'
and has the same characteristic polynomial on each of them regarded as
vector spaces over Z p' Prove that /a/ ~ p" - 1 - 1.
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20. Let P be a p-group of class at most p + 1 such that PIF' is elementary
abelian of order pn and assume P admits an automorphism a of order p" - 1
such that Cp(a) =I- I. Prove that pn = 2,4,8, or 9.

21. Using the associated Lie ring, show that a p-group which admits an auto
morphism of order 3 fixing only the identity element has class at most 2.

22. Let P be the semidirect product of an elementary abelian p-group A of order
pP" and a cyclic group B = <y) of order pn, where y cyclically permutes the
elements of a basis of A. Assume p == 1 (mod 4). Prove

(i) P has class pn.
(ii) P possesses an automorphism a of order 4 which fixes only the

identity element of P with y' = y-l.



CHAPTER 6
SOLVABLE AND IT-SOLVABLE
GROUPS

We develop here certain basic properties of solvable groups as particular
cases of theorems on the wider classes of n-separable and n-solvable groups.
Primarily we are concerned with the existence of so-called Hall subgroups
in solvable groups and in conditions for p-stability. Our results' on Hall
subgroups are derived from the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem, which pro
vides a general result in this direction. Underlying all our arguments are
certain general properties of the Fitting and Frattini subgroups of a group
which we establish in Section I. In Section 4 we also derive Philip Hall's
basic criterion for a group to be solvable. In the final section we discuss
p-stability in p-solvable groups.

1. THE FITTING AND FRATTINI SUBGROUPS

In this section we shall derive some further properties of the Frattini
subgroup of a group G which are related to another important charac
teristic subgroup of G, the Fitting subgroup of G. To define it, we need
the following preliminary result:

Lemma 1.1
If Hand K are normal nilpotent subgroups of G, then so is HK.

217
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Proof
We know that HK <J G and we proceed by induction on IGI to show that

it is nilpotent. If HK c G, the assertion follows by induction, so we may
assume G = HK. Now Z(K) # I by Corollary 2.6.5 and Z(K)<J G.
Then N = [H, Z(K)]<J G. If N = 1, then Z(K) centralizes H and so
Z(K) s; Z(HK) = Z(G). Thus Z(G) # 1 in this case. We argue to the same
conclusion if NolI. Now N s; Has H <J G and so L = Nil Z(H) # 1 by
another application of Corollary 2.6.5. But L s; N s; Z(K), so L s; Z(G).
Thus Z(G) # I in this case as well. But then G/Z(G) is nilpotent by
induction and we conclude at once that G is nilpotent.

As an immediate corollary we have

Theorem 1.2
The subgroup of G generated by all its ni/potent normal subgroups is a

ni/potent normal subgroup of G.

This subgroup is thus the unique maximal nilpotent normal subgroup of
G. It is called the Fitting subgroup of G and will be denoted by F(G).

For a given group G, F(G) may, of course, be trivial. However, this
is never the case in a solvable group, for a minimal normal subgroup of
such a group is always abelian and so is nilpotent. In fact, in a solvable
group, we can assert even more:

Theorem 1.3
If G is solvable, then CG(F(G)) S; F(G).

Proof
Set F = F(G) and C = CG(F) and assume by way of contradiction that

C '* F, so that C::::> C 11 F. Since C and C 11 F are each normal in G, we can
refine the series G2 C::::> C 11 F 2 I to a chiefseries G = Gr ::::> G2 ::::> ••• ::::> Gn = 1.

If C = G
S
+ 1 and C 11 F= Gr+ r ' then s < r. Thus Gr s; C. Since F-=f 1, and

F is nilpotent, we also have C 11 Foil, whence Gr ::::> Gr + I' Furthermore,
Gr/Gr+ 1 is abelian by Theorem 2.4.2, whence [Gr , Gr] s; Gr+ 1 = C 11 F.
Since Gr s; C and C centralizes F, it follows that L 3(Gr) = (Gr , Gr , GrJ = I.
But then Gr is nilpotent and so Gr S; F, by definition of F, as Gr <J G. Thus
Gr S; C 11 F= Gr+ 1, contrary to Gr ::::> Gr+ 1•

We shall also need the following general property of F(G):

Theorem 1.4
Let M be a maximal subgroup of G and set L = nM\ so that L <J G.

XEG

Set G = G/L, F = F(G), and let NI be the image of M in G. Then either
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I' = Tor the following conditions hold:
(i) Fis a minimal normal subgroup of G.

(ii) F is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p.
(iii) Cc(F) = F.
(iv) F n M = T.
(v) IG: MI = pM for some n.
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Proof
Assume I' # T, whence Z (F) # T. Let 15 # T be a p-subgroup of

Q,(Z(F) for some prime p chosen minimal subject to being normal in G.
Then 15 <J G and 15 is elementary abelian.

WearguethatG = PM. Since M is maximal in C and since PM is a group,
the desired assertion will follow if we show that 15 rj M. In fact, we shall
prove that M possesses no nontrivlal normal subgroups of G. Indeed, if fil
were such a subgroup, then fil s;; i:F for all x in C, whence N s;; nMX = L,

XEG

where N is the inverse image of IV in G. Since G = GIL, this gives fil = T,
a contradiction. In particular, G = PM and so (v) holds.

Now set C = Cc<P) and note that r s;; C as 15 s;; 2(1'). Moreover,
C <J C and so C n !v! <J M. But as C = PiW and 15 centralizes En /if, it
follows that C n !'.1 <J C, whence C n M = I by the preceding paragraph.
Since 15 s;; Fs;; C, we have C = CM with En M = 15 n M = T. But then
ICI = ICIIMI = IPIIMI and we conclude that j5 = F = C. This gives
(i) to (iv) at once, and the theorem is proved.

We remark that this last result can easily be translated into a general
property of primitive permutation groups.

As a corollary we have

Theorem 1.5
If M is a maximal subgroup of a solvable group G, then IG: MI = pM for

some prime p.

Proof
Preserving the above notation, C is solvable and C # T, so I' # Tand

the conclusion follows from part (v) of the theorem.
Our next result gives some important relations between Fitting and

Frattini subgroups.

Theorem 1.6
Set F = F(G) and <1> = <1>(G). Then we have

(i) [F, F) s;; <1> s;; F.
(ii) FI<1> = F(G/<1».
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Proof
Set G = G/<D, F = F(G), and let K be the inverse image of F in G. If P

is an Sp-subgroup of K, its image is an Sp-subgroup of the nilpotent group
F and so is normal in G. Hence <DP <J G and consequently G = <DNG(P) by
Theorem 1.3.7. But then G = NG(P) by Theorem 5.1.I(i) and so P<:l G.
Since this is true for each Sp-subgroup of K, Kis nilpotent by Theorem 2.3.5.
Thus Kc;; F. On the other hand, the image of F in G is certainly a nilpotent
normal subgroup of Gand so lies in F. Hence F ~ K and we conclude that
K = F, that <D ~ F, and that F/<D = F.

It thus remains to prove that [F, F) ~ <D. We apply Theorem 1.4 with
M and L as in that theorem. Set C = G/ L and let F be the image of F in C,
so that F ~ F(C). By the theorem F(C) is abelian and hence so is F.
But then [F, F) c;; L c;; M. Since this holds for each maximal subgroup M
of G, we conclude that [F, F) ~ <D, as <D is by definition the intersection of
all maximal subgroups of G.

2. THE SCHUR-ZASSENHAUS THEOREM

If n is a set of primes, a subgroup H of G will be called an Sn-sllbgrollp
of G provided H is a n-group and IG: HI is divisible by no primes in n.
Such a subgroup is also called a Hall subgroup of G. When n = {p}, His
simply a Sylow p-subgroup of G, which we continue to designate as an
Sp-subgroup.

By Sylow's theorem G possesses an Sp-subgroup and any two Sp-sub
groups are conjugate in G. For an arbitrary set of primes n a group G may
or may not possess an Sn-subgroup and, if it does, it mayor may not be
true that any two of them are conjugate in G. The Schur-Zassenhaus
theorem gives an important sufficient condition for the existence and
conjugacy of Sn-subgroups in G (actually Sn,-subgroups in the notation
of the theorem).

If H is an Sn-subgroup of G and H possesses a complement Kin G, then
IKI = IG: HI and IG: KI = IHI, which together imply that K is an Sn'
subgroup of G. Conversely if G possesses an Sn-subgroup H and an
Sn'- subgroup K, then clearly G = HKwith H (\ K = I, so each is a comple
ment of the other.

With these preliminary remarks, we now prove
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Theorem 2.1 (Schur-Zassenhaus)
Let H be a normal Sn-subgroup of G. Then we have

(i) G possesses an Sn,-subgroup K which is a complement to H in G.
(ii) If either H or G1H is soh'able, then any two Sn,-subgroups of G

are conjugate in G.

Proof
If H = 1, then G itself is an Sn,-subgroup and the theorem is obvious,

so we may assume throughout that H * 1. Suppose (i) is false and among
all pairs G, H violating the desired conclusion, choose G of least order.
Let P be a nontrivial Sp-subgroup of H. Since H <J G, Theorem 1.3.7
implies that G = HN, where N = NG(P). Consider first the case Ne G.
We have H n N <J Nand G/H = HN/H isomorphic to NIH n N. Since
IG: HI is prime to IHI, it follows that IN: H n NI is prime to IH n NI.
Hence H n N is a normal Sn-subgroup of N. By induction N possesses
an Sn·-subgroup K. But then IKI = IN: H n NI = IG : HI and so K is an
Sn,-subgroup of G, contrary to our choice of G.

Hence N = G and so P <J G. This argument applies to each Sylow
subgroup of H and consequently H must be nilpotent. Set G = G12(H)
and let H be the image of H in G. Then H is an Sn-subgroup of Gand so by
induction G possesses an Sn·-subgroup K. Let L be the inverse image of K
in G, so that IL: Z(H)I = IKI = IG: HI = IG: HI. If LeG, we again apply
induction to obtain that L possesses an Sn,-subgraup K. Then IKI =

IG: HI and so K is an Sn,-subgroup of G, contrary to our choice of G.
Thus G = L, whence H = Z(H) and so His abelian.

In this case we use an averaging argument to construct an Sn,-subgroup.
Let Xi' I ~ i ~ m, be a set of left coset representatives of H in G. If
G = G/ H, the images x\ of X j in Gare distinct and include all the elements
of G, so IGI = m. It will be convenient to use letters a, f3, y for the elements
of G and to write X a for the element Xi with the property Xi = a. In this
notation xaxp and xap determine the same coset of H in G and so we have

(2.1)

wheref(a, f3) E H. This holds for each a, f3 in G and sofis a function from
G x G to H. We apply the associative law:
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Since (xaxp)xy = xixp x y) and (:xf3)y = :X(f3y), (2.2) and (2.3) yield

(2.4) f(:xf3, y)f(:x, f3YY = f(:x, f3y)f(f3, y)

for all :x, 13, y E C. The function f will thus be recognized as a 2-cocycle
from G to the abelian group H.

Our aim will be to replace each X a by another coset representative Ya
so that the Ya form a group. The argument will depend on (2.4) together
with the fact that n = IHI and m are relatively prime.

For each <5 in C, we set

(2.5) g(<5) = TI f(:x, <5).
(leG

Keep 13, y fixed in (2.4) and let :x run through C. We multiply the resulting
equations, rearranging terms in the product as His abelian, to obtain

(2.6) TI f(:Xf3, y) TI f(:x, f3Y" = TI f(:x, f3y) TI f(f3, y).
(leG (leG Ct.EG (lEG

Since :xf3 ranges over G as :x does, (2.5) and (2.6) together give

(2.7) g(y)g(f3Y" = g(f3y)[f(fi, y)r·

Since (n, m) = I, there exists an integer r such that rm == I (mod n).
Put h(<5) = g(<5)-r for each <5 in G and take as new coset representatives of
H in G the elements Ya = xah(:x).

We claim that the set K = {Yal:x E C} is a subgroup of G, which will
follow if we prove the YPY y = Ypy for all 13, y in C. Indeed, we have

(2.8) YPYy = x ph(f3)xyh(y) = x px yh(f3YYh(y) = xpJ(f3, y)h(f3Y'h(y).

Since Ypy = xpy h(f3y), the desired conclusion will follow from (2.8) provided
we show that

(2.9) h(y)h(f3YY = h(f3y)f(f3, y)-I.

But (2.9) follows at once by raising (2.7) to the - r power and using both
the definition of h and the fact thatf(f3, y)-rm = f(f3, y)-l by our choice of r.

Thus K is a subgroup of G of order m = IG/ HI and so K is an Sn'
subgroup of G. This completes the proof of (i).

We prove (ii) by induction on !GI. Let K, K I be two Sn,-subgroups of G
and hence two complements of H in G. Suppose H contains a nontrivial
proper subgroup Nwith N <J G. Then KN/N and KIN/ N are Sn,-subgroups
of G/ N and so are conjugate in G/ N. Hence a conjugate of K I in G lies in
KN and we need only show that this conjugate is itself conjugate to K.
Thus without loss we may assume that K I s; KN = G I . Since Ne H,
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G I C G and hence K I is conjugate to K by induction. Thus we may suppose
that H is itself a minimal normal subgroup of G.

Let M be a maximal normal n'-subgroup of G. Then IKMI divides
IKIIMI and so KM is a n'-subgroup of G, whence IKMI = IKI as K is an
Sn,-subgroup of G. Thus K = KM and so Ms K. Similarly Ms K I. If
M =1= 1, then KIM and KIIM are conjugate in GIM, whence K and K I are
conjugate in G. So we may also assume that G has no nontrivial normal
n'-subgroups.

Suppose next that C = GIH is solvable. Let R be a minimal normal sub
group of C, so that R is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime
p in n'. If R denotes its inverse image in G, we have IRI = [HlIRI. Since
G = HK = RK, it follows that IR n KI = IRI. But IRI is the order of an
Sp-subgroup of R as pEn'. Hence P = R n K is an Sp-subgroup of R.
Likewise PI = R n K I is an Sp-subgroup of R. Now P and PI are con
jugate in R by Sylow's theorem. Hence replacing K I by suitable con
jugate, we can assume without loss that PI = P. Thus P is normal in both
K and K I as R <J G. Since P is a n'-group, P is not normal in G by the
preceding paragraph, whence by induction K and Kt are conjugate in
Ne(P). Thus we may also assume that GlH is not solvable.

By the hypothesis of (ii), H must therefore be solvable. But then
H' = [H, H] c H. Since H' <l G and H is a minimal normal subgroup of
G, H' = 1 and His abelian. In this minimal case, we again use an averaging
argument. Since G = H K and since K, K[ are each isomorphic to GIH, we
have for any x [ in K] that x I = xf(x), where x E K and f(x) is a suitable
element of H and where x ranges over K as .1"1 ranges over K I • Further
more, if YI E K I and YI = y((y), yE K, fey) EH, then XIYI and xy lie in
the same coset of H in G. Since XIYI E K, and x)' E K, we thus have
X 1YI = xyf(xy). Hence

(2.10) x)f(xy) = x/(x);f(y) = x)f(x)'f(y),

which implies that for all x, y in K,

(2.11 ) f(xy) = f(x)'f(y).

Thus f is a 1-cocycle from K to H.
Now set ~ = n f(x). Then for a fixed y, if we multiply (2.11) over all x

_,(E-/\

in K and rearrange terms, we obtain

(2.12) 7 = ~'f(y)m,

where m = IKI. If again r is determined by rm == I (mod n), where n = IH I,
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it follows from (2.12) that
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(2.13) z' = (zY)'j(yym = (z'Yf(y).

Finally setting u = z', (2.13) gives u = uYj{y), whence

(2.14)

for all y in K. But )1(y) E K1 and so (2.14) shows that u-1Ku = K1. Thus
K and K l are conjugate and the theorem is proved.

Remark Under the hypothesis of the theorem, either H or GI H has
odd order, so that by the Feit-Thompson theorem H or GIH must, in fact,
be solvable. Thus once it is established that all groups of odd order are
solvable, the hypothesis on solvability in part (ii) of the Schur-Zassenhaus
theorem can be dropped. The same remark wi1l apply to a few other results
below.

The theorem has the following important consequence:

Theorem 2.2
Let A be a n'-group of automorphisms of the n-group G, and suppose G

or A is solvable. Then for each prime p in n, we have
(i) A leaves invariant some Sp-subgroup of G.

(ii) Any two A-invariant Sp-subgroups of G are conjugate by an
element of CG(A).

(iii) Any A-invariant p-subgroup of G is contained in an A-invariant
Sp-subgroup of G.

(iv) If H is any A-invariant normal subgroup of G, then CG1H(A) is the
image of CG(A) in GI H.

Proof
Let G* be the semidirect product of G by A, so that G is a normal

Sn-subgroup of G*, A is an Sn·-subgroup of G*, and, as A is isomorphic to
G* IG, either G or G* IG is solvable. Hence by part (ii) of the Schur
Zassenhaus theorem, any other Sn·-subgroup of G* is conjugate to A. Since
G* = GA, this conjugating element can clearly be assumed to lie in G.

Now let P be an Sp-subgroup of G and set N = NG.(P), so that G* = GN
by Theorem 1.3.7. Thus NIG 11 N is isomorphic to G* IG and hence to
A. Since G 11 N is a normal Sn-subgroup of N, part (i) of the Schur
Zassenhaus theorem implies that N possesses an Sn·-subgroup B. But then
B is an Sn,-subgroup of G* and so BX = A for some x in G. However, B
leaves P invariant as B s; N = NG(P), and consequently A leaves the
Sp-subgroup Px of G invariant, proving (i).
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Suppose next that A leaves two Sp-subgroups P and Q of G-invariant.
Then P = QX for some x in G and consequently AX leavesQx = P invariant.
Since A also leaves P invariant, A and AX therefore both lie in N = Nc*(P)
and so each is an Sn·-subgroup of N. Since either G n N or N IG n N is
solvable, it follows that (AT = A for some element y in G n N by another
application of the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem. Set z = xy, so that Z E G.
Now y normalizes P and consequently Q= = QXY = pY = P. Thus P and Q
are conjugate by z. On the other hand, [A, z] ~ A, as z = xy normalizes
A. But [A, z] ~ G, as G -<J G*. Thus [A, z] ~ A n G = I. We conclude that
z E Cc(A), proving (ii).

Next let Q be an A-invariant p-subgroup of G and let P be a maximal
A-invariant p-subgroup of G containing Q. Then N = Nc(P) is A-invariant
by Theorem 2. 1.1 (i), so by (i) there exists an A-invariant Sp-subgroup R
of N. But P ~ R, whence R = P by our maximal choice of P. Theorem
1.2.11 (ii) implies now that P is an Sp-subgroup of G. Thus (iii) also holds.

Finally, set G = GI H, let C = Cc(A), and let C = Cc(A). Clearly C
contains the image of C in G. Hence it will suffice to show that for each
prime pin n(C), an Sp-subgroup of C maps onto an Sp-subgroup of C. Let
P be an Sp-subgroup of C, let K be the inverse image of P in G, and let P
be an A-invariant Sp-subgroup of K. Then A centralizes PHIH = P. Since
PHIH is isomorphic to PIP n H, it follows at once from Theorem 5.3.15
that Cp(A) maps onto P, as required.

A more elementary result of the same type is the following:

Theorem 2.3
IfA is a p-group ofGutomorphisms ofG with the property Cc(A) = 1, then

G is a p'-group.

Proof
Again we consider the semidirect product G* of G by A and let p* be

an Sp-subgroup of G* containing A. Then P = p* n G is an Sp-subgroup
of G by Theorem 1.3.8. Assume P i= I. Since P <l P*, P n Z(P*) i= I by
Theorem 2.6.4. But A centralizes P n Z(P*), contrary to our hypothesis
Cc(A) = I. Thus P = I and G is a p'-group.

Finally we prove

Theorem 2.4
If A is G nonc)'clic abelian n'-group of Gutomorphis11Is of the n-group G,

then
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Proof
By Theorem 1.3.1, some Sq-subgroup Q of A is noncyclic. Now Q leaves

invariant an Sp-subgroup P of G for each p in n(G). Moreover,
P = <Cp(a) Ia E Q#) by Theorem 5.3.16. Since G is generated by a set of
Sp-subgroups as p ranges over n(G), the theorem follows.

3. 1t-SEPARABLE AND 1t-SOLVABLE GROUPS

We shall now study a basic class of groups which generalizes that of
solvable groups. In the next section we shall apply the results we obtain to
the study of solvable groups.

If n is a set of primes, we shall say that G is n-separable if every composi
tion factor of G is either a ni_group or an-group; and we shall say that G
is n-solvable if every composition factor of G is either a ni_group or a
p-group for some prime p in n.

Clearly n-separability and ni-separability are equivalent. Furthermore,
n-solvability implies n-separability. For a single prime p, the notions of
p-separable and p-solvable are obviously equivalent, but in general a
n-separable group need not be n-solvable. There are many ways of describ
ing a solvable group in this terminology. For example, G is solvable if
and only if it is p-solvable for every prime pin n(G). Note also that every
composition factor of an-solvable n-group must be a p-group for some
prime p in n and so such a group is solvable. Finally if G is solvable, it is
certainly n-solvable for every set of primes n.

If Hand K are normaln-subgroups of an arbitrary group G, then so also
is HKas IHKI divides IHIIKI. Hence G possesses a unique maximal normal
n-subgroup, which we denote by On(G). Clearly On(G) char G. Further
more, by definition of 0 n(G), we have OnU]) = 1, where G = G/ On<G).
In G, we consider the unique maximal normal ni-subgroup On,(G) and
denote its inverse image in G by On,n,(G). Similarly, we define On,n',n(G)
to be the inverse image in G of 0 n<G/ 0 n,n'(G)). Continuing the definition
in the obvious way, we thus obtain a sequence of characteristic subgroups
ofG:

(3.1)

This sequence is called the upper n-series of G. Similarly, we define the
lower n-series of G to be

(3.2)
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The n-length of a n-separable group G is by definition the number of factors
of the lower n-series of G that are n-groups. (This may not be the same as
the number of such factors of the upper n-series of G.)

Obviously the upper (lower) n-series of G is the same as the lower
(upper) n'-series of G.

Our first result is an easy consequence of the definitions:

Theorem 3.1
(i) If G is n-separable, the upper and lower n-series of G terminate in

G. Conversely if the upper or lower n-series terminates in G, then
G is n-separable.

(ii) Subgroups and homomorphic images of n-separable (n-solvable)
groups are n-separable (n-solvable).

(iii) A minimal normal subgroup of a n-separable group is either a
n-group or a n'-group.

(iv) In any group G, O,,(G/O,,(G)) = 1.

Proof
First of all, (iv) has been observed above. We next prove (iii); so let K

be a minimal normal subgroup of the n-separable group G. Then K is
characteristically simple, whence K is the direct product of isomorphic
simple groups K j , 1 ~ i ~ n, by Theorem 2.1.4. Since K <l G, there exists a
composition series of G in which K 1 is the last nontrivial term, whence
K 1 is a composition factor of G. Since G is n-separable, K 1, and hence each
K j , is thus either a n- or a n'-group, proving (iii).

Next observe that as an immediate consequence of the definitions, homo
morphic images and normal subgroups of an-separable (n-solvable) group
G have the same property. Now let H be any subgroup of G, let K be a
minimal normal subgroup of G, and set G= G/ K. Then by induction the
image H of H in G is n-separable (n-solvable). Hence to complete the
proof of (ii), we need only show that H 11 K is n-separable (n-solvable).
Since K is a n-group or n'-group by (iii), H 11 K is certainly n-separable. If
G is n-solvable, so is K as K <l G, so K is either a n'-group or a solvable
n-group. In either case, it is clear that H 11 K is n-solvable, and (ii) is
proved.

If the upper or lower n-series of G terminates in G, it can be refined to a
composition series, each of whose factors will then be either a n- or a
n'-group, so G is n-separable. Conversely suppose G is n-separable and
assume, say, that the upper n-series of G terminates in a proper subgroup H
of G. Setting G= G/H, we then must have O,,(G) = O",(G) = 1. But G is
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n-separable by (ii) and so a minimal normal subgroup K of G (possibly G
itself) is either a n- or a n'-group by (iii). Correspondingly K £. DiG) or
K £. 0",(G); in either case, we have a contradiction. Thus (i) also holds and
the theorem is proved.

The following property of n-separable groups is fundamental.

Theorem 3.2
IfG is n-separable and G = GjO".(G), then

Cc(O,,(G)) £. O,,(G).

In particular, if O".(G) = 1, then CG(O,,(G)) £. O,,(G).

Proof
Gis n-separable and 0".(G) = I by Theorem 3.1. Hence it will suffice to

treat the special case O".(G) = 1.
Set H = O,,(G) and C = CG(H). Then C fl H = Z(H) and so we must

prove that C = Z(H). We have O,,(C) char C <] G, so O,,(C) is a normal
n-subgroup of G and hence O,,(C) £. H. Thus O,,(C) £. C fl H = Z(H). On
the other hand, Z(H) <] G and Z(H) £. C, so that Z(H) £. OiC). We con
clude that O,,(C) = Z(H).

Assume now by way of contradiction that C => Z(H). Then C => O,,(C)
by the preceding paragraph. Now C is n-separable by Theorem 3.1, so
L = O".".(C) => O,,(C). Since LjO,,(C) is a n'-group, Z(H) = O,,(C) is thus
a normal S,,-subgroup of L and hence by the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem
Z(H) possesses a complement K # 1 in L which is an S".-subgroup of L.
But K £. C and C centralizes Z(H), whence L = Z(H) x K and, as K is
a n'-group, we have K char L char C <] G. Thus K <] G and consequently
K£.O".(G) = 1, a contradiction.

As an immediate corollary we have

Theorem 3.3
IfP is an Sp-subgroup of the p-solvable group G, then

CG(P n 0p'.iG)) s; 0p'.iG).

In particular, Z(P) £. 0p'.iG).

Proof
Set Q = P I.l 0P'.p(G), so that Q is an Sp-subgroup of Op..p(G). Hence Q

maps onto OiG), where G = GjOp,(G). But then CG(Q) maps into
Cc(OiG)) and consequently CG(Q) £. Op..p(G) by Theorem 3.2. Since Z(P)
centralizes Q, it follows, in particular, that Z(P) £. 0p'.iG).
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It is Theorem 3.2 that enables us to reformulate effectively many prob
lems about p-solvable groups in terms of groups of linear transformations
over Zp. Indeed, as a second corollary, we have

Theorem 3.4
Let G be a p-solvable group in which Op.(G) = 1 and set H = DiG). Then

G/ H is faithfully represented on H/<p(H) regarded as a vector space over Zp.

Proof
We have <p(H) char H <l G, so <p(H) <l G. Set G = G/<p(H) and let R

be the image of H in G, so that H = H/<p(H) is an elementary abelian
normal p-subgroup of G. If C = CG(H), we know that G/C is thus
represented as a group of linear transformations of H as a vector space
over Zp. On the other hand, G/ H is isomorphic to G/ H by the second
isomorphism theorem. Hence to complete the proof, it will suffice to show
that H = C.

First of all, let x be a p'-element of C and let x be a representative of x
in G, which we can assume is also a p'-element. Then x induces by con
jugation a p'-automorphism of H which acts trivially on H = H/<p(H). By
Theorem 5.104, this implies that x acts trivially on H; that is, x E CG(H).
But CG(H) ~ H by Theorem 3.2. Thus x E H and so x = 1. We conclude
that C is a p-group. But C <l G and so the inverse image C of C is normal
in G and is a p-group. Hence C = Hand C = H, as required.

Using the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem we can also establish the existence
of S",-subgroups in rc-separable groups for suitable sets of primes a, a result
which will be basic for the study of solvable groups.

Theorem 3.5
JfG is n-separable andp, q are primes in n, rc', respectively, then Gpossesses

an S",-subgroup for a = It, a = {n, q}, and a = {p, q}.

Proof
We argue by induction on IGI. Let M be a minimal normal subgroup of

G and set G = G/ M, so that Gis n-separable. By induction Gpossesses an
S",-subgroup H for each choice of a. Let H be the inverse image of H in
G. Then H is It-separable and so if H c G, H possesses an S",-subgroup by
induction which is clearly an S",-subgroup of G.

Hence we may assume H = G, whence G = H is a n-separable a-group.
Consider next the case that M is a n-group. If a = n or a = {n, q}, then G
itself is a a-group and the theorem holds trivially. Hence we can assume
a = {p, q}. If P is an Sp-subgroup of M, we have as usual that G = MN,
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where N = NG(P). If N c: G, then by induction N possesses an S,,-subgroup
K. But N contains an Sp-subgroup of M and hence one of G as well.
Furthermore, N maps on C, M is a n-group, and q E n', which together
imply that N contains an Sq-subgroup of G. Thus K is, in fact, an S,,-sub
group of G. On the other hand, if N = G, then P <J G and so if P #- 1, then
P = M, as M is a minimal normal subgroup of G. In this case, G itself is a
a-group and again the theorem holds trivially. Finally if P = 1, then M is
a p'-group as well as a q'-group and so is a a'-group. But then G possesses
an S,,-subgroup by the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem.

Hence by Theorem 3.l(iii) it remains to consider the case that M is a
n'-group. If a = n, then M is a normal Sn,-subgroup of G and the theorem
follows again by the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem. On the other hand, if
a ={n, q} or {p, q}, we let Q be an Sq-subgroup of M and now set
N = NG(Q). Then G = MN and the theorem follows by the same argument
as in the preceding paragraph.

If we assume G is n-solvable or n'-solvable (or invoke the solvability of
groups of odd order), we can use part (ii) of Theorem 2.1 to obtain results
on the conjugacy of Sn-subgroups of G.

Theorem 3.6
Assume G is n-solvable or n'-sGlvable and let K be an Sn-subgroup of G.

If L is any n-subgroup of G, then U <:; K for some x in G. In particular, L
is contained in an Sn-subgroup of G and any two Sn-subgroups of G are
conjugate.

Proof
Our hypothesis implies that G is n-separable, so K exists by the preceding

theorem. We prove the first statement by induction on /G/. Let M be a
minimal normal subgroup of G, so that R = KM/ M is an Sn-subgroup of
C = G/ M. Since C is either n-solvable or n'-solvable, we have P <:; R for
some x in C, where L is the image of L in C. But then LX <:; KM for some
x in G. If M is a n-group, so is MK, whence M <:; K as K is an Sn-subgroup
of G. In this case we have U <:; K, as desired.

We can therefore assume that M is a n'-group. By Theorem 3.l(ii), K or
M must be solvable according as G is n- or n'-solvable. Correspondingly,
KM is n- or n'-solvable. Hence if KM c: G we can apply induction to con
clude that (U)Y <:; K for some y in KM, whence LZ <:; K with z = xy.

Suppose finally that G = KM. Set G1 = LM. If G is n-solvable, then L is
solvable. Thus either L or M is solvable. Now clearly L is an Sn-subgroup
of Gj • Furthermore, G = GjK and IGI = IMIIKI, whence IGj n KI = ILl.
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Hence also G1 n K is an Sn-subgroup of G. But then by Theorem 2.I(ii),
V = G1 n K s; K for some x in G and the first assertion of the theorem is
proved.

Finally, if Vs; K, then L s; Kx- ' = Kt and K1 is an Sn-subgroup of
G. Moreover, if L is itself an SIt-subgroup of G, then ILl = IKI and so
V = K. Thus the final statement also holds.

4. SOLVABLE GROUPS

Since a solvable group is n-solvable for every set of primes n, Theorems
3.5 and 3.6 yield as a corollary the following basic properties of solvable
groups:

Theorem 4.1 (P. Hall)
If G is solvable, then

(i) G possesses an Sn-subgroup for any set ofprimes n.
(ii) Any two Sn-subgroups of G are conjugate.

(iii) Any n-subgroup of G is contained in an Sn-subgroup.

This result, because of its obvious relation with Sylow's theorem, is often
called the extended Sylow theorem for solvable groups. We wish to derive
a slight refinement of this result which depends upon the following lemma:

Lemma 4.2
If Hand K are subgroups ofG such that IG : HI and IG : KI are relatively

prime, then
(i) IG:H n KI = IG :HIIG :KI.

(ii) G = HK.

Proof
Set g = IGI, m = IG: HI, n = IG :KI, and a = IH n KI. Then IHI = ah

and IKI = ak for suitable integers h, k. Hence g = ahm = akn, which
implies that hm = kn. Since (m, n) = I by hypothesis, this gives h = nr and
k = mr for some integer r. But then also

(4.1 )

On the other hand,

g = amnr.

(4.2) g = IGI? IHKI = IH1IKI/IH n KI = (ah)(ak)/a = amnr2
•

Now (4.1) and (4.2) force r = 1. Hence IHKI = amn = g and so HK = G.
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Furthermore, IG : H Il KI = amnia = mn = IG : HIIG : KI, and the lemma
is proved.

We now prove

Theorem 4.3 (P. Hall)
Let G be a solvable group and let n(G) = {Pi 11 ~ i ~ n}. Then there exist

Spi-subgroups Pi of G, 1 ~ i ~ n, such that PiPj = PjPi is a group for
all i,j.

Proof
Let g = IG I = p~1 p"/ ... p~n. First of all, by Theorem 4.l(i) with n = p; ,

G possesses an Sp,.-subgroup Hi, 1 ~ i ~ n. Then IG : H;I = pfi and hence
IG :Hil and IG :Hjl are relatively prime. But then IG :Hi n Hjl = pfp,,/ by
Lemma 4.2 and consequently Hi n H j is an Sn-subgroup of G with
n = n(G) - {Pi' Pj}' Since IHi : Hi n Hjl = p,,/, it follows now by
another application of Lemma 4.2 that for i"# j "# k "# i, we have
IHi : H j n H j n Hkl = p"/p~", whence Hi n Hj Il H k is an Sn-subgroup of
G with n = n(G) - {Pi, Pj' Pk}. Repeated application of this argument
yields that the 2" intersections of the Hi, including the empty intersection
G, are Sn-subgroups of G for appropriate sets of primes n.

In particular, Pi = nH j is an Spi-subgroup of G and nH k = Q ij is an
j*i k*i.j

SIPi,PJ}-subgroup of G. But PiPj s; Qij and IPjPjl = IQijl, which together
imply that PiPj = PjPi = Qij is a group. Since this holds for all i,j, the
theorem is proved.

The proof of the theorem implies, in fact, that Pi! P iZ ••• P ik is a group for
any subset, {ii' i z , ••• , id.

A set of Sylow subgroups which satisfy the conditions of the theorem is
called a Sylow system of G.

Philip Hall's renowned characterization of solvable groups asserts that
the existence of Sp,-subgroups in a group G for all p implies that G is
solvable. We turn now to the proof of this beautiful result.

We first prove

Theorem 4.4
If a group G possesses three solvable subgroups whose indices are pairwise

relatively prime, then G is solvable.

Proof
Let H j , 1 ~ i ~ 3, be the three given subgroups of G. If HI = 1, then

IG :HII = IGI. Then IG : Hzl must be relatively prime to IGI, which is
possible only if H z = G, whence G is solvable in this case. Hence we may
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assume Hi =I- 1, 1 :( i:( 3. Let M be a minimal normal subgroup of HI'
Since HI is solvable, M is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime
p. Since H 2 and H 3 have coprime indices, we can assume that p does not
divide, say, IG : H11, in which case H2 contains an Sp-subgroup of G. Hence
if PI denotes an Sp-subgroup of HI, we have PI s: H~forsomexin G. Since
H'2 has the same properties as H2 , we can replace H2 by H~ and so can
assume without loss that H1 contains PI' But M, being normal in Hi> is
contained in every Sp-subgroup of HI' Hence M s: HI n H 2 •

Now by Lemma 4.2, we have G = H 1 H2 • Hence if yE G, Y = YIYz with
Yi E Hi' 1 :( i:( 2, and consequently MY = MY'Y' = MY2 s: H 1 • But then the
normal closure K = M G = (MY lyE G) s: H1 • Since H 1 is solvable, so is K.
Furthermore, it is immediate that the subgroups KHJK of G/ K satisfy the
conditions of the theorem. Hence by induction G/ K is solvable. We con
clude that C is solvable.

We now prove

Theorem 4.5 (P. Hall)
C is soh'able if and only if G possesses an Sp,-subgroup for every prime p.

Proof
Obviously we can restrict ourselves to pin n(C). If C is solvable, the con

clusion folIows from Theorem 4. I (i), Conversely letlG\ = p~l p~2 .. , P~" with
PI' Pl, ., 'Pn distinct primes. If n = 1, C is a PI-group and so is solvable. If
n = 2, then C is solvable by Burnside's theorem. Hence we may assume n > 2.
Let Hi be an Spr-subgroup of C, 1 ~ i ~ 11, which exists by hypothesis.

We argue by induction on ICI that each H j is solvable. Since
IG : Hd = pr', HI, H 1 , and H3 have pairwise relatively prime indices and
so the solvability of C will then folIow from the preceding theorem. Now
by Lemma 4.2,H1 n H j is an Sn-subgroup of C with n = n(C) - {PI,Pj}
and consequently Ht n H j is an Sp/-subgroup of HI, 2 :( j:( n. Hence
by induction, HI is solvable. Similarly, H1 , H3 are solvable and the
theorem is proved.

The study of solvable groups and, in particular, supersolvable groups is
a very rich portion of finite group theory. The theory of system normal
izers, Carter subgroups, and formations has been investigated in great
detail and contains many important and interesting results. However, as
these results do not appear to have direct applicability to the various
problems we shall discuss, we conclude the general development of solvable
groups at this point.
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5. p-STABILITY IN p-SOLVABLE GROUPS

Our results on p-stability (Chapter 3, Section 8) together with the
general properties of p-solvable groups established above lead at once to
the following theorem:

Theorem 5.1
Let G be a p-solvable group in which Op(G) = 1 and assume that either

p ~ 5 or p = 3 and SL(2, 3) is not involved in G. Then G is p-stable.

Proof
Suppose G possesses a faithful representation on V over GF(p") in

which some p-e1ement x of G has a quadratic minimal polynomial. Set
P = <x) and H = Op.(G). Since 0iG) = 1, Theorem 3.2 implies that
CG(H) s; H and hence that Cp(H) = 1. On the other hand, P induces by
conjugation a group of automorphisms of H of order prime to IHI and so
P leaves an Sq-subgroup Q of H invariant for each q in n(H) by Theorem
2.2. Since 0l(P) does not centralize H, it does not centralize some Q. For
such a choice of Q, we have CP(Q) = 1. Set K = PQ. Then OP(K) s; P and
[OP(K), Q] s; P n Q = 1. Thus Op(K) s; Cp(Q) = 1. We conclude that K
is a solvable group containing x and having no nontrivial normal p-sub
groups. Furthermore, SL(2, 3) is not involved in K if p = 3. Hence K is
p-stable by Theorem 3.8.4(e). Since K is faithfully represented on V, x does
not have a quadratic minimal polynomial on V, a contradiction.

In view of the conclusion of the theorem, it will be convenient to call a
p-solvable group G strongly p-solvable if either p ~ 5 or p = 3 and SL(2, 3)
is not involved in G.

We have seen in Theorem 3.3 that in a p-solvable group G we have
Z(P) s; Op..P(G) for any Sp-subgroup P of G. The importance of the
preceding theorem lies in the fact that if G is strongly p-solvable, not only
is Z(P) s; Op,jG), but also so is every normal abelian subgroup of P.
Indeed we have:

Theorem 5.2
If P is an Sp-subgroup of the strongly p-solvable group G, then every

normal abelian subgroup ofP is contained in 0 pjG).

Proof
It clearly suffices to prove the theorem for GjOp.(G), which is also

strongly p-solvable. Hence without loss we can assume that Op.(G) = 1. Set
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R = 0iG), V = Rjet>(R), and G= GjR. Then by Theorem 3.4, G is faith
fully represented on V as a vector space over Zp. But G is also strongly
p-solvable and 0iG) = 1. Hence by Theorem 5.1, the representation of G
on V is p-stable.

Now let A be an abelian normal subgroup of P and let A be its image in
G. Since A <J P, rp, A] s A and since A is abelian, this gives [P, A, A] = 1.
But then [R, A, A] = 1 and consequently

[Rjet>(R), Aet>(R)jet>(R), Aet>(R)/et>(R)] = 1 that is, [V, A, A] = 1.

But now Theorem 2.6.6 implies that each x in A induces a linear trans
formation of V which satisfies the polynomial (X - 1)2. Since the represen
tation is p-stable, this is possible only if each x, in fact, satisfies the
polynomial X-I. Thus A acts trivially on Vand, as the representation of
G on V is faithful, this yields A = I, whence A s R = 0iG).

The following slight extension of this result will be very important for us
(see Section 8.1).

Theorem 53
Let G be a strongly p-solvable group and Pap-subgroup of G such that

Op,(G)P<J G. Then IfA is a p-subgroupofNG(P) with theproperty[P, A, A] =

1, we have

Remark TakingP to be a Sylow p-subgroupof Op,,iG), we haveOp,(G)P
<J G. If Q is an Sp-subgroup of G containingPandAisanabeliannormal

subgroup of Q, then certainly [P, A, A] = 1. By the theorem, AsP and
so A s 0p"iG). Thus Theorem 5.2 is, in fact, a special case of Theorem
5.3.

Proof
Set N = NG(P) and let P = PI ::> P2 ::> •• , ::> Pn+ 1 = 1 be an N-invariant

normal series of P such that each Pi = PjPi+ I , 1 ~ i ~ n, is elementary
abelian and such that N acts irreducibly on Pi' Let Hi be the kernel of tht'
representation of N on Pi' Since Ri = NjH i acts faithfully and irreducibly
on Pi as a vector space over Zp, we have OP(RJ = I by Theorem 3.1.3.

On the other hand, as rp, A, A] = I, certainly [Pi' Ai' AJ = 1, where Ai
denotes the image of A in Ri .But now it follows from Theorem 2.6.6, exactly
as in the proof of the preceding theorem, that Ai = I, whence A s Hi for all
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n

i, 1 ~ i ~ n. We conclude that AsH = nHi' But H stabilizes the normal
i= 1

series Pi' I ~ i ~ n + 1, of P. Since HIC is a subgroup of Aut P, where
C = CG(P), Corollary 5.3.3 now yields that HIC is a p-group. But
HIC <J NIC, so HIC c::; OpeNIc). Thus ACIC s Op(NIC) and the
theorem is proved.

We note that the argument shows that Theorem 5.3 is, in fact, valid for
any group which involves only p-stable subgroups.

EXERCISES

1. Let G be a solvable group in which F(G) is a p-group. Prove that 0 p' (G) = 1
and that F(G) = 0iG).

2. Let H, K be S,,-subgroups of G and assume Hand K are nilpotent. Prove
that Hand K are conjugate in G.

3. Let A be a n'-group of automorphisms of the n-group G. Prove that
[G, A, A] = [G, A].

4. If G is a solvable group with abelian Sylow subgroups, show that
Z(G) n G' = 1.

5. Let Hand K be S{P.q}-subgroups of the solvable group G. If X is a subgroup
of G with X s 0iH) n K, show that X S Op(K).

6. Let G be a p-solvable group and let Q be a p'-subgroup of G such that
WG(Q)/CG(Q)! is divisible by p. Prove that Q does not normalize an
Sp-subgroup of G.

7. Let G be p-solvable, let P be a fixed Sp-subgroup of G, and denote by Yl'(P)
the set of subgroups H of G such that (a) H has p-Iength at most 2, (b)
Pc::; H, and (c) n(H) consists of at most two primes. Prove

(i) G = <H IH E Yl'(P».
(ii) If M and N are subgroups of G containing P such that

H = (H n M)(H n N) for all H in Yl'(P), then G = MN.
8. Let G be p-solvable with 0 p.(G) = 1. Let Q be a p'-subgroup of G and A

ap-subgroup of NG(Q) such that [A, Q] = Q. Prove that [Op(G), A, Q] oF 1.
9. Show that any two Sylow systems of a solvable group G are conjugate in G.

10. Let Pi' 1 ~ i ~ n, be a Sylow system of the solvable group G. Prove
(i) For each subset n of n(G), there exists an S,,-subgroup G" of G such

that Pi n G" is a Sylow subgroup of G".
(ii) If C = n NG(G,,), then C is nilpotent.

"S,,(G)

11. Let p be a prime in n(G), set

Pi = {B IB <J G, B is a p-group, and 0p(G/CG(B)) = I},
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and let R = (B IB E ~>. Prove
(i) R E~.

(ii) R is abelian.
12. Let G be p-solvable with Dp.(G) = 1. Let P be an Sp-subgroup of G and let

B = Z(P)G be the normal closure of Z(P) in G. Prove
(i) B is a'1 abelian p-group.

(ii) DiG jCG(B» = 1 (hence B E ~ in the notation of Exercise 11).
(iii) CG(B) is the largest normal subgroup of G which centralizes Z(P).

13. Show that either of the following conditions imply that G has p-length 1.
(a) G is p-solvable and an Sp-subgroup of G is abelian.
(b) G is strongly p-solvable and an Sp-subgroup of G has class 2.

14. Let G be p-solvable with Dp.(G) = 1 and let P be an Sp-subgroup of G,
P odd. Prove that every cyclic D0rmal subgroup of P lies in DiG).



CHAPTER 7
FUSION, TRANSFER, AND
p-FACTOR GROUPS

We begin with Alperin's fundamental theorem which describes the
conjugacy of p-elements of a group G. This theorem asserts that such
conjugacy, which can be regarded as a " global" property of G is, in fact,
completely determined by "local" properties-specifically, by the struc
ture of the normalizers of the nonidentity p-subgroups of G. On the basis
of this result, we are able to give a concise treatment of all the standard
applications of the transfer homomorphism, including the theorems of
Bumside, Frobenius, and Griin on the existence of nontrivial p-factor
groups. In Section 5 we introduce the general notion of weak closure and
study its relation to the particular concept of p-normality. Then in the
final two sections we study groups with very restricted classes of Sylow
p-subgroups, which provides an opportunity to apply a number of our
general theorems to obtain information about the fusion of p-elements in
such groups.

1. LOCAL FUSION

If x and y are conjugate elements in G, then obviously Ixl = Iyl. Hence
if n((x») = {Pi 11 ~ i ~ r}, Theorem 1.3.1 implies that x = X 1X2 ••• X r and

238
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y = }\Yz '" Yr with Xi' Yi uniquely determined pi-elements of (x), (Y),
respectively. Raising x and Y to the appropriate powers, the conjugacy of
x and Y implies the conjugacy of Xi and Yi, 1 ~ i ~ r. Because of this, many
questions of conjugacy in general can be reduced to problems about
conjugacy of elements of prime power order. Furthermore, because of
Sylow's theorem, conjugacy of such elements can in turn be reduced to
the study of conjugacy of elements of a fixed Sylow subgroup of G.

If P is a fixed Sp-subgroup of the group G, then obviously two elements
of P that are conjugate in P are conjugate in G. Determination of the
conjugacy classes of a given p-group may not be easy to accomplish. How
ever, this question is not the one which will primarily concern us; rather
we shall be interested in the converse problem: when are distinct conjugate
classes of P part of the same conjugate class of G?

Thus we say that two elements x, Y of P are fused in G if x and Y are
conjugate in G, but not in P. In this case the distinct conjugate classes of
P in which x and Y lie are part of a single conjugate class in G. More
generally two subsets X, Y of P are said to be fused in G if they are con
jugate in G, but not in P.

If x, Y lie in a subgroup PI of P, it may happen that x and Y are con
jugate in NG(PI). (If x, Y are conjugate in P, this is indeed the case with
PI = P.) However, x and y may very well be conjugate in G without the
conjugation taking place in the normalizer of some subgroup of P contain
ing them. A slightly more general situation is the following: There exist
subgroups PI and Pz of P with x E PI' yE Pz , such that x is conjugate in
NG(PI) to an element z which lies in Pz and z in turn is conjugate to y in
NG(Pz). We shall give an exercise to illustrate that x and y may be conjugate
in this latter fashion without being conjugate in the normalizer of any
subgroup of P. Clearly we can generalize this procedure to any finite
number of subgroups of P. Thus by considering the normalizers of all
nonidentity p-subgroups of P, we can study the fusion that takes place in
these normalizers by the process just described. Conjugacy of this type we
can regard as "local conjugacy" or "local fusion," in the sense that it is
determined in the" neighborhood " of the Sp-subgroup P of G.

We formalize this in the following definition: Two subsets X, Y of
P are said to be locally conjugate or locally fused in G provided there
exists a sequence of subgroups Pi of P, 1 ~ i ~ n + 1, and elements Xi of
NG(P i), 1 ~ i ~ n, such that

(1.1) and
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On its face, it would appear that the elements x and y of P could be fused
in G without being locally fused. However, this is, in fact, not possible as
Alperin's remarkable theorem will demonstrate. Some work of Burnside
and Wielandt perhaps foreshadowed this striking result; and we conclude
this introductory section with Burnside's classical theorem:

Theorem 1.1 (Burnside)
If P is an Sp-subgroup of G, then two normal subsets ofP are conjugate in

G if and only if they are conjugate in NG(P). In particular, two elements of
Z(P) are conjugate in G if and onl)' if they are conjugate in NG(P).

Proof
Obviously any element of Z(P) is itself a normal subset of P and also

two subsets of P conjugate in NG(P) are conjugate in G. Hence we need
only prove that if X, Yare normal subsets of P with Y = X", U E G, then
Y = x= with Z E NG(P). Set N = NG( Y), so that Ps N, as Y is a normal
subset of P. But Y is also a normal subset of pu, as Y = XU and X is a
normal subset of P. Hence also pu s N. Then P and P" are Sp-subgroups of
N and consequently P"V = P for some v in N. Setting Z = uv, we then have
Z E NG(P) and x= = XUV = yv = Y, as required.

2. ALPERIN'S THEOREM

Alperin's results will show not only that all fusion is local, but that
considerable restriction can be placed upon the subgroups Pi of P and the
elements Xi of NG(P;) which effect the local conjugation. For the subsequent
applications it will be necessary to establish his results in a very precise
form. We therefore begin with some definitions involving Sylow groups
and their intersections.

IfP and Q are Sp-subgroups of G, we shall say that the intersection P n Q
is tame provided Np(P n Q) and NQ(P n Q) are each Sp-subgroups of
NG(P n Q).

In general, Np(P n Q) and NQ(P n Q) are p-subgroups of NG(P n Q), but
one or both may fail to be an Sp-subgroup of Nc;(P n Q). If P n Q = 1, then
Np(P n Q) = P and NQ(P n Q) = Q, so in this case P n Q is always a tame
intersection. Likewise, ifP = Q, then P n Q = P and in this case also P n Q
is a tame intersection.

Now let P be a fixed Sp-subgroup of G. Then if Q, R are two Sp-sub
groups of G we shall say that R is related to Q with respect to P provided
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there exist Sp-subgroups Qi, 1 ~ i ~ 11, such that
(a) P (\ Q i is a tame intersection, 1 ~ i ~ 11.
(b) There exist p-elements Xi of NG(P (\ Q i)' 1 ~ i ~ 11, such that RX = Q,

where x = X I X2 ... X n •

(c) P (\ R ~ P (\ Q, and (P (\ Ry'X2'"'x, ~ P (\ Qi+l, 1 ~ i ~ 11 - 1.
Whenever this is the case we shall write R - p Q, and if there is no

danger of confusion we shall simply write R - Q. If we wish to refer to the
conjugating element x, we shall write R - Q via x.

Condition (c) amounts to the fact that as we conjugate from R to Q, we
are" keeping track" of what is happening to P (\ R. Although the defini
tion does not specify the final intersection when we apply X n , this inter
section is, in fact, determined. Indeed,

(P (\ RY = ((P (\ Ry,X2"'Xn-'yn ~ (P (\ Qnyn ~ P (\ Qn,

as X n E NG(P (\ Q,J
Since this last inclusion may be proper, we cannot necessarily reverse our

steps, and so the relation R -p Q is not necessarily symmetric. On the other
hand, if P (\ Q is a tame intersection, then obviously Q - p Q with
11 = 1, XI = 1, and QI = Q; so our relation is reflexive.

Alperin's principal result, from which the conclusions on fusion follow
directly, is the following: If Q is any Sp-subgroup of G, then the relation
Q -p P necessarily holds. We carry this out in a sequence of lemmas, the
first of which shows that the given relation is transitive. We emphasize that
throughout P is a fixed Sp-subgroup of G and we drop the subscript P.

Lemma 2.1
If Q, R, S are Sp-subgroups of G such that S - R alld R "" Q, thell S"" Q.

Proof
Suppose Yi' T i , I ~ i ~ m, and Zi' U i , I ~ i ~ r, are elements and

Sp-subgroups of G which realize the relations S - Rand R - Q with
respect to P, respectively. Set n = III + r and define

(2.1 ) Xi = flY; and
Zi-m

1 ~ i ~ m
m + 1 ~ i ~ n.

We claim that the elements Xi and the Sp-subgrours Qi, 1 ~ i ~ 11, effect
the desired conclusion S"" Q.

Indeed, P (\ Q i is a tame intersection and Xi is a p-element of NG(P (\ Q i)

for all i inasmuch as corresponding statements hold for P (\ T i , P (\ U i ,

Yi' and Zi' Furthermore, if Y = Y'Y2 ... Ym and z = Z,Z2 '" Zr, then
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x = yz = X1X2 ... Xn • Since SY = Rand RZ = Q, we have SX = Q. Thus
conditions (a) and (b) of the definition of S ~ Q hold.

Now P n IS ~ P n T1 = P n Ql, while if 1 ~ i ~ m-I, then

(2.2) (P n SYIX2"'Xi = (P n S)YrY2"'Yi ~ P n Ti+1 = P n Qi+l'

Furthermore,

(P n S)XIX2'''Xm= (P n sy ~ P n R,

as we have observed above. But then

(2.3) (p n S)XIX2""XmC P n U = P n Q- 1 m+b

l~i~n-l,

asPnR~PnUl'

Finally, for m + 1 ~ i ~ n - 1, we have

(2.4) (P n S)x,X2""Xi = ((P n Syym+ ,···Xi ~ (P n Ry,Z2"'Zm-i

~ P n Ui- m +1 = P n Qi+l'

But now (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4) together show that also condition (c) holds.
Thus S ~ Q, as asserted.

Lemma 2.2
Let Q, R be Sp-subgroups of G such that P n R 2 P n Q, R ~ P via

x, and QX ~ P. Then Q ~ P.

Proof
By the preceding lemma, it will be enough to show that Q ~ QX. Let

x = X1X2'" Xn and Qi' I ~ i ~ n, be given in accordance with the defini
tion R ~ P via x. We claim that Q ~ QX is given by the same elements Xi
and Sp-subgroups Qi' Indeed, conditions (a) and (b) clearly hold as Q is
conjugated into Q'< by the element x. As for (c), P n Q ~ P n R by hypo
thesis and soP n Q ~ P n Ql' But then

(P n Qy,X2"'Xi ~ (P n Ry,X,...Xi ~ P n Qi+1

as required.

Lemma 2.3
Let Q, R be Sp-subgroups of G such that Rn Q :::::> P n Q and R ~ P.

Suppose S ~ P for all Sp-subgroups S of G with the property
ISnPI> IQnPI. Then Q~P.

Proof
Let R ~ P via x, so that RX = P. Then P n QX = RXn QX = (R n QY.

But by hypothesis, IR n QI > IP n QI, whence IP n QXI > IP n Q I. Hence
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QX ~ P by our second assumption. Since R ~ P, the desired conclusion
Q ~ P will follow from the preceding lemma provided we show that
P (J R ;2 P (J Q. But P (J R ;2 P (J (R (J Q) ;2 P (J (P (J Q) = P (J Q, as
required.

Lemma 2.4
Let Q be an Sp-subgroup of G such that P (J Q is a tame intersection. If

S ~ P for all Sp-subgroups S of G with the property IS (J PI > IQ (J PI, then
Q~P.

Proof
If Q = P, then we know that Q (J P is a tame intersection and that

Q ~ P; hence we may assume Q of- P, in which case P (J Q c P. Set
Po = Np(P (J Q) and Qo = NQ(P (J Q), so that Po, Qo are each Sp-subgroups
of N = NG(P (J Q) since P (J Q is a tame intersection. Let K be the sub
group of N generated by all its p-elements. Then clearly Qo and Po are
Sp-subgroups of K, whence Q~ = Po for some y in K. But then we can
write x = X\X1 '" X n , where each x, is ap-element of K. Take Qi = Q for
I ~ i ~ n. Then certainly P (J Qi is a tame intersection for all i and it
follows immediately from the definition that Q ~ QX.

On the other hand, P (J QX ;2 P (J Q~ = P (J Po = Po . But Po :::l P (J Q by
Theorem 1.2.11(ii), since P:::l P (J Q. Hence IP (J QXI > IP (J QI and con
sequently QX ~ P by hypothesis. Thus we have both Q~ QX and QX ~ P,
whence Q~ P by Lemma 2.1.

With the aid of these lemmas, we can now prove

Theorem 2.5
For any Sp-subgroups P and Q of G, we have Q ~p P.

Proof
We argue by induction on IP:P (J QI. If IP:P (J QI = I, then P = Q

and the theorem holds; so we may suppose that P (J Q c P. Let D be
an Sp-subgroup of NG(P (J Q) which contains Np(P (J Q) and let S be an
Sp-subgroup ofG containing D. Then P (J S;2 P (J D = Np(P (J D):::l P (J Q,
so P (J S:::l P (J Q. Hence by induction S ~ P. Suppose S ~ P via the
element x. It will suffice to show that QX ~ P, for then Lemma 2.2 with S
in place of R will give the desired conclusion Q ~ P.

Now P (J QX ;2 P (J (P (J Q)X, while (P (J QY ~ sx = P, whence
P (J (P (J QY = (P (J Q)X, and consequently

(2.5)
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If P n QX =:> (P n Q)X, then IP:P n QXI < IP:P n QI, as (P n QY and
P n Q have the same order. But then QX ~ P by induction. Hence we may
assume that (2.5) is an equality.

Since D is an Sp-subgroup of NG(P n Q), it follows therefore that D X is
an Sp-subgroup of NG«P n Qn = NG(P n QX). Now let E be an Sp-sub
group of NG(P n QX) containing NQx(P n QX) and let T be an Sp-subgroup
of G containing E. Then T n QX :2. NQx(P n QX) =:> P n QX. If T ~ P,
then the first condition of Lemma 2.3 is satisfied with T, QX in the roles
of R, Q, respectively. Since the second condition of the lemma holds by
our induction assumption, it follows that QX ~ P, as required. Hence it
will suffice to prove that, in fact, T ~ P. But P n T:2 P n QX, so if
P n T =:> P n QX, this assertion will follow from our induction assump
tion. Hence we may also assume that P n T = P n QX.

We argue under these conditions that P n T is a tame intersection, in
which case the conclusion T ~ P will follow from Lemma 2.4 in view of
our induction assumption. First of all, we have that DX £ P and that DX is
an Sp-subgroup of NG(P n QX) = NdP n T). Furthermore, since E £ T and
E is an Sp-subgroup of NG(P n QX), we also have that NT(P n n is an
Sp-subgroup of NG(P n T). Thus P n T is a tame intersection and the
theorem is proved.

Theorem 2.5 leads at once to Alperin's main result on fusion:

Theorem 2.6 (Alperin)
Let A and B be two subsets of an Sp-subgroup P of G and suppose that

AX = B. Then there exist elements Xi and Sp-subgroups Qi of G, 1 :;:;; i :;:;; n,
and an element y of NG(P) which satisfy the following conditions:

(i) x = X[Xl ••• xny.
(ii) P n Qi is a tame intersection, 1 :;:;; i:;:;; n.

(iii) Xi is a p-element of NG(P n Qi),l :;:;; i:;:;; 11.

(iv) A £ P n Q[, while Ax,xrx, £ P n Qi+h 1 :;:;; i:;:;; n - 1.

Proof
By Theorem 2.5, p x

-' ~ P via some element u. Let Qi and Xi' 1 :;:;; i:;:;; n,
be Sp-subgroups and elements of G which give rise to this relation, so that,
in particular, u = X[X1 •.• X n and (PX-')" = P. Setting y = u-[ X, it follows
that yE NG(P) and X = uy. Since B = AX £ P, we have A £ P n px-t.
Hence AX,Xl'''X, £ (P n pX-'y""Xi £P n Qi+h 1 :;:;; i:;:;; n - 1, by definition
of p x

-' ~ P via u and by our choice of Q i and Xi' For the same reason
P n Qi is a tame intersection and Xi E NG(P n Q;),l :;:;; i:;:;; n, and the
theorem is proved.
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The theorem applies, in particular, of course, to elements of P. We note
also that the element Y need not be a p-element.

There is another form of Alperin's theorem that is more convenient for
some applications. Observe, first of all,' that if we put Qn + 1 = P, we have
that P n Qn+1 is a tame intersection. Furthermore, as we have seen above
A" ~ P, so A" = Ax,xrXn ~ Qn+1' In addition, if we set Y = Xn+b then
Xn+1 E NG(P n Qn+1)' NowputA = Ao and set Ai = AO,x2'''x" I < i <n + 1,
so that An + 1 = B. Our conditions iclply that Ai -1 and Ai both lie in
P n Qi+ 1 and are conjugate by the element Xi' Thus we have (replacing
n + I by m):

Theorem 2.7 (Alperin)
IJ A and B are subsets oJ the Sp-subgroup P oJ G that are conjugate in

G, then there exist Sp-subgroups Qi oJ G with P n Qi a tame intersection,
1 < i <m, and subsets A = Ao , Ab A2 , ••• , Am = B such that

(i) Ai-1~PnQi,Ai~PnQi'
(ii) Ai = Ar'-l Jor some Yi in NG(P n Qi), I < i <m.

Theorem 2.6 simply asserts, in addition, that for 1 < i <m-I the
element Yi can be taken as a p-element, while Ym can be taken in NG(P) and
Qm can be taken as p,.

3. TRANSFER AND THE FOCAL SUBGROUP

The study of fusion of p-e1ements is very closely related to the question
of whether a given group G possesses a nontrivial p-factor group-that is, a
proper normal subgroup of index a power of the prime p. The well-known
theorems of Burnside, Frobenius, and Griin give conditions for the
existence of nontrivial p-factor groups. Strikingly simple proofs of all these
theorems can be obtained from Alperin's theorem. To carry this out, how
ever, we need a property of the so-calledJocal subgroup of an Sp-subgroup
P of G, which in turn depends upon the transJer homomorphism of G into
P/ P'. We shall derive these results in the present section.

If G possesses a proper normal subgroup K such that G = G/ K is a
p-group, then G' c G and if L is the inverse image of G' in G, then L is a
proper normal subgroup of G and G/ L is an abelian p-group. Thus G has
a nontrivial p-factor group if and only if it has a nontrivial abelian p-factor
group. A very simple description can be given of the maximal abelian
p-factor group. Indeed, we have
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Theorem 3.1
Let P be an Sp-subgroup of G. Then

(i) There exists a normal subgroup K ofG such that GIK is isomorphic
to PIP n G'.

(ii) If K is a normal subgroup of G such that GIK is an abelian p-group,
then P n G' £ K and GI K is isomorphic to a homomorphic image
ofPIP n G'.

Proof
Assume K <l G and GIK is an abelian p-group. Then G' £ K as GIK is

abelian and G = KP as GI K is a p-group. In particular, P n G' £ K and
by the third isomorphism theorem GIK is isomorphic to PIP n K, which
together imply that PIP n K is a homomorphic image of PIP n G'. Thus
(ii) holds.

Now P n G' is an Sp-subgroup of G', as G' <l G, and G = GIG' is
abelian. Hence if K denotes the inverse image of Gp,(G) in G, we see that
P n G' = P n K, K <J G, and GIK is an abelian p-group isomorphic to
PIP n G'; and so (i) also holds.

Theorem 3.1 shows the significance of the subgroup P n G' and tells us
that G possesses a unique maximal abe1ian p-factor group, isomorphic to
PIP n G'. We call P n G' thefocal subgroup of Pin G.

We shall need a description of P n G' in terms of fused elements of P.
To obtain this result requires some information about the transfer homo
morphism, which we proceed to develop. Although we shall be primarily
interested in the transfer of G into PIP', it is more convenient in the
beginning to consider an arbitrary abe1ian group A. The existence of this
homomorphism depends upon the following theorem:

Theorem 3.2
Let G be a group, H a subgroup ofG, and c/ra homomorphism of H into an

abelian group A. Let Y i, 1 ~ i ~ n, be a complete set of right coset represen
tatives of H in G. For x in G, ifYi X E HYi'(x) write

for the appropriate element hi(x) of H. Then we have
n

(i) The mapping xr = TI hi(x)<!> is a homomorphism of G into A.
i= 1

(ii) r is determined independently of the choice of the coset representa-
tives Yi, 1 ~ i ~ n, of H in G.
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Proof
Because cP is a homomorphism, we can rewrite xr as

247

(3.1)

Hence for XI' X2 in G we have

(3.2) (XI r)(x2 r) = CDI h;(.\'I)) 4>(I] h;(x2))cP = (n h;(xI);1] h;('\2)) 4>.

On the other hand,

(3.3) (xlx2)r = (DI h;(XI'\2))cP.

If u, v denote the terms in the parentheses of the right side of (3.2) and
(3.3), respectively, r will be a homomorphism provided we prove that
u4> = v4>, or equivalently that u = kv for some element k of the kernel K
of cP. Since A is abelian, H' s:; K. Consequently it will suffice to prove that
v == u (mod H'). Suppose we can show that v is equal to the product of the
2n elements h;(XI), h;(x2), 1 ~ i ~ n, in some order. Since any rearrange
ment of these terms does not affect the coset of H' in which the product
lies, the desired conclusion v == u (mod H') will then follow, since by (3.2) u
is by definition a product of these 2n elements.

To prove the required assertion, note, first of alI, that by definition of
h;(XIX2), we have

(3.4)

On the other hand,

(3.5) Y;(X IX2) = (Y;XI)X2 = h;(xdY;'(X!lX2 = h;(x l )(yj X2),

where we have set j = t(x l ). Thus

(3.6)

which together with (3.4) yields

(3.7) hl'<IX2) = h;(x l )hix2) 1 ~ i ~ n.
n

Since v = nhi(X I X 2 ), the desired conclusion wilI follow from (3.7)
j= 1

provided we show that j runs over the set S = {I, 2, ... , n} (in some order)
as i does. But the mapping 7r X1 from S to S defined by the rule

(3.8)
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is clearly a permutation of S. Since i'(x 1) = j by definition, j runs over S
and we conclude that r is a homomorphism.

Suppose now that J i' I ~ i ~ 11, is another set of coset representatives of
H in G and let T be the corresponding homomorphism of G into A, defined
by the corresponding elements hi(x) for x in G, 1 ~ i ~ 11. We must prove
that T = r. Setting

(3.9)
n

U = TI hi(x)
i""" 1

and
n

U = TI hl'()
i = 1

and, arguing as in the proof of (i), it will suffice to show that u == u(mod H').
If the .i\ are a permutation of the J'i' then the hi(x) are a permutation of the
h;(x) and the desired conclusion follows at once in this case. Hence replac
ing the S'i by a suitable permutation of them, we may assume without loss
that J'i and .i\ lie in the same coset of H, 1 ~ i ~ n.

Thus 5\ = =;}'i' Zi E H, I ~ i ~ 11, whence

(3.10)

It follows from (3.10) and the definition of hi(.\") that

(3.11 ) 1 ~ i ~ n.

But now (3.9) and (3.11) yield

(3.12)

However, the mapping (i )7[x = i'(x) is a permutation of S = {l, 2, ... , n}
and consequently the second product is simply the inverse of the first. Thus
u == u (mod H') and the theorem is proved.

The homomorphism r is called the transfer or transfer hOlJ1omorphism of
G into A (relative to Hand c/J). For most applications, one is interested in
the case that H = P is an Sp-subgroup of G, A = P/ P *, where p* is a sub
group of P containing P', and c/J is the natural homomorphism of P on

P/P*.
By the theorem, xr is determined independently of the choice of the

coset representatives of H in G. We shall now choose these coset represen
tatives in a very particular way, which will itself be a function of the
element x, and on the basis of this choice will establish the following
result:
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Theorem 3.3
Let r be the transfer of G into an abelian group A relative to the subgroup

H of G and the homomorphism 4J of H into A. Then for any element x of G,
there exists a set oft elements Xi ofG, 1 :( i:( t, with t and X j depending upon
X, with the following properties:

(i) Xi Xr,xi-
I EH for suitable positive integers r j, 1 :( i :( t.

t

(ii) I,ri=n=IG:HI.
i = 1

(iii) xr=(,I1x i X"X j-
I )4J.

1=1

Proof
With the notation as in Theorem 3.2 and with the coset representatives

J'i of H in G, 1:( i:( n, we consider the permutation Tr x of S = {l, 2, ... , n}

given in (3.8). We decompose Tr x as a product of disjoint cycles and
renumber the )'i in such a way that the decomposition of Trx assumes the
form

Let t be the number of cycles of Tr x . Then their respective lengths are ri and
t

L r j = n = IG :HI. Thus (ii) holds for these integers 'j'

i~ I

Now let Xl> X2, ••• , x, be the coset representatives of the cosets labeled
I, r l + I, ""'1 +'2 + ... + "-I + 1, respectively. Then by definition of

Tr x we have that Xi x j is a coset representative of H in G corresponding to
the (j + l)st coset of the ith cycle of Tr x and so the elements

(3.14)

form a complete set of coset representatives of H in G. Furthermore,
XjXr

, E HXj by definition of rj, whence XiX"X;-1 EH and so condition (i)
holds with this choice of the elements Xi' 1 :( i :( t.

We now compute xr, using the coset representatives (3.14). Set
J'k = Xi x j (k a function of i and j) and consider Yk X = hk(x)Yk'(X)' If
j <'i - 1, then YkX = XiXj+1 = )'k'(x) is one of the coset representatives
(3.14). But this implies that hk(x) = 1 whenever j < r i - 1. Hence xr is the
product of those (hk(x))4J which correspond to the elements )\ = Xi Xr,-I.
For such )'k' we have )'kX = XiX" E HXi' whence )'kX = (xjX"X,:-I)Xi with
Xi X"Xi- I E H and Xi = )'k'(x)' It follows that hk(x) = XiX" Xi- I for each of
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these Yk and we conclude that

(3.15)
t

XT = TI (x i Xr'Xi-
1)4>.

i= 1

Since 4> is a homomorphism, (iii) follows at once from (3.15) and the
theorem is proved.

Theorem 3.3 enables us to give the following description of the focal
subgroup.

Theorem 3.4
If P is an Sp-subgroup of G, then the focal subgroup P (\ G' is generated

by the set of all elements X-I Y with x, Y E P and x conjugate to y in G.

Proof
Set P* = <X-IX" Ix E P, u E G, and x" E P>. We must show that

P* = P (\ G'. Since x-I.y" = X-IU-IXU = [x, u], we clearly have P' £ p* £

P (\ G'. In particular, PIP* is abelian.
Now let 4> be the natural homomorphism of P on PIP* and let T be the

transfer of G into PIP* rela tive to P and 4>. If K denotes the kernel of T, it
will suffice to prove that GIK is isomorphic to PIP*. Indeed, if this is the
case, then PIp* will be a homomorphic image of PIP (\ G' by Theorem
3.1, which will imply that IPIP (\ G'I ~ IPIP*I. But since P* £ P (\ G',
the reverse inequality also holds, giving the desired conclusion p* = P (\ G'.

Now let x E P and choose the elements Xi of G and the integers
ri, 1 ~ i ~ t, to satisfy the conditions ofTheorem 3.3. Then with n = IG :PI,
we have

(3.16)

and

(3.17)
t

XT=: TI XiXr'Xi-
1 (mod P*).

i = 1

Since PIP * is abelian, we can rewrite (3.17) as

(3.18) XT =: .rlxrix-r'xixrixi-I =: (.TIxri)(.TIx-rixiXriXj-l) (modP*).
I;::: 1 I ;::: 1 ,;::: 1

But X-ri'Y i XriXj-l = (Xr,)-I XiXriXj-1 E P* since x r, and Xi Xr'Xi-
1 lie in P and

are conjugate in G. Thus (3.18) reduces to

(3.19)
t

xr =: TI x" = xl: = ,r, = xn(mod P *).
i= 1
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On the other hand, (n, p) = 1, as IG: PI = n is relatively prime to p.
Hence if x ~ P*, it follows from (3.19) that xr ~ P*. In other words, r maps
representatives of the distinct cosets of p* in P onto distinct cosets of P* in
P and consequently r maps P onto PIP*. Clearly then (G)r = PIP*,
whence GIK is isomorphic to PIP*, as required.

As an immediate corollary we have

Theorem 3.5
IfP is an Sp-subgroup of G, then the transfer of G into PIP (\ G' relative

to P is an epimorphism.

4. THEOREMS OF BURNSIDE, FROBENIUS, AND GRUN

The assertion that G has a nontrivial p-factor group or equivalently a
description of the focal subgroup of G is a "global " property of G. The
classical results that utilize transfer derive such global information from
purely" local" assumptions. We shall now establish these results together
with some new ones on the basis of Alperin's theorem and the focal sub
group theorem of the previous section. We begin with the following result:

Theorem 4.1
If P is an Sp-subgroup of G, then P (\ G' is generated by the subgroups

[H, NG(H)], where H ranges over the set of all nonidentity tame inter
sections H = P (\ Q, Q an Sp-subgroup of G.

Proof
Denote by p* the subgroup of G generated by all such subgroups

[H, NG(H)]. Since H <l NG(H), [H, NG(H)] s; H s; P, so p* is contained
in P as well as in G'. Thus p* s; P (\ G'. On the other hand, by
Theorem 3.4,

P (\ G' = <X-IY Ix, Y E P, x and y conjugate in G).

Hence it will suffice to show that x- 1y E P* for all such x, y in P.
By Theorem 2.7 there exist elements x = XO, XI> ••. , X m = Y and

Sp-subgroups Qi of G with Hi = P (\ Qi a tame intersection such that
X j _ 1 and Xi lie in Hi and X'j=x!'~I»'iENG(Hj),l~i~m. But then
Xi-=-\X i = Xj--\Yi-IXi-IYi = [Xi-I> yJ E [Hi, NG(Hi)] s; p* for each i. Since

- 1 - I (- 1 )( - I . ) (- I )X y=xo xm= X o XI XI '\2 ..• Xm-IXm'

it follows that X- 1yE P*, and the theorem is proved.
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We next establish Griin's first theorem, which gives another description
of the focal subgroup.

Theorem 4.2 (Griin)
If P is an Sp-subgroup of G, then

P (\ G' = <P (\ NG(P)', P (\ Q' I Q ranging over all Sp-subgroups of G).

Proof
Let p* denote the right side of the above statement. Then clearly

p* 5; P (\ G' and, as in the preceding theorem, we need only show that
x- 1y EP* for x, Y inP and Xconjugate to Y in G. Let Qi> Hi' Yi' I ~ i ~ m,
be as in the preceding theorem. Again we need only show that Xi--\X i =
[Xi-z,Y;)EP* for each i. Now Xi-I and Xi are in Hi=P(\ Qi and
Yi E NG(H) Furtherrrlore, by Theorems 2.6 and 2.7, we can choose Yi to be
a p-element for i < m and can choose Ym to be in NG(P). Hence for
i < m, Xi-l and Yi lie in an Sp-subgroup Ri of G, whence [Xi-I, yJ E R; and
so Xi--\X i E P (\ R; 5; p* in this case. On the other hand, X';;!IXm =
[xm- I, Ym] E P (\ NG(P)' 5; P*, as Xm- 1 E P and Ym E NG(P). This completes
the proof.

Let P be an Sp-subgroup of G. If G = POp,(G), we say that G has a
normal p-complement [inasmuch as 0 p'(G) <J G and P (\ 0 p'(G) = 1].

As a corollary to Griin's theorem, we have Burnside's well-known
sufficient condition for a group to have a normal p-complement.

Theorem 4.3 (Burnside)
If an Sp-subgroup of G lies in the center of its normalizer in G, then G has

a normal p-complement.

Proof
Let P be an Sp-subgroup of G and set N = NG(P). By assumption,

P s; ZeN). Since P 5; N, it follows, in particular, that P is abelian. Hence
Q" = 1 for any Sp-subgroup of G and so P (\ Q' = 1. Furthermore, P is
a normal Hall subgroup of N and so has a complement H in N by the
Schur-Zassenhaus theorem. Thus N = PH with P (\ H = 1. But P 5; ZeN),
whence P centralizes H and consequently N = P x H. It follows that
N' = (P x H)' = H' and hence that P (\ N' = P (\ H' = 1. We conclude
therefore from Griin's theorem that P (\ G' = 1.

But now Theorem 3.1(i) yields that G possesses a normal subgroup K
such that G/ Kis isomorphic toP/P (\ G' = P. Since IGI/IKI = IG/KI = IPI,
it follows at once that K is a p'-group, whence K = Op,(G). Thus G has a
normal p-complement.
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The proof of Burnside's theorem yields the following sharper result:

Theorem 4.4
Ifan Sp-subgroup P of G is abelian and N = NG(P), then

(i) P (I G' = P (I N' and P = (P (I N') x (P (I ZeN)).
(ii) The maximal p-factor group of G is isomorphic to P (I ZeN).

Proof
The first part of the preceding proof, together with Griin's theorem,

implies that P (I G' = P (I N'. Furthermore, if H is a complement of P
in N, then H is a p'-group and, as P is abelian, Theorem 5.2.3 yields that
P = PI X P2 , where PI = C p(H) and P 2 = [P, H]. But clearly PI =
P (I Z(PH) = P (I ZeN) and P2 = P (I N', proving (i). Now (ii) follows
from Theorem 3.1.

Our next result, due to Frobenius, gives a necessary and sufficient con
dition for a group to have a normal p-complement.

Theorem 4.5 (Frohenius)
G possesses a normal p-complement if and only if one of the following

conditions holds:
(a) NG(H)/CG(H) is a p-group for every nonidentity p-subgroupHofG.
(b) NG(H) has a normal p-complementfor every nonidentity p-subgroup

ofG.

Proof
Suppose first that G has a normal p-complement K. Let H be a non

identity p-subgroup of G and set N = NG(H). Since NIN (I K and NKIK
are isomorphic, we have that NIN (I K is a p-group. But N (I K is a
p'_group and therefore N (I K is a normal p-complement in N. Furthermore,
[H,N (I K] s; H (lK= 1asH <l NandN (I K<l N. ThusN (lKs; C=CG(H).
Hence NI C is a homomorphic image of the p-group NIN (I K and so
is itself a p-group. We conclude that conditions (a) and (b) both hold.

Conversely suppose (a) or (b) holds. If (b) holds, then N = NG(H) has
a normal p-complement for any p-subgroup H f= 1 of G. But then by the
argument of the preceding paragraph, NI C is a p-group, where C = CG(H).
Hence (b) implies (a) and consequently we need only show that G has a
normal p-complement under assumption (a).

We argue by induction on G and suppose first that G has a proper
normal subgroup GI such that GIGI is a p-group. Let H be a nontrivial
p-subgroup of GI and set N = NG(H) and C = CG(H), so that by assump
tion NI C is a p-group. But N (I GI = NdH) and C (I GI = CG,(H). Since
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NIC is a p-group, so also is N 1\ GI/C 1\ Gl = NdH)/CG,(H). Thus GI

satisfies condition (a) and so by induction GI possesses a normal
p-complement K I • Since K I char G I <1 G, KI <1 G. But GIGI and GI IK I are
each p-groups and hence so is GIK I • We conclude at once that K I is a
normal p-complement in G.

Thus to complete the proof of the theorem, it will suffice to show that G
has a nontrivial p-factor group under assumption (a). This is equivalent, we
know, to proving that P 1\ G' c P, where P is an Sp-subgroup of G. We
shall show, in fact, that P 1\ G' = P'. This will follow at once from
Theorem 4.1 provided we prove that [H, N] s; P' for every nontrivial
tame intersection H = P 1\ Q, where Q is an Sp-subgroup of G and
N = NG(H). By assumption N IC is a p-group, where C = CG(H). On the
other hand, as H is a tame intersection, P 1\ N is an Sp-subgroup of N,
whence N = (P 1\ N)C. But then [H, N] = [H, (P 1\ N)C] = [H, P 1\ N] as
C centralizes H. Since Hand P 1\ N lie in P, we conclude that [H, N] s; P',
as required.

In Chapter 8, using other methods, we shall show that for odd p there
exists a single nontrivial p-subgroup H of G such that the existence of a
normal p-complement in NG(H) suffices to imply the existence of one in G.

We conclude with two other results of some interest.

Theorem 4.6
If the Sp-subgroup P of G has trivial intersection with its distinct con

jugates, then any two elements of P that are conjugate in G are conjugate in
NG(P).

Proof

Let x, Y E P with x conjugate to y in G and let x = Xa, XI' X2 , ••• , Xm= y,
Hi = P 1\ Qi, and Yi be as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Since X;_I and
Xi are in Hi' P 1\ Qi #- I and consequently P = Qi, I ~ i ~ m. Thus
Hi = P and Yi E NG(P) for all i, whence u = Y1Y2 ... Ym E NG(P). Since
X" = Y, the theorem follows.

Theorem 4.7
Let P 1\ Q be an intersection ofmaximal order of tl<,'O distinct Sp-subgroups

of G. Then the only conjugates ofP 1\ Q in G contained in P are conjugates
ofP 1\ Q in NG(P).

Proof
Set A = P 1\ Q and suppose B = A X s; P. Then by Theorem 2.7, we have

A = Aa, Ab A 2 ••• , Am = B, Hi = P 1\ Qi, <Ai-I, A) S; H;,andA i = At'... I
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for suitable Yi in NG(Hi), where each Hi is a tame intersection. Now if
Qi f= P, then Hi = P n Qi = A i- 1 = Ai' since otherwise IP n Qil > IAil =

IAI = IP n QI, contrary to the fact that P n Q is an intersection of
Sp-subgroups of maximal order. Thus A i- 1 = Ai whenever P f= Qi and
consequently B = AY, where Y = YiIYi2 ... Yi

r
with i j running over those

indices for which Q ij = P, proving the theorem.

5. WEAK CLOSURE AND p-NORMALITY

In this section we derive some additional consequences of Alperin's
theorem which relate to the basic concept of weak closure. If Hand K are
subgroups of G, the weak closure of K in H with respect to G is by definition
the subgroup of H generated by all conjugates of K in G which lie in H
and is denoted by

V(cclG(K); H).

(Here" ccl " is an abbreviation of "conjugate class ").
Thus, for example, in this terminology a corollary of Theorem 4.7 is the

assertion
V(cclc(P n Q); P) = V(ccl,y(P n Q); P),

where P, Q are as in the theorem and N = NG(P).
If K = V(cclcCK); H), we say that K is weakly closed in H (with respect

to G). Clearly in this case K must be a subgroup of H and the only conjugate
of K contained in His K itself; for if K X<;; H, then KX <;; K as K is weakly

closed in H. But then K = K' <;; H as IKxl = IKI. Obviously H is weakly
closed in itself.

We shall be concerned here with some results in the case that H = P is
an Sp-subgroup of G and K is a characteristic subgroup of P. We first prove

Theorem 5.1
Let K be a characteristic subgroup of the Sp-subgroup P of G. Then K

is weakly closed in P if and only if K is normal in every Sp-subgroup of G
in which it lies.

Proof
Suppose K <;; Q = r, equivalently K X- 1 <;; P, X E G. Then by definition K

is weakly closed in P if and only if KC 1 <;; K and hence if and only if
K r

1 =K for any such x.
But then if K is weakly closed in P, KX= K and so K = K' char p x = Q.

Conversely, suppose K <J Q. Since K char P, K' char P' = Q and so K, K'
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are two normal subgroups of Q that are conjugate in G. But then by
Burnside's theorem (Theorem 1.1), KXY = K for some y in NG(Q). On the
other hand, KXY = K X as KX char Q. Thus K X= K, whence K is weakly
closed in P.

We remark that the proof shows that K need not be characteristic, but
need only satisfy the weaker condition K <J NG(P).

Of particular interest is the case K = Z(P). If Z(P) is weakly closed in
P, we say that G is p-normal. (Clearly this concept depends only upon the
prime p and not upon the particular Sp-subgroup P of G.)

IfPis abelian, then P = Z(P) and certainly G is p-normal. Griin's second
theorem, which we now prove, extends Theorem 4.4 on groups with
abelian Sp-subgroups to arbitrary p-normal groups.

Theorem 5.2 (Griin)
IfP is an Sp-subgroup of the p-normal group G and if N = NG(Z(P», then

P n G' =P n N'.

Proof
Set H = NG(P). Since Z(P) char P, H normalizes Z(P) and so H <::::; N,

whence P n H' <::::; P n N'. Furthermore, by Griin's first theorem,

P n G' = (P n H', P n Q'I Q ranging over all Sp-subgroups of G).

Hence to prove that P n G' <::::; P n N', it will suffice to show that
P n Q' <::::; P n N', fer all Sp-subgroups Q of G. Since obviously

Pn N' <::::;Pn G',

this will be enough to establish the theorem.
Set D = P n Q' with Q = r, x E G, and let M = NG(D). Since D <::::; P, we

have Z(P) <::::; M, and since D <::::; Q' <::::; Q, we also have Z(PY <::::; M. Let R, S
be Sp-subgroups of M containing Z(P) and Z(P)X, respectively. If S" = R,
U E M, we have Z(PY" <::::; R. Hence if T is an Sp-subgroup of G containing
R, we see that both Z(P) and Z(PY" lie in T. But G is p-normal and con
sequently Z(n is weakly closed in T. Since Z(P) and Z(PY" are conjugates
of Z(n contained in T, it follows that Z(P) = Z(PY" = Z(T). We conclude
therefore that y = XU EN = NG(Z(P».

Now u EM = NG(D) and consequently

D = D" = (P n Q')" = (P n (P'n" = P" n (P')Y.

Thus D <::::; (P'F <::::; N' since both P and y lie in N. Since also D <::::; P, it
follows that D = P n Q' <::::; P n N' and the theorem is proved.
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There exist other deeper results, notably the Hall-Wielandt theorem,
which give conditions on weakly closed subgroups W of P other than Z(P)
for P (I G' to equal P (I N' with N = NG(W). (See M. Hall [1], pp. 206
212.) This theorem does not seem to be a direct consequence of Alperin's
theorem; and, as we do not require it, we shall not prove it here.

We conclude with a well-known result of Burnside related to nonweakly
closed subgroups of P.

Theorem 5.3 (Burnside)
Let K be a normal subgroup of the Sp-subgroup P of G and assume K is

contained as a nonnormal subgroup of some Sp-subgroup of G. Then there is
a p-subgroup H of P containing K such that if r is the number of distinct
conjugates of K contained in NG(H), then (r, p) = 1 and r > 1.

Proof
We have K s; px and K -tI Px for some x in G. Thus Kx- 1

s; P and
Kx-

1 .;a P. We know from Alperin's theorem that we can conjugate
Kx-

1

into K in a finite number of steps Kr
I = Ka , K1 , Kz, ... , Km = K

involving only tame intersections. Hence at some stage we must have
K i - 1 .;a P and K j <J P. Set La = K-l and L 1 = K j • Then our results imply
that <La, L 1>S; P (I Q, where Q is an Sp-subgroup of G with P (I Q a tame
intersection, that La, L 1 are conjugate in N = NG(P (I Q), and that there
exists an element y in G such that Li = K and (P (I Q)Y s; P.

Since P (I Q is a tame intersection, R = N p(P (I Q) is an Sp-subgroup
of N. Now L 1 <J R as L 1 <J P and R s; P. On the other hand, L 1 -;tJ N,
for otherwise La = L 1 and La <J P, which is not the case. But then
r = IN: NN(L1)[ > 1 and is prime to p. Now r is the number of conjugates
of L 1 in N; and, furthermore, as L 1 s; P (I Q and P (I Q <J N, these con
jugates all lie in P (I Q. Finally if we set H = (P (I Q)y, we see that
Lt = K s; H s; P and that r is the number of conjugates of K in NG(H).
Since (r, p) = 1 and r > 1, the theorem is proved.

6. ELEMENTARY APPLICATIONS

We shall apply some of the preceding results to establish a number of
important specialized theorems:

Theorem 6.1
Let P be an Sp-subgroup of G, where p is the smallest prime in n(G). rr

p > 2, assume dn(P) :::; 2, while if p = 2, assume P is cyclic. Then G has a
normal p-complement.
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Proof
Suppose first that p is odd. If H is a nontrivial p-subgroup of G, H <:; Q

for some Sp-subgroup Q of G. Since dn(Q) = dn(P) ~ 2, Theorem 5.4.15(i)
implies that d(H) ~ 2, whence certainly dn(H) ~ 2. Set N = NG(H) and
C = CG(H), so that R = N/C is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut H. We
argue that R is a p-group. Indeed if not, then R would contain an element
.r of prime order q =I P which determines an automorphism of H of order q.
But since dn(H) ~ 2, Theorem 5.4.15(ii) implies that q <po However,
q E n(G) under these conditions, contrary to the fact that p is the smallest
prime in n(G). Thus R is a p-group for any p-subgroup H =I 1 of G and
now Theorem 4.5 yields that G possesses a normal p-complement.

Suppose now that p = 2, in which case P is cyclic. Setting N = NG(P) and
C = CG(P) , we have that N / C is a 2'-group of automorphisms of P. But
Aut P is a 2-group by Lemma 5.4.1 and consequently N = C. Thus
P <:; ZeN) and the desired conclusion follows in this case from Burnside's
normal p-complement theorem.

In view of Theorem 5.4.11 concerning regular groups of automorphisms,
it is of interest to know the structure of groups whose Sylow subgroups are
all cyclic. This we can derive as a consequence of Theorem 6.1.

Theorem 6.2
If the Sylow subgroups oJ G are all cyclic, then G is metacyclic. In par

ticular, G is solvable.

Proof
By induction on IGI, we first prove that G is solvable. Let P be an

Sp-subgroup of G, where p is the smallest prime in n(G). Since P is cyclic,
certainly dn(?) ~ 2. Hence G possesses a normal p-complement K by
Theorem 6.1. Since the Sylow subgroups of K are also all cyclic, K is
solvable by induction. Since G = PK with K <J G, we conclude that G
is solvable.

Now set F = F(G). The Sylow subgroups of F, being subgroups of those
of G, are cyclic. Since F is nilpotent, it follows that F is abelian, and hence,
by Theorem 1.3.I(ii), that F is cyclic. But CdF) <:; F by Theorem 6.1.3 and
consequently G/ F is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut F. But Aut F is
abelian as F is cyclic. Since the Sylow subgroups of G/ F are also all cyclic,
another application of Theorem 1.3.I(ii) yields that G/ F is cyclic. Thus G
is metacyclic, as asserted.

A group G is said to possess a Sylow tower if there exists a normal series
G = Go:::J G I :::J ... :::J Gn = 1 in G such that each GJG i + l , 0 ~ i ~ n - I, is
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isomorphic to a Sylow subgroup of G. Clearly such a group G is necessarily
solvable. As a second consequence of Theorem 6.1, we have

Theorem 6.3
Let G be a group ofodd order such that for every prime p in n(G), we have

dn(P) ~ 2, where P is an Sp-group of G. Then G possesses a Sylow tower.

Proof
If p is the smallest prime in 11:(G), we can apply Theorem 6.1, since p is

odd, to conclude that G has a normal p-complement Gl . Then Gl satisfies
the same conditions as G; so by induction Gl possesses a normal series with
the required properties. Since GIG I is an Sp-subgroup of G, it follows at
once that G has a Sylow tower.

A further consequence of the same type is the following:

Theorem 6.4
A simple nonabelian group has order divisible either by the cube of its

smallest prime or by 12.

Proof
Let P be an Sp-subgroup of G, where p is the smallest prime and suppose

IPI ~p2. Then P is either cyclic or abelian of type (p,p). In either case
dn(P) ~ 2. Hence if p > 2 or p = 2 and P is cyclic, G has a normal
p-complement and so is not simple.

Consider the remaining case that p = 2 and P is of type (2, 2) and set
N = NG(P), C = CG(P). If N = C, then Burnside's theorem applies to yield
that G has a normal 2-complement; and again G is not simple. On the
other hand, if N ~ C, then NI C, being of odd order, must contain an
element of order 3 which cyclically permutes the three elements of P*. In
this case, 12 divides IGI and the theorem is proved.

In view of the solvability of groups of odd order, a simple group, in
fact, has order divisible by 8 or 12. Thompson's work on minimal simple
groups shows that actually the order of a simple group is divisible by either
26 ·50rI2.

The preceding results deal with groups whose Sylow subgroups are of
very restricted types. We conclude with a general consequence of Burn
side's transfer theorem:

Theorem 6.5
If P is an Sp-subgroup of G and A is a maximal abelian normal subgroup

ofP, then

where D is a p'-group.
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Proof
Set C = CG(A). Since A <l P, P normalizes C and consequently P n C is

an Sp-subgroup of C by Theorem 1.3.8. But P n C = CpeA) = A by
Lemma 5.3.12. Thus A is an Sp-subgroup of C. Since A s; Z(C), Burnside's
theorem applies to yield that C possesses a normalp-complement D. Hence
C = AD, where D is a p'-group. Since D centralizes A, we have, in fact,
C = A x D and the theorem is proved.

7. GROUPS WITH DIHEDRAL SYLOW 2-SUBGROUPS

As an application of Griin's first theorem we shall analyze the fusion of
2-elements in groups with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. Of particular
Importance is the fusion of elements of order 2. In any group G, an
element of order 2 is customarily called an involution and we shall use this
term for such an element. It will also be convenient to call an abelian group
of type (2, 2) a four-group. Thus a four-group is another name for a
dihedral group of order 4. We first treat the case of dihedral groups of
order 4, which is considerably easier.

Theorem 7.1
Let G be a group in which an S2-subgroup S is a four-group. Then one of

the following holds:
(i) NG(S)::::> CG(S), G has no normal subgroups of index 2, and G has

one conjugate class of involutions.
(ii) NG(S) = CG(S), G has a normal 2-complement, and G has three

conjugate classes of involutions.
In particular, CG(x) has a normal 2-complement for any involution xof G.

Proof
Set N = NG(S) and C = CG(S). If N = C, Burnside's transfer theorem

implies that G has a normal 2-complement K. Since G/ K is isomorphic to
Sand S has three classes of involutions, it follows that the involutions of S
lie in distinct conjugate classes in G. Since every involution of G is con
jugate to one in S by Sylow's theorem, G has three classes of involutions,
proving (ii).

Suppose, on the other hand, that N ::::> C, in which case N / C must con
tain an element of order 3 which cyclically permutes the three involutions
of S. But then S n ZeN) = 1, whence G has no normal subgroups of index 2
by Theorem 4.4. Furthermore, since the involutions of S are conjugate to
each other in N, G has only one class of involutions. Thus (i) also holds.
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Finally, let x be an involution of G and set G1 = CG(x). Then x, being in
the center of G1 , is conjugate only to itself in G1 • On the other hand, G1

contains a conjugate of S and so G1 has more than one class of involutions.
But then G1 has a normal 2-complement by (ii).

Theorem 7.1 tells us that either G has a normal 2-complement or else the
three conjugate classes of involutions of S are fused to a single class in G.

We turn now to the case of dihedral groups of order at least 8 and first
prove the following preliminary result which augments the conclusions
obtained in Theorem 5.4.3.

Lemma 7.2
Let S = <x, y Iy2 = x 2" = I, x Y = x- 1

, n ~ 2> be a dihedral group oforder
at least 8. Set z = X 2"-I, H = <x>, To = <y, z>, and T 1 = <xy, z>. Then we
have

(i) <z> = Z(S), <x2> = S' = <1>(S), and Q1(S') = Z(S).
(ii) <z> = Q 1(H) and H contains every cyclic subgroup of S of order

at least 4.
(iii) To and T 1 are four-groups and are not conjugate in S. Furthermore,

any four-subgroup of S is conjugate to To or T1 •

(iv) INs(T;): Cs(T j ) I = 2 and Cs(T;) = T;, 0 ~ i ~ 1.
(v) S has three conjugate classes of involutions, represented by the

elements z, y, and yx, respectively.
(vi) Aut S is a 2-group.

Proof
First of all, (i) has been proved in Theorem 5.4.3. For the same reason

we know that the elements of S - H are all involutions, which implies (ii)
as well as the fact that To, T1 are four-groups.

Let u E S and set y" = v. Since u = yxi or xi for some j, we have
y" = yXi = x-iyxi = yx2i in either case. Thus v = yx2i and, for each choice
of j, v is conjugate to y. Similarly, yx-is conjugate to yx2i + 1 for all j.
Furthermore, z is conjugate only to itself in S. Since the elements yxi and
z include all the involutions of S, we conclude that S has three classes of
involutions, proving (v). Moreover, To and T 1 cannot be conjugate in S, for
otherwise yE To would be conjugate to one of the involutions z, yx, and
yxz = yx1 +2"-1 of T 1 , which is not the case.

Next let T be an arbitrary four-subgroup of S. Since IS/HI = 2,
T n H ¥- 1, whence z E T. Hence T = <z, yxi> for some i. By the preceding
paragraph there exists u in S such that (yxi

)" = y or yx according as i is even
or odd. Since u centralizes z, we conclude correspondingly that T" = To or
T1 • Thus (iii) holds.
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The preceding analysis shows that for u in S, y" = y only if u = y, Z, or
yz, while (yx)" = yx only ifu = yx, Z, or yxz, so Cs(y) = To and Cs(Yx) = T I .

lt follows at once that Cs(T;) = T i , 0 < i < 1. On the other hand,
Ni = Ns(Ti) -:::J T i by Theorem 1.2.11(ii) since S -:::J T i , 0 < i < 1. Since
NjTi acts as a group of linear transformations of T i as a vector space over
Z2' Theorem 2.8.1 implies that INjT;l = 2, 0 < i < 1, and so (iv) also
holds.

Finally, H is the unique cyclic subgroup of S of order more than 2,
whence H char S. But then if rjJ is a 2'-automorphism of S, rjJ acts trivially
on both Hand S/ H by Lemma 5.4.1 and consequently rjJ stabilizes the
normal series S -:::J H -:::J 1 of S. But then rjJ = 1 by Theorem 5.3.2. Thus
Aut S is a 2-group, which establishes (vi) and completes the proof.

We now prove

Theorem 7.3
Let G be a group with a dihedral S2-subgroup S oJ order at least 8 and let

To, T I be representatives oJ the two conjugate classes oJJour-groups in S.
Then one oJ the Jollowing holds:

(i) G has no normal subgroups oJ index 2, G has one conjug~te class
oJ involutions, and /NG(Ti ) : CG(T;) I = 6 for both i = 0 and 1.

(ii) G has a normal subgroup oJindex 2, but no normal subgroup oJindex
4, G has two conjugate classes oJ involutions, and ING(T;) : CG(T;) I
is 6 Jor one value oJ i and 2 Jor the other value oJ i, 0 < i < 1.

(iii) G has a normal 2-complement, G has three conjugate classes oJ
involutions, and ING(T;) : CG(Ti) I = 2 Jor both i = 0 and 1.

In particular, if z is the involution oJ Z(S), then CG(z) has a normal
2-complement.

Proof
We shall determine S 1\ G' by means of Griin's theorem. First of all, if

N = CG(S) and C = CG(S), then N/C is a 2-group by part (vi) of the
preceding lemma. Since S is an S2-subgroup of N, we thus have N = Se.
Since C <J N, S 1\ C = Z(S) is an S2-subgroup of e. But Z(S), being of
order 2, is cyclic and so C possesses a normal 2-comp1ement K by Theorem
6.1. Since Kc C centralizes S, it follows that N = S x K, whence
S 1\ N' = S'. We conclude therefore from Griin's first theorem that

(7.1) S 1\ G' = <S 1\ Q' IQ ranging over all S2-subgroups of G>.
Let the notation for the elements and subgroups of S be as in the preced

ing lemma. Hence if Q = So, U E C, we have Q' = <x2>", so S 1\ Q' is cyclic
of order at most 2"-1. Thus for any single S2-subgroup Q of C, we never
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have H = S (\ Q'. Furthermore, if IS (\ Q'I > 2, then S (\ Q' c H by
Lemma 7.2(ii). Finally, if IS (\ Q'/ = 2, then either S (\ Q' = (z) cH or
S (\ Q' = yx i for some i. We conclude that either S (\ G' = (x2) = S'
or that

(7.2)

for suitable integers ij and S2-subgroups Qj of G such that S (\ Qj =

(yx ij
), 1 ~ j ~ r. Moreover, if (7.2) holds, S (\ G' = (xl, y) if all i j are

even, S (\ G' = (x2
, yx) if all ij are odd, and S (\ G' = (x2

, y, yx) = S in
the remaining case.

Consider first the case S (\ G' = S. Then (7.2) holds and I] is even, ik is
odd for suitable j, k, say, j = 1 and k = 2. Then yx i

', yxi2 are conjugate
in S to y and yx. Hence replacing Q[, Q2 by appropriate conjugates, we
can assume \yithout loss that

(7.3) S (\ Q~ = (y) and S (\ Q; = (yx).

Thus (y) = Q[(QD = Z(Q[) and (yx) = Q[(Q;) = Z(Q2)' Since Z(S) is
conjugate to Z(Q;) for each i, it follows that both y and yx are conjugate to
z in G. In particular, G has only one class of involutions.

Furthermore, by the preceding lemma, INs(To): Cs(To)1 = 2, so there
exists an element u in Ns(To) such that

(7.4) ZU = z yU = yz (yz)U = y.

On the other hand, (y) = Z(QI), so Cl = CG(y) contains 'both QI
and To. Hence if S[ is an S2-subgroup of Cl containing To, then SI
is an Sz-subgroup of G and (y) = Z(SI)' But then, as with S, we have
INs,(To): Cs, (To) I = 2, so there must exist an element v in Ns,(To) such that

(7.5) y" = y z" = yz (yz)" = z.

Setting w = uv, it follows at once from (7.4) and (7.5) that

(7.6) (yzy = y

Thus WE NG(To) and W cyclically permutes the three involutions of To,
whence w3 is the least power of W contained in CG(To)' We conclude at
once that ING(To) : CG(To)I = 6.

A similar calculation with yx and T[ in place of y and To yields also
/NG(TI ) : CG(T[)I = 6. Thus all parts of (i) hold when S (\ G' = S.

Suppose next that IS: S (\ G'I = 2. Then G possesses a normal subgroup
K of index 2, but no normal subgroup of index 4 (inasmuch as the factor
group by such a normal subgroup would necessarily be abelian). In this
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case 5 n G' = <x2
, yxi

) with i = 0 or 1. For definiteness, assume i = O.
Then the preceding argument shows that y is conjugate to z in G and that
ING(To) : CG(To) I = 6. Furthermore, yx is not conjugate to z in this case, for
if yx = ZU with u in G, then yx E 5 n Q', where Q = 5 u

, whence 5 n G' = 5,
contrary to our present assumption. Thus G has two classes of involutions
in this case. In addition, we must also have ING(TI ) : CG(TI ) I = 2, otherwise
this index would be 6 and NG(TI ) would contain an element which cyclically
permutes the involutions of TI • But then yx and z would be conjugate in
G, which we have just shown is not the case. Thus (ii) holds when
15:5nG'I=2.

Now assume that 15: 5 n G'I ~ 4, whence 5' = 5 n G'. By Theorem
3.1 there exists a normal subgroup K of G such that S' = 5 n G' = 5 n K
and GIK is isomorphic to 515 n G'. But then 5' is an 5 2-subgroup of K
and, being cyclic, K possesses a normal 2-complement L by Theorem 6.1.
Since L char K <J G, L<J G and GIL is a 2-group. Since ILl is odd, we
conclude that L is a normal 2-complement in G. The remaining parts of
(iii) follow at once from this.

Finally, if G I = CG(z), then 5 £; G I and z is conjugate only to itself in G I .

But now the preceding proof shows that condition (iii) must hold in GI' since
otherwise z would be conjugate to y or yx in G I • Hence G I has a normal
2-complement by (iii) and the theorem is proved.

EXERCISES

I. Lo' G~SL(3,p), podd, ,,' p~(G!~) a,b,,€z+,~(i!~),

X 2 = (~ ~ ~), z = (~ ~ ~), and Pi = <Xj, z), I ~ i~ 2. Prove
011 101

(i) P is an Sp-subgroup of G and is extra-special of order p3 with
center <z).

(ii) Pi is a tame intersection, I ~ i ~ 2.
(iii) Xi and z are conjugate in NG(P i), I ~ i~ 2, and hence XI and X 2

are conjugate in G.
(iv) X I and X 2 are not conjugate in the normalizer of any subgroup of P

containing them.
2. Let G be a group with cyclic Sylow subgroups. Prove that G = <x, y) with

x'" = yn = 1, xY = x', r n == 1 (mod 111), IGI = mn, and (n(r - 1), m) = 1.
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3. Let G be a group with no normal subgroup of index 2 and let P be an
5 2-subgroup of G. Prove

(i) If Q is a maximal subgroup of P, then Q contains a representative
of every conjugate class of involutions of G. (Consider the transfer
of G into P/Q.)

(ii) If A is an elementary abelian normal subgroup of P of order 4 and x
is an involution of G, then CG(A) contains a conjugate of x.

4. Let G be a group with a generalized quaternion 5 2-subgroup. Prove that
either G has a normal 2-complement or else 5L(2, 3) is involved in G.

5. Let HI' H 2 be subgroups of G with H 2 ~ HI and let 'i" denote, respec
tively, the transfer of G into HjHi and of HI into H 2 / H~ with respect to
the natural maps of Hi on HjH: . Prove that

(G)'I' = (G)'2'

By analogy with Lemma 7.2 and Theorem 7.3, the next two exercises
describe the possible fusion in a group with semi-dihedral S2-subgroups.

6. Let P = <x, y Iy2 = x 2" = I, y-I xy = X-1+2"-I) be semi-dihedral of order
2"+1, n ~ 3. Prove

(i) The elements of order 2 in Pare z = X2
"-1 and yxi, j even. The

elements of order 4 in Pare X 2
"-2 and yxj,j odd.

(ii) <I>(P) = P' and Z(P) = <z).
(iii) If A = <x), then <z) = 0 1(A) and any cyclic subgroup of P order

at least 4 intersects A nontrivially.
(iv) P has two conjugate classes of involutions represented by y and z.
(v) Every four subgroup of P is conjugate to To = <y, z). Moreover,

T1 = <yx, z) and T2 = <X2"-2) are nonconjugate cyclic subgroups
of P of order 4.

(vi) Aut P is a 2-group.
(vii) INP(T;): Cp(T;) I = 2, 0 ~ i~ I.

7. Let G be a group with semi-dihedral Srsubgroups P and let T be a repre
sentative of the conjugate class of four groups in P. Show that exactly one
of the following statements holds:

(i) G has no normal subgroups of index 2, G has one conjugate class of
involutions and of elements of order 4 and /NG(T) ; CG(T)I = 6.

(ii) G has a normal subgroup of index 2, but no normal subgroup of
index 4, and either
(a) G has one conjugate class of involutions and two of elements or

order 4 and INdT) : CG(T)I = 6, or
(b) G has two conjugate classes of involutions and one of elements

of order 4 and ING(T) : CG(T)! = 2.
(iii) G has a normal 2-complemenL G has two conjugate classes of invo

lutions and two of elements of order 4 and ING(T) ; CG(T)I = 2.
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8. Let G be a group with S2-subgroup (P = Xl' X2' Y Ixi = x1 = y2 = I,
X2Xl = X I X 2 ' x{ = X 2 , and x~ = Xl)' Discuss the possible fusion of
2-elements in G.

9. Let K be a pronormal subgroup of G with K ~ P, P an Sp-subgroup of G.
Prove that K is weakly closed in P with respect to G. (Compare Exercise 1.4.)

10. Let H be a strongly p-solvable subgroup of G with Gp.(H) = I, let P be an
Sp-subgroup of Hand B be a noncyclicelementary abeIian normal subgroup
of P, and let L be the largest normal subgroup of H which centralizes B.
Assume that for every X in B*, [CG(x), B, B] = I. Prove

(i) V = V(cclG(B); P) ~ P n L.
(ii) H = LNG(V).

11. Let G be a group in which the normalizer of every nonidentity p-subgroup
is p-solvable for some prime p and let P be an Sp-subgroup of G. Assume
that Z(P) is noncyclic and that P normalizes no nontrivial p'-subgroups of
G. Prove that Z(P) centralizes every p'-subgroup of G that it normalizes.

12. If the Sp-subgroups of G are nonabelian and metacyclic, p odd, show that G
has a normal subgroup of index p.

13. Let H be an abelian Hall subgroup of G with H ~ Z(NG(H)). Prove that G
possesses a normal H-complement.



CHAPTER 8
p-CONSTRAINED AND
p-STABLE GROUPS

In this chapter we shall discuss a number of closely related topics which
embody the central ideas of Chapter IV of the Odd Order paper and which
have far-reaching applications in classification problems. In Chapter 15 we
shall give one such application to the study ofgroups with a self-centralizing
Sylow 2-subgroup of order 4. Some recent work of Glauberman on one of
these topics enables us to give a uniform, general treatment of the entire
material so that the results hold for any group C such that the normalizer
of every nonidentity p-subgroup of C, p odd, is both p-constrained and
p-stable.

The general concepts of p-constraint and p-stability arose out of the
attempt to carry over the ideas of the Odd Order paper to the analysis of
groups with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups, but it appears now that they will
be useful in the study of simple groups in general. Basic definitions and
properties are discussed in Section 1.

In Section 2 we prove Glauberman's theorem, which gives a universal
property ofp-constrained and p-stable groups which sharpens some earlier
results of Thompson. This result is then applied to obtain a condition for a
group to have a normal p-complement, for odd p, which considerably
strengthens Frobenius' criterion. In Section 4 we generalize Alperin's

267
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theorem in order to study the conjugacy of p-elements in groups in which
the normalizer of every nonidentity p-subgroup is both p-constrained and
p-stable, or, more generally, is what we call of Glauberman type. This is
followed by a fundamental result of Thompson, the so-called transitivity
theorem, which deals with the set of all q-subgroups of a given group G
which are normalized by a fixed p-subgroup A of G having certain speci
fied properties, p, q being distinct primes.

The chapter culminates in the so-called Maximal Subgroup theorer;l, which
considers the set N(P) of all normalizers of nonidentity subgroups of a
fixed Sylow p-subgroup P of the group G and provides a sufficient con
dition for N(P) [more precisely for a certain well-defined subset N*(P) of
N(P)] to possess a unique maximal element.

1. p-CONSTRAINT AND p-STABILITY

Theorems 6.3.3 and 6.5.3 show that a strongly p-solvable group G has
the following two properties:

(A) If P is an Sp-subgroup of 0p',p(G), then

(B) Let P be a p-subgroup of G such that Op.(G)P <1 G. Then if A is
a p-subgroup of NG(P) with the property [P, A, A] = 1, we have

In the study of groups of odd order and groups with dihedral Srsub
groups, one is dealing with a situation in which, for suitable primes p, the
normalizers of every nonidentity p-subgroup satisfy both conditions (A)
and (B). In the case of groups of odd order, this will be a consequence of
the fact that these normalizers are strongly p-solvable. However, for groups
with dihedral S2-subgroups, these normalizers need not even be p-solvable.
What is remarkable is that many of the arguments that one must carry out
depend solely upon the fact that these normalizers satisfy conditions (A)
and (B). It is therefore natural to introduce terms for groups which satisfy
one or the other of these conditions.

A group G which satisfies condition (A) will be called p-constrained.
As noted at the end of the proof of Theorem 6.5.3, condition (B) holds
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for any group G which involves no non-p-stable groups. Now, the notion
of p-stability has thus far been defined only for groups with no nontrivial
normal p-subgroups. Hence no confusion will arise if we take condition (B)
itself as the definition of p-stability for groups which do have a nontrivial
normal p-subgroup. Since we want this concept primarily for the normal
izers ofnonidentityp-subgroups ofa given group, it will be entirely sufficient
for our purposes to limit the definition to such groups. Hence we define:

A group G in which Op(G) "# I which satisfies condition (B), where pis
an odd prime, will be called p-stable.

Throughout the balance of the chapter, p-stability will be used only in
the above sense. In the present section we shall derive some elementary
properties ofp-constrained and p-stable groups.

Theorem 1.1
Let G be a p-constrained group. Then we have

(i) If G ~ Op,(G), then Op"p(G) ~ Op.(G). In particular, G is not
simple.

(ii) If G = GjOp,(G), then CG(OP(G» s Op(G).
(iii) If P is an Sp-subgroup of Op"p(G), then every P-invariant pt-sub

group ofG is contained in Op.(G).

Proof
First of all, (i) is an immediate consequence of the definition of

p-constraint. Next let P be an Sp-subgroup of Op,,p(G) and set N = NG(P).
Then G = Op,(G)N by Theorem 1.3.7 and consequently N maps onto G.
This implies that there exists a subgroup C of N whose image is
Cc;(OP(G». Since P maps onto Op(C) and p<J N, it follows that [C, P] s
Op,(G) n P = 1. Thus Cs CG(P) s 0p',p(G) as G isp-constrained, whence
Cc(OP(C» s OP(C), proving (ii).

Finally, let K be a P-invariant pi-subgroup of G and let K,P be the
images of K, P in C. Then P = OP(C), so [K, P] is both a p-group and a
pi-group. Hence K centralizes P. Since Cc(P) is a p-group by (ii), it follows
that K = I, whence K s Op.(G).

In view of Theorem 3.8.4 and the remark following Theorem 6.5.3 we
have the following result:

Theorem 1.2
Assume that G does not involve SL(2, p), p odd; and, in particular, is either

strongly p-solvable or has dihedral Srsubgroups. Then G is p-stable.

Finally we have the following extension of Theorem 6.5.2:
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Theorem 1.3
Let G be a group in which O/G) =1= 1 which is both p-constrained and

p-stable. If P is an Sp-subgroup of G and A is an abelian normal subgroup
ofP, then A £; Op ../G).

Proof

Set Q = P 11 0p'p(G), so that Op,(G)Q <:J G. Our conditions on A imply
that A£; NdQ) and that [Q,A,A] = 1. Since G is p-stable, ACG(Q) / CG(Q)
£;Op(NdQ)/CdQ»· Also CdQ) £; 0p'iG) = Op,(G)Q as G is_p
constrained. But G = Op'(G)NdQ) by Theorem 1.3.7. Hence if we set G =

G/ Op'(G), Q1e~NdQ) maps on G and so AQ/ Q s; O/G / Q). Since Q =

Op(G), Op(G/Q) = I and so AQ£; Q. Thus A £; Q and we conclude that
A £; Q, proving the theorem.

Theorem 1.3 is usually applied in the following slightly more general form:

Corollary 1.4
Let G be a group, P an Sp-subgroup of G, and Q a nontrivial p-subgroup

ofP, p odd. Assume that H = NG(Q) is p-constrained and p-stable and also
that Q is an Sp-subgroup of 0p',p(H). Then Q contains every abelian normal
subgroup ofP.

Proof
Let A be an abelian normal subgroup of P. Then A 11 H <J P 11 H and so

[Q, A 11 H, A 11 H] = 1. The argument of the preceding theorem shows
that the conclusion A 11 H £; Op' ,P(H) follows (under the assumption of
constraint and stability) from the above commutator condition together
with the fact that Q is an Sp-subgroup of Op ..P(H), but does not require
that P 11 H be an Sp-subgroup of H. Hence A 11 H = A 11 Q = NA(Q). On
the other hand, A Q = R is a p-group; so if Q c R, then N R ( Q) = Aa Q ~ Q
by Theorem 1.2.11(ii), where Aa £; A. But then Aa = NA(Q) 't Q. Thus in
the present case we must have AQ = Q, whence A £; Q.

2. GLAUBERMAN'S THEOREM

We have seen in Theorem 1.3 that in a p-constrained and p-stable group
G, 0p',p(G) contains every normal abelian subgroup A of an Sp-subgroup
P of G. One may ask whether, among all such normal abelian subgroups
of P, there exists a characteristic one, X, such that G = Op.(G)NG(X); and,
in particular, if Op.(G) = 1, if there exists one which is normal in G. The
remarkable fact is that such a characteristic subgroup X of P always exists
and, moreover, can be constructed from P alone, independently of the
p-constrained, p-stable group G of which P is an Sp-subgroup. We shall
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establish this difficult theorem in the present section. Its proof is due to
Glauberman and depends, in part, upon some results and concepts of
Thompson. As we shall see in succeeding sections and chapters, this
result is of great importance in the study of simple groups.

To define this subgroup X requires two definitions. For any p-group P,
we first let A(P) be the set of abelian subgroups of P of maximal order.

The elements of A(P) have the following basic property, analogous to
Lemma 5.3.12.

Lemma 2.1
If A E A(P), then A = Cp(A); in particular, Z(P) sA.

Proof
Indeed, as A is abelian, so is <A, x> for any x in Cp(A) by Lemma 1.3.4.

The maximality of A forces x E A and the lemma follows.
We now define

J(P) = <A IA E A(P».

J(P) is called the Thompson subgroup of P.
It is the subgroup Z(J(P» which turns out to be our desired subgroup X.
Since any automorphism of P clearly permutes the elements of A(P)

among themselves, it leaves J(P) invariant and so J(P) is a characteristic
subgroup ofP. Hence also Z(J(P» char P. J(P) has a number of interesting
properties which we shall need:

Lemma 2.2
Let P be an Sp-subgroup of G. Then l1'e have

(i) If R is a subgroup of P which contains an element of A(P), then
A(R) s A(P) and J(R) s J(P).

(ii) If Q is an Sp-subgroup of G containing J(P), then l( Q) = J(P).
(iii) If Q = PX, X E G, then J(Q) = J(PY.
(iv) l(P) is characteristic in any p-subgroup of G in which it lies.

Proof
If A s R s P with A E A(P), then obviously A E A(R). Thus the elements

of A(R) are of the same order as those of A(P) and so A(R) s A(P),
whence J(R) s l(P). In particular, l(P) = J(R), if J(P) s R.

If Q = P\ x E G, then clearly A(Q) = {AX IA E A(P)}, so J(Q) = J(PY. If
J(P) s Q, then certainly A s Q for A in A(P), whence A(P) s A( Q). Thus
J(P) s J( Q). But as l(P) and J( Q) have the same orders, this yields
J(P) = J(Q).
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Finally, if l(P) c:; 5, 5 a p-subgroup of G, and if Q is an 5 p-subgroup of G
containing 5, then l(P) = l(Q) by the preceding paragraph. 'But then
l(Q) = 1(5) by the first paragraph, whence l(P) = 1(5). Since 1(5) char 5,
all parts of the lemma hold.

In the literature another slightly different definition of l(P) also appears,
in which A(P) consists of the abelian subgroups A of P for which meA)
rather than lA I is maximal and l(P) is generated by the elements of the
corresponding set A(P). This alternative Thompson subgroup has the same
properties listed in Lemma 2.2.

Glauberman's theorem depends upon some nontrivial properties of the
set A(P), which we proceed now to establish. We first prove a simple
lemma:

Lemma 2.3
Let A E A(P) and let B be a subgroup of P. Then B normalizes A if and

only if

[B, A, A] = 1.

Proof
If B normalizes A, then [B, A] c:; A, so [B, A, A] = I as A is abelian.

Conversely, if [B, A, A] = I, then [B, A] centralizes A, whence [B, A] c:; A
by Lemma 2.1. This implies that B normalizes A.

Theorem 2.4 (Thompson)
Let A E A(P) and suppose that M = [x, A] is abelian for the element x

of P. Then MC(M) E A(P).

Proof
Set C = C(M). Since M is abelian, clearly MC is an abelian group.

Hence we need only show that IMCI;:: IAI. for then MCE A(P) by
definition of A(P). Since Cp(A) = A and M is abelian, we have C n M =

A n M = CM(A). Hence

(2.1) IMCI = IMIICI/IC n MI = IMIIC(M)I/IC~I(A)I.

Hence the desired conclusion IMCI ;:: lA I will follow from (2.1) provided
we can prove that

(2.2)

To establish (2.2), it will clearly suffice to show that whenever u, l' are
elements of A lying in distinct casets of Cl(M), then the elements [x, u]
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and [x, v] of M lie in distinct cosets of CM(A). Suppose then that
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(2.3) [x, u] == [x, v] (mod CM(A».

Then J' = [x, ut I [x, v] E CM(A). But

(2.4)

and y centralizes A, so that

Since y centralizes A, it follows that [x, VU-I, a] = 1 for every a in A. But
then [x, a, VU-I] = 1 by Lemma 2.2.5(i) as A and [x, A] are abelian. Thus
VU-I centralizes [x, a] for all a in A and we conclude that VU-I E C(M),
contrary to the fact that u and v lie in distinct cosets of CA(M) in A.

We remark that in the applications A will normalize M and M will
normalize A. In this case, AIC(M) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut M,
while M ICM(A) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut A. Thus the theorem
asserts in this case a property of the corresponding subgroups of Aut M
and Aut A.

Theorem 2.5 (Thompson Replacement Theorem)
Let A E A(P) and let B be an abelian subgroup of P. Assume A normalizes

B, but B does not normalize A. Then there exists an element A* in A(P) with
the following properties:

(i) A n Bc A* n B.
(ii) A * normalizes A.

Proof
Now A B is a group in which B is a normal subgroup. Since B is abelian,

N = N B(A) normalizes B as well as A, so also N <J AB. Furthermore, since
B does not normalize A by hypothesis, N c B. Since BIN<J ABI N,
BIN n Z(ABIN) -# I by Theorem 2.6.4 and so we can choose x in B- N
so that its image lies in Z(ABIN). Then [x, A] £; N. Setting M = [x, A], we
have that M is abelian as N £; B is abelian by assumption. Therefore
A* = MC,,(M) E A(P), by the preceding theorem. We show that A* has
the required properties.

First of all, M normalizes A as M£; N = NB(A). Since CA(M) £; A, it
follows that A * normalizes A. Furthermore, A n B centralizes both x and
A, so A n B £; A*. On the other hand, M = [x, A] '*- A as x ~ N, so
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M(A n B) ~ An B. But M ~ N ~ B and also M ~ A*. Thus·

A* n B ~ M(A n B) ~ A n B,

completing the proof.
As a corollary, we have

Theorem 2.6
Let B be an abelian normal subgroup ofP. Then there exists an element A

in A(P) such that B normalizes A.

Proof
In this case every element of A(P) normalizes B. But then if we choose

A in A(P) so that A n B is maximal, Thompson's replacement theorem
implies that B must normalize A.

The proof of Glauberman's theorem requires an extension of Thomp
son's results to the case that B is a normal subgroup of P of class at most 2
such that B' = [B, B) ~ Z(J(P».

Theorem 2.7 (Glauberman Replacement Theorem)
Let P be a p-group, p odd, and let B be a normal subgroup of P of class

at most 2 such that B' ~ Z(l(P». If A is an element of A(P) which is not
normalized by B, then there exists an element A * of A(P) with the following
properties:

(i) A n B c A* n B.
(ii) A* normalizes A.

Proof
Set Q = AB. Since A ~ Q, A(Q) ~ A(P) and l(Q) ~ l(P) by Lemma

2.2(i). Furthermore, Z(J(P» centralizes A ~ l(P), so Z(l(P» ~ A by
Lemma 2.1. Since A ~ l(Q), it follows that Z(J(P» ~ Z(l( Q». Hence
B' ~ Z(J(Q». Thus the hypothesis of the theorem holds also for Q. Since
A(Q) ~ A(P), it will suffice to show that there exists an element A* in
A(Q) with the required properties. Hence without loss we can assume that
P=AB.

Since B is of class at most 2, B' ~ Z(B). But B' ~ Z(J(P» ~ A and
consequently B' ~ Z(P) in this case.

For the sake of clarity, we incorporate a portion of the proof into an
independent lemma. It will be convenient to introduce the symbol
[B, A; i) which we define inductively as follows:

[B, A; i) = [[B, A; i-I], A]

for i > 0 with [B, A; 0] = B.
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Lemma 2.8
Let P be a p-group of the form P = BA with B <l P, B' S; Z(P), and A

abelian; and let n be the least positive integer such that [B, A; n] is abelian.
Then the following conditions hold:

(i) LlP) == [B, A; i-I] (mod B') for all i;;:, 2.
(ii) [B, A; i + 1] s; [B, A; i]for all i;;:, O.

(iii) If[B, A; n + 1] = 1, then n ~ 2 and cl (P) ~ 4.

Proof
Note, first of all, that [B, A; k] = 1 for k sufficiently large as P is nil

potent; so that the integer n is well defined.
Since (i) is a property of PIB' and since BIB' is abelian, we need clearly

prove (i) only in the case that B is abelian. Now Li(P) s; B for all i ;;:, 2, as
PIB is abelian. Since B is abelian, it follows that for any x in L;(P), b in
B, and a in A, we have [ba, x] = a-Ib-1x-Ibax = a-lx-lax = [a, x). This
implies that

(2.6) Li+I(P) = [P, L;(P)] = [BA, L;(P)] = [A, L;(P)] = [LlP), A]

for all i ;;:, 2. We see then that (i) will follow at once from (2.6) by induction
once we prove that P' = Lz(P) = [B, A].

By Theorem 2.2.1 (i), we have for a in A, b in B, and x in P,

(2.7) [ab, x] = [a, xt[b, x].

But [a, x] E Band B is abelian, whence (2.7) reduces to

(2.8) [ab, x] = [a, x)[b, x],

which implies that P' <::; [A, P)[B, P]. However, [B, P] = [B, A] by the
argument of the preceding paragraph; and a similar argument shows that
[A, P] = [A, B] = [B, A). Thus P' = [B, A] and (i) holds.

As for (ii), it follows imill",:diately from Theorem 2.2.1(iii) by induction
on i that A normalizes each [B, A; i). This in turn implies that [B, A; i] 2

[B,A;i+ I].
Assume now that [B, A; n + 1] = 1. Then by (i), Ln+z(P) s; B'. But

B' s; Z(P) and consequently Ln+ 3(P) = 1.
Let m be the greatest integer not exceeding ±en + 4). Since n ;;:, 1, we

have m;;:' 2. Furthermore, by its definition 2m ;;:, n + 3. Now by Lemma
5.6.1 (i),

(2.9) [Lm(P), Lm(P)] S; Lzm(P) S; Ln+3(P) = 1,

whence Lm(P) is abelian. But then [B, A; In - 1] must be abelian by (i).
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Since m-I is positive, it follows therefore from our definition of n that
m-I? n. Thus

1 n
n ~ m-I ~ 2 (n + 4) - 1 = 2+ 1,

so n ~ 2. Since L n + 3(P) = 1, this yields Ls(P) = 1 and consequently
cl (P) ~ 4, proving (iii).

With the aid of Lemma 2.8, we now prove Theorem 2.7. We again let
n be the least positive integer such that [B, A; n] is abelian. We distinguish
two cases:

Case 1. [B, A; n + 1] # 1. Let r be the least positive integer such that
[B,A;r]=1. Then r?n+2?3 as n?1. Hence [B,A;r-3] is well
defined. Furthermore, [B, A; r - 2] does not centralize A, since otherwise
[B, A; r - 1] = 1, which is not the case. Hence we can choose x in
[B, A; r - 3] such that A does not centralize [x, A]. Let M = [x, A]. Since
r? n + 2, we have

(2.10) M ~ [B, A; r - 2] ~ [B, A; n]

by Lemma 2.8(ii) and therefore M is abelian by our choice of n. Hence
A* = MC(M) E A(P) by Thompson's theorem, 2.4.

Now [B, A 11 B, A] ~ [B, B, A] ~ [Z(P), A] = 1 and [A 11 B, A, B] ~
[A, A, B] = 1, so [A, B, A 11 B] = 1 by the three-subgroup lemma. Hence
A 11 B centralizes [B, A] and so A 11 B centralizes [B, A; i] for all i? 1 by
Lemma 2.8(ii). In particular, A 11 B centralizes M and hence A* by (2.10).
On the other hand, M '*' A, since A does not centralize M. But M ~ B.
Thus A* 11 B 2 M(A 11 B) :J A 11 B.

Furthermore, since CiM) centralizes A, we have [A*, A, A] =

[MCA(M), A, A] = [M, A, A] ~ [B, A; r] = 1, so A* normalizes A by
Lemma 2.3. Therefore A * has the required properties.

Case 2. [B, A; 11 + 1] = 1. Then 11 ~ 2 by Lemma 2.8(iii). But [B, A; 2] # 1,
as B does not normalize A, so n = 2. We shall prove that [x, A] is
abelian for any x in B. Let u, t' E A and apply Theorem 2.2.3(i) with
x, u- I

, and w = [x, v] in the roles of x, y, and z, respectively, to
obtain

(2.11) [x, tt, W],,-l[U- I , W-I, x]"'[w, X-I, u-ty = 1.

Since B' ~ Z( P). each of these three commutators can be seen to lie in
Z(P), while the third is, in fact, 1. Hence (2.11) reduces to

(2.12)
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Furthermore, since [u-l, w- l ] and x are in Band B' s; Z(P), it follows
from Lemmas 2.2.4(iii) and 2.2.5(ii) that

(2.13)

[u- l , w- l , xr l = [[U-l, w- l ], xr l = [[U-l, w- lrl, x] = [[w-l, u- l ], x].

Now (2.12) and (2.13) together with w = [x, v] give

(2.14) [[x, u], [x, v]] = [[[x, vr l , u- l ], x].

We shall simplify the term [[x, vrl, u- l ]. Set P = PIB', A = AB'IB',
and B = BIB I. Since [B, A; 3] = 1, [B, A, A] commutes with A. But it also
commutes with B, as B is abelian. Hence [B, A, A] s; Z(P). We can there
fore apply Lemma 2.2.5(ii) twice to the group [B, A]A to obtain that

(2.15) [[x, vr l , u- l ] == [[x, v], u-lr l == [x, v, u] (mod B').

Since v and u commute and [x, A]B'I B' s; BIB' is abelian, Lemma 2.2.5(i)
also yields that

(2.16) [x, v, u] == [x, u, v](mod B').

Since B' s; Z(P), it follows finally from (2.14), (2.15), and (2.16) that

(2.17) [[x, u], [x, v)) = [[x, v, u], x] = [[x, u, v], x].

By symmetry, we also have

(2.18) [[x, v], [x, un = [[x, v, u], x] = [[x, u, v], x].

Since [[x, v], [x, u]] = [[x, u], [x, V]]-l by Lemma 2.4(iii), we conclude that

(2.19) [[x, u], [x, vW = 1;

and, as p is odd, this yields [[x, u], [x, v]] = 1. Since u and v are arbitrary
elements of A, we have thus proved that [x, A] is abelian for any x in B.

Since B does not normalize A, [B, A] does not centralize A and so we
can choose x in B so that [x, A] does not centralize A. We set M = [x, A]
and apply Theorem 2.4 to obtain that A* = MCA(M) E A(P). As in case 1,
A (l B centralizes [B, A] and so A (l B s; CA(M) as M s; [B, A]. Since [x, A]
does not centralize A and M s; B, we again have A* :2 M(A (l B) :::J A (l B.
Since [B, A; 3] = I, we also have [A*, A, A] = [MCA(M), A, A] = 1; again
A* has the required properties.

We remark that the oddness of p was used only in case 2, where we had
[B, A; 3] = 1. Hence Theorem 2.7 is valid for p = 2 under the stronger
assumption [B, A; 3] -=I 1.

As in the case of Theorem 2.6, we also have the following corollary:
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Theorem 2.9
Under the assumptions ofTheorem 2.7, there exists an element A of A(P)

such that B normalizes A.

Our main objective will be obtained as a corollary of the following
theorem, which is a consequence of Glauberman's replacement theorem.

Theorem 2.10 (Glauberman)
Let B be a nontrivial normal p-subgroup of the p-stable group G, p odd.

IfP is an Sp-subgroup of G, then B n Z(l (P)) is a normal subgroup of G.

Proof
Assume the theorem is false for G and suppose B is a normal p-subgroup

of G of least order for which the theorem is false. Set Z = Z(l(P)) and let
BI be the normal closure of Z n Bin G. Since B <J G, we have B I c:; Band,
as Z n Bc:; B I , we also have Z n BI = Z n B. Hence by our minimal
choice of B, we must have B = B,.

Now B' = [B, B] c B, so Z n B' is a normal subgroup of G. Since
2 <J P, we have that [2 nB, B] c:; 2 n B'. But then for any x in G we have

(2.20) [(2 n BY, B] = [2 nB, By c:; (2 n B'Y = 2 nB',

as Band 2 n B' are each normal in G. Since B is generated by all such
(2 n B)X, it follows that B' = [B, B] c:; 2 n B'. Thus B' c:; 2 and, in
particular, B n 2 centralizes B'. Since B' char B, B' <J G and so every
conjugate of 2 n B in G also centralizes B'. But then we see that B itself
centralizes B', whence B' c:; 2(B). We conclude therefore that cl (B) ~ 2
and that B' c:; 2(l(P)). Thus B has the structure required for application
of Glauberman's replacement theorem and its corollary.

Let L be the largest normal subgroup of G which normalizes 2 n B.
Then P n L is an Sp-subgroup of L by Theorem 1.3.8. Since l(P n L) char
P n L, it follows therefore from Theorem 1.3.7 that G = LN, where
N = NG(J(P n L)). If l(P) c:; P n L, then l(P) = l(P n L) by Lemma
2.2(ii). In this case N normalizes Z = Z(l(P)) and so normalizes Z n B. But
then G = LN normalizes Z n Band Z n B <J G. Thus we may assume that
l(P) <J L n P.

By Theorem 2.9 and Lemma 2.3, there exists an element A in A(P) such
that [B, A, A] = 1. Since B <J G and G is p-stable, it follows from the
definition that AC/ Cc:; Op(G/ C), where C = CG(B). But also C centralizes
2 n B. Hence LC is a normal subgroup of G which normalizes Z n B. Our
maximal choice of L forces Cc:; L. Hence certainly AL/L c:; Op(G/L). How
ever, we claim that Op(G/L) = 1. Indeed, let K be the inverse image of
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Op(G/L) in G. Then P (\ K is an Sp-subgroup of K and so maps onto
Op(G/L). Hence K = L(P (\ K). But P (\ K normalizes both Z and Band
so normalizes Z (\ B. Thus P (\ K c:; L, whence K = L and the desired
conclusion Op(G/L) = 1 follows. Since A maps into Op(G/L), we conclude
that A c:; L.

It follows now from Lemma 2.2(i) that l(P (\ L) c:; l(P). Since
Z c:; A c:; l(P (\ L), this implies that Z (\ Bc:; Z(l(P (\ L)). Setting
X = Z(J(P (\ L)) and applying Theorem 1.3.7, we obtain that G = LNG(X).
Since L normalizes Z (\ B, it follows that the normal closure B of Z (\ B
in G lies in X. In particular, B is abelian.

Since l(P) $. L (\ P, there exists an element Al in A(P) such that
Al $. L. We claim that [B, AI, Ad f= 1. Indeed, if [B, Ah AI] = 1, then the
argument carried out above on A can now be repeated for Al to yield that
Al c:; L, contrary to our choice of A l'

Finally, among all such choices of AI, choose Al so that IA l (\ BI is
maximal. By Lemma 2.3, B does not normalize Al and so Thompson's
replacement theorem can be applied to yield that there exists an element
A* in A(P) such that Al (\ Bc A* (\ Band A* normalizes Al' Because
of our maximal choice of A (, it follows that A* c:; P (\ L. Hence
X = Z(l(P (\ L)) c:; A*. But Bc:; X. Therefore,

[B, AI, AI] c:; [X, AI, AI] c:; [A*, Ah AI] = 1,

as A* normalizes Ai, contrary to the fact that [B, A l , AI] f= 1. The proof
is complete.

We now obtain at once

Theorem 2.11 (Glauberman)
Let G be a group with Op(G) f= 1 which is p-constrained and p-stable,

p odd. {f P is an Sp-subgroup of G, then

G = Op.(G)NG(Z(J(P))).

In particular, if Op.(G) = I, then Z(J(P)) <J G.

Proof
By Theorems l.1(ii) and 1.3.7, it will suffice to prove the corresponding

assertion in G/ 0 p'(G). Hence without loss may assume to begin
with that Op,(G) = 1 and argue that Z(l(P)) <l G. By Theorem 1.3
Z(J(P)) c:; Op(G), inasmuch as Z(J(P)) is a normal abelian subgroup of
P. Taking Op(G) as B in Theorem 2.10, it follows that Z(l(P)) =

Z(l(P)) (\ B <l G, as required.
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3. THE GLAUBERMAN-THOMPSON NORMAL p-COMPLEMENT

THEOREM

For odd p, or if IGI is prime to 3, Thompson has shown that there exist
two characteristic subgroups of an Sp-subgroup P of G such that the
existence of normal p-complements in both their normalizers implies that
G itself has a normal p-complement. Glauberman's theorem gives a refine
ment of this result for odd p and, in fact, implies that the existence of a
normal p-complement in Nc(Z(J(P») is enough to guarantee one in G.

Theorem 3.1 (Glauberman-Thompson)
If P is an Sp-subgroup of G, p odd, and if Nc(Z(J(P)) has a normal

p-complement, then so also does G.

Proof
We proceed by induction on IGI, so that, in particular, any proper

subgroup of G containing P possesses a normal p-complement. Suppose
the theorem false. Then by Frobenius' theorem, there exists a nontrivial
p-subgroup H of G such that Nc(H) does not have a normal p-complement.
Among all such subgroups, choose H so that an Sp-subgroup of N = Nc(H)
has maximal order. Without loss we can clearly assume that P (\ N is an
Sp-subgroup of N.

We argue that P ~ N. If not, set R = P (\ N, L = NN(Z(J(R))), and
M = Nc(Z(J(R))), so that L ~ M and ReP. But then R c Np(R). Since
Z(J(R)) char J(R) char R, we have Np(R) ~ M and consequently
P (\ M => R. Thus an Sp-subgroup of M has order greater than that of N
and so M has a normal p-complement by our maximal choice of H. Since
L ~ M, it follows at once that L has a normal p-complement. On the other
hand, Ne G as P et- N and we conclude from our induction assumption
that N possesses a normal p-complement, contrary to our choice of H. Thus
P ~ N, as asserted. This forces N = G, since otherwise N would again have
a normal p-complement by induction.

Clearly our hypothesis carries over to G/Op.(G). Hence if Op,(G) #- I,
G/Op.(G) would have a normal p-complement by induction and so G
would have one as well. Thus Op,(G) = 1. Since G = Nc(OiG)), we can
assume H = 0iG) without loss. If H = P, then Z(J(P)) char p<J G, so
G = Nc(Z(J(P))) has a normal p-complement by our hypothesis. Hence
also He P.

Now set G = G/H and let P be the image of Pin G, so that P #- I. Set
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NI = Nc(Z(J(P))) and let NI, HI be the inverse images of NI and Z(J(P»,
respectively, in G. Then NI = NG(HI) and He HI' Also Pc NI, as
Ps; NI' Since H = O/G) and He HI, we have NI c G. Since NI contains
P, NI thus has a normal p-complement by induction and consequently so
also does NI' But now applying induction to C, we conclude that C
possesses a normal p-complement.

Thus C = OpjC) and so G = Op,pjG). In particular, G is p-solvable.
If G is strongly p-solvable, then G is p-constrained and p-stable, so
Glauberman's theorem applies. Since Op,(G) = 1, we conclude that
Z(J(P» <J G. But then G has a normal p-complement by hypothesis. On
the other hand, it follows at once from the definition that G is strongly
p-solvable if p ;;, 5 or if p = 3 and the Srsubgroups of G are abelian. Hence
to complete the proof, we need only show that the Sl-subgroups of G are, in
fact, abelian when p = 3.

By Theorem 6.2.2, P normalizes an Sq-subgroup Q of Op{C) for each
prime q and so normalizes Z( Q). Let GI be the inverse image of PZ(Q) in
G, so that GI = PQI, where QI is an abelian q-group isomorphic to
Z(Q). If G I c G, then by induction G I has a normal p-complement, which
in this case must be QI itself. But then [H, QI] s; H n QI = I and so QI
centralizes H. However, CG(H) S; H as H = O/G) and Op,(G) = I, by
Theorem 6.3.2. This contradiction shows that G = GI = EQI' Thus
Sl-subgroups of G are indeed abelian and so G is strongly p-solvable when
p = 3. The theorem is proved.

4. GROUPS WITH SUBGROUPS OF GLAUBERMAN TYPE

In this section we shall establish a fundamental conjugation property for
the p-elements of a group G, p odd, in which the normalizer of every non
identity p-subgroup is both p-constrained and p-stable. This result is based
upon a generalization of Alperin's theorem. However, it turns out that the
proof does not require the full force of these assumptions but only the
consequence of them, which is given by Glauberman's theorem.

For this reason we shall say that a group G is of Glauberman type (with
respect to the prime p) provided

(4.1)

where P is an Sp-subgroup of G. We note that we do not require p to be odd.
To motivate our conjugation theorem, we first prove:
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Theorem 4.1
Let C be ofClauberman type for the prime p and let P be an Sp-subgroup

of C. Then two subsets of P conjugate in C are already conjugate in
NG(Z(J(P»).

Proof
Suppose B = AX with A, B subsets of P and x E C. Set N = NG(Z(J(P))).

Then C = Op,(C)N since C is of Glauberman type and consequently N
maps onto G = CIOp'(C), But the images A, fj of A, Bin G are conjugate
in G and hence the preimages C, D of A, fj, respectively, in N are con
jugate in N. Thus C = D for some y in N, whence AY <:; D.

On the other hand, by the third isomorphism theorem,
(D) = (Op,(G) n N)(B) and so also D = (Op,(G) n N)B. Furthermore,
it is immediate that (B) n D = B and that elements of 0 p'(G) n N con
jugate subsets of D into D. Now (AY) and (B) have the same order since
AY and B are conjugate in G and hence each is an Sp-subgroup of (D).
Thus (AYZ) = (B) for some z in Op,(C) n N. Since AY <:; D, it follows
that AYZ <:; D, whence AYZ <:; (B) n D = B. Therefore AYZ = B. Since
ZED <:; N, we have yz E N and the theorem follows.

We shall express the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 by saying that the
functor Z(J) controls p-fusion in G.

Suppose now that G denotes a group in which the normalizer of every
nonidentity p-subgroup is of Glauberman type, so that by the preceding
theorem the functor Z(J) controls p-fusion in all such normalizers. These
are "local" conditions; and it is natural to ask the "global" question
whether Z(J) controls p-fusion in G; that is, are any two subsets of an
Sp-subgroup P of C that are conjugate in C already conjugate in
NG(Z(J(P»)? We emphasize that G itself need not be of Glauberman type
-indeed, G may very well be simple.

The following theorem shows that the answer to this question is
affirmative:

Theorem 4.2
If the normalizer of every nonidentity p-subgroup of G is of Glauberman

type, then the functor Z(J) controls p-fusion in G.

Before turning to the proof of this theorem, we should like to derive two
important consequences of it.

Theorem 4.3
If the normalizer of every nonidentity p-subgroup of G is of Clauberman

type, then
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Pn G' =Pn N',
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where P is an Sp·subgroup of G and N = NG(Z(J(P))).

Proof
Obviously P n N' <::;: P n G'. On the other hand, P n G' = (x- 1x" \x E P,

U E G, x" E P) by Theorem 7.3.4. But by Theorem 4.2, if x E P and x" E P,
UEG, then x"=xY,YEN, so x-1X"=X-1X"EN. ThusPnG'<::;:PnN',
proving the theorem.

Hence the largest abelian p-factor group of G is determined by that
of N. In the particular case that N has a normal p-complement, we know
this fact already by the Glauberman-Thompson normal p-complement
theorem. For this reason Theorem 4.3 can be regarded as a generaliza
tion (under the given hypotheses) of the Glauberman-Thompson normal
p-complement theorem.

Our next result will be needed in Section 6 in the proof of the Maximal
Subgroup theorem.

Theorem 4.4
Assume that the normalizer of every nonidentity p-subgroup of G is

p-constrained and p-stable. Let P be an Sp-subgroup of C, let A be an abelian
normal subgroup ofP, and set N = NG(Z(J(P») and V = V(cclG(A); P). Then
we have

Proof
Since N is p-constrained and p-stable, A £; OpjN) by Theorem 1.3.

Suppose AX £; P for some x in G. By Glauberman's theorem the normalizer
of every nonidentity p-subgroup of G is of Glauberman type, so Theorem
4.2 can be applied to yield that AX = AY with YEN. Since A£; Op.)N), it
follows that also AX £; 0p',/N). Since V is generated by its subgroups
A X with A X ~ P, we conclude that V£; Q = P 11 OpjN). But
N = Op.(N)NN(Q) by Theorem 1.3.7. By the definition of V, NG(Q) normal
izes V and so the desired conclusion N = Op.(N)NN(V) follows.

The proof of Theorem 4.2 wilI be derived as a consequence of a genera
lization of Alperin's theorem. To state this result we need some preliminary
definitions.

Let P be an Sp-subgroup of C. For any subgroup H of P, we set

W1(H) = H

and define recursively
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Wi+l(H) = Z(J(Pi(H))) Pi+l(H) = Np(Wi+l(H))

Ni+l(H) = NG(Wi+l(H)).

With this notation, we shall say that H is well-placed in P provided each
Pi(H) is an Sp-subgroup of N;(H). If H is not well-placed in P, we define
the he;ght of H to be the least positive integer d such that Pd(H) is not an
Sp-subgroup of NiH).

Note that both P and I are well-placed in P, as follows readily from the
definition.

Since Wi+l(H) = Z(J(Pi(H))) char Pi(H), Wi+l(H) <l NG(Pi(H)) and so
Pi+l(H) = Np(Wi+l(H)) 2 Np(P;(H)). But Np(Pi(H)) 2 P;(H) and, as P is a
p-group, the inclusion is proper whenever Pi(H) cP. Hence Pi(H) <;;.PiH)
for all i:>;,j and Pi(H)cPiH) if i<j and P;(H) cP. Thus the
sequence Pi(H) is strictly increasing until it stabilizes at P. Note also that
if Pi(H)=P, then Wi+l(H) = Z(J(P)) , so that the sequence W;(H)
stabilizes at Z(J(P)). On the other hand, no statement concerning inclusions
can in general be made about the portion of the sequence W;(H) which
precedes those terms equal to Z(J(P)).

Furthermore, if n is the least positive integer such that Pn(H) = P, then
certainly n :>;, r, where IPI = pr. As a result, it follows, if H is not well-placed
in P and has height d, that d:>;, r. Thus the height of any non-well-placed
subgroup of P is bounded by r. These observations will be used repeatedly
in the ensuing discussion.

Alperin's theorem states, in effect, that the fusion of elements of P is
completely determined by the normalizers of tame intersections P n Q,
Q on Sp-subgroup of G. Our generalization of Alperin's theorem asserts
that, in fact, it is completely determined by the normalizers of well-placed
tame intersections. Thus we have

Theorem 4.5
If A and B are subsets of the Sp-subgroup P of G that are conjugate in G,

then there exist Sp-subgroups Qi ofG with P n Qi a well-placed tame inter
section, I :>;, i:>;, m, and subsets A = Aa, A l , A z , ... , Am = B such that

(i) A i- l <;;.Pn Qi,Ai<;;.Pn Qi'
(ii) Ai = At-l for some Yi in NG(P n Qi), I :>;, i:>;, m.

Now both forms of Alperin's theorem (Theorems 7.2.6 and 7.2.7) were
established as a direct consequence of Theorem 7.2.5, which asserted
that for any Sp-subgroups P and Q of G, we have Q ~pP, where the
definition of "~ with respect to P" is given in Section 7.2. To derive
Theorem 4.5, we introduce a new relation among Sp-subgroups Q, R of G,
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" ::::0 with respect to P," which we denote by ::::Op or simply by ::::0, and which
differs from the previous relation in the following regard only: Where the
term" tame intersection" appears in condition (a) of the definition of ~,

the term" well-placed tame intersection" appears in condition (a) of ::::0.

Moreover, we no longer require that the elements Xi E NG(P n Qi) be p-ele
ments.

If we can establish the fact that Q ::::OpP for any Sp-subgroups P and Q
of G, then Theorem 4.5 above will follow in exactly the same way as
Theorems 7.2.6 and 7.2.7 followed from Theorem 7.2.5. Thus Theorem 4.5
will be a consequence of
Theorem 4.6

For any Sp-subgroups P and Q of G, we have Q ::::OpP.

Now the proof of Theorem 4.6 is in turn entirely similar to that of
Theorem 7.2.5, which was based upon Lemmas 7.2.1 to 7.2.4. The proofs
of Lemmas 7.2.1 to 7.2.3 and the proof of Theorem 7.2.5 from Lemmas
7.2.1 to 7.2.4 are completely formal in nature and go through without
change when the symbol ~ is replaced by ::::0. Thus the entire discussion
hinges on Lemma 7.2.4, which we must generalize.

Therefore Theorem 4.6 and consequently also Theorem 4.5 will follow
once we establish the following lemma:

Lemma 4.7
Let Q be an Sp-subgroup of G such that P n Q is a tame intersection. If

S ::::OpP for all Sp-subgroups S of G with the property IS n PI > IQ n PI, then
Q::::opP.

Proof
For convenience, we let!/' = !/'(P n Q) be the set of Sp-subgroups S

of G such that IS n PI > IQ n PI. Thus we are given that S ::::0 P for all S
in !/'. It will suffice to prove the following statement:

(4.2) Q::::o S for some Sin !/'.

Indeed, if this is the case, then both Q::::o Sand S::::o P and the desired
conclusion Q::::o P will follow from the generalized form of Lemma 7.2.1.
Clearly we need only consider the case Q of- P.

Suppose first that H = P n Q is a well-placed tame intersection. In this
case, Np(H) and NQ(H) are Sp-subgroups of NcCH), whence Np(H) =

NQ(HY for some x in N(,(H). Then Q::::o QX by the meaning of the symbol
::::0 (as this tame intersection is well-placed). But QX E .Y, since P n QX =2

P n NQ(HY = Np(H) ~ H, as H is a proper subgroup of P. Thus (4.2)
holds.
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Hence we may assume that H is not well-placed in P. Let its height be n.
Our argument will be inductive and so we shall assume that (4.2) has been
proved for all non-well-placed tame intersections whose heights exceed n.

By definition of the height, we have that P;(H) is an Sp-subgroup of
Ni(H) for i < n, but Pn(H) is not an Sp-subgroup of Nn(H). Let then T be
an Sp-subgroup of Nn(H) containing Pn(H) and let R be an Sp-subgroup of
G containing T. Since P (\ R ;2 Pn(H) :::J H, RE Y and so R:::::: P via some
element x of G by the hypothesis of the lemma.

We shall prove the lemma by establishing the following result:
Either QX E Y or we have:

(i) P (\ QX = (P (\ QY.
(4.3) (ii) P (\ QX is a tame intersection.

(iii) Either P (\ QX is well-placed in P or has height exceeding n.
Indeed, assume that (4.3) holds. Since P (\ R ;2 P (\ Q and R:::::: P via

x, it follows from the generalized form of Lemma 7.2.2 that Q :::::: QX. Hence
(4.2) holds if QX E Y. On the other hand, assume (i), (ii), and (iii) hold. Set
K = P (\ QX, so that IKI = IHI by (i). Hence Y = Y(H) = Y(K). ThusS :::::: P
for all elements S of Y(K) by the hypothesis of the lemma. Hence if the
height of P (\ QX exceeds n, it follows from our induction assumption that
QX:::::: S for some Sin Y(K), while if P (\ QX is well-placed in P, the samecon
elusion has been established at the beginning of the lemma. Since Q:::::: QX,
the general,ized form of Lemma 7.2.1 now yields that Q:::::: S. Since
SE Y(K) = Y, (4.2) will thus hold.

Finally we prove (4.3). We may assume that QX ~ Y and then verify
(i), (ii), and (iii). First, (P (\ QY ~ P (\ QX inasmuch as (P (\ QY c QX and
(P (\ QY ~ w = P. Since QX ~ Y, we have JP (\ QXI ~ IP (\ QI, and so
IP (\ QXI ~ I(P (\ QYI, forcing (P (\ QY = P (\ QX. Thus (i) holds.

Because of (i), we have

However, NQ(P (\ Q) is an Sp-subgroup of Ne(P (\ Q) as P (\ Q is tame,
so NQx(P (\ QX) is an Sp-subgroup of (Ne(P (\ Q)Y = Ne ((P (\ QY) =
Ne(P (\ QX). Thus P (\ QX is tame" on one side." Now observe that

(4.4)

by our choice of Rand x. Furthermore, Np(P (\ Q) is an Sp-subgroup
of Ne(P (\ Q) as P (\ Q is tame, so that (NP(P (\ Q)Y is an Sp-subgroup of
(Ne(P (\ Q)Y = NcCP (\ QX). Since (Np(P (\ Q)Y ~ P by (4.4), we have
Np(P (\ QX) = (Np(P (\ Q)Y and is an Sp-subgroup of Ne(P (\ QX). Thus
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P () QX is tame" on both sides," proving (ii). Note that we have also shown
that P1(HY = P1(H

X).
To prove (iii), it will suffice to prove

(4.5)
Pi(HY is an Sp-subgroup of N;(HX)

P;(HY = P;(HX)

Indeed, since HX = P () QX, the first statement of (4.5) will imply that either
H X is well-placed in P or else has height exceeding n. We prove (4.5) by
induction on i, the case i = I having been established in the preceding
paragraph. We thus assume (4.5) for i-I and verify it for i.

First consider the case i < n. Using induction and the fact that
Z(J(KX» = Z(J(K)Y for any subgroup K of P, we have

(4.6) W;(HX) = Z(J(P j_1(HX))) = Z(J(P;-1(H»Y = Wj(HY.

Furthermore, as i < n, P;(H) is an Sp-subgroup of Nj(H), so using (4.6),
P;(HY is an Sp-subgroup of

Nc(W/H)Y = NG(W/Hy) = NG(W;(HX».

But P;(HY ~ w = P, so P;(Hy = Np(Wj(HX» = P;(HX), whence P;(HX) is
an Sp-subgroup of N;(HX), giving the desired conclusions.

Now consider the case i = n. The same argument establishes (4.6) for
i = n. Recall that Pn(H) c T ~ R and that T is an Sp-subgroup of Nn(H).
Thus r is an Sp-subgroup of

However, TX ~ RX = P, so

and Pn(HX) is an Sp-subgroup of Nnur). Thus (4.5) holds in this case as
well and the proof of the lemma is complete. This completes the proof of
Theorems 4.5 and 4.6.

We are at last in a position to attain our main objective, which is to prove
Theorem 4.2. We need the following lemma:

Lemma 4.8
Assullle that the /imctor Z(J) controls p~fusiof1 in the norlllalizer of every

nonidentity p-suhgroup of G and let P () Q he a well-placed tame intersection
of Sp-suhqroups P and Q of G. Then if' A, Bare suhsets of P () Q conjuqate
in Nr,(P n Q). they are conjugate in Nc(Z(J(P))).
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Proof
Set W i = Wi(P n Q), Pi = PlP n Q), and Ni = NlP n Q). We prove

by induction on i that A and B are conjugate in Ni' Since Ni = Ne(Z(J(P)))
for all i sufficiently large, this will establish the lemma. Since NI =

Ne(P n Q), the desired conclusion holds for i = 1 by hypothesis.
Assume now that A and B are conjugate in Ni' First of all, A and Bare

contained in Pi since they are contained in WI = P n Q and WI s; Pi'
Furthermore, since P n Q is well-placed in P, Pi is an Sp-subgroup of
Ni' But Z(J) controls p-fusion in Ni and consequently A and B are con
jugate in N",(Z(J(P;))) = NN,( W i + 1)' Thus A and B are conjugate in
N i + I = N e( W i + I), completing the induction.

We can now quickly complete the proof of Theorem 4.2. Let the assump
tions be as in that theorem and let A, B be two subsets of P conjugate in G.
Then by Theorem 4.5 there exist subsets AI' A z , •.. , Am of P with A = Al
and B = Am such that for each i, I ~ i ~ m - I, A i and A i+ 1 are contained
in a well-placed tame intersection P n Q i, Q i an Sp-su bgroup of G, and are
conjugate bv an element of NdP n QJ But then A i and A i+1 are
conjugate by an element Yi of NcCZ(J(P))) by the preceding lemma.
Setting v = v)" ., )' _ we have AY = B and l' E N-(Z(J(P))) thus" . 1. 2 . m 1, . (j .'

completing the proof.

Remark We note that only the following two properties of Z(J)
have been used in the entire proof of Theorem 4.2:

(a) Z(J(H)) s; H,
(b) Z(J(H X)) = (Z(J(H)))-',

for any p-subgroup H of G and any element x of G. This means that if W
is any functor on the p-subgroups of G such that W(H) s; Hand
W(HX) = W(HY for all H and x, we can consider a group G in which the

functor W controls p-fusion in the normalizer of every nonidentity p-sub

group (giving this term the obvious meaning) and can then conclude by the
identical argument as in the case of Z(J) that any two subsets of P conju
gate in G are already conjugate in N<;( W( P)), P an Sp-subgroup of G.

This observation is of some interest, since other functors besides Z(J), in
particular J itself, are used in the study of simple groups.

5, THE THOMPSON TRANSITIVITY THEOREM

We have had occasion to consider maximal abelian normal subgroups
of a p-group P. Since any such subgroup is self-centralizing, following
Feit-Thompson, we denote the set of all such subgroups of P by SCN(P).
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Furthermore, if A E SCN(P) and meA) ~ t for some integer t, we write
A E SCN,(P). In general, for a particular t, SCN,(P) may be empty or
nonempty. Clearly SCN/P) is empty if and only if dn(P) < t. In addition,
for any group G, we say A E SCN(p) (in G) if A E SCN(P) for some
Sp-subgroup P of G, with a similar meaning for SCN,(p). We also say that
SCN,(p) is empty or nonempty in G according as SCN,(P) is empty or
nonempty.

We observe that in this notation, Theorem 7.6.5 reads: If A E SCN(p),
then CcCA) = A x D, where D is ap'-group.

Under the assumption that the normalizer of every nonidentity solvable
subgroup of G is solvable, Thompson has shown that for any element
A of SCNJCp) and any prime q "* p, CG(A) permutes the set of all maximal
A-invariant q-subgroups of G transitively under conjugation. It turns out
that the proof of this theorem goes through with no essential changes under
the weaker assumption that the normalizer of every nonidentity p-subgroup
of G is p-constrained.

This transitivity theorem is of fundamental importance in the study of
groups of odd order and in the study of simple groups in general. Because
of it the subdivision of n( G) into the sets of those primes p for which
SCN3(p) is nonempty and those for which it is empty [equivalently
dn(P) ~ 3 and dn(P) ::::;; 2, P an Sp-subgroup of G] is a significant one. We
have seen in Section 5.4 that for odd p the structure of P is extremely
restricted when SCNJCP) is empty and have remarked that all such
p-groups have been completely classified for odd p.

To prove the transitivity theorem, we require a preliminary result of
interest:

Theorem .5.1
Let G be a group in which the normalizer of ecer)' nonidentit.l' p-subgroup

ofG is p-constrained. Let A E SCN2(p) and let Q be an A-invariantq-subgroup
ofG, q a prime distinctfrom p. ThenlfH is all)' subgroup ofG with Op(H) "* I
which contains A Q, we have Q s Op{H).

To establish this theorem, we first prove two preliminary lemmas:

Lemma 5.2
Let G he a p-collstrained group, let P be an Sp-subgroup of G, and let

A E SCN(P). Then eLW)' A-illl'Oriallt p'-subqroup ofG lies ill Op.(G).

Proof
If K is an A-invariant p'-subgroup of G, it will suffice to show that the

image K of K in G= GjOp(G) centralizes OiG), for then K = I by
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Theorem 1.1 (ii), whence K ~ Op,(G), as desired. Hence without loss we
may assume that Op,(G) = I and prove that K centralizes Q = Op(G).

Now CG(A) = A x D, where D is a p'-group. Since P normalizes CG(A),
it normalizes D. Hence if K centralizes A, we have K ~ D and [K, Q] ~ D,
so [K, Q] is both a p'-group and a p-group. Thus K centralizes Q in this
case. Hence we can suppose that A does not centralize K. Let R be an A
invariant subgroup of K of least order not centralized by A. Since A leaves
invariant an Sr-subgroup of K for each prime r in rr(K) by Theorem
6.2.2(i), R is a special r-group for some prime r and A acts irreducibly and
nontrivially on R/et>(R) by Theorem 5.3.7. In particular, [R, A] = R.

We have [R, Q n A] ~ R n Q = I, so R centralizes A n Q. On the
other hand, [A, Q] ~ A as A <J P and Q ~ P. Hence [A, Q] ~ A n Q and
so A centralizes Q = Q/A n Q. Since R centralizes A n Q, R also acts
on Q. Thus C = CRA(Q) <J RA and A ~ C. But then R = [R, A] ~ C and
therefore R centralizes Q. We conclude that R stabilizes the normal series
Q :::2 A n Q :::2 I and consequently R centralizes Q by Theorem 5.3.2, com
pleting the proof.

Lemma 5.3
Let G be a p-constrainedgroup, let P be ofindex at most p in an Sp-subgroup

of G, and let A be an abelian subgroup of P containing Z(P). Then Op,(G)
contains every A-invariant p'-subgroup K of G with the property [K, B] = K
for some subgroup B ofZ(P).

Proof
As in the preceding lemma, it will suffice to consider the case Op,(G) = I

and then to prove that K centralize Q = 0iG). Let S be an Sp-subgroup of
G containing P, so that IS :PI = I or p by hypothesis. Then P<1 Sand
consequently Z(P), being characteristic in S, is also normal in S. Since
B ~ Z(P), we have [B, S] ~ Z(P), whence [B, S] ~ A. Since Q ~ S, it
follows that [Q, B, K] ~ [A, K] n Q ~ K n Q = 1. Thus K centralizes
[Q, B]. But now KB acts on Q = Q/[Q, B] and B centralizes Q. Since
K = [K, B], we conclude at once as in the preceding lemma that K cen
tralizes Q, whence K centralizes the normal series Q:::2 [Q, B] :::2 1. Thus
K centralizes Q by another application of Theorem 5.3.2.

With these lemmas at our disposal, we turn now to the proof of
Theorem 5.1. If L = NG(OiH)), then H ~ L; so if Q ~Op,(L), then
Q ~ H n Op,(L) ~ Op,(H). Thus it suffices to prove the theorem for L.
By hypothesis, L is p-constrained.

Since A E SCN2(p), A E SCN2(P) for some Sp-subgroup P of G and, in
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particular, A is noncyclic. Since CP(A) <;; A, A contains Z(P). If Z(P) is
noncyclic, let B be a subgroup of Z(P) of type (p, p). On the other hand, if
Z(P) is cyclic, let B be any normal abelian subgroup of P of type (p, p)
contained in A. That A contains such a normal subgroup follows directly
from Theorem 2.6.4. In either case, B <J P and B n Z(P) of 1. Since B is a
2-dimensional vector space over Zp, it contains exactly p + 1 distinct
subgroups B j of order p, 0 ~ i ~ p; and we may assume that Bo <;; Z(P).
For 1 ~ i ~p, set Q; = CQ(Bi) and R j = [Qj, Bl, while for i = 0, set
Ro = CQ(Bo).

We claim that Q = <R j 10 ~ i ~p). Indeed, Q = <Ro, Q; 11 ~ i ~p) by
Theorem 5.3.16. But Qj = Ri CQ,(B) <;; R j Ro, 1 ~ i ~ p, by Theorem 5.3.5,
and the desired conclusion follows. Thus it will suffice to prove that each
R j <;; Op,(L), 0 ~ i ~ p. We note that Ri = [R;, Bl, 1 ~ i ~ p, by Theorem
5.3.6 and also that each R j is A-invariant as A is abelian and B <;; A.

Set N j = NG(B i), 0 ~ i ~ p. We shall first argue that it is enough to prove
that Ri <;; Op{N;). Indeed, assume this to be true and suppose that some
R j <t Op{L). For simplicity put R = R j and N = Ni' Set L = LIOp,(L) and
let R, A, Ri be the images of R, A, B; in L. Then R of 1. Since L is
p-constrained, R does not centralize OiL) by Theorem l.l(ii). Let D be an
AR-invariant subgroup of minimal order in OiL) which is not centralized
by R, Now Ri centralizes R and hence CvtRi) is also RA-invariant. But by
Theorem 5.3.4, R does not centralize Cv(R;); otherwise R would centralize
D. Thus Cv(R;) = D by our minimal choice of D and so Ri centralizes D.

Now B j <;; S for some Sp-subgroup S of Land T = S n Op' ,iL) is an
Sp-subgroup of Op,.iL). Since TB j maps isomorphically onto Op(L)R j , T
contains a subgroup D which is centralized by B j and whose image is
D. Thus D <;; N. But by assumption R <;; Op,(N), so [D, R] is a p'-group.
Hence [D, R] is both a p'-group and a p-group, forcing R to centralize
D, a contradiction. Thus it will suffice to show that each Ri <;; Op{N j ),

o~ i ~ p, as asserted.
Now R j is 'an A-invariant p'-subgroup of the p-constrained group Ni' For

i = 0, No contains P and consequently Ro <;; Op{No) by Lemma 5.2. On
the other hand, for 1 ~ i ~ p, we have that P* = Cp(B) <;; Ni, A <;; P*,
Z(P*) <;; A, B <;; Z(P*), and [Ri' B] = Ri' Furthermore, since B <J P and
B is elementary abelian of type (p, p), IP : P *1 = 1 or p by Theorem 2.8.1.
Since P is an Sp-subgroup of C, P* thus has index at most p in an Sp-sub
group of Ni' But now all the hypotheses of lemma 5.3 hold in Ni and we
conclude that Ri <;; Op(N;). I ~ i ~ p. This completes the proof of
Theorem 5.1.
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Theorem 5.4 (Thompson Transitivity Theorem)
Let G be a group in which the normalizer of every nonidentity p-subgroup

is p-constrained. Then if A E SCN3(p), CG(A) permutes transitively under
conjugation the set of all maximal A-invariant q-subgroups of G for any
prime q =I p.

For the proof we need the following elementary lemma, which will
reveal how the assumption that meA) ~ 3 is used in the proof of the
theorem.

Lemma 5.5
Let A be an abelian p-group, p a prime, which acts as a group of auto

morphisms of each of two p'-groups Rand S. If meA) ~ 3, then there exists
an element u in A * such that both CR(u) and Cs(u) are nontrivial.

Proof
Since meA) ~ 3, A possesses an elementary abelian subgroup B of type

(p, p, p). By Theorem 5.3.16 Ra = CR(y) =I I for some y in B*. Since Ra is
B-invariant and B/<y) is abelian of type (p,p), the same theorem yields
that RI = CRo(z) =I I for some z in B - <y). We see then that RI is a non
trivial B-invariant subgroup of R centralized by the elementary abelian
subgroup B I = <y, z) of type (p, p). Hence by the same reasoning
SI = Cs(u) =11 for some u in Br Since uEA#, and u centralizes RI, the
lemma follows.

We now prove Theorem 5.4. Let Y'I, Y'z, ... , Y't be the sets of transi
tivity of maximal A-invariant q-subgroups of G under the action of CG(A)
and suppose by way of contradiction that t > I. Clearly then 1 is not a
maximal A-invariant q-subgroup of G.

We first argue that QI n Qz = 1 whenever QI EY'j, Qz EY'j, and
i =I j. Suppose false. Then among all choices of QI, Qz violating this con
clusion, choose i,j with I ~ i,j ~ t and i =I j and QI EY'i, Qz E Y'j in such
a way that D = QI n Qz has maximal order. Because QI, Qz are maximal
A-invariant q-subgroups of G, certainly D is a proper subgroup of both
QI and Qz. Set N = NG(D) and let Ri = NQlD), I ~ i ~ 2. Then A and
Ri are contained in N, Ri is A-invariant, and Ri::::J D, 1 ~ i ~ 2. Set
Ri = Rj D, so that A acts as a group of automorphisms of each Ri' Since
each Ri =I I, it follows from Lemma 5.5 that CRlu) =I I for some u in
All', 1 ~ i ~ 2. But then Sj = Cdu) et- D by Theorem 5.3.15, whence
Si D ::::J D, 1 ~ i ~ 2.
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Now set H = CG(u». Then His p-constrained by hypothesis. Since each
Si is an A-invariant q-subgroup of H, Theorem 5.1 yields that Si s; Gp,(H),
1 ~ i ~ 2. Since also each Si s; N, we conclude at once that Si s; Gp,(L),
where L = D(N n H). Since A normalizes K = Gp,(L), it follows therefore
from Theorem 6.2.2(ii) and (iii) that Si D is contained in an A-invariant
Sq-subgroup T i of K, 1 ~ i ~ 2, and that T2 = n for some element x in
CK(A). Finally, let Q be a maximal A-invariant q-subgroup of G containing
Q1' Then Q1 n Q;;> SlD:J D, whence Q E 'Y i by our maximal choice of
D = Q1 n Q2' However, QX contains Tz and consequently QX n Qz ;2

Sz D :J D, whence QX E Y'j, again by our maximal choice of D. Since
x E CG(A), we conclude that Q E Y'j, whence i = j, a contradiction.

Now choose Q1 in Y'1 and Qz in Y'z. Applying Lemma 5.5 once again, it
follows that there exists an element u in A jI such that Ri = CQi(u) "* 1,
1 ~ i ~ 2. We set H = NG ( (u» and apply Theorem 5.1 to obtain that both
R 1 and R 2 lie in Gp,(H). As in the preceding paragraph, there exists an
A-invariant Sq-subgroup Sl of Gp.(l/) containing RI and R~ for some
element x in CG(A). But now if Qdenotes a maximal A -invariant q-subgroup
of G containing Sl' we have Q n QI ;;> R1 "* 1, so Q E Y'1 by the argument
of the preceding paragraph. Since Q n Q~ ;;> R'2 "* 1, it follows for the
same reason that Q'2 E Y'1' Since x E CG(A), this yields Qz E Y'1' contrary to
our choice of Qz. Theorem 5.4 is thus proved.

The transitivity theorem has the following important corollary.

Theorem 5.6
Let G be a group in which the normalizer ofevery nonidentity p-subgroup

is p-constrained. Let P be an Sp-subgrollp of G and let A be an element of
SCN3(P). Then for any prime q "* p, P normalizes some maximal A-invariant
q-subgroup of G. In particular, if P normalizes no nontrivial p'-subgroups of
G, then neither does A.

Proof
Let Q be a maximal A-invariant q-subgroup of G and set K = NG(Q).

Also set N = NG(A) and C = CG(A). We shall argue that

(5.1) N = (N n K)C.

Indeed, suppose x E N. Then QX is also clearly a maximal A-invariant
q-subgroup of G, so QX = QY for some)' in C by the Thompson transitivity
theorem. Thus z = xy-1 normalizes Q and so lies in K. Since Cs; N, we
also have ZEN. Hence x = zy with ZEN n K and yE C, proving (5.1).

Now A s; N n K and so there exists an Sp-subgroup R of N n K with
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A £ R. But A is an Sp-subgroup of C as C = A x D, where D is a p'-group.
Thus R contains an Sp-subgroup of C, while by (5.1) RCjC is an Sp-sub
group of N j C. It follows at once that R is an Sp-subgroup of N. But P
is also an Sp-subgroup of N, so P = RU for some u in N. On the other
hand, R normalizes Q, as R £ K, and consequently P normalizes QU, which
is also a maximal A-invariant q-subgroup of G.

Remark If either the assumption ofp-constraint or the assumption that
meA) ~ 3 is dropped, the transitivity theorem is in general false (see
Exercises 7 and 8 below). We note, however, that the assumption of
p-constraint is required only on the normalizers of those nonidentity
p-subgroups of G which contain A.

6. THE MAXIMAL SUBGROUP THEOREM

Under what circumstances does the set N(P) of normalizers of all
nonidentity subgroups of a fixed Sp-subgroup P of G possess a unique
maximal element? If P is disjoint from its conjugates, it is trivial to verify
that NG(P) itself is the unique maximal element of N(P). Thus there are
at least some conditions under which this is the case.

The Maximal Subgroup theorem, which is concerned with this question,
provides a sufficient condition for a suitable large subset of N(P) to possess
a unique maximal element in the case that SCN3(P) is nonempty. To define
this subset of N(P), we first introduce the following terminology:

Let P be a p-group in which SCN3(P) is nonempty. Then by definition:
AI(P) = {Q IQ £ P, Q contains an element of SCN3(P)}; and for i > 1,
Aj(P) = {Q IQ £ P, Q contains an abelian subgroup R of type (p, p)

such that Cp(x) E Aj-I(P) for all x in R#}.
In practice the sets A j(P) are needed only for 1 :::;; i :::;; 4. That these consti
tute a fairly large collection of subsets of P can be seen by the following
result:

Lemma 6.1
IfP is a p-group in which SCNlP) is nonempty, then any subgroup Q of

P which contains an abelian subgroup of type (p, p, p) lies in A 3(P).

Proof
Let A E SCN3(P). Then QI(A) is an elementary abelian normal subgroup

of P of order at least p3. By Theorem 2.6.4 there exists a subgroup B of
order p2 in QI(A) with B <J P. Now if x E B#, then Cp(x):2 A and so
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Cp(x) E Aj(P). Hence by definition BE AiP). On the other hand, Q
normalizes B, so Q/CQ(B) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut B. Since
IAutBlp=p by Theorem 2.8.1, we have IQ:CdB)1 ~p. But Q contains
an elementary abelian subgroup T of order p3, so T n CQ(B) must contain
an elementary abelian subgroup R of type (p, p). Then Cp(.l') contains B
for each y in R*. Since BE A 2(P) and Rc;: Q, we conclude that Q E A 3(P),

Since Z(P) c;: A for any element A of SCN3(P), we note also, if Z(P) is
noncyclic, that Z(P) E AiP).

Now let P be an Sp-subgroup of the group G and assume that SCN3(P) is
nonempty. Then by definition

N*(P) = {H c;: G I H = NG ( Q), Q c;: P, Q of- I, and H contains an element
of Aj(P) for some i}.

Thus N*(P) is a subset of N(P). By Lemma 6.1, if Q c;: P, Q of- I, and
Np(Q) contains an abelian subgroup of type (p, p, p), then Nc(Q) E N*(P).
Moreover, since N p( Q) :;> Z(P), NdQ) will always lie in N *(P) if Z(P) is
noncyc1ic. Hence in this case N *(P) = N(P). However, there do exist cases
in which N *(P) c N(P), as the following lemma illustrates:

Lemma 6.2
Let P be a p-group in which SCN3(P) is nonemptr which contains a

subgroup Q of order p such that Np(Q) is elementary abelian of type (p, p).
Then for no value of i does Np(Q) E A ;(P).

Proof
Since Q = <y) has order p, N = Np( Q) = Cp(y). Since 1Nl = p2, certainly

N ~ Aj(P). Suppose NE A lP) for some i and choose i minimal. Since
i> I, N must possess an abelian subgroup R of type (p, p) such that
Cp(x) E A i-1(P) for all x in R*. Since IN I = p2, the only possibility is that
R = N. Taking y = x, we see that N = Cp(Y) E Ai-j(P), a contradiction.

One can easily verify that the symmetric group on p2 letters has Sp-sub
groups wi'th this property, p odd. Furthermore, we leave as an exercise the
fact that any p-group satisfying the hypothesis of the lemma is of maximal
class. Blackburn [lJ has shown that conversely, for odd p, any p-group P of
maximal class contains a subgroup Q of order p such that Np ( Q) is elemen
tary abelian of type (p, p).

With these preliminaries, we can now state our main result:

Theorem 6.3 (The Maximal Subgroup Theorem)
Let P be an Sp-subgroup of G in which SCN3(P) is nonempty, p odd.

Assume that the following conditions hold:
(a) Every element of N *(P) is p-constrained and p-stable.
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(b) P possesses a nontrivial normal subgroup which centralizes every
P-invariant p'-subgroup of G.

Then N*(P) has a unique maximal element.

For the sake of clarity, we break the proof into two parts.

Lemma 6.4
If M *(P) is the subset of N *(P) consisting of those elements which

contain P, then M*(P) has a unique maximal element.

Proof
We first consider the case that P normalizes no nontrivial p'-subgroup of

G. Then if HE M*(P), we have Op,(H) = 1. But now Glauberman's
theorem implies that Z(J(P)) <J H, whence H ~ NG(Z(J(P))). Hence in this
case NG(Z(J(P))) is the unique maximal element of M*(P).

Hence we may assume that P normalizes some nonidentity p'-subgroup
of G. Let B be a normal subgroup of P which satisfies condition (b) and
set H = NG(B), so that HE M*(P) as P ~ H. We claim, first of all, that
K = Op.(H) contains every p'-subgroup of G normalized by P. Indeed, let
Y be such a subgroup. Then Y centralizes B and so Y ~ H. But H is

p-constrained and Y is invariant under P n OpjH), which is an Sp-sub-
group of Op.jH). Hence Y ~ K by Theorem l.l(iii), proving the assertion.
In particular, our conditions imply that K #- 1.

Now let A E SCN3(P). We next argue that K contains every A-invariant
p'-s4bgrouP of G. Indeed, if Y is such a subgroup, A leaves invariant an
Sq-subgroup of Y for each q in n( Y). Thus it suffices to prove that K
contains any'maximal A-invariant q-group Q, q any prime distinct from p.
But by Theorems 5.4 and 5.6, QX is P-invariant for some x in CG(A). On
the other hand, CG(A) = A x D, where D is ap'-group, and we can assume
without loss that x E D. But D char CG(A) <J NG(A) and NG(A) contains P.
Thus D is also P-invariant. Hence by the preceding paragraph both QX and
D are contained in K. Since x E D, we conclude that Q ~ K.

Now set V = V(cclG(A); P) and L = NG(V). We have that K is V-invar
iant. Hence for x in L, KX is also V-invariant. But as A ~ V, K' is thus an
A-invariant p'-subgroup of G, whence KX = K by the preceding paragraph.
Thus L normalizes K. But by Theorem 4.4, N = Op.(N)(N n L), where
N = NG(Z(J(P))). Since Op,(N) ~ Kwhile N n L normalizes K, we conclude
that N normalizes K.

Finally, observe that B n Z(P) #- 1 as B <J P and B #- 1. Since Z(J(P))
contains Z(P) and B centralizes K, it follows that Q = CZiJI p))(K) #- 1. Now
Q <J N since Z(J(P)) <J Nand N normalizes K. Thus M = NG(Q) contains
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both K and N. In particular, P ~ M and so ME M*(P). But now if H is
any element of M*(P), we have

as H is of Glauberman type. Since Op-(H) ~ Kc M and N ~ M, we con
clude that H ~ M. Thus M is the unique maximal element of M*(P), com
pleting the proof.

Now let M be the unique maximal element of M *( P). To prove Theorem
6.3, we must show that, in fact, M is the unique maximal element of
N*(P). To this end, we now define:

Ai(P) = {Q IQ£:: P, Q contains AY for some A in SCN3(P) and
suitable y in M}; and for i > I,

Ai(P) = {Q IQ£:: P, Q contains an abelian subgroup R of type (p, p)
such that Cp(x)Y EAt-I (P) for all x in R# and suitable
y in M}.

Clearly Ai(P);? AlP) for all i ~ 1. Hence the desired conclusion will
follow from the following stronger assertion:

Lemma 6.5
If H is the normali::er of a non trivial p-subgroup of G and H contains an

element of Ai(P) for some i, then H ~ M.

Proof
Suppose false and let j be the least value of i for which there exists such

a subgroup H of G which contains an element Qof A;(P) and is such that
H,* M. Furthermore, among all such subgroups, choose H so that IQI is
maximal. Let T be an Sp-subgroup of H containing Q. Now Q i= P, for
then H ~ M by the preceding lemma. Hence Qc P and consequently
NP(Q):::J Q by Theorem 1.2.II(ii). Clearly NP(Q)EA;(P) since it contains
Q, so Ne( Q) £:: M by our choice of Q. In particular, NA Q) ~ M and it
follows therefore from the definition that NT(Q) E A;(P). But now our
choice of Q implies that N T( Q) = Q and we conclude that Q = T is an
Sp-subgroup of H.

Applying Glauberman's theorem, we have H = Op,(H)NH(Z(J(Q))).

However, since NP(Z(J( Q))) :::J Q, the same reasoning as in the preceding
paragraph yields that Ne(Z(J(Q») ~ M. Thus K = Op-{H) '* M.

Suppose now that j > I. Let R be an abelian subgroup of Q of type
(p, p) such that Cp(xY EA; -l(P) for each x in R# and suitable y in M.
By our choice of j, it follows that Cc;(x) £:: M for each x in R#.
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But K = (CK(x) IX E R#) by Theorem 6.2.4 and consequently K s M, a
contradiction. Thus j = I.

Hence Q ;2 AY for some element A of SCN3(P) and suitable y in M. To
derive a contradiction, it will suffice to show that L = Ky-I S M. But L is
A-invariant and in the course of the proof of Lemma 6.4 we have argued
that M contains every A-invariant p'-subgroup of G. This completes the
proof of the lemma and also of Theorem 6.3.

We note that condition (b) of the theorem is automatically fulfilled if P
normalizes no nontrivial p'-subgroups of G. This is an important special
case of the theorem.

Whenever N*(P) possesses a unique maximal element M, we shall say
that G satisfies the un;queness cond;r;onfor the phme p. (By Sylow's theorem
this property is independent of the particular Sp-subgroup P of G.) We
shall also refer to M as a un;queness subgroup for p.

EXERCISES

1. Let pE n(An), where n ~ 2p if p ~ 5 and n~ p + 5 if P< 5. Show that the
normalizer of some nontrivial p-subgroup of An is not p-constrained.

2. Assume SCN3(p) is nonempty in An' let P be an Sp-subgroup of An' and let
B be an element of SCN3(P). Prove that NG(B) is p-constrained.

3. Let P be a p-group, let A*(P) be the set of abeIian subgroups A of P
such that meA) is maximal, and set l*(P) = (A IA E A*(P». Show that the
conclusions of Lemma 2.2 hold with A*(P) and l*(P) in place of A(P)
and l(P).

4. Thompson has established the following theorem: Let G be strongly
p-solvable with Op{G) = I and let P be an Sp-subgroup of G. Then

G = CG(Z(P»NG(l*(P».

On the basis of this result, show that a group G with Sp-subgroup P,
p odd, possesses a normal p-complement provided CG(Z(P» and NG(l*(P»
both have normal p-complements (the Thompson normal p-complement
theorem).

5. Show that Theorem 4.2 holds under the weaker assumption that NG(H) is
of Glauberman type for every p-subgroup H of G such that Z(P) S H,
where P is an Sp-subgroup of G containing H.

6. Let P be an Sp-subgroup of G and H a subgroup of P. Prove that some
conjugate of H is well-placed in P.
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7. Let G = L 1 X L z X L 3 , where L i is isomorphic to L z(7), I :::; i :::; 3, and let
A be an Srsubgroup of G. Prove

(i) A is elementary abelian of order 33 and CG(A) = A.
(ii) A normalizes eight distinct S7-subgroups Qi of G, I :::; i :::; 8, no two

of which are conjugate under the action of CG(A).
(iii) The Qi are all conjugate under the action of NdA).
(iv) The normalizer of some nontrivial 3-subgroup of G is not 3-con

strained.
8. Let G = L z(13) and let A be an Sz-subgroup of G. Prove

(i) A is abelian of type (2, 2) and CG(A) = A.
(ii) A normalizes three distinct S3-subgroups Q i of G, I :::; i :::; 3, no two

of which are conjugate under the action of CG(A).
(iii) The Q i are all conjugate under the action of NG(A).
(iv) The normalizer of every nontrivial 2-subgroup of G is 2-constrained.

9. Let G be a group, let p and q be distinct primes, and let A be a p-subgroup
of G such that m(Z(A» ~ 3. If H is the normalizer of any nonidentity p- or
q-subgroup of G and if ASH, assume that CH(A) permutes transitively
under conjugation the set of all maximal A-invariant q-subgroups of H.
Prove that CdA) permutes transitively under conjugation the set of all
maximal A-invariant q-subgroups of G.

10. Let P be an Sp-subgroup of G, set Q = P (l 0p',/G), N = NG(Q), and
K = 0 p'(G). Prove

(i) If x is a p-element of Nand x Y E N with Y E K, then Y = YIYZ, where
Yl E CK(x) and Yz E CK(Q)·

(ii) Two elements of P are conjugate in G ifand only if they are conjugate
in N.

11. Let G be a group in which the normalizer of every nonidentity p-subgroup
is p-constrained, let P be an Sp-subgroup of G and A an element of SCN3(P),
let Q be a maximal P-invariant q-subgroup of G, q a prime, q #- p, and set
N = NG(Q). Prove that

V(cclG(A); P) = V(cclN(A); P).

12. Let P be an Sp-subgroup of G in which SCN3(P) is nonempty, p odd.
Assume that the following two conditions hold:

(a) Every element of N*(P) is p-constrained and p-stable.
(b) P possesses a noncyclic elementary abelian subgroup which centralizes

every P-invariant rp, q}'-subgroup of G for some fixed prime q.
(c) Oq(G) = I.

Prove that there exists a proper subgroup M of G which contains every
element of N*(P).



CHAPTER 9
GROUPS OF EVEN ORDER

The global structure of a group of even order appears to be intimately
connected with local properties of its involutions. A number of results and
techniques have developed for studying and exploiting this relationship. We
first establish some elementary properties of involutions and, on the basis
of these, derive a striking result of Brauer and Fowler which bounds the
order of a group (of even order) in terms of the orders of the centralizers
of its real elements. In Section 2 we analyze a situation of great importance
in the study of simple groups: a group G which possesses a proper sub
group M of even order containing the centralizer in G of each of its
involutions as well as the normalizer in G of each of its Sylow 2-subgroups.
In Section 3 we consider two fundamental applications of the results we
derive concerning M. In the first of these, we assume in addition that G
satisfies the uniqueness condition for some odd prime p and that M is a
uniqueness subgroup for p. In Section 4 we discuss a procedure for deter
mining the order of a group from information about its characters and
carry this out in detail for a class of groups with a self-centralizing Sylow
2-subgroup of order 4.

300
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1. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF INVOLUTIONS
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The following simple property of involutions is fundamental:

Theorem 1.1
If x and Y are involutions of G, then x and Y invert the product xy and so

<x, y) is a dihedral group.

Proof
Since x and y are involutions, yx is the inverse of xy and consequently

x-I(xy)x = yx = (xy)-I. Similarly, y inverts xy. Since <x, y) = <x, xy), it
follows at once that <x, y) is a dihedral group.

For elements x, y of odd prime order in G, no general statement con
cerning the structure of <x, y) can be made. It is largely because of this
fact that the results we shall obtain concerning involutions have no
general analogues for odd primes.

Theorem 1.1 has the following important corollary:

Theorem 1.2
If x, y are involutions of G, then either x and y are conjugate in <x, y) or

there exists an involution z of <x, y) which commutes with both x and y.

Proof
Set H = <x, y), u = xy and m = lul. Since H = <x, u) and x inverts u,

IHI = 2m. But then if m is odd, <x) and <y) are each Sz-subgroups of
H, whence x and y are conjugate in H by Sylow's theorem. On the other
hand, if m = 2k is even, then z = uk is an involution. But x and y invert
z, as they invert every power of u. Since z = Z-I, it follows that z centralizes
both xand y, proving the theorem.

We illustrate the power of this last result by deriving the following bound
for the order of a group with more than one class of involutions.

Theorem 1.3 (Brauer)
Let G be a group having at least two conjugate classes of involutions and

let x be an involution of G whose centralizer has maximal order. Then

IGI < ICG(x)1 3
•

Proof
Set C = CG(x) , h = ICI and m = IG: Cl. Since IGI = mh, we must

show that m < hZ
• By hypothesis, there exists an involution y of G which

is not conjugate to x and we set N = CG(y). Let y = Yb Yz , ... ,Yt be the
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distinct involutions of N and set Ni = CG(Yi), 1 ~ i ~ t. By our choice of
x, IN;! ~ h, I ~ i ~ t, and, in particular, t ~ 1Nl ~ h. Hence the number of

t t

distinct nonidentity elements in UN; is at most -1 + I IN;I ~ th -1 < h2.
i =1 i= 1

On the other hand, by Theorem ·1.2.3(i), x has exactly m conjugates
t

x = Xl> X2' •.• , X m in G. It will suffice to show that each Xj lies in U Ni, for
i = 1

then the desired conclusion m < h2 will follow from the preceding para-
graph (since each Xj =f. 1). But x j is not conjugate to y since x is not; hence
by the preceding theorem there exists an involution Zj in G which centralizes
both y and x j , 1 ~ j ~ m. Then Zj E N = CG(y), whence Zj = Yij for some
i j . Since x j E CG(Zj) = N ij , the theorem follows.

Theorem 1.3 may be false if G has only one class of involution, but the
weaker assertion IGI < IHI 3 for some proper subgroup H of G is true. We
shall prove this result, which is a little more delicate, shortly, but first we
establish another interesting fact.

Theorem 1.4
If an S2-subgroup S of G is disjoint from its conjugates, then either S <l G

or G contains exactly one conjugate class of involutions.

Proof
Suppose S..,tI G and let T be an S2-subgroup of G distinct from S. Let

x, Y be involutions of S, T, respectively. If x is not conjugate to Y, then by
Theorem 1.2 there exists an involution Z in <x, y) which centralizes both
x and y. Since the S2-subgroup of G are disjoint from their conjugates, Z

lies in a unique S2-subgroup R of G while S, T are the unique S2-subgroups
containing x and y, respectively. But <z, x) is a 2-group and so lies in an
S2-subgroup, which by the preceding assertion must, on the one hand, be
R and, on the other hand, S. Thus R = S. Similarly, R = T and so S = T, a
contradiction. We conclude that every involution of S is conjugate to y.
Hence all involutions of S are conjugate and so G has only one class of
involutions.

An important notion is that of the extended centralizer of an element x
of G, which by definition is the set of all y in G such that x Y is either x or
X-I. We denote it by C~(x).

It is immediate that C~(x) is a subgroup of G containing CG(x) as a
subgroup of index at most 2. Furthermore, if x is an involution, this index
is always 1, while if x is not an involution, it is 2 or 1 according as x is or
is not inverted by an element of G.

This concept is closely related to that of real and strongly real elements
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of G; X E G is called real if it is inverted by an element y of G and is called
strongly real if y is an involution.

Obviously any involution is strongly real. If y is an involution inverting
x, then y and yx are involutions (provided ,v "# x), so x is a product of two
involutions. Conversely, Theorem 1.1 shows that any element which is the
product of two involutions is strongly real.

Lemma 1.5
For x in G, let f1(x) be the number of ordered pairs (u, v) of involutions of

G such that uv = x. Then we have
(i) If x is not strongly real, fJ(x) is O.

(ii) r( x = I, fJ(x) is the number of involutions of G.
(iii) If x is an involution, f1(x) -I- I is the number of involutions in CG(x).
(iv) If x "# I is not an involution, fJ(x) is the number of involutions in

C~(x) - CG(x).
(v) For any x, fJ(x) ~ ICG(x)l.

Proof
If x = uv with u, v involutions, then u inverts x and so x is strongly real.

Thus f1(x) = 0 if x is not strongly real. If x = I, then x = uu for any involu
tion u of G and obviously x cannot be represented in any other way as a
product of involutions. Thus (i) and (ii) hold.

Suppose next that x is an involution and let u be any involution of
CG(x) except x. Then ux is also an involution and x = u(ux). Conversely, if
x = uv, where u, v are involutions of G, then u "# x and u inverts'x. Thus
u E CG(x) and v = ux. This proves (iii).

Assume now that x "# 1 is not an involution, and let u be any involution
of C~(x) - Cc(x). Then ux is also an involution and x = u(ux). Con
versely, any representation of x as a product of involutions is of this form,
so (iv) also holds.

Finally (v) is obvious in cases (i), (ii), or (iii), so assume x is a nontrivial
strongly real element which is not an involution and set C * = C~(x),

C = CG(x). In this case f1(x) ~ IC* - Cl by (iv). Since IC*I = 2IC/, it
follows that (3(x) ~ ICI, proving (v).

With the aid of Lemma 1.5, we now derive the following improvement
of Theorem 1.3:

Theorem 1.6 (Brauer and Fowler)
If G is a group of even order greater than 2, then G possesses a proper

subgroup H such that
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Furthermore, if IZ(C)I is odd, we can take H = CG(x) for some strongly real
elemen! x of Cl;.

Let b be the maximum order of the centralizer of an involution of C
and let c be the maximum order of the centralizer of a strongly real
element of Cl; that is not an involution, if such an element exists; other
wise set c = O. The theorem depends upon the following lemma connecting
b,candIGI:

Lemma 1.7
The following inequality holds:

ICI ~ (c + l)b(b - 1).

Proof
Let K j , 1 ~ i ~ t, be the distinct conjugate classes of strongly real

elements of C with K;. 1~ i ~ s, being the classes of involutions and with
Kt = {I}. Let Xi be a representative of K j , set C j = ICG(x;)l, and let ai be

s

the number of involutions of CG(x;), 1 ~ i ~ t. Furthermore, set M = UK i
j ~ 1

and m = IMI, so that m is the number of involutions of C. Final1y set
g = IClanda = max {a j 1I ~ i ~ s}.Notethatc = max {Cj Is + 1~ i ~ t - I}
if t > s + 1.

Since m is the number of involutions of C, m2 is the number of ordered
pairs (u, 1') of involutions. Since each such pair (u, l') determines an
element x = ut' of C, it follows from the definition of f3(x) that

(Ll) /112 = I f3(x).
XEG

Furthermore, clearly f3(x) = f3()') if x and y are conjugate. Since IK;I = gjc i

by Theorem 1.2.3(i) and since flex) = 0 if x is not strongly real, it fol1ows
from (1.1) that

(1.2)

But now Lemma 1.5 yields

t g
m2 = I - f3(x;).

j~ 1 C j

(1.3) 111
2 ~ III + t (a j - 1) fL +(1- s - I)g.

j~ 1 Cj

On the other hand, we also have

(l.4)
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Since a i ~ a, 1 ~ i ~ s, it follows that

305

(1.5)
s

m + L (aj - l)gjc i ~ am.
i::: 1

Furthermore, the number of strongly real elements of G is at most g,
whence

(1.6)
,-1

1 + m + L f!.... ~g.
i=5+ I Ci

Since Ci ~ c for s + 1 ~ i ~ t - 1, this yields

(1.7) (t - s - I)g ~ c(g - m-I).

It follows now from (1.3), (1.5), and (1.7) that

(1.8)

whence also

(1.9)

m2 ~ am + c(g - m) - c,

cg
111 ~ - + (a - c).

m

Setting n = gjm and multiplying (1.9) by n, we obtain

(1.10) g ~ C1/2 + (a - c)n = cn(n - 1) + an.

s

Finally by (104), I jn = mjg = L 1j C i' which implies that n ~ C j for all
i= I

i, 1 ~ i ~ s. But by its definition, b = max {c j 11 ~ i ~ s} and so n ~ b.
Furthermore, wehavea = aJorsomej, 1 ~ j ~ s. Sincea j ~ cj - 1 ~ b - 1,
it follows that a ~ b - 1. But now substituting the inequalities n ~ band
a ~ b - 1 in (1.10), we obtain the conclusion of the lemma.

We can now easily establish the theorem. Suppose first that b ~ c. Then
by the lemma g < c3

• But c = ICG(xk)1 for some k with s + 1 ~ k ~ t - 1.
Since Xk is strongly real and is not an involution, C~CX"k) :J CG(xk), so
CG(xk) is a proper subgroup of G. Hence the theorem follows in this case
with H = CG(xk).

Suppose, on the other hand, that b > c. Then again by the lemma,
g < b3

• Now b = ICG(xk)1 for some k with 1 ~ k ~ s. Hence the theorem
follows with H = CG(xk) if CG(xk) is a proper subgroup of G. In the con
trary case, the involution X k lies in Z(G). In particular, the theorem is
proved if IZ(G)I is odd.

Assume finally that Xk E Z(G). In this case, we proceed by induction on
IGI. Set G = G/(xk ). If lel is odd, then an Sl-subgroup of G has order
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2, so G possesses a normal 2-complement K by Theorem 7.6.1. Also
K #- 1 as g = IGI > 2. Since g = 21KI, the theorem follows with H = K. If
ICI = 2, we can take H = <xk>. On the other hand, if IC/ > 2 and /CI is
even, then by induction C possesses a proper subgroup fj such that
/CI < IRi 3

• But then it is immediate that the inverse image of fj in G can
be taken as H. This completes the proof.

The calculations of Lemma 1.7 also yield the following result which we
shall need in Chapter 13.

Theorem 1.8 (Brauer-Fowler)
1ft is the number ofstrongly real conjugate classes ofG and m is the number

of involutions of G, then

1 m(m + 1)
t -;::, IGI .

Proof
We preserve the notation of Lemma 1.7. Since obviously a j ~ C i - I,

(1.3) and (1.5) yield

(1.11)
S g

m 2
~ m + I (c; - 2) - + (t - s - l)g

i= 1 Ci

s

= m + (t - I)g - 2 I g/ C j = m + (t - I)g - 2m.
;= 1

Thus m2 + m ~ (t - l)g, and the theorem follows.

2. THE FEIT-SUZUKI-THOMPSON THEOREMS

The following two theorems combine results of each of the above
authors. These theorems deal with a subgroup M of even order of a group
G with the property that CG(x) £ M for every involution x of M. They are
of great importance in the study of simple groups.

Theorem 2.1
Let M be a subgroup ofG ofeven order which satisfies the following three

conditions:
(a) CG(x) £ M for any involution x of M.
(b) NG(S) £ M for any S2-subgroup S of M.
(c) Not every involution ofG lies in M.

Then we have
(i) S is an Srsubgroup of G.
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(ii) G and M each have only one conjugate class of involutions.
(iii) If C = CG(x), x an involution of M, then M = CK for some sub

group K of M of odd order.
(iv) If u is a strongly real element of C#, then C~(u) s M.

Proof
Let T be an Srsubgroup of G containing S and let x, Y be involutions of

Sand Z(T), respectively. Note that x, Y exist since S #- 1 by hypothesis. We
have CG(x) s M by condition (a), so y E M. Hence CG(y) s M for the same
reason and so T s M. Thus S = T is an S2-subgroup of G, proving (i).

We shall argue next that G has only one class of involutions. Let x, Y
now denote any involution of M and G - M, respectively. Such an involu
tion Y exists by condition (c). Suppose there exists an involution z in G
which centralizes both x and y. Then Z E CG(x) S M, whence yE CG(z) S M,
a contradiction. Hence no such involution G exists and consequently x is
conjugate to y (in <x, y») by Theorem 1.2. Our argument shows that any
involution of M is conjugate to y and any involution of G - M is conjugate
to x and we conclude that all involutions of G are conjugate.

We note that the preceding argument did not require the hypothesis
NG(S) s M, which we now use to show that also M has only one class of
involutions. Indeed, suppose IM n Mill is even for some 1/ in G. Then for
some Srsubgroup of M, which without loss we may assume to be S, we
have S" n M #- 1. Thus S" n M contains an involution. Arguing now as
in (i), it follows first that Z(SU) s M and then that S" s M. Hence S" = SV
for some v in M, whence uv- I

E NG(S) S M and so u EM. We conclude
that M n MU has odd order whenever u if M. Now let x, y be involutions
of M. Since G has only one class of involutions, y = x" for some u in G,
whence M n M" contains y. Hence by the preceding argument u E M and
so x, y are conjugate in M. Thus (ii) also holds.

Now let x be an involution of M, set C = CG(x) , and define
m = IM : Cl, r = IG : MI. Then by (ii), m is the number of involutions in M
and mr is the number in G. This implies that some coset Mu of M in G

with u if M contains t ~ m involutions, which we denote by Yi' I ~ i ~ t.
Then no Yj is in M, V j = YIYi I = YIYj E M for each i, and )'1 inverts each
Vj, 1 ~ i ~ t. Hence if K = <Vi 11 ~ i ~ t), it follows that K s M and that
YI normalizes K (since it transforms the generators Vi of K into K). Set
L = <K, YI) and let R be an S2-subgroup of L containing YI' Since
K <J L, R n K is an S2-subgroup of K by Theorem 1.3.8. But then if IKI
were even, YI would centralize an involution x of R n K by Theorem 2.6.4
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and so Yl E CG(X) S; M, which is not the case. We conclude therefore that
IKI is odd.

Suppose next that Vi and Vj lie in the same coset of C for some i =f. j. Then
V = Vi-1Vj = YiYi 1YlYj = YiYj lies in C, so that x E CG(v). Furthermore, Yi
inverts v = YiYj and so lies in the extended centralizer C~(v). But v has odd
order since v E K and consequently Yi does not centralize v. Since x does
centralize v, it follows that x and Yi cannot be conjugate in C~(u) and so
certainly not in (x, y;). But then Theorem 1.2 implies that (x, y;) contains
an involution z which centralizes both x and Yi' Hence Z E CG(x) s; M and
so }'i E CG(z) s; M, contrary to the fact that Yi rf. M. We conclude there
fore that the t cosets CUi' 1 ~ i ~ t, of C in M are distinct. Since

t

t ~ m = IM :Cl, this is possible only if M = U CVi' whence M = CK,
i= 1

proving (iii).
Assume finally that u is a strongly real element of C# and set H = C~(u).

If u is an involution, then H = CG(u) s; M by condition (a). Hence in
proving (iv), we may assume that u is not an involution, in which case H
contains an involution Y not in CG(u). On the other hand, x E CG(u),
whence x and Y are not conjugate in H. Hence they are not conjugate in the
subgroup (x, y) of H and consequently there exists an involution z in
(x, y) which commutes with both x and y. We conclude at once that
yE M. The same argument shows that y a

E M for any element a of H.
But M has only one conjugate class of involutions by (ii), whence ya = y b

for some b in M. Therefore ab -I E CG(y) s; M and it follows that
a = (ab-I)b E M. Thus H s; M and (iv) is proved.

It will be convenient to say that a subgroup M of G of even order which
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 is strongly embedded in G.

Theorem 2.2
Let M be a strongly embedded subgroup of G, let x be an involution of M,

and set C = CG(x). Then G satisfies the following conditions:
(i) Every coset of C in G, not in M, contains exactly one involution.

(ii) If H is a subgroup of M containing C such that C~(u) S; M for any
strongly real element u of H#, then H = C.

(iii) If H is a subgroup of M containing C such that CG(u) S; H for
euery strongly real element of H#, then either H = Cor

IG:HI ~ IM:H1 + ICI.

Proof
As in the proof of Theorem 2.1(iii), let m = IM: Cl and r = IG: MI,

so that m and mr are the number of involutions of M and G, respectively.
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Since the number of cosets of C in G, not contained in M, is exactly
mr - r, which is also the number of involutions of G - M, (i) will follow
if we can show that no coset Cu of C in G with u E G - M contains more
than one involution. But if )'1> )'z were two involutions of Cl{, then )'1 ~ M,
Yd'z = v E C, and Yl inverts v. Then v is strongly real and consequently
)'1 E C~(v) s; M by Theorem 2.I(iv), a contradiction. Thus (i) holds.

Now let C s; H s; M satisfy (ii). Then the identical argument shows that
any coset Hu of H in G with u in G - M contains at most one involution.
Hence if h = IM: HI, the number of involutions in G, not in M, is at most
hr - h, whence

(2.1)

Equivalently, we have

(2.2)

mr ~ m + hr - h.

o~ (h - m)(r - I).

But M c G by condition (c) and so r > I, whence h ~ m by (2.2). However,
h~m since Cc:; Hs;M, h= IM:HI, andm= IM:CI. Thush=m and
C = H, proving (ii).

Next assume H satisfies (iii). Set k = IH: Cl. Now each coset Hu of
H in G is a union of k cosets of C in G. Hence if u E G - M, it follows from
(i) that Hu contains exactly k involutions )'i' I ~ i ~ k. If Hv is another
coset of H in G with v E G - M, then also Hv contains exactly k involutions
Zi' I ~ i ~ k. Set G i = )'I)'i and b i = ZIZi, 2 ~ i ~ k. We claim that G i 1= b j •

Indeed, if G i = bi , then G i is inverted by both )'1 and ZI' In particular,
Gi is a strongly real element of H# and consequently Cc(G;) c:; H by the
hypothesis of (iii). But )'IZI centralizes G i since )'1 and ZI each invert it,
whence )'IZI E H and so H)'I = HZI> contrary to the fact that HYI = Hu
and HZI = Ht, are distinct cosets of H.

Thus each coset of H in G - M determines k - I elements of H # and
all elements determined in this manner are distinct. In fact. these elements
actually lie in H - C; for )'1 inverts G i and if any G i E C, Theorem 2.I(iv)
shows that YI E M. But then u E H)'I s; M, which is not the case. We con
clude that

(2.3) IHI - ICI ~ (k - I)(iG : HI - iM: HI).

Since IHI = k ICI, (2.3) yields

(2.4) 0 ~ (k - 1)(jG : HI - IM: HI - ICj).

If k = 1, then H = C and the first alternative of (iii) holds. On the other
hand, if k > 1, then we must have IG: HI ~ IM: HI + ICI, and the second
alternative of (iii) holds. The theorem is proved.
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Since the statement of Theorem 2.2 is rather involved, we should like to
clarify it now by giving two illustrations of how it is used in classification
problems. As we shall see, part (ii) of the theorem applies in the "odd
characteristic" case, while part (iii) applies in the" characteristic 2 " case.

Our first result shows how to relate the Maximal Subgroup theorem and
strongly embedded subgroups.

Theorem 3.1
Let G be a group which satisfies the uniqueness condition for the odd prime

p and let M be a uniqueness subgroup for p. If M is strongly embedded in G,
then one of the following holds:

(i) An Srsubgroup of G is cyclic or generalized quaternion.
(ii) CG(Z(Op(M») contains every involution of M.

Proof
Let S be an Sz-subgroup of M, let x be an involution of S, and let

ME N(P), P an Sp-subgroup of G. We shall establish (ii) under the assump
tion that S is not generalized quaternion or cyclic. Then by Theorem
5.4.IO(ii), x is not the only involution of S. If x E Z(S), it centralizes every
involution of S, while if x if: Z(S), it centralizes every involution ofZ(S), so
in either case there exists a four subgroup T of S with x E T.

Set C = CG(x), so that Cs M as M is strongly embedded in G. Assume
by way of contradiction that (ii) is false. Since M has only one class of
involutions, x does not centralize Z(°/M» and consequently does not
centralize Z = Dt(Z(O/M») by Theorem 5.2.4, whence Z '* C. Since
Z <l M, H = CZ is a group and H:::J C. We shall argue now that for any
strongly real element u of H #, C6(U) s M, which will contradict Theorem
2.2(ii) and thus establish the theorem. Since C:;(u) s C6(1/) and 1/ is
strongly real for all i, it will suffice to prove the assertion when u has prime
order q.

If q "# p, then C contains an Sq-subgroup of H, whence v = UZ
E C for

some z in Z. Since v is also strongly real of order q, C ~(I') S M by
Theorem 2.I(iv). Since z E M, C~(ll) = C~(l'y-1 S M.

Now assume that q = p. We can suppose without loss that P n C is an
S p-subgroup of C. Then u is conjugate to an element v of P n H = (P n C)Z
and, as in the preceding paragraph, it will suffice to show that CG*(v) s M.
We shall prove that CPnH(v) contains an abelian subgroup of type (p, p, p).
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Since G satisfies the uniqueness condition for p, Lemma 8.6.1 will then
yield that CJ(v) <:; M.

We first argue that m(2);:: 3. Indeed, let x = X" X 2 , X 3 be the three
involutions ofTand set 2 i = Cz(x;), 1 ~ i ~ 3. Since ME N(P), DiM) -=f. 1
and so 2 -=f. 1. Furthermore, since 2 <.J M and M has only one class of
involutions, 2,,22, 2 3 are all conjugate in M, whence /2d = IZ21 = /23 1.
On the other hand, 2 = 2,22 2 3 by Theorem 5.3.16 and consequently
each 2 i -=f. 1. Since 2 't-- C, 2,c 2. Therefore, if [2,[ ~ p2, then 121;:: p3 and
hence m(2) ~ 3. On the other hand, if 12;\ = p, then Xi does not centralize
2 j for i -=f. j, 1~ i,j ~ 3, and consequently 2 = 2, X 2 2 X 2 3 , so that
m(2) ~ 3 in this case as well.

But now if v E 2, then CPnH(v) contains 2 and so contains an abelian
subgroup of type (p, p, p), as required. Suppose then that v rf; Z. Since
P n H = (P n C)2, we can write v = 11'2, 11' E P n C and Z E Z. Now
Cz(v) = Cz(11'), as 2 is abelian. Since v is of order p and v rf; 2, <v, Cz(v) will
thus contain an abelian subgroup of type (p, p, p) provided ICz(w) I ~ p2.
But 2 = 2, x 2 0 , where 2 0 is inverted by x, by Theorem 5.2.3 and
2 0 -=f. 1. Since 11' centralizes Xl> it leaves both 2 0 and 2, invariant, whence
Cz (11') -=f. I, 0 ~ j ~ 1, and so ICz(w) I ~ p2. This completes the proof of the

J

theorem.

Remark For most applications, one needs a stronger conclusion than
(ii); namely, that CG( DiM)) contains every involution of M. To prove
this, one takes 2 to be fl,(D), where D is a critical subgroup of DiM)
and reduces the problem by the same argument to showing that CPnH(v)
contains an abelian subgroup of type (p, p, p), where v is of order p in
P n H. If 2 is abelian, the preceding proof applies without change. How
ever if 2 is of class 2, the argument is in general more subtle. For the
particular case of groups with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups that we shall
analyze in Chapter IS, the present form of Theorem 3.1 will suffice.

Our second result, which is an important result of Suzuki, utilizes
Theorem 2.2(i) and (iii).

Theorem 3.2 (Suzuki)
Let K be a nilpotent subgroup ofG of even order such that C~(u) <:; Kfor

ever), element u -=f. 1 of K. Then one of the following holds:
(i) An S2-subgroup of G is cyclic or generalized quaternion.

(ii) fl,(D 2(K» <l G.
(iii) Under the permutation representation of G on the right cosets of

Nc;(K), G is a 2assenhaus group of degree IKI + 1.
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We first establish a preliminary lemma:

Lemma 3.3
If G does not saNsfy conditions (i) or (ii) of the theorem, then we haue the

following:
(i) K is a Hall subgroup of G.

(ii) M = NC(02(K» is strongly embedded in G.
(iii) Cc(u) ~ M for any element u of M# .
(iv) For any x in G, either KX n M = 1 or KX= K.
(v) M = Nc(K).

Proof
We may assume that G does not satisfy conditions (i) or (ii) of Theorem

3.2. Let P be an Sp-subgroup of G such that P n K is an Sp-subgroup of
K, pE n(K). If u E (P n K)#, then 2(P) ~ Cdu) ~ K by our hypothesis.
Hence if v E 2(P) # , P ~ Cc(v) ~ K for the same reason. Thus K is a Hall
subgroup of G. In particular, (i) holds. Furthermore, an 5 2-subgroup
S of K is an S2-subgroup of M and so all involutions of M lie in S. But then
Cc(u) ~ K ~ M for any involution u of M. By its definition, M = Nc(S).
Moreover. if all involutions of G were contained in M, they would lie in
0 1(S) and it would follow that 0 1(S) <l G, contrary to assumption. Thus
G - M contains an involution. We conclude that M satisfies all the con
ditions in the definition of a strongly embedded subgroup, proving (ii).

By Theorem 2.1 (ii), M has only one class of involutions and so any
involution x of M lies in 2(S), whence K = CC<x). But now Theorem 2.2(i)
yields that every coset of Kin G - M contains exactly one involution. We
shall use this fact to establish (iii). Indeed, suppose u E M# and v E Cc(u)
with v rt M. Let x be the unique involution of Kv, so that v '''' rx, yE K.
Since uv = vu, we have uyx = yxu, whence

(3.1)

Premultiplying by u- 1
, we obtain

(3.2) [u, y] = U- 1X1lx.

But K <l M since K = Cc(2(S» and 2(S) <l M. Since U E M and Y E K, it
follows that [u, y] E K. Thus z = u- J XUX E K. On the other hand, z is the
product of the two involutions u- 1xu and x and so x E C ~(z). Hence if
z =f. 1, x E M by our hypothesis on K, a contradiction. However, if z = I,
then 11 centralizes x. But x E Sw for some w in G, whence U E CJ\") ~ K".
Then u is a rr-element, where n = n(K). Since K is a normal S.-subgroup of
M, it follows that U E K, whence Cc(u) ~ M by hypothesis and (iii) is
proved.
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Suppose next that KX n M # 1. Then KX n M = KX n K, as K is a
normal Sn-subgroup of M. But if y E KX n K, y # I, then C = CG(y) S K
and C contains both Z and Zx, where Z = 01(Z(S)), Since K is nilpotent, so
is C. But Z contains all involutions of K and therefore Z = ZX. Thus
x E NG(Z). Since K = CG(Z), K <J NG(Z) and so x normalizes K, whence
KX = K, proving (iv).

Finally M :2 Nc(K) as M = N G(02(K)) and 02(K) char K.
Furthermore, if x EM, tben K Xn M "202(K) *- 1, so X E Nc<K) by (iv).
Thus M£: NG(K) and (v) follows.

With these results at our disposal, we can now establish Theorem 3.2.
We assume (i) and (ii) are false and verify condition (iii) of the theorem.
First of all, by the preceding lemma an S2-subgroup S of K is an S2-sub
group of G and all involutions of S are conjugate in M, whence 01(Z(S))
contains all involutions u of M. Furthermore, the lemma shows that
CG(u) s M for every strongly real element II of M#. This means that the
hypotheses of Theorem 2.2(iii) are satisfi~d with K in the role of C and M
in the role of H. Since IM: HI = IM: MI = 1 in the present case, we con
clude that either: M = K or IG : MI ~ IKI + 1. (3.3)

If M = K, any involution of Z(S) is conjugate only to itself in M and
consequently S possesses a unique involution. But then S is either cyclic or
generalized quaternion by Theorem 5.4.1O(ii), contrary to our present
assumption. Thus IG :MI ~ IKI + I.

We shall prove next that equality holds. Since 0 1(Oz(K)) is not normal
in G, but is characteristic in K, it follows that K is not normal in G. Hence
KX # K for some x in G. But then KX n M = 1 by Lemma 3.3(iv), whence
IG: MI ~ IKxl = IKI. Hence by (3.3), IG: MI = IKI + 1 or IKI. However,
since M:2 K:2 Sand S is an Sz-subgroup of G, we have IG : MI odd and
IK I even. We conclude at once that
(3.4) IG: Mj = IKI + 1.

Set m = IG : M I and consider the permutation representation of G on
the m cosets M = Mx 1 , M'Y2, ... , MXm of M in G. By Theorem 2.7.3(i),
this representation will be doubly transitive if M acts transitively on the
cosets Mx i , 2 ~ i ~ m. Since IKI = m - 1, either the elements of K
transform Mx2 successively into Mx i, 2 ~ i ~ m, in which case M acts
transitively on these cosets, or else two distinct elements of K transform
Mxz into the same coset. However, in the latter case, MX2J' = MX2 for
some y in K#, whence yX,-1 E KX2- 1n 11-1. But then K" = K by Lemma
3.3(iv) and so X 2 E M = NG(K), which is not the case. Thus the representa
tion of G is doubly transitive.
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Now for x in G, let Cl:(x) denote the number of cosets of M fixed "by x. To
show that G is a Zassenhaus group, we must prove that Cl:(x) ~ 2 if x i= 1.
Suppose x E G* and Cl:(x) > O. Then x fixes a coset of M, so a conjugate of
x fixes M. Since Cl: takes the same value on all elements of a conjugate class,
it will suffice to determine Cl:(x) for x E M. Consider M as a transitive
permutation group of the m-I cosets of M in G - M and let L be the
subgroup of M fixing one of these cosets. Then IM :LI = m-I = IK I. On
the other hand, no element of K fixes any of these cosets as we have shown
in the preceding paragraph. Hence L n K = 1 and M = KL. Since
CG(u) £; K for all u in K*, it follows that L induces a regular group of
automorphisms of K and therefore that M is a Frobenius group with
kernel K and complement L. Thus every element x of M lies either in K or
in a conjugate of L and in the latter case x fixes some coset of M in G - M.
We conclude that

(3.5)

Cl:(l) = m
Cl:(x) = 1
Cl:(x) :;:3 2
Cl:(x) = 0

if x lies in a conjugate of K*
if x lies in a conjugate of M - K
if x does not lie in a conjugate of M.

Since K is disjoint from its conjugates, the conjugates of K * contain
precisely

(3.6) (IKI - 1)IG : MI = (m - 2)m

distinct elements [using (3.4)]. Hence if X denotes the set of those elements
of G for which Cl:(x) :;:3 2, it follows now from parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem
2.7.4 that

(3.7)

(3.8)

m + (m - 2)m + L cx(x) = IGI
xeX

m2 + (m - 2)m + L Cl:(X)2 = 21GI
X€x

Multiplying (3.7) by 2 and subtracting from (3.8), we obtain

(3.9) L Cl:(X)2 - 2cx(x) = L Cl:(x)(cx(x) - 2) = O.
xeX xeX

Since cx(x) :;:3 2 for all x in X, (3.9) yields cx(x) = 2 for all x in X, whence
Cl:(x) ~ 2 for all x in G*. Thus G is a Zassenhaus group of degree
m = IKI + I and the theorem is proved.

Although we shall not present any applications of Theorem 2.1 (iii), that
result also has important uses in the study of simple groups.
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In Section 1 we obtained estimates for the order of a group G of even
order using only elementary considt:rations. There exists an important
method, due to Bniuer, in which a knowledge of the characters of G can be
used to give much more explicit expressions for IGI. The method depends
upon a particular case of Theorem 4.2.12.

Let G be a group of even order, K a conjugate class of involutions,
K' an arbitrary conjugate class, and x, y representatives of K, K', respec
tively. We write fiK(Y) for the number of ordered pairs of elements of K
whose product is y. Thus fiK(Y) is precisely the integer Aijk of Theorem
4.2.12 with K i = K j = K and K k = K'. Moreover, if G has only one class
of involutions, then all involutions of G lie in K and, in this case

(4.1) fiK(Y) = fi(y),

(4.2)

where fi(y) is the function considered in Lemma 1.5 above.
Now IKI = IG: CG(x)l. Hence if Xi, 1 ~ i ~ r, denote the irreducible

characters of G, Theorem 4.2.12 yields

fiK(Y) = IGI 2 i .dx)2x]y).
ICG(x) I i~l deg Xi'

Since X;(x) must be a sum of square roots of unity, it is an ordinary integer.
Thus the function fiK from G to F is, in fact, a linear combination of the
irreducible characters of G with rational coefficients.

If fiK(Y) #- 0, (4.2) gives an exact formula for IGI in terms of fiK(Y)' jCG(x)l,
and the values of the characters on the elements I, x, and y. Approximate
information concerning these various quantities will give an approximate
expression for IGI. The important point about (4.2) is that fiK(Y) can often
be evaluated from the subgroup structure of G, independently of a know
ledge of the characters. This is especially true when fiK(Y) = fi(y), in which
case Lemma 1.5 shows that fiiy) is completely determined by the structure
of CG(y).

Even when fiK(Y) = 0 and, in particular, when Y is not strongly real, (4.2)
is useful. Although it does not then provide an expression for IGI, it
nevertheless gives a relation between the values of the characters of G
which can be exploited. We shall use (4.2) in this way in Chapters 12 in
our analysis of groups with generalized quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups.

This method has been refined by Brauer and Suzuki with the aid of
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modular character theory, so that instead of requiring the values of all
characters on the elements 1, x, and y, only the values of those characters
belonging to particular 2-blocks are needed.

We shall now illustrate the method in a special case. The particular
situation we intend to discuss arises in the course of the study of groups
with a self-centralizing Sylow 2-subgroup of order 4, a complete classifica
tion of which will be given in Chapter 15. The group order formula and
the values of the irreducible characters which we shall here derive represent
a basic step in this classification. All the results we obtain appear in a
joint paper of Brauer, Suzuki, and Wall.

We should like also to remark that the somewhat delicate arithmetic
analysis that will be required at various points below is typical of this
method.

Consider a simple group G with an elementary abelian Sylow 2-subgroup
of order 4 which contains an abelian subgroup K of order 2n, n odd,
n> 1, that is disjoint from its conjugates and is such that N = NG(K) is the
direct product of a group of order 2 and a Frobenius group with kernel
V of order n and complement H of order 2. We preserve this notation
throughout.

The analysis divides into three parts:
1. Using the theory of exceptional characters, determine the values of

the irreducible characters of G on the elements of K'" and at the same time
estimates for their degrees.

2. Using a count of the involutions of G together with Theorem 4.2.1 (i),
determine the exact degrees of the irreducible characters.

3. Use formula (4.2) to obtain an expression for IGI.
We have N = (VH) x T = KH, where T = <XI> and H = <Xl> are of

order 2. By assumption, HT is an Sl-subgroup of G and, as G is simple,
the three involutions XI' Xl, and XIXl of HT are conjugate in G.

We again denote by I(K) the module of characters of N induced by the
nonprincipal irreducible characters of K. Since IVI is odd, we can write
the irreducible characters of V in the form cP;, (f);, where (f)i = cPi+(n-l/l),
1 ~ i ~ n - 1/2. We extend the definition of cP i to K by defining cP i to be
trivial on T. Then by Theorem 4.5.3, the characters C = ;Pi induced on N
by cP i are distinct irreducible characters of N with support on K and
CIK = cPi + (f)i' 1 ~ i ~ (n - 1/2). Moreover, (f)i also induces C.

We next let 11 be the character of T taking the value - 1 on X I and extend
11 to be trivial on VH. Then by Theorem 3.7.1, 11'i is an irreducible character
of N for each i. One verifies directly that 11' i is induced from either of the
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characters YJ</>i or YJ<Pi and that YJCIK = YJ</>i + YJ<Pi, 1 ::::; i ::::; (n - 1/2). In
particular, it follows that the 11' i are distinct from each other and from each
'j' We set 'i+(n-l/2) = YJC, 1 ::::; i::::; (n - 1)/2. We note that each C has
degree 2, 1 ::::; i ::::; n - 1.

Since K is abelian of order 2n, it has 2n - 1 nonprincipal characters,
which are, in fact, the characters </>i, l1<Pi, 1 ::::; i::::; n - 1, and 1/. To de
termine I(K), it thus remains to consider 0 = i]. By Theorem 4.4.3(iii),
o is a character of N having V in its kernel. Since N / V is elementary
abelian of type (2, 2), 0 must therefore be the sum of two linear characters
of N having V in their kernels. We shall denote these by 1X3 and 1X4 and
shall also let IXb 1X2 be the remaining two characters of N having V in
their kernels. Now a direct computation shows that O(Xl) = - 2. Hence
1X 3(X1) = 1X4(X1) = -1, so that, in particular, neither 1X3 nor 1X4 is the princi
pal character of N. We choose the notation so that 1X 1 = IN' Furthermore,
since 0 is 0 on N - K, we can order 1X 3 , 1X4 so that

(4.3)
1X 3(xd = -1, 1X3(X2) = -1,

1X4(X1) = -1, 1X4(X2) = + 1,

In particular, we have proved

1X 3(X1X 2) = + 1

1X4(X 1X 2) = -1.

Lemma 4.1
The characters' i, 1 ::::; i ::::; n - 1, and 0 form a basis of I(K).

Here then we encounter a situation in which I(K) does not possess a
basis of irreducible characters. However, in the present case it will not be
difficult to show that the induction map from loCK) into cho (C) extends to
an isometry of /(K) into ch (C). Indeed, we have

Lemma 4.2
There exist distinct nonprincipal irreducible characters Xi, 1 ::::; i ::::; n - 1,

and !/Jj, 3 ::::; j ::::; 4, of G and signs e = ± 1, bj = ± 1, 3 ::::; j ::::; 4, such that

(C - U* = e(Xi - Xj) I ::::; i,j::::; n - 1

(C - 0)* = eXi - b3!/J3 - b4!/J4 1 ::::; i ::::; n - 1.

Proof
Since IVI = n is odd and n> 1, we have n - 1 ~ 2. Now

(C~ - G,': - ,nG = b ih - b jh - b ik +b jk

as in the derivation of equation (4.5.16). Hence by Theorem 4.5.4 there
exist irreducible characters Xi of C, 1 ::::; i ::::; n - 1, and a sign e = ±1 such
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that the first set of relations of the lemma holds. Moreover, by the
Frobenius reciprocity theorem, (C' - G, IG)G = (C - C' IN)N = 0, so each
Xj is nonprincipal. Hence it remains to treat the second set of relations.

Now (C - 0, C - O)N = (C, ON + (et 3, C(3)N + «;(4' C(4)N = 3. Since induc
tion is an isometry on loCK) by Theorem 4.4.6, also (C' - 0*, C:' - O*)G = 3.
Hence each (C; - 0)* must be a sum of three distinct characters of norm 1.
On the other hand,

(4.4) (C - 0)* - (C j - 0)* = (C - U* = eXi - eXj'

This means that two of the characters appearing in (C i - 0)* are the same
as two appearing in (C - 0)* and that the remaining character is either

ex; or - eXj'
Consider first the case that ex; appears in (C - 0)* for some i, say i = 1.

Then we have

(4.5)

for suitable irreducible characters i/J j of G and signs <5 j = ±1, 3 ~ j ~ 4.
Moreover, since the Xi are all of the same degree, - eXj cannot appear in
(4.5) for any j, for then the right side would not be of degree O. But if
eXI appears in (C j - 0)* for j > 1, the discussion of the preceding paragraph
together with (4.4) would force -eXj to appear in (Cl - 0)*. Hence -<53i/J3
and -<54i/J4 must appear in each (C - 0)* and we conclude from (4.4) that

(4.6) (C - 0)* = eXj - <53i/J3 - <54i/J4'

In particular, the three characters Xj, i/J3 , and i/J4 are distinct. Furthermore,
another application of the Frobenius reciprocity theorem shows that
i/J3 and i/J4 are nonprincipal. Hence the lemma follows in this case.

On the other hand, if ex I does not appear in CC I - Q)*, our discussion
shows that - eXj must appear in it for each j > 1. Since n is odd and
(Cl - 0)* is a sum of three characters of norm 1, we must have n = 3 or
5. However, in the latter case (C 1 - 0)* = - e(X2 + X3 + X4) and so does not
have degree 0, a contradiction. Thus n = 3. But in this case, e is not
uniquely determined since n - 1 = 2. In fact, we can replace e by - e and
interchange Xl> X2' When we do this, the new eX1 does appear in (Cl - 0)*
and the proof is complete.

Because of Lemma 4.2, the mapping

(4.7) C = ex; 1 ~ i ~ n - 1 and

is an isometry of I(K) into ch (G) which extends the induction map of
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loCK) into cho (G). With this information we can obtain results analogous
to those of Theorem 4.6.6 in the Frobenius case and thereby obtain
preliminary estimates for the values of the characters of G on K lf

• How
ever, it will be simpler to show first that the isometry of the induction map
can be extended to the larger modlI1e <1(K), IN, lK)' where lK = PNIK is
the character of the regular representation of N / K.

In the present case, lK = !Xl + (/.2 + (/.3 + (/.4 and, in particular, deg lK = 4.
We now prove

Lemma 4.3
There exists a nonprincipal irreducible character l/J2 of G distinct from

Xi' l/J3' and l/J4 and a sign 152 = ±1 such that

(lK - 8 - C)* = le + b2l/J2 - eX;. 1 ~ i ~ n - 1.

Proof
We have lK - 8 = (!Xl +!X2 +!X3 + !X4) - (!X 3 +!X4) = !Xl +!X2 and con

sequently (Yi' Yi)N = 3, where Yi = lK - 8 - C· Since Yi is of degree 0,
Theorem 4.4.6 implies that y"( is a sum of three distinct characters of
norm 1. Since Yi = IN + (/.2 - C, it follows from the Frobenius reciprocity
theorem that

(Yf, lde = (y;, IN)N = 1;

so lG is a constituent of Yf of multiplicity 1.
Since (y; - YJ* = «(j - (;)* = eXj - ex;, two of the characters in ,"( are

the same as two appearing in yj and the remaining character is either
- ex; or eXj' But now reasoning in the same manner as in the preceding
lemma, we conclude easily that this character must be - ex; and that there
is an irreducible character l/J2 of G and a sign 15 2 = ± 1 such that

(4.8) l~i~n-1.

In particular, it follows that l/J2 is distinct from le and Xi' 1 ~ i ~ n - 1.
Finally, we have

(4.9) Yf + (C - 8)* = le + b2l/J2 - b3l/J3 - 04l/J4'

But Y;+(C-8)=lK-28=ctl+ct2-ct3-(/.4' Since l/Jj;6le,2~j~4,

it follows that y"( + (C - 8)* must be a sum of four distinct characters of
norm 1. Hence l/J2 ;6 l/J3 or l/J4 and the lemma is proved.

We now extend the definition of ( to I'(K) = <1(K), IN, lK) by setting
l/Jl = le and defining

(4.10) and
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If I~(K) = I'(K) n cho (N), we conclude therefore from Lemmas 4.2 and
4.3 that the mapping r of I'(K) into ch (G) given by (4.7) and (4.10)
extends the isometry of the induction map of I~ (K) into cho (G).

We now have sufficient information to determine the values of all the
irreducible characters of G on K#. We denote the remaining irreducible
characters of G (if any) by t/J j, 5 ~ j ~ s. We then have

Theorem 4.4
The irreducible characters of G have the following values on K*:

(i) xly) = E(4Jly) + 4Jly»

Xi+(n-l/Z)(Y) = e,,(Y)(4Ji(Y) + 4J;{;')

(ii) t/Jz(Y) = 15z

{
b.

t/J (y) = J
J -15 j

l{!/y) = 0

Proof
We can write

yE K *, 1 ~ i ~ ten - 1)

yE K *, 1 ~ i ~ ten - I)

yEK*

YEU*, 3~j~4

y E K - U, 3 ~ j ~ 4

YEK*, 5~j~s.

(4.11)
n- I

C IN = L a;jC + ITi
j= 1

1~i~n-1,

where the aij are integers and IT j is a character of N having U in' its
kernel. But now the first calculation of Theorem 4.6.6 can be repeated
verbatim. In the present case IN: KI = 2 and (i, 1 ~ i ~ n - 1, are all
the irreducible characters of N not having U in their kernels. Hence setting
hi = -Hail - 15 il ), we obtain

(4.12) l~i~n-1.

We now determine IT;. We can write

(4.13)

By the Frobenius reciprocity theorem and the definition of r, we obtain

(4.14)

(4.15)

Thus

ail - bi3 - bi4 = (CIN, (I - et 3 - et4)N

= (C, (~ - et; - et~)G = 15 jl

ail - bil - biZ = ((IIN, (I - et l - etZ)N

= (C, (~ - et~ -etDG = 15 il .
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(4.16)

We next evaluate (i on the three involutions Xr, X 2 , and x tx 2 , getting

(4.17) mxl ) = C(xl ) + hi • 0 + bi! + b i2 - bi3 - b i4 = C(XI)

(Kx2) = bi! -b j2 - b i3 + b i4

mXI X 2 ) = bil - bi2 + b i3 - b i4 •

But mxl ) = mx2 ) = mXI X 2 ) since G has only one class of involutions. We
conclude therefore from (4.16) and (4.17) that

(4.18)

Since PN/U = (XI + (X2 + (X3 + (X4 , it follows that

ITi = hiPN/U + -!-C(XI)(XI --!-C(XI )Ct: 2 •

Combined with (4.12), this yields, finally,

(4.19)

Since (XI and (X2 are each I on K*, while PN is 0 on K*, we conclude that

(4.20) my) = C(y) for y in K*.

Since C = SX i, (i) follows at once from (4.20) together with the definition
of (i'

Next put Yi = (XL 2 ~ i ~ 4, and Yi = t/J i for i > 4. Then

(4.21)
n- I

y;iN = I CijC + IJ'i
j= I

2 ~ i ~ s,

where the cij are integers and IJ'i is a character of N having U in its kernel.
This time we obtain, as in the derivation of (4.6.35),

(4.22)

As above, we write IJ'j = dil (XI + di2 (X2 + di3 (X3 + di4 (X4 and use the
Frobenius reciprocity theorem as we did in (4.14) and (4.15) with YilN in
place of CIN to obtain

(4.23)

CH - d;, - d" ~ ( - ~ and
for i = 2
for i = 3, 4
for i > 4.
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Evaluating}'i on Xl' X z , and XlXz as we did in (4.17), this time we obtain
upon simplification,

(4.24) d iZ = d i3 = d i4 •

Combining (4.23) and (4.24), it follows directly that

(4.25)

5 ~ i ~ s.

Using (4.22) and the definition Ofyi' we thus have

(4.26)
t C i1

IXz\N = 2 PN, + IXl

C'l 1
IXnN = t PN + 2(-lXl + IXz + IX3 + I(4) 3 ~ i ~ 4

5 ~ i ~ s.

Since IXi = b i t/J i, 2 ~ i ~ 4, the values of t/J j on K# are determined from
(4.26) and we obtain (ii).

We state one other direct consequence o[ our relations which we shall
also need.

Lemma 4.5
If y is an element of G not in a conjugate of K#, then

l~i~n-l.

Proof
This follows at once from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 together with the fact that

«( j - 8)* and (1K - 8 - C)* are 0 outside the conjugates of K#.
By Lemma 4.1, the characters Xj have a common degree which we denote

by f We also define fj = deg t/J j, 1 ~ j ~ s, so that in particular,fl = 1. As a
consequence of Theorem 4.4, we also have

Lemma 4.6
The following congruences hold:

(i) f= :fa (mod 4n).



3 ~ j ~ 4.
5 ~ j ~ s.
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(ii) /2 : 62(mod 4n).
(iii) /j : 2n + 6j (mod 4n)
(iv) /j == 0 (mod 4n)

Moreover, we have
(v) 1 + 62 / 2 = 63 / 3 + fJ4 / 4 = ef

323

Proof
If a is any character of N, we know by Theorem 4.2.1(iii) that I a(y)

yEN

is.an integer divisible by 1Nl = 4n. Furthermore, the elements of N - K lie
in two distinct conjugate classes, represented by X2 and XtX2, each having
n elements. Hence

(4.27) a(l) + na(x2) + na(xtx2) + I a(y): O(mod 4n).
yEK"

Now we know that Xi and I/Jj assume the same values on the three con
jugate involutions Xt, X2, and XtX2' Hence if we take a to be successively

XtIN' 02 1."1' I/J jlN' 3 ~ j ~ 4, and I/J jlN' 5 ~ j ~ S, we can use the values given
in Theorem 4.4 to evaluate (4.27). Thus in the first instance we obtain

(4.28) / + n(2e) + n(2e) + e L (<PI(Y) + <Pt(Y)): 0 (mod 4n),
YEK"

since <Pt(Xt) = <P1(X t) = 1. But as <Pt and (fit are linear characters of K, the
orthogonality relations on K give

(4.29) 2 + I (<PICV) + <Pt(Y)) = O.
YEK"

Now (4.28) and (4.29) yield the desired conclusion/: 2e (mod 4n).
Similarly, if a = 1/J21N' we obtain

(4.30) /2 + n62 + n62 + L 62== 0 (mod 4n).
YEK"

Since I 62 = (2n - 1)fJ2 , (4.30) reduces to /2 : 62 (mod 4n). With a = I/J)N,
YEK"

3 ~ j ~ 4, we obtain (iii) in the same way, provided we note that
2n: -2n (mod 4n). Likewise (iv) follows in the same manner.

Finally, (v) is obtained by evaluating the relations of Lemma 4.5 on the
element 1, which is not in a conjugate of K#.

This completes the first part of the analysis. We next determine the exact
values of/and /j .

Let K j be the distinct conjugate classes of G and let Yj be a representative
of Kj,l~j~r, with Yt=I,Y2=xt. andYjEK-<xt>,3~j~n+I.

Moreover, we let K j , 1 ~ j ~ f, be the real classes of G. In particular,
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t + 1 ~ j ~ r.

2~j~n+1

n+2~j~t

r = (n - 1) + s. We wish to obtain an expression for t in terms of 9 and
n. To do this, we need the values of (J on each Yj'

Lemma 4.7
The values of (J are given by

(J(Yl) = gj4n

P(Yj) = 2n

P(y) = ICG(y)!

(J(Yj) =0

Proof
The number of involutions of G is IG : NI = gj4n. Hence by Lemma 1.5

and the structure of N, we obtain the given values of (J(y) for 1 ~ j ~ n + 1.
For j > t, we also have (J(y) = 0, as Yj is not strongly real. In the remaining
case, Yj is not conjugate to an element of N and so does not lie in a con
jugate of N. Our conditions then imply that CG(Yj) contains no elements
which lie in the centralizer of an involution. Hence ICG(Y) I is odd
and an involution of C~(Y) inverts CG(yJ. But now Lemma 1.5 yields
(J(y) = ICG(Yj)l.

Lemma 4.8
If t is the number of real classes of G, then

9 - 4n - 8n2
t - 2 = 16n2

Proof
We consider the group algebra A = A(G, F), where F is the complex

field, and denote by Zj the sum in A of all the elements of K j , 1 ~ j ~ r. In
particular, Z2 is the sum in A of the gj4n involutions of G. Now the proof
of Theorem 4.2.10 shows that z~ = C1Z1+ C2Z2 + ... + CrZ" where cj is the
number of ordered pairs of elements of the class K 2 whose product is
Yj' Thus, in fact, Cj = P(Yj), 1 ~ j ~ r, and therefore

(4.31) z~ = {3(Yl)Zl + {3(Y2)Z2 + ... + {3(Yr)zr.

The number of elements of G appearing as summands of the left side
is (gj4n)2, while that appearing in Zj is 9 jICG(Yj)l. Hence (4.31) together with
the preceding lemma yields

g2 9 9 n+ 1 9 t 9
(4.32) 16 2 = 4- + 2n 4- + .I 2n 2- + . I ICG(Yj)IIC ( )I'n n n )=3 n )=n+2 GYj
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whence

325

(4.33)

But now dividing by 9 and transposing, we obtain the desired expression
for t - 2.

We can now prove

Theorem 4.9
One of the following two cases holds:

(i) f= 4n + 28,f2 = 4n + 8,f3 =f4 = 2n + 8,fj = 4n,j ~ 5,
62 = 63 = 64 = 8, and t = r - 1 + 8.

(ii) 8 = - 1, and for a suitable ordering of X3 , X4 , f = 4n - 2,
f2 = 4n - 1, f3 = 6n - 1, f4 = 2n + 1, fj = 4n, j ~ 5,
62 = 63 = -1,64 = + 1, and t = r.

Remark We shall show in a subsequent argument that case (ii) cannot
arise.

Proof
We first treat the case 8 = 1. By Lemma 4.6(v) this forces 62 = 1 and

63 or 64 = 1. Without loss we may assume that 63 = 1.
Since G has n - 1 irreducible characters of degree j, Theorem 4.2.1(i)

implies that

(4.34)
r-n+l

9 = (n - 1)j2 + 1 + L fj2.
j=2

We use Lemma 4.6 to estimate f andfj' Since G is simple, G has no non
trivial linear characters and so

(4.35)

f ~ 4n + 2 f2 ~ 4n + 1 f3 ~ 2n + I f4 ~ 2n + 64 fj ~ 4n j ~ 5.

Hence by (4.34),

(4.36) 9 ~ (n - 1)(411 + 2)2 + 1 + (4n + 1)2
+ (2n + 1)2 + (2n + (4)2 + (r - n - 3)(4n)2.

But 9 = 16n2(t - 2) + 4n + 8n2 by the preceding lemma. Substituting this
value of 9 in (4.36) and simplifying, we obtain

(4.37) 16n2t ~ 16n2r + 464n - 4n.

Now (4.37) forces t ~ r. But t < r by definition of t and r, so t = r. If
64 = - 1, the left side of (4.37) exceeds the right by 8n and hence 9 exceeds
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the right side of (4.36) by 8n. Setting fo = J, this means that for some
j, 0 :::::; j :::::; r, the inequality (4.35) for fj is strict. But then by Lemma 4.6, we
have fj ?- ft + 4n, where ft denotes the estimate used in (4.35). If we use
the estimate ft + 4n in place of ft in (4.36), we must still obtain an
inequality for g. However, the new estimate adds 8nf/ + 16n2 to the right
side of (4.36). Since this number exct':eds 8n, we have a contradiction. Thus
64 = 1 .and equality holds in (4.37) and (4.36). This in turn implies that
equality holds throughout (4.35), and so (i) holds in the case e = 1.

Assume next that e = -1. In this case Lemma 4.6(v) forces 62 = -1
and D3 or 64 = -1. Without loss we may assume 63 = -1. We consider the
subcases D4 = - 1 and +1 independently. Suppose first that 64 = -1. Then
we have

(4.38)

f?- 4n - 2 f2 ?- 4n - 1 f3 ?- 2n - 1 f4 ?- 2n - 1 fj ?- 4n J.~ 5.

Hence by (4.34),

(4.39) g?- (n - 1)(4n - 2)2 + 1 + (4n - 1)2

+ (2n - 1)2 + (2n - 1)2 + (r - n - 3)(4n)2.

Again u)ing Lemma 4.8, this reduces to

(4.40) 16n2(?- 16n2r - 32n2.

If one of the fj has a larger value than the estimate f1 which we have
used, we can add a term 8nf! + 16n2 to the right side of (4.40) and still
preserve the inequality. Ifj ?- 5, this adds 48n2, which gives a contradiction
as ( ~ r. On the other hand, if 1 :::::; j < 5, it follows from Lemma 4.6(v) that
f = fo > f6. Since there are n - 1 characters of degree J, we again obtain
a contradiction. Thus we must have equalities throughout (4.38), which
implies equalities in (4.39) and (4.40). Hence (= r - 2 and (i) holds in
this case.

Suppose finally that D4 = + 1. In this case f?- 4n - 2, and f4 ?- 2n + 1.
But then Lemma 4.6(v) forces f3 > 2n - 1, whence f3 ?- 6n - 1. We also
have f2 ?- 4n - 1 and jj ?- 4n,j?- 5. We thus obtain

(4.41) g?- (n - 1)(4n - 2)2 + 1 + (4n - 1)2

+ (6n - 1)2 + (2n + 1)2 + (r - n - 3)(4n)2.

Again using Lemma 4.8, (4.41) reduces to

(4.42)
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Thus t = r and the estimates used for f,fj are exact. Hence (ii) holds and
the theorem is proved.

We are at last in a position to compute our desired formula for g. At
the same time we shall show that case (ii) above is excluded.

Theorem 4.10 (Brauer-Suzuki- Wall)
The order g of G is given by the following expression:

g = 4n(4n + e)(2n + e).

Proof
We can now evaluate (4.2) with y an element of K - U. The values of

the irreducible characters of G on y as well as on the involution x of G
are given in Theorems 4.4. Their degrees and the values of 15 2 , 15 3 , 154 , and e
are given in the preceding theorem. In addition, we have fJiy) = 2n by
Lemma 4.7. We first use the degrees of case (r) and obtain

(4.43)
n- 1 n- 1

2n = -iLl (± e(±2)2(4>;(Y) + (f);(y» + t e(±2)21](Y)(4>i(Y) + (f);(y»
16n i =1 4n + 2e i =1 4n + 2e

1
(±1)2e 2 (±1)2(_e»)+ +-- + .
4n+e 2n+e

But as Y E K - U, I](Y) = -I, and hence the second sum is the negative of
the first. Hence these two terms can be deleted. Now clearing denominators
in (4.43), we get

(4.44)

32n3(4n + e)(2n + e) = g((4n + e)(2n + e) + e(2n + e) - 2e(4n + e» = 8gnZ
,

which yields the desired formula for g.
Now use the degrees and values of 15z , 15 3 ,154 , and e of case (ii). We

obtain

g ( -I I -1 )
(4.45) 2n = 16nz I + 4n _ I + 6n _ 1+ 2n + 1 .

But this time if we clear the denominator and reduce the resulting expres
sion modulo 2n - I, we get

(4.46) 4 == 0 (mod 2n - I),
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which is impossible as n = IVI > 1 by assumption. Thus case (ii) is
excluded.

Hence we also have

Theorem 4.11
Case (i) of Theorem 4.9 holds. Moreover, t = 2n + 3 if e = + 1 and

t=2nife= -1.

Proof
The preceding theorem together with Lemma 4.8 yields

(4.47) 16n2(t - 2) + 8n2 + 4n = 4n(4n + e)(2n + e).

The given values of t follow at once from this equation.

In Chapter 15 we shall pursue further the analysis of groups satisfying
the above conditions and shall classify them completely.

EXERCISES

1. Let G be a group in which an 5 2-subgroup of CG(x) is normal in CG(x) for
every involution x of G. Prove

(i) If Y is a real element of G* of odd order, then y is strongly real and
CG(y) has odd order.

(ii) If Gj02(G) is a dihedral group of order 2n, n odd, then 02(G)
possesses a complement in G.

(iii) If an 5 2-subgroup P of G is neither cyclic nor generalized quaternion,
then P centralizes 02,(G).

(iv) If 02(G) = I, then G possesses 5 2-subgroups P and Q such that
PnQ=l.

2. If x is an involution of the group G and x ~ 02(G), show that x must invert
an element of G* of odd order. (Use Theorem 3.8.2.)

3. Let x and y be nonconjugate involutions of the group G. For each nonempty
subset I of involutions of CG(x), let n(I) be the number of conjugates of y
which lie in CG(I). Derive the following formula for the order of G:

IGI = ICG(y)!'L(-l)!II+l n(I).
I

4. Set G = L 2'(q), q> 3, C = CG(x), x an involution of G, and assume that
G = CH, where H is of odd order. Prove that q == -I(mod 4).

5. Let G be a simple group with a dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup 5 and assume G
possesses a subgroup K with the following properties:
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(a) K = U x (S 1\ K), where U is abelian of odd order and S 1\ K is
cyclic of index 2 in S.

(b) K is disjoint from its conjugates in G.
(c) NG(K) = KS and an involution of S - (S 1\ K) inverts K.

Note that if ISI = 4, the assumptions are identical to those of Section 4.
Following the procedure of that section, derive an analogous formula for
the order of G.









CHAPTER 10
FIXED-POINT-FREE
AUTOMORPHISMS

The single most important result concerning fixed-point-free auto
morphisms is Thompson's theorem on the niJpotency of a group which
admits such an automorphism of prime order. On the basis of the
Glauberman-Thompson normal p-complement theorem together with
some general properties of fixed-point-free automorphisms established in
the first section, we give a short proof of this result. Thornpson's theorem
is then applied to prove that the kernel of a Frobenius group is nilpotent
and to show that a group with a nilpotent maximal subgroup of odd order
is necessarily solvable. In Section 4 we give an elementary proof of the
solvability of any group which possesses a fixed-point-free automorphism
of order 4, and in Section 5 we obtain la similar result for groups which
possess a fixed-point-free four-group of automorphisms.

1. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES

An automorphism cP of a group C is said to be jixed-point-free if it
leaves only the identity element of C fixed-equivalently, if CG(cP) = I.
Similarly, a group of automorphisms A of C is fixed-point-free if CdA) = I.
Obviously an automorphism cP is fixed-point-free if and only if <cP)

333
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is. Furthermore, a regular group of automorphisms is fixed-paint-free and
so is each of its nonidentity elements. In general, of course, a group of
automorphisms may be fixed-paint-free without being regular. Likewise 4J
may be fixed-paint-free, while 4Ji may not for some i such that 4Ji i= 1. On
the other hand, if 4J is of prime order, then it is immediate that 4J is fixed
point-free if and only if <4J> is a regular group of automorphisms.

In this section we shall establisn. a number of properties of fixed-point
free automorphisms.

Lemma 1.1
Let 4J be afixed-point-free automorphism of G of order n. Then

(i) Every element of G can be expressed in the form x- 1(x4J) and
(x4J)x- 1for suitable x in G.

(ii) For every x in G, we have

Proof
If x- 1(x4J) = y-l(y4J) with x, y in G, then transposing we obtain

xy-l = (xy-l)4J. But then xy-l = 1 and x = y, as 4J is fixed-point-free. Thus
there are as many distinct elements of G of the form x- l(x4J) as there are
elements x of G and hence every element of G can be expressed in this
form. Similarly, every element of G can be expressed in the form (x4J )x- 1.
Thus (i) holds.

Now if XE G, x = y-l(y4J) for some y in G by (i). Hence

(Ll) x(x4J) '" (x4Jn-l) = y-l(y4J)(y-l(y4J))4J ... (y-l(y4J))4Jn-l

= y-l(y4Jn) = y-l y = 1.

The second relation of (ii) is proved similarly.
If n is not a prime power, then IGI need not be prime to n. Indeed, if

G = G1 X G2 , where G1 is cyclic of order 3 and G2 is a four-group, G
possesses automorphisms 4Jl, 4J2 , where 4Jl inverts G1 and is the identity
on G2, while 4J2 has order 3 on G2and is the identity on Gl' Then 4JI> 4J2
commute and consequently 4J = 4J14J2 is an automorphism of G of order
n = 6, which one can verify is fixed-point-free. Since IGI = 12, (IGI, n) i= I.

If (14J1, IGI) = 1, then Theorem 6.2.2 tells us that for each pin n(G), 4J
leaves invariant a unique Sp-subgroup of G. However, when (14J1, IGI) # 1,
we can stilI derive the same conclusion with the aid of Lemma 1.1. Indeed,
we have
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Theorem 1.2
If 1J is a fixed-point-free autolllorphism of G, then 1J leaves invariant a

unique Sp-subgroup P ofG for each prime pin n(G). Furthermore, P contains
every 1J-invariant p-subgroup of G.

Proof
Let Q be an Sp-subgroup of G. Then (Q)1J is also an Sp-subgroup of G and

so (Q)1J = y-IQy for some y in G. But then (Z-IQZ)1J = (z1J)-l y -IQy(z1J)
for any z in G. By Lemma I.1(i) we can choose z so that (z1J)Z-1 = y-I, in
which case y(z1J) = z. For this choice of z, we then have (Z-I Qz)1J = Z-I Qz,
and so 1J leaves invariant the Sp-subgroup P = Z-IQZ.

Suppose now that P and Q are two 1J-invariant Sp-subgroups of G.
Then Q = x-Ipx for some x in G. Applying 1J, it follows that also
Q = (x1J) -1P(x1J), whence y = (x1J)[ lE N = NG(P). Now N is 1J-invariant by
Theorem 2. I.1(i), and certainly 1J fixes only the identity element of N.
Hence by Lemma 1.1(i), applied to N, we have y = (z1J)Z-1 for some z in
N. But then (x1J )x- I = (z1J )Z-I and it follows that x = z. Thus x EN = NG(P)
and consequently P = Q. Thus P is unique.

Finally let H be a 1J-invariant p-subgroup of G and let K be a maximal
1J-invariant p-subgroup of G containing H. It will suffice to show that K
is an Sp-subgroup of G, for then K = P by the preceding argument and the
desired conclusion H s; P will follow. Set N = NeCK), so that 1J induces a
fixed-point-free automorphism of N. Hence by the preceding argument, N
possesses a unique 1J-invariant Sp-subgroup Q. We have Q ;2 K and now
our maximal choice of K implies that Q = K. Hence if R is an Sp-subgroup
of G containing K, we have K = N n R = NR(K). But now it follows from
Theorem 1.2.1 I(ii) that R = K. Thus K is an Sp-subgroup of G, as required.

The property of being fixed-point-free is also preserved under homo
morphic images:

Lemma 1.3
Let 1J be a fixed-point-free automorphism of G and let H be a 1J-invariant

normal subgroup of G. Then 1J induces a fixed-point~free automorphism of
GjH.

Proof
Set G = GjH and suppose that S:1J = x for some .\' in G. Then r \\'1J) = I

and so)' = x- l(x1J) E H for any representative x of x in G. Since 1J induces
a fixed-point-free automorphism of H, we have y = Z-I(z1J) for some z in
H and it follows that x = z. Hence x E H and so .\' = 1. Thus 1J induces a
fixed-point-free automorphism of G, as asserted.
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With this information, we can easily analyze the cases that c/> has order
2 or 3.

Theorem 1.4
If c/> is 0 fixed-point-free outomorphism of G of order 2, then G is obelian

and xc/> = X-I for all x in eJ.

Proof
By Lemma l.l(ii) we have x(xc/» = I, whence xc/> = X-I for all x in G.

But now if x, y E G, we have

(xy)-I = (xy)c/> = (xc/»(yc/» = x-Iy-I.

Thus y-Ix-I = [Iy-I and it follows at once that G is abelian.

Theorem 1.5
If c/> is afixed-point-free automorphism of G 0.( order 3, then G is ni/potent

and x commutes with xc/> for all x in G.

Proof
Since x(xc/>)(Xc/>2) = (xc/> 2) (xc/> )x = 1 by Lemma 1.1 (ii), we have

x(xc/» = (xc/»x = (Xc/>2)-I,

so x commutes with xc/> for all x in G.
Now let P be the unique c/>-invariant Sp-subgroup of G for any pin n(G).

We shall argue that P <I G, which in view of Theorem 1.3.6 will suffice to
show that G is nilpotent. Assume false, in which case there exists an
Sp-subgroup Q of G with Q i= P. Choose x in Q with x if P and set
H = <x, xc/». By the preceding paragraph, x and xc/> commute, so H is
abelian. Since x is a p-element, so is xc/>, and it follows at once that H is a
p-group. On the other hand, since Xc/>2 = (x(xc/») - I, c/> transforms the
generators x and xc/> of H into elements of H and so leaves H invariant.
Thus H is a c/>-invariant p-subgroup of G and so H 5:;: P by Theorem 1.2,
contrary to the fact that x E H, but x if P.

However, not every group admitting a fixed-point-free automorphism
is nilpotent. Indeed, we have

Theorem 1.6
There exist solvable, nonni/potent groups admitting fixed-point-free auto

morphisms of composite order.

Proof
Examples of such groups are easy to construct. We give one in which

IGI = 72 . 3 and Ic/>I = 4. Here
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One verifies directly that G is the semidirect product of the abelian group
<XI' x 2>of order 49 and the cyclic group <.r> of order 3. Thus G is a group
of order 72 ·3 whose elements are x~x~.r\ 0 ~ i ~ 6, 0 ~ j ~ 6, 0 ~ k ~ 2.
Since an S3-subgroup of G is not normal, G is not nilpotent. But clearly G
is solvable.

If 4> is defined by the rule

(1.3)

(so that xI4> = x2, X 2</J = xII, and .l'</J = .1'-1), it is easy to check that </J is
a fixed-point-free automorphism of G of order 4.

2. FIXED-POINT-FREE AUTOMORPHlSMS OF PRIME ORDER

We have seen in the preceding section that a group G admitting a
fixed-point-free automorphism </J of order 2 or 3 is necessarily nilpotent.
These results were known at the turn of the century and at that time
Frobenius conjectured that G had to be nilpotent whenever </J had prime
order. This conjecture was first proved by Thompson in his doctoral
thesis. We shall prove this result now with the aid of the Glauberman
Thompson normal p-complement theorem.

Theorem 2.1 (Thompson)
If G admits a fixed-paint-free automorphism of prime order, then G is

ni/potent.

Proof
Suppose false and let G be a minimal counterexample. Let </J be a

fixed-point-free automorphism of G of prime order r. We first argue that
G is, in fact, solvable. Indeed, suppose G possesses a proper 4>-invariant
normal subgroup H #- I. Then H is nilpotent by the minimality of G.
Furthermore, 4> induces a fixed-point-free automorphism of GIH by
Lemma 1.3, which is necessarily of the same order r as r is a prime. Again
by the minimality of G, it follows that GIHis nilpotent. So G is solvable
in this case.

Suppose, on the other hand, that G has no nontrivial proper normal
</J-invariant subgroups. Now G is not a 2-group, as G is not nilpotent. Let
then P be the unique </J-invariant Sp-subgroup of G for some odd prime pin
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n(G) and set N = NG(Z(J(P)). Since Z(J(P)) char P, N is ef>-invariant and
consequently Ne G by our present assumption on G. But now N is
nilpotent by the minimality of G. Clearly then N has a normal p-comple
ment. Since p is odd, the Glauberman-Thompson theorem now yields that
G has a normal p-complement K. Since f\,char G, K is ef>-invariant and so
K = 1, again by our present assumption on G. Thus G = P is nilpotent,
which is not the case. This proves that G is solvable.

We see then that the effect of the Glauberman-Thompson theorem i~ to
reduce the problem to establishing the theorem in the special case that G
is solvable. In this case, we in turn reduce the problem to Theorem 3.4.4,
which we obtained as a consequence of Clifford's theorem.

Suppose next that G possesses two nontrivial ef>-invariant normal sub
groups H ll H z such that H[ n H z = 1. Then, as above, Ci = G/Hi is
nilpotent, 1 ~ i ~ 2, and consequently also C[ x Cz is nilpotent. But for
x in G, the mapping xl/; = (H[x, H zx) clearly defines a homomorphism of
G into C[ x Cz . Furthermore, sinceH[ n Hz = 1, (H[x, Hzx) = (H[, Hz),
the identity element of C[ x Cz , only if x = 1. Hence I/; is one-to-one and
so I/; maps G isomorphically into C[ x Cz . Since (G)I/; is nilpotent, so also
is G, contrary to our choice of G. Thus G does not possess two such
subgroups H ll H z .

Now let N be a minimal normal ef>-invariant subgroup of G. Since G is
solvable, N is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p. Further
more, again, C = G/ N is nilpotent. Also C is not a p-group; otherwise G
would be nilpotent. Let Qbe a ef>-invariant Sq-subgroup of C with q '# P
and let M be a minimal ef>-invariant subgroup of Q[ (Z( Q)). Then M '# I
and M <J Cas C is nilpotent. If H denotes the inverse image of M in G, we
have H = NM, where M is an elementary abelian q-group, M'# 1, H <J G,
and His ef>-invariant. We can assume that M is ef>-invariant, in which case
our minimal choice of M implies that ef> acts irreducibly on M.

If H c G, then H is nilpotent, whence M char H <J G and so M and N
are two ef>-invariant normal subgroups of G such that M n N = 1, contrary
to what we have shown above. Thus G = H = NM. Furthermore, CM(N)
is ef>-invariant and, as ef> acts irreducibly on M, either CM(N) = 1 or M.
However, in the latter case M centralizes N, so G is nilpotent, contrary to
our choice of G. Thus CM(N) = 1.

But now if G* denotes the semidirect product of M by <ef», G* acts
irreducibly on N as a vector space over Z p and the representation is
faithful inasmuch as CM(N) = 1 and ef> is fixed-point-free on N. But
G* = M<ef» is a p'-group, CG.(M) = M, and G*/M is of prime order.
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Hence CN(cP) =P 1 by Theorem 3.4.4. This contradiction completes the
proof of the theorem.

3. FROBENIUS GROUPS AND GROUPS WITH NILPOTENT

MAXIMAL SUBGROUPS

If C is a Frobenius group with kernel K and complement A, then we
know that A induces a nontrivial regular group of automorphisms of
K. But then A possesses an element x of prime order r and x induces by
conjugation a fixed-point-free automorphism of K of order r. Hence K is
nilpotent by Theorem 2.1. Thus as a corollary of the theorem we obtain
the fundamental fact that the kernel of a Frobenius group is necessarily
nilpotent.

We summarize now the basic structural properties of a Frobenius group
that we have so far established:

Theorem 3.1
If C is a Frobenius group with kernel K and complement A, then the

following conditions hold:
(i) A induces a regular group of automorphisms of K.

(ii) lA I divides IK I - 1.
(iii) K is nilpotent and is abelian If IAI is even.
(iv) TheSp-subgroupsof A are cyclic for odd p and are cyclic or general

ized quaternion for p = 2.
(v) Any subgroup of A of order pq, p and q primes, is cyclic.

(vi) If lA I is odd, A is metacyclic, while if lA I is even, A possesses a
unique involution which necessarily is contained in Z(A).

Proof
In view of the above remarks together with Theorems 2.7.6, 5.3.14,

5.4.11, 7.6.2, and 1.4, the theorem will be completely proved once we estab
lish (vi) in the case that lA I is even. Let x be an involution of A. Then if
yEA and z E K#, we have

zxy = (Z-Iy and .:yx = (zYY = (zy)-I = (Z-ly.

Thus zXY= zyx and consequently the element [x, y] of A fixes the element z
of K#. Since A acts regularly on K, this forces [x, y] = 1 and so x central
izesy for ally in A. Hence x E Z(A).-In particular, x lies in every Srsubgroup
of A. But each Srsubgroup of A, being cyclic or generalized quaternion,
possesses a unique involution and therefore x is the unique involution
ofC.
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Theorem 2.1 together with the Glauberman-Thompson theorem also has
the following important consequence:

Theorem 3.2 (Thompson)
If a maximal subgroup of G is nilpotent of odd order, then G is solvable.

Proof
Let M be a maximal subgroup of G which is nilpotent of odd order. We

proceed by induction on IGI. Suppose first that M contains a non trivial
subgroup H which is normal in G. Then M / H is a maximal subgroup of
G/ H and is nilpotent of odd order. Hence G/ H is solvable by induction.
Since H, being a subgroup of M, is nilpotent, it follows that G is solvable.
Hence we may suppose that M contains no such subgroup H.

If M = I, the maximality of M implies that G has prime order and so is
solvable. Hence we may also assume that Moll. Let P be an Sp-subgroup
of M with p E n( M) and set N = NdP). Then M <;; N as M is nilpotent. But
Ne G by the preceding paragraph and, as M is maximal, this forces
M = N. In particular, P is an Sp-subgroup of its normalizer and so is an
S p-subgroup of G by Theorem 1.2.11 (ii). Thus M is an Sn-subgroup of
G, where n = n(M). The same argument also shows that M = NG(Z(J(P)))
and consequently NdZ(J(P))) possesses a normal p-complement. Since p
is odd, the Glauberman-Thompson theorem implies that G posses::;es a
normal p-complement Kp • This argument holds for each p in n. We set
K = n Kp , so that K <J G. Now G = PKp with P (\ Kp = 1 and therefore

pE.

K p contains all p' -elements of G. We see then that K contains a]]n'-elements
of G. But K, being a p'-group for each p in n, is a n'-group. Thus K is, in
fact, an S.,-subgroup of G. Since M is an S.-subgroup of G, we conclude
that G = KM with K (\ M = I and K <J G.

Thus to complete the proof. it will suffice to show that K is nilpotent.
Choose x of order pin Z(P). Then C = Cdx) contains M as x E Z(M) and
we conclude as above that C = M. Hence x centralizes no nontrivial
n'-element, whence x induces by conjugation a fixed-point-free auto
morphism of K of prime order p. But then K is nilpotent by Theorem 2.1
and the theorem is proved.

4. FIXED-POINT-FREE AUTOMORPHISMS OF ORDER 4

We have seen in Theorem 1.6 that there exist solvable, nonnilpotent
groups admitting fixed-point-free automorphisms of composite order. In
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view of Theorem 2.1 for the case of prime order, it is natural to ask
whether a group G admitting a fixed-point-free automorphism c/J of arbi
trary order is necessarily solvable. If Ic/JI == r for some 111, then G must have
odd order by Theorem 6.2.3 and so the conclusion is true in this case as a
consequence of the Feit-Thompson theorem.

Without employing this result there is only one case when c/J has com
posite order in which the desired conclusion has been directly obtained
namely, when Ic/JI = 4. Since the proof in this case involves a lovely
application of Philip Hall's characterization of solvable groups as well as
properties of groups of odd order admitting an automorphism of order 2,
we shall present it here.

We begin with the following general lemma :

Lemma 4.1
Let G be a group ofodd order which admits an automorphisJl1 c/J oforder 2.

Set F = CG(c/J) and let I be the subset of elements ofG trailsformed into their
inverses by c/J. Then the following conditions hold:

(i) G=F!=IF,FnI= l,andlII = IG:FI.
(ii) I is invariant under F.

(iii) IfH is a subset ofF such that H' £ Ffor x in I, thell x centralizes H.
(iv) TlI'o elements of F conjugate in G are conjugate in F.
(v) If H is a subgroup of F, thell NG(H) = CetH)NF(H).

(vi) If H is a subgroup of I, thell H is abelian.

Proof
We note that I need not be a subgroup. Observe, first of all, that if

y=x-l(xc/J), XEG, then Yc/J=(.,-I)c/J(Xc/J2)=(Xc/J)-l X =Y-1, so every
element y of this form lies in I. Now let Xi' I :( i:( 11, be a complete set of
right coset representatives of F in G and set y; = x;- \'; c/J), so that )'i E I,
1 :( i:( n. We claim that the Yi are also a complete set of right coset
representatives of F in C. Indeed, either this is the case or )'j = ZYi' Z E F,
for some ii=j. Applying c/J gives )'i l =zy: l

, whence Yj=YiZ-I. Thus

(4.1)

and cunsequently ZYi = Z-I. But then zY,' == z and so y? centralizes z. Since
ICI is odd, it follows that Y; centralizes z. Hence (4.1) reduces to z = Z-I.
Since also Izl is odd, this forces z = I and)'j = Yi' But then xi- 1(x; c/J) =
xjl(Xjc/J) and hence (XiXj-') = (x;xi1)c/J. We conclude that X;Xj1EF,
whence x j and Xi determine the same coset of F, which is not the case as
i i= j. Thus the )'i are a complete set of coset representatives of F in C, as
asserted.
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Suppose next that u = ZYi E I for some Z in F and some i. Then
u- 1 = uc{J = (ZYi)c{J = ZYi- 1, whence ZYi = YiZ-1. We conclude now as in the
preceding paragraph that Z = 1. Thus 1= {y d1 :;;; i :;;; n} and consequently
G = FI and 1= IG : FI. Using left cosets we obtain similarly that G = IF.
Finally, if Z E F n I, then Z = Z-1 and so Z = I. Thus F n 1=1 and so all
parts of (i) hold.

Now let ZEF and XEI. Then (Z-IXZ)1J=Z-IX-1Z=(Z-IXZ)-I, so
Z-1 XZ E I. Thus I is F-invariant, proving (ii).

Suppose next that HX sF, H a subset of F, and x E I. Let Z EH and set
u = zx, so that also U E F. Applying c{J, we get u = uc{J = (x- 1zx)c{J = xzx- 1

,

whence X-I zx = xzx- 1. Thus XZ centralizes Z and, as Ixl is odd, x centralizes
z. Since z was arbitrary in H, (iii) follows.

Suppose now that ZI' Zz E F and Zz = zf for some x in G. Then by (i),
x = yz, where yE I and Z E F, whence zt = zr 1 E F. But then Y centralizes
ZI by (iii) and consequently =z = z~, proving (iv).

As for (v), set N = NG(H). Since H is c{J-invariant, so is N, and conse
quently N = (N n I)(N n F) by (i). But as HlVnI = H s F, (iii) implies that
N n I centralizes H. Since N n F = NF(H), (v) follows.

Finally if H is a subgroup of I, 1J induces a fixed-point-free automorphism
of H of order 2, so His abelian by Theorem lA. Thus (vi) also holds.

With the aid of the preceding lemma we shall now establish our main
result.

Theorem 4.2
If G admits a fixed-point-free alitomorphism oforder 4, then G is solvable.

Proof
Let lit be the given automorphism, let n(G) = {Pill:;;; i:;;; r}, and let Pi

be the unique t/J-invariant Spi-subgroup of G. Our goal will be to show that
PiPj = PjP i is a group for each i and j. This will imply at once that
Hi = P1PZ ••• Pi - 1Pi+ I ... Pr is an Sp;-subgroup of G for each i. But then
Philip Hall's theorem will yield that G is solvable.

For the sake of clarity we shall carry out the argument in a sequence of
lemmas. First of all, we set 1J = t/Jz, so that cjJ is an automorphism of G of
order 2. Furthermore, IGI is odd by Theorem 6.2.3 as Cdt/J) = 1. Hence
we can apply Lemma 4.1 to the action of c{J on G. We set F = CG(1J) and let
I be the subset of G inverted by 1J. We preserve this notation throughout
the proof. If F = I, then 1J is a fixed-point-free automorphism of G of
order 2 and so G is abelian. Since the theorem holds in this case, we can
also assume that F #- 1.
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Lemma 4.3
The Jollowing conditions hold:

(i) if; induces afixed-point-Jree automorphism oJ F oJ order 2 and F is
abelian.

(ii) Two elements oJ F conjugate in G are equal.
(iii) Any subgroup of F is in the center of its normalizer in G.

Proof
Since if; centralizes 1> = if;2, it leaves F = CG(1)) invariant and so induces

an automorphism of F of order I or 2. But CF(if;) = 1 and F =f. 1, whence if;
induces a fixed-point-free automorphism of F of order 2. In particular,
F is abelian. Thus (i) holds. Since F is abelian, (ii) and (iii) follow at once
from Lemma 4.1(iv) and (v), respectively.

The next lemma is crucial and, as in the case of automorphisms of order
2 and 3, it utilizes the equation

(4.2)

for x in G, which holds by Lemma l.l(ii).

Lemma 4.4
If x E I, then x and xif; commute.

Proof
Since Xif;2 = x1> = [I and Xif;3 = x1>if; = ([I)if; for x in I, (4.2) reduces

to x(xif;)x-1(xif;)-1 = 1, from which the lemma follows.
With the aid of this result, we can prove

Lemma 4.5
If P is the unique if;-invariant Sp-subgroup of G, pE n(G), then P is

F-invarian t.

Proof
We distinguish two cases. Suppose first that F n P = 1. Since

P = (P n F)(P n 1), we have Ps; I. Since I is F-invariant by Lemma 4. 1(ii),
Q = p= s; I for all z in F. But then if F does not normalize P, we can
choose z so that Q =f. P, in which case there exists an element x of Q with
x ~ P. Then x is a p-element of I and by the preceding lemma x commutes
with xif;. But then H = (x, xif;) is an abelian p-group. On the other hand
since (xljJ)if; = xcp = X-I, IjJ takes the generators of H into H and so
leaves H invariant. But now Theorem 1.2 implies that H s; P, contrary
to the fact that x EH, but x t P. Hence F normalizes P in this case.
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Suppose next that FliP -# 1. We proceed by induction on ICI. Since F

is abelian, FliP is a ljJ-invariant p-subgroup of C normalized by F. Let Q
now denote a maximal ljJ-invariant p-subgroup of G containing P 11 F
and normalized by F. Then Q ~ P and Q -# 1. We may assume Q c P or
else the lemma is proved. Then if N = NG(Q), we have P 11 N => Q and, as
every ljJ-invariant p-subgroup of C lies in P, P 11 N is necessarily the
unique ljJ-invariant Sp-subgroup of N. Furthermore, F ~ N and so if
Ne C, then F normalizes P 11 N by induction, contrary to our maximal
choice of Q.

Thus C = N. Set C = C/ Q and let P, F be the images of P, Fin C. By
Lemma 1.3, IjJ induces a fixed-point-free automorphism of C. If IjJ has
order 1 or 2 on C, then C is abelian and F normalizes P, whence F nor
malizes P in this case. Suppose, finally, that IjJ has order 4 on C and set
F* = CcC<jJ), so that F ~ F*. Now P is the unique ljJ-invariant Sp-subgroup
of C. Hence if F* 11 P = 1, then F* normalizes P by the first case of the
proof, while if F* 11 P -# I, the same conclusion follows by induction. In
either case F normalizes P and so F normalizes P.

The next lemma will enable us to exploit this last result.

Lemma 4.6
If A and B are two ljJ-invariant subgroups of C that are normalized by F,

then ABF is a group.

Proof
Since BF is a group, we need only show that (BF)A = A(BF), which

will follow if BFA = BAF ~ ABF. Thus it will suffice to prove that
BA ~ ABF.

If a E A, we can write a = alx with a l EA 11 I and x E A 11 F; while if
bE B, we can write b = yb! with b l E B 11 I and yE B 11 F. These results
follow from Lemma 4.I(i) inasmuch as A and Bare <jJ-invariant. We thus
have ba = yb1alx. Since A and Bare F-invariant, we see that ba will lie in
ABF provided blal does. But we can also write

(4.3)

with u E F and v E I. Applying <jJ, we get bilail = uv- I
, whence

(4.4)

which together with (4.3) yields

(4.5)
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Since az E A, bz E B, and u E F, b1a1E ABF, and the lemma is proved.
The next lemma together with the first paragraph of the proof of

Theorem 4.2 will suffice to complete its proof.

Lemma 4.7
If P, Q are the unique ljJ-invariant Sp- and Sq-subgroups of G for p, q in

n(G), then PQ = QP is a group.

Proof
We may clearly assume that q #- p. By Lemma 4.5, F normalizes both

P and Q. But then K = PQF is a group by Lemma 4.6. Now P 11 F and
Q 11 F are the Sp- and Sq-subgroups of F, so F = (P 11 F) x (Q 11 F) x H,
whereH= 0n,(F) and n = {p,q}. ThusK=PQHand,as QHisap'-group,
we also have IKI = IPIIQIIHI. Hence H is an Sn,-subgroup of K.

Now let R be an Sr-subgroup of H and set N = NK(R). Then R £ ZeN)
by Lemma 4.3(iii). Since R is an Sr-subgroup of K, Burnside's transfer
theorem now yields that K possesses a normal r-complement L r • Setting
L = nL r , we conclude at once that L is an Sn-subgroup of K. But P and Q

rE1t'

lie in L r for each r, whence PQ £ L. Since L is an S(P,qj-subgroup of K, it
follows that PQ = L. Thus PQ = QP is a group, completing the proof of
the lemma and the theorem.

A variety of results concerning the structure of solvable groups admit
ting fixed-point-free automorphisms exist in the literature, but we shall
not discuss them here.

5. FIXED-POINT-FREE FOUR-GROUPS OF AUTOMORPHISMS

So far we have dealt only with single automorphisms. Theorem 6.2.3
and the solvability of groups of odd order together show that any group
which admits a fixed-point-free 2-group of automorphisms must be
solvable. However, only in the case that A is a four-group has a direct
proof of the solvability of the corresponding group G been obtained. Under
the assumption that the Sylow subgroups of G are all abelian, it is not
difficult to establish the solvability of G by applying P. Hall's theorem as
we did in the preceding section. Using this result together with a theorem
of Bauman on the structure of solvable groups admitting a fixed-point-free
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four-group of automorphisms, Glauberman has given a beautiful proof
of the solvability of G in the general case. Since Glauberman's result will
be needed in Chapter 15 in our study of groups with a self-centralizing
Sylow 2-subgroup of order 4, we shall present a complete proof of it in
this section.

We begin with some general properties of groups which admit a fixed
point-free four-group of automorphisms.

Lemma 5.1
Let A be a fixed-point-free four-group of automorphisms of G, let 4Ji be

the involutions of A, and set Gi = CG(4J;),) ~ i ~ 3. Then the following con
ditions hold:

(i) Gi is abelian, 1 ~ i ~ 3.
(ii) G = (Gl> G2 , G3 >; and if G has prime power order, then

G = GI G2 G3 •

(iii) If Pi is the Sp-subgroup of G i , then P = P I P2 P3 is the unique
A-invariant Sp-subgroup of G.

(iv) If Hi is a subgroup of G i , then Hi ~ Z(NG(H,».
(v) Ifan Sp-subgroup of Gi is an Sp-subgroup of G, then G has a normal

p-complement.
(vi) If H is a normal A-invariant subgroup of G, then A induces a

fixed-point-free group of automorphisms of G/ H.

Proof
Since CG(A) = 1, Cc,C4JJ = 1 for j #- i. Thus 4J j inverts G i and so G i is

abelian by Theorem 1.4. Furthermore, (ii) follows from Theorems 6.2.4 and
5.3.16. Since Gi is abelian and A-invariant, each Pi is also A-invariant and
so lies in an A-invariant Sp-subgroup of G, by Theorem 6.2.2. But by the
same theorem, G possesses a unique A-invariant Sp-subgroup P since
CG(A) = 1. Thus Pi ~ P, 1 ~ i ~ 3. On the other hand, by (ii) we have
P = (P n GI)(P n G2 )(P n G3 ). But P n G i ~ Pi' as Pi is the unique
Sp-subgroup of G i' We conclude that P = PIP2 P 3 , proving (iii).

Next let Hi be a subgroup of G i , say i = 1, and set N = NG(HI ). Since 4J j

inverts HI for j #- 1, HI is A-invariant, whence also N is A-invariant by
Theorem 2.1.1 (i). Thus N is generated by its subgroups N n Gi, 1 ~ i ~ 3,
by (ii). Since GI is abelian, GI ~ Nand GI centralizes HI' Thus to prove
(iv), we need only show that N n Gj centralizes HI, 2 ~ j ~ 3. But
K j = HI(N n GJ is a group of odd order acted on by the involution
4JI' Furthermore, Hi is the subgroup of K j fixed by 4JI' while N n Gj is the
subset inverted by 4JI' Since HI <l K j , it follows therefore from Lemma
4.1(iii) that N n Gj centralizes HI, as required. Moreover, if Pi is an
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Sp-subgroup of G i , Pi is in the center of its normalizer, by (iv). Hence if
Pi is an Sp-subgroup of G, then G possesses a normal p-complement by
Burnside's transfer theorem. Thus (v) also holds. Finally, (vi) is a special
case of Theorem 5.3.15.

Remark A theorem of Brauer and Wielandt concerning the fixed points
of automorphism groups (compare Wielandt [10]) implies under the above
hypotheses that IGI = IG I IIGzIIG3 1. Using this formula, it is not difficult
to show that G = GI Gz G3 for any group Gwhich admits a fixed-point-free
four-group of automorphisms. However, we do not require this stronger
result for our applications.

Theorem 5.2
If G is a group with abelian Sylow subgroups which admits a fixed-point

free four-group of automorphisms, then G is solvable.

Proof
We use the same notation as above. Furthermore, if H is any A-invariant

subgroup or homomorphic image of G, we shall write Hi = CH(cPj), 1 ~ i ~ 3.
Let P = P I PZ P3 be the unique A-invariant Sp-subgroup of G for pin n(G).
If P = Pi' then G has a normal p-complement K by the preceding lemma.
Since K char G, K is A-invariant and so K is solvable by induction, whence
also G is solvable. Hence we may assume that for each pin n(G), Pi 'I- 1,
for at least two values of i, 1 ~ i ~ 3. Let Q = QI Qz Q3 be the unique
A-invariant Sq-subgroup of G, q E n(G). It will suffice to show that PQ = QP
is a group when q 'I- p, for then it will follow from P. Hall's theorem as
in the proof of Theorem 4.2 that G is solvable.

Consider first the case that Pi 'I- 1 for all i. Set C = CG(PI ). Since P is
abelian by hypothesis, P s; C. Furthermore, QI S; C since GI is abelian.
Since C is A-invariant, it follows by induction, if Cc G, that C is solvable.
Hence also the semidirect product C * = CA is solvable. But then by
Theorem 6.4.1(i), C* possesses an Sn-subgroup H* containing A, where
n = {2,p, q} and consequently H = C (\ H* is an A-invariant S(P,qj-sub
group of C. On the other hand, if C = G, then C = GIP I is solvable by
induction since A acts fixed-point-free on C by Lemma 5.1 (vi). But now
the same reasoning on CA shows that G possesses an A-invariant S(P,qj

subgroup R. But then the inverse image H of R yields an A-invariant
S{P,qj-subgroup of C in this case as well.

Since P is the unique A-invariant Sp·subgroup of G, we have
H = PR = RP, where R is the unique A-invariant Sq-subgroup of Hand
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hence also of C. Since QI ~ C, Lemma 5.1 implies that QI ~ R ~ Q. Since
Pi i= 1 for i = 2 and 3, we can repeat this argument for Pz and P3 and we
conclude that there exist A-invariant subgroups R = R(1 >, R(Z), and R(3)
of G such that

(5.1) and Q" c_ R(i) ~ Q 1 --- /' --- 3"':: "':: .
Since P is permutable with each R(i), it follows at once that P is per

mutable with R* = <R(l!, R(2), R(3». But each Qi ~ R* and R* ~ Q by
(5.1). Since Q = QIQZ Q3, we conclude that R* = Q, giving the desired
conclusion that PQ = QP is a group.

Finally, consider the case that Pi i= I for just two values of i, say i = 1
and 2. Once again consider C = CG(P I ) and H = PR. In this case we shall
arguethatR <J H. Set H = HIP I = PR. It will suffice to show that R <J H,
for then PIR <J H. But PI ~ Z(H) as H ~ C, so PIR = PI x Rand
R char PIR <J H, whence R <J H. Now A acts fixed-point-free on H.
Furthermore, P = Cp(<Pz) = Pz as P = PIPZ' Since P is an Sp-subgroup of
H, Lemma 5.l(v) now yields that H has' a normal p-complement, which
must clearly be R. Thus R <J H and so R <J H, as asserted.

But now set N = NG(R). Then N contains P and Q (as Q is abelian). If
R i= 1, we reason on N as we did above on C to conclude that N possesses
an A-invariant S{P,q}-subgroup K with K = PQ = QP. Since QI ~ R, we
see that the desired conclusion follows unless QI = I. Similarly, it holds
unless also Qz = 1. But we know by the first paragraph of the proof that
either QI i= 1 or Qz i= I. This completes the proof of the theorem.

To treat the case that G has arbitrary Sylow subgroups we require three
preliminary results. We preserve the above notation for the balance of
the section.

Theorem 5.3 (Bauman)
IJ G is a solvable group which admits a fixed-point-Jree Jour-group of

automorphisms A, then G' is ni/potent.

Proof
We argue by induction on IGI. Suppose first that Gpossesses two distinct

minimal normal A-invariant subgroups Hand K. If H is disjoint from
G', then G' and (GIH)' are isomorphic. Since A acts fixed-point-free on
GIHby Lemma 5.1, the theorem follows by induction. Hence we may
assume that H, and similarly K, is contained in G'. Again by induction
G'I Hand G' I K are nilpotent. But H n K = 1 by the minimality of Hand
K and consequently G' is mapped isomorphically into the nilpotent group
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G'IHx G'IKunder the mapping x->(xH,xK),XEG'. Thus G' is nil
potent. We may therefore assume that G possesses a unique minimal
normal A-invariant subgroup H. Since the semidirect product of G by A
is solvable, H is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p by
Theorem 2A.I(v). Furthermore, clearly Op.(G) = 1.

Set P = 0 iG), let Q be a nontrivial A-invariant normal subgroup of G
such that cD(P) ~ Q ~ P, and set G = GIQ. By induction G' is nilpotent. In
particular, Op(G') <l G and consequently 0iG') ~ OiG) = P, where P is
the image of Pin G. Consider first the case that Q = cD(P). Since L = 0 p'(G')
and P are each normal in G, L centralizes P. But then by Theorem 5.1A
every p' -element of the inverse image of L in G centralizes P. However,
CG(P) ~ P by Theorem 6.3.2 and we conclude that L = 1. Thus G' ~ P and
so G' ~ P, whence G' is nilpotent. This argument applies whenever
cD(P) i= 1 and therefore we may assume that cD(P) = 1.

Suppose next that Q cP. Since L centralizes P = PI Q, we have
H = [P, L] ~ Q. Since L is a p'-group and P is abelian, it follows from
Theorem 5.2.3 that P = H x C, where C = Cp(L). But as L is an
A-invariant normal subgroup of G, both Hand C are A-invariant normal
subgroups of G. Since G possesses a unique such subgroup, the only
possibility is H = 1 and C = P, whence L = T. Again G' ~ P and so G' is
nilpotent. Thus we may also assume that P = Q is a minimal normal
A-invariant subgroup of G.

In this case O/G') = T, so G' = L is ap'-group. Let Nbe any A-invariant
proper subgroup of G and let N be its inverse image in G. Then N' is
nilpotent by induction. Since P <l N, it follows at once that P centralizes
Op.(N'), whence Op.(N') = I as CdP) ~ P. Thus N' is a p-group and
consequently N' is a p-group. But N' ~ G' and G' is a p'-group. Hence
N' = Tand we conclude that every proper A-invariant subgroup of G is
abelian.

We shall argue next that for some i,l' with 1 ~ i,l' ~ 3 and i i= l', G/]j is
a normal abelian subgroup of G. It will suffice to show that there exists a
proper A-invariant normal subgroup M of G with GI M cyclic of prime
power order. Indeed, in that case some involution of A, say cP3' acts
trivially on GI if, whence G = MG3 • Since A acts fixed-point-free on
GI if, it follows that Gk ~ if, 1 ~ k ~ 2. Since if is abelian, we conclude
that G1G2 is an abelian group. But then G1G2 is precisely the subset of G
inverted by cP3 and so G 1G2 <l G by Lemma 4.1(i) and (ii). If GIG' is
cyclic of prime power order, wecan take Si = G'·; ifnot, as GIG'isabelian, it
is easy to see that G possesses two proper A-invariant subgroups X and Y,
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each containing C', such that C = xY. Since X and Y are abelian, it
follows that C' <:; Z(C) and hence that C is nilpotent. However, in this
case, it is immediate that C possesses an A-invariant normal subgroup M
of prime index.

For definiteness, assu~e ClC2 <l C. We may also assume that C is
nonabelian, since otherwise C' <:; P and C' would be nilpotent. Hence no
cP; induces a fixed-point-free automorphism of C and so C; i= T, I ~ i ~ 3.
In particular, it follows that the subset I i of C inverted by cPi is not con
tained in P for any i. If P <:; I i , then I; centralizes P by Lemma 4.I(vi),
contrary to the fact that CG(P) <:; P. Thus P rj;. I; and we conclude that
Pi i= I, I ~ i ~ 3.

Finally we have 11 n P = P2 P3 and consequently P2 P3 is invariant under
Cl by Lemma 4.I(ii). Since Cl C2 is abelian, it follows that

K = n (P2 P3Y
.XeG2

is invariant under C 1C2 as well as under A. But C2 centralizes P2 since
C2 is abelian and consequently P2 <:; K. In particular, K i= 1. If K = P2 ,

then Cb being inverted by cP2' centralizes K by Lemma 4.I(iii). Since
C2 also centralizes K in this case, we see that K <:; Cp(C I ( 2 ). But this latter
group is normal in C since Cl C2 is normal in C. Since P is a minimal
A-invariant normal subgroup of C, we conclude that Cl C2 centralizes
P, a contradiction. Thus K::::J P2 and therefore K n P3 i= I. Setting

L = nKY,
}'EGJ

it follows that K n P3 <:; Le P and that L is invariant under both C and
A, again contradicting the fact that P is a minimal normal A-invariant
subgroup of C, and the theorem is proved.

Lemma 5.4
Let C be a group in which C' is nilpotent and let P be an Sp-subgroup ofC.

Then C = 0 p,(C')NG(P). In particular, ([ Qchar P, then Q n P' <l c.
Proof

Since C/ c' is abelian and C' is nilpotent, 0 p'(C')P = C'P and is normal
in C. But then C = Op,(C')NG(P) by Lemma 1.3.7. Furthermore, if
Q char P, then Q n P' char P and so Q n P' <l NG(P). But Q n P' cen
tralizes 0 p'(C') as C' is nilpotent and hence Q n P' <l C.

Lemma 5.5
Let P be a p-group which admits a fixed-point-free four-group of auto

morphisms A. Assume that the following conditions hold:
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(a) Z(P) is c)'clic.
(b) /QI(Z2(P))/? p3.
(c) If X is an)' A-invariant subgroup of Z2(P) - Z(P) of order p, then

Cp(X) is abelian.
Then P is the central product of a cyclic group and an extra-special group

of order p3 and exponent p.

Proof
Conditions (a) and (b) imply that P is nonabelian. Set Z = Q1(Z(P)) and

W = Ql(Z2(P)), so that IZI = p, IWI ? p3, and Z, Ware each A-i:1Variant.
Since W = W1 W2 W3, a subgroup X satisfying (c) exists. Since ZX <J P and
ZXisabelianoftype(p,p), it follows from Theorem 2.8.1 that jP:C/ =p,
where C = Cp(ZX). Moreover, C is abelian by (c).

We first argue that W n C is not elementary abelian of order at least
p3, so assume the contrary. Choose y in P - C. Then y normalizes W n C
and [W n C, y] <:; Z. Since IZI = p, this implies that [W n C: V] ~ p,
where V = C wc>cCI'). But then V is noncyclic by our assumption. On the
other hand, V centralizes both C and y, whence V <:; Z(P), contrary to (a).
This proves the assertion.

If ZiP) <:; C, then W would be abelian. Since IW I ? p3, this would
contradict the preceding argument. Since C is abelian, it follows easily from
this that P/Z(P) is abelian. Hence cl (P) = 2, whence P = Z2(P) and
W = QI(P). Furthermore, W is of exponent p by Lemma 5.3.9 since p
must be odd. Thus W n C is elementary abelian and consequently
IW n Cl ~ p2. We conclude that IWI = p3 and that W is nonabelian,
whence extra-special. Since [P, W] = Z = Z( W), it follows now from
Lemma 5.4.6 that P = WCp( W). But CreW) is abelian by (c) and so
Cp( W) = Z(P) is cyclic, completing the proof.

With the aid of these results we shall now prove

Theorem 5.6 (Glauherman)
If G admits a fixed-point-Fee four-group of automorphisms A, then G is

50lmble.

The proof will be by contradiction and we let G denote a minimal
counterexample to the theorem. Then G possesses no nontrivial proper
A-invariant normal subgroups H. Indeed, since A acts fixed-point-free on
G/ H, the minimality of G implies that both Hand G/ H are solvable,
whenct G is solvable, contrary to our choice of G. Furthermore, by
Theorem 5.2 the Sp-subgroups of G are nonabelian for some prime p.
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Choose such a prime p and let P be the unique A-invariant Sp-subgroup
ofG.

The bulk of the proof consists of a detailed analysis of the structure of
P and of N = NG(P'). We preserve this notation throughout. Note that if
K is any A-invariant proper subgroup of G, Lemma 5.I(ii) implies that
K (l P is the unique A-invariant Sp-subgroup of K. Furthermore, K is
solvable and hence K' is nilpotent by Theorem 5.3. We shall use these facts
repeatedly. For the sake of clarity we break up the argument into a
sequence of lemmas.

Lemma 5.7
Let M be a proper A-invariant subgroup of G and assume that one of the

following two conditions holds:
(a) M (l Pis nonabelian,
(b) M (l Z(P) (l G i is noncyclic for some i, 1 ~ i ~ 3.

Then Ms; N.

Proof
Suppose false and choose M to violate the desired conclusion in such

a way that Q = M (l P has maximal order. Suppose first that Q is non
abelian, whence K = NG(Q') is a proper A-invariant subgroup of G. Since
Q' char Q, Theorem 1.2.11 (ii) implies that either K (l P ::::) Q or that
Q = P. In the first case K s; N by our maximal choice of M and in the
second case K = N by definition of N. But by Lemma 5.4 Q' <J M, whence
Ms; K s; N, a contradiction. Thus Q is abelian and hence (b) holds.

Since P is nonabelian, Q c P and it follows now as in the preceding
paragraph that NG(Q) s; N. But M = LNM(Q), where L = Op,(M') by
Lemma 5.4. Hence to derive a contradiction and thus complete the proof,
we need only show that L s; N. By hypothesis R = M (l Z(P) (l G i is
noncyclic for some i. Since Cdx) is a proper A-invariant subgroup of G
containin~ P for each x in R#, it follows from the preceding paragraph
that each CG(x) s; N. However, L = <CL(x) Ix E R#) by Theorem 6,2.4 as
R is noncyclic and we conclude that L S; N.

Lemma 5.8
For i i= j, <G i , G) $ N.

Proof
Suppose, say, that <G2 , G3 ) s; N. We claim first that G = GIN, which

will follow if we prove that IGI = IGINI. It will clearly suffice to show that
for any prime r in n(G), if R is the unique A-invariant Sr-subgroup of
G, then IRI divides IGINI. But R = R I R 2 R 3 and Ri s; Gi s; N, 2 ~ i ~ 3,
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whence R = RI(R n N). Since G I is abelian, any r-element of G I n N lies
in RI n N and the desired conclusion follows at once.

Now set H = nN X
• Since G = GIN = NGI , it follows that H = nN'.

xeG xeG I

But G l is abelian and consequently NI ~ H. Furthermore, NI -# I, since
otherwise N would be inverted by cPI and so N would be abelian, contrary
to the fact that P ~ Nand P is nonabelian. Thus H is a nontrivial
A-invariant normal subgroup of G contained in the proper subgroup N.
However, G contains no such normal subgroup and the lemma is proved.

Since Z(P) is A-invariant and nontrivial, G j n Z(P) -# I for some i,
1 ~ i ~ 3. For definiteness, assume that G l n Z(P) -# 1.

Lemma 5.9
The following conditions hold:

(i) Z(P) is cyclic.
(ii) QI(Z(P)) ~ ZeN).

(iii) Z(P) ~ G I <;;.. N.

Proof
Set M j = NG(G j n Z(P)), I ~ i ~ 3. Then M j is an A-invariant subgroup

of G containing both G j and P, I ~ i ~ 3. Moreover, M I c G. But then
M I ~ N by Lemma 5.7(a) and hence G I ~ N. The same reasoning shows
that G j ~ N if M j c G, j = 2 or 3. However, Lemma 5.8 shows that
G j et N for j = 2 or 3 as G I ~ N. Hence G j n Z(P) = I, 2 ~ j ~ 3, and
consequently Z(P) ~ GI .

Suppose that Z(P) is noncyclic. Since P is nonabelian, we must have
Pz -# I, whence CG(Pz) is a proper A-invariant subgroup of G containing
both Z(P) and Gz . But then CG(Pz) ~ N by Lemma 5.7(b), whence
Gz ~ N, contrary to Lemma 5.8. Thus Z(P) is cyclic. Finally P' n Z(P) <l N
by Lemma 5.4. But P' n Z(P) -# I as P' -# 1. Since Z(P) is cyclic, it
follows that Z = QI(Z(P)) char P' n Z(P) and hence that Z <l N. Lemma
5.I(iv) now yields that Z ~ ZeN) and all parts of the lemma are proved.

Lemma 5.10
The following conditions hold:

(i) PI n ZzCP) = Z(P).
(ii) N' n Zz(P) et PI'
(iii) N does not possess a normal p-complement.

Proof
Since PI n Zz(P) ;2 Z(P) by the preceding lemma, we see that

PI n Zz(P) <l P. But then PI n Zz(P) = Z(P) by Lemma 5.I(iv), proving (i).
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To establish (ii), it will suffice to show that N' (\ P 't PI' Indeed, if this
is the case, then N' (\ P 't Z(P) and hence N' (\ P/ N' (\ Z(P) is a non
trivial normal subgroup of P/ N' (\ Z(P). Applying Theorem 2.6.4, it
foIlows at once that N' (\ ZZCP) 't Z(P). But now another application of
Lemma 5.I(iv) yields that N' (\ Zz(P) 't PI'

Suppose then that Q = N' (\ P c:::: PI' Since Q is an Sp-subgroup of N'
and N / N' is abelian, we can clearly write N = KP, where K is A-invariant,
N' c:::: K <l N, and Q is an Sp-subgroup of K. Lemmas 5.I(iv) and 5.4 imply
that Qc:::: Z(K) and consequently K possesses a normal p-complement by
Burnside's transfer theorem. But then N also possesses a normal p-comple
ment. We see then that (ii) v.iIl follow from (iii). But NG(Z(J(P))) c:::: N by
Lemma 5.7 and so NG(Z(J(P))) will have a normal p-complement whenever
N does. Since p is odd, the Glauberman-Thompson normal p-complement
theorem will then yield that G itself has a normal p-complement and it will
foIlow that G is solvable, contrary to our choice of G. Thus (ii) and (iii)
also hold.

We can now establish our main results on the structure of P and N.

Lemma 5.11
The following conditions hold:

(i) P is extra-special of order p3 and exponent p.
(ii) P c:::: N' and P <J N.

(iii) N = NIP.

Proof
Set R = QI(Zz(P)). Since Zz(P) has class at most 2 and p is odd, R is of

exponent p. In particular, PI (\ R = Z, where Z = QI(Z(P)), by Lemma
5.IO(i). Furthermore, since N' (\ Zz(P) 't PI by Lemma 5.IO(ii), also
S = N' (\ R 't PI' Thus ISI ~ pZ, Z c:::: S, and by Lemma 5.4, S <l N.

We shall argue that ISI ~ p3, so assume by way of contradiction that
ISI = pZ. We have Z c:::: ZeN) by Lemma 5.9(ii). Furthermore, since
IS/Z\ = p, Lemma 5.I(iv) implies that S/Z c:::: Z(N/Z). Hence N stabilizes
the normal series S:::::> Z :::::> I. Setting C = CN(S), it follows now from
Corollary 5.3.3 that N = CP. On the other hand, if we choose i = 2 or 3 so
that Pi (\ S of- I, then G i c:::: M = CG(Pi (\ S) c G, whence M 't Nby Lemma
5.8. But then M (\ P must be abelian by Lemma 5.7. Since S c:::: M (\ P, we
see that M (\ P = C (\ P and we conclude that the Sp-subgroup C (\ P of
C is abelian. Since Z cS c:::: Z(C), it follows now from Theorem 7.4.4(i)
that C (\ Z = I. Since C (\ P <l P and Z = Q 1(Z(P)), Theorem 2.6.4
shows that this is possible only if C (\ P = I. But then C, and hence also
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N, possesses a normal p-complement by another application of Theorem
7.4.4, contrary to Lemma 5.1O(iii). Therefore 151 ~ p3, as asserted.

Now let X be any A-invariant subgroup of R - Z of order p. Then
X <;; Gj, j = 2 or 3, and hence Gj <;; CG(X). As above, Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8
imply that Cp(X) is abelian. Since Z(P) is cyclic and R = 0 1(ZiP» has
order at least p3 by the preceding paragraph, P satisfies all the hypotheses
of Lemma 5.5 and we conclude that P = RZ(P), where R is extra-special of
order p3 and exponent p. Since 5 = R 1\ N' has order at least p3, this in
turn implies that R = 5 <;; N'. Now Lemma 5.4 yields that R <J N.

Hence to complete the proof of (i) and (ii), it remains to show that
P = R, or equivalently that IZ(P)/ = p. Assume by way of contradiction
that IZ(P) I > p. We shall argue that G is p-normaI. First of all, it is
immediate from the structure of P that if Y is any cyclic subgroup of P
of order at least p2, then 01(Y) = Z. Hence if Z(P) is contained in an
5 p-subgroup Q of G, it follows that Z = 01(Z(Q», whence Q <;; N. How
ever, N = Gp,(N')NN(P) by Lemma 5.4 and consequently QX <;; P for some
x in Gp,(N'). Since Z(PY <;; P, it follows that [Z(P), x] <;; Gp,(N') 1\ P = I,
whence x centralizes Z(P). But since R <;; N' and N' is nilpotent, x also
centralizes R. Hence x centralizes P = RZ(P) and we conclude that
Q = P. Thus G is p-normal, as asserted.

By Griin's second theorem, G will have a normal subgroup of index p
if NG(Z(P» does and, as NG(Z(P» <;; N, if N does. Since N = Gp,(N')K,
where K = NN(P), this will be the case if K has a normal subgroup of
index p and hence if K = K/ R has one. But the image P of P in K is
the same as that of Z(P) and so lies in K1• Moreover, p"# T as
Z(P) 1\ R = Z c Z(P). By Lemma 5. I(v), K has a normal p-complement
and we conclude that G possesses a normal subgroup of index p. But then
the set of p'-elements of G generate a proper A-invariant normal subgroup
of G, a contradiction. Thus IZ(P)I = p and so (i) and (ii) hold.

Finally we prove (iii). Since N = <NI> N 2 , N 3 ) and P <J N, it will clearly
suffice to show that Ni <;; P for i = 2 and 3. So assume, say, that N2 i- P, in
which case the 5 p ,-subgroup L of N 2 is nontriviaI. Since P is nonabelian, we
also have P i "# I, 1 :s; i:s; 3. Furthermore, L centralizes P2 as well as
Z = Z(P). But then by Lemma 5.I(iv) L centralizes P/PzZ, since the latter
group is centralized by 4>3' Thus L stabilizes the normal series P ::l PzZ ::l 1
of P and so centralizes P. It follows that CdL) contains P as well as G2 ,

whence G2 <;; N by Lemma 5.7, contrary to Lemma 5.8. Thus (iii) also
holds.

On the basis of these results we can now complete the proof of Theorem
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5.6. We keep the same notation, but henceforth we choose p to be the
smallest prime for which the Sp-subgroups of Care nonabelian. Since
P <:; N' by Lemma 5.11 (ii), there exists a prime q #- p such that, if Q is the
unique A-invariant Sq-subgroup of C, then Q n N normalizes but does not
centralize P. But then Q n N does not centralize P/ cD(P), which is of order
p2, and hence by Theorem 2.8.1 we have either q I(p - 1) or q I(p + 1). Since
q is odd, it follows that q < p. We conclude from our minimal choice of p
that Q must be abelian.

Since P = Ip2 1, P = P2P3 with IPi 1= p, i = 2,3. If Q n N centralizes
Pi' i = 2 or 3, say i = 2, then as Qn N <:; Cl by Lemma 5. 11 (iii), Q n N
centralizes P/P2 since <1>3 inverts Q n N and centralizes P / P2• Thus Qn N
stabilizes the chain P~P2 ~ 1 and so Q n N~entraBzes P, which is not the
case. Hence Q n N does not centralize P2 or P3• But Cp(Q n N) is
A-invariant and so we conclude that Cp(Qn N) = 1, whence Cp(Q n N) =
Z(P). Hence if we set C = CC<Q n N), we have Z(P) = P n C. Since
Z(P) = Ph it follows from Lemma 5.1(v) that C possesses a normal
p-complement K. However Q <:; C as Q is abelian and hence Q <:; K. By
Theorem 6.2.2, Q must be the unique AZ(P)-invariant Sq-subgroup of K,
whence Z(P) normalizes Q.

Finally set M = NG(Q). Now [Pi n M,Q] = Pn Q = 1. Since Q does not
centralize Pi and IPi I=p for i = 2 and 3, it follows that Pi n M = 1, i = 2
and 3, whence Pn M = Z(P). Our minimal choice of C implies that C has
no normal subgroups of index q and consequently Q <:; M' by Theorem
7.3.1. Likewise it implies that M is solvable, so M' is nilpotent by Theorem
5.3. Thus Q<:; Z(M') and so M'2 CM(Q), whence M/CM(Q) is abelian.
Hence CM(Q)Z(P) <J M and it follows that CQ(Z(P» <:J M. But
CQ(Z(P» = Qn N as N = NG(P') by definition and P' = Z(P) by Lemma
5. 11 (i). Thus Q n N <J M. However, Q n N <:; Cl and therefore Q n N <:;

Z(M) by Lemma 5.1 I(iv). Theorem 7.4.4. now yields that C possesses a
normal subgroup of index q. This contradiction completes the proof of
Theorem 5.6.

EXERCISES

1. Let lI. be a fixed-point-free automorphism of G of order 4. Show that G' is
nilpotent.

2. Construct a group G which possesses a fixed-point-free automorphism IY. of
order 9 such that G' is not nilpotent. [Take G = PQ, P an elementary abelian
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p-group, p == 1(mod 3), P <J G, and Q an extra-special group of order q3 and
exponent q, where q == I (mod 3).]

3. Let A be a four-group of automorphisms of the p-group P, p odd. Let Q be
an A-invariant normal subgroup of P such that A acts trivially on P / Q. If A
acts trivially on Z(P), prove that A acts trivially on Z(Q).

4. Let A be a four-group of automorphisms acting fixed-point-free on the group
G. Let 1>j, 1~ i ~ 3, be the involutions of A and set Gj = CG(,p;), I ~ i ~ 3.
Assume IGI = IG[IIG2 1IG3 1. Prove that G= G[G2 G3 .

5. Let G be a solvable group of order prime to 6 which admits a fixed-point
free group of automorphisms A which is isomorphic to the symmetric group
S3' Prove that G' is nilpotent.

6. Let rx be a fixed-point-free automorphism of the group G and assume that
there exists a fixed element x of G such that every element of G is of the form
rxi(x j

) for suitable i, j. Prove
(i) G is nilpotent and 7[(G) = 7[((xo»).

(ii) The Sylow subgroups of G are abelian, whence G itself is abelian.
7. Let G = ABA, where A and B are cyclic of relatively prime orders and

NG(A) = A. Show that A possesses a normal complement Go which satisfies
the conditions of the preceding exercise relative to the automorphism rx
induced by conjugation by a generator of A. Hence show that G must be
solvable.



CHAPTER 11
THE HALL-HiGMAN THEOREM

The theorem of P. Hall and G. Higman (Theorem B of [1]) has had a
considerable influence on the study of simple groups and on certain
problems concerning modular representations. In particular, it underlies
Thompson's original proof of the nilpotency of groups admitting a fixed
point-free automorphism of prime order and is also used at various key
points in the Odd Order paper. The Hall-Higman theorem deals with a
p-solvable group G of linear transformations satisfying 0 p(G) = 1 and
acting on a vector space over a field of the same characteristic p and
provides a lower bound for the degree of the minimal polynomial of any
p-element of G. Recent work has shown that its use can be avoided in a
great many (but not all) places and that the same conclusions can be
derived from the more elementary considerations ofp-stability. However, its
proof involves a large number of the results and techniques which we have
developed in Part I as well as a deep and intriguing analysis of certain
properties of extra-special p-groups. For these various reasons we present
a complete proof of this theorem.

358
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The precise formulation of the Hall-Higman theorem is as follows:

Theorem 1.1 (Hall-Higman)
Let G be a p-solvable group of linear transformations in which 0 p(G) = 1

acting on a vector space V over a field F of characteristic p. Let x be an
element of G of order p". Then the minimal polynomial of x on V is (X - 1y,
where either

(i) r = p", or
(ii) There exists an integer no ,;:; n such that p"O - 1 is a power ofa prime

q and the 5q-subgroups ofG are nonabelian. In this case, ifno is the
least such integer, then

p"-"o(p"O _ 1) ,;:; r ,;:; p".

As a corollary, we have

Corollary 1.2
Under the assumptions 0/ the theorem, r = p", if either

(i) p is neither a Fermat prime nor 2.
(ii) p is a Fermat prime and the 52-subgroups of G are abelian.

(iii) p = 2 and the 5q-subgroups ofG are abelian/or all Mersenne primes
less than 2".

Proof of Corollary
Suppose p"O - 1 = qrn for some prime q. Ifp is odd, then p"O - 1 is even, so

q = 2. Hence either p or q is 2. Furthermore, if q = 2, then p - 1 divides
qrn, so p - 1 = qrnoand p is a Fermat prime. On the other hand, ifp = 2, then
no> 1, whence 2"0 - 1 == 3 (mod 4). Thus qrn == 3(mod 4). Since q = 2t + 1
for some integer t, this forces m to be odd since otherwise qrn == 1(mod 4).
But then q + 1 is a factor of qrn + 1 = 2"0 and so q + 1 = 2"', whence q is a
Mersenne prime. The various parts of the corollary now follow at once
from the theorem.

We turn now to the proof of the theorem, which we establish by double
induction on IGI and dim F V. First of all, if K is an algebraic closure
of F, then G can be regarded as group of linear transformations of
VK = V eh K. Since a basis of V is also a basis of VK , x is represented by
the same matrix on VK as it is on V and consequently x has the same
minimal polynomial on VK as it does on V. Hence without loss we can
assume that K = F and hence that F is algebraically closed.
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We shall reduce Theorem 1.1 to a minimal case; but to do so, we first
prove a preliminary lemma.

Lemma 1.3
The p" x p" permutation matrix

0 1 0· .. 0
0 0 1 .. ·0

A=
0 0 0 .. ·1
1 0 0 .. ·0

with coeffidents in Zp has minimal polynomial (X - lY".

Proof

Let A act on W/Zp with basis wi , 1 ~ i ~p", such that

ll'jA =: Wi + 1 (mod p").

We prove that

(1.1)

for suitable integers aI, a2 •.•. , ak _ J, 1 ~ k ~ p" - 1. Since

w1(A - I) =: 1~'2 - w"

(1.1) holds for k = I. Assuming (1.1) for 1 ~ i ~ k, we have

(1.2) wJ(A - I)k+J = (wk + ak-Jll'k-l + '" + a1wJ)(A - I)

= ~\+J + bkwk + .. , + b1wJ

for suitable integers b lo b2 , ••• , bk and so (I. I) follows by induction.
But then wJ(A - IY"- J #- 0 and hence the minimal polynomial of A is

XP" - 1 = (X - 1)P".

Theorem 1.4
Either Theorem 1.1 holds or the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) G = QP, where Q is a normal extra-special q-group q #- p, P = <x),
Pacts irredudbly on Q/Q', and trivially on Q'.

(ii) The representation of Q on V is irredudble.

Proof
Set R = Op,(G) and P = <x). Since Op(G) = I and G is p-solvable,

CpeR) = 1 by Theorem 6.3.2. Furthermore, for each q in n(R), P leaves
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invariant an Sq-subgroup Q* of H by Theorem 6.2.2. Since Ql(P) does not
centralize H, it follows that Ql(P) does not centralize Q* for some choice
of q. But then Cp( Q*) = 1 and so P is faithfully represented as a subgroup
of Aut Q*. Let Q be a minimal P-invariant subgroup of Q* on which
y = Xp,,-l acts nontrivially. Then y acts trivially on every proper P-invariant
subgroup of Q and now Theorem 5.3.7 implies that Q is a special q-group,
that y acts trivially on Q', but nontrivially on Q/Q', and that Pacts
irreducibly on Q/Q'.

Set G l = QP. Since GiGl) is contained in every Sp-subgroup of G l , the
assumption that GiGl) #- 1 would imply that <y) = Ql(P) s; GiGl),
whence [Q, y] s; Q n P = 1. But then y would centralize Q, which is not
the case. Thus Gp(G l ) = 1. Hence if Gl C G, Theorem l.l holds by induc
tion. Thus we may suppose that G l = G.

Next let 0 = Vo C VI C V2 ••• C Vm = V be a sequence of G-invariant
subspaces of V such that G acts irreducibly on each Vi = VJ Vi - 1,

1 ~ i ~ m. Set Qi = CQ(V;), 1 ~ i ~ m. Since Qi <l G = PQ and since Pacts
irreducibly on Q/Q', it follows that either Qi £ Q' or that Q = Q'Qi'
However, in the latter case Q = Qi by Theorem 5.1.1 inasmuch as
Q' = <1>(Q). Since the characteristic p of F is prime to q, the representation
of Q on V is completely reducible. Hence if each Q i = Q, it would follow
from Theorem 3.3.4 that Q acts trivially on V, whence Q = 1, which is not
the case. We conclude that Qi £ Q' for some i.

For such a choice of i, set G= G/ Q i = j5Q. Then it is immediate that Q
is also a special q-group, that Q' = Q'/ Qi' that the image y of y = Xp,,-l
acts nontrivially on Q/ Q' and trivially on Q', and that j5 acts irreducibly
on Q/Q'. As above, this implies that GiG) = 1. Hence G satisfies the
same conditions as G. If dimF Vi < dimF V, it follows therefore by induc
tion that the image x of x in G has minimal polynomial (X - 1)', where r
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.1. In particular, there exists a vector
v in Vi such that v(:\' - 1)'-1 #- O. But then if v is a vector of V that maps on
v, we have v(x - 1)'-1 #- O. Hence the minimal polynomial of x on V is
(X - 1)' with s ~ r and the theorem follows in this case. Hence we may
assume that dimF Vi = dimF V, which is possible only if VI = Vand G acts
irreducibly on V.

Suppose Q is abelian and let W i , 1 ~ i ~ m, be the Wedderburn com
ponents of Vwith respect to the normal subgroup Q ofG. Since CG(Q) = Q,
we conclude from Theorem 3.4.3 that m = pn. This means that if
Vi, 1 ~ i ~ h, is a basis of Wj, then (v) = {Vi xii 1 ~ i ~ h, 1 ~ j ~ pn} is
a basis of V. With respect to this basis (in the appropriate ordering) the
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matrix of x is

(1.3)
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where each A i is the pn x pn permutation matrix of Lemma 1.3. Hence by
that lemma, the minimal polynomial of x on V is (X - I)P", so Theorem
1.1 holds in this case. Thus we may assume that Q is nonabelian.

Again let W i , 1 :::;; i :::;; m, be the Wedderburn components of V with
respect to Q. Suppose m > 1, in which case m = pa for some a with
1 :::;; a :::;; n. If a = n, Theorem 1.1 follows as in the preceding paragraph, so
we may assume that a < n. Then (x"') = PI leaves W1 invariant and
PI #- 1. In particular, G1 = QP1 acts on W1• Let Ql = CQ(W1). Since P
permutes the Wi transitively, the assumption Ql = Q would imply that
Q = CQ(V), contrary to the fact that CQ(V) = 1. Hence Ql c Q and, as
Q' = <1>(Q), it follows that Ql Q' c Q.

Now set G1 = G1/Ql =J\Q. We claim that 0i(1) = 1. Indeed, if not,
then the image y ofy in G1 centralizes Q. Since Ql Q' c Q, this implies that
Y has a nontrivial centralizer on Q = Q/ Q'. But CQ(y) is invariant under
<x) = P and P acts irreducibly on Q, from which it follows that Q = CQ(y).
This contradicts the fact that)' acts nontnvially on Q. Hence 0 i ( 1) = 1.
Sincem> l,/P11< IPI, whence IGd < IGI. Since Theorem 1.1 is being proved
by induction, we conclude that the minimal polynomial of xm on W I is
(X - 1)'°, where '0 = pn-a if Q is abelian or if no power pb with b :::;; n - a
is of the form 1 + qC, :md where otherwise '0 ~ pn-a-b(pb - 1) if pb is the
least power of p which is of this form.

Now for any positive integer s, we have

(x - l)'pa
-1 = (x - lys-l)pa_ l (x - Wa

= (x - lYS-I)pa_ l (x - 1)(1 + x + ... + x pa - 1),

whence

Since the minimal polynomial of x pa on W I is (X - 1)'°, we can choose
WI in W I such that l'l = w1(x

pa - 1),-1 #- 0 provided s:::;;'o. Since VI E W I

and WIX
i = W i + 1,1 :::;; i :::;;pa - l,alsovl(l + x + ... + x pa - I) #- O. It follows
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therefore from (lA) that for s ::::;; ro
(1.5) w,(x - l)spa-, =1= O.

This means that the minimal polynomial of x on V is (x - 1)', where
r;?l: ropa. In the nonexceptional case ro = pn-a and so r = pn. On the other
hand, in the exceptional case, we get r;?l: pn-b(pb - 1). Thus in either case
Theorem 1.1 follows.

Hence we may assume also that m = pa = I, in which case V is the direct
sum of t isomorphic irreducible Q-submodules Y i , 1 ~ i ~ t. By Theorem
3.6.15 the representation of G on V can be written in a finite algebraic
extension of Zp contained in F and hence in L = GF(pe) for some e with
L s: F. Choosing an appropriate basis we can regard Vas a vector space
over the subfield L of F and the representation of G remains irreducible.
Furthermore, the preceding analysis applies as well to V/ L as to V/ F, and
consequently we can also assume that the Y i are isom.orphic irreducible
Q-submodules over L. But now Theorem 3.5.6 shows that the total number
d of irreducible Q-submodules of G is of the form d = I + kp for some
integer k since IHom Q (Yb Y,)I is a power of p. On the other hand, P
permutes these d modules among themselves and the number of modules
in each cycle under the action of P is a power ofp. Since p does not divide
d, some P-cycle consists of a single irreducible Q-submodule U. Thus U is
invariant under P as well as Qand so U is G-invariant. The irreducibility of
G on V now forces U = V. We conclude that Q acts irreducibly on V. But
now Theorem 3.2.2 yields that Z(Q) must be cyclic and consequently Q
is extra-special.

Thus to complete the proof of the theorem, it remains only to show that
P acts trivially on Q'. But as Q acts irreducibly on V, Z(Q) = Q' is
represented by scalar transformations. Since G acts faithfully on V, it
follows that Q' <;; Z(G), whence P acts trivially on Q'.

2. THE EXTRA-SPECIAL CASE

In this section we complete the proof of the Hall-Higman theorem by
analyzing the special case to which Theorem lA has reduced us. We shall
follow the original argument of Hall-Higman, although an alternative,
somewhat more conceptual, proofhas recently been obtained by Thompson
using properties of indecomposable and projective modules. However, the
orginal proof is more closely related to the ideas which we have developed
in Part I of the book.
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In the present case, Theorem 1.1 can be stated in somewhat sharper
form:

Theorem 2.1
Let G be a p-solvable group of linear transformations acting on a vector

space V over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic p. Assume
G = QP, where Q is extra-special of order q2t + 1, P = <x) is cyclic of order
pn, P acts irreducibly on QI Q' and trivially on Q', 0 i G) = 1, and Q acts
irreducibly on V. Then

(i) ql = (pn - 1) + apn for some integer a ~ O.
(ii) If xCv) is in Jordan canonicalform with respect to the basis (le) of V,

then xCv) consists of a + 1 Jordan blocks, a of size pn and 1 ofsize
pn _ 1.

(iii) The minimal polynomial of x on V is (X - 1)', where r = pn if
a > 0 and r = pn - 1 if a = O. In the latter case, qt = pn - 1.

Part (iii) of the theorem will establish Theorem 1.1 in this case and so,
together with Theorem 1.4, will complete its proof. We break up the proof
into a sequence of lemmas.

Lemma 2.2
The following conditions hold:

(i) dimF V = qt.
(ii) The enveloping algebra E of Q is the algebra of all linear transfor

mations of V into V.
(iii) Any complete set of coset representatives of Q' in Q forms a basis

of E as a vector space over F.
(iv) P ~ E.

Proof
Since Q is extra-special and F is algebraically closed of characteristic

p i= q, (i) and (ii) follow at once from Theorems 5.5.5 and 3.6.2. Since P is
a group of linear transformations of V, (iv) is an immediate consequence
of (ii).

To prove (iii), observe first of all that since dimF V = ql, (ii) implies that
dimF E = q21. Furthermore, since the elements of Q' are represented by
scalar matrices, the elements of any coset Q'u with u in Q all lie in a one
dimensional subspace of ElF. But as E is the enveloping algebra of Q,
every element of E must be a linear combination of elements of Q with
coefficients in F, so q21 = dimF E ~ IQIQ'I. However, IQIQ'I = q21, which
implies that any set of coset representatives of Q' in Q are linearly
independent over F. Hence any complete set of coset representatives is a
basis of ElF, so (iii) also holds.
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With the aid of Lemma 2.2, we now compute dimF CE(x) in two distinct
ways.

Lemma 2.3
Let (v) be a basis of V such that Xlv) is in Jordan canonical form with

Jordan blocks A j of size (Xi x (Xi' 1 ~ i ~ m, where pn?: (Xl?: (X2 ?: ••• ?: (Xm.
Then we have

m

(ii) dimF CE(x) = L (2i - l)(Xj.
j= 1

Proof
First of all, (i) is an immediate consequence of the fact that dimF V = qt.

With respect to the given basis (v), E is isomorphic to the algebra E(v) of
all qt x qt matrices over F and so dimF CE(x) = dimF CE(U)(x(V)). Suppose
BE E(v) commutes with X(v) , so that

(2.1)

Since

(2.2)

we write

'. 0 ),

Am

(2.3) (
~1l ••• Bl~)

B= . .. . ,

B
ml

••• Bmm

where B ij is the appropriate size matrix. Substituting in (2.1), we find that
(2.1) is equivalent to the set of equations.

(2.4) I ~ i,j ~ m.

Thus C = CE(,,)(x(V)) consists of all matrices B which satisfy (2.4). Note that
the possible choices for a particular Bij are independent of the remaining
entries i',j'. Hence if C;j denotes the subspace of matrices consisting of
O's in all but the {i,j}th block and a matrix Bij satisfying (2.4) in the
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{i,j}th block, it follows that

(2.5)
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m

C = I C j
i,j= 1

and that this sum is direct. Hence

(2.6)
m

dimf C = I dimf Cij .
i,J= 1

We now compute dimf Cij' Since x is a p-element, all its characteristic
roots are I and consequently

(2,7) A;=

11
11 0

11

o

1 ~ i ~ m.

Thus we can write A j = I j + Ni, where I j is the appropriate identity
matrix and Ni is the appropriate nilpotent matrix. Then (2.4) reduces to

(2.8)

Now Bi) = (b,,) is an exi x exj matrix. For simplicity of notation set IX = IX j

and /3 = exi' We shall treat the case IX ~ /3. The remaining case is similar.
From (2.8), we get

(2.9)

Now (2.9) implies that bk1 = 0, 2 ~ k ~ /3, whence also bu = 0, 3 ~ k ~ /3,
etc., and we conclude that Bi) must have the form

(2.10)
(

bll b12 ··· b 1a
)o b22 • •• b2a

BO' = : : :
J} • • . ~

o 0· .. baa

o
On the other hand, observe that (2.9) implies that the remaining entries

brs are completely determined by the elements in the first row of Bi) and
that each choice of this row leads to a matrix Bi) which satisfies (2.8) and
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hence also (2.4). We conclude that dimFC ij = aj if !X = a j ~ f3 = a i •

Similarly, dimFCij = a i if a i ~ a j • Hence

(2.11 )

and consequently

(2.12)
m

dimF C = L min (ai' rxJ.
i.j~ 1

Finally we have a l ~!X2 ~ ••• ~ am by assumption. Hence for a par
ticular pair (rx j , !XJ, we can thus always take the minimum to be !Xi
whenever i ~ j. Adopting this convention, we see that !Xi will be the
minimum precisely for the 2i - I pairs':

1 ~ i ~ m. It follows that (2.12) can be rewritten

m

dimF C = L (2i - l)rx i ,
i= 1

which is the assertion of the lemma.
As our second expression for dimFCE(x), we prove

Lemma 2.4

Proof
Set G = GIQ' = QP and P = <.~>. Now the q2r - 1 elements of Q# are

permuted among themselves by x. We claim that each cycle consists of
p" elements. If not, then .xJ' must fix some element of Q#, 1 ~ h < p". But
then CQ(x") =I- 1. Since Pleaves this subgroup invariant and acts irreducibly
on (1, it follows that CQ(xh

) = Q. Thus xh centralizes Q, whence xh cen
tralizes Q and hence 0 p(G) =I- 1. Since 0 i G) = 1 by hypothesis, the
desired assertion follows.

Thus Q# decomposes under x into d = q2t - lip" cycles, each of length
p". If u i is a representative of a coset in the ith cycle, it follows thal the
elements ut, 1 ~ i ~ d, 0 ~ j ~ p" - I, form a set of coset representatives
for the nonidentity cosets of QIQ'. Taking Uo as the identity element of
Q, the augmented set of elements thus form a complete set of coset
representatives of QI Q'. But now Lemma 2.2(iii) implies that these q2t

elements form a basis of ElF.
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Let Eo be the subspace of E spanned by Uo and for 1 ~ i ~ diet E j the
subspace spanned by ut, 0 ~ j ~ p" - 1, so that x leaves each E j invariant,
o~ i ~ d. To prove the lemma we need only show that

(2.13) o~ i ~ d. and

(2.14)
d

CE(x) = I Cdx ),
j~ 0

from which the desired conclusion

q2t _ 1
dim F CE(x) = d + 1 = --+ I

p"

will follow.
d

If WE CE(x), then W = I W j with W j E E j and W
X = w. Since E is the direct

i~O

sum of the E j , each of which is x-invariant, it follows at once that 11'( = 11' j

for all i, which prove (2.14). Now CEo(x) = Eo has dimension I, so we can
assume i> 0 in proving (2.13). Suppose then that [1 E CE,(x). We have

(2.15) GjEF.

Applying x to (2.15) and using the fact that xpn
= 1 and that the ut are

linearly independent, it follows easily that all G j are equal. Hence the
pll_ 1

element I ut is a basis of Cdx), which establish (2.13) and completes
j~O

the proof.
To analyze the arithmetic relations of Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, we need one

further result:

Lemma 2.5
p" divides qt + 1.

Proof
By Lemma 2.4, we know that p" divides q2' - 1. Suppose first that p is

odd, in which case p" divides q' - 1 or qt + I. If p" divides q' - 1, then the
characteristic roots ofx as a linear transformation of order p" of (2 = Q / Q',
regarded as a vector space over Zq, will all lie in GF(q'). But x acts irre
ducibly on (2, which has dimension 21 over Zq and consequently the
characteristic polynomial of x is irreducible over Zq and has degree 2/.
Hence Zq(cv) is isomorphic to GF(q2') for any characteristic root cv of
x, a contradiction. Thus p" divides qt + 1 in this case.
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Assume next that p = 2. The argument of the preceding paragraph
shows again that 2" does not divide q' - I and indeed that it does not
divide qS - I if s < 2t. However, since q' - I and q' + I are both even, we
cannot draw the conclusion 2" divides q' + I directly from this fact. To
complete the argument in this' case we require Theorem 5.6.5. We have
that Q is special and that x induces an automorphism of Q of order 2"
which acts irreducibly on Q/<D(Q) and trivially on Q' = <D(Q) = Z(Q).
Thus that theorem is applicable and yields that 2" divides qr + I for some
r ~ t.

But now 2" divides q2r - I = (qr + I)(qr - I). By the preceding para
graph this is possible only if 2r ~ 2t. Since r ~ t, we conclude that r = t
and the lemma follows.

Now combining Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, we have

q2' _ 1 m.
-"-+ I = I(2/-I}:x;

p i= 1

(2.16) m

q' = I:Xi
i= 1

Our goal will be to show that the equations (2.16) have a unique
solution in integers m and :Xi' I ~ i ~ m. By Lemma 2.5, q' + I is divisible
by p" and consequently

(2.17) q' = ap" + (p" - I)

for some integer a ~ O.
We shall prove

Lemma 2.6
The only solution of (2.16) in integers m and (Xj, 1 ~ i ~ 111, is

m=a+l :x i = p" 1 ~ i ~ m-I :Xm = p" - 1.

Proof
First of all, with these values of m and :Xi, we have

(2.18)
m

I :Xi = ap" + (p" - I) = q'
;=: 1

by (2.17) and so the second equation of (2.16) holds. Furthermore,
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(2.19)
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m a

I (2i - 1):X i = I (2i - I)p" + (2a + I)(p" - I)
;= 1 ;= 1

= a2p" + (2ap" + p" - 2a - I) = (a + Ifp" - (2a + I).

On the other hand,

(2.20)

q2t _ 1 [(a + I)p" - If - 1
--+1= . +1

p" p"

[(a + V p 2" - 2(a + I)p" + I] - I I ( 1)2" (2 I)= " + = a+ p - a+ .
p

Combining (2.19) and (2.20) we obtain the first equation of (2.16). Since
the third relation of (2.16) clearly holds, we see that these integers give a
solution of (2.16).

To prove that this is the only solution of(2.16), we proceed as follows:
Let f3i' 1 ~ i ~ s, be an arbitrary sequence of integers such that

(2.21) and

For brevity write 13 = {f3jll ~ i ~ s} and set

(2.22)
s

f(f3) = I (2i - l)f3j.
j= 1

Thus the integers sand 13;, I ~ i ~ s, will represent a solution of (2.16) if
and only if f(f3) = (q2t - 1/p") + 1 = d + 1. We shall now argue that, in
fact, either f({3) > d + I or else

(2.23) s=a+1 f3i=P" I~i<s f3s = p" - I,

which will prove the uniqueness of our solution of (2.16) and will establish
the lemma.

Suppose then that s, f3i is not the solution (2.23). Then either f31 < p" and
s> I or f3k = p", I ~ k ~j - I < s - I and f3j <p". [Here we are using the
fact that qt = ap" + (p" - I).] In the first case, we consider the sequence
13; defined by 13; = 131 + 1, f3; = f3j, 2 ~ i ~ s - I, and 13; = ft, - I if f3s > 1.
On the other hand, if f3s = I, we do not define f3;. Correspondingly, we set
s' = s or s' = s - I. In the second case, we consider the sequence 13;
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defined by fJ~ = fJk' 1 ~ k ~ j - 1 and j + 1 ~ k ~ s - 1, fJj = fJ j + 1, and
fJ~ = fJs - 1 if fJs > 1, while again fJ~ is undefined if fJs = 1. Again corre
spondingly we set s' = s or s - 1. It follows at once in every case that the
integers s' and fJ:, 1 ~ i ~ s', satisfy (2.21). Setting fJ' = {fJ: 11 ~ i ~ s'}, we
now compare f(fJ') withf(fJ). In the first case, we find by direct calculation
that f(fJ) - f({J') = (2s - 1) - 1, while in the second that f(fJ) - f(fJ') =

(2s - 1) - (2j - 1). Hence, in either case,

(2.24) f(fJ) > f(fJ').

If fJ' is not the solution (2.23) we can repeat the argument on fJ', and can
successively repeat it so long as we do not obtain the solution (2.23). On the
other hand, it is clear from the definition of fJ' in terms of fJ that we must
reach the solution (2.23) in a finite number of steps. Hence beginning with
fJ we can determine a sequence fJ = fJ< 1J, fJ' = fJ<2l, {JP), ... , fJ(h J of solutions
of (2.21) with fJ(h J equal to the solution (2.23) with the property
f(fJu J) > f(fJ(i + I J), 1 ~ i ~ h - 1. But f(fJ(h J) = d + 1 by the first part of the
proof and so f(fJ) > d + 1, as asserted.

But now Lemma 2.6 together with Lemma 2.3 implies part (i) and (ii)
of Theorem 2.1. Furthermore, part (iii) is an immediate consequence of
(i) and (ii) .and so the theorem is proved.

Remark It is not difficult to modify the proof of Theorem 2.1 to include
the case that F is algebraically closed of characteristic 0 or prime to ICI, the
minimal polynomial of x on V in this case being correspondingly XP" - 1
or (XP" - 1)/(X - 1). This extension of the theorem, which we shall give
in a sequence of exercises, is useful in the study of fixed-point-free auto
morphisms of solvable groups.

EXERCISES

Let G be a group of linear transformations acting irreducibly on a vector
space V over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic 0 or prime to IGI.
Assume G = QP, where Q <J G, Q is extra-special of order q2t+l, P = <x) is
cyclic of order pn, and P acts faithfully and irred ucibly on Q / Q' and trivially on
Q'. Prove

1. dim F V = qt; in particular, Q acts irreducibly on V.
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2. Let Ai be the distinct characteristic roots of x on V and let'Y.i be the multi
plicity of Aj, 1::::;; i ::::;; m. If E denotes the enveloping algebra of Q, then x E E
and

m

dimF CE(x) = I 'Y.;.
i = 1

3. Using Exercise 2 in place of Lemma 2.3(ii), show by an argument analogous
to that of Lemma 2.6 that the minimal polynomial of x on V is either XP" - 1
or (XPn

- l)/(X - I), and in the latter case that q' = p" - 1.



CHAPTER 12
GROUPS WITH GENERALIZED
QUATERNION SYLOW 2-SUBGROUPS

In this short chapter we give a major application of exceptional character
theory to prove the nonsimplicity of any group whose S2-subgroups are
generalized quaternion. Specifically we shall prove

Theorem 1.1 (Brauer-Suzuki)
Let G be a group with a generalized quaternion Srsubgroup S of order

at least 16 and let K = 02,(G) be the largest normal subgroup of G of odd
order. Then the center of G/ K is of order 2.

The same result holds when S is quaternion, but all known proofs
req uire the theory of modular characters,

For convenience we break up the proof into a sequence of short lemmas,
but first we introduce some notation. Let

so that by assumption n;? 3. Set X = <x), T = <x2
), R = <x4

), C = CG(T),
and N = NG(T). Then we have

Lemma 1.2
(i) N = SH, where H <l N and [HI is odd.

(ii) C = XH.

373
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Proof
We have T = S' <J S and so S ~ N. On the other hand, since n;:' 3, S

does not centralize T, so S n C = X. Since C <J N, X is an Srsubgroup
of C. But X is cyclic and hence C possesses a normal 2-complement H by
Theorem 7.6.1. Since H char C <J N, also H <J N. Furthermore, by Lemma
5.4.1 any element of N of odd order centralizes T and so lies in H. Thus
N / H is a 2-group and consequently N = SH, completing the proof.

Lemma 1.3
IfA = C - RH, then A is disjointfrom its conjugates in C and N = NG(A).

Proof
Note that if Z EA, then zH has order 2" or 2" - 1 in C/ H. Correspondingly,

<Z2, H) or <z, H) equals TH = T x H. It follows at once that <zm) = T for
some integer m. But then if Z EA n AU for some u in C, our argument
shows that <zm) = T and T", so u E NG(T) = N. On the other hand, N

normalizes both C = XH and RH, as R char X, and so normalizes A. The
lemma follows.

Now it is easily checked that the linear character of X which takes the
value i on x has R = <x4

) in its kernel and induces an irreducible character
on S of degree 2. Hence there exists a linear character l/J of C having RH
in its kernel which induces an irreducible character ~ of N of degree 2. By
definition of~, ~ also has RH in its kernel. We next prove

Lemma 1.4
Set 0 = le -~. Then

(i) (0, O)N = 3.
(ii) 0 has degree 0 and has the value 0 on N - A.

Proof
Now le is the character of the regular representation of N/C by Theorem

4.4.2. Since IN/Cl = 2, le has degree 2 and so is the sum of the two distinct
linear characters of N having C in their kernels. Since ~ is irreducible of
degree 2, (i) follows from Theorem 4.2.4(i) since deg 0 = O. Furthermore, also
le has RH in its kernel, so 0 is 0 on RH = C - A. By Theorem 4.4.3(ii), 0 is
oon N - C as well and consequently 0 is 0 on N - A.

Thus 0 E Io(A). Since A is disjoint from its conjugates, Theorem 4.4.6 can
now be applied to yield that (0*, O*)G = 3. Since IN is a constituent of 0 of
multiplicity I, the Frobenius reciprocity theorem implies that IG is a
constituent of 0* of the same multiplicity. Since deg 0* = deg 0 = 0 by
Theorem 4.4.1, we must have
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Lemma 1.5
There exist distinct nonprincipal irreducible characters XI' X ofG such that

8* = IG + XI - X.

In particular,

xO) = 1 + XIO)·

The second statement follows from the first since 0 = deg 8* =8*0).
By Theorem 4.4.3(ii), 0* is 0 on any element not in a conjugate of A. But

no element of A has odd order or is an involution. Hence by Lemma 1.5
we have

Lemma 1.6
If y is an involution or an element of odd order of G, then

8*(y) = 0 and xCv) = 1 + XI(Y)'

On the other hand, we have

Lemma 1.7
If f3(y) denotes the number of ordered pairs of inuolutions whose plOduct

is y, then f3(y) = 0 if y is of even order.

Proof
Suppose uv = y with u, v involutions, yE GlI and 1.1'1 = 2s, s an integer.

Then u and v invert y by Theorem 9.1.1 and so centralize z = .1", which is
also an involution. If u -:f- Z, then <u, z) is a four group and so lies in an
S2-subgroup of G. But each S2-subgroup of G, being generalized quater
nion, possesses a unique involution. Hence u = z. For the same reason
v = Z, so u = u and uv = 1, a contradiction. Thus f3(y) = 0, as asserted.

Since each Srsubgroup of G has a unique involution, it follows from
Sylow's theorem that G possesses only one class of involutions, which
we denote by K. Now by equation (9.4.2),

IGI r 'Nu) v

(1.1) fi(y) = ICG(uW j~1 (;(1) (,;(y),

where C, I ~ i ~ r, are the irreducible characters of G, u E K, and yE G.

By the preceding two lemmas f3(y)O*(y) = 0 for every element y of G and
consequently

(1.2) (fi, tI*)G = O.

Since 8* = IG + Xl - X and Xl' X are irreducible characters of G, (1.1) and
(1.2) together with Theorem 4.2.4(i) now yield
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Lemma 1.8
For any involution u of G,

1 + xi(u) _l(u) = o.
Xt (1) x(1)

Lemma 1.8 in turn gives

Lemma 1.9
The kernel ofX contains every involution of G.

Proof
Since Xt(1) = x(1) - 1 and Xt(u) = x(u) - 1 by Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6, we

can substitute in the preceding equation and clear denominators to obtain

(1.3) (x(1) - l)x(l) + (x(u) - 1)2x(1) - X(U)2(x(1) - 1) = 0,

which reduces upon expansion to

(l.4) (x(u) - x(I»2 = O.

Hence X(u) = x(1) and the lemma follows.
Since x(1) = I + Xt(l), we see that deg X~ 2. Our argument has thus

shown that any group G with generalized quaternion S2-subgroups
possesses a nonlinear irreducible character whose kernel contains all the
involutions of G. With this information we can now easily complete the
proof of the theorem.

Let M be the normal subgroup of G generated by all its involutions and
set Q = S f\ M, so that Q is an S2-subgroup of M. We shall argue that Q
is cyclic. Indeed, if not, then Q must be a generalized quaterr.ion and so
must contain yxi for some i. Since Q <l S, also (yxiy = yxi+ 2

E Q, whence
x 2

E Q. Thus IS: QI ~ 2 and, in particular, S/Q is abelian. On the other
hand, consider the group G t = SM. The conclusion of the preceding
paragraph implies that G t possesses a nonlinear irreducible character cP
whose kernel Kt contains all involutions of Gt • But every involution of G
lies in G t and together they generate M, so M ~ Kt. But then GdKt is
a homomorphic image of GI/M = SM/M, which is isomorphic to S/Q.
Since S/Q is abelian, so also is G t / Kt. Since Kt is the kernel of cP, it follows
that cP is a linear character of Gb which is not the case. We conclude that Q
is cyclic, as asserted.

But now M has a normal 2-complement L by Theorem 7.6.1. Since
L char M <l G, we have L<J G and so L ~ K = 02,(G). Since M = LQ
and M <l G, this yields KQ <J G. Setting C= G IK, it follows that Q, and
hence also QI(Q), is normal in C, where Q is the image of Q in C. But
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IQt(Q)1 = 2 as Q is cyclic and so Qt(Q) s: Z(G). On the other hand,
02,(G) = 1, whence 02.(Z(G» = 1 and therefore Z(G) is a 2-group. But
the center of S and hence also of an S2-subgroup of G has order 2; so we
conclude that Q J Q) = Z(G). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.

Remark If Z denotes the inverse image of Z(G/02.(G» in G, the
Brauer-Suzuki theorem asserts that IZI is twice an odd number. But then
it follows directly tha'. an Srsubgroup of G/Z is dihedral. Hence once the
classification of all groups wIth dihedral Srsubgroups is established, it is
possible to make a much stronger statement about the structure of
G = G I 02,(G). In fact, it can be shown that G is isomorphic to either an
S2-subgroup of G or to a uniquely determined extension of A 7 by a group
of order 2 or else that G contains a normal subgroup L isomorphic to
SL(2, q), q odd, with GIL cyclic of order k or 2k, k odd.



CHAPTER 13
ZASSENHAUS GROUPS

A complete classification of Zassenhaus groups-doubly transItIve
groups in which only the identity fixes three letters-has been achieved by
the combined efforts of Zassenhaus, Feit, Suzuki, and Ito. This is an ex
tremely important class of groups, for it includes two of the families of
simple groups" of rank I ": the groups Liq), q > 3, and the Suzuki groups.
It thus bears directly on three major classification problems: groups with
dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups, groups with abelian Sylow 2-subgroups, and
groups in which the centralizer of every nonidentity element is nilpotent.

Here we shall present only some of the steps in the classification of
Zassenhaus groups. Section I gives a number of their elementary proper
ties. In Section 2 we shall derive Feit's key result, which asserts that the
degree of a Zassenhaus group is necessarily of the form I + pa for some
prime p. The proof provides an excellent application of Feit's results on
coherence which we established in Chapter 4.

Finally, in Section 3 we shall give a complete classification of a special
class of Zassenhaus groups. The proof involves a fundamental, quite
general, method-the characterization of a group in terms of a canonical
set of generators and relations.
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We first establish some basic properties of Zassenhaus groups.

Theorem 1.1
Let G be a Zassenhaus group of degree n + 1 and let N be the subgroup

fixing a letter. Then we have
(i) N is a Frobenius group with kernel K oforder n and complement H.

(ii) K is a Hall subgroup of G, K is disjoint from its conjugates, and
N = NG(K). Moreover, CG(y) s::: K and C*(y) s::: N for all y in K#.

(iii) H is a subgroup of G fixing two letters, H is disjoint from its
conjugates in G, and ING(H) :HI = 2.

(iv) IGI = en(n + 1), where e = IHI and e divides n - 1.

Proof
Let G act on S = {I, 2, ... , n + I} and let N fix 1. Since G is doubly

transitive and only the identity fixes three letters, N acts transitively on
T = S - {I} and only the identity of N fixes two letters. By definition of a
Zassenhaus group, the subgroup fixing two letters of S, and hence fixing
a letter of T, is nontrivial. Therefore, N is a Frobenius group in its action
on T and so by Frobenius' theorem possesses a normal subgroup K of
order n = ITI, where K# consists of the set of elements of N fixing no
letter of T. Moreover, a Frobenius complement H in N is the,subgroup
fixing a letter i of T, say i = 2. Thus H fixes 1 and 2 and so is a subgroup
of G fixing two letters.

Let yE K# and x E G. Since the elements of K# fix only the letter 1,
yX fixes only the letter (1)x. But then if yX E K, we must have (1)x = 1,
whence x E N. It follows immediately from this that K is disjoint from its
conjugates and that N = NG(K). In particular, if yE K# and x E C~(y),

then K n KX i' I, so X EN. Thus C~(y) s::: N. Since N is a Frobenius group,
it follows that CG(y) s::: K.

Next let yE H# and x E G. Since no element of G# fixes three letters,
yX fixes only the letters (1)x and (2)x. But then if yX EH, x must transform
the set {l, 2} into itself. This implies at once that HX fixes 1 and 2, whence
x E NG(H). Thus also H is disjoint from its conjugates. Furthermore, the
elements of NG(H) necessarily transform the set {l, 2} into itself. Since G,
being doubly transitive, contains an element which interchanges 1 and 2,
we conclude that ING(H) : HI = 2.

Finally if e = IHJ, we have IGj = en(n + 1) by Theorem 2.7.3(iii). Since
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N is a Frobenius group, e divides n - I. In particular, n is prime to e(n + I)
and so K is a Hall subgroup of G. All parts of the theorem are thus proved.

For convenience we shall say that G is of type (H, K) if K is the Fro
benius kernel and Ha Frobenius complement of a subgroup N of G fixing
a letter.

Theorem 1.2
Let G be a Zassenhaus group of type (H, K) and let W be an element of

NG(H) - H. Then every element x of G, not in N = HK, has a unique
representation in the form

X=YI WY2 U,

where u E Hand Y i E K, I ~ i ~ 2.

Proof
By Theorem l.l(iii), such an element w of NG(H) exists and w2

E H.
Furthermore, the proof. of Theorem 2.7.3 shows that G = Nu NwN.
Hence any element x of G - N can be written in the form x = ZI WZ2 with
ZI' Z2 in N. Now ZI = YIV, where v E H, YI E K. Therefore, x = YIVWZ2 =

YIW(W-IVWZ2) and z; = W-
I
VWZ2 E N since WE NG(H) and H s; N. Hence

z; = Y2U with u E H, Y2 E K, and consequently x = YI WY2 u.
Suppose we also have x = ZI WZ2 v with v EH and Zj E K, I ~ i ~ 2. Then

W-IZ~I}'1W= Z2lJU-IY21 and so lies in N. But IW-IZ~IYIWI = IZ~IYll and
hence is a divisor of IKI. However, K is a Hall subgroup of G, whence
W-IZ~IYIW lies in K as well as KW. Since K is disjoint from its con
jugates, either z~ I YI = I or wEN = NG(K). However, in the latter case,
WE NN(H) = H, contrary to our choice of w. Thus YI = ZI' But then also
Y2 u = Z2 v. Since H (\ K = I, this forces u = v and Y2 = Z2' Therefore the
expression for x is unique.

Theorem 1.3
Let G be a Zassenhaus group of type (H, K) with IHI = e and IKI = n.

Then we have
(i) If e is even, K is abelian.

(ii) If e):. -!(n - I), K is an elementary abelian p-group for some
prime p.

Proof
If e is even, H contains an element u of order 2 and so u induces by

conjugation a fixed-point-free automorphism of K of order 2. But then K
is abelian by Theorem 10.1.4.
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Now assume e?' -Hn - 1). Since K is nilpotent, (ii) will follow from
Theorem 2.1.4 if we can show that K is characteristically simple. If not,
then K possesses a nontrivial proper H-invariant subgroup L. Since each
orbit of L # under the action of H contains e elements, ILl?' e + 1, whence
ILl?' 1(n - 1) + 1 = 1n + 1. However, this is impossible since ILl < nand
ILl divides n.

Theorem 1.4
Let G be a simple Zassenhaus group of degree n + 1 and type (H, K) in

which e = IHI is odd. Then the following conditions hold:
(i) H is cyclic and N(j(H) is a Frobenius group.

(ii) G has only one class of involutions.
(iii) The only strongly real elements of K# are involutions.
(iv) The number of involutions of G is e(n + 1) if n is even and is en if

n is odd.
(v) There are at least e conjugate classes of G not containing elements

of K.

Proof
The Sylow subgroups of H are all cyclic by Theorem 1O.3.1(iv). Let w be

an element of order 2 in L = NG(H). If w inverts H, then His abelian by
Theorem 10.1.4. But then H is cyclic by Theorem 1.3.1(ii), as its Sylow
subgroups are cyclic. In this case L is a Frobenius group (in fact, a dihedral
group) and (i) holds.

Suppose then that w does not invert H, in which case C = CH(W) -=I 1.
We shall argue that C't H'. Since IL :HI = 2, and IHI is odd, the Sylow
subgroups of L are also cyclic, so L is metacyclic by Theorem 7.6.2. Thus
L' and LIL' are each cyclic. But L' <:; Has LIH is abelian and consequently
w centralizes HIL'. Theorem 6.2.2(iv) now yields that CL' = H. Since
H' <:; L', we have either C't H' or L' = H. However, since L' is cyclic, it
follows in the latter case that H' = 1, so C't H' in this case as well.

Now w leaves an Sp-subgroup P of H invariant for each prime p by
Theorem 6.2.2(i) and by the preceding paragraph we can choose P so that
P (I C -=I 1 and P't H'. By Theorem 5.2.4, w centralizes P. Let Q be an
Sp-subgroup of G containing P. Since H is disjoint from its conjugates,
NQ(P) <:; L, whence NQ(P) = P. But then Q = P by Theorem 1.2.1 1(ii).
Thus P is an Sp-subgroup of G. If M = NG(P), the same argument shows
that M <:; L. However, as P't H' and HI centralizes P, L, and hence also
M, possesses a normal subgroup of index p. Thus P (I M' cP. But as P
is abelian, P (I M' = P (I G' by Theorem 7.4.4. Therefore G also possesses
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a normal subgroup of index p, contrary to the simplicity of G. Thus (i)
holds.

Suppose next that n is even and let 5 be an 5 2-subgroup of K. Then 5
is an Srsubgroup of G and is disjoint from its conjugates by Theorem
l.l(ii). Therefore G has only one class of involutions by Theorem 9.1.4.
Since K is nilpotent, there exists an involution y in Z (K). Then CG(y) = K
by Theorem l.1(ii) and so IG : CG(y) I = e(n + 1). Thus G contains exactly
e(n + 1) involutions in this case. Furthermore, N = HK contains both the
centralizer of each of its involutions and NG(5). Since G is simple, also
not every involution of G lies in N. Hence N has only one class of involu
tions by Theorem 9.2.l(ii) and therefore every involution of N lies in Z(K).
Now suppose yE K# and Y is strongly real, so that Y = uv, where u,v
are involutions and u, v invert y. Then 11, v EN by Theorem I.l(ii) and con
sequently u, v lie in Z(K). Thus uv = vu and y 2 = (UV)2 = 1. Hence (ii),
(iii), and (iv) hold when n is even.

Now assume n is odd, whence 1Nl = en is odd. Since C~(y) ~ N for all Y
in K#, it follows that K# contains no strongly real elements. But then if
Ku = Kv for involutions u and v, we must have u = v, since otherwise uv
would be a strongly real element of K#. Thus a right coset of Kin G - N
contains at most one involution. Since N has no involutions, the number of
involutions in G is therefore at most e(n + 1) - e = en. On the other hand,
G contains an involution y as IGI is even. To complete the proof of (ii),
(iii), and (iv), it will suffice to show that (en, ICG(y)l) = 1, for then ICG(y)1
divides n + 1 and consequently the conjugate class containing y has
IG : CG(y) [~ en elements. But then G has exactly en involutions and they
are all conjugate to y.

If ICG(y)! is not prime io en, then y centralizes an element x of prime or
der pwith p Ien. If pi n,x lies ina conjugateK1 of K, whencey E CG(x) ~Kl'
a contradiction. Thus pie. But as e is odd and e I(n - 1), (e, n(n + 1)) = 1,
so H is also a Hall subgroup of G. Thus x lies in a conjugate HI of H. But
now it follows at once from (i) and Theorem l.1(iii) that CG(x) ~ HI,
giving the same contradiction.

Finally, let t be the number of strongly real conjugate classes of G. By
(ii) and (iii), t - 1 of these classes do not contain involutions and of these
only the class {I} has an element in common with K. Thus there are at
least t - 2 conjugate classes not consisting of involutions which have no
elements in common with K.

If n is even, e(n + 1) is the number of involutions of G by (iv). But then
Theorem 9.1.8 yields



(1.1)

[13.2] Feit's Theorem

t _ 1~ e(n + 1)(e(n + 1) + 1) = e(n + I) + I > e
. en(n + I) n'

whence t - 2 ~ e. Hence (v) follows from the preceding paragraph.
On the other hand, if n is odd, (iv) and Theorem 9.1.8 give
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(1.2) t _ 1 ~ en(en + 1) = en + I = e _ e - I .
en(n + I) n + I n + 1

Since e < n, (1.2) implies that t - I > e - I, whence t - 2 ~ e - 1. Since
K has no involutions, (v) follows in this case as well.

Remark If G is a simple Zassenhaus group of type (H, K) in which
e = IHI is even, then an S2-subgroup of H is either cyclic or generalized
quaternion by Theorem 1O.3.I(iv). It can be shown by studying the fusion of
2-elements in G that NG(H) contains an S2-subgroup S of G and that S is
dihedral or semidihedral according as S n H is cyclic or generalized
quaternion; however, we shall not need this result.

2. FElT'S THEOREM

In this section we shall prove a key result needed for the classification
of Zassenhaus groups, which will also provide an application of the con
cept of coherence developed in Section 4.6.

Theorem 2.1 (Feit)
Let G be a simple Zassenhaus group of degree n + I and type (H, K)

in which e = [HI is odd. Then
(i) K is a p-group for some prime p.

(ii) Either e ~ 1-(n - I) or K is nonabelian and IK : Ktl ~ 4e 2 + I.

Proof
If e ~ ~{n - 1), then K is an elementary abelian p-group by Theorem

1.3(ii). Hence we may assume that e < Hn - I). Since K is nilpotent, dis
joint from its conjugates, and N = NG(K) is a Frobenius group, Theorem
4.6.5 applies,. Since e # n - I, (i) and (ii) follow if I(K) is not coherent.
Hence we may also assume that I(K) is coherent. We shall argue that the
coherence of I(K) forces e~ Hn - I) and this will suffice to complete the
proof.

Let'i' I ~ i ~ t, be the irreducible characters of I (K), so that the' i are
thenonprincipal irreducible charactersof N whose kernel does not contair. K.
The'i are induced from the nonprincipal irreducible charactersof K. Since K
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(2.1)

(2.2)

is nilpotent, some C, say (I' has degree e. Set ( = (\. Also let r be the iso
metry of I(K) into ch (G) which extends the induction map * of loCK)
into cho(G). We shall prove in a sequence of lemmas that (r has degree e.
Once this is accomplished, an argument of Brauer can be applied to yield
the desired conclusion. (Compare the proof of Theorem 4.7.11, which
employs a similar argument.)

Lemma 2.2
The following conditions hold:

(i) (*(y) = ((y) for y in K*.
(ii) ((*, (*)G = e + 1.

Proof
First of all, (i) follows from Theorem 4.4.6(i). Now deg (* = (n + I)e as

IG : NI = n + 1; also (* is 0 outside of the conjugates of K. Since K is
disjoint from its conjugates and K has IGI/ne conjugates, it follows from
(i) and the definition of ((*, (*)G that

((*, (*)G = IG
l

, {en + I)2e2+ lQ! I ((y)((y))
ne YEK#

= _1 {en + I?e2 _ IGle
2

+ IGI I ((y)((y)}.
IGI ne ne YEK

However, as ((y) = 0 for y in N - K, the final sum is the same as that over
N and so equals INI((, ON = ne as (is irreducible. Substituting this in (2.1)
and using IGI = ne(n + 1), (2.1) reduces to

((*, (*)G = {(n: l)e _ ~ + I} = e+ 1,

proving (ii).

Lemma 2.3
The following conditions hold:

(i) (I(y) = (;(y)Jor all y in K*, i~ i~ t,

(oo) r* rt deg (i ./, 1 .
11 Si = Si +-- '1', ~ 1 ~ t,

e
where lj; is a sum oJ e distinct irreducible characters of G, none oJ
which is contained in I(K)'.

Proof
We first argue that any nonprincipal irreducible character X of G that

is not in I(K)' is a constituent of (*. Indeed, if not, then by the Frobenius
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reciprocity theorem, ((, XIN)N = O. But X has a constant value a on K* by
Theorem 4.6.6, while ( is 0 on N - K. Hence

(2.3)

(2.4)

Since I ((y) = 0 by Theorem 4.2.1 (iii) and ((1) = e, (2.3) reduces to
yeN

e
0= 1Nl (x(1) - a).

Thus x(1) = a = x(y) for all y in K* and K lies in the kernel of X, contrary
to the simplicity of G.

Now, t = n - lie is the number of conjugate classes of elements of K*.
Hence by Theorem 1.4(v), G has at least t + I + e conjugate classes and so
also at least t + I + e irreducible characters. Since I (K) cOlltains exactly t
irreducible characters, it follows from the preceding paragraph that there
exist e distinct irreducible nonprincipal characters Xj of G with no Xj in
I(Ky, each of which is a constituent of (*, 1< j < e. We set

(2.5)

We next make a similar calculation with X = C. By Theorem 4.6.6, we
have for y in K*,

(2.6)
r degC

C(y) = (l.!') +-- c
e

I < i < t,

(2.8)

for some fixed integer c. But then as ((y) = 0 for y in N - K, we obtain

(2.7) W, (*)G = WIN, ON = I~I (e deg C + y~# (C(y) + de; C c)((y)).

Since I ((y) = 0 and I C(y)((y) = INlb i1 with bi1 = 0 or I according as
~N ~N

i # I or i = I, (2.7) reduces to

(
yr y*) = b. _ c deg (i
~,' ~ G It 1Nl'

But t = n - lie ~ 3 as e < -ten - I). Hence if c # 0, ±C would be a
constituent of (* for both i = 2 and 3. By the first part of the proof, (*

would then contain at least e + 2 distinct irreducible constituents, contrary
to Lemma 2.2(ii). T~us c = 0 and, in particular, (i) follows from (2.6).
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(2.10)

Moreover, (c, (*)G = m, (*)G = 1 by (2.8). Thus C is an irreducible
character of G and we conclude from Lemma 2.2(ii) and (2.5) that

(2.9) (* = C + Ij;.

Finally, as C is irreducible and t;,: 3, the coherence of I(K) yields that
("[ is an irreducible character for all i and that

C' - deg C (* = (i- deg (I C.
e e

But now (2.9) and (2.10) together imply (ii).
We now bring the irreducible characters of N having K in their kernels

into the argument. These are the same as the irreducible characters of
the cyclic group N / K of order e. There are thus e - 1 such nonprincipal
characters, each of degree 1, which we denote by 1Jj' 1 :;;:; j:;;:; e - 1. If
H = <x) and rx is a primitive eth root of unity, we can choose the numbering

so that 1Jix) = rJJ, 1:;;:; j:;;:; e - 1. Since iJix) = 1Jix) = 1JiX-I) = a-I, we see
that for j:;;:; s = (e - 1)/2, we have iJj = 1Jj+s'

Lemma 2.4
The following conditions hold:

(i) 1J;(Y) = 1Jiy) + 1Jiy) for Y in H#, 1:;;:; j:;;:; s.
(ii) 1J;(Y) = 1 for y in K #, 1 :;;:; j :;;:; s.

(iii) The 1J; are distinct irreducible characters of G.
(iv) 1~ = 1G + e, where e is an irreducible character of G which is 0

on K#.

Proof
Set L = NG(H), so that by Theorem 1.4(i) L is a Frobenius group of

order 2e. Let w be an involution ofL. Since H is disjoint from its conjugates
and N is a Frobenius group, it follows that for y in H#, if yU E N, then
either u E N or u = WZ, where ZEN. But

1Jj(y) = I~I I1JiyU),

where 1Jj is defined to be 0 on G - N. But now using the fact that 1Jj is a
class function on N, we conclude at once that 1Jj(y) = 1Jiy) + 1Jiy W). Since
yW = y-I, we have 1JiyW) = iJiy), and (i) follows. We note that the same
calculation also yields l~(y) = 2 for y in H#.

Similarly, ifyE K# and yU E N, then yU E K and u EN, as K is also disjoint
from its conjugates. Since /7j is 1 on K, we compute directly that 1Jj(y) = 1
and that l~(y) = 1 for y in K#. In particular, (ii) holds.
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Now the given permutation representation of G is equivalent to that on
the right cosets of N, as N is the subgroup fixing a letter. Since G is doubly
transitive, Theorems 4.3.4(ii) and 4.4.2 imply that IZ = IG+ e, where e is
an irreducible character of G. Since IZ(y) = 1 for y in K# J e(y) = 0 for y
in K#, so (iv) also holds.

Finally, '17 and IZ are each 0 outside of the conjugates of N, have
the same value 1 on K# and IG: NI = n + 1 on 1. Moreover, by (i),
'1;(y)'17(y) ~ 4 for all y in H# and is strictly less than 4 on the generator x
of H#. Since IZ(y) = 2 for y in H#, we conclude that

(2.11) ('17, '17)G = IGll L '17(Y)'17(y) < IGll L IZ(y)IZ(y) = OZ, IZ)G'
YEG yEG

But OZ, IZ)G = 2 by (iv) and consequently ('17, '17)G = 1, whence '17 is
irreducible, 1~ j ~ s. Furthermore, '17i= '1: for j i= k, 1~ j, k ~ s, since
otherwise by (i) '1j + ijj and '1k + ijk would be the same characters of N / K,
which is not the case. This establishes (iii) and completes the proof.

Finally we prove

Lemma 2.5
deg (' = e.

Proof
We shall argue that ('IN = (. Since deg ( = ((1) = e, this will imply the

lemma. First of all, no C is constant on K#, 1 ~ i ~ t. But eand each '17
is constant on K# by Lemma 2.4(ii) and (iv). Since C = C on K# by
Lemma 2.3(i), it follows that neither e nor any '17, 1~ j ~ s, is of the
form C.

Now clearly ijj also induces '11. Hence by the Frobenius reciprocity
theorem,

(2.12)

Thus no '1j nor ijj is a constituent of ('IN' Furthermore, the representation
TK induced by lK on N is the regular representation of N/K and con
sequently

(2.13)
s

TK=I N + L('1j+ijJ
j= 1

by Theorem 3.6.l4(iv). But n = Tkby Theorem 4.4.4. Since '1j and ijj each
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induce r,7, we obtain from Lemma 2.4(iv) that

(2.14)
s

11 = IG + 0 + 2 L r,7·
j= 1

Hence (t is not a constituent of 11 and so by the Frobenius reciprocity
theorem IN is not a constituent of CL".

Similarly by Lemma 2.3(ii), C is not a constituent of C for all i > 1
and so C is not a constituent of CIN, 2 :::; i:::; t. But IN, r,j, rtj, C, 1:::; j :::; s,
1 :::; i:::; t, are all the irreducible characters of N. We conclude therefore
that CIN is a multiple of ( = ([' But C and ( take the same values on
K# ~ N by Lemma 2.3(i). Hence CIN = ( and the lemma is proved.

We can now readily establish that e ~ ten - 1). Indeed, we have for all
y in G,

(2.15)

since the first factor is 0 outside of the conjugates of K#, while the second
is 0 on the conjugates of K# by Lemma 2.4(ii). But then for I:::; j:::; s,

(2.16)

inasmuch as each side is a character of G taking the same values on each
element of G by (2.15) and the definition of the product of two characters.
It follows from (2.16) that C, being distinct from (;, is a constituent of
Cr,7- But now Theorem 4.2.6 yields that r,7 is a constituent of Cc, 1:::; j:::; s.

Now deg r,7 = IG :NI = n + 1, I :::; j:::; s, while deg CC = e2 since C has
degree e by the preceding lemma. Furthermore, I G is also a constituent of
CC by Theorem 4.2.6. Since s = (e - 1)/2, we conclude that

e - 1
(2.17) e2

~ 1 + -2- (n + 1).

Subtracting 1 and then dividing by e - I, it follows at once that
e ~ 1(n - I). This completes the proof of Feit's theorem.

3. CLASSIFICATION OF CERTAIN ZASSENHAUS GROUPS

We have shown in Section 2.8 that the groups Lipr), pr > 3, are simple
Zassenhaus groups of degree n + I (with n = pr) and type (H, K) with H
cyclic, inverted by an involution, and of order e = n - I if n is even and
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of order e = -Hn - I) if n is odd. Moreover, we shall prove in Section 15.1
that they are, in fact, simple. Our aim in the present section will be to
show conversely that, up to isomorphism, these are the only Zassenhaus
groups which satisfy these conditions.

The proof of this result will illustrate a fundamental method which
underlies many classification problems and which stems from Zassenhaus's
original paper on these groups. The idea is to show that any two Zassenhaus
groups satisfying the given conditions and of the same degree n + I are
necessarily isomorphic. Since e ~ -!en - 1), n must be a prime power by
Theorem 1.3(ii) and so the group Lz(n) exists and satisfies the given con
ditions. It will thus follow that these are the only groups of this type. The
existence of this isomorphism depends in turn upon constructing a canon
ical set of generators for each such Zassenhaus group of degree n + I and
then showing that the mapping of the canonical set of one such group on
that of another can be extended to an isomorphism of the two groups.

This approach can be viewed essentially as a uniqueness theorem, in
which a given class of groups is characterized in terms of a set ofgenerators
and relations. Although this argument is implicit in Zassenhaus's paper [1],
his procedure is actually more geometric. He identifies the underlying set
S on which his group G is acting with the projective line coordinatized by
the field GF(n), in which case G becomes a group of transformations of
this line. The content of his proof consists in showing that each element of
G, in fact, induces a projective transformation of the line, which implies
that G is a subgroup of Lz(n). A comparison of orders then yields the
desired conclusion G = L 2(n).

Under the above assumptions Zassenhaus's geometric approach actually
provides a shorter proof. However, the generator-relation method appears
to have wider applicability in classification problems and for this reason
we have chosen to follow it here.

We begin the discussion with a general result for an arbitrary Zassenhaus
group G. Let its type be (H, K) and let w be an element of NG(H) - H.
Since w interchanges the two letters fixed by N = HK, w if N. Since K is
disjoint from its conjugates, it follows that w- I xw if N for any x E K*. But
then, by Theorem 1.2, there exists uniquely determined elements u in H
and Yl' Y2 in K such that

(3.1) -IW xw =Y1WY2 u,

Moreover, YI # I, since otherwise w = X-I W2Y2 u would lie in N, which
is not the case. Similarly, Y2 # 1.
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Since u, YI, and Y2 depend only upon x (once 11' is fixed), we can write
}'1 = IX(X), Y2 = [3(x), and u = y(x). Thus IX(X), [3(x) are well-defined func
tions from K# to K# and "y(x) is a well-defined function from K# to Hand
we have for x in K#,

(3.2) 11'-1 XII' = IX(x)w[3(x)y(x).

Furthermore, the function (X(x) is one-to-one. Indeed, if IX(X) = IX(X'), then
W- I X- 1X'W = (W- IXHr l(W- 1x'w) = }{X)-I[3(X)-I[3(X')y(x') E N, which is
possible only if X-I x' = 1. Thus IX(X) = IX(X') implies x = x', so IX is one
to-one.

We shall call IX, [3, and y the multiplication functions of C with respect to
(H, K, w). The group laws in G imply that IX, [3, and y satisfy a number of
functional relations, some of which we shall derive in subsequent proofs.
For the present we wish to show rather that the structure of G is entirely
determined by these multiplication functions. Indeed, we have

Theorem 3.1
Let C i be Zassenhaus groups of types (Hi, K;), and let lXi, [3i' and Yi be

the multiplication functions of Ci with respect to (Hi, K j , w;) where
11'; E NG,(H;) - Hi, I ~ i ~ 2. Suppose there exists an isomorphism 0 of
H 1K1 on H2K2 taking HI into H2 such that

OIX 1 = IX 20 0[31 = [320 0YI = Y2 0 O(wD = w~ and
O(U W1 ) = (O(U))W2 for all u E HI'

Then 0 can be extended to an isomorphism of Cl onto C2.

Proof
We note first of all that as K j is a Hall subgroup of Ni = H; K;, I ::;; i ~ 2,

omust also take K I into K2. In addition, W; normalizes Hi and w; E H;,
I ~ i ~ 2. Hence our conditions on 0 are meaningful.

If x E C t - NI, we write x = YlI'tZU with u in Ht and Y, z in Kt and set
If;(x) = 0(y)w20(z)fJ(u). Since u, Y, and z are uniquely determined, If; is a
well-defined function from Cl - NI to C2 - N 2 • Since 0 is an isomorphism,
it follows at once from Theorem 1.2 applied to C2 that If; is one-to-one.
Hence If; maps GI - NI onto C2 - N2· Finally, we set If; = 0 on NI and
thus If; is a one-to-one mapping of Cl onto C2 and If; is an extension of O.

We argue that Ij; is a homomorphism, which will suffice to complete the
proof. Since this is true on NI, we need only show that If;(xx d = lj;(x)lf;(x I)
for x E Cl - NI and Xl E Cl' If '\"1 EN], write XI = YIUI, uI EH], YI E K 1•

Then

(3.3)
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Since 8 is an isomorphism on NI, we have
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(3.4) !/J(XXt) = 8(Y)W2 8(z)8(yr ')8(UUt)

= 8(Y)W2 8(z)8(YI)O(U) - '8(u)8(u t)

= 8(Y)W2 8(z)8(U)8(YtUl) = !/J(x)!/J(xl)·

Assume next that x = li't and X t = Y1W t, YI E Kt. If Yl = 1, the desired
conclusion is obvious, so assume Yt =I 1. Then

(3.5) WI}\Wl = wfw11
Yt wt = WfCi l(Yl)W I{3t(Yl)Yl(Yl)

= e:t t(Yt)"',-2Wt {3(}'1)W,-lWfY(Yt).

Thus

(3.6) !/J(xxl) = !/J(WtYl wt ) = 8(Ci l(YJw'-')W28({3t(Yt)"',-1)8(wrYl(Y))'

Now using our conditions on 8, we obtain

(3.7) !/J(xx t) = w~ 8(e:t I(Yt))W28({3t (Yl))8(Yl (Yt))

= w~ Ci2(8(YI))W2 {32(8(Yl))Y2 VCrt))

= W~W218(Yl)W2 = wi8(Yl)W2) = !/J(x)!/J(xl).

Since 8(uW,) = (8(u))W1for all U E Ht by assumption, it follows readily
from this last case that also !/J(xwl) = !/J(x)!/J(wt) for any x in Gl - NI'

Clearly the same relation holds if x E NI'
Finally, let x, Xl be arbitrary elements of Gt - NI and write Xl =

YIWZ,Ul with Ul E Ht and Yl, Zt E Ht. Then

(3.8) !/J(x l) = e(Yl)W2e(Zt)()(U t ) = !/J(Yl)!/J(Wt)!/J(zlu t).

Now by the first case of the proof, !/J(XYI) =!/J(x)!/J(Yt). But by the preceding
paragraph, !/J(.\,Yt wt) = !/J(xYt)!/J(wt). Again by the first case !/J(xYt wIZtU t ) =
!/J(XYl wl)!/J(ZtUt). Combining these relations with (3.8) we obtain

(3.9) !/J(xx t ) = !/J(xy1wtztu t) = !/J(X)!/J(Yl)!/J(Wt)!/J(zlu t) = !/J(x)!/J(xt).

Thus !/J is a homomorphism and the proof is complete.
We turn now to the task of constructing a canonical set of generators

for a Zassenhaus group G of type (H, K) and degree n + I in which H is
cyclic, is inverted by an involution W of G, and has order e = n - 1 if n is
even and order e = -Hn - 1) if n is odd. We assume G satisfies these con
ditions in our next two results.

We need a preliminary lemma.
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Lemma 3.2
Suppose e = 1(n - 1) and let x E K*. Then we have

(i) If e is odd, x and X-I lie in distinct orbits under the action of H.
(ii) There exists an element u in H* such that x and [x, u] lie in

distinct orbits of K* under the action of H.

Proof
Assume e is odd and suppose XV = X-I, V EH. Then X

V2 = (X-I)" =
(X V)-1 = x. Since H acts regularly on K, this forces v2 = 1. But then v = 1
as e = IHI is odd. Thus x = X-I and so x 2 = 1. However, n = jKj is also
odd since e = 1(n - 1), whence x = 1, contrary to x E K*. Thus (i) holds.

Suppose next that (ii) is false and let H = <v). Then we have

(3.10)

for all i, 1 :::;; i:::;; e, where j is a function of i. Since K is an elementary
abelian p-group for some prime p by Theorem 1.3(ii), we can regard K as a
vector space over Zp and H as a group of linear transformations of K.
Because His abelian and acts irreducibly on K, it follows from (3.10) that
-1 + Vi and vi are the same linear transformations of K and so have the

same characteristic roots.
Now if w denotes a characteristic root of v on K, then -1 + w i is a

characteristic root -1 + Vi, as is easily checked. Hence by Lemma 5.6.3,

(3.11 )

for some m, depending on i. Moreover, w is a primitive eth root of unity
over Zp. But then multiplying by an arbitrary power of w, we have the
following relations for all i,j, 1:::;; i,j < e, i # j:

(3.12)

where k depends on i and j. These relations assert that the e + 1 elements
{O, wi 11:::;; i :::;;e} form an additive subgroup L of Z/w). But as v acts
irreducibly on K, we have IZp(w)1 = IKI. However, this is impossible, as
-!(n + 1) = e + 1 = ILl cannot divide n = IKI. Thus (ii) also holds.

The lemma tells us that when e is odd, every element of K * is of the
form Xiv for some v in H. On the other hand, when e is even, H contains
an element which inverts K, so X, X-I both lie in the same orbit of K*
under H. Since·e = 1(n - I) in this case, the elements Xiv, v EH. include
only half the elements of K*. Part (ii) of the lemma gives a procedure for
constructing the second H-orbit of K* in this case.

We now prove
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Theorem 3.3
Let ~, [3, and y be the multiplication functions of G with respect to

(H, K, w) and assume that H is inverted by wand is cyclic oforder e = n - 1
or !(n - I). If x E K#, then we have

(i) [3(x) = X-I and IX(X) = x-y(X).
(ii) There exists a unique pair of elements xo, XoI in K# such that

(WXO)3 = (wxo 1)3 = 1.
(iii) If e is odd, then x = x~" for some u in Hand y(x) = u- 2

•

(iv) If e is even, then for some Uo in H, XI = [xo, uo] and Xo lie in
distinct orbits under H. We have x = x~ or x~ for some u in Hand
correspondingly y(x) = u- 2 or y(x) = y(XI)U-

2
• Moreover, y(xl) is

uniquely determined by the condition

Proof
Let x E K# and u EH. Using (3.2) and the fact that w inverts H we

obtain
(3. I3)

This gives

(3.14)

= u~(x)w[3(x)Y(X)U-1 = IX(X)"- 'w[3(x)"y(x)u- 2.

y(x") = y(x)u- 2.

On the basis of this relation, we shall now prove the theorem in the case
that e = IHI is odd. Under this condition we can find an element a in H
such that a2 = y(x). But then y(xQ

) = I by (3.14). Hence setting Xo = x Q
, we

obtain

(3.15) wxow = ~(xo)wfJ(xo)'

Moreover, (3.13) with x = Xo gives

(3.16) wx~ w = ~(xo)"-lw[3(XO)"U-2.

Nowife = n - 1, thenx~ = [3(xo)-lforsomevinH, whileife = 1(n - I),
either x~ = fJ(xo) or fJ(xO)-1 for some Lt in H. We expand wxowfJ(XO)-IW in
two ways. First, using (3.15), we have

(3.17) (wxow)[3(XO)-I W = IX(Xo)W[3(xo)fJ(XO)-IW = IX(XO)'

If [3(xo) -I = Xo for some v in H, we also have, using (3.16),

(3.18) wxo(wfJ(XO)-I W) = wXo~(xo)"-'wfJ(XO)vV-2.

Together (3.1 7) and (3.18) yield

(3.19) WIX(XO) = XoiX(Xo)"- 'wfJ(xo)"v- 2.
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But now the uniqueness of expression forces v- 2 = 1, xoa(xo)"-1 = 1, and
a(xo) = P(xo)". Hence v = 1 and, consequently,

(3.20) a(xo) = f3(xo) = xoI.

On the other hand, if P(xo) -I is not of this form, then f3(xo) = x~ for
some v in H. In this case, we put u = v in (3.16) and take inverses of both
sides to obtain an expression for wP(XO)-I W • Using it, we obtain

(3.21)

Comparing with (3.17) and using the uniqueness of expression, we obtain
this time v2 = 1 and e>:(xo) = a(xo)-V-

1
. But then v = 1and e«xo)2 = 1. How

ever, this case arises only if e = 1(n - 1), whence n = IKI is odd. Thus
('(xo) = 1, contrary to the fact that ('(xo) E K#. Hence (3.20) must hold.

But now (3.16) red uces to

(3.22)

In particular, wXoW = XOIwxo
1

, which yields upon taking inverses that
wXo I W = xowXo. Conjugating by u-t, we obtain

(3.23)

Now if x E K#, we know that x = x~ or xou for some u in H. It follows
therefore correspondingly from (3.22) or (3.23) that f3(x) = X-I, y(x) = u- 2 ,

and a(x) = x- U
-

2
= X-,(xl. Thus (i) and (iii) hold. Moreover, the relations

wXow = Xo 1wXo 1 and wXo 1w = xowXo are equivalent to the assertions
(wxo)3 = (wxo 1)3 = 1. On the other hand, (3.22) and (3.23) show that
(WXt")3 "# 1 if u "# 1. Thus {xo , XoI} is the unique pair in K# satisfying (ii).
Hence the theorem is proved when e is odd.

We turn now to the case e even, which is somewhat more delicate. In
this case, H contains an element a of order 2 which inverts K, whence
x Q = X-I for all x in K. Hence (3.13) with u = a yields

(3.24) y(x- I
) = y(x).

We also have

a(x- l )wf3(x- 1)y(x- 1
) = wx-1w = (11'.XW)-l

=y(x) -I f3(x) - I w:x(x) - 1 = P(x) -)'(Xlwc«.xr )'(xl - 'y(x).

The uniqueness of expression gives

(3.25)
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Furthermore, (3.2) gives

wa(x)w = xwY(X)-lP(X)-l = xwP(x)-Y(X)Y(X)-l,

whence
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(3.26) p(a(x)) = P(x)-)'(X).

Combining (3.24), (3.25), and (3.26), we obtain

(3.27) j3(a(x)) = a(x) -1.

But a(x) runs over K# as x does. Hence P(x) = X-I for all x in K#. It
follows therefore from (3.24) and (3.25) that also a(x) = [Y(X). Thus (i)
holds.

We next argue that y(x) = y(y) ifand only ify = X±l. Since IHI = t IK#/,
this will prove the existence of a unique pair {xo , X oI} in K# such that
y(xo) = y(xo 1) = 1and, as in the case e odd, this will establish (ii). In view
of (3.24), we need only show that y(x) = y(y) implies y = x± 1.

Set y(x) = v. Then we have by (i),

(3.28) and

Now wxw and wyw lie in the same conjugate of K and so commute, as K
is abelian. It follows therefore from (3.28) that

(X-VWX-1V)(y-Vwy-1V) = (y-Vwy-1V)(X-VWX-1V),

whence

(3.29)

If we set b = wx-Vy-Vw, then, as x, y commute, (3.29) yields

(3.30)

But then, as K is disjoint from its conjugates, the assumption y #- x forces
b = w(xy)-Vw to lie in N. The uniqueness of expression shows that this is
possible only if xy = I, whence y = X-I. Hence y = x± 1 and (ii) is proved.

By the preceding lemma there is an element Uo in H such that Xl = [xo, uo]
does not lie in the same orbit as Xo under H. Hence if x E K#, we have:
x = x~ or x~ for some u in H. Since y(xo) = 1, it follows from (3.14) that
correspondingly y(x) = u- 2 or y(x) = Y(X1)U- 2

• Hence to complete the
proofof (iv), it remains only to show that y(x1) is uniquely determined by
the stated condition.

Now Xl = X01X~o, so also x~o-' = xouo-'xo = xoxouo -'. Using these
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relations together with (3.2), (3.13), and our knowledge of a and {J, we
have

(3.31) Xli'(x Il wxl1y(x l ) = WXjW = (wxolw)(wx~aw)

= xowxoxoua-'wxouauo2 = xo(wx~aw)xouauo2

= xo(.\"i i'(.<Ilua - 'wxi Uay(x 1)UO 2)Xo Ua Uo 2.

Hence by the uniqueness of expression, we have xl,(X Il = Xo Xl ,(x!lua-
1

Taking inverses, we get

(3.32)

Suppose there were two values band c of y(x l ) which satisfied (3.32),
whence x~ = Xo 1x~uo - I and x~ = XoI x~ua - I. Then

(3.33)

However, it follows at once from this relation that Uo 1 centralizes x~xic.

Since Uo E H*, this forces x~ x l
e = I, whence x~ = x~ and b = c. Thus y(x!)

is uniquely determined by (3.32), which completes the proof of (iv) and
of the theorem.

If H = (v) and w, Xo are as in the theorem, the multiplication table of G
can be completely described in terms of the elements Vi, x6=v', and w if e is
odd and in terms of the elements Vi, x~', xr, and w if e is even. As the case
may be, we call {v, w, x o} or {v, w, Xo, XI} a canonical set of generators
of G. In particular, the relation (WXO)3 = I is equivalent to the equation

Identities of this general form are of great importance in the study of
doubly transitive groups and are termed structure identities.

To apply Theorem 3.3 in conjunction with Theorem 3.1, we need the
following additional result:

Lemma 3.4
For 1 :S; i :s; 2, let Ni be isomorphic Frobenius groups with cyclic comple

ments Hi and elementary abelian kernels K i ofprime power order on which
Hi acts irreducibly. Then if Zi are arbitrary elements of Ki*, I :S; i :::; 2, there
exists an isomorphism 8 of NI onto Nz such that 8(ZI) = =2 and 8(Hd = H 2 •

Proof
Let IKd = pr, 1 :S; i :S; 2. If HI = <u l >, the characteristic roots of u{ on

K1 as a vector space over Zp are (wj)P', 0 :S; i :S; r - 1, for some primitive
IH1lth root of unity w by Lemma 5.6.3. As u{ runs through the generators
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of HI, w i runs through all the primitive IHllth roots of unity in Z p(w). The
same reasoning applies to H2 and consequently we can write H2 = <U2),
where U2 has the same characteristic roots w Pi on K2 as UI has on KI.

Now the elements zi' Z~i, •.• , zi" -1 form a basis of K j because of the
irreducibility of Hi on K i , and with respect to these bases the elements
UI, U2 have identical companion matrices since they have the same charac
teristic roots on K

"
K 2 , respectively. Hence if we define the linear trans

formation l/J of KI on K2 by setting l/J(=~,j) = z~2j, 0 ~ j ~ r - 1, and then
define (J on the semidirect product NI = HIKI into N2 = H2K2 by the rule

(J(u~YI) = u~ l/J(YI)

for YI E KI and 1 ~ k ~ IHII, it follows directly that (J is an isomorphism
of NI on N2. Since (J(zJ = l/J(ZI) = Z2 and (J(u l ) = U2, the lemma holds.

We can now derive our main result:

Theorem 3.5 (Zassenhaus)
Let C be a Zassenhaus group of type (H, K) and degree n + 1 in which

H is cyclic, H is inverted by an involution of C, and H has order n - 1 if
n is even and order t(n - 1) if n is odd. Then n = pr> 3 for some prime p
and C is isomorphic to Lln).

Proof
In view of the discussion at the beginning of the section, we need only

show that any two Zassenhaus groups C i of the same degree n + 1 and
satisfying the given conditions are isomorphic. Let C i be of type (Hi, K i)

with e = IHil, 1~ i ~ 2. If e is odd, let {Vi, W i , xoJ be a set of canonical
generators of C i , while if e is even, let {v;, W;, X o;, Xli} be a set of canonical
generators of Gi' 1~ i ~ 2.

Since the generators Vi of Hi can be taken arbitrarily, we can choose
them, in view of the preceding lemma, so that there exists an isomorphism
8 of NI = HIK, on N2 = H2K2 such that

(3.34) 8(xo l ) = X02 and (J(v l ) = v2.

Now if e is even, then XII = [xo" v~] for some integer k and XII is not in
the orbit of XO I under HI' But then clearly (J(X II ) = [(J(xo l ), 8(v~)] =

[X02' v~] is not in the orbit of X02 under H 2. Hence we can choose X I2 to
be 8(x l ,). Thus if e is even, we may also assume

(3.35)

Next let eti' f3i' and Yi be the multiplication functions ofC i with respect
to (Hi, K;, wi ), 1~ i ~ 2. The exact forms of Cf.;, f3;, and Y; in terms of the
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canonical generators are given in Theorem 3.3. Using these results together
with (3.35), it follows directly that (Jf31 = f32 (J and that (JYI = 1'2 (J and
(J1X 1 = 1X28 on the orbits of XO I and xol under HI' For example,

(3.36) 81'1 (X~l:) = 8(v1 2i
) = V2 2i = yix~'i) = 1'2 8(X~1:).

Furthermore, since W1 and W 2 are involutions, we obviously have
8(wi) = w~. Since W j inverts Hi, i = 1, 2, we also see that 8(uW1

) = (8(UW'2
for all U E Ht.

In particular, if e is odd, the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 holds. On the
other hand, if e is even, we apply (J to the equation of Theorem 3.3(iv) in
the group GI and use (3.34) and (3.35) to obtain

(3.37)

But then Theorem 3.3(iv) in G2 yields

(3.38) yix12) = 8YI(X ll ),

Combined with (3.35), this gives

(3.39) Y2(J(X ll ) = (JYI(X ll ),

It follows at once from this that 81' I = 1'28 and (JIX I = 1X2(J on the orbit of x 11

under HI' Hence the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 holds also in this case.
We conclude therefore that GI and G2 are isomorphic, thus completing
the proof.



CHAPTER 14
GROUPS IN WHICH

CENTRALIZERS ARE NILPOTENT

In this chapter we study the important class of groups in which the
centralizer of every nonidentity element is nilpotent. For brevity such a
group is called a CN-group. As in the case of Zassenhaus groups, CN
groups have been completely classified. In a major work Feit, M. Hall, and
Thompson established the solvability of all CN-groups of odd order. The
over-all conceptual outline of their proof followed that of Suzuki, who in
a pioneering paper treated the special case in which the centralizers of
every nonidentity element are assumed to be abelian. We shall present a
complete proof of their result in Sections 2 and 3, after deriving a number
of general properties of CN-groups. This special case of the general Odd
Order Paper, apart from its intrinsic value, is of great interest because of
the light it sheds on a number of problems that arise in far more complex
form in the general proof.

Suzuki has determined all nonsolvable CN-groups and in so doing dis
covered the family of simple groups which bears his name. Here we shall
determine only those simple CN-groups which have abelian Sylow
2-subgroups, which will be done by showing that they are Zassenhaus
groups which satisfy the hypothesis of Zassenhaus's theorem.

399
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1. BASIC PROPERTIES OF eN-GROUPS

In this section we establish a number of basic properties of CN-groups
which we shall need for the deeper analysis to be carried out in the succeeding
sections.

The following lemma is obvious:

Lemma 1.1
If H is a non trivial subgroup of the CN-group G, then H is a CN-group

and CG(H) is nilpotent.

Lemma 1.2
Let P and Q be Sp- and S,(subgroups of the CN-group G, where p and q

are distinct primes. If an element ofpll centralizes an element of QlI, then P
centralizes Q.

Proof
Suppose x E pll, yE QlI, and [x, Y] = 1. Then CG(x) is nilpotent and

contains Z (P) as well as y. Then the Sp- and Sq-subgroups of CG(x) cen
tralize each other and so y centralizes Z (P). Choosing XI in Z (P)lI, we
have similarly that CG(x l ) contains both P and y and is nilpotent, so that
P centralizes )'. Consideration of CG(y) shows now that P centralizes
Z(Q). Choosing)'1 in Z(QlI) and considering CG()'I), we conclude that P
centralizes Q.

Lemma 1.3
If G is a CN-group and H is a normal solvable subgroup of G, then G/ H

is a CN-group.

Proof
Suppose first that H is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p.

Set G= G/ H and let X' E GlI . We must show that C = CeCX') is nilpotent.
If ji is a power of .\', then clearly Gce.\') c:; CeCf'). Since subgroups of nil
potent groups are nilpotent, we need only show that Ce(.Y) is nilpotent.
Since we can choose ji of prime order q, it will suffice to prove that E
is nilpotent in the case that Ixl = q.

Let C be the inverse image of C in G. If q of p, there exists an element x
of C of order.q which maps on .\'. Setting X = <x), we have R X <J C and X
is an Sq-subgroup of HX, whence C = RN, where N = Nc(X) by Theorem
1.3.7. Thus N maps onto C. But then if u EN, we have x" = x:, Z EH, as
C centralizes X, and consequently [x, u] = X-IX" = Z EH n X = 1. Hence
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N ~ CG(x) and so N is nilpotent. But then C, being a homomorphic image
of N, is nilpotent.

Suppose next q = p, in which case a representative x of x in C is a p
element and K = H X is a p-group, where again X = <x). If C is a p-group,
then so is C and hence C is nilpotent ; so we may assume that C is not a
p-group. Let R be an Sr-subgroup of C for some prime,. # p in n(C). Our
conditions imply that [R, X] ~ H and hence that [R, K] ~ H. But by
Theorem 5.3.5, K = [R, K]CK(R), whence CK(R) # 1. Taking u in R# and
v in CK(R) # , we conclude at once from Lemma 1.2 that R centralizes P,
where P is an Sp-subgroup of C. Since this holds for each,. # p in C, it
follows that C = PCc(P). But Cc(P) is nilpotent by Lemma 1.1 and con
sequently also C is nilpotent. Thus C is nilpotent in this case as well.

Finally, if H is not an elementary abelian p-group, let L be a minimal
characteristic subgroup of H, so that L is characteristically simple. Since
H is solvable, L is an elementary abelian r-group for some prime,. by
Theorem 2.1.4. Hence G/L is a CN-group by the preceding case. But then
it follows by induction on IGI that (G/L)/(H/L), which is isomorphic to
G/ H, is a CN-group.

In order to study an arbitrary CN-group, it is necessary first to deter
mine the structure of all solvable CN-groups. For this purpose the follow
ing definition will be useful:

We shall call G a 3-step group (with respect to the prime p) provided:
(a) Op,p.(G) is a Frobenius group with kernel O/G) and cyclic

complement of odd order.
(b) G = Op,P,./G) and G::::J Op p.(G).
(c) G/Op(G) is a Frobenius group with kernel Op,p,(G)/O/G).

Lemma 1.4
A 3-step group is a solvable CN-group.

Proof
Let G be a 3-step group with respect to p and set H = 0/G), so that

Op,p,(G) = HA is a Frobenius group with kernel H and cyclic complement
A. Clearly HA is solvable and, as G/ HA is a p-group, we see that G is
solvable. Furthermore, if P is an Sp-subgroup of G, we have G = PA.
Set G = G/ H = 15 A, so that also G is a Frobenius group with kernel A and
complement P.

Now any p'-element of G lies in HA and so lies in a conjugate of A.
Hence to prove G is a CN-group, we need only show that CG(x) is nilpotent
for x in p# or A #. If x E H#, then any p'-element of CG(x) lies in HA. But
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CHix) ~ H, as HA is a Frobenius group, so CG(x) is a p-group in this case.
If x E P - H, Cc(x) ~ ]5, as]5 induces a regular group of automorphisms of
A, where .\' denotes the image of x in G. Since Cc(x) contains the image of
CG(x), we again have that CG(x) is a p-group. Finally, if x EA;;, then
Cc(x) ~ A, as Gis a Frobenius group, whence CG(x) ~ HA. But CHA(X) = A,
as A is abelian and HA is a Frobenius group. Thus CG(x) is nilpotent in
all cases and the lemma is proved.

Our main result on solvable CN-groups is:

Theorem 1.5
If G is a solvable CN-group, then one of the following holds:

(i) G is nilpotent.
(ii) G is a Frobenius group whose complement is either cyclic or the

direct product of a cyclic group of odd order and a generalized
quaternion group.

(iii) G is a 3-step group.

Proof
Set F = F(G). If G = F, then G is nilpotent and (i) holds; so we may

assume that G =:> F. We have CG(F) ~ Fby Theorem 6. 1.3 and, in particular,
F i= I. Set n = n(F). Since G is solvable, G possesses an Sn,-subgroup A by
Theorem 6.4.I(i). Suppose a q-element y of A;; centralizes a p-element x
of F;;. Since q E n' and pEn, q i= p. Hence by Lemma 1.2, y c~ntralizes an
Sp-subgroup of G and so centralizes Op(G). Furthermore, y E CG(x), which
is nilpotent and contains Op,(F). Since q is prime to IOp,(F)I, it follows that
y centralizes Op,(F). Thus y centralizes F = 0iG) x Op,(F). Since
CG(F) ~ F, we conclude that yE F, contrary to the fact that y is a n'

element. Hence no q-element of A;; centralizes any p-element of F;;, which
implies at once that no element of A;; centralizes any element of F;;. Thus
A induces a regular group of automorphisms of F and so FA is a Frobenius
group if A i= 1.

,We claim next that A is nilpotent. If lA I is even, then A possesses a
unique involution y and y E Z(A) by Theorem 1O.3.1(vi). Then A ~ CG(y)
and so A is nilpotent. If lA I is odd, then A has cyclic Sylow subgroups and
is metacyclic by Theorem 1O.3.I(iv) and 7.6.2. But then 01(Q) <I A for
some Sq-subgroup Q of A. Hence if R is an Sr-subgroup of A for any r i= q
in n(A) = n', 0 1(Q) 0 1(R) is a group of order qr and so is cyclic by Theorem
IO.3.I(v). Thus 0l(Q) centralizes 01(R) and so Q centralizes R by Lemma
1.2 for any r in n(A) - {q}. It follows that Q ~ Z(A), whence A is contained
in the nilpotent group CG(Q). Hence A is nilpotent in this case as well.
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Since the Sylow subgroups of A are cyclic for odd primes and cyclic or
generalized quaternion for the prime 2, A has the structure given in (ii),
by Theorem 1.3.1(ii). Hence (ii) holds if C = FA.

Assume finally that C =:> FA. We first argue that n = n(F) consists of a
single prime. Suppose false. Let P be an Sp-subgroup of C for p in n. Then
OiG) centralizes Op,(F) which by our assumption is nontrivial, and so P
centralizes Op,(F) by Lemma 1.2. But then P ~ C = CG(Op,(F)), which is
nilpotent and normal in C. Since P char C, P <1 C, whence P = Op(C).
Since this argument applies for each p in n, we conclude that F is an S,,
subgroup of C. Since A is an S",-subgroup of C, we have C = FA, contrary
to our present assumption. Thus n = {p} for some prime p and so C = PA
and F ~ P, where P is an Sp-subgroup of C. In particular, A i= 1.

Now set G = FA = CIF. We have A = Oz(A) x 02,(A), where 02,(A) is
cyclic and 02(A) is cyclic or generalized quaternion. We shall argue now
that F induces a regular group of automorphisms of A and hence that j5A
is a Frobenius group. This will force Oz(A) = 1, since otherwise j5 would
have to centralize the unique involution of 02(A). Thus A will be cyclic
of odd order and C will be a 3-step group with respect to p, so that (iii)
will hold.

Suppose .v in F # centralizes x in A#. Let K be the inverse image of <ji)
in P and let x be a representative of x in A. Then x normalizes the p-group
K and x does not centralize F n K. Hence by Lemma 1.2, x induces a
fixed-point-free automorphism of K. But then x induces a fixed-point-free
automorphism of KIF = <ji) by Lemma 10.1.3, which is not the case. This
proves the assertion and completes the proof of the theorem.

As an immediate corollary, we have

Corollary 1.6
If C is a solvable CN-g,oup and 0iG) i= 1, then either Op(C) is an

Sp-subgroup of C or G is a 3-step group with respect to p.

We can also establish the following general property of eN-groups:

Theorem 1.7
Let C be a CN-group and let H be a subgroup of C maximal subject to

being ni/potent. Then we have
(i) H is a Hall subgroup of c.

(ii) If H is not of prime power order, then H is disjoint from its con
jugates.

(iii) If H is disjoint from its conjugates, then CG(x) ~ H for any x
in H#.
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(iv) If H is disjoint from its conjugates and H is of even order, then
C~(x) ~ H for any x in H#.

Proof
Let P be an Sp-subgroup of G such that P (\ H is an Sp-subgroup of H

for p in IT(H). Then if x E Z(P (\ H)#, C = Cc(x) is nilpotent and contains
both Hand Z(P). But then C = H by the maximality of H. This means
that we can choose x in Z(P), whence P ~ C = H. Since this holds for
each p in IT(H), H is thus a Hall subgroup of G.

Assume next that H is not of prime power order and suppose H (\ HY # I
for some y in G. Since His nilpotent, it follows that P (\ pY # 1 for some
Sp-subgroup P of H. But then if U E P (\ pJ', U # 1, Cc(u) contains both
Op,(H) and Op,(H)!'. Since Cclu) is nilpotent and Op,(H) is a Hall
subgroup of G, it follows that Op{H) = Op,(H)!'. But then y normalizes
Op,(H) and so also normalizes K = Cc(Op,(H», which is nilpotent and
contains P. Since P is an Sp-subgroup of G. P char K and so y normalizes P.
Thus y normalizes H = P x Op,(H) and therefore H is disjoint from its
conjugates.

Suppose next that H is disjoint from its conjugates. Since Cdx) ~ Cdx i
)

for all i, we need only prove that Cc(x) ~ H in the case that x is an element
of prime order p of H. Since Cc(x) is generated by its elements of prime
power order. it will suffice to show that any q-element y of Cc(x) lies in H.
Since y centralizes x, x EH (\ Hr, whence HY = H by our assumption.
But then y normalizes P = O/H), which is an Sp·subgroup of G. Hence
if q = p, (P, y) is a p-group and so y E P ~ H. On the other hand, if q # p, Y
centralizes P by Lemma 1.2 and so yE CdZ(P», which is nilpotent and
contains H. Maximality of H forces H = Cc(Z(P») and again we have yE H.

Assume finally that IHI is even and that H is disjoint from its conjugates.
Let S be an S2-subgroup of H and hence of G. By the preceding paragraph,
Cc(x) ~ H for any x in H#. Thus to prove that C~(x) ~ H, we need only
show that an S2-subgroup of C~(x) lies in H since IC~(x) : Cc(x)1 ~ 2. Let
then y be a 2-element of C~(x). It follows that H (\ HY contains x, whence
H Y = H and consequently (S, y) is a 2-group, forcing yES ~ H. This
completes the proof of the theorem.

We note that (ii) is false in general if H is of prime power order. Indeed,
if G is a 3-step group with respect to p. it is immediate that an Sp-sub
group P of G is maximal subject to being nilpotent. Furthermore,
P (\ pY ;2 Op(G) # I for every y in G. Since P:::J 0iG), P is not the only
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Sp-subgroup of G and hence we can choose y so that P # r. Thus P is
not disjoint from its conjugates.

2. eN-GROUPS OF ODD ORDER

In the next two sections we shall prove that every CA'-group of odd order
is solvable. In the present section we analyze the subgroup structure of a
minimal counterexample to the theorem and in the following section,
using exceptional character theory, we show that no such counterexample
exists.

Lemma 2.1
If G is a nonsolvable CN-group of least order, then G is simple and all

proper subgroups of G are solmble.

Proof
Since all proper subgroups of G are CN-groups, they are all solvable by

the minimality of G. If N is a nontrivial normal subgroup of G, then G/ N
is a CN-group by Lemma 1.3, so G/ N is solvable, again by the minimality
of G. Since N is also solvable, so is G, which is not the case. Thus G is
simple.

A simple group G of composite order in which all proper subgroups are
solvable is called a minimal simple group. Lemma 2.1 shows that to prove
that all CN-groups of odd order are solvable is equivalent to proving that
there are no minimal simple CN-groups of odd order. With the ultimate
aim of proving their nonexistence, we now investigate properties of such
minimal simple groups.

.Theorem 2.2
If G is a minimal simple CN-group of odd order, then no subgroup of G

is a 3-step group.

Proof
AsslJme false and let H be a 3-step subgroup of G of maximal order

(with respect to the prime p). Let Pbe an Sp-subgroup of H. Since Op,p,~H)

is a Frobenius group with kernel Op(H) and contains all p'-elements of H,
obviously Op,(H) = I. Since H is strongly p-solvable (being solvable
of odd order), Glauberman's theorem implies that Z (l(P)) <J H. Thus
H s N = NG(Z (J(P))) and Ne G. Since 0 peN) # I, either N is a 3-step
group with respect to p or else Op(N) is an Sp-subgroup of N by Corollary
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1.6. However, in the latter case, Ps; OpeN) n H, whence Ps; Op(H), which
is not the case. Thus N is a 3-step group and so H = N by our maximal
choice of H. But if Q is an Sp-subgroup of G containing P, NQ(P) s; N,
as Z(J(P» char P. Since N = H, it follows that NQ(P) = P, whence P = Q
by Theorem 1.2.11 (ii) and so P is an Sp-subgroup of G.

Since the normalizer of every nonidentity p-subgroup of G is strongly
p-solvable and hence of Glauberman type, we can apply Theorem 8.4.3
to obtain that P n G' = P n N' = P n H'. But H has a nontrivial p-factor
group, as H/Op,p,(H) is a nontrivialp-group and consequently P n H' cP.
Hence by Theorem 7.3.1, G has a nontrivial p-factor group, contrary to the
simplicity of G.

It will be convenient to introduce the symbol Yf for the set of all sub
groups H of G which are maximal subject to being nilpotent. The elements
of Yf have the following properties:

Theorem 2.3
Let G be a minimal simple CN-group of odd order and let HE :If, Then

we have
(i) H is a Hall subgroup of G and is disjoint from its conjugates.

(ii) NG(H) is a Frobenius group with kernel H and is a maximal
subgroup of G.

Conversely, every maximal subgroup of G is a Frobenius group whose
kernel is an element of :If.

Proof
By Theorem 1.7, H is a Hall subgroup of G and, if H is not of prime

power order, H is disjoint from its conjugates. Consider then the case that
H = P is an Sp-subgroup of G. Suppose P n Q =f. 1 for some Sp-subgroup
Q of G distinct from P and choose Q so that D = P n Q has maximal
order. Then Dc P and Dc Q. Set N = NG(D), Since N is not a 3-step
group by Theorem 2.2 and since N is solvable, OpeN) is the unique Sp-sub
group of N by Corollary 1.6. Let R be an Sp-subgroup of G containing
O/N). Since Np(D) s; OpeN), we have P n R ;2 Np(D) :::J D, whence R = P
by our maximal choice of Q. Thus OpeN) s; P. But also NQ(D) s; O/N),
so P n Q ;2 NQ(D) :::J D, contrary to the definition of D, Thus H = P is
disjoint from its conjugates in this case as well, proving (i).

Now let P be an Sp-subgroup of H and set N = NG(Z(J(P»). Since G is
simple and p is odd, N does not have a normal p-complement by the
Glauberman-Thompson normal p-complement theorem and so N is not
nilpotent. Since N is solvable and is not a 3-step group, N must be a
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Frobenius group by Theorem 1.5. By Corollary 1.6, P is contained in the
kernel K of N. Since 0 p.(H) centralizes P and since the Frobenius com
plement of N induces a regular group of automorphisms of K, we must
have 0 p.(H) s: K, whence H s: K. But K is nilpotent by Theorem 10.3.1 (iii)
and so H = K by the maximality of H. Thus H <J N and so N s: NG(H).
But Z(J(P)) char H and so NG(H) s: N. Hence NG(H) = N is a Frobenius
group. In particular, this implies that H s: N'.

Let M be a maximal subgroup of G containing N. Since N is not nil
potent, neither is M and so M is also a Frobenius group with kernel, say,
R. If R n H #- 1, then Rn Z(H) #- 1 as Rn H <J Hand His nilpotent.
Thus no element of H induces a regular automorphism of R and con
sequently H s: R, whence H = R and M = N. Suppose, on the other hand,
that R n H = 1. Since M / R is cyclic by Theorem 1.5(ii), M' s: R and hence
M' n H = 1. But N s: M and H s: N', so H s: M', a contradiction. Thus
N is a maximal subgroup of G and (ii) is proved.

Conversely, let M now denote an arbitrary maximal subgroup of G. If
M is nilpotent, it is certainly an element of Yl'. But then NG(M) is a
Frobenius group by the preceding a~'gument, so NG(M) ;::) M, contrary to
the maximality of M. Hence M is a Frobenius group. Let K be its kernel,
which we know is nilpotent, and let H be an element of Yl' containing K.
Now M = NG(K) by the maximality of M. Since K is a maximal nilpotent
subgroup of M and NH(K) is a nilpotent subgroup of M, we must have
NH(K) = K, whence H = K by Theorem 2.3.4. Thus K = H and the
theorem is proved.

We now relate distinct elements of Yl'.

Theorem 2.4
Let G be a minimal simple CN-group of odd order. If HI> H2 are in Yl',

either HI and H 2 are conjugate in G or HI' H2 have relatively prime orders.

Proof
We know that HI> H 2 are Hall subgroups of G. Suppose

pE 11(HI) n 11(H2 ). Then replacing H2 by a suitable conjugate, we can
assume that HI and H 2 contain the same Sp-subgroup P of G. But then
C = CG(Z(P)) contains both HI and H2 • Since C is nilpotent, the maxi
mality of HI' H 2 forces C = HI = H 2 and the theorem is proved.

Thus the elements of .Jr are distributed into disjoint conjugate class
Yl'i' 1~ i ~ r, such that Hi, H j have relatively prime orders for i #- j.
Now every element of G lI generates a cyclic, and hence nilpotent, subgroup
and so lies in some element of .Jr, whence in an element of some .Jri •
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Hence if H; is an element of Yf j and 1!; = 1!(H;), 1::( i::( 1', we have

r

1!(G) = U 1!i
;= 1

and 1!; (\ 1!j = 0 if i oF j.

We see also that p, q in 1!(G) lie in the same 1!i if and only if a p-element of
G# centralizes a q-element of G# .

Hence if we define the relation p ~ q for p, q in 1!(G) by the condition
that a p-element and q-element of G# commute, we have the following
alternative description of our results:

Theorem 2.5
Let G be a minimal simple eN-group of odd order. Then we have

(i) The relation p ~ q for p, q in 1!(G) is an equivalence relation on
1!(G).

(ii) If 1!;, I ::( i ::( 1', denote the equivalence classes in 1!(G) under ~,

then G possesses ni/potent Sn,-subgroups H; with H; in Yf; which
are disjoint from their conjugates and whose normalizers are
Frobenius groups and are maximal subgroups of G.

(iii) Every maximal subgroup of G is conjugate to NG(H;) for some i,
I ::( i ::( r.

(iv) E1WY element of G lies in a conjugate of HJor some i, 1::( i::( r.

Theorem 2.5 gives a quite precise statement concerning the subgroup
structure of G. As a corollary, we have the following arithmetic result.

Theorem 2.6
Let G be a minimal simple eN-group of odd order and let H j be represel1

tatives of the conjugate classes of elements of Yf, 1::( i::( r. Set h; = IHil
and NdH j ) = hin j , I ::( i::( r. Then we have

(i) n j > 1,11; divides h j - I, n;h j divides ICI, I ::( i::( 1', and (h;, h) = I
(f i oF j.

(ii)

Proof
Since N j = NG(H j ) is a Frobenius group, n; > I and n j I (h; - 1); and

since N; is a subgroup of C, obviously n;h j divides ICI. Also (h;, h) = 1
for i oF j by Theorem 2.4. Furthermore, if 9 = IGI, then Hi possesses
exactly g / hi n; distinct conjugates. Since these conjugates are disjoint, they
contain exactly (h; - 1)(g/ hi nJ distinct elements of C #. Since the elements
of H j are 1!j-elements and 1!; (\ 1!j = 0 for i oF j, the elements of C# in a
conjugate of H; are distinct from those in a conjugate of H j for i oF j. But
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every element of G* lies in a conjugate of some Hi by Theorem 2.5(iv).
We conclude that

r g
IG*I =g-I = I(hi-I)-,

i= 1 hini

from which (ii) follows at once.

3. SOLVABILITY OF eN-GROUPS OF ODD ORDER

Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 represent the maximum information that it appears
possible to obtain by purely internal group-theoretic methods concerning
the structure of a minimal simple CN-group G of odd order. To show that
no such group exists, we shall now apply our results from character theory
to obtain delicate estimates on the size of IGI and thereby derive a contra
diction.

Theorem 3.1 (Feit, M. Hall, Thompson)
All CN-groups of odd order are solvable.

To establish the theorem, we need only show that no minimal simple
CN-group ofodd order exists. So let G be a minimal simple CN-group ofodd
order, in which case G satisfies the conditions of Theorems 2.5 and 2.6. We
preserve the notation of those theorems and also set M j = NG(H j ), I ~ i ~ r.
Our first aim will be to describe the irreducible characters of each M i and
in terms of them to describe the irreducible characters of G. Throughout
we shaH use the symbol i. (rather than x') for the contragredient character
of a character x.

We denote by C i the set of irreducible characters of M i which do not
have Hi in their kernels. Since M j is a Frobenius group, deg , is divisible
by ni for any' in C; by Theorem 4.5.3. We let dij , I ~ j ~ t i , be the set
of integers such that n j dij is the degree of some element of C; and choose
the notation such that

(3.1) I ~ i ~ r.

Also define Cij to be the subset of C; consisting of the characters of degree
nid jj , I ~ i ~ r, I ~ j ~ t;, and set Wij = [Cijl. Since IMjl is odd, ~ of. , for
any ( in Cij by Theorem 4.3.6(i). But ~ has the same degree and same
kernel as ( by Theorem 4.1.5(ii), so also ~ E Cij' Hence

(3.2) wij = ICijl is a positive even integer for aH i,j.
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Since Hi is nilpotent, HJH( is a nontrivial abelian group and
IHi : H(I - 1 is the number of distinct nonprincipal linear characters of
H j. If N j is a Frobenius complement in M j, these characters are permuted
among themselves by Ni in orbits of size nj = INjl. But now Theorem 4.5.3
implies that there are exactly (l/nj)(IHj : H:I - 1) irreducible characters of
M j of degree ni which do not have Hi in their kernels. Hence di[ = 1 and

(3.3) 1 :( i :( r.

Note that since IH;i and IHjl have coprime orders, the assumption ni = nj
forces Wil #- wjl • Hence we can number the Hi so that

(3.4) and either

Next let Cij = {Cjk 11 :( k:( wij} for all i,j. We set

(3.5)

Now the generalized character rJ.ijkm = Cjk - Cjm has degree 0 and, by
Theorem 4.5.3, is 0 on M i - H j and so lies in Io(H;). Since H j is disjoint
from its conjugates, we conclude from Theorem 4.4.6 that

where bst = 0 or 1 according as s #- t or s = t. By (3.2) each wij ;:, 2 and so
it follows from Theorem 4.5.4 that there exists a sign cij = ±1 and a set
Dij = {Xijk 11 :( k :( wij} of irreducible characters Xijk of G with Xjjk #- Xjjm

if k #- m such that

(3.7) all i, j.

We shall now determine some basic properties of the Xijk which, for the
sak~ of clarity, we state as separate lemmas.

Lemma 3.2
For i' #- i, xijdH

i
, is integral-valued.

Proof
By Theorem 4.5.5, Xijk is integral-valued on all elements of G not in a

conjugate of Hi' Since Hi and Hi, have relatively prime orders for i =1= i',
the lemma follows.

Lemma 3.3
Xijk #- Xi'j'k' unless i' = i,j' = j, and k' = k. Moreol'er, Xijk #- le; for all

i,j, k.
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Proof
By the Frobenius reciprocity theorem and Theorem 4.2.4(i),

(le, 8ijkm)e = (lM,' Cjk - Cjm)M i = O. Since Xi}k of- Xijm for k of- nI, it follows
therefore from (3.7) that le is not a constituent of 8ijkm , whence Xijk of- le
for all i, j, k.

Suppose now that Xijk = Xi'j'k" If i of- i', Lemma 3.2 implies that Xijk is
integral-valued on each H m , I:::; /11 :::; r. But every element of G lies in a
conjugate of some H m , so Xijk is integral-valued on G. However, as IGI
is odd, Xijk must be nonreal by Theorem 4.3.6, a contradiction. Hence
i = i'.

Observe next that by equation (4.5.22)

(3.8) _ (" v)*
Xijk - Xijk = fO ij "ijk - "ijk for all i,j,k;

while by Theorem 4.3.6, Xijk of- Xijk' Assume now thatj of- j' or k of- k'. Then
either the four characters Cjk, ~ ijk, Cj'k' , ~ ij'k' are all distinct or j = j' and
Cjk' = Cjk and Cjk' = Cjk' Correspondingly, we have

(3.9)

But then, by Theorem 4.5.4, we have

(3.10)

However, if Xijk = Xij'k' , then also Xijk = Xij'k' and the inner product (3.10)
would be 2. Thus Xijk of- Xij'k' , completing the proof.

This gives

Lemma 3.4
The characters le and Xijk, I :::; i:::; r, 1 :::; j :::; t i , 1:::; k :::; wij, are all the

irreducible characters of G.

Proof
[,

By definition of t i and W ij' L W ij is the number of irreducible characters
j= 1

of M i not having Hi in their kernels, which by the proof of Theorem 4.5.3
is the same as the number of conjugate classes of elements of Ht in M i •

However, by Theorem 2.5, any ni-element of G is conjugate to one in Hi
and two elements of Hi are conjugate in G if and only if they are conjugate
in M i • Since every element of G lies in some Hi, we conclude that 1 + LW ij

i,i

is the total number of conjugate classes of G as well as the number of
characters in the set {le, Xijk}' Since the number of irreducible characters
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of G is the same as the number of conjugate classes of G, the lemma follows.
To simplify notation, we now put

and set

(3.11 )

We note that each (k has degree n and has the form (k = 4>k for some linear
character cPk of H, 1::::;; k ::::;; w, where 4>k denotes the character of M induced
by cPk' In particular, 1H - cPI Echo (H). We next examine the constituents
of (lH - cPI)*'

Lemma 3.5
If fJ = (lH - cPI)*' then

fJ= 1G -t: lI XI +af:J.+IjI,

where a is a nonnegative integer and IjI is a real-valued character of G with
the property

and

Proof
By Theorem 4.4.4, fJ = 0"*, where 0" is the character of M induced by

IH - cPl' But 4>1 = (I is irreducible, while TH is the regular representation
of M IH by Theorem 4.4.2. But then all the constituents of TH have H in
their kernel and by Theorem 4.2.7(i) we have (TH, TH)M = n. Since (I does
not have H in its kernel, it follows therefore from Theorem 4.2.4(i) that
(0", O")M = n + 1. However, 0" E loCH) and we conclude therefore from
Theorem 4.4.6 that

(3.12) (fJ, fJ)G = n + 1.

But now we see that the inequality (1jI, IjI)G::::;; n - I will follow from the
remaining parts of the lemma.

By Theorem 4.4.3(ii), fJ is 0 outside of the conjugates of H*. On the
other hand, for i > 1, Xijk is integral-valued on H and so Xijk - Xijk is 0
on H. But then it follows at once from the definition of the inner product
that

(3.13) for all j, k and all i > 1.

For i = 1 we can use Theorem 4.4.6 to obtain

(fJ, eljkm)G = (0", (Ijk - (ljm)M,
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if j > I;
if j = 1.

which yields in the usual way

(3.14) ({3, Xljk - Xljm)G = lE (' 0 _ ' )
\ 11 Ulm Ulk

Let t/J be the sum of all Xijk appearing in {3 for which either i> 1 or j > \..
Then (3.13) and (3.14) tell us that any such Xijk appears in {3 with the same
multiplicity as I.ijk and so t/J is real. Moreover, (lG' t/J)G = (Xk, t/J)G = 0 as
neither lG nor any Xk is a constituent of t/J.

By the Frobenius reciprocity theorem, lG has multiplicity 1 in {3. Since
lG and the Xijk are all the irreducible characters of G, it follows therefore
from the second relation of (3.14) that {3 - I G- t/J = -ElI Xl + all for some
nonnegative integer a, thus completing the proof of the lemma.

With this information we shall now obtain some numerical estimates
for the sum in Theorem 2.6(ii). To this end, we subdivide the indices
2 ~ i ~ r into two disjoint subsets Y, Z, as follows: If Xijk is not a con
stituent of t/J for a given i and some j, k, we put i in Y; in the contrary
case, we put i in Z. We now prove

Lemma 3.6
The following inequalities hold:

(i) I hi - I ~ .!
ief hin i ~ w·

h·-l n-l
(ii) I -'_. ~ -- .

iEZ hini 2n2

Proof
We first prove (ii). Suppose Xijk is a constituent of t/J. Then so is Xijk, as

t/J is real. Since Xijk '* Xijk and (t/J, t/J)G~ n - I, we see that there are at
most (n - 1)/2 distinct such indices i. Thus

(3.15)

Furthermore,

(3.16)

n - 1
IZI~-2-'

for i> 1

by (3.4). But now (ii) follows at once from (3.15) and (3.16).
Next let mE Y and yE H m. Then for Xijk a constituent of t/J + all, we

have i,* 171, whence Xijk is integral-valued on y. But then Xijk(Y) = Xijk(Y)'

But as t/J is real, it is immediate that X,"jk and Xijk have the same multi
plicities in t/J + all. Thus the value of t/J + all on y is an even integer. On
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the other hand, by Theorem 4.4.3 and the definition of fJ, fJ is 0 on H m •

Hence

(3.17) 0= fJ(y) =1 - £lIXI(Y) (mod 2),

which forces XI(Y) =I- O. Since Xl is integral-valued on H m , it follows that
IXJ(Y)I ~ 1. Furthermore, as with fJ, Xl -Zk is 0 on H m , so Xk(Y) = XI(Y)'
We conclude from (3.11) that

(3.18) I~(Y)I = w IX1(y)1 ~ IV for all Y in H", and all m in Y.

Finally, let Go be the subset of elements of Gconjugate to an element of
Hi#- for i in Y. Then by Theorem 2.5 and 2.6 we have

(3.19) IGol = IGI I hi - I .
iEY hini

(3.21)

But as ~(y)t>(y) is a nonnegative real number for all Y in G and t>(y) is
integral-valued on Go, we have

1 1
(3.20) W = (~, t»G ~ iGI Y~OI~(YW ~ iGlw2lGol.

Hence I/w ~ IGol/IGI and now (i) follows from (3.19).
Combining Lemma 3.6 with Theorem 2.6 we obtain the fundamental

inequality:

Lemma 3.7
1 h-l I n-I

I~-+--+-+--
"" IGI !In w 2n2 .

On the strength of this inequality we can now easily complete the proof
of Theorem 3.1. Suppose first that w > 2, in which case w ~ 4, as IV is even.
Moreover, n2 ~ n ~ 3 as n is odd and n > I. But now the preceding
inequality reduces to

1 1 I 1 1 1 3 1 1 11
1~ TG1 + ~ + 4+ 2- 2n = iGI + 4+ 211 ~ iGI + 12'

whence IGI ~ 12. Since IGI is odd, it therefore has prime power order and
so is solvable, a contradiction. Hence w = 2.

Since w = wll , we have W1\ = 2 and it follows now from (3.4) that
n = n1 < n2' Thus n2 ~ n + 2, as n2 is also odd. This time we obtain

(3.22)
1 h-l 1 n-l

1~ TG1 +~ + 2+ 2(n + 2) .
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Since

415

n -1
2(n + 2)

1 3
2 2(n + 2)

and
h -1
----,;n = n- fm'

(3.23)

(3.22) reduces directly to

1 1 - n +4o ~ - - - + :::--:,.--~IGI hn 2n(n + 2) .

If n ~ 5, this yields IGI ~ fm, contrary to the fact that M is a proper sub
group of G of order fm. Thus n = 3. Since IV = 2, (3.3) now implies that
IH : H'I = wn + 1 = 7. But then H / H' is cyclic and so H is cyclic by
Lemma 1.3.4, whence H' = 1 and IHI = 7. Substituting in (3.23), we con
clude that IGI ~ 70. In this case the oddness of IGI forces IGI = pUqb for
some primes p and q and so G is solvable by Burnside's theorem. This
contradiction completes the proof of the theorem.

4. eN-GROUPS WITH ABELIAN SYLOW 2-SUBGROUPS

As our final result we shall classify all simple CN-groups which have
abelian 52 -subgroups. We prove

Theorem 4.1
If G is a simple CN-group of composite order with abelian 5yloIV 2-sub

group 5, then G is isomorphic to L 2(2"), where 15/ = 2" and n ~ 2.

We first establish two short lemmas.

Lemma 4.2
If H is a maximalnilpotent subgroup of G containing 5, then C~(x) <;; H

for any x in H #.

Proof
In view of Theorem I.7(iv), we need only show that H is disjoint from

its conjugates. If H::::> 5, this follows from Theorem I.7(ii). So assume
H = 5. If 5 n 5)' i= I, and x E 5 n S", x i= I, then CG(x);:> 5 and S", as
each is abelian. Since CG(x) is nilpotent, the maximality of H = 5 implies
that Cdx) = 5 = 5 r , so 5 is disjoint from its conjugates in this case as well.

Lemma 4.3
rf M = NG(H), then G is a Zassenhaus group of degree IHI + I acting on

the right cosets of M.
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Proof
By Theorem 9.3.2, either the lemma holds or S is cyclic (as S is abelian)

or else Q 1(S)<J G. If S is cyclic, G possesses a normal 2-complement K,
which is thus a CN-group of odd order. But then K, and hence G, is
solvable by Theorem 3.1. On the other hand, if Q 1(S)<J G, so also is
C = CG ( Q 1(S». But C is nilpotent and contains S. In particular, IG/ Cl is
odd. Since G/ C is a CN-group by Lemma 1.3, G/ C is therefore solvable
and hence so is G. The lemma follows.

Since G is a Zassenhaus group and IM: HI is odd, we can apply Feit's
theorem (Theorem 13.2.1) to conclude that S = H. Moreover, as S is
abelian, the same theorem yields that a Frobenius complement L in M
has order ISI - I. But L is cyclic and is inverted by an involution by
Theorem 13.1.4(i). Thus the hypotheses of Zassenhaus's theorem are satis
fied and it fullows that G is isomorphic to L 2(2 n

), where 2n = IS I, and n ~ 2.

Remark When S is not abelian, S need not be disjoint from its con
jugates and so Gneed not be a Zassenhaus group. Suzuki [9] has shown in
general that, if G is a nonsolvable CN-group, then either

(a) G is a Zassenhaus group of degree ISI + I with S = H.
(b) G is isomorphic to one of the groups L 2(p), p a Fermat or

Mersenne prime, L 2(9), or L 3(4).
In a fundamental separate work he has proved that the only nonsolvable

Zassenhaus groups of degree 2n + I are the groups· L2(2 n
) and the Suzuki

groups Sz(2n
), thus completing the classification of all nonsolvable CN

groups.
In the same connection, Ito [3] has shown that the only nonsolvable

Zassenhaus groups of degree pn + I, p odd, are the groups Lipn). The
combined work of Suzuki and Ito, together with the earlier results of
Zassenhaus and Feit, provide a complete classification of Zassenhaus
groups.



------------------ CHA PTE R 15
GROUPS WITH SELF-CENTRALIZING
SYLOW 2-SUBGROUPS OF ORDER 4

In this chapter we shall determine in detail the structure of a group G
which has an S2-subgroup of order 4 which is its own centralizer in G.
In particular, we shall prove that the groups L 2(q), q == 3, 5 (mod 8) and
q > 3, are the only simple groups with this property. In the course of our
analysis we shall present a typical application of the Maximal Subgroup
theorem in the study of simple groups. Under the present hypotheses, the
effect of this theorem is to reduce our problem to the special case in which
the given group G satisfies precisely those conditions which we investigated
in Section 9.4 and on the basis of which we established the Brauer-Suzuki
Wall theorem. In Section 4 we continue the analysis begun in Chapter 9
and establish the main result of the paper of Brauer, Suzuki, and Wall [1]
-that such a group G is necessarily a Zassenhaus group in which the
hypotheses of Zassenhaus's theorem hold. Application of that theorem
then enables us to complete our classification theorem.

This special case of the dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup problem embodies
in simpler form the essential structure of the general proof.

Unfortunately at one point our argument will require the fact that all
groups of odd order are solvable (Lemma 3.9 below). Although it is
possible to avoid this deep result by means of group order formulas de
rived by character theory, we prefer to assume this result, where needed,
and to use the Maximal Subgroup theorem approach because of its
importance in classification problems. We shall present the character
theoretic alternative in a series of exercises.

417
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1. SOME PROPERTIES OF L 2(q)

For the proof we shall require several properties of the groups Lz(q).
Although these properties are needed only for the case q == 3, 5 (mod 8),
the proofs are the same for all values of q.

Lemma 1.1
Let G = Lz(q) with q = pr, p a prime. Then we have

(i) An Sp-subgroup P oJ G is elementary abelian oJ order pr, P is
disjoint Jrom its conjugates, and NG(P) is a Frobenius group with
a cyclic complement which acts irreducibly on P.

(ii) IJ t is a prime distinct Jrom p or 2, then an S,-subgroup oJ G is
cyclic.

(iii) IJP is odd, an S2-subgroup oJ G is dihedral and has order 4 if and
only if q == 3, 5 (mod 8).

(iv) Ifp is odd and R is a Jour-subgroup oJ G, then CG(R) = R.
(v) IJ Q is a nontrivial subgroup oJ G oJ odd prime power order, then

NG(Q) does not contain a subgroup isomorphic to A 4 • Moreover,
if NG(Q) contains a Jour-subgroup, then Q is cyclic.

Proof
By Theorem 2.8.2, G is a Zassenhaus group of degree q + 1 of type

(H, K), where K is an elementary abelian p-group disjoint from its con
jugates and H is cyclic of order e(q - 1), where e = 1 if p = 2 and e = -! if
p > 2. In particular, K = P is an Sp-subg(oup of G. Since G is doubly
transitive, N = HP is maximal by Theorem 2.7.3(iii). Hence N = NG(P)
and so NG(P) has the given properties. Thus (i) holds.

As for (ii), we know by Theorem 2.8.3(i) that SL(2, q) contains cyClic
subgroups of order q - 1 and q + 1. Since ISL(2, q)l = q(q - l)(q + 1), the
Sf-subgroups of SL(2, q) are cyclic for t #- 2 or p. Since G is a homo
morphic image of SL(2, q), (ii) follows. Furthermore, an S2-subgroup S
of SL(2, q) is generalized quaternion for odd p by Theorem 2.8.3(ii).
Since Z(S) = <- I), where I is the 2 x 2 identity matrix, an S2-sub
group of G is isomorphic to SiZeS) and so is dihedral. Since IGI =

-!q(q - l)(q + 1), 1S/Z(S) 1 = 4 if and only if q2 - 1 "I- 0 (mod 16) and
hence if and only if q == 3 or 5 (mod 8). Thus (iii) also holds.

Again assume p is odd and let R be a four-subgroup of G. Set C = CG(R)
and let t be an odd prime in n(C). If t = p, R lies in a conjugate of NG(P)
by (i). But also by (i), an S2-subgroup of NG(P) is cyclic when p is odd.
Thus t #- p. If t divides q - 1, then a conjugate of R lies in NG(H). But G is
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a Zassenhaus groupH, is inverted by an involutionofG,and INe(H): HI = 2.
Thus R ~ Hand the cyclicity of H is contradicted.

Suppose, finally, that t divides q + 1. Let y E C and let x be an element of
order t in SL(2, q) which maps on y. Then it is immediate that the inverse
image RI of R in SL(2, q) centralizes x. On the other hand, as t divides
q + I, the characteristic roots of x do not lie in GF(q), so x acts irreducibly
on the natural vector space V on which SL(2, q) acts. But then by Theorem
3.5.2, D = Hom(x> (V, V) is a finite division algebra and so by Wedder
burn's theorem is a field. Since D n SL(2, q) is a multiplicative subgroup
of this field, it is cyclic, contrary to the fact that RI ~ D and RI is non
cyclic. Since t divides neither q, q - I, nor q + I, C must be a 2-group.
But then C is contained in a conjugate of the dihedral group S and so
C = R by Lemma 7.7.2(iv), proving (iv).

Finally, let Q be a nontrivial t-subgroup of G, t an odd prime, and set
M = Ne(Q). If M contains a four-subgroup R, then t ¥ p, for otherwise
R would lie in a conjugate of Ne(P) which has cyclic S2-subgroups by (i).
Hence Q is cyclic by (ii). Now assume M contains a subgroup L isomorphic
to A 4 , in which case L' is a four group. By what we have just shown Q
must be cyclic, whence Aut Q is abelian by Theorem 1.3.1O(i). Hence L'
centralizes Q, contrary to (iv). Thus (v) also holds.

We next prove

Theorem 1.2
The groups L 2(q) are simple for q > 3. Moreover, Lz(4) , Lz(5), and As

are all isomorphic.

Proof
Set G = L 2(q), q = pr > 3. Suppose by way of contradiction that G con

tains a nontrivial proper normal subgroup H. Consider first the case that
pE n(H). Then P n H ¥ 1 for some Sp-subgroup P of G. Now Ne(P)
normalizes both P and H and so leaves P n H invariant. But by the pre
ceding lemma, Ne(P) leaves no nontrivial proper subgroup of P invariant.
Hence P = P n H and so P ~ H. We can assume P is the image of the

Sp-subgroup Q ={G ~) I), E GF(q)} of SL(2, q). Now Q is conjugate in

SL(2, q) to QI = {(6 ~) I), E GF(q)} by the element ( _ ~ 6), as can be

directly checked. Hence P is conjugate in G to the image PI of QI' Since
H <J G it follows, that PI ~ H. But SL(2, q) = <Q, QI) by Theorem 2.8.4
as q> 3, whence (P, Pt) = G. We conclude that H = G, a contradiction.
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Hence H is a p'-group. Let T be an Sr-subgroup of H for t in rr(H).
Then G = HNG(T) by Theorem 1.3.7 and so NG(T) contains an Sp-sub
group of G, which we may again denote by P. Let x E pt<. Since P is dis
joint from its conjugates, it follows that CT(x) c:; NG(P). But then
[CT(x), P] c:; P (\ T = 1 and so CT(x) centralizes P. Since CG(P) = P, we
conclude that CT(x) = 1 for all x in pt< and hence that P induces a regular
group of automorphisms of T. Since P is abelian, Theorem 5.4.11 now
forces P to be cyclic. Hence IPI = p = q and, in particular, p ~ 5.

If t is odd, then T is cyclic by the preceding lemma. Moreover, IT I = tm

divides p - 1 or p + 1 and so p does not divide t - I. However, the proof
of Lemma 5.4.1 shows that IAut TI = tm

-
1(t - 1). Hence T does not admit

an automorphism of order p and so P centralizes T contrary to CG(P) = P.
Thus H is a 2-group. Since an Sz-subgroup of G is dihedral, H is either
cyclic or dihedral. But then IRI ~ 4, where R = Hjet>(H) and so IAut HI
is not divisible by p as p ~ 5. Thus P centralizes R and hence also cen
tralizes H, giving the same contradiction. Thus G is simple.

Finally, let q = 4 or 5, in which cases IGI = 60 by Theorem 2.8.1. It will
suffice to show that G possesses a subgroup H of order 12, for then, as in
the proof of Lemma 2.8.14, the permutation representation rr of G on the
right cosets of H will map G isomorphically onto As inasmuch as G is
simple.

If q = 4, then the subgroup fixing a letter has order 12. Suppose then
that q = 5. In this case an Srsubgroup S of G is abelian of type (2, 2) and
CdS) = S by the preceding theorem. Moreover, NG(S) ::::> S by Burnside's
theorem as G is simple. Since IAut SI = 6, we conclude that NGCS) is a
subgroup of the required order.

The preceding theorem together with Lemma l.l(iii) and (iv) show that
the groups Lz(q) with q == 3, 5 (mod 8) and q > 3 are, in fact, simple groups
with self-centralizing Sylow 2-subgroups of order 4. Our goal will be to
show that these are the only such simple groups.

2. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM AND INITIAL REDUCTION

It will be simpler to use the symbol O(G) in place of Oz.(G). Thus O(G)
is the largest normal subgroup of odd order in the group G. Our aim in
the balance of the chapter will be to establish the following theorem:
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Theorem 2.1
Let G be a group with a selj:centra/izing Sylow 2-subgroup of order 4.

Then one of the foflowing holds:
(i) G has a normal 2-complement, or

(ii) GjO(G) is isomorphic to Liq), q == 3, 5 (mod 8).
In particular, if G is simple, then G is isomorphic to L 2(q) with

q == 3, 5 (mod 8) and q > 3.

We first prove

Lemma 2.2
Let G be a counterexample to Theorem 2.1 of lowest possible order. Then

we have
(i) G is simple.

(ii) An S2-subgroup S of G is a four-group.
(iii) Every proper subgroup ofG satisfies the conclusion ofTheorem 2.1.

Proof
If S is cyclic, then G possesses a normal 2-complement by Theorem

7.6.1 and consequently S must be a four-group. Let H be a proper sub
group of G. If an S2-subgroup of H is cyclic, then H has a normal
2-complement by the same theorem. In the contrary case, H contains
an S2-subgroup of G and hence H satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 2.1
by our minimal choice of G. Thus (ii) and (iii) hold.

Finally, suppose G is not simple and let N be a minimal normal subgroup
of G, so that I eN c G. Since O(N) char N <J G, either N = O(N) or
O(N) = I. In the first case, set C = G j N and let S be the image of S in C.
By Burnside's transfer theorem, Cc(S) = S x D, where IDI is odd. But
then if D is the inverse image of D in G, CD(S) = 1 since S is self-central
izing in G and consequently Cij(S) = 1 by Theorem 6.2.2(iv). Thus [) = T
and so Cc(S) = S. Since ICI < IGI, Theorem 2.1 holds for C and hence
follows at once for G, contrary to our choice of G. We conclude that
O(N) = 1.

Assume next that N is a 2-group. If N = <x) is of order 2, then x is
conjugate only to itself in G and so G has a normal 2-complement by
Theorem 7.7.1. On the other hand, if 1Nl = 4, we have N = S. Since
CG(S) = S, G j S must be isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut S of odd order.
Hence IG j SI = I or 3 and therefore either G = S or G is isomorphic to
L 2 (3), again contradicting our choice of G.

By (iii), the only other possibility is that N be isomorphic to L 2(q),
q == 3, 5 (mod 8). In particular, Ss; N and consequently G = NK, where
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K = NG(S), by Theorem 1.3.7. Since CdS) = S, it follows as in the pre
ceding paragraph that IKI ~ 12. But as N has no normal subgroups of
index 2 by Theorem 1.2, NN(S) ~ S by Theorem 7.7.1, whence INN(S)I = 12.
Thus K ~ N and hence G = N, a contradiction. Therefore G is simple
and the lemma is proved.

To prove Theorem 2.1, we must obviously show that no counterexample
to the theorem exists. Hence, by Lemma 1.2, we must prove that a minimal
counterexample is, in fact, isomorphic to L 2(q) with q == 3, 5 (mod 8) and
q > 3. Thus it will suffice to establish the following result:

Theorem 2.3
Let G be a simple group with an elementary abelian S2-subgroup S oJ

order 4 such that CG(S) = S, and assume that Jor any proper subgroup H
oJ G, either H has a normal 2-complement or HjO(H) is isomorphic to
L 2(r), r == 3, 5 (mod 8). Then G is isomorphic to LzCq), q == 3, 5 (mod 8) and
q> 3.

The remainder of the chapter will be devoted to a proof of Theorem 2.3.
We note also that the proof of Lemma 2.2 shows that Theorem 7.7.1

reduces under the assumption CG(S) = S to:

Lemma 2.4
Let G be an arbitrary group with a self-centralizing elementary abelian

S2-subgroup S oJ order 4. Then one oJ the fol!owing holds:
(i) NG(S) = Sand G has a normal 2-complement.

(ii) NG(S) is isomorphic to L 2(3) and G has no normal subgroups of
index 2 and only one class oJ involutions.

Finally, we establish Theorem 2.3 in a degenerate case.

Theorem 2.5
Let G be a simple group lvith a self-centralizing elementary abelian

S2-subgroup S oJ order 4 and assume that CG(x) ~ S Jor some involution x
oJ S. Then G is isomorphic to L 2(5).

Proof
Our conditions imply that all involutIons of S are conjugate in

N = NG(S), that N has order 12, and that CG(Y) = S for every involution y
of S. Since G has no nontrivial normal 2-subgroups, it follows therefore
from Theorem 9.3.2 that G is a Zassenhaus group of degree 5 = ISI + 1
with N the subgroup fixing a letter. Thus N is a Frobenius group with
complement H of order e = 3 and kernel S of order n = 4. Since e is odd
and e ~ 1(n - 1), Theorem 13.3.5 now yields that G is isomorphic to Lz(4).
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But Li4) and Li5) are isomorphic by Theorem 1.2 and the theorem is
proved.

F or brevity we shall call a simple group G an Lrgroup if it satisfies the
hypothesis of Theorem 2.3 and if CG(x) 't-- S for any x in S*. To prove
Theorem 2.3 we must therefore show that an Lz-group is necessarily iso
morphic to L 2(q), q == 3, 5 (mod 8) with q > 5.

3. THE STRUCTURE OF THE CENTRALIZER OF AN INVOLUTION

With the aid of the Maximal Subgroup theorem we shall now establish
the following basic result, which represents a major step in the proof of
Theorem 2.3.

Theorem 3.1
If G is an Lz-group, then G possesses an abelian subgroup K of order

2n, n odd, n > 1, which is disjoint from its conjugates and such that NG(K)
is the direct product of a group (x) of order 2 and a Frobenius group with
kernel of order n and complement of order 2. In particular, NG(K) is the
centralizer of the involution x.

Thus the effect of Theorem 3.1 will be to reduce the study of Lrgroups
to the precise situation which we discussed in Section 9.4.

In this section we adopt the following notation: San Sz-subgroup of G, Xi'

1~ i ~ 3, the three involutions of S, N = NG(S), N j = CG(x j), 1~ i ~ 3, and
y an element of order 3 in N with the property

(3.1) xi = X 2

By Theorem 7.7.1, each N j has a normal2-complement Uj; so N j = SUj,
1~ i ~ 3. Furthermore, the element y cyclically permutes NI, Nz, and N 3

and so we also have

(3.2) Ui = Uz

Since Cu;(S) = 1, Xj inverts U i for j -# i and consequently each U i is
abelian.

If H is any S-invariant subgroup of G of odd order, we shall write
H j = CH(x j), 1~ i ~ 3. Then by Lemma 10.5.1 each H j is abelian, H =

(Hj, H 2 , H 3 ), and for any p in n(H), H possesses a unique S-invariant
Sp-subgroup P and P = P1PZ P 3 , where P j is the unique Sp-subgroup of
Hj, 1~ i ~ 3.
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Finally we divide n(UI ) into two disjoint subsets rt. and f3 as follows:

(3.3)
if UI contains an Sp-subgroup of G;

if UI does not contain an Sp-subgroup of G.

Since G has only one class of involutions, the definition of rt. and f3 depends
only upon G and not upon the particular involution XI'

The following lemma shows the importance of this subdivision:

Lemma 3.2
Theorem 3.1 holds (f f3 is empty.

Proof
Assume f3 is empty, in which case UI is an S,-subgroup of G. Moreover,

n = lUll> 1 by definition of an L 2-group. Now X 2 inverts UI as CuJS) = 1
and consequently <UI , x 2 ) is a Frobenius group with kernel UI and
complement <X2)' Furthermore, NI = <UI , x 2 ) x <XI)' Hence if we set
K = UI x <XI), it will suffice to show that K is disjoint from its conjugates
and that NI = NG(K).

To prove this, we first show that UI is a maximal S-invariant subgroup
of G of odd order. Indeed, suppose R is S-invariant of odd order and
contains U I . Then S normalizes an Sp-subgroup P of R for any prime p in
n(R). Since P = P IP2 P3 , it follows that pErt., whence R is an rt.-group.
But UI is an S,-subgroup of G and consequently R = UI •

Now set M = N G(U1) and C = CG(U t ). Then Se M and S () C = <XI)'

Since C <I M, XI cannot be conjugate to X2 or X 3 in M and consequently
M possesses a normal 2-complement R. Thus M = SR and R ::2 U1• But
then R = UI by the preceding paragraph and so M = SUI = NI' Since
U 1 char K, NG(K) s; NeCUI) and we conclude that NeCK) = NI'

Next let Z E K () K", Z =1= 1, VEG. If Z has even order, then Zi = XI = x~,

as XI' x~ are the unique involutions of K, K", respectively. But then
v E CeCx t ) = NI = NG(K), so K" = K. Suppose, on the other hand, that z
has odd order. In this case, set C = CG(z) and M = C~(z). Since X 2 inverts
z, it follows that S s; M and that S () C = <XI)' Since C <I M and UI S; M,
we conclude as in the preceding paragraph that M = SUI' But Uf is also
contained in M. Since IU:'I = lUll it follows that Uf = UI , whence
v E NI = N G( UI ), again by the preceding paragraph. Hence K is disjoint
from its conjugates and the lemma is proved.

We therefore assume for the balance of the proof of Theorem 3.1 that
f3 is nonempty.
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Lemma 3.3
If H j is a nontrivial subgroup of V j, then NG(Hj)contains Sandpossesses a

normal2-complement which centralizes Hi'

Proof
Setting C = CG(HJ and C* = NG(HJ, we again have S £; C* and

S (\ C = <x), so that C* possesses a normal 2-complement K by Lemma
2.4. Since IKI is odd, Lemma lO.5.1(iv) now yields that H j £; Z(K).

Lemma 3.4
There exists a unique maximal S-invariant p-subgroup of G containing the

Sp-subgroup of VI for any pin re(VI ).

Proof
Let P j be the Sp-subgroup of Vi, 1~ i ~ 3, and note that any S-invariant

p-subgroup X of G has the form X = XIXz X 3 with Xi = X (\ Pi' 1~ i ~ 3.
Suppose now that P and Q are distinct maximal S-invariant p-subgroups
of G containing PI and choose Q so that D = P (\ Q has maximal order.
We have D c P and Dc Q. Set L = NG(D). Then P (\ L ::::> D and
Q (\ L ::::> D by Theorem 1.2.11 (ii). If L has a normal 2-complement K, then
K possesses a unique S-invariant Sp-subgroup R which must therefore
contain both P (\ Land Q (\ L. But then if T is a maximal S-invariant
p-subgroup of G containing R, we have P (\ T"2 P (\ L ::::> D"2 PI' whence
P = Tby our maximal choice of Q. But now P (\ Q = T (\ Q "2 L (\ Q::::> D,
contrary to the definition of D. We conclude that L does not have a
normal 2-complement.

It follows now from Lemma 2.4 that N = NG(S) £; L and hence that yE L.
On the other hand, D = Dj Dz D3 with DI = PI and Di £; Pj, 2 ~ i ~ 3. But
as D is y-invariant, y must cyclically permute the subgroups Dj, 1~ i ~ 3.
Since the P j all have the same order and DI = PI' it follows that Dj = Pi
for all i, whence D = PtPZ P3 • But then clearly P and Q are each contained
in D, whence P = Q = D, a contradiction.

The next lemma is critical.

Lemma 3.5
IfP j is the Sp·subgroup of V j for pin fJ, 1~ i ~ 3, then P = <PI, Pz , P3 ) =

PIPZ P3 is a p-group.

Proof
By Lemma 3.3, L = NdPI ) = SK, where K <J L, IKI is odd, and

PI £; Z(K). Let Q be the unique S-invariant Sp-subgroup of K, so that Q
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is also an Sp-subgroup of L. Since pE f3, Pt is not an Sp-subgroup of G
and hence Pt c Q. But Q = Pt(P2 n Q)(P3 n Q), whence Pi n Q ¥- 1 for
i = 2 or 3, say, i = 2. Furthermore, Pi centralizes P2 n Q.

We now repeat the same argument on NC<P2 n Q), which we see
contains both Pi and P2 and possesses a normal 2-complement. But then
if R is the unique S-invariant Sp-subgroup of NdP2 n Q), we have
R = PtP2 (P3 n R). Thus the unique maximal S-invariant p-subgroupP
of G containing Pt has the form

(3.4)

in which P 3 n P has maximal order. The lemma will be proved if we can
show that P 3 = P 3 n P. Consider first the case P3 n P = I, so that P = P tP2 •

Then X 3 inverts P and consequently P = PI X P2 is abelian. On the other
hand, since Pi is the unique Sp-subgroup of Vi' I ~ i ~ 3, it follows from
(3.2) that y cyclically permutes Pt, P2 , and P3 • But then we see that
pY = P2 X P3 • Thus P2 centralizes both Pt and P3 and consequently NG(P2 )

contains each Pi' I ~ i ~ 3. But then the unique S-invariant Sp-subgroup
of the normal2-complement in NdP2 ) has the form PtP2 P3 • We conclude
that P 3 n P ¥- 1.

Next set D 3 = P3 n P, D t = D~, and D 2 = Dj. Then D t £; PI and
D 2 s P2 , so that D = <Db D 2 , D 3>= D t D 2 D 3 is a p-subgroup of P. By
construction D is invariant under y as well as S and so is invariant under N.
We may assume by way of contradiction that D 3 c P 3 , whence Dc P.
We shall argue that D is not a maximal N-invariant p-subgroup of G.
Indeed, set H = NG(D) and let E be the unique S-invariant Sp-subgroup
of O(H), so that D s E. Since N s H, P is also an S-invariant Sp-sub
group of O(H), so P = E and consequently E is also N-invariant. If E ::::> D,
the desired assertion follows, so assume E = D.

On the other hand, B = Np(D)::::> D as P::::> D. Thus B = BI B2 B3 with
B i ::::> D i , i = I or 2, say i = 1, and B3 = D 3 • Since D is .v-invariant and
Br £; P 2 s P, it follows that Br s B, which implies that also B2 =

B n P2 ::::> D 2 • Now O(H) is not a normal 2-complement in H, otherwise
D = E would be an Sp-subgroup of H, contrary to the fact that B s H
and B::::> D. Since G is an L 2-group, this implies that R = HjO(H) is
isomorphic to L 2 (r), r == 3, 5 (mod 8). We use superscripts for images in R.
Since D is an Sp-subgroup of O(H) and Bj ::::> D i for both i = I and 2, it
follows from Lemma 1O.5.1(vi) that B= 8182 , where Bi = enU') # 1,
1~ i ~ 2. However, this contradicts Lemma 1.1 (v). Thus E::::> D and the
assertion is proved.
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Finally, consider E = E 1Ez EJ • Since y normalizes E, it cyclically per
mutes the E i and as E:=J D, we have E j :=J Dj, I ~ i ~ 3. In particular,
EJ :=J DJ. Furthermore, Z(E) is also y-invariant and Z(E) #- I, which
implies that Z(E) (l El #- I. But now we see that the unique S-invariant
Sp-subgroup F of NdZ(E) (l El) contains both PI and E. Since PI sF, it
follows therefore from Lemma 3.4 that F s P. Hence P (l PJ :::2 F (l PJ :::2

EJ :=J DJ, contrary to the definition of DJ as P (l P J • This completes the
proof of the lemma.

Lemma 3.5 shows, in particular, that for p in 13, G possesses a unique
maximal S-invariant p-subgroup.

So far we have not used the fact that a group of odd order admitting
a fixed-point-free four-group of automorphisms is solvable. The next
lemma is the one place in the proof of Theorem 2.1 that we need this result.

Lemma 3.6
If P and Q are, respectively, the unique maximal S-invariant p- and

q-subgroups of G, for p and q in p, then PQ = QP is a group.

Proof
By the preceding lemma, we have P = PIPZ PJ and Q = QI Qz QJ, where

P j Qj are the Sp- and Sq-subgroups of U;, I ~ i ~ 3. We shall argue that,
for I ~ i ~ 3, P is permutable with a subgroup RU) of Q containing Q i .

But then P will be permutable with the subgroup R = <R(I), R(2), R(3I) of
Q. Since Qj s R, I ~ i ~ 3, R = Q and the lemma will follow. It will
suffice to prove the existence of R(1).

Since y cyclically permutes the Pi and since Z(P) #- I, it follows that
ZI = Z(P) (l PI #- 1. By Lemma 3.3, NG(ZI) has a normal2-complement K.
Since ZI s Z(P) and UI is abelian, K contains both P and QI' But K is
solvable by Theorem 10.5.6 and therefore possesses an S-invariant
S{p,q}-subgroup H (compare Theorem 10.5.2). We then have H = PR,
where R is the unique S-invariant Sq-subgroup of H and hence of K. Since
QI s R by Lemma 1O.5.I(iii), R = R(I) has the required properties.

Lemma 3.7
If Wj denotes the Sp-subgroup of U j , then W = <W I , Wz , WJ ) is a

solvable p-group.

Proof
Let f3 = {Pi I1 ~ i ~ r} and let p(i) be the unique maximal S-invariant

pi-subgroup of G, I ~ i ~ r. Since p(i) and p(jl are permutable for all
i,j, it follows that W = p(1 'p(Z) •.• p<r) is a fJ-group containing each
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W j , 1:( i:( 3. Hence W = <WI, W2 , W3 ) as W is S-invariant. Finally, W
is solvable by P. Hall's theorem.

This entire line of argument culminates in the following result:

Lemma 3.8
M = NG(W) is strongly embedded in G.

Proof
We must verify conditions (a), (b), and (c) of Theorems 9.2.1. First of

all, since y permutes the W j cyclically, W is invariant under y as well as S
and so N <;;. M. Thus (b) holds and, in particular, M has only one class
of involutions. Hence to prove (a), we need only show NI = SUI <;;. M.
Let VI be the Sa-subgroup of UI, so that Ut = VI X WI' Since Sand WI
lie in M, we must therefore prove that VI <;;. M. We shall, in fact, argue
that VI normalizes the unique maximal S-invariant p-subgroup P of G
for each p in {3 and this will suffice to prove the assertion.

Set ZI = Z(P) (\ PI' Then, as usual, Zl i= 1, NG(ZI) has a normal 2
complement K, and <U I , P) <;;. K. Let Q be the unique S-invariant Sq-sub
group of K for q in r:x. Then Q ;2 Ql and so Q = QI as Ql is an Sq-subgroup
of G by definition of r:x. But then K has a normal q-complement Hq by
Lemma 10.5. I(v). Setting H = nHq, we see that H is a normal Sa,-sub-

qEa

group of K and that P <;;. H. Now VIS induces a group of automorphisms
of H of order relatively prime to IHI, so VIS leaves some Sp-subgroup R
of H invariant by Theorem 6.2.2(i). Since R is S-invariant, we must have
R = P and so P is VI invariant, as required.

Now M is a proper subgroup. Since the set of all involutions of G
generates a normal subgroup, the simplicity of G shows that some involu
tion of G is not in M. Thus (c) also holds, completing the proof of the
lemma.

Since W is a nontrivial solvable group, we have Op(M) i= I for some p
in {3. The procedure for completing the proof of Theorem 3. I should now
become apparent. Indeed, we need only argue that G satisfies the unique
ness condition for p with corresponding uniqueness subgroup M. For if
we establish this fact, we can then apply Theorem 9.3.1 to obtain that S
centralizes Z(0 p(M)), which is not the case. Thus the assumption {3 non
empty will yield a contradiction, as required.

We carry this out in several steps. Throughout the discussion P will
denote the unique maximal S-invariant p-subgroup of G. We note also
that if H is any S-invariant subgroup of G of odd order, then H =

<HI' H2 , H 3 ), so H <;;. M inasmuch as H j <;;. Ui <;;. M, 1:( i:( 3.
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Lemma 3.9
The following conditions hold:

(i) SCN3(p) is nonempty.
(ii) The normalizer of every nonidentity p-subgroup of G is p-stable

and p-constrained.

Proof
Let Q be a nontrivial p-subgroup of G, set H = NG(Q), let R be an

Sp-subgroup of 0p'.p(H), and set C = CH(R). To prove that His p-con
strained, we must show that Cs; 0p'.p(H). First of all, C must have a
normal 2-complement,otherwise CjO(C) would be isomorphic to L 2(r)
for some r == 3, 5 (mod 8) and consequently SZ s; C for some z in G. But
then S would centralize a conjugate of R, a contradiction. Since we are
assuming the fact that groups of odd order are solvable, it follows that
O(C), and therefore also C, is solvable. Since 0 p,(H)C <J H by Theorem
1.3.7, this implies that C = CK(R), where K is the maximal normal p
solvable subgroup of H. But CK(R) s; 0p·.iK) by Theorem 6.3.3. Since
0p'.p(K) char K <J H, 0p'.p(K) s; Op,jH) and the desired conclusion
Cs; Op,jH) follows. That H is p-stable follows at once from Theorem
8.1.2. Hence (ii) holds.

Next set L = NG(P). Then yE L by Lemma 3.5. Since Op,(L) centralizes
P, this implies that IOp.(L)1 must be odd; otherwise P would centralize S.
Thus 0p'.iL) s; O(L) and now the maximality of P implies that P is an
Sp-subgroup of 0p'.iL). Next let Q be an Sp-subgroup of G such that
Q (\ L is an Sp-subgroup ofL and let A E SCN( Q). Since Lis p-constrained
and p-stable, it follows now from Corollary 8.1.4 that A s; P. Since
Cp(A) = A, this gives Z = Z(P) s; A. But Z = Zl X Z2 X Z3 with y cyclically
permuting the Zi' Hence each Zi =11, whence meA) ~ m(Z) ~ 3, proving (i).

We have thus verified two of the three hypotheses of the Maximal Sub
group theorem. To establish the third, we need two preliminary results:

Lemma 3.10
The following conditions hold:

(i) Op,(M) contains every P-invariant p'-subgroup of M ofodd order.
(ii) M is a maximal subgroup of G.

(iii) There exists an Sp-subgroup RofG with p<J R such that NG(Z(J(R»
contains N = NG(S).

(iv) P contains every element of SCN3(R).

Proof
We make a preliminary observation: If H is a proper subgroup of G

containing Nand Q is an N-invariant q-subgroup of H, q odd, then
Q s; O(H). Indeed, set H = HjO(H) and use superscripts for images in H.
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Then Q = Q1 Qz Q3' where Qi = CQ(.Xi), 1~ i ~ 3, and y cyclically per
mutes the Qi' Since R is isomorphic to Lz(r) for suitable r, Lemma I.I(v)
forces Q = 1, proving the assertion.

Now let K be a maximal subgroup of G containing M. Then N s; K.
If Q is the unique S-invariant Sq-subgroup of W for q in {3 = neW), then Q
is y-invariant and so Q s; O(K) by the preceding argument. Thus W ~ O(K).
Since Q is the unique maximal S-invariant q-subgroup of G, Q is neces
sarily an Sq-subgroup of O(K). Since this holds for each q in {3, W is thus
an Sp-subgroup of O(K). Suppose Wc O(K), in which case O(K) possesses
an N-invariant S,-subgroup T # 1 for some prime t t {3. Since T = T1Tz T3

with T j ~ U i , we must have t E :x. But now Z(T) n T1 # 1, and if we con
sider NG(Z(T) n T1), which we know has a normal 2-complement, and let
Y be its unique, S-invariant S,-subgroup, we see that Y contains T and that
Y1 = Cy(x1) is the S,-subgroup of U 1 • But Y = Y1, as t E:X, forcing
Tz = T3 = 1. Since N normalizes T, also T1 = 1, whence T = 1, a contra
diction. We conclude that W = O(K). Thus K ~ NG(W) = M, so K = M is
a maximal subgroup of G, proving (ii).

Since M ~ NG(Op(M)), equality holds by (ii) and so M is p-constrained
by Lemma 3.9. But now (i) follows from Theorem 8. 1.1 (iil).

To prove (iii), it will suffice to show that NG(Z(J(Q))) contains a con
jugate of N for some Sp-subgroup Q of G. Indeed, if this is the case, then
there is a conjugate R of Q such that K = NdZ(J(R))) contains N. Since
D = R n O(K) is an Sp-subgroup of O(K), we can choose R so that D is
S-invariant, whence also D is N-invariant. Setting H = NG(D), we have
<R, N> ~ H and, by Theorem 1.3.7, K = O(K)(H n K). This last con
dition implies that D is an Sp-subgroup of O(H). On the other hand, D ~ P
by Lemma 3.5 and since Np(D) is N-invariant, we have Np(D) ~ O(H)
by the first paragraph of the proof. Thus Np(D) = D and now Theorem
1.2.11(ii) yields that P = D, whence P <J R, as required.

Finally, there exists a nontrivial p-subgroup E of G such that L = NG(E)
contains a conjugate of N. Indeed, P itself is such a p-subgroup. Among
all such subgroups, choose E so that an Sp-subgroup Q of L has maximal
order. Without loss we can assume that N ~ L. By Lemma 3.9(ii) and
Glauberman's theorem, we then have L = OP-{L)(L n K), where K =

NG(Z(J(Q))). Since Ss; L, it follows that SU ~ L n Kfor some u in Op(L).
Furthermore, as N ~ L, L has only one class of involutions. Since IOp.(L) I
is necessarily, odd, L n K must also have only one class of involutions,
whence NLnK(SU) :::> SU, We conclude that NU ~ L n K ~ K. But now our
choice of E implies that Q is an Sp-subgroup of K = NG ( Z(J( Q))). Since
Z(J(Q)) char Q, it follows from Theorem 1.2.11(ii) that Q is an Sp-sub-
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group G, proving (iii).
To prove (iv), let R be as in (iii) and now set K = NG(Z(J(R))),

Q = Rn Op"iK), and H = NG(Q). Since K = Op,(K)(H n K) by Theorem
1.3.7 and R is an Sp-subgroup of both Hand K, it follows that Q is an
Sp-subgroup of OpjH). But now Corollary 8,1.4 implies that Q contains
every element of SCN3(R). However, P is an Sp-subgroup of O(K) by the
first paragraph of the proof, so Q <:; P and (iv) follows.

Lemma 3.11
Op,(M) contains every P-invariant p'-subgroup ofG.

Proof
If P normalizes the p'-subgroup Y of G, it normalizes an Sq-subgroup

of Y for each q in n( Y) by Theorem 6.2.2(i). Thus we see that it suffices
to prove the following assertion: If Q is a nontrivial maximal P-invariant
q-subgroup of G, for any prime q of. p, then Q <:; Op,(M).

If q = 2, then IQI = 2 or 4. In the first case P centralizes Q. However, as
N normalizes P and S is self-centralizing, clearly ICG(P) I is odd. On the
other hand, if IQI = 4, Q is a conjugate of S and so is also self-centralizing.
But Cp(Q) of. 1 as P is noncyclic. Thus q is odd.

Now let A be an element of SCN3(R), so that A <:; P by Lemma 3. IO(iv).
Since Z(P) <:; A, we have CG(A) <:; C = CG(Z(P)) and, as C is P-invariant,
it follows as in the preceding paragraph that ICl is odd. Since C is also
S-invariant, it follows that C = C1CZC3 <:; M and so CG(A) <:; M. But
CG(A) = A x D, where D is a p'_group by Theorem 7.6.5. Since A <:J R, D
is R- and hence P-invariant, so D <:; Op,(M) by Lemma 3.10(i). Thus
CG(A) <:; Op,(M)A <:; O(M).

Set H = NG(Q). We shall argue that SV <:; H for some v in M. Indeed,
we have S# = {Xi 11 :;::; i:;::; 3} and QX' is P-invariant for each i. Since A <:; P,
it follows from the Thompson transitivity theorem and its corollary
Theorem 8.5.6 that QXi = QUi for some Uj in CG(A), 1:;::; i:;::; 3. Setting
K=<x j ui -

1 11:;::;i:;::;3>, we have K<:;H. But also K<:;O(M)S, as
CG(A) <:; O(M). Since K clearly maps onto O(M)S/O(M), we con
clude that IKI is divisible by 4. Hence by Sylow's theorem SV <:; K <:; H for
some v in O(M), as asserted.

But then QV-I is S-invariant and consequently is contained in M. Since
v E M, it follows that Q <:; M. But now Q <:; Op,(M) by Lemma 3,10(i).

Our desired conclusion now follows:

Lemma 3.12
G satisfies the uniqueness condition for the prime p and M is a uniqueness

subgroup for p.
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Proof
Set H = Op,(M). By Lemma 3.1O(iii) P <l R for some Sp-subgroup R of

G. Then for u in R, pu = P, so P normalizes HU, whence HU = H by the
preceding lemma. Thus R normalizes H and so R <;;.M as M = NcCH) by
Lemma 3.10(ii). Since P <;;. R, the preceding lemma also implies that H
contains every R-invariant p'-subgroup of G. But H centralizes Op(M),
whence Op(M) <;;. B = Op(HR) and so B =I- 1. Now B<J R and since B
centralizes H, it follows that B centralizes every R-invariant p'-subgroup
of G. In view of Lemma 3.9, the hypotheses of the Maximal Subgroup
theorem are all satisfied and so the uniqueness condition holds for p.

Let K be the corresponding uniqueness subgroup containing R. Since
Op(M) =f 1 and OiM) contains an abelian subgroup of type (p, p, p), we
have M <;;. K. But then M = K by Lemma 3.1O(ii).

Lemmas 3.8 and 3.12 together with Theorem 9.3.1 now yield the desired
contradiction that S centralizes Z(OiM)). This completes the proof of
Theorem 3.1.

Remark Once it is known that G contains a strongly embedded sub
group M (Lemma 3.8 above), an alternate proof of Theorem 3.1 can be
given which does not require the solvability of groups of odd order. Indeed,
Brauer has shown by means of modular character theory that there exists
an approximate formula for the order of an arbitrary group H with an
S2-subgroup S of order 4 and having no normal subgroups of index 2. In
fact, if x is an involution of S,

(3.5)
3 15

where S ~ aH ~ S·

In the present situation, (3.5) can be applied to both G and M. Since
CG(x) =CM(x) =N and CG(S)=CM(S)=S, it follows that IG:MI
= aG/aM. Since aG~ 15/8 and aM ;?: 3/8, we conclude that

(3.6) IG:MI ~5.

But now if we consider the permutation representation 71 Mof G on the
cosets of M, we see that 71M(G) is a subgroup of the symmetric group Ss.
Since G is simple, we conclude that G is isomorphic to a subgroup of Ss.
Howevtr, this is impossible as M c G and IMI is divisible by p3 for any p
in {3 by Lemma 3.5.

In the case that S is self-centralizing, Glauberman has observed that the
inequality IG: MI ~ 5 can be derived using solely results from ordinary
character theory. We shall outline the argumentin a series of exercises.
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We shall now complete the proof of Theorem 2.3 and thereby also the
proof of Theorem 2. I by establishing the following fundamental result:

Theorem 4.1 (Brauer-Suzuki- Wall)
If G is a simple group containing an abelian subgroup K oforder 2n which

satisfies the hypothesis ofTheorem 3.1, then G is isomorphic to L 2(q), where
q == 3, 5 (mod 8), q > 5, and q = 4n + e ~j,'ith e = ± l.

We preserve the notation introduced in Section 9.4. Thus K = V x <x),
where IVI = nand Ixl = 2, N = NG(K), g = IGI, t is the number of con
jugate classes of strongly real elements of G, and r is the total number of
conjugate classes of G. In Section 9.4 we established the following results,
which for the sake of clarity we summarize here:

(4.1) g = 4n(4n + e)(2/1 + e) where e = ± l.

(4.2) t = 2n + 3 if e = + I and t = 2n if e = -l.

(4.3) r=t ife=+l and r=t+2 ife=-l.

The irreducible characters of G are Xi' 1~ i ~ n - I, and l/Jj,
I ~ j ~ r - n + 1, and we have

(4.4) deg Xi = 4/1 + 2e, 1~ i ~ n - 1, deg l/J1= 1, deg l/J2= 4n + e,

deg l/J3 = deg l/J4 = 2n + e, deg l/J j = 4n for j ~ 5.

If cP i' 1~ i ~ n - 1, are the nonprincipal irreducible characters of K
having x in their kernels and /7 is the nonprincipal irreducible character
of K having V in its kernel, then for a suitable ordering of the indices we
have

(4.5) xlY) = e(cP/Y) + f;(v))

Xi+-j<n- Ily) = eIlCv)(cPb) + fly))

(4.6) l/J2(Y) = e

{
l/JiY) = e

(4.7)
l/Ji,v) = -e

(4.8) l/Jiy) = 0

if yE K*, 1~ i ~ 1(n - 1)

if yE K*, 1~ i ~ -Hn - I)

if yE K*

if yE V*

if y E K - V, 3 ~ j ~ 4

if yE K*, j ~ 5.

In addition, we have for y not in a conjugate of K and I ~ i ~ n - 1,

(4.9)
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(4.10) they) + t/Jiy) = xly)·

On the basis of this information we shall argue in a sequence of lemmas
that G is a Zassenhaus group of degree (4n + e) + 1 to which Theorem
13.3.5 is applicable. Theorem 4.1 will then follow at once. To accomplish
this objective we investigate the structure of the subgroups of G whose
orders are divisible by primes in (2n + e)(4n + e). Note that the three odd
numbers n, 2n + e, and 4n + e are pairwise relatively prime.

Let nk be the set of primes dividing 2kn + e, 1::;; k ::;; 2. It will be con
venient to call an element of G ncsingular if its order is divisible by a
prime in nk , 1::;; k ::;; 2.

We first prove

Lemma 4.2
The characters of G have the following values on nk-singular elements:

(l) xly) = 0 ifY is ncsingular
xb) = e if y is nz-singular, 1::;; i::;; n - 1.

(ii) t/Jz(y) = -e ify is nI-singular
t/Jz(y) = 0 ifY is nz-singular.

(iil) t/Jiy) = 0 ify is nI-singular, 3::;; j::;; 4
t/Jiy) + t/J4(y) = e ify is nz-singular.

Proof
By (4.4), deg t/Jz = 4n + e. Since 4n + eand g/ (4n + e) are relatively prime,

we see that deg t/Jz is divisible by the full power of p dividing g fo; any
prime p in nz . But then by Theorem 4.7.13, t/Jz(y) = 0 for any element
y of G of order divisible by p and so t/Jz is 0 on any nz-singular element of
G. Similarly, t/J3 and t/J4' being of degree 2n + e, are 0 on any nI-singular
element of G.

But now (4.9) implies that xly) = e if y is nz-singular, while (4.10)
implies that Xi(y) = 0 if y is nI-singular. Using these values of Xi' it follows
now from (4.9) that t/JzCv) = -e if y is nI-singular and from (4.10) that
t/J3(y) + t/J4(y) = e if y is nz-singular and the lemma is proved.

We can now prove

Lemma 4.3
G contains an abelian S~l-subgroup R of order 2n + e which is disjoint

from its conjugates and such that NG(R) is a Frobenius group of order
2(2n + e).

Proof
We evaluate formula (9.4.2) with y a nI-singular element. We have

xly) = 0, I::;; i ::;; n - 1, and t/J/y) = 0, 3::;; j ::;; 4, by Lemma 4.2(i) and (iii).
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Moreover, lfiix) = 0, where x is the involution of K,j ~ 5, by (4.8). Hence
only the characters IG = lfil and lfi2 contribute to the sum. Using (4.4),
(4.6), and Lemma 4.2(ii) to evaluate deg lfi2' lfiix), and lfi2 (y) , and also
using the value of 9 given in (4.1), we obtain

(4.11 )

In particular, fJ(y) > 0, which means that Y is a strongly real element. But
then, by Lemma 9.4.7, we have fJ(y) = ICG(y)l, whence

(4.12) ICG(y) I = 2n + e

for any TCcsingular element y of G.
Set R = CG(y). Since y is strongly real, R is normalized by some involu

tion x' of G. Since IRI = 2n + e, x' must invert R, whence R is abelian.
Suppose now that Z ER !l RV, Z i= 1, VEG. Then Z is TCl-singular, so
ICG(Z) I = 2n + e. But as R and RV are abelian, CG(z)::::2 <R, RV). Since
IRI = IRvl = 2n + e, it follows that R = RV = CG(z). Thus R is disjoint
from its conjugates. Since IG: RI = 4n(4n + e), we see also that R is an
Sn,-subgroup of G. Hence to complete the proof it will suffice to show that
ING(R) : RI = 2, for then NG(R) will be a Frobenius group of the required
order.

To prove this we use the fact that I lfiiz) = 0. Now the elements of
zeG

K* - <x) have 9 /2n conjugates and include n - 1 conjugate classes of
G, while x has 9 /4n conjugates. Hence using our values for lfi2 , we obtain

(4.13) 4n + e + In e + in (n - l)e +I' (-e) = 0,

where the summation is over the m 1 distinct TC l-singular elements of G.
Transposing and dividing bye, we conclude upon simplification that

(4.14) m1 = (4n + e)2n(2n + e - 1).

On the other hand, by what we have shown above, every TCl-singular
element lies in a conjugate of R*. Let h = ING(R) : RI. Since R is disjoint
from its conjugates, it follows therefore that

(4.15) m 1 = h(2:+ e) (2n + e - 1).

Comparing (4.14), (4.15), and using (4.1), we conclude that h = 2, as
required.
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As a consequence, we have
Lemma 4.4

There are precisely two conjugate classes of 71 z-singular elements in G.
Proof

By the preceding lemma, two elements y, z of R# are conjugate in G
if and only if they are conjugate in NG(R) and hence if and only if z = y± 1 •

Thus there are exactly 1-(2n + £ - 1) conjugate classes of 71 1-singu1ar
elements in G. Furthermore, there are n + 1 conjugate classes of G coming
from elements of N. But by (4.2) and (4.3), I' = 2n + 3 if £ = + 1 and
I' = 2n + 2 if £ = - 1. Thus in either case we have counted all but two of the
conjugate classes of G. Since the remaining two classes necessarily consist
of 71 z-singular elements, the lemma follows.

We next prove

Lemma 4.5
4n + £ = po for some prime p and an Sp-subgroup P of G is elementary

abelian with NG(P) of order 1(4n + £ - 1)(4n + e).

Proof
We now evaluate formula (9.4.2) with y a 71z-singular element as we did

in Lemma 4.3. Using the given values of our characters, we obtain,
similarly,

(4.16) [3(.1') = 16
g

z (:(n -;) £ + -2_1_ (t/J3(Y) + t/Jiy)) + 1).
n n+£ n+£

But t/J3(Y) + t/J4(Y) = c by Lemma 4.2(iii) and now (4.16) reduces to

(4.17) fJ(y) = 1(4n + £)(1 + e).

If £ = + L y is strongly real and ICG(Y) I = 4n + £ for every 71z-singular
element. But now if we set P = CG(y), it follows as in Lemma 4.3 that P is
abelian, P is disjoint from its conjugates, P is an Sn2-subgroup of G of
order 4n + £, and M = NG(P) is a Frobenius group. Hence every 71z-singular
element of G is conjugate to one in p# and two elements of p# are con
jugate if and only if they are conjugate in M. Since G has exactly two
conjugate classes of 71z-singular elements, we conclude that IM: PI =

'/2(4n + 1 - 1) = 2n. But also the argument of Theorem 13.1.3(ii) shows
that P is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p and the lemma
follows.

Assume then that £ = - 1. In this case (4.17) gives f3(y) = 0 and so any
71 z-singular element y of G is not strongly real and hence is nonreal. In
particular, y is not conjugate to y -1. Since there are only two classes of
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1r2-singular elements, we must have 1r2 = {p} for some prime P; otherwise
there would exist elements Yi of G of order Pi with Pi E 1r2' 1 :::; i :::; 2, and
Pl "# P2 , in which case Yl' y~ 1, Y2 , Yz l would be representatives of distinct
conjugate classes of 1r2-singular elements. Thus 4n + c: = p a for some a.

Let P be an Sp-subgroup of G. We shall argue next that P is disjoint
from its conjugates. If not, let D be a maximal intersection of P with a
conjugate Pl. Then D"# 1 and Dc P, Dc Pl. Set T = NG(D). If 0iT)
were an Sp-subgroup of T, then an Sp-subgroup P2 of G containing 0iT)
would contain both Np(D) and Np,(D). Since NP(D) :::J D, maximality of
D would force P2 = P, whence Np,(D) ~ P, which is not the case. Thus
Op(T) is not an Sp-subgroup of T.

We shall now contradict this fact. Let L be the smallest normal subgroup
of T containing D such that Op(L) is not an Sp-subgroup of L. Then cer
tainly L is not a p-group. Let q be the smallest prime in 1r(L) with q "# P
and let Q be an Sq-subgroup of L. Now q divides 4n or 2n + c: and so our
preceding results show that NG(Q) and CG(y) are p'-groups for all Y in Q*.
Hence Q induces a regular group of automorphisms of D and therefore Q
is cyclic by Theorem 5.4.11. Since H = NL(Q) is a p'-group, q is the smallest
prime in 1r(H), so H has a normal q-complement by Theorem 7.6.1. Since
Q <l H, we have H = Q x Oq,(H) and consequently Q ~ Z(H). But now
Burnside's transfer theorem yields that L has a normal q-complement L l •

Minimality of L implies that 0iLl) is an Sp-subgroup of L l . But 0iLl)
char L l <l L, so 0iLl) ~ OiL). However, 0iLl) is an Sp-subgroup
of L as L = QL1 • Hence 0iLl) = OiL) is a normal Sp-subgroup of L,
contrary to our choice of L. We conclude that P is disjoint from its
conjugates.

But now by Theorem 7.4.6, two elements of p* conjugate in G are
conjugate in M = NG(P). Furthermore, our conditions imply that M is a
Frobenius group with kernel P, and, as in the case c: = + 1, it follows that
[M: PI = 1(4n - 1 - 1) = 2n - 1. Again. the argumentof Theorem13. 1.3(ii)
shows that P is elementary abelian.

Finally, we prove

Lemma 4.6
G is a Zassenhaus group of degree 4n + c: + 1 in its action on the r(qht

cosets of NG(P).

Proof
Set M = NG(P) and consider the transitive permutation representation

of G on the right cosets of M. Let 0 be its character. It follows at once from
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the preceding lemma that IG :MI = 4n + e + 1. Hence

(4.18) deg8 =4n + e + 1.

Now by Theorem 4.3.4(i), 8 = IG + ljJ, where ljJ is a character of G which
does not have IG as a constituent. Thus deg t/J = 4n + e. Examining the
degrees of the nonprincipal irreducible characters of G as given in (4.4),
we see that there is only one possibility for ljJ: t/J = t/Jl' Therefore,

(4.19) 8=IG +t/Jl'

Hence, by Theorem 4.3.4(ii), G acts doubly transitively. To prove that
G is a Zassenhaus group, we must show that only the identity element fixes
three cosets of M, or equivalently that D(y) ~ 2 for all y in G#, which will
follow if t/Jl takes on only the values 0, + I, and -Ion G#. But (4.6) and
Lemma 4.2(ii) show that this is indeed the case. Thus G is a Zassenhaus
group of the given degree.

We can now easily establish Theorem 4.1. Setting 411 + e = pO = q and
e = 1(4n + e - I) = 1(q - I), we can then write 9 = eq(q + I). Let X be a
Frobenius complement in M and set Y = NG(X). Then IXI = e and
IYI = 2e. Replacing P by a conjugate, if necessary, we can assume without
loss that S n Y is an Srsubgroup of Y. Now if e = + I, then e = 211, so
S n X 1= 1. Thus Xi e S n X for some i, I ~ i ~ 3. Since X is disjoint from
its conjugates, it follows that Ni = CG(x i) s; Y. But INil = 2e and hence
Ni = Y. Thus X = Vi X <X) is abelian and is inverted by an involution of
Y. Since M = X P is a Frobenius group, the Sylow subgroups of X are
cyclic by Theorem 1O.3.I(iv) and hence X is cyclic. On the other hand, if
e = -I, then e = 211 - I is odd. In this case the same conclusions follow
from Theorem 13.1.4(i), in view of the simplicity of G (alternatively from
the preceding analysis). Thus the hypotheses of Zassenhaus's theorem are
satisfied and we conclude that G is isomorphic to LzCq) with q > 5 (as 11 > I).
That q =3, 5 (mod 8) follows from the fact that 9 is not divisible by 8. This
completes the proof of Theorem 4.1 and with it the proof of Theorems 2.3
and 2.1.

EXERCISES

In the following exercises, G will denote a simple group with a self-centraliz
ing Sl-subgroup S of order 4, X = Xl' Xl, X 3 are the involutions of S, and
N = Cdx). We assume that there exists a subgroup M of G containing Nsuch
that M/O(M) is isomorphic to Ll(q), q =3, 5 (mod 8), q> 3. Prove
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1. There exist irreducible characters cPj, 0:( i:( 3, of M with cPo = I M such
that

(i) O(M) c:; ker cPi, 0:( i:( 3.
(ii) cP;(xy) = cP;(x) for y in O(N), 0:( i:( 3.

(iii) deg cPI = q and deg cP2 = deg cP3 = Hq + cS), where q == cS (mod 4).
3

(iv) 8 = L cPl"t)cPi vanishes on all elements of M of odd order.
j~O

2. N possesses n - 1 distinct irreducible characters C, 1 :( i:( n - 1, where
1Nl = 4n, such that

(i) (; + -Hn -I) = IJC, where IJ is the nontriviallinear character of N having
O(N), X2' and X3 in its kernel, 1 :( i :( ten - 1).

(ii) deg(i=2, 1 :(i:(n-l.
(iii) C(x) = 2, 1 :( i :( ten - 1).

3. There exist distinct irreducible characters t/t i , 0 :( i :( 3, and Xi' I :( i :( n - 1,
ofG with t/to = le and signs e and cS j , 0:( i:( 3, such that

3

(i) 8* = L cS i t/t j •

i~O

(ii) (C - C)* = e(x; - X), I :( i, j:( n.
4, Set 8 j = C- (;++(n-I)' 1 :( i:( ten - I). Show that

Xl"t)2 + Xi+±(1l-1)(X)2 ~ t8;(X)2 = 8.

5. Use Exercise 4 and Theorem 4.2.8 to show
3

(i) L t/t ;(X)2 :( 4.
;~o

(ii) t/to(x) = 1, t/tj(x) = 0, 1, or -I, 1 :( i:( 3.
'\' X(X)2 '\' (X)2 . .

6. Set 'Ye = L... -- X and 'YM = L... -- (, where X, ( range over the IrreducIble
degx deg(

characters of G and M, respectively. Use (9.4.2) and Lemma 9.1.5 to show
(i) 'Ye(xy) = IC : M /YM(XY) for all y in O(N).

(ii) ('Ye, 8*)e = (I'M' 8)M'

(iii) ±t/ti(X)2 cS; = IC : M I±cP/X)2 cP;(x) = IC: M I (q - 6)2.
i~O t/tP) i~O cPj(1) q(q + cS)

7. Finally use Exercises 5 and 6 to prove

IG: MI:( 5.
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----------------- CH A PT ER 16
SIMPLE GROUPS OF LOW
RANK

In Part II we have considered, among other questions, particular cascs
of three major problems of finite group theory: groups of odd order, groUlJS
with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups, and eN-groups of even order. Through
these special cases we have tried to provide insight into the nature of the
general solutions of these problems. However, special cases often hide as
much as they reveal, and they may fail to convey the degree of tcchnical
difficulty involved in passing to the general case. This is especially true
of the problems at hand, the complete solutions of which are long and
intricate.

We should like therefore to present in this chapter a conceptual picture,
without proofs, of the content of these theorems and of some of the difficul
ties they involve. At the same time we hope to be able to show how the
methods we have developed in the book are used in these and other
problems.

Each of our three problems is closely linked to certain other classifica
tion problems that it will be valuable to discuss at the same time. For
example, in dealing with groups of odd order, one studies a simple group
(of odd order) all of whose proper subgroups are solvable. Clearly this is a
particular case of the class of simple groups (of arbitrary order) in which
the normalizer of every nontrivial solvable subgroup is solvable (for
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brevity, a simple N-group). In a major work Thompson has determined all
simple N-groups. In particular, he obtains a complete classification of all
minimal simple groups. The proof of this result has great significance for
the study of simple groups.

Clearly a CN-group G satisfies the following condition: For any involu
tion x of G, CG(x) is 2-closed; that is, the Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(x) is
normal in CG(.x). For brevity, we shall call an arbitrary group G satisfying
this condition a C-group. As the culminating step in a long series of papers,
Suzuki has determined all simple C-groups.

Finally, both the general C-group and dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup prob
lems include, as special cases, certain groups with abelian Sylow 2-sub
groups. They thus impinge directly upon this additional basic classification
problem, which we also wish to discuss briefly.

These classification problems may appear to be somewhat disparate in
character despite the preceding remarks. However, it turns out that they
can be regarded as part of a single classification problem. Indeed, each of
the known simple groups can be assigned a rank in a fairly natural way. For
example, the linear groups in dimension n over GF(q) have rank n - I.
From this point of view, groups of prime order have rank 0, while groups
of rank I are identical to certain types of doubly transitive groups. In these
terms the odd-order problem becomes that of classifying all simple groups
of rank 0, while our other problems become part of that of determining all
simple groups of rank I.

Among the set of known simple groups, those of rank I have the most
elementary subgroup structure-their proper subgroups being either solv
able or, at worst, involving other simple groups of rank 1. Thus we
would expect conversely that our classification of these groups be made
in terms relating to the nature of their proper subgroups. In practice these
conditions do not involve all proper subgroups, but only what we may call
the local subgroups-that is, the normalizers of the nonidentity solvable
~ubgroups, equivalently the nonidentity subgroups of prime power order.
(For a specific prime p, we shall refer to the normalizers of the non identity
p-subgroups as the p-local subgroups). No matter how each of our classi
fication problems above is initially stated, it quickly reduces to the study
of a simple group whose local subgroups are either solvable or involve
simple groups of the type Liq) (occasionally certain other rank I groups
must be allowed). In precise terms, the classification of the simple groups
of rank I means just this: determination of all finite simple groups whose
local subgroups are of this special form.
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It turns out, in fact, that the members of certain families of simple
groups of rank 2 possess local subgroups of exactly the same type; in
particular, this is true of the groups L3(q) [by definition, 5L(3, q) modulo
its center]. Thus the most general classification problem for simple groups
of rank I will involve a partial classification of those of rank 2.

The techniques we have developed in this book (together with certain
methods of modular character theory not treated here) provide the
appropriate tools for investigating this enormous classification problem,
large parts of which have been successfully completed at the time of this
writing. I

1. GENERAL METHODS AND OBJECTIVES

As we have just indicated, each of our classification problems involves
the study of a simple group G whose proper subgroups are of some suitably
restricted form. Except in the odd-order problem, the goal in each case
is to show that G is isomorphic to one of the known simple groups. Thus,
for example, in Theorem 15.2.3, the classification of groups with self
centralizing 5 2-subgroups of order four was reduced to showing that a
simple group G satisfying appropriate conditions was necessarily iso
morphic to L 2(q), q == 3, 5 (mod 8), q > 3. In the odd order case, of course,
the task is rather to derive a contradiction. However, despite this apparent
distinction, the methods of proof are essentially the same in all cases. Thus
the following discussion will be pertinent in large part to the odd order
problem as well.

To prove that G is isomorphic to some known simple group G*, it is
obviously necessary that the proper subgroups of G be isomorphic to
corresponding proper subgroups of G*. We may ask conversely whether this
condition will be sufficient for G and G* to be isomorphic. Zassenhaus'
theorem of Chapter 13 provides an example in which this is indeed the case.
There we considered an "unknown" Zassenhaus group G, on the one
hand, and a suitable known group G* = Liq), on the other, with the
property that their respective subgroups N, N* fixing a letter were iso
morphic. Using the method of generators and relations, we were able to
deduce that G and G* themselves were isomorphic. This proof did not
involve the complete subgroup structure of G or even its complete local
structure. The precise information we required concerned the structure of
N, the intersection of N with its conjugates, and the action of G on the
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cosets of N. For reasons that we shall explain in a moment, we shall speak
of this as the generalized Bruhat structure of G.

This suggests a fairly natural approach to our general classification
problem:

(1) Prove that G possesses a generalized Bruhat structure identical to
that of some known simple group G*.

(2) Under assumption 1, prove that G and G* are isomorphic.

Two questions immediately arise in connection with (1): First, what do
we mean by the generalized Bruhat structure of a known simple group G*
and, second, how shall we prove that our unknown simple group G has
such a structure at all?

Much work has been done on the first question and the situation is now
well understood. Apart from the known sporadicgroups , and the alternating
groups An ,n ~ 7, n #- 8, all the remaining known simple groups have natural
descriptions which are very similar to that of Lz(q): They are homomorphic
images of certain matrix groups (modulo their centers) which are defined
over a finite field GF(q). Let us write G*(q) rather than G* for one of these
groups.

In the case of the Zassenhaus group G*(q) = Lz(q), the subgroup N*
above is the normalizer of a Sylow p-subgroup of G*(q), where q = pr and
its generalized Bruhat structure is expressed in terms of conditions on this
normalizer N*. The same general situation prevails for arbitrary G*(q).
The normalizer of an Sp-subgroup of G*(q) for q = pr is called a Bore!
subgroup and accordingly is denoted by B. The structure of B, the inter
section of B with its conjugates, and the action of G*(q) on the cosets of B
determine the generalized Bruhat structure of G*(q). In fact, the precise
conditions which describe this structure is called the Bruhat decomposition
of G*(q). (A fuller discussion appears in Section 17.1.) We have added the
qualifying objective 'I' generalized" so as to be able to include those simple
groups which are not of matrix type and also for the reasons discussed
in the next two paragraphs. However, we wish to remark first that Tits,
abstracting from the conditions appearing in a Bruhat decomposition, has
introduced the general notion of a (B, N)-pair. Groups with a (B, N)-pair
structure have been extensively studied by him and several other authors.

Actually, (1) turns out in many cases to be more than one is able to
prove. In the first place, there may yet remain some indeterminacy in the
structure of B; that is, B may have the same general form as that of some
known simple group, but its exact structure may depend upon certain
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parameters, only certain possibilities for which correspond to actual
known simple groups. This indeterminacy is resolved only in the process of
answering the second question.

Second, for most groups of rank higher than I, it seems that it is not G
which must be shown to have a generalized Bruhat structure but rather a
well-specified homomorphic image Cl of a subgroup G l of G (possibly
proper) that is shown to have such a structure. Under these circumstances,
we must answer question (2) for Cl and, in addition, must prove that
G l <I G. The simplicity of G will then yield that G is isomorphic to Cl' The
procedure for accomplishing this final step is alrekdy available to us.
Indeed, if M = NG(GI ) is a proper subgroup of G, one is able to show that
M satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 9.2.1. Part (iii) of that theorem
(which we have not previously used) can then be invoked to produce a
contradiction. It will be understood when we say that G has a generalized
Bruhat structure that these indeterminacies are permitted.

We turn now to question (2), which asks, in effect, whether a group
having a generalized Bruhat structure is uniquely determined by that
structure. Equivalently whether a (B, N)-pair is completely characterized
by its (B, N)-structure. This problem has been the subject of much investi
gation. The methods for treating it are either those of generators and
relations or that of geometry, which was mentioned briefly in Chapter 13.

No matter how difficult it may be in a particular case to settle this
question, once we have shown that our given group G has a generalized
Bruhat structure, we can be sure that we have reached the final stage of
our classification problem. By far the largest portion of our work will be
involved in establishing that G, in fact, has such a Bruhat structure. In
Part II we have accomplished this goal for two distinct problems: for
CN-groups with abelian Srsubgroups and for groups with self-centralizing
Srsubgroups of order four.

A careful examination of the proofs of these results will reveal that the
arguments divide into two major parts:

(a) First, we constructed a strongly embedded subgroup M of G to
which we applied the theorems of Section 9.3. This gave precise informa
tion concerning the maximal local subgroups that contained an S2-sub
group of G and how they intersected their conjugates.

(b) On the basis of this information, we employed character-theoretic
methods to deduce the fact that G had a generalized Bruhat structure.

More specifically. in the case of CN-groups, part (a) already yielded the
conclusion that G was a Zassenhaus group. We then used Feit's theorem
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to show that G had a Bruhat structure identical to that of some Lz(2"). In
the case of groups with self-centralizing S2-subgroups of order four, part
(a) involved a basic application of the Maximal Subgroup theorem and
gave strong information on how the centralizer N of an involution
intersected its conjugates. It is not difficult to see that these conditions
imply that N is a maximal local subgroup containing an S2-subgroup of G.
For part (b) we applied the Brauer-Suzuki-Wall theorem to deduce that
G had a Bruhat structure identical to that of some Lz(q), q == 3, 5 (mod 8).

The kind of arguments that we used in each case in part (a) may be called
local group-theoretic. They have also been referred to as Sylow-type
arguments. In this kind of analysis we study the interrelations between the
various local subgroups of G. We try to piece together our information to
obtain conclusions concerning the maximal p-Iocal subgroups of G and
how they intersect each other for appropriate primes p. In its most general
form, the entire approach has its origins in Chapter IV of the Odd Order
paper, where many of the basic ideas were first introduced. Our Chapter 8
represents a synthesis as well as an extension of many, but by no means
all, of these ideas. In carrying out this analysis our hypotheses on the
local subgroups of G enter in a crucial way. The arguments depend
critically upon basic properties of solvable groups and, if the local sub
groups involve various Lz(q)'s, also upon properties of these groups.

On the other hand, the methods of character theory treat primarily the
relation between the characters of G and those of some subgroup N of G.
To be effective, we must have fairly exact information on N and on its
embedding in G. In the various situations studied in this book, N has
always been a Frobenius group (or at worst the direct product of a
Frobenius group with a group of order 2) whose kernel is disjoint from its
conjugates. For more general problems, some weakening of these con
ditions must be allowed.

The objective of the lopal group-theoretic analysis should now be clear:
to force conditions on the local structure of G sufficient to permit the
effective use of character-theoretic methods.

At first glance it would appear that the odd order problem does not
fit the over-all conceptual approach just outlined. For a simple (nonabelian)
group of odd order cannot possibly possess a generalized Bruhat structure
in the above sense, inasmuch as there exists no known simple group to
which that structure could be identical. However, if we think rather of a
generalized Bruhat structure as a set of conditions on certain local sub
groups of a simple group G, on the basis of which the structure of G can
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be uniquely characterized by means of generators and relations, then there
comes a point in the proof of the solvability of groups of odd order in
which just such a situation is reached (to be described in the next section).
Hence it is reasonable to say that the general simple group G of odd order
(if it existed) has a generalized Bruhat structure. This point is completely
camouflaged in the special case that G is a CN-group, which we studied in
Sections 14.2 and 14.3. There the character-theoretic methods led directly
to a contradiction and so the generator-relations method never entered
into the arguments. In other words, a simple eN-group of odd order does
not possess such a Bruhat structure.

In other respects the analysis of CN-group~ of odd order has the same
spirit as that for the general group of odd order. First, we apply local
group-theoretic methods to obtain precise information concerning the
maximal local subgroups and their embedding. This analysis differs in one
fundamental respect from the corresponding analysis in all other classi
fication problems. Indeed, in the study of simple groups of even order, the
focus is on the maximal local subgroups containing a Sylow 2-subgroup
or suitable "large" subgroups thereof. Because of this, only p-Iocal
subgroups for those p "in the neighborhood " of the prime 2 enter into the
arguments. Thus, for example, in the case of groups with self-centralizing
Sz-subgroups of order 4, our attention was limited to odd primes dividing
the order of the centralizer of an involution. By contrast, the odd-order
problem requires information on all the maximal local subgrOJJps (com
pare Theorem 14.2.5 for CN-groups of odd order). In part at least, this
accounts for its intrinsic complexity.

The methods of character theory are then applied to the various con
figurations of maximal local subgroups to which the local group-theoretic
analysis leads. Contradictions similar in nature to that derived in Section
14.3 are obtained for all but one of these configurations. It is this last
configuration which defines the Bruhat structure of the general simple
group of odd order.

We must still say a few words in the case of groups of even order about
the passage from a knowledge of the set .41 of maximal local subgroups of
G "in the neighborhood" of the prime 2 to the existence of a Bruhat
structure in G. For an important distinction between the classification of
groups of rank 1 and most of those of higher rank appears to be emerging
from the work of Thompson and Suzuki. Observe that the generalized
Bruhat structure of G is expressed in terms of an Sp-subgroup of G for a
distinguished prime p, which we may call the characteristic of G. Now
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11. Character-theoretic or
local group-theoretic

Ill. Generators and rela
tions or geometric

this characteristic mayor may not appear directly in properties of the
elements of J/f derived by our initial local group-theoretic analysis. Of
course, this will always be the case if G happens to have characteristic
2, but not necessarily if G has odd characteristic. For example, for
groups with self-centralizing S2-subgroups of order four, the characteristic
prime p is not in the neighborhood of 2 and so does not enter in any way
into the elements of cif. It emerges for the first time only after an expression
for the order of G has been established by a long character-theoretic
argument. On the other hand, in certain cases in the study of N-groups,
the elements of vi! include 3-local subgroups, and in these cases the
characteristic of G turns out to be 3 (the corresponding simple groups being
of rank 2).

We have raised this specific point for the following reason: When the
elements of .i/ include p-local groups for the odd characteristic p, the
appropriate method for proving that G has a generalized Bruhat structure
appears to be again the local group-theoretic rather than that of character
theory. The same remark applies in characteristic 2 for groups of rank
greater than 1. Since we have noted above that the classification of all
simple groups of rank I includes that of some groups of rank 2, these
remarks are pertinent to our over-all classification problem.

We conclude now with a short table of methods and objectives in the
study of simple groups which summarizes the preceding discussion. The
reader will do well to keep it in mind when studying the succeeding
sections. With appropriate modifications also discussed above, this sum
mary applies equally well to the odd order problem:

Method Objective
I. Local group-theoretic Prqperties of the maximal local subgroups

of G in the neighborhood of the prime 2
The existence of a generalized Bruhat

structure in G identical to that of a
known simple group G*

A proof that G and G* are isomorphic

2. GROUPS OF ODD ORDER

The Feit-Thompson theorem on the solvability of groups of odd order
will here be referred to as O. The over-all organization of the paper is as
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follows: Chapters I, I1, and III are in a sense preliminary, providing
definitions of a number of important general concepts along with a great
many specialized results that are needed for the proof itself. In Chapter IV
a minimal counterexample G to the theorem is considered. G is, in fact,
minimal simple: a nonabelian simple group of odd order whose proper
subgroups are all solvable. Chapter IV presents the local group-theoretic
analysis of the maximal subgroups of G, Chapter V utilizes the methods
of character theory to show that G has a generalized Bruhat structure, and
Chapter VI derives a final contradiction by the method of generators and
relations.

We shall present an outline of the proof, which we hope will clarify some
of our preceding remarks and at the same time give the reader an under
standing of its great achievement. First. we note that a minimal normal
subgroup of a solvable group is a p-group for some prime p. Hence every
proper subgroup of G is contained in a p-local subgroup of G for an
appropriate prime p. In particular, the set of maximal subgroups of G is
the same as that of the maximal local subgroups.

In the case that G is a CN-group, Theorem 14.2.5 gives the exact struc
ture and embedding of all the maximal subgroups of G, each being a
Frobenius group whose kernel is a Hall subgroup of G and is disjoint
from its conjugates. The key point in the proof of this result is the fact
that no maximal subgroup of G is a three-step group as this term was
defined in Section 14.1. Underlying the entire argument was a natural
equivalence relation that exists among the primes of n(G) : p ~ q, provided
some nontrivial p- and q-elements of G commute. Lemma 14.1.2 showed
that this condition is in turn equivalent to the fact that an Sp- and
Sq-subgroup of G commute elementwise. The spirit of this equivalence
relation is that the existence of a "small" {p, q}-subgroup implies the
existence of an SIP.q:-subgroup in G. As a direct consequence, it followed
that for each equivalence class cv ofn(G) under ~, G possesses a nilpotent
Sw-subgroup.

In the general case, the analysis of the structure and embedding of the
maximal subgroups of G follows a similar pattern; however, the difficulties
involved are of a different order of magnitude. A key tool throughout is
the Thompson transitivity theorem (Theorem 8.5.4). Roughly speaking,
it enables one to reduce certain problems about arbitrary p-groups to
questions concerning abelian p-groups. However, this theorem was proved
only under the assumption that SCNip) is nonempty. This forces a
subdivision of the argument: One first studies the set (J of primes in n(G)
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for which SCN3(p) is nonempty. Only after this long analysis is completed
can one effectively investigate the remaining primes.

The notion of equivalence is restricted to the set a and, moreover, is not
quite the same as that in the CN-case:

If p, q E a, we write p - q provided there exists a fp, q}-subgroup D of
G which contains elementary abelian subgroups of both order p3 and q3.

Thus p and q "mesh" in a "small," but not" too small," subgroup of
G. We note that if G is a CN-group, this definition implies that p and q are
equivalent in our earlier sense, as is easily verified.

It is by no means obvious that ~ is an equivalence relation; in fact, a
large portion of Chapter IV of 0 is taken up with this problem and the
related task of showing that G possesses an Sw-subgroup for each equiva
lence class w in a. The Maximal Subgroup theorem (Theorem 8.6.3) enters
into this argument and into the subsequent analysis of the structure and
embedding of the maximal subgroups of G in a crucial way. Note that the
proper subgroups of G, being solvable of odd order, are all p-constrained
and p-stable for any p in n(G) by Theorems 6.3.2 and 8.1.2. Hence the first
condition of Theorem 8.6.3 automatically holds for every prime in a. Once
one knows that G possesses an Sw-subgroup, it is possible to show that w
necessarily contains a prime p for which the critical second condition of
that theorem is satisfied. Ultimately it is shown that G satisfies the unique
ness condition for each prime in a.

That the uniqueness condition gives strong information concerning the-.
intersection of subgroups and their conjugates should be fairly clear.
Indeed, let P be an Sp-subgroup of G with corresponding uniqueness
subgroup M. Then if P n Px contains an element of A;(P) for some i, the
uniqueness condition for p forces px to lie in M. Since M contains NG(P),
this in turn implies that x E M. Thus whenever x rf; M, the intersection of
Px with P is "very small." However, we emphasize that it need not be
trivial.

We wish to point out also that Glauberman's theorem (Theorem 8.2.11)
enables one to simplify the proofs of some of the preceding assertions as
they appear in O.

Only when this stage is reached are the primes in n(G) for which
SCNJCp) is empty considered in detail (Section 26 of 0). For such a
prime, Theorem 5.4.15 shows that G contains no elementary abelian
p-group of order p3 whatsoever. Despite the strong restriction that this
places on the p-subgroups of G, the complete analysis of the p-local
subgroups of G for such primes is very long. In f1avor, the argument is
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similar to that carried out at a certain point in the analysis of groups with
dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups, which will be discussed in Section 3. Actually
the analy~;s involves a slightly larger set of primes than those in which
SCN3(p) is empty. Indeed, we define n* to be the set of primes p in n(G)
such that either SCNip) is empty or an Sp-subgroup P of G possesses a
subgroup A of order p such that Cp(A) = A x B, where B is cyclic.

The precise set of possibilities for the structure and embedding of the
maximal subgroups of G is extremely complicated to state. To convey the
nature of the results without going into elaborate detail, we shall suppress
some of the more delicate conditions in our summary.

We first introduce the concept of a three-step group, which differs from
the one we used in the case of CN-groups. However, they do have in
common the property of possessing a normal series of length three whose
respective factor groups are nilpotent (equivalently, their" Fitting length"
is at most three).

We shall say that X is a three-step group provided the following con-
ditions hold: "-

(a) X = X'Q, where X' !l Q = I and Q is a cyclic Hall subgroup of X.
(b) If K = F(X), then (X')' ~ K ~ X'.
(c) If H is the maximal Hall subgroup of X contained in K, then His

noncyclic and K = Cx(H)H.
(d) H contains a cyclic subgroup R such that Cx,(y) = R for all y

in Q*.
For convenience, let us call K the kernel of X and Q a complement of X.

Note that Q and R have relatively prime orders by (a). Since each is
cyclic, it follows that W = QR is a cyclic subgroup of X. Observe also that
the possibility of X' being nilpotent is not excluded, so that X may have
Fitting length 2.

We also need the notion of a group X of Frobenius type, which is a slight
generalization of that of Frobenius group: It has a kernel K which is the
maximal normal nilpotent subgroup of X, a complement of K in X has a
restricted structure, and the nonprincipal irreducible characters of K, when
induced to X, have properties similar to those that hold when X is a
Frobenius group.

With the aid of these terms we shall now define subgroups of our
minimal simple group G of odd order of types I and 11. A maximal sub
group M of G will be said to be:

Of type I provided:
(a) M is of Frobenius type.
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(b) Either the kernel K of M is disjoint from its conjugates or
n(K) ~ n*.

Of type Il provided:
(a) M is a three-step group.
(b) Either the kernel K of M is disjoint from its conjugates or

n(K) ~ n*.
(In actuality, Feit and Thompson consider four different types of three

step groups: types Il, Ill, IV, and V, which we have combined under
our type Il by ignoring various additional requirements. We note only that
those of type Il, Ill, or IV have Fitting length three, while those of type V
has fitting length two. Moreover, the set n* should, in fact, be replaced by a
certain, fairly involved, proper subset n* of it.)

The first main result of Chapter IV of 0 can now be stated:

Theorem 1
Let G be a minimal simple group of odd order. Two elements ofa ni/potent

Hall subgroup H of G are conjugate in G if and only if they are conjugate in
NG(H). Moreover, either (i) or (ii) holds:

(i) Every maximal subgroup of G is of type I.
(ii) (a) G contains a cyclic subgroup W = W1 X W2 with the property

NG(Wo) = W for every nonempty subset Wo of W - Wl - W2 •

In addition, W i # 1, 1~ i ~ 2.
(b) There exist maximal subgroups Xl and X 2 of G of type II with

Xl of Fitting length 3 having' the respective complements W l ,
W 2 and such that Xl (\ X 2 = W.

(c) Every maximal subgroup of G is either of type Ior is conjugate
to XI or X 2 •

This theorem reveals the inherent complication of the general odd-order
problem in comparison with the special case of CN-groups. Indeed, if (i)
holds, we are essentially back to the conditions of the CN-case. Note also
that the subgroup W of (ii) is self-normalizing. Thus (ii) is directly related
to the general problem of determining all simple groups, if any, which
possess a self-normalizing cyclic subgroup. Considering the work entailed
in resolving (ii) in the case of groups of odd order, this general question is
obviously a very difficult one.

If M is a maximal subgroup of G and x is a nonidentity element of the
kernel of M, Theorem 1 does not necessarily give any information concern
ing the structure of Cdx). Without some restriction on CG(x), one cannot
obtain adequate relations between the character ring of M and that of G.
In particular, one cannot establish the coherence of suitable subsets of
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ch (M) which is needed to carry out a character-theoretic and arithmetic
analysis of G along the lines of Section 14.3 in the CN-case. The second
theorem of Chapter IV of 0 provides this required information. Unfor
tunately it involves still another rather complicated concept, which we shall
define in only a general sort of way.

Roughly speaking, a subset L of a group G is said to be tamely embedded
in G if either CG(x) s; L = NG(L) for all x in L'IF or else if there exists a set
of subgroups Hi of G with normalizers Ni = NG(Hi), 1~ i ~ n, such that

(a) Ni = Hi(L n N;) and Hi n L = I, I ~ i ~ n.
(b) For any x in L'IF, there is a conjugate y of x in L and an index i

such that

CG(y) = CU.(y)CL(y) s; Ni'

(In addition, a number of other small conditions must be satisfied, but we
shall not list them here.)

The point of this definiti{)n is that, even though the centralizers of the
elements of L'IF do not lie in L = NG(L), we are given very specific informa
tion about the structure,of these centralizers. In our present situation, the
subset L will be an appropriate subset of a maximal subgroup L of G.
Indeed, if L is of type I, we set

L = U CL(x)
xeK **

where K is the kernel of L,

while if L is of type Il, we set either

L=L' or

where H is the maximal nilpotent normal Hall subgroup of L (according
to the actual type of L in the terminology of 0).

The second major result of Chapter IV of 0 is:

Theorem 2
IfL is a maximal subgroup of G, then L is a tamely embedded subset of G

with L = NG(L).

(In the case that L is of type Il, the actual theorem also asserts that a
certain subset L 1 of L with L s;L , is also tamely embedded, L} being
defined in terms of L and the set W - W1 - Wz.)

Now the stage is set for character theory. The aim is identical with that
of the CN-case: to rule out the various possibilities for the configurations
of maximal subgroups of G by arithmetic estimates for IGj. Ultimately all
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but a single such configuration is eliminated by this procedure. But
compare the general situation we encounter here with the special case of
a Frobenius group L whose kernel K is disjoint from its conjugates, which
we treated in detail in Sections 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6. Obviously it requires a
technical accomplishment of great magnitude to extend the results obtained
there concerning coherence to our present configurations of subgroups.

In the Frobenius group case, the problem divided into two distinct parts.
We considered the submodule I(K) of the character ring ch (L) of L
generated by the characters of L induced from the nonprincipal irreducible
characters of K and showed first that the induction map * from ch (L) into
ch (G) was an isometry on the submodule lo(K) of I(K) consisting of those
elements which had the value 0 at the identity (Theorem 4.5.4). At the
same time Theorem 4.4.6 provided information on the values of appro
priate induced characters on the elements of K#. We note that these
particular results could equally well have been obtained for the larger
module I'(K) consisting ofall generalized characters of N vanishing outside
K and the corresponding submodule Ib(K). Second, we derived Feit's
theorems (Theorems 4.6.3,4.6.4, and 4.6.5) which gave sufficient conditions
for the isometry * to extend to an isometry T of the larger module I(K)
into ch (G), which in turn yielded sharper information on the values of
appropriate characters of G on K #. [This pant of the argument was
definitely restricted to I(K) and does not apply to l'(K).]

In the general case even the induction map turns out to be inadequate
for obtaining the corresponding initial isometry. Indeed, with the termin
ology as above, denote by /'(L) the set of all generalized characters of L
which vanish outside of L and by I~(L) its submodule whose elements
vanish on the identity. For ( in I~(L), let C = (lLnN

i
, 1 ~ i ~ n. Since

Ni = HlL n Ni) and Hi n L = I, there exists a generalized character Cl of
Ni which is the difference of two characters of Ni each having Hi in its
kernel with the property (i1lv,,~, = C. We can regard Cl as the difference
of two characters of Ni having Hi in their kernels. Also let Cz be the
generalized character of Ni induced from the character (i of the subgroup
L n Ni' Finally, define the mapping T from I~(L) into ch (G) by the rule

(2.1)
n

(' = (* + I «(il - Cz)*
i= 1

for all ( in IO(L). It is this map T which is shown by Feit and Thompson to
be an isometry from I~(L) into ch (G). Moreover, by analogy with Theorem
4.4.6 they determine the values of (T on suitable elements of G. This portion
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of their character theory development has subsequently been given a very
elegant treatment by Dade [l].

The problem of coherence is equally complex. As in the Frobenius case
we wish to extend the isometry T of a certain submodule 10(L) of 1~(L) into
ch (G) to an isometry T* of a larger module I(L) into ch (G). Once again
I(L) is defined to be generated essentially by characters of L induced from
nonprincipal characters of an appropriate subgroup of L. The fact that
I(L) does not necessarily possess a basis of irreducible characters ofL adds
to the difficulties. In the end, results analogous to those of Section 4.6 are
obtained. Remarkably enough, and despite the enormous complexity of the
situation, these results are strong enough for the arithmetic estimates which
Feit and Thompson must make on the basis of them. We shall not attempt
to state explicitly any of their results on coherence. These can be found
in Chapter III of O.

As for the arithmetic estimates themselves, which are carried out in
Chapter V of 0, one will hardly be surprised to find that they are far more
elaborate than in the CN-case. For one thing, the general notion of
coherence was not even needed in the CN-group problem, since all our
estimates were based on information obtained from appropriate characters
of our maximal subgroups of a given degree, which automatically formed
a coherent set. In f~ct, a great portion of Chapter V concerns itself with
showing, under the assumption of case (ii) of Theorem l, that the modules
10(X1) and 10(Xl ) are, in fact, coherent.

The argument is divided into two major parts. The following inter
mediate result is first proved:

Theorem 3
Assume 10(Xd is not coherent. Then we have

(i) The kernel K of XI is the direct product of a group C and a non
abelian 3-gro:lp H which is the maximal Hall subgroup of Xl
contained in K.

(ii) X;;' C is a Frobenius group with kernel K / C.
(iii) The complement W 1 of Xl has prime order q.
(iv) IH: H'I = 3Q

•

(v) IX;: HI < 3Qjl
•

Moreover, the maximal subgroup Xl has the following structure:
(vi) X~ is the kernel of Xl and either X~ is disioint from its conjugates

or X~ is the direct product of a cyclic group and an Sp-subgroup P
of Xl with P E ni. (Xl is of type V in the terminology of 0.)

This theorem should convey the degree of precision which the analysis
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requires. Its proof is very difficult and depends upon a number of the
general results on coherence established in Chapter III of O.

The coherence of lo(X!) and lo(Xz) is now established on the basis of the
following independent result:

Theorem 4
X 2 does not satisfy condition (vi) of Theorem 3.

The proof of this theorem is very lovely and very delicate. Under the
assumption that X 2 satisfies the given condition, it is first shown that
lo(X2 ) is coherent. The argument utilizes all the information already
known about X!: that either lo(Xt ) is coherent or that X t has an extremely
limited structure. Once this is established, a contradiction is derived by
estimating the number of elements of G contained in the conjugates of
(1) W - W l - W2 , (2) the centralizers of the elements of Xl' and (3) the
maximal nilpotent normal Hall subgroup of X t .

Theorems 3 and 4 yield as a corollary that lo(Xi) is coherent and that
Xi has Fitting length three, 1 ~ i ~ 2. Moreover, Theorem 4 in turn is used
to establish the next key result :

Theorem 5
Every maximal subgroup of G of type I is a Frobenius group.

If false for some maximal subgroup M of type I, then there is associated
with M a second maximal subgroup L of G. A certain irreducible character
Aof L is constructed and estimates for At on particular elements of M*
are obtained, where ;.r is defined as in (2.1) above. By choosing M prop
erly, it is shown ultimately that an S3-subgroup of G has order 3 and
hence that G has a normal 3-complement, by Burnside's transfer theorem,
a contradiction.

Now Feit and Thompson are at last in a position to obtain estimates for
IGI using all the maximal subgroups of G, on the basis of which they can
force still further restrictiom; on Xl and X 2 . The arguments, which we
shall not attempt to summarize, are by far the most intricate of the entire
chapter, several cases involving small primes having to be treated indi
vidually. They finally yield the main objective of the chapter, which is to
obtain the exact structure of X t and X 2 • To present this in the most
symmetric form, we alter the notation, conforming to that of O.

Theorem 6
If G is a minimal simple group of odd order, then G satisfies the following

conditions:
(i) There exist odd primes p and q with p > q such that an Sp-subgroup
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P of G is elementary abelian of order pq, an Sq-subgroup Q of G is
elementary abelian of order qP, and P, Q are each disjoint from
their conjugates.

(ii) NG(P) = PVQ*, where PV and VQ* are Frobenius groups with
kernels P and V, respectively, IQ*I = q, IVI = (pq - I)/(p - I), and
Q* ~ Q. Moreover, p - I and IVI are relatively prime.

(iii) IfP* = Cp(Q*), then IP*I = p and P*Q* is a self-normalizing cyclic
subgroup of G. Furthermore, CG(P*) = PQ*, CG( Q*) = QP*,
and P* ~ NG(Q). '

(iv) CG(V) is a cyclic group which is disjoint from its conjugates.
Furthermore, Q* ~ NG(V) = NG(CG(V)), NG(V)/CG(V) is a cyclic
group of order pq, and Nd V) is a Frobenius group with Frobenius
kernel CG(V).

One could also list analogous properties of NG ( Q), but these are not
needed for the subsequent argument. We should also like to point out that
this configuration of subgroups can occur even if all the Sylow subgroups
of G are, by assumption, abelian. Hence even this special case of the
odd order problem does not avoid this residual case.

Chapter VI of 0 is taken up with the proof of the following result:

Theorem 7
There are no groups G which satisfr conditions (i) to (iv) of Theorem 6.

Once this is established, the solvability of all groups of odd order is
proved. Since the proof of Theorem 7 is based on the method of generators
and relations, it is entirely reasonable to say that the conditions of
Theorem 6 represent the generalized Bruhat structure of the general
minimal simple group of odd order.

The only way to describe the proof of Theorem 7 is as an absolute tour
de force. We shall try to convey the gist of the argument, so assume G is a
group which satisfies the given conditions. Let u and v be generators of V
and P*, respectively, and set h = lVI, so that h = (pq - l)/(p - 1). Then u
acts irreducibly on P as a vector space of dimension q over Zp. If w is a
characteristic root of u on P, then Zp(w) = GF(pq). The proof involves an
investigation of the set of relations of a certain form satisfied by the
elements u and v. A purely local analysis of the group PV establishes the
following two lemmas:

Lemma 1

Let ai' a2' and a3 be elements of Zh, not all O. Then we have
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if and only if the following conditions hold:
(i) ai-=l-O, l~i~3.

(ii) al + a2 + a3 = O.
(iii) W Ol + WO, +0, - 2 = O.

Denote by si the set of triples (ab a2, a3) which satisfy (i), (ii), and
(iii).

Lemma 2
The following conditions hold:

(i) si is nonempty.
(ii) !f(al,a2,a3 )EsI, then (-a2,-ab -a3 )EsI.

The bulk of the proof consists in the derivation of a single additional
property of si, using our complete configuration of subgroups of G. To
state it, let us denote by !JJ the set of first components a I of all triples
(aI' a2, a3 ) of si. Then !JJ has the following fundamental property:

Lemma 3
IfaE(lJ, then -aE!Jl.

In other words, if (aI' a2, a3 ) E si, then also (-aI, a~, a~) E si for suit
able elements a~ , a~ of Zh' Once Lemma 3 is established, a contradiction
can be derived by the following procedure. First, define

~={wOlaE(lJ}.

A direct consequence of these lemmas is

Lemma 4
~ has the following properties:

(i) ~ is nonempty and every element o.{re lies i/1 GF(pq) - GF(p).
(ii) IfYE't5, thell N(y)=y1+ P +'''+ Pq

-
1 = 1.

(iii) If 'I E 't5, then 1/(2 - 'I) E 't5.

Proof
The critical property is (iii), which we prove first. If 'I E re, Lemmas l(iii)

and 2(ii) imply that 2 - 'I E~. But then Lemma 3 yields that (2 _ '1)-1 =

1/(2-Y)Ere.
Now re is nonempty, by Lemma 2(i). If yE re, y = WO with a E !JJ and

a t= 0 by Lemma l(i). Since w is a primitive hth root of unity and
(h, p - I) = 1 by assumption, it follows that 'I ~ GF(p). On the other hand,
y is in GF(pq) since w is. Finally h = (pq - I)/(p - 1) = 1+ p + ... + pq-l.
Since wh = I, we have N(y) = 1. Thus (i) and (ii) also hold.
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But the conclusions of Lemma 4 are In direct contradiction to the
following purely field-theoretic fact:

Lemma 5
For x in GF(pq), define N(x) = x'+P+"'+Pq-t, and for x i= 2, define

x" = 1/(2 - x). Let yE GF(pq) - GF(p). Then for some positive integer i we
have

N(y"') i= 1.

Indeed, by Lemma 4, there is such an element y with the property
N(y"') = 1 for all i.

In conclusion, we comment briefly on the proof of Lemma 3, which
involves a stunning display of virtuosity in the manipulation of highly
complex words in the elements u and v and certain of their conjugates. At
the base of the argument lies the following fact, which is essentially an
immediate consequence of our over-all hypothesis on G.

Lemma 6
There exists an element y in Q* such that p* = (v) normalizes yeG( U)y-l.

Thus we have for some integer d of Zh'

(2.2)

Now for b in Zp, define

(2.3)

Then the elements u, v, and y are connected by the following identities:

Lemma 7
V-bUVb = y;'uvbYbfor all bin Zp.

This lemma enables one to obtain a relation between u, v, and y involving
the elements of si:

Lemma 8
Set z = yuy-'. ~f(a" az, az) E si, then we have

It is this very unwieldy identity that has to be exploited. A series of long
and extremely difficult generator-relation calculations establish Lemma 3.

We hope this summary has adequately conveyed the magnitude of Feit
and Thompson's accomplishment in proving that all groups of odd order
are solvable.
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3. GROUPS WITH DIHEDRAL SYLOW 2-SUBGROUPS

In discussing the general dihedral problem, we use the notation PSL(2, q)
rather than Liq) and denote by PfL(2, q) the automorphism group of
PSL(2, q). The structure of prL(2, q) is well known; it is isomorphic to the
semidirect product of PGL(2, q) by a cyclic group A of order n, where
q = pO, P a prime. The automorphisms determined by A arise from corre
sponding ones of SL(2, q) that are induced from automorphisms of the
field GF(q). The complete classification of groups with dihedral Sylow
2-subgroups can now be stated:

Theorem
If G is a group with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups, then G/ Q(G) is iso

morphic to either
(i) a subgroup of prL(2, q) containing PSL(2, q), q odd,

(ii) the alternating group A 7 , or
(iii) a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.

In particular, if G is simple, it is isomorphic to either PSL(2, q), q odd,
q > 3, or to A 7 •

For convenience we say that a group H is a D-group if it has a dihedral
S2-subgroup and if H / Q(H) satisfies (i) or (ii) above. In these terms the
theorem asserts that any group with a dihedral Srsubgroup is either a
D-group or possesses a normal 2-complement. We shall refer to the three
papers by the author and J. H. WaIter comprising the proof of this
theorem as D.

As in the proof of Lemma 15.2.2, a minimal counterexample to the
theorem is a simple group G with dihedral S2-subgroups such that every
proper subgroup of G is either a D-group or has a normal 2-complement.
To establish the classification theorem, we must show, under these hypo
theses, that G is isomorphic to either PSL(2, q), q odd, q > 3, or to A7 •

By Theorem 7.7.3, G has only one conjugate class of involutions and if
x is an involution in the center of an S2-subgroup S of G, then N = CG(x)
possesses a normal 2-complement U. Thus N = SU, U <J Nand IU/ odd,
exactly the conditions that prevailed in the special case of Chapter 15 in
which S was a self-centralizing four group. Under that hypothesis the
involutions of S - (x) inverted U and, in particular, U was abe1ian.
Moreover, the aim of the local group-theoretic analysis (Theorem 15.3.1)
was to show that U was disjoint from its conjugates. At that point the
character-theoretic argument of Brauer-Suzuki-Wall took over to establish
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that G had a generalized Bruhat structure, and then Zassenhaus's theorem
was applied to complete the classification.

In the general case, the pattern of the proof is entirely similar in nature,
but, as one would expect, involves many significant complications. First,
the structure of the centralizer of an involution in PSL(2, q) differs in one
important respect from that in A 7 • Indeed, if G is PSL(2, q), then every
involution of S - <x) inverts U, whereas if G is A 7 (in which case IS/ = 8
and IUI = 3), two of the involutions of S - <x) invert U while the remain
ing two centralize U. Hence the analysis must allow for both these
possibilities. In fact, the ultimate goal of D is to establish the following
result :

Proposition
One of the following two sets of conditions holds:

I. (i) Every involution of S - <x) inverts U and
(ii) U is disjoint from its conjugates; or

11. The centra[;zer of an involution in G is isomorphic to that of an
involution in A 7 •

Although we have proved the Brauer-Suzuki-Wall theorem only in the
case that ISI is four, it holds for arbitrary dihedral 2-group Sunder
assumption I (compare Exercise 9.5) and leads to the conclusion that G
has a Bruhat structure identical to that in PSL(2, q) for some odd q > 3, and
again Zassenhaus's theorem can be applied to show that G is isomorphic
to PSL(2, q).

On the other hand, condition 11 can be regarded for our purposes as the
assertion that G has a generalized Bruhat structure identical to that of
A 7 , for Suzuki has shown in [6] under this hypothesis that G is, in fact,
isomorphic to A 7 • The proof is not difficult: One obtains group order
formulas for IGI with the aid of modular character theory which yield
the conclusion IGI = IA 7 1; then one shows that G has the appropriate
transitive permutation representation.

The proof of the above proposition is considerably more complicated
than in the special case that S is a self-centralizing four group. Indeed, the
local group-theoretic analysis alone does not yield it, but instead gives
conclusion of the same general nature as those reached at the end of
Chapter IV of O. Here we obtain rather detailed possibilities for the
structure of N = CG(x) which are divided into nine cases of four distinct
types (see Proposition 18 of D). To establish our proposition, seven of
these cases must be eliminated by deriving suitable contradictions. The
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methods for accomplishing this utilize various group order formulas for
IGI, established by means of modular character theory, in conjunction
with delicate arithmetic analyses. These arguments have the same f1avor
as those of Section 14.3.

We turn now to a description of the local group-theoretic analysis which
leads to these nine cases for the structure of N. In the self-centralizing four
group case we divided the primes p in n(V) into two subsets r:J., 13, setting
pE r:J. if V contains an Sp-subgroup of G and pE 13 in the contrary case. This
simple subdivision was possible since for any Sp-subgroup P of V, NG(P)
always possessed a normal 2-complement. However, the general situation
is much more complicated, because NG(P) may either be a D-group or
have a normal 2-complement. We are led to subdivide n(V) into four
disjoint subsets (J l' (J Z , (J 3 , and (J4 as follows:

Let P be an Sp-subgroup of V for p in n(V). Then
1. pE (J\ if P is an Sp-subgroup of O(NG(P» and NG(P) possesses

a normal 2-complement.
2. pE (Jz if P is an Sp-subgroup of O(NG(P» and NG(P) is aD-group.
3. PE (J3 if P is cyclic and P is not an Sp-subgroup of O(NG(P».
4. pE (J4 if Pis noncyclic and P is not an Sp-subgroup of O(NG(P».

In the self-centralizing four-group case, lI. = (J l' (Jz is empty, and
f3 = (J3 U (J4' In that case the local group-theoretic analysis consisted in
proving that f3 was empty, which implied immediately that V was disjoint
from its conjugates (Lemma 15.3.2). In the general situation, the object of
the first part of this analysis is again to show that (J3 U (J4 is empty. Such a
result is clearly called for, inasmuch as this holds for both PSL(2, q) and
A 7 • Indeed, if G is PSL(2, q), then n(V) = (J I' while if G is A 7 , then
n(V) = (Jz ={3}.

The reason for breaking f3 up in the general case into two subsets
(J3' (J4 is a technical one. For two odd primes p and q in n(G), we have the
same notion, p - q, as in O. The point is that we can establish rather
easily the fact SCN3(p) is nonempty for pin (J4 and that all primes in (J4

lie in a single equivalence class under -. Although it is also easy to show
that SCNlp) is nonempty for p in (J3' one does not seem to be able to
establish directly that the primes in (J3 U (J4lie in a single equivalence class.
The procedure we follow is to argue first that (J4 is empty and only after that
to prove that (J 3 is also empty.

Now it is not difficult to prove that the p-Iocal subgroups of G are
p-constrained for all p in (J3 U (J4' Moreover, Theorem 8.1.2 shows that
every proper subgroup of G is p-stable for any odd prime p. Once again the
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conditions are favorable for application of the Maximal Subgroup theorem.
Since all the primes in 0"4 are equivalent, one can prove essentially, as in
0, that G possesses a proper subgroup H which contains an Sp-subgroup
of G for each pin 0"4' (Since H may be a nonsolvable D-group, we cannot
infer from this that G possesses an S".-subgroup.) Again as in 0, this
enables us to show that G satisfies the uniqueness condition for some
pnme pill 0"4'

We remark that Glauberman's theorem also effects a considerable
simplification of the published version of the proofs of these results.

At this point one can derive a contradiction by either of two methods.
Let M be a uniqueness subgroup in G for p. First, we can follow the
procedure of the self-centralizing order four case: We show, on the one
hand, that M is strongly embedded in G and, on the other hand, that
ICdOP(M)) I is odd. An appropriate extension of Theorem 9.3.1 gives a
contradiction. Second, we can follow the procedure of D which is to
derive expressions for IGI and IMI by means of modular character theory,
which upon comparison yield the conclusion IG: MI :( 5. But then G is
isomorphic to a subgroup of Ss, which is clearly impossible with 0"4

nonempty.
The proof that 0"3 is empty and the subsequent reduction to the nine

possibilities for the structure of N are both similar in character. Once we
know that 0"4 is empty, a very severe restriction becomes placed upon the
structure of the p-subgroups of G for p in rr( U). In deriving these restric
tions, fairly detailed properties of the groups Lz(q) and A 7 come into play.
This is in sharp contrast to the previous analysis of 0"4' where only the
general property of stability entered. The entire analysis bears a strong
similarity to that of Section 26 of 0.

It thus appears that in many classification problems a stage is reached
in which one must carry out a local group-theoretic analysis for certain
primes for which the corresponding Sylow subgroups have small depth.
Unfortunately this analysis seems to depend in each case upon special
properties of the subgroups of G specified by the given problem and so
does not lend itself easily to a general conceptual formulation.

4. C-GROUPS

The statement of Suzuki's main result on C-groups involves two
families of simple groups that we have not previously considered. The first
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of these is the family Sz(q) discovered by Suzuki and named after him.
It is defined only for q = 22m + 1

, with m = 1,2,3, .... Some properties of
Suzuki groups will be discussed below. The second family is the three
dimensional projective unitary group PGU(3, q), q any prime power, which
by definition is the factor group of the general unitary group GU(3, q)
modu10 its center. Here GU(3, q) consists of all 3 x 3 unitary matrices with
entries in GF(q2). A matrix X of GL(3, q2) is said to be unitary provided
X -1 = (X°-Y, where X" is the matrix obtained from X by applying to
each of its entries the automorphism x" = x q of GF(q2) and where t denotes
transpose. It is a theorem that for q> 2 the group PGU(3, q) possesses a
simple subgroup Uiq) of index 1 or 3 according as q t= -1 (mod 3) or
q == 1 (mod 3). In fact, Uiq) = PSU(3, q), the factor group of the special
unitary group SU(3, q) modu10 its center.

We wish to point out that the groups Sz(q), PGU(3, q), and U3(q), q > 2,
are doubly transitive of respective degrees q2 + 1 and q3 + 1. In fact, Sz(q)
is a Zassenhaus group of type (H, S) with H cyclic of order q - 1 and Sa
nonabe1ian special 2-group of order q2 with elementary abe1ian center of
order q. Although U3(q) is not a Zassenhaus group, it is close to being one
and has a structure very similar to that of Sz(q). Indeed, the subgroup M
fixing a letter is a semidirect product M = HS, where S is a nonabelian
special 2-group of order q3 with elementary abelian center of order q and
H is a subgroup fixing two letters. Moreover, no element of ,S# leaves
any of the remaining letters fixed (equivalently S is disjoint from its
conjugates). In addition, H is abelian of order (q2 - l)/d, where d = 1
or 3 according as q t= - 1 (mod 3) or q == 1 (mod 3) and H contains a cyclic
subgroup Ho of order q - 1 such that Ho S is a Frobenius group. However,
U3(q) is not a Zassenhaus group, for the subgroup H 1 of H fixing three
letters is cyclic of order (q + l)/d> 1 (as q > 2). Similar remarks apply to
PGU(3, q).

We can now state Suzuki's theorem:

Theorem
A nonabelian simple C-group G is isomorphic to one of the groups of the

following list:
(i) Lz(p), P a Fermat or Mersenne prime.

(ii) Lz(9).
(iii) Lz(q), Sz(q), U3(q), or Liq), where q = 2", n ~ 2.

As in the case of groups with dihedral S2-subgroups, to proceed by
induction it is necessary to establish a stronger theorem classifying all
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C-groups and to derive the result on simple C-groups as a corollary. To
simplify the exposition, we shall not state Suzuki's general result explicitly.

The local group-theoretic analysis involved in the proof of this theorem
differs considerably from that of the odd-order and dihedral theorems, for
the latter two are" odd characteristic" problems, whereas this result is a
"characteristic 2" problem, as can be seen from the above list. Indeed, G
turns out to be of characteristic 2 except when its Srsubgroups are
dihedral. However, even in that case only those L 2(q), q odd, can arise in
which the centralizer of an involution is a 2-group, for this is equivalent to
the condition q = 9 or q = p, p a Fermat or Mersenne prime.

In Parts I and 11 we established two closely related theorems which can
be viewed as characteristic 2 results. The first was Suzuki's Theorem 9.3.2
concerning a group G that contains a strongly embedded nilpotent sub
group K of even order and provides a condition for G to be a Zassenhaus
group. The second was that part of Theorem 13.1.4 which dealt with
Zassenhaus groups of type (H, K) in which IK I is even. Examination of the
proofs will show that they focus on two major themes:

(a) Analysis of involutions: their conjugacy, number, and distribution
in appropriate cosets.

(b) Properties of strongly real elements.
These same kinds of considerations underlie the local group-theoretic

analysis involved in determining the structure and embedding of the
maximal 2-10cal subgroups of the general simple C-group G. For example,
an important property of G, which follows easily from the C-group
assumption, is the fact that for any real element v of G#, CG(v) has odd
order (compare Exercise 9.1).

Unfortunately these two theorems are far less satisfactory than those on
CN-groups of odd order and on groups with a self-centralizing Srsub
group of order four in revealing the depth and complexity of the corre
sponding general problem. Despite this deficiency, we shall try to make our
discussion detailed enough to provide the reader with as full a picture of
characteristic 2 problems as he may have of the odd characteristic case. At
the same time, this discussion should give him a much greater under
standing of the role of the generator-relation method in classification
problems. Finally, it should also help to clarify the discussion on N-groups,
which we shall present in the next section, where both characteristic 2 and
odd characteristic problems will be combined in a yet more complex
situation.

To begin, we note that in the special theorems mentioned above, the
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subgroup K of G contains an S2-subgroup S of G and we are given that
C~(u) £: K for any u in K#. This means that we have complete control
over the centralizers CG(x) of any involution x of S and also over the
centralizers CG(y) of any element y of CG(X) #, these subgroups all being
forced to lie in the nilpotent group K. However, in the case of an arbitrary
simple C-group G, corresponding assertions about such centralizers CG(x)
and CG(y) are in general false and so we do not know a priori the structure
of these subgroups. Clearly this is a major complication. Moreover, it is
evident that our induction hypothesis must be brought into play to give
us some preliminary hold on their structure. As in the dihedral problem,
specific properties of the groups in our list enter into the subsequent
analysis.

Of the possibilities that can occur, four major subcases emerge. To
describe these, we need a few preliminary remarks. Note that if the
S2-subgroup S of the group G is disjoint from its conjugates, then G is a
C-group. Indeed, if x is an involution of S, this condition implies at once
that CG(x) £: M = NG(S). Since M is 2-closed, so therefore is CG(x), which
proves the assertion. If, in addition, G is simple, Theorem 9.1.4 tells us that
G has only one class of involutions. In particular, it follows that these all lie
in Ql(Z(S))#, Observe also that S has a complement H of odd order by the
Schur-Zassenhaus theorem; H is therefore solvable by Feit-Thompson.
This fact is crucial for Suzuki in demonstrating in case B below that His
metacyclic.

Now let G be a simple C-group with Sz-group S. Then we have:
Type A (a) S is disjoint from its conjugates.

(b) If x is an involution of Sand y an element of CG(X) #, then
CG(y) £: M.

Type B (a) S is disjoint from its conjugates.
(b) If x is an involution of S, then there is an element y in

CG(x)# such that CG(y) 't M.
Type C (a) S is not disjoint from its conjugates.

(b) Z(S) is cyclic.
Type D (a) S is not disjoint from its conjugates.

(b) Z(S) is noncyc1ic.
The more precise formulation of Suzuki's theorem is the following:

Theorem
Let G be a simple nonabelian C-group. Then

(i) If G is of type A, it is isomorphic to L 2(q) or Sz(q), q = 2", n ~ 2.
(ii) If G is of type B, it is isomorphic to Uiq), q = 2", n ~ 2.
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(iii) If G is of type C, it is isomorphic to L 2(9) or to L 2(p), p a Fermat
or Mersenne prime.

(iv) rr G is of type D, it is isomorphic to L 3 (q), q = 2", n ?: 2.

We shall comment briefly on each of these four cases.

Type A In this case, by essentially the same argument that we used to
prove Theorem 14.4.1, it is shown that G is a Zassenhaus group of type
(H, 5) when acting on the right cosets of M = H5. Then H is cyclic of odd
order by Theorem 13.1.4(i). Since G has only one class of involutions and
50 = D1(Z(5» contains all the involutions of 5, H must permute the
elements of 5g transitively. In particular, IHI = q - I, where q = 150 1.

If 5 is abelian, Theorem 14.1.4 yields the conclusion that G is isomorphic
to L 2(q). Hence we may assume that 5 is nonabelian. In this case we must
show that G is isomorphic to 5z(q).

We are led at once to an extremely interesting question concerning
2-groups: What is the structure of a nonabelian 2-group 5 which admits a
fixed-point-free automorphism of order q - I transitively permuting the
q - I involutions of 5? Using the methods of the associated Lie ring
discussed in Section 5.6, Graham Higman [3] has completely solved this
problem and has shown that for each q > 2, 5 must be of exponent 4 and
order q2 or q3. Moreover, if 151 = q2, then 5 is uniquely described in terms
of the integer q together with an automorphism 0 of the field GF(q). We
denote the corresponding group by 5(q; 0).

Higman's theorem thus yields the possible structures of the 5 2-subgroup
S of our Zassenhaus group G. Using delicate arithmetic counts of the
elements of G in conjunction with properties of the strongly real elements
of G, Suzuki is able to establish that the order of G is not divisible by 3
[otherwise G would be isomorphic to Liq) and S would be abelian]. This
in turn implies that q is an odd power of 2 and that 151 = q2, so that, in
particular, S is isomorphic to 5(q; 0) for some O.

It now follows easily that M = H5 is uniquely determined up to
isomorphism by q and O. However, we cannot yet assert that G has
a generalized Bruhat structure identical to that of 5z(q), for in 5z(q)
the automorphism 0 is not arbitrary, but is specified by the condition

(4.1)

[Actually there are two solutions of (4.1), 0 and 0- 1
, but either possibility

can be used in defining 5z(q).] Thus we have still to prove that the auto
morphism 0 of our Zassenhaus group G satisfies (4.1). However, it does not
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seem to be possible to do this except in the process of determining the
uniqueness of the multiplication functions rt., [3, and y of G by means of
generators and relations. All that Suzuki can show in advance is that the
mapping () - 1 is an automorphism of GF(q). This fact, which is critical
for the final determination of e, is not trivial to establish, but relies on a
property of the elements of G of order 4 which is derived by means of
character theory. Thus at this point we may say that G has a generalized
Bruhat structure" identical" to that of Sz(q).

The proof that G is, in fact, i~omorphic to Sz(q) is very analogous to that
of Zassenhaus's theorem in Chapter 13. Once again a key structural identity
is established on the basis of which a canonical set of generators of G is
constructed. Indeed, very near the beginning of the entire argument, it is
shown that for a given involution w of G inverting H there exists a unique
element z in S# and a unique power Zk of ::: with Zk an involution such
that

(4.2)

Once it is known that IGI is not divisible by 3, the case 1:::1 = 2 is excluded, for
then (wz? = 1 as Z-1 = z. Since S is of exponent 4, this forces Izl = 4 and
k = 2. A direct consequence of this is the fact that

(4.3) (WZ)5 = 1.

The final step is to show that the multiplication functions rt., [3, and y of
G with respect to (H, S, w) and also the automorphism () are uniquely
determined. This argument proves that any two simple Zassenhaus groups
of the same odd degree with nonabelian Srsubgroups are isomorphic.

We must emphasize that this argument does not at all resolve the
question of whether such Zassenhaus groups actually exist. This is a
completely independent problem which Suzuki had to face, and part of his
great achievement lies in the fact that he was able to construct a family of
simple groups fulfilling the required conditions. Indeed, let q be an odd
power of 2 and let (} be an automorphism of GF(q) such that (}2 = 2.
Consider the 4 x 4 matrices over GF(q) of the form

0 0 0 Cl +0- 1 0 0 0

a 1 0 0 0 C8- 1 0 0
and

a1+8 + b aO 1 0 0 0 c- 0 - 1 0

a2
+O + ab + bO b a 1 0 0 0 C- I - 8- 1
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where a, b, C E GF(q) and c =I O. The first set forms a group S* isomorphic
to S(q; 8) and the second form a cyclic group H* of order q - I which
normalizes S*. Moreover, if

w*=(H U),
I 0 0 0

then w* inverts H*. Suzuki has shown that S*, H*, and w* generate a
group having all the desired properties.

Type B The complete analysis in this case is by far the longest. Since
the argument resembles that of type A in many respects, we shall limit
ourselves to presenting a "flow diagram" of the proof:

1. With y as in condition (b) of type B, it is first shown that L = CG(y)
has the following structure: LjO(L) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut X,
where X = LzCq), UJCq), or Sz(q), q > 2.

2. Properties of L, including the fact that there exists a structure
identity in L, form an integral part of an exceedingly delicate argument
which proves that

(a) G acts doubly transitively on the cosets of M.
(b) M possesses a normal Hall subgroup Q with S ~ Q such that no

element of Q# fixes any coset of G - M.
3. H contains a cyclic subgroup Ho of order q - I such that

(a) HoQ is a Frobenius group.
(b) Ho acts transitively on the q - I involution of S.
(c) Ho is the subset of H inverted by an involution w of NG(H).

4. By the structure of a Frobenius group, Q is nilpotent. Moreover,
Higman's theorem implies that S is either homocyclic abelian or nonabelian
special of order q2 or q3.

5. There exists a unique involution z of S and a unique element Y of M
such that

w-1zw = y-1wy.

As a consequence,

(wz)P = I

for some odd prime p. The integer p, which depends only upon G, is
denoted by x(G).

6. x(G) = 3 or 5. The structure identity for L has the corresponding
integer x(L) = 3 or 5 and we must have X(L) = x(G).

7. A particular class of groups of the general type under consideration
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is shown to satisfy the condition Q = S. The argument is very difficult and
involves the structure of Srsubgroups of G.

8. x(G) = 3. If x(G) = 5, it is proved that Ho, S, and IV generate a
subgroup Go of G isomorphic to Sz(q). Then the conditions of (7) are
shown to hold, which yields Q = Sand G = Go, so G is of type A, con
trary to assumption.

9. S is nonabelian of order q3. Higman's classification theorem gives
three possible structures for S when ISI = q3. However, Suzuki's argument
shows that only one of these types is permissible. As in the case of Sz(q),
S can be completely described in terms of the integer q and an automor
phism () of GF(q). The argument of (9) also yields:

10. H::::> Ho. In particular, M is not a Frobenius group with kernel Q.
11. Q = S. The proof parallels that of Feit's theorem very closely and

depends upon the coherence of suitable characters of M.
12. H is cyclic of order dividing q2 - I. At this point we may say that

G has a generalized Bruhat structure of the same type as U3(q), even
though HS is not necessarily isomorphic to the corresponding subgroup of
UJCq). In fact, in the present case there are two degrees of indeterminancy
for the structure of H: First, the automorphism 0 which determines the
structure of S and, second, the actual order of H. In U3(q) itself we have
() = 1 and IHI = (q2 -l)jdwith d = I or 3. As in the case of Sz(q), these
properties of G are deduced during the generator-relation analysis.

13. G is isomorphic to a subgroup of PG U(3, q). As in the case of
a Zassenhaus group, the multiplication table of G can be completely
described in terms of HS, w, and three functions Cf., {J, and I' from S# to
S#, S#, and H, respectively. The generator-relation analysis yields that
o= 1 and that !x, {J, and)' are uniquely determined and have the same form
as in the group PGU(3, q).

14. G is isomorphic to UJCq). A comparison of orders tells us that G
has the same number of Srsubgroups as PGU(3, q) and so its image must
be a normal subgroup of PG U(3, q).

Type C In this case it is not difficult to prove that an S2-subgroup S of
G must be of maximal class and so is either cyclic, generalized quaternion,
semi-dihedral. or dihedral. Under the present conditions the simplicity of
G forces S to be dihedral, in which case the general dihedral classification
theorem yields that G is isomorphic to one of the groups L 2(q), q odd, or
A 7 • The actual possibilities for G are now easily determined.

Type D The local group-theoretic analysis of this case differs con-
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siderably from those of the preceding cases and resembles in spirit certain
arguments that occur in more complex form in Thompson's work on
N-groups. If D is a maximal intersection of two Srsubgroups of G, and if
P is an S2-subgroup of Ne(D), then a delicate analysis of the weak closure
of Z(S) in P relative to G is undertaken, where S is an S2-subgroup of G
containing P. The analysis depends rather crucially upon the following
general property of G: If Rand Tare Srsubgroups of G such that
Z(R) (\ T =I- I, then {Z(R), Z(T)} s R (\ T.

This analysis, which is not unduly long, establishes that S = P is of
order q3, q = 2", n > I, that D is elementary abelian of order q2, and that
Ne(D)/ D contains a normal subgroup of odd index isomorphic to Liq).

We now set B = Ne(S) and let H be a complement of S in B. If
N = Ne(H), the next stage of the local analysis is aimed at proving that
W = NIH is isomorphic to the symmetric group S3 and that the group
Go = (B, N) has the form Go = BNB, and that all the intersections
B (\ BY, YEN, are determined. These conditions together amount to the
fact that Go is a (B, N)-pair of rank 2 with" Weyl group" W isomorphic to
S3 (rank 2 because W can be generated by two involutions).

If Go = Go IQ(Go), it is not difficult to show that Go possesses a normal
subgroup Gl of odd index in Go which is also a (B, N)-pair with S3 as
Weyl group, but whose Borel subgroup Bl is isomorphic to that of Liq)
to the group of all 3 x 3 matrices over GF(q) of determinant I of the form

(
* ° 0)
* * °
* * *

Thus Gl has a Bruhat structure identical to that of L 3(q). D. Higman and
McLaughlin [I] have shown by a geometric argument that Cl must then
be isomorphic to L 3 (q). The method of generators and relations will also
yield the same conclusion.

The final step in the proof is to establish that G = Go by application of
Theorem 9.2.I(iii), as was discussed in Section 1. Now the simplicity of G
implies that G = Gl is isomorphic to Liq).

5. N-GROUPS

We recall that a group G is called an N-group provided each of its local
subgroups is solvable. Thompson's remarkable classification theorem
asserts the following:
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Theorem
A nonabelian simple N-group G is isomorphic to one of the groups of the

following list:

(i) LzCq), q > 3; (ii) 5z(q), q = 22n + 1, n ~ 1; or

(iii) A 7 ,L3(3),U3(3),M ll , or 2P4 (2)'.

Note that (iii) consists of five specific groups,. M II denoting the smallest
of the five simple permutation groups on 11, 12, 22, 23, and 24 letters,
respectively, discovered by Mathieu; and 2P4(2)' denoting the derived
group of the group 2P4(2), the smallest member of the family 2p4(2n), n
odd, n;;.. I, constructed by Ree from the exceptional groups F4(2n

) (cf the
next section). As usual, this result is a corollary of a more general theorem
classifying all nonsolvable N-groups.

In establishing this theorem, Thompson actually obtains important
characterizations of two other specific simple groups of rank 2: the groups
Ez(3) and 5 4 (3). However, each of these possesses a nonsolvable 2-local
subgroup, so is not an N-group. A fuller discussion of these characteriza
tions will be given below. We note here only that E2(3) and 5 4(3) are
members of the respective families E2(q) and 54(q), defined for each prime
power q. The first of these is the exceptional family discovered by Dickson;
it can be realized as the group of automorphisms of the" Cayley numbers"
of trace 0 defined over GF(q) and so has a natural representation by
7 x 7 matrices over GF(q). On the other hand, 5iq) is the factor group
modulo its center of the group of 4 x 4 matrices of determinant I with
entries in GF(q) which leave invariant a nondegenerate alternate form in
four variables.

The characterization of N-groups constitutes a much broader problem
than that of groups with dihedral 5 2-subgroups or of C-groups, and its
solution would seem to reflect characteristics of much more general
classification problems. Indeed, in each of the preceding two problems very
strong hypotheses were imposed on the 2-local subgroups-in the first
case, we were actually given the 5 2-subgroup of G, while in the second
the centralizer of every involution was a solvable group with a normal
5 2-subgroup. In the case of N-groups no such a priori conditions are given.
To begin with at least, our group G may have completely arbitrary
5 2-subgroups and the 2-local subgroups may be completely arbitrary
solvable groups.

Thompson makes three major subdivisions in the over-all problem,
according as 2 E][2, ][3, or ][4' respectively. Here if pE n(G), we say
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pE TC, if an 5p-subgroup of G is cyclic.
pE 7[2 if an 5p-subgroup of G is noncyclic, but 5CN3(p) is empty.
pE 7[3 if 5CNlp) is nonempty and an 5p-subgroup of G normalizes

some nontrivial p'-subgroup of G.
pE 7[4 if 5CN3(p) is nonempty and an 5p-subgroup of G normalizes no

nontrivial p'-subgroup of G.
The identical breakup of n:(G) was considered in 0 and D. Clearly

7[(G) = 7[1 V n:2 v n:3 v n:4 • In particular, the simplicity of G together with
Theorem 7.6.1 implies that 2 ~ n: l' Thus 2 lies in exactly one of the subsets

n:2' 7[3' or 7[4'

In the first case, Thompson proves:

Theorem 1
If G is a nonabelian simple N-group in which 2 E n:2, then G is isomorphic

to one of the fo!!owing groups:
(i) LzCq), q odd, q > 3.
(ii) A 7 , L 3(3), U 3(3), M'l'

Most of the analysis is taken up with the task of pinning down the
precise possibilities for the 5 r subgroups of G. A result of Glauberman's
[2] to the effect that an 5 2-subgroup of a simple group cannot possess a
weakly closed subgroup of order 2 is of great help in the argument.
Glauberman's result relies on modular character theory, but on the basis of
it, Thompson is able to proceed by purely local group-theoretic con
siderations.

Let 5 be an 5 2-subgroup of G. Then the argument yields that 5 has one
of the following four structures:

(a) 5 is dihedral:
(b) 5 is semi-dihedral of order 16;
(c) 151 = 26

, 5 has exactly 3 involutions, each of which lies in Z(5); or
(d) 151 = 25

, 5 contains the direct product of two cyclic groups T i of
order 4, 1 ~ i ~ 2, and an involution which interchanges Tt and
T2 under conjugation.

Moreover, in each case G has only one conjugate class of involutions.
If (a) holds, then G is isomorphic to Liq), q odd, q > 3, or to A 7 by D.

Suppose (b) holds. Then a further argument shows that Cc<Z(5» = 5A,
where A is abelian of odd order. But these are the exact conditions under
which Wong has characterized L 3(3) and M 11 (see Section 7). When (c)
holds, Thompson argues that two elements of 5 conjugate in G are already
conjugate in NG(5). Another result of Glauberman's [6] contradicts the
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simplicity of G. Finally, in case (d), with N = CG(Q j (Z(5))), it follows
easily that N / D(N) is isomorphic to the centralizer of an involution in
Ui3). But now a result of Fong's, which we shall also mention in Section 7,
yields that G is isomorphic to U3(3).

In the 1r3 case, Thompson proves

Theorem 2
If G is a simple N-group in which 2 E 1r3' then an 5 2-subgroup of G is

disjoint from its conjugates.

The proof of this theorem is in the same spirit as the assertion in the
dihedral problem that the set of primes 0"4 was empty, but of course it is
much more complicated. Assuming the conclusion to be false, a contra
diction is ultimately derived from the existence of a strongly embedded
subgroup M of G. Difficult problems concerning the nature of the
{2, p}-subgroups of G for p ~ 5 must be resolved to carry out this analysis.
It is an interesting and fortunate fact that the arguments do not require a
detailed investigation of the more formidable problem of the {2, 3}-sub
groups of G.

If Theorem 2 is combined with Suzuki's classification of C-groups, we
obtain the stronger conclusion that, in fact, 2 fj: 1r3 , for it is easily checked
that no group in Suzuki's list has the property that 2 E 1r 3 .

We come now to the case 2 E 1r4 , which represents approximately three
fourths of the entire paper. The local group-theoretic analysis is almost
overwhelming in its complexity and the number of technical difficulties
involved in the determination of the structure of the maximal 2-local
subgroups reaches staggering proportions. We shall not attempt to present
a detailed outline but shall content ourselves with a brief discussion of some
salient points. To do this, we need a preliminary concept, which is actually
basic for the entire paper.

For odd primes p and q, the relation p ~ q has been defined earlier in
terms of the existence of a solvable {p, q}-subgroup D of G which contains
elementary abelian subgroups of both orders p3 and q3. A verbatim exten
sion of this definition to the case q = 2 turns out to be less satisfactory than
a somewhat weaker condition. Indeed, we shall say that p ~ 2 (or 2 ~ p),
p odd, provided there exists a solvable {p, 2}-subgroup D which contains

(a) A noncyclic abelian 2-subgroup of order 8.
(b) An element of T(p).

Here T(p) is defined to be the set of elementary abelian subgroups T of G
of type (p, p) such that for each x in T", CG(x) contains an element of
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U(p); and U(p) in turn is defined to be the set of elementary abelian sub
groups U of type (p, p) such that U is normal in some Sp-subgroup P of
G with U s; Z(P) if Z(P) is noncyclic.

Moreover, if 2 is not related in this fashion to any odd prime, we shall
say that 2 is isolated.

It is easy to see that an elementary abelian p-group of order p3 always
contains an element of T(p), so this definition is, in fact, weaker than our
earlier one. We note also that the assumption p ~ 2 implies only that
SCN2(p) and SCN2(2) are nonempty, whereas the definition for odd p and
q requires SCN3(p) and SCN3(q) to be nonempty, as follows from Theorem
5.4.15(i). Finally, we remark that the definition of T(p) is very analogous
to that of the set Alp) which occurs in the statement of the Maximal
Subgroup theorem.

In the groupsG2 (3)and Sp4(3), 3 ~ 2 in the present sense, but not in the
earlier sense, which explains in part why the present definition is more
satisfactory for Thompson.

The first major portion of Thompson's argument in the n4 case can be
summarized as follows:

Theorem 3
If G is a simple N-group in which 2 E n4 , then one of the following holds:

(i) G is a C-group;
(ii) 2 ~ 3 and 3 E n4 ; or
(iii) G ~ 2 F4 (2)'.

The proof of Theorem 3 is itself divided into three main parts, corre
sponding to the possible values of a certain integer e(G) which we proceed
to define. For each odd p, let e(p) be the largest integer n for which there
exists an elementary abelian p-subgroup E of G of order pn which nor
malizes a nontrivial 2-subgroup of G. Then set

e(G) = max {e(p)lp ranging over all odd primes in n(G)}.

Since G is simple, the Frobenius normal p-complement theorem shows that
NdT) is not a 2-group for some nontrivial 2-subgroup T of G. Hence
e(p) ~ 1 for any odd p dividing ING(T)I and so e(G) ~ 1. Thompson's
subdivision corresponds to the three possibilities:

(a) e(G) ~ 3,
(b) e(G) = 2,
(c) e(G) = 1.

One should not be too surprised that the treatment of these three sub
cases is very difficult. Indeed, it is a fact that the known simple groups of
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characteristic 2 all satisfy 2 E 1'[4 [provided SCNJC2) is nonempty, as is
almost always the case]. Assuming Theorem 3 to be false, why cannot G
be isomorphic to some other known simple group G* of characteristic 2?
Obviously, because such a group G* necessarily possesses a nonsolvable
local subgroup. Thus in essence Thompson's task is to show that G must
contain a nonsolvable local subgroup. But this may be almost as difficult
as classifying G* and may very well require an almost complete determina
tion of the structure of the 2-local subgroups before this nonsolvability
can be forced. Phrased somewhat differently, if the hypotheses on the local
subgroups were slightly weaker, Thompson's analysis might very well
provide the major portion of the argument needed to characterize the
group G*. In fact, it is precisely this that he has done in the case of Gz(3)
and Spi3). By the time he can force a nonsolvable 2-local subgroup to exist
in G under the assumption 2 ~ 3 and 3 E 1'[4, he has sufficient knowledge of
the subgroup structure of G so that it is about as easy to relax his conditions
slightly and to continue the analysis to obtain a characterization of these
two groups. Almost certainly then, the proof of Theorem 3 contains a basis
for characterizations of other known simple groups.

For convenience, let us call a group G in which {2, 3} <;; 1'[4 and 2 ~ 3 a
weak N-group if every 3-local subgroup is solvable, every 2-local subgroup
is 2-constrained, and the centralizer of every involution is solvable. Thus
we demand solvability of only certain of the 2-local subgroups. The
classification of N-groups is completed once the following theorem is
established:

Theorem 4
Let G be a simple weak N-group and let P be an Srsubgroup of G. If

Z(P) is noncyclic, then G is isomorphic to G2(3); if Z(P) is cyclic, then G is
isomorphic to Spi3).

As remarked earlier,G2(3)and Sp4(3) are not N-groups. Hence Theorems
I to 4, together with Suzuki's classification of C-groups, give a complete
determination of all simple N-groups.

A critical portion of the classification of simple C-groups was devoted
to the determination of the exact structure of the maximal 2-local sub
groups. We recall that for groups of type D, which gave rise to groups of
rank 2, the analysis depended upon weak closure arguments. Likewise the
proof of Theorem 4 requires a knowledge of the precise structure of the
maximal 3-local subgroups, which is again accomplished by weak closure
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arguments. This analysis forces G to possess a non-3-stable maximal
3-10cal subgroup (otherwise a contradiction is reached using strongly
embedded subgroups).

The problem here is considerably more complicated than that of
C-groups of type 0, for the analysis now depends upon the interaction of
the 2-subgroups and 3-subgroups of G and involves some very delicate
configurations of subgroups, whereas in the previous case our attention
was essentially limited to the prime 2. Moreover, the present analysis
requires a simultaneous determination of the structure of the centralizer of
an involution and, in particular, of the Srsubgroups ofG. As in the case of
Suzuki's characterization of LJC2n

), the ultimate objective is to construct a
subgroup Go of G which is a (B, N)-pair of rank 2. As usual, B = NG(P),
P an S3-subgroup of G, and N = NG(H), where H is a complement of
H in B. Again the problem is to determine the Weyl group W = N / H, which
in the case of G2(3) is a dihedral group of order 12 and in the case of
Sp4(3) is a dihedral group of order 8. This argument requires all the informa
tion concerning the maximal 3-10cal subgroups and the centralizers of
involutions that it is possible to derive by local group-theoretic analysis ..

In the process of establishing the fact that BNB is actually a group Go, a
canonical set of generators and relations is constructed for Go. This means
that Go is uniquely determined independently of G; more precisely, if
G' is any other simple group satisfying the same initial conditions as G
and if G~ is the corresponding subgroup of G', then Go and G~ are isomor
phic. Since G2(3) and Sp~(3) can be shown to satisfy the respective hypo
theses of the theorem, one is able to conclude that Go is isomorphic to
G2(3) or Sp4(3), as thecase may be. The final step, that G = Go, is carried
out in the same way as for C-groups of type D. (See page 488.)

We conclude with a few final comments of the over-all proof. In each of
the groups L 2(q). Sz(q), U3(q), and Llq), q = 2n

, n ~ 3, or 2F4 (2)', it is easy
to show that not only does 2 E 77:4 , but also that 2 is isolated in the sense
defined earlier in this section (in fact, e(G) = 1 in these groups). Thus
Thompson's proof, although not so organized, actually establishes the
following result:

If G is a simple N-group (or weak N-group), then one of ue following
holds:

I. 2E77:2;
H. 2 E 77:4 and 2 is isolated;

Ill. {2, 3} ~ 77:4 and 2 '" 3.
Clearly this indicates the importance of classifying all simple groups of

type I and 11. The known simple groups with these properties are all of
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low rank, and so these classification problems fall within the scope of the
discussion of this chapter. As we have noted above, Thompson's proof of
Theorem 3 will undoubtedly have considerable bearing on the study of
groups of type n.

6. GROUPS WITH ABELIAN SYLOW 2-SUBGROUPS

In recent years a considerable amount of work has been done towards
obtaining a complete classification of simple groups with abelian Sl-sub
groups. At this writing, only a single problem connected with generators
and relations remains for this classification to be completed. In this
section we present a brief summary of the known results.

Besides the groups L1(q),' q ;: 3, 5 (mod 8) or q = 2" with q > 3, there is
one other infinite family of simple groups, discovered by Ree, and one
single exceptional simple group, discovered by lanko, which have abelian
Sl-subgroups. Ree constructed his family and also a second infinite family
of new simple groups (which does not have abelian Sl-subgroups) shortly
after Suzuki's discovery of the groups Sz(q), using a more-or-Iess well
known procedure for constructing subgroups of known simple groups as
the set of fixed elements of certain automorphisms.

Indeed, the unitary groups GU(3, q) can be constructed by just such a
process from the groups GL(3, ql). Let (J be the automorphism of GL(3, ql)
induced from the automorphism of order 2 of GF(ql) and define a mapping
cjJ of GL(3, ql) into itself by the rule

cjJ(X) = «X'T) -1 X E GL(3, ql).

Then cjJ is an automorphism of GL(3, ql) and we see that cjJ(X) = X if and
only if X is a unitary matrix. Thus GU(3, q) is realized as the fixed points
of the automorphism rP.

This procedure has been studied in general by Steinberg and gives rise
to a number of families of finite simple groups, which' are known as
"twisted" matrix groups, the unitary groups being the simplest such
example. Steinberg's groups are defined in each case for arbitrary values of
the parameter q = pO. However, it was known for some time that there
were three families of simple matrix groups that possessed an "extra"
automorphism for specified values of the characteristic p-04(2"), G1(3"),
and F4 (2")-where 04(q) and F4(q) are two well-defined families of matrix
group~ which we shall describe somewhat more explicitly in Chapter 17.

Ree observed that from Suzuki's description of them the groups Sz(2")
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could be alternatively constructed as the fixed points of the extra auto
morphism of 0 4 (2"). He then investigated the extra automorphisms of
Gz(3") and F4 (2") and found that their fixed points gave rise to two new
families of simple groups, of ranks I and 2, respectively, which we shall
denote by 2G2(3") and 2F4 (2"). Here n must be odd and at least 3 to obtain
simple groups. For n = 1, 2G2(3) contains a normal subgroup of index 3
isomorphic to Lz(8), while as noted earlier, 2F4 (2) contains a normal sub
group of index 2, which is also a new simple group.

For our purposes the critical fact about the groups 2G2(q) is that they
have elementary abelian Srsubgroups of order 8. Moreover, they can be
realized as doubly transitive groups of degree q3 + 1 in which the subgroup
N fixing a letter is the semidirect product of an S3-subgroup P of order q3
which is disjoint from its conjugates and a cyclic subgroup H of order
q - 1 which is a subgroup fixing two letters. In addition, H possesses a
subgroup Ho of index 2 such that Ho P is a Frobenius group and so a
subgroup fixing three letters is of order 2. Thus the groups 2G2(q) closely
resemble both the groups Sz(q) and Uiq). However, they present an added
difficulty because P has class 3, whereas in the latter two families the corre
sponding Sylow subgroups have class 2.

If x is an involutionoeGiq) (all involutions are, in fact, conjugate), then
the centralizer of x has the form (x) x L, where L is isomorphic to Liq). In
particular, we see that for q > 3, 2Giq)is neither a C-group nor an N-group.
Given this structure of the centralizer, it is natural to consider the following
classification problem:

Determine all simple groups G in which
(a) S2-subgroups are elementary abelian of order 8; and
(b) For any involution x, CG(x) = (x) x L, where L is isomorphic to

L 2(q), q > 3.
We do not assume here to begin with that q is a power of 3. However,

condition (a), together with the fact that L 2(4) and L 2(5) are isomorphic
forces q == 3, 5 (mod 8).

H. N. Ward was the first one to investigate this situation. He imposed
certain additional restrictions on the centralizers of the elements of odd
order in L. In particular, we note that his conditions directly forced q > 5.
On the basis of his assumptions, he was able to prove, using almost
exclusively character-theoretic methods, that q = 3", n > 1, and that G had
to be a doubly transitive group satisfying all the conditions which we
have listed above for 2 G2(q). This clearly represented a major step in obtain
ing a characterization of the groups 2G2(q)from purely local group-theoretic
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conditions. Janko and Thompson considered the general situation and,
under the assumption that q > 5, they have shown that Ward's hypothesis
can be deduced from conditions (a) and (b) above. The argument involves
both local group-theoretic and character-theoretic analysis.

The case q = 5 turns out to be a fascinating exception. Indeed, Janko
has established that there exists a unique simple group which satisfies
conditions (a) and (b) with q = 5, its order being 175,560. In a remarkable
paper he proves that the two matrices

(6.1 )

o I 0 0 0 0 0
001 0 0 0 0
000 I 000
o 0 0 0 I 0 0
o 0 0 0 0 I 0
o 0 0 0 0 0 I
I 0 0 0 0 0 0

and

-3 2
-2 I
-I -1
-I -3
-3 -1

I 3
3 3

-I -I
1 3

-3 -1
-I -3
-3 -3

3 -2
-2 1

-3 -I
1 3

-3 -3
-3 2

2 -1
I I
1 3

-3
3
2

-I
-1

3
I

with entries in GF(II) generate this simple group, which we denote by
J 1• The calculation which establishes that these two matrices generate
a group of the required order 175,560 is not at all easy and is due to
M. A. Ward. We remark that J 1 has no doubly transitive permutation
representations. Moreover, W. A. Coppel has shown that J 1 is a sub
group of G2(l1).

The bulk of lanko's paper consists of the investigation of an arbitrary
group G satisfying (a) and (b) with q = 5. Although some local group
theoretic analysis enters, his primary task is character-theoretic. Ultimately
he obtains complete information concerning the order, subgroup structure,
conjugacy classes, and irreducible characters of such a group G; in
particular, he shows that G must be simple. With these results at his
disposal, he analyzes the p-modular characters of G for the prime p = 11
and derives the fundamental fact that G possesses one and only one
absolutely irreducible representation of degree 7 in a finite field of charac
teristic 11 and that it can be written in the prime field GF(lI). It is this
crucial result which is used to prove the uniqueness of G and at the same
time to arrive at the matrices (6.1) as a possible set of generators for G.

Indeed, G turns out to have a generalized Bruhat structure, which may
be described as follows. If B = NG(S), S an Srsubgroup of G, then
B = HS, where H is a Frobenius group with kernel Y of order 7 and
complement U of order 3. Also Cs( U) = (x) has order 2. Moreover,
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NG(H) contains an involution w which centralizes U, inverts Y, and
together with x satisfies the structure identity

(6.2) (XW)5 = 1.

Finally G = <y, xw), where Y = <y).
Now Janko considers the seven-dimensional representation of G on a

vector space V over GF(lI), choosing the basis so that y is represented by
the first matrix of (6.1). But then a computational argument, using (6.2),
together with the fact that w is an involution normalizing H, shows that
xw must be represented by the second matrix of (6.1). In this way Janko
is able to conclude that G is necessarily isomorphic to J \.

Returning to the general discussion let us for convemence say that a
group G is of Ree type if G is doubly transitive of degree q3 + 1 and satisfies
all the conditions listed above for 2G2(q). Then the combined work of
Janko, Thompson, and H. N. Ward can be summarized as follows:

Theorem
If G is a simple group which satisfies conditions (a) and (b) above, then

either G is of Ree type or G is isomorphic to J\.

Presumably thegroups 2Giq) are the only simple groups of Ree type, but
this is not yet known. Thompson has shown that in a group G of Ree
type, the structure of B = NG(P), Pan Srsubgroup of G, can be uniquely
described in terms of the integer q together with an automorphism () of
GF(q). In 2G2(q) itself, this automorphism satisfies the condition ()2 = 3. As
in the case of Liq), Sz(q), and U3(q), the multiplication table of a group of
Ree type is completely determined by three analogous functions a, (3, and
')' defined on p# .

The problem that still remains to show that the groups 2 G2(q) are the
only simple groups of Ree type is to prove that a, (3, ')', and () are uniquely
determined for a given value of q. Because P has class 3, the required
generator-relations computations are very difficult to carry out, and it
appears that the expressions for tJ., f3, and')' are unbelievably involved. In
fact, even in the groups 2Giq) themselves, using Ree's description of them,
it does not seem to be an easy task to compute these functions. Thompson
has made considerable progress (Thompson [11]), but as of this writing a
complete solution does not exist. If one could show, as in Janko's case, that
G must possess a seven-dimensional representation over GF(q) [which is
trueo[2elq)], one could undoubtedly obtain the desired conclusions along
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the same lines as Janko; but unfortunately this also appears to be very
difficult to establish.

By making special assumptions one can avoid the Ree groups and can
obtain characterizations of the groups LzCq). For example, we have

Theorem
Let G be a nonabelian simple group with abelian S2-subgroups in which

SCN3(2) is empty. Then G is isomorphic to LzCq), q == 3, 5 (mod 8) and
q> 3.

Under these assumptions Brauer has shown, using the techniques of
modular character theory, that an Srsubgroup of G must be elementary
abelian of order 4 and so must be dihedral. But then the theorem follows
from D.

Furthermore, the author has obtained the following result:

Theorem
Let G be a nonabelian simple group with abelian Srsubgroups in which

the centralizer of every involution is solmble. Then G is isomorphic to
L 2(q), q > 3, with either q == 3, 5 (mod 8) or q = 2".

The proof of this result amounts to a simpler version of the proof of
Theorem 2 of the section on N-groups, its aim being to show, when
SCN3(S) is nonempty, San S2-subgroup of G, that S is disjoint from its
conjugates, in which case Suzuki's classification of C-groups can be
invoked to complete the proof. Let (J be the set of odd primes p in n(G)
such that S normalizes, but does not centralize, some p-subgroup of G. The
disjointness of S from its conjugates follows directly if (J is empty. If (J is
nonempty, one ultimately derives a contradiction by constructing a
strongly embedded subgroup in G and applying a variation of Theorem
9.3.1.

At first glance it might seem that the last theorem represents a significant
step toward a general classification of groups with abelian Srsubgroups,
but, in fact, its hypothesis is designed specifically to avoid the central
difficulty of the general problem. How does one handle non-p-constrained
p-Iocal subgroups? In all the classification problems discussed so far, the
critical p-Iocal subgroups involved in the local group-theoretic analysis
related to the Maximal Subgroup theorem, and to the existence of strongly
embedded subgroups have always been p-constrained. However, this has
been entirely a consequence of the restrictions which our induction
assumptions placed upon the structure of the p-Iocal subgroups and will
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no longer be true in more general classification problems. The abelian
Srsubgroup problem is the first case in which this difficulty must be faced
head on.

J. H. WaIter has been studying this problem for a considerable period of
time and has recently obtained the following fundamental result (Walter[4]):

Theorem
If G is a nonabeizan simple group with abelian S2-subgroups, then one of

the following hold:
(i) G is isomorphic to LzCq), q > 3, q == 3, 5 (mod 8) or q = 2";

(ii) G is isomorphic to J 1 ; or
(iii) G is of Ree type.

It is very interesting that for the purposes of the proof of this theorem,
Walter does not need to know that the groups 2G2 (q) are the only ones of
Ree type. The point is that a subgroup of G of Ree type is almost as easy
to work with as 2GzCq) itself.

As usual, this theorem comes as a corollary of a more general result. To
state it, let us call a group H an A-group provided H contains a normal
subgroup K with O(H) S K such that

(a) HjK has odd order, and
(b) KjO(H) is the direct product of a 2-group and a finite number of

simple groups of types (i), (ii), and (iii) above.
Walter's main result asserts that every group with abelian S2-subgroups

is an A-group. By induction the problem reduces to the study of a simple
group G all of whose proper subgroups are A-groups, and one must show
that G has the structure of one of the groups listed in the preceding
theorem. The aim of the argument is to show that one of the following
three statements must hold:

A. SCNiS) is empty,
B. S is disjoint from its conjugates, or
C. S is elementary abelian of order 8 and for any x in S#,

CG(x) = <x) x L,

where L is isomorphic to LzCq), q> 3, q == 3, 5 (mod 8).
The desired conclusion concerning the structure of G follows from this

together with earlier results.
Assuming that neither A, B, nor C hold, one considers the same set of

odd primes (J as in the special case in which centralizers of involutions were
assumed solvable which we discussed above. Again (J is nonempty, since
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otherwise B would hold, and again the object is to derive a contradiction
by constructing a strongly embedded subgroup in G. But now the local
subgroups may involve the direct product of arbitrarily many simple
groups. This is in sharp contrast to the dihedral problem, where each local
subgroup could possess at most one nonsolvable composition factor. This
fact made it easy for us to subdivide (J effectively and to concentrate first on
eliminating the subsets (J3 and (J4' Primarily we were able to carry this out
because the p-local subgroups were both p-constrained and p-stable. Even
though the p-local subgroups for pin (J2 did not have to be p-constrained,
we were not forced to deal with them until after we had shown that (J3 and
(J4 were empty. In the abelian Srsubgroup problem, on the other hand,
non-p-constrained p-local subgroups must be considered right from the
beginning. The essential problem is how does one control the weak closure
of certain p-subgroups in the absence of p-constraint? For one thing one
can at best hope to establish some weaker form of the transitivity theoreml
and this alone adds a serious complication to the situation. Fortunately
A-groups are at least p-stable for all odd p; for as we have pointed out in the
discussion on N-groups, the lack ofp-stability also gives rise to formidable
problems. Thus one can anticipate some major difficulties in more general
classification problems when the p-local subgroups need be neither
p-constrained nor p-stable.

7. OTHER CLASSIFICATION THEOREMS

Work has only just begun on groups with semi-dihedral S2-subgroups
and with one other closely related family of S2-subgroups, which for
brevity we shall refer to as wreathed groups. A 2-group S will be said to be
wreathed if it contains the direct product of two cyclic groups T; of order
2n

, n ~ 2, 1 ~ i ~ 2, as a subgroup of index 2 and possesses an involution
which interchanges Tt and T2 under conjugation. In terms of the general
notion of a wreathed product, S is thus the wreathed product of a cyclic
group of order 2n and a group of order 2. Note that SCN3(S) is empty if
S is wreathed.

These two families of 2-groups are important because they occur as
S2-subgroups of the following known simple groups:

(a) The Srsubgroups of Liq) are semi-dihedral if q == -1 (mod 4)
and are wreathed if q == 1 (mod 4).
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(b) The Srsubgroups of U3(q) are semi-dihedral if q == 1 (mod 4) and
are wreathed if q == -1 (mod 4).

(c) The Sz-subgroups of the Mathieu group M ll on 11 letters are
semi-dihedral of order 16.

We note also that an Srsubgroup of GL(2, q) is semi-dihedral if
q == -1 (mod 4) and is wreathed if q == 1 (mod 4).

Characterizations of the groups L 3(q), q odd, and M ll have been
obtained by Brauer:

Theorem
Let G be a simple group which contains an involution x such that CG(x) is

isomorphic to GL(2, q)jK, q odd, where K is a normal subgroup of GL(2, q)
of odd order. Then one of the following holds:

(i) G is isomorphic to Llq), or
(ii) q = 3 and G is isomorphic to M ll •

Moreover, K = 1 ifq == - 1 (mod 3) and IKI = 3 if q == 1 (mod 3).

Here we have hypotheses analogous to those of the Brauer-Suzuki-Wall
theorem: The centralizer of an involution in G is assumed to satisfy con
ditions similar to those which hold in the known groups that one wishes to
characterize. As usual, character-theoretic methods are used to show that
G is doubly transitive with the appropriate generalized Bruhat structure.
One of Brauer's methods of completing the proof is geometric: He con
structs a Desarguesian projective plane over GF(q) out of the group G, on
which G acts as a group of collineations (the case M 11 is, of course, excep
tional). The (B, N)-pair approach can also be used.

Most likely a corresponding characterization of U3(q) can also be
obtained. However, the final generator-relation problem that one encounters
when q == -1 (mod 3) appears to be quite difficult. Suzuki has solved this
problem only in the case of PGU(3, q) [which contains U3(q) as a subgroup
of index 3 when q == -1 (mod 3)]. Suzuki's result is the following:

Theorem
Let G be a doubly transitive permutation group of degree q3 + 1, q = pn, p

an odd prime, such that the subgroup N fixing a letter is the semidirect
product of an Sp-subgroup P of G of order q3 which is disjoint from its con
jugates and a cyclic subgroup H of order qZ - 1 which fixes two letters. Then
G is isomorphic to PGU(3, q).

It is interesting to note that when p = 2 and q == -1 (mod 3), Suzuki
was able to resolve the corresponding generator-relation problem and
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hence was able to obtain a characterization of the groups Ul2") for all
values of n.

In addition to these results, there are a few other characterization
theorems involving groups of low rank:

1. As remarked in Section 14.4, the combined work of Zassenhaus, Feit,
Suzuki, and Ito establishes that the groups Liq), q > 3, and Sz(q) are the
only simple Zassenhaus groups.

2. Wong has shown that Ll3) and M 11 are the only simple groups
having semi-dihedral Srsubgroups in which the centralizers of involutions
are solvable.

3. Fong has shown that U3(3) is the only simple group having a wreathed
Srsubgroup of order 25 in which centralizers of involutions are solvable.

4. Brauer and Fong have obtained a characterization of M 12 as the only
simple group having an Srsubgroup isomorphic to that of M 12 and
possessing more than one class of involutions. The proof utilizes an earlier
result of Stanton, who showed that M 12 is the only simple group of order
95,040.

5. The combined works of Wong and Held give characterizations of the
alternating groups A 8 and A g in terms of conditions on the centralizers of
involutions.

6. Fong and the author have obtained preliminary characterizations of
the groups Giq), q odd, for certain congruences on q.

ADDENDUM TO PAGE 479

A similar construction is required for Thompson to reach the group
2F4 (2Y, which arises out of the analysis in the case e(G) = 1. Assuming
that G is not a C-group, he eventually shows that a Sylow 2-subgroup S of
G is contained in precisely two maximal 2-local subgroups M and N with
IM I= 2a

• 3 and INI = 2a
• 5, where a = 11 or 12. His goal is then to show

that the subgroup Go = <M, N> is correspondingly isomorphic to 2F4 (2)' or
2F4 (2). This is accomplished by reducing ultimately to characterizations of
these groups by generators and relations, obtained by Parrott [I]. (The
group 2F4 (2) is a (B, N)-pair of rank 2, but its derived group is not a
(B, N)-pair. It was Tits [4] who proved the simplicity of 2F4 (2)', and
Parrott uses Tits' presentation of this group by generators and relations in
his analysis).



CHAPTER 17
THE KNOWN SIMPLE

GROUPS

In the course of Chapter 16, we have mentioned all the known simple
groups of rank 1 as well as some of higher rank. To put that discussion in
proper perspective, it will be useful to present a complete list of the known
simple groups. This list will include the 26 presently known sporadic
groups. At the time of the first edition in 1968, only the three sporadic
groups J 1, the Hall-lanko group J2 , and the Higman-Sims group HS were
discovered (beyond the original five groups of Mathieu). It is a remarkable
testament to the progress of finite simple group theory that a total of
eighteen further sporadic groups were found in the subsequent ten year
period. (The existence of the Fischer-Griess monster F1 and of lanko's
fourth group J4 remains to be established.)

1. The Known Simple Groups

Unfortunately there have developed over the years several notational
conventions for listing the simple groups, no one of which is entirely
satisfactory. When presenting a complete list, it is perhaps most conve
nient to follow the Lie notation. As Chevalley has shown, each of the
so-called families of matrix groups is associated with one of the complex
simple Lie algebras An' Bm en, Dn, G2 , F4 , £6' £7' and £8 of rank n. (Do not
confuse An here with the corresponding alternating group.) We

489
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shall therefore adopt the notation An(q), etc., for the corresponding finite
group defined relative to GF(q). For example, An(q) = SL(n + 1, q). We
shall also write 2 AnCq) for the unitary group SU(n + 1, q). Here the super
script is meant to indicate the order of the automorphism of the Dynkin
diagram of An relative to which the unitary group is defined. A similar
convention will apply to the other twisted matrix groups. Furthermore, the
groups we list may not be simple; the integer d in the table below will
designate the order of the central subgroup that must be facto red out to
obtain a simple group. At the end of the table we shall indicate the corre
spondence with our earlier notation.

Known Finite Simple Groups

G order of G d

n
An(q) qnin+I)!2 TI(qi+I_1) (n + 1, q - 1)

i = 1

n
Bn(q), n> 1 qn2 TI (q2i - I) (2, q - 1)

i=l

c.(q). 11 > 2 qn2 fI (q2i - I) (2, q - 1)
i= 1

n-I
Dn(q), n > 3 qni n- 1)(qn - I) TI (q2i - I) (4, qn - 1)

j= 1

Giq)

F4 (q)

E6 (q)

E7(q)

E8 (q)

q6(q6 _ I) (q2 - I)

q24(qI2 -1) (q8 _1)(q6 -I) (q2 -1)

q36(q12 -1)(q9 _ 1)(q8 -1)(q6 -1)(q5 -1)(q2 - 1)

q63(q18 _1)(qI4 _1)(qI2 -1)(qIO -1)(q8 -1)(q6 -1)(q2-1)

q120(q30 _1)(q24 _1)(q20 _1)(q18 -1)
(q14 -1)(qI2 -1)(q8 _1)(q2_1)

(3, q - I)

(2, q - I)

2An(q), 11 > 1

2Biq), q = 22m + 1

..Z Dn(q), n > 3

n
qn(n+1 J!2 TI(qi+1 _(_I)i+l)

i = 1

q2(q2 + l)(q - 1)

n-j

qnin- 1)(qn + 1) TI (q2i - 1)
i= 1

(n + 1, q + I)

(4, qn -;- 1)

3D4(q) q12(q8 +q4 + l)(q6 _1)(q2 -1)

2G z(q), q = 3 Zm + [ q3(q3 + l)(q -I)

2F4(q), q = 2 Zm + 1 q12(q6 + l)(q4 - l)(q3 + l)(q-1)

2E6(q) q36(q12 -1)(q9 + 1)(q8 __ 1)(q6 _1)(q5 + 1)(q2-1) (3, q -'- Ii
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Known Finite Simple Groups
order of G

G

491

pZp

Alternating group d n, n > 2 Hn!)

M II 7920 ~ 24 . 32 . 5 . II

M 12 95040 ~ 26 . 33 . 5 . II

M 22 443520 ~ 27 . 32 . 5 . 7 . 11

M23 10200960 = 27 . 32 • 5 • 7 . II . 23

M24 244823040 ~ 210 • Y . 5 . 7 . II . 23

J I I75560 = 23 . 3 . 5 . 7 . 1I . 19

J2 27 • Y . 52 . 7

J) 27
• 35

• 5 . 17 . 19

J4 221 . 33 . 5 . 7 . 1e . 23 . 29 . 31 . 37 . 43

HS 29
• 32

• 53 • 7 . 11

Mc 27
• 36

• 53 . II

Suz 213
• 37 . 52 . 7 • II . 13

Ru 214 . 33 . 53 . 7 . 13 • 29

He 210 . 33 . 52 . 73
• 17

Ly 28 . 37 . 56 . 7 . 11 . 31 . 37 . 67

ON 29 . 34 . 5 . 73 . 11 . 19 . 31

.1 221 • 39 . 54 . 72 . 11 . 13 . 23

.2 218 . 36 . 53 . 7 . 11 . 23

.3 210 .37 .53 .7.11.23

M(22) 217 . 39 . 52 . 7 . 11 . 13

M(23) 218 . 313 . 52 . 7 . 11 . 13 . 17 . 23

M(24)' 221 . 316 . 52 . 73 . 11 . 13 . 23 . 29

F5 215 . 310 . 53 . 72 . 13 . 19 . 31

F3 214 . 36 . 56 . 7 . 11 . 19

F2 241 . 313 . 56 . 72 . 11 . 13 . 17 . 19 . 23 . 31 . 47

F j 246 . 320 . 59 . 76 . 11 2 . 133 . 17 . 19 . 23 . 29 . 31 . 41 . 47 . 59 . 71

Sporadic Groups

Here J;, I ~ i ~ 4, denote the four simple groups of Janko; J 2 was
constructed by M. Hall and Wales and J3 by G. Higman and McKay. HS
denotes the D. Higman-Sims group, Mc the group constructed by
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McLaughlin, Suz the sporadic group found by Suzuki, and Ru the group
found by Rudvalis and constructed by Conway and Wales. Ly and ON
denote the groups of Lyons and O'Nan, respectively, both of which were
constructed by Sims. The groups .1, .2, and .3 are the three Conway
groups, related to the 24-dimensional Leech lattice; and M(22), M(23),
M(24) are the three so-called transposition groups constructed by Fischer.
M(24) is not simple, but its derived group M(24)', of index 2, is a simple
group. F3 and Fs denote Thompson's and Harada's simple groups,
respectively; each is a subgroup of the Fischer-Griess monster F\. P. Smith
helped Thompson with the construction of F3 and S. Norton and P. Smith
constructed the group Fs. Finally F2 denotes Fischer's baby monster; it was
constructed by Leon and Sims.

Comparison With Previous Notation

G

d.,n=3,4

At(q), q = 2, 3

B 2 (2)

G 2 (2)

2A 2(2)

2B,(2)

2G 2 (3)

2F4 (2)

Exceptions

Nature of exception

G is solvable

G is solvable

G is isomorphic to symmetric group S6

IG: G'I = 2 and G' is isomorphic to 2 A 2 (3)

G is solvable

G is solvable

IG : G'I = 3 and G' is isomorphic to Al (8)

IG: G'[ = 2 and G' is a simple group not
appearing elsewhere in the table

The types Bl> Cl' C2, Dl , D2, D3 , 2 D2, and 2 D3 have been excluded
from the table inasmuch as they are isomorphic to other groups:

C ~ Bl ~ A l C2 ~ B2 Dl(q) ~ Zq-l

D2 ~ A l X A l D3 ~ A 3 2 Dz(q) ~ A l(q2)

2 D
3
~ 2 A

3

Finally there are some isomorphisms which exist among the groups
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listed. We shall write G* for GjZ(G):

A 1(2) ~ S3

A 1(4) ~ A1(5)*~d 5

A 1(7)* ~ A 2(2)

A 1(9)* ~ d 6

Ai2)~ d s

2A 3(2) ~ B2(3)*
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We should like also to describe explicitly the Bruhat decomposition
[equivalently the (B, N)-pair] structure of the groups of Lie type. To do
this, we need a preliminary definition.

A group W will be said to be a Coxeter group or to be generated by
reflections provided:

(1) W is generated by distinct involutions Wj, I :::; i :::; t.
(2) If W i Wj has order k ij, then the relations

(wiwYiJ=1 I:::;i,j:::;t

are a complete set of defining relations for W.
For example, the symmetric group S, + 1 is generated by the trans

positions Wi = (i, i + I), I:::; i:::; t, which satisfy the relations (w i Wy'i = I,
where k ii = I, k jj + 1 = 3, and kij = 2 if j ;::, i + 2. Moreover, these are a
complete set of defining relations for S, + 1, in the sense that any other
relation satisfied by the generators W i is a consequence of these relations.
Note also that lW/ = 2 if t = I and that W is a dihedral group if t = 2.

The integer t is called the rank of W. We shall call the involutions W i a
defining set for W.

Now let G = G(q) be a group of Lie type from the above list with q = pr,
p a prime. Let P be an Sp-subgroup of G, set B = NG(P), and let H be a
complement of P in B. Then there exists a subgroup N of G with the
following properties:

(1) B 11 N = H <J Nand W = N j H is a group generated by reflec
tions.

(2) G = UBuB; equivalently G = BNB.
UEN

(3) Let W i , I :::; i:::; t, be a defining set for Wand let Ui be a repre
sentative of Wi in N. Then for each u in N and all i, I:::; i:::; t, we
have

BuBui B ~ (BuB) U (BUUi B).

(4) BUi #- B, I:::; i:::; t.
It is not difficult to see that (3) implies (2). The integer t is also called

the rank of G, the group W is called the Weyl group of G, and B is called
a Borel subgroup of G. In the case of the nontwisted groups of Lie type
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the subscript indicates the rank: A.(q) has rank n. In fact, its Weyl group
is isomorphic to Sn+l' The twisted groups have the following ranks: 2 A 2n

has rank n, 1A ln - 1 has rank n, 1 Bl has rank 1,1 Dn has rank n - 1,3D4 has
rank 2; lGl has rank 1, lF4 has rank 2, and 1£6 has rank 4.

Finally, the subgroup H is called a Cartan subgroup of G and is always
abelian. Moreover, if G = G(q) is nontwisted of rank t, then H is the direct
product of t cyclic groups of order q - 1 [each thus being isomorphic to
the multiplicative group of GF(q)]. The exact structure of P, H, B, and W
is known for all the groups of Lie type, but we shall not attempt to list
them.
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